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Notes for contributors

The Annual of the department of Antiquities of Jordan is devoted primarily to studies 
of archaeological fieldwork. The deadline for submission of contributions is 31 May for publication 
in the volume of the same year.

Contributions should be sent to: Editor, ADAJ, Department of Antiquities of Jordan, P.O.Box 88, 
Amman, Jordan; and if sent by courier Tel (4644336). Queries may be addressed to the editor by Fax 
(+962 6 4615848), or e-mail (publication@doa.gov.jo).

 - Language: Contributions may be in Arabic or English.

-   Preparation of the Manuscript:
The manuscript should be no more than 15.000 words (around 30 pages) excluding bibliography, 
illustrations and figures captions. Please include name(s) and address(es) of the author(s) as you 
would like the to appear in the publication at the end of the manuscript. The order of the manuscript 
should be:
1. Title of the contribution and name(s) of author(s);
2. Body of text;
3. Address(es) of author(s);
4. Bibliography/references;
5. Footnotes (if any);
6. Captions of figures.

-   Submission of the text:
Should be on computer diskettes, Macintosh or PC compatible, as well as double spaced hard copy. 
For Macintosh diskettes include a copy of the document saved as “text only” on your diskette. For 
PC compatible diskettes include a copy saved as “Rich Text Format”. The manuscript should be  
submitted in final form with no substantive changes expected later.

-   Illustrative Material: should accompany the manuscript at the time of submission. All illustrations 
(drawings as well as photographs) should be referred to in the text as “Fig.” in consecutive order.
Figures should not exceed 17x22cm in size. Illustrations in electronic form may be submitted, 
preferably in (jpg) format (figures scanned into Word documents are not acceptable).
The resolutions should be 250 pixels/in for photographs and 600 pixels/in for line drawings.

-  Foreign Words and Italicized Words:
Should be indicated by underlining in the manuscript. To avoid misleading orthography, Arabic 
words and site names used in an article in another language of transliteration from Arabic and 
transcribed whit diacritical signs and translated in terms of the system by hand on the hard copy and 
need not be included on the diskette.

- Footnotes:
Length footnotes are not be avoided and where at all necessary kept at a minimum. 
Bibliographically references are not to be included in brackets in the text, e.g. (Brown 1989: 32-35).
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- Bibliography/References: should appear at the end of the contribution in alphabetical order. 
The following format should be utilized:
For articles:
Quintero, L.A. and Wilke, P.J.

1998 Archaeological Reconnaissance in the Al-Jafr Basin, 1997. ADAJ 42: 113-122.
For collective volumes:
Gebel, H.G.K. and Bienert, H.-D.

1997 Ba’ja: ALPPNB Regional Center Hidden in the Mountains North of Petra, Southern 
Jordan.

Results from the 1997 Investigations. Pp. 221-262 in H.G.K. Gebel, Z. Kafafi and G. O. Rollefson
(eds.) The Prehistory of Jordan II. Perspectives from 1997. Berlin: ex oriente.

For monographs:
Peacock, D. P. S.

1988 Pottery in the Roman World: An Ethnoarchaeological Approach. London and New 
York: Longman.

Copyrights:
Remains with the individual author(s).
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John Basil Hennessy, universally known 
to family, friends and colleagues as Basil 
Hennessy, was a pillar of Jordanian archaeology 
and a passionate supporter of the country and 
its people. Australian by birth, Basil spent most 
of his academic life as a lecturer and later pro-
fessor at the University of Sydney. A highly re-
spected scholar of Middle Eastern archaeology, 
especially the Chalcolithic and Bronze ages, he 
was a meticulous excavator, inspiring educator, 
and a skilled mentor. A sports champion, he was 
well known for his openness, warm nature and 
good humour. Basil was the recipient of numer-
ous honours during his lifetime, notably his ap-
pointment as an Officer of the Order of Australia 
(AO) in 1990. 

Basil was born on the 10th of February 1925 
in Horsham, victoria, Australia. He was the el-
dest son of Thomas Hennessy and his wife, Nell 
(nee Poultney). He was educated at villa Maria 
and St Patrick’s College in Ballarat, during 
which time his life-long interest in sports was 
fostered, becoming a school athletics champion 
especially in shot-put and hammer-throw, and 
later at university a keen player of Australian 
Rules football.

Basil’s education was delayed by the Second 
World War, during which in 1942 at just 17 he 
was deployed to New Guinea and, after the war, 
to the Northern Territory capital of Darwin as a 
navy radio and radar technician. After he was de-
mobilized in 1946 and, like many of his genera-
tion, inspired by the pioneering and progressive 
Australian archaeologist vere Gordon Childe, 
he enrolled in Anthropology at the University 
of Sydney on a returned soldier’s scholarship, 
commencing his studies in 1947. In the follow-
ing year Basil became one of the first under-
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graduate students in the then newly established 
Department of Archaeology headed by Dale 
Trendall and James Stewart, the latter a special-
ist in Cypriot archaeology.

Following graduation in 1950, Basil headed 
to the Middle East, becoming the inaugural stu-
dent scholar at the then newly established British 
School of Archaeology in Ankara. So began 
his life-long engagement with the archaeology, 
people, and places of the east Mediterranean 
and Middle East. Yet, unlike many before him, 
Basil’s interests in the region transcended the 
mere functional and academic. In addition to his 
passionate love of archaeology, he also became 
a loyal and understanding friend of the diverse 
peoples who live there, and by which he set a 
high standard that his students were to envy and 
try to emulate. 

Basil’s early travels in the 1950s sharpened 
his archaeological skills and expanded his in-
terests. He joined the excavations at Myrtou-

1. Basil on the veranda of the Pella dig house, early 1980s. 
Photograph by the late David Balderstone (courtesy of Sue 
Balderstone).
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Pighades (Cyprus) under the direction of Joan 
du Plat Taylor, and then was to direct the ex-
cavations at the Bronze-Age cemetery site of 
Stephania (Hennessy 1964). Both excavations 
received substantial funding from the Australian 
Institute of Archaeology, based in Melbourne. In 
1952, new opportunities presented themselves 
when he joined the late Dame Kathleen Kenyon 
on the first season of her seminal excavations 
at Jericho, which turned out to be a profoundly 
life-changing experience. In a vigorous intel-
lectual and professional environment, and tu-
tored by the Kenyon-trained “Jericho pickmen” 
(Palestine’s equivalent to the skilled excavators 
from Quft in Egypt), Basil’s life-long commit-
ment to the archaeology of Jordan and Palestine 
was nurtured. After an academic disagreement 
with Kathleen Kenyon, Basil was to trek some 
20 kms from Jericho to the critically important 
Chalcolithic site of Tulaylāt al-Ghassūl on the 
east bank of the Jordan River with the sole in-
tention of returning with evidence in support 
of a cultural transition between the Neolithic 
and Chalcolithic periods – a view not shared by 
Dame Kathleen. Find that evidence he did, and 
out of this instance of Basil’s driving determina-
tion and a strong belief in the overriding value of 
hard archaeological evidence was born his keen 
interest in Tulaylāt al-Ghassūl.  The large-scale 
excavations he subsequently led in 1967, 1975, 
and 1977 (two seasons) were to transform not 
only our understanding of the site, but the ori-
gins and development of the Chalcolithic period 
more generally. 

Returning to Australia, Basil joined the 
Department of Archaeology at the University of 
Sydney, firstly as temporary lecturer (1954-55, 
1957) before his appointment as a full-time lec-
turer (1958-61). Among the students at Sydney 
were Kay Prag (Wright) and David O’Connor, 
and to them he was “revealing a whole new 
world to Australian students; not just an aca-
demic discipline, but a social landscape. He was 
a model of clarity in his presentations, spoken, 
written and graphic” (Prag 2001). During this 
time he was to marry Ruth Shannon and start 
a family of son David and daughters Sarah and 
Linda; henceforth the family become a defining 
part of his life. 

As the post-WW2 age saw the rise of the 
professional archaeologist, rather than those 

of private means, academic qualifications be-
came increasingly necessary. At the suggestion 
of Dame Kathleen Kenyon, Basil and his fam-
ily moved to England in 1962 so he could study 
for his doctorate at Magdalen College Oxford 
under Dame Kathleen’s supervision, graduat-
ing DPhil in 1964. His thesis, inspired by the 
Jericho work, was published in a highly re-
garded book, The Foreign Relations of Palestine 
during the Early Bronze Age (Hennessy 1967). 
Shortly after completing his doctorate, Basil 
and the family moved to Jerusalem, then un-
der Jordanian administration, where he became 
Assistant Director and then Director (in 1966) 
of the British School of Archaeology. Under his 
directorship the British School moved to a state-
ly building in the Sheikh Jarrah neighbourhood, 
where it is still located today (although appropri-
ately renamed the Kenyon Institute). While di-
rector Basil ran an active field program. He con-
tinued the major, multi-period excavations at the 
Damascus Gate in Jerusalem, begun by Crystal 
Bennett in 1964 at the request of the Department 
of Antiquities of Jordan (Wightman, Hennessy, 
and Bennett 1989); undertook his own project at 
the Late Bronze Age temple at (the old) Amman 
Airport, Marka, that after an unpromising start 
turned up trumps (Hennessy 1966, 1985, 1989; 
Prag 2001); and in January to March of 1967 led 
his first season at Tulaylāt al-Ghassūl (Hennessy 
1969). After the Israeli occupation of Jerusalem 
and the West Bank in June 1967, Basil found a 
way to conduct limited excavations at Samaria/
Sabastiyah in the following year after complex 
negotiations with all parties. 

Given the complexities of the situation on the 
West Bank after occupation, and with Australia 
calling, Basil departed Jerusalem in 1970 to re-
turn to the University of Sydney, firstly as the 
Edwin Cuthbert Hall visiting Professor in Near 
Eastern Archaeology and, from 1973 until his 
retirement in 1990, as incumbent of the fully-
endowed chair dedicated to, under the terms of 
the bequest, the study of the “Archaeology and 
Mythology in the Ancient Middle East, name-
ly, Palestine, Egypt and Asia Minor” (which 
was taken to include Cyprus). Middle Eastern 
archaeology at Sydney had fallen into the dol-
drums with the unexpected death in 1962 of Jim 
Stewart, the founding professor, leaving Basil 
the massive task of rebuilding Australia’s sole 
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centre of teaching and research in the archaeol-
ogy of the Middle East. 

For Basil, the Sydney position opened up the 
option of returning to Jordan and continuing the 
work at Tulaylāt al-Ghassūl, brought to a sudden 
end by the June War of 1967. His primary in-
tention was to probe the site with deep trenches 
down to sterile base levels where the earliest – 
and hopefully late Neolithic deposits – would be 
found. Also on the agenda were excavations at 
a large ceremonial centre (which had only just 
avoided being incorporated into a mine field that 
truncated the west third of the site, laid after the 
June 1967 War), and the opening of long strip 
trenches between two of the low mounds that 
characterized the site with the intention of iden-
tifying possible changes in the landscape (pub-
lications: Lovell 2001; Seaton 2008). The real 
challenge, however, lay in how to restart work 
at the site in 1975.  In the mid-1970s, the south 
Jordan valley was a remote, barely occupied area 
still under military control due to the tensions 
that followed the June 1967 War, and setting up 
and supplying a dig camp at Tulaylāt al-Ghassūl 
near the north shore of the Dead Sea posed major 
logistical challenges – water, food, and shelter 
all needed to be brought to the site from a great 
distance. In the 1975 season, the small team 
commuted daily from Amman, but this greatly 
impeded progress. As a result, a decision was 
made to set up camp at the site. Through Basil’s 
close friendship with staff in the Department of 
Antiquities, fostered since his Jerusalem days, 
and the active support of the then Crown Prince 
of Jordan, HRH Prince El Hassan bin Talal, 
seemingly insurmountable obstacles were over-
come one by one. The two 1977 seasons saw the 
team happily encamped at Tulaylāt al-Ghassūl, 
with a pack of cards, the stars, and the lights of 
Jericho as nightly companions. The once a week 
luxury was Friday night in Amman at the build-
ing of the British School near the University of 
Jordan, which served as a branch office of the 
Jerusalem School under the direction of Crystal 
Bennett. With Tulaylāt al-Ghassūl, Basil dem-
onstrated the absolute importance of networking 
with and gaining the confidence of local authori-
ties and international teams alike, at which he 
was a skilled master. 

Joining Basil at Ghassul in 1977 was 
Anthony (Tony) McNicoll, a fellow Australian 

known to Basil from the Jerusalem days, who 
had recently been appointed to a lectureship at 
Sydney University with the task of broadening 
the spectrum of archaeology subjects taught 
there. While Tony’s primary interest lay in the 
Classical and Medieval periods in the Middle 
East, he also brought knowledge of the many 
new approaches increasingly expected in ar-
chaeology, and had already applied these to his 
work in Turkey and Afghanistan. There was a 
natural, infectious rapport between them and, 
while they did not always agree, out of this bond 
there grew in the wide salt plains of Ghassul a 
visionary archaeological project, a project both 
multi-disciplinary and multi-period in scope fo-
cussing on the expansive site of Tabaqat Fahl 
(Pella) in the north Jordan Valley. A field trip in 
early 1977 to Tabaqat Fahl on a cold and over-
cast day during the Tulaylāt al-Ghassūl season 
confirmed that the site was ideal in every way for 
a project intended to span from Neolithic times 
to the Middle Ages; one that had every possi-
bility of building a continuous social, economic, 
and cultural sequence from the earliest of human 
settlement to the beginnings of modern times in 
the southern Levant. 

Beginning with the enormously challenging 
first field season during the northern hemisphere 
winter of 1978-1979, which would have never 
happened without the unwavering support of the 
former Director-General of Antiquities Dr Adnan 
Hadidi, Pella quickly grew into Australia’s pre-
mier archaeological project in Jordan. In scale 
and scope the Pella excavations, undertaken 
in the early years in partnership with Wooster 
College in the USA, were many times that of 

2. Basil and the Tulaylāt al-Ghassūl team inspecting Pella, prob-
ably February 1977.
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Tulaylāt al-Ghassūl, and kept growing. Spurred 
on by Basil, the research expanded almost ex-
ponentially to address an almost infinite number 
of cultural, economic and historical questions, 
many barely addressed at the time work started 
at Pella. Similar to Jericho, the large archaeo-
logical mound at the centre of the site had, at 
its southeast base, a perennial spring that gushed 
out wonderfully fresh water into a valley below. 
It was at this location Basil chose to position a 
deep trench to cut into the side of the mound 
with the intention of capturing, in one major lo-
cation, a representative cross-section of Pella’s 
significant archaeological periods. In its original 
manifestation the deep cut did not identify all of 
Pella’s phases, but it was a strategic start, uncov-
ering major features such as a section of a mas-
sive multi-phase Bronze Age mud-brick circuit 
wall, part of a Late Bronze Age administrative 
building and a major domestic quarter spanning 
Byzantine and early Islamic times, dramatically 
destroyed in an earthquake of 749 AD. Of the 
finds from the cut, the ivory-panelled Pella Lion 
Box stands out as one of the finest Bronze-Age 
objects ever found in Jordan. From the outset 
work also extended to the cemetery fields around 
Pella that produced outstanding Bronze Age, 
Roman and Byzantine finds, the pride of which 
now grace the museums of Jordan. In this work 
during the 1980s the Department of Antiquities 
representatives took a leading role, especially 
the then Chief Inspector of Antiquities in Irbid 
Mr Sultan Al Shreideh who discovered many 
tombs including the extraordinarily rich Tomb 
62 (some 2,000 objects) while assisting the proj-
ect in countless other ways. As the number and 
ambitions of the Sydney University students at 
Pella expanded during the eighties, Basil and 
Tony gave the most promising students the op-
portunity to build their careers by incorporating 
other promising areas in the Pella project: the 
densely occupied summit of Tall al-Ḥuṣn and 
a spectacular Natufian site near Wādī Ḥammah 
(Edwards 2013), for example. Work also began 
in earnest on the specialist collections, such as 
glass and coins (Sheedy, Carson and Walmsley 
2001).

Together, Basil and Tony ran a dig that was 
the envy of other missions in Jordan. At the 
meal table in an expanding dig house, snippets 
of conversations could be heard on widely di-

verse topics such as geomorphology, the begin-
nings of agriculture, archaeozoology, Greeks 
and Hellenism, coins, Bronze Age architecture 
and cuneiform libraries, radiocarbon dating, 
Byzantium and early Christian churches, ar-
chaeobotany, pottery (a lot of that), Iron Age 
temples, stratigraphy and context, Romans and 
urbanism, flint tools, settlement in Islamic times, 
glass and stonework – to name only some of 
them. The atmosphere was eclectic and electric. 
As already noted, it took a much larger team to 
tackle this myriad of research topics, an expan-
sion made possible by adequate funding from 
Australian government research bodies and the 
Australian National Gallery in Canberra. While 
the work was hard and the pressures intense (at 
times), the stars and card games still entertained 
us, now upgraded with evenings of song with 
Tony on the guitar. Sadly, the sing-a-longs barely 
survived the early death of Tony in 1985. Basil 
was left with a huge project, enormous commit-
ments in Jordan and, notably, a growing band of 
young archaeologists whose future careers re-
lied upon its continuation; yet, he did not flinch 
in assuming responsibility for the Pella project 
even if it meant months in Jordan, year on year, 
until his retirement. 

Not just in the esoteric field of archaeology, 
but also in other realms, the Australian presence 
was rapidly growing in Jordan during the 1980s, 
with Basil putting his considerable diplomatic 
skills to good use when meeting ambassadors, 
politicians, government officials, academics 
and businessmen of Jordanian, Australian and 
other nationalities. Australians based in Amman 
were generous in their support, such as the 
Balderstones (David, a prominent Australian 
journalist, and Sue, an architect most adept in 
archaeological planning) as well as successive 
ambassadors at the newly established Australian 
Embassy in Amman, such as Richard Gate, the 
first resident ambassador to Jordan (1982-1985), 
and Bob Bowker (1989-1992). Basil’s stately 
persona allowed him to mix freely with the top 
levels of the social and political elite, resulting in 
numerous high-level visitors to the Pella excava-
tions including HRH Prince El Hassan and, on 
the 25th of January 1987, Australia’s then Prime 
Minister Bob Hawke who remarked that it was 
“extremely satisfying to me Basil, to see here 
in such a practical way a group of Australians 
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is working in association with the Jordanian 
Government and people to do work which is, I 
think, immeasurable in its value” (Hawke 1987). 
He pledged $30,000 a year to support research, 
and vegemite (a savoury Australian spread) for 
the team.

An inspiring teacher and critical researcher 
in both a university and field environment, Basil 
instilled in his students, and those of others, the 
utmost importance of questioning and contest-
ing even core beliefs in Middle Eastern archae-
ology. For the unavoidable friction Sydney stu-
dents were to experience in openly questioning 
the views of senior colleagues, Basil ensured his 
charges were well prepared through a rigorous 
program of lectures, seminars and assignments at 
Sydney. Then when matters did come to a head, 
he was unwavering in his support. Basil also rec-
ognized the importance of attracting funds to as-
sist students in their studies, especially as access 
to British sources dried up during the 1970s. To 
that end, Basil was instrumental in setting up 
The Near Eastern Archaeology Foundation at 
the University in 1986, which today offers pub-
lic outreach programs and, through generous 
bequests and private donations, travel grants to 
worthy postgraduate students.

Basil was the recipient of a number of pres-
tigious awards and honours during his lifetime. 
He was a Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries 
London, elected as Fellow of the Australian 
Academy of Humanities in 1982, was appoint-
ed Officer of the Order of Australia (AO) on 
Australian Day (26 January) 1990 for “service to 
archaeology and to international relations”, ap-
pointed as Emeritus Professor by the University 
of Sydney in the same year, and was honoured 
by the Senate of the University with the degree 
of Doctor of Letters (honoris causa), conferred 
at a ceremony in 1993. On New Year’s Day in 
2001, Basil was awarded the Centenary Medal 
“for service to Australian society and the hu-
manities in the study of prehistory and archaeol-
ogy”. A Festschrift in honour of Basil was pub-
lished in 1995 (Bourke and Descoeudres 1995), 
and a volume of studies by Australian scholars 
was dedicated to Basil and the people of Jordan 
on the occasion of Sydney University’s host-
ing of the Eighth International Conference on 
the History and Archaeology of Jordan in July 
2001 (Walmsley 2001). Basil’s life has been 

remembered in obituaries and tributes, includ-
ing an obituary written by his children and 
published simultaneously in The Age and The 
Sydney Morning Herald (D. Hennessy and L. 
Hennessy 2014), a tribute by Linda Hennessy 
(2013) in the Journal of the Australian Institute 
of Archaeology, an obituary in The Times news-
paper (Anon. 30 November 2013), an obitu-
ary in the journal Levant by Stephen Bourke 
(Bourke 2014) and an appreciation by Craig 
Barker in Sydney University’s Muse (Barker 
2014). On the 18th of February 2014 a service 
in memory of Basil’s achievements was held in 
the Great Hall of the University of Sydney in 
the presence of HE Mrs Rima Ahmad Alaadeen, 
Jordan’s Ambassador to Australia. Family, 
friends and colleagues attended and, along with 
other speeches, they heard a heart-felt eulogy 
delivered by Dr Bob Bowker, Australia’s former 
Ambassador to Jordan. Of Basil, Bob said “His 
natural graciousness, honesty and kindness; 
his respect for others and his down to earth ap-
proach represented values which strengthened 
Australia’s reputation wherever he worked. He 
was genuinely admired, respected and valued 
among the Jordanian people, from the palace to 
the villagers with whom he mixed. His honesty, 
his sense of fair dealing, and his complete pro-
fessionalism were his trademarks”. 

Basil Hennessy is survived by his wife Ruth 
and children David, Sarah, and Linda.
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Prof. Dr. phil. Klaus Schmidt, prehistorian, 
director of excavations at Göbekli Tepe, and co-
director of the Jordanian-German cooperative 
project ASEYM (Archaeological Survey and 
Excavations in the Yutum and Magass Area), 
passed away on 20th July, aged 60.

Klaus Schmidt was born on 11th December 
1953 in Feuchtwangen, Franconia. From 1974 to 
1983 he studied prehistoric archaeology, classics, 
and geology-palaeontology, first in Erlangen and 
subsequently in Heidelberg. It was during his 
time in Heidelberg that he came to participate 
at excavations headed by his university profes-
sor Harald Hauptmann at the site of Norşuntepe, 
in the Turkish Upper Euphrates region. In 1983 
he obtained his PhD, his doctoral thesis focus-
ing on the lithics from this site (Die lithischen 
Kleinfunde vom Norşuntepe). In the same year, 
he was awarded the travel scholarship of the 
German Archaeological Institute. Between 1986 
and 1995, Klaus Schmidt was research associ-
ate at the Institute of Prehistoric Archaeology 
(Institut für Ur- und Frühgeschichte) at the 
University of Heidelberg, and research fellow 
of the German Research Foundation (Deutsche 
Forschungsgemeinschaft).

Between 1983 and 1991 he became in-
volved with research in an area that would later 
be inundated by the waters of the Atatürk reser-
voir, more specifically the Early Neolithic settle-
ment of Nevalı Çori, again under the direction of 
Harald Hauptmann. It was the experience gained 
from working at this site which would influence 
the rest of his working life. For the first time, at 
Nevalı Çori, excavations revealed a special type 
of building that was furnished with fantastic im-
agery which provided unprecedented insights 
into the mind of prehistoric peoples living in the 

In Memoriam
Klaus Schmidt
(1953 - 2014)

 Lutfi Khalil, Jörg Becker, Lee Clare, Ulrike Siegel

9th millennium BC. This period is synonymous 
with a developed stage of the Early Neolithic, 
in which, in the course of several hundred years 
arable farming and animal husbandry emerged, 
a process which would eventually culminate in 
our modern lifeways.

In 1999, following completion of his ha-
bilitation thesis, entitled ‘Functional analysis 
of the Early Neolithi Settlement of Nevalı Çori’ 
(Funktionsanalyse der frühneolithischen Siedlung 
von Nevalı Çori), Klaus Schmidt was awarded 
the status of Privatdozent at the University of 
Erlangen-Nürnberg. From 2001 he was advisor 
(Referent) for Prehistoric Archaeology of the 
Ancient Near East at the Orient-Department of 
the German Archaeological Institute in Berlin. 
In 2007 he was appointed honorary professor at 
the University of Erlangen-Nürnberg.

The stylized T-pillars and sculptures discov-
ered at Nevalı Çori motivated Klaus Schmidt to 
search for other similar sites in the Southeast 
Turkish province of Şanlıurfa. In addition to the 
discovery of Early Neolithic sites in the plain, 
east of Şanlıurfa (Gürçütepe), he also visited 
the higher lying site of Göbekli Tepe, which 
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had been detected many years previously in 
the southern foothills of the Taurus Mountains. 
His important impulses for the interpretation 
of this site number among his greatest scien-
tific achievements. The discovery of fragments 
of Early Neolithic sculptures, and the location 
of the site, led him to conclude that this was no 
‘ordinary’ settlement site, but what appeared to 
be a ‘ritual centre’ belonging to complex hunter-
gatherers. It was only in the course of several 
subsequent transformation processes leading on 
from this stage that crop cultivation and animal 
husbandry would eventually evolve. In the last 
two decades of fieldwork, under the direction of 
Klaus Schmidt, excavations revealed buildings 
with richly adorned pillars and sculptures dating 
to the 10th and 9th millennia BC. Especially the 
earliest, monumental enclosures make this a site 
of unique importance for the study and evalu-
ation of neolithisation processes and associated 
symbolic worlds. In addition to numerous scien-
tific contributions, it is his book ‘Göbekli Tepe: A 
Stone Age Sanctuary in South-Eastern Anatolia’, 
(translated into several different languages), and 
written for the much wider audience, which has 
contributed to the growing popularity of this 
site, making it and Klaus Schmidt known well 
beyond the scientific community, and stimulat-
ing scientific discussions enormously.

In addition to his work at Göbekli Tepe, 
Klaus Schmidt co-directed the ASEYM Project 

in the Aqaba region of Jordan, where he under-
took excavations together with Jordanian col-
leagues at the Chalcolithic-Early Bronze Age 
sites Hujayrat al-Ghuzlan and Tall al-Magass. 
His excavation methods and archaeological as-
tuteness culminated in important research re-
sults which have significantly improved our 
picture of prehistoric settlement in the Gulf of 
Aqaba. Mention should also be made of his 
scientific contributions relating to the study of 
materials from Predynastic Egyptian sites in the 
Nile Delta.

With the passing of Klaus Schmidt, we have 
lost one of our most eminent archaeologists. 
Through his foresight and his openness for alter-
native ideas and approaches, he enriched and en-
hanced scientific debate. He has provided us with 
the foundations for many years of research to 
come. His time spent in Turkey led a close bond 
with the country and its people. Nevertheless, 
throughout his life, he remained faithful to his 
Franconian home, frequently returning there to 
find peace and relaxation from his otherwise 
very active everyday life. Researchers the world 
over are mourning the loss not only of an inter-
national renowned and revered colleague, but 
also an inspiring teacher, and a loyal and faithful 
friend.

The German Archaeological Institute will 
always remember him with greatest gratitude 
and appreciation.

 Lutfi Khalil, Jörg Becker, 
Lee Clare, Ulrike Siegel
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The eleventh season of excavation at the 
ancient Khirbat as-Samrā cemetery was carried 
out between 9th September and 11th October 
2011 at the Site A and Site E areas of the old 
cemetery, located within the modern village of 
Rawdhit al-Amir Muhammad in Mafraq district. 
The methodology employed was that described 
in previous reports (ADAJ 51-53). During the 
2011 season, the excavation team obtained good 
results and made numerous observations, many 
of which are subject to ongoing investigation. 
This report describes the results of the 2011 ex-
cavations, while providing further information 
on a few case-studies that reflect the main results 
of this long-running project.

Site E Excavation
Following the 2009 excavation at Site E, 

a long strip of land between a small building 

and the adjacent modern street to the north was 
left unexcavated for technical reasons (Nabulsi 
2010). Subsequent results, including unpublished 
C14 dates, indicated that this part of the site might 
contain pre-6th century AD burials and may have 
been located at the boundary of the “Quartier 
Gréco-Arabe” (Savignac 1925: 117, Pls II-III), 
the potentially earlier Roman cemetery. 

In 2011, it became possible to excavate this 
part of Site E. The 2009 grid was extended so that 
200m² of the available area could be explored; 
26 tombs were identified and excavated (Fig. 1). 
Except for Tomb 564, all tombs excavated were 
disturbed. There appeared to be no significant 
variation between the tombs excavated at Site E 
in 2009 and 2011, although a few observations 
could be made.

In square F4, the eastern ends of adjacent 
Tombs 561 and 562, which contained adult buri-

KHIRBAT AS-SAMRĀ ANCIENT CEMETERY: THE 2011 
EXCAVATION SEASON

A. J. Nabulsi, M. Baraze and A. Husan

1. The 2011 excavation at Khirbat 
as-Samrā cemetery: Site E 
(foreground) and Site A (top 
background) from the east. 
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als, were ‘connected’ by a trench ca. 60cm wide 
and 80cm deep. The trench floor was lined with 
a row of rough, natural stones of various sizes 
(Fig. 2). The trench and row of stones could be 
seen in the sections of the opposing tomb walls. 
There was no superstructure on the surface and 
no extension of the structure to the sides. So far, 
no plausible explanation for the function or in-
tent of this constructed ‘link’ between the two 
tombs has been found, but its presence might 
indicate a relationship between the burials, or at 
least that the burials were contemporary.

Tomb 583
A variety of objects were found in this part 

of Site E, whether as funerary deposits, offer-
ings or personal items. Most significant were 
the finds from Tomb 583, which provide new 
information on observations from previously 
excavated tombs in this cemetery. The tomb 
was a typical vertical shaft tomb with a closed 
burial chamber (Type II; Nabulsi et al. 2009: 
167-168). It was disturbed at least once before 
excavation, although two basalt covering slabs 
were still in their original position at either end 
of the tomb. The tomb dimensions of 190 x 55 
x 161cm were in accordance with its contents, 
i.e. the bones of a juvenile human burial. At 
the western end, at a depth of ca. 120cm, the 
southern shoulder was broadened at the level 
of the second covering slab to form a small 
concave niche, 30cm high and 25cm deep. Two 
glass flasks (unguentaria) and three plaster 
figurines were found in this earth-filled niche, 
slightly displaced from their original position 
(Fig. 3). Small niches and deposits outside the 

burial chamber have been previously observed 
in a few other tombs in the cemetery. During 
the 2006 season, part of a glass vessel and a 
rounded plaster mirror frame were found with a 
large shell at the edge of the last (eastern) cov-
ering slab of Tomb 322. At the time, they were 
thought to have been displaced by later intrud-
ers. In Tomb 541 at Site A2, a near-rectangular 
niche, 20x30cm, was found in the western wall 
ca. 60cm below the modern ground surface 
(Nabulsi et al. 2011: fig. 2).

The two glass unguentaria found in the 
niche were blue-green in colour with minor 
surface deterioration (Fig. 4). The larger vessel 
(KS-1868 [h = 107mm]) had toppled on to its 
side. It had a rounded body (diam = 58mm) and 
an almost unnoticeable short, flat base. The neck 
was approx. 60mm long and 19mm in diameter. 
It widened half-way up to form a wrapped, flar-
ing rim 43mm in diameter. A 20mm long noz-
zle / spout, with a narrow (ca. 2mm) aperture, 
protruded vertically from the upper third of the 
body. The second, smaller unguntarium (KS-
1869 [h = 54mm]) had a short, flaring neck 
and a rounded body (diam = 42mm) with no 
base or handle.  This glass-type has been doc-
umented in a variety of sizes in the cemetery. 
The ‘nozzled’ KS-1868 flask is not a common 
type amongst regional Roman and Byzantine 
glassware. In a personal communication, C. 
Eger suggested that KS-1868 may be similar 
to a glass vessel reported by Hayes (1975: 91, 
no. 299, pl. 21), which dated to late 3rd or 4th 
century AD. Though their dimensions are close, 
there are differences at the base, in the position 
of the spout and at the rim.

2. Site E, square F4 with deep, 
constructed stone link be-
tween Tombs 561 and 562.
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Of the three plaster figurines found1, two 
were broadly similar but of different size (KS-
1865 [111 x 56 x 52mm]; KS-1866 [98 x 47 x 
50mm]). Both figurines were in the shape of 
resting bird with folded wings and lowered tails, 
but without feet. Their main anatomical features 
were highlighted by lines of black paint. The 
heads had long beaks, decorated with 4 black 
circles drawn on the base, and moderate crests. 
The folded wings were marked with a bilateral 
depression applied by a small flat, blunt instru-
ment, likely a spatula. The lowered tails were 
about a third of the figurines’ total size. KS-1865 
revealed a perforation just behind the neck and 
another in front of the tail; both extended to the 
base. The smaller bird figurine had only a central 

deep depression on the base. The two figurines 
appear to represent the local hoopoe (Upupa 
epops).

The third plaster object (KS-1867 [98 x 60 
x 32mm]) appeared in situ as fish-shaped mir-
ror frame with an intact central rounded mirror 
(diam = 35mm). Once lifted, the opposite side 
was found to be in the shape of a bearded man’s 
head wearing a pointed cap, with a perforation 
near the pointed end. The main facial features 
were accentuated with black paint, though traces 
of other colours were also observed. This figu-
rine consisted just of the head, as has been the 
case with all other objects with male representa-
tions discovered at the Khirbat as-Samrā ceme-
tery to date. It should be noted that the KS-1867 
figurine has similarities with Phoenician figu-
rines depicting a male head wearing a pointed 
cap (e.g. Oggiano 2012: 6, fig. 1). While birds 
in general and hoopoes in particular were asso-
ciated with different subjects (Orr 1939: 1419), 
the function and purpose behind the three plaster 
figurines from Tomb 583 remain uncertain. 

A number of small objects were found in-
side the burial chamber with the fragmentary 
remains of a disturbed juvenile burial. Amongst 
these were rusty iron fragments and broken large 
stone beads with attachment marks evident on 

4. Two glass unguentaria (KS-1868; KS-1869) found in 
the niche in Tomb 583.

1.  The plaster figurines are currently under study; unfortunately 

3.  Tomb 583 from above; arrow 
indicates position of niche in 
southern wall and its contents 
(in situ).

no illustrations are available at the current time.
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the rusty surfaces. It was possible to reconstruct 
these parts to form a three-element ‘chain’, at-
tached through an iron disk, with an iron cross, 
the lower arm of which was adorned with four 
stone beads of different colours. This object 
(KS-1981; Fig. 5) had a total length of about 
20cm - too large for a pendant or amulet, but 
possibly a ‘ceremonial’ cross. This interpreta-
tion could be extended to other objects, viz. the 
pointed iron rod (KS-1558) and attached bronze 
cross (KS-1559) found previously in Tomb 477 
at Site E (Nabulsi 2010: 217). The cross indicates 
that Tomb 583 cannot be earlier than the late 6th 
century AD. The objects found both within and 
without the burial chamber of Tomb 583 are re-
lated, reflecting aspects of the local population’s 
burial rites during the late Byzantine period in 
the cemetery under study. It is unlikely that the 
objects in the niche belonged to an earlier burial 
and were subsequently redeposited. 

Site A Excavation
In 1993, a French team from the École 

Biblique in Jerusalem undertook test exca-
vations at the Khirbat as-Samrā cemetery 
(Humbert 1993), in the eastern part of that area 
later designated Site A. As the French team was 
content with the results from the 22 tombs they 
excavated, the author of this report (who was 
involved in the 1993 excavations) continued to 
work at the site as a separate project focused on 
systematic excavation of the available cemetery 
area2. In 2011, it proved possible to return and 
excavate an area of 175m² at the western side 
of Site A, based on an extension to the north of 
the adjacent Site A1 grid (Fig. 1). On excava-
tion, this area displayed common features with 
the cemetery areas to the east and west.

28 tombs were excavated at Site A, although 
three were intact child burials in which the bone 
material had completely disintegrated. In three 
adult burials, the deceased were buried in an ex-
tended position but on one side, two facing north 
(on the left side) and one south (on the right side). 
These examples were more obvious ‘side buri-
als’ than previously observed cases, e.g. Tomb 
499 (Nabulsi et al. 2012: fig. 2). Recent studies 
have suggested different explanations for ‘ir-
regular’ burial positions (e.g. Perschke 2012). 
Nevertheless, the ‘side burials’ in the Khirbat 
as-Samrā cemetery have to be considered as part 
of its diversity, possibly related to an as yet un-
determined period or group.

The tombs at Site A contained fewer object 
than those at Site E, but were richer in organic 
objects such as leather, fabric (e.g. linen, cotton), 
wool and wood, as well as seeds. In Tomb 597, 
a substantial amount of fabric and fragments of 
a wooden plate were found between two adult 
burials, along with the remains of leather san-
dals or shoes at the eastern end.

Recovery of human bone in the Site A buri-
als was hindered by modern root intrusions 
(from shrubs on the ground surface) that often 
ran through the shafts of long bones, i.e. at a 
depth of more than 2m. The excavators often 
had to cut through 1cm thick roots to free bones. 
This rapidly reduced the preservation of bone 
material, particularly of dorsally located skel-
etal elements, e.g. pectorals, vertebral arches. 
Modern village roads have recently been con-
structed at a higher level than the surrounding 
area. Consequently Site A, which previously 
occupied an elevated position, now becomes 
waterlogged during the rainy season, thereby 
increasing moisture in the deepest tombs and 
encouraging deeper root penetration. This ob-
servation emphasises how complex and random 
factors influence bone preservation in ancient 
burials, particularly in this region.

By the end of the 2011 season, the to-
tal number of burials excavated at the ancient 
Khirbat as-Samrā cemetery had increased to 
614. In addition to the observations made and in-
teresting objects recovered, important evidence 
concerning burial customs was obtained. The 
three long tombs with built walls (Nabulsi et al. 

2. The University of Hamburg, Department

5. Reconstructed iron cross (KS-1981) consisting of three rods, 
a disc and the actual cross, decorated with stone beads and 
missing a fragment (arrow).

 (prev. Institute) of Human Biology team.
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2011) suggest this type represents 1-2% of all 
tombs in the cemetery. There was also evidence 
for burials with and without a shroud, the use in 
some cases of wooden coffins and burial cham-
bers being filled with earth prior to their closure, 
as well as for tombs with and without a sealed 
burial chamber.
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ḤIJRA LEADEN URN INSCRIPTIONS

S. Timm, A. Abu Shmeis and A. Nabulsi

A salvage excavation in a Roman - 
Byzantine cave tomb at Ḥijra, ca. 10km south-
west of ‘Ammān, has brought to light two leaden 
urns containing cremated human remains. One 
urn was spherical, similar to two found in 2001 
in the Umm as-Summāq al-Janūbī cave tomb 
5km away. The second had a gable-house form 
with ornamentations and two Greek inscriptions 
engraved on the outer surfaces. The significance 
of this find is indicated by the facts that: (1) it was 
a leaden urn, a material seldom used in Roman 
cremation burials; (2) until the recent 2001 and 
2006 discoveries, human cremation burials 
‒ regionally documented from the 13th-8th 
centuries BC and particularly from the Roman 
1st century BC to 2nd / 3rd century AD ‒ had 
hardly been reported from Jordan (for details on 
cremation burials and their regional distribution 
see Abu Shmeis and Nabulsi 2009: 513-514; 
Timm et al. 2011: 175-176); (3) funerary 
inscriptions are primarily attested on Nabataean, 
Roman and Byzantine tombstones, and inside or 
outside burial chambers as nefesh or epitaphs, 
but seldom on ossaria; (4) inscriptions on leaden 
plates were only known from ‘defixiones’ texts, 
e.g. in Syria (Jordan 2001: 13, 25-27; Hollmann 
2011: 158, 163), while leaden ornamented 
coffins were well documented from this region 
(e.g. Avi-Yonah 1930).

The Leaden Urn 
The urn, registered as Ḥijra-Urn4, was found 

at the front of the arched Loculus 7, one of ten 
arcosolia occupied by inhumation burials in the 
collapsed Ḥijra cave tomb. It was made from a 
single lead sheet, ca. 2mm thick, folded into the 
form of a 325x158x200mm gable-house. The 
front and back sides of the lid were decorated 
with engraved floral motifs, depicting olive 

branches or palm leafs and a pomegranate (Fig. 
1a). One of the triangular sides had an engraved 
four-line Greek inscription (Urn4-T1). The ‘box’ 
part of the urn revealed a second, three-line 
Greek inscription (Urn4-T2) engraved on the 
narrow side opposite the first inscription (Fig. 
1). The urn was filled with fragments of burned 
human bones that smelled smoky and perfumed, 
evidently after being embalmed in scented oils, 
traces of which were found in the urn alongside 
charcoal and a few plaster fragments. Despite 
their condition, the bones were evidently from a 
single male individual with an estimated age at 
death of 50-60 years.

The Inscriptions
Urn4-T1 Inscription

The text was engraved with a sharp 
instrument and covered the triangular lid’s side 
(13.5x15.8cm). The letters of this four-line 
inscription decrease in size from about 15mm in 
the first line to less than 8mm in the fourth and 
lowest line (Fig. 1b). The text reads:

ΘΑΡ

CЄ ΚP CΠЄ

ΟYΔЄ CỌΘΑNΑ

ΤΟC

Θάρ

σει Κρίσπε

οὐδεὶς <ἀ>θάνα

τoς

This can be translated as: “Courage Krispos, 
nobody is immortal”.

The formula “Θάϱσει... οὐδεὶς ἀθάνατoς” is 
well documented ‒ with some variation ‒ on many 
tombstones from different burial sites in Jordan, 
dating to between the 1st and early 4th centuries AD 
(e.g. Mittmann 1970; Gatier 1986, 1998; Maimaris 
and Kritikakou-Nikolaropoulou 2005). Regionally, 
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 1. Ḥijra-Urn4 and its inscriptions: (a) the urn and lid decoration; (b) Urn4-T1 inscription and (c) Urn4-T2 inscription 
(note different cm scales).
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the cited name Krispos (in the vocative), like the 
Latin Crispus, is attested in the male as well as 
the female form Krispina (Mittmann 1970: 166; 
Strubbe and Bakker 1999: 632, 635).

The Unrn4-T2 Inscription
This three-line text covers most of the 

12.3x15.8cm urn’s side. It is a longer text than 
that of Urn4-T1, but with generally smaller 
engraved letters (6-8mm). Some letters appear 
to be deformed, viz. alpha (α), epsilon (ε), eta 
(η), theta (θ), iota (ι), lambda (λ), nu (ν) and the 
greatly variable omicron (ο). These variations 
are possibly related to the nature of the material 
upon which the inscription was applied (lead). 
Two diagonal lines across the inscription 
are irrelevant later ‘scratches’ (Fig. 1c). The 
inscription reads:

CΟ ΕΛΕΧΘΗΟΝΟ

ΘΕΟ Φ ΛΟΥC ΝΟΥΤΟC

ΑΠΟΘΝΗCΚΕ ΝΕΟC

σoὶ ἐλέχθη ôν οἱ

θεοὶ φιλοῦσιν, οὗτος

ἀποθνᾑσκει νέος

This translates can be translated as: “To you 
is said, whom the Gods love dies young”. 

The text is a well-known citation from 
Menander’s (342-292 BC) comedy (Jäkel 1964) 
that was frequently used in Greek and Roman 
tombstone inscriptions and dedications (e.g. 
Latimore 1862: 259-260; Vérilhac 1982: 225-
227). However, the Urn4-T2 text differs from 
the ‘normal’ citation in having an added “οὗτος 
“ at the end of the second line, a variation that 
disturbs the metre but has recently also been 
found on an urn from Philadelphia in Asia Minor 
(Petzl 2007: 274-275, nr 1912 Z. 10f). To date, 
no comparable finds are known from Jordan 
or the wider Near East, with the exception of 
Turkey as described above.  Compared to similar 
Menander citations reported elsewhere, the 
Urn4-T2 inscription is probably no later than the 
4th century AD. Dating the text more precisely 
remains difficult.

Discussion 
The style of the inscriptions and ornaments 

found on Ḥijra-Urn4 appears crude and 
unprofessional. This becomes evident when it 
is compared with other inscriptions written on 

leaden surfaces found elsewhere, e.g. Antioch 
(Hollmann 2011: 156, 163). As argued above, 
both Greek texts were likely inscribed before the 
4th century AD. Although the pottery found in 
the cave tomb dates to between the 1st and 6th 
centuries AD (Abu Shmeis and Nabulsi 2009), 
the urn itself and its contents can only be dated 
to the time before Roman cremation burials were 
replaced by inhumations in the late 2nd / early 
3rd century AD, perhaps as a result of ‘oriental’ 
influence (Toynbee 1971: 50; Morris 1992: 31-
34). The form of the engraved letters suggests 
that the Urn4-T2 inscription was applied with 
a different instrument to that used to apply the 
decoration on the urn lid and the Urn4-T1 text, 
and may have been done by a different person. 
The inscriptions could have been engraved at the 
same or a different time.

Taken as a whole, the circumstances of the 
find suggest that the Urn4-T1 inscription was a 
funerary dedication to Krispos, whose cremated 
remains were kept in the urn. The Menander 
citation on the urn includes the attribute “young”. 
This appears unsuitable for the 50-60 year old 
deceased. It might have been contemporary 
with the first inscription, written by the same or 
another person ‒ using a different instrument ‒ 
as a ‘literary’ lamentation regardless of the age 
of the deceased. Another possibility is that the 
citation was subsequently applied to the urn as 
a dedication to an adjacent inhumation burial in 
the cave tomb. In view of the immense financial 
and material resources required to carry out a 
Roman cremation burial, it seems likely that the 
urn was a subject for secondary use. Therefore, 
inscription Urn4-T1 is probably contemporary 
with the leaden urn itself, very likely within the 
2nd century AD. The uncertainty about T2 only 
allows it to be dated to between the 2nd and 4th 
centuries AD.

There are indications that Ḥijra cave tomb 
was used as a place of burial and frequented over 
a long period of time by a single group, possibly 
from the nearby site of Khirbat Ḥijra located to 
the north-west (Abu Shmeis and Nabulsi 2009: 
517). This is supported by pottery evidence 
and the observation that the two examined 
inhumation burials were embalmed after the soft 
tissues of the deceased had decayed.

Recent discoveries in the greater ‘Ammān 
area (Abu Shmeis and Nabulsi 2010) indicate 
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that Roman cremation burials were more 
frequent in Provincia Arabia than previously 
thought. This practice reflects a strong Hellenistic 
cultural influence and / or affiliation amongst 
more affluent local groups. The case of Ḥijra-
Urn4, particularly with its Menander citation, 
is a demonstration of these cultural influences 
amongst a local group residing in the heavily 
Romanised Philadelphia region.
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Introduction
Wisād Pools (Fig. 1) lie approximately 

100km ESE of Azraq, consisting of a series of 
natural basins in a short (ca. 1km) wadi that 
leads from one plateau to another lying only 
8-9m lower in altitude. Locally, the terrain in-
cludes low hills and numerous extensive qī‘ān 
(Ar. “mudflats”) that collect surface runoff when 
precipitation in the winter rainy season pelts the 

THE 2011 SEASON AT WISĀD POOLS, BLACK DESERT: 
PRELIMINARY REPORT

G. Rollefson, Y. Rowan, M. Perry and Wael Abu-Azizeh

denuded, hard-packed silts and basalt blocks. 
Regionally, the landscape is characterized by a 
Late Miocene flood basalt cover (hence the name 
‘Black Desert’) overlying undifferentiated (or at 
least unnamed) Middle to Late Eocene limestone 
formations and perhaps the Early Miocene Qirma 
calcareous Sandstone formation (Rabb’a 2000).

Although known to local bedouin, to 
Jordanian, Saudi and Syrian hunters, and to re-

1. Location of Wisād Pools in 
the Black Desert of eastern 
Jordan. 
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have obvious origins or destinations, (6) small 
and large enclosures with walls of basalt boul-
ders and slabs collected from the interiors of the 
enclosures, exposing floors of accumulated light-
colored silts in the process, (7) probable residen-
tial compounds with interior structures that may 
represent dwellings, animal enclosures and stor-
age facilities, (8) circular platforms (ca. 2-4m 
diameter) that perhaps represent either burials 
or work / storage areas, and (9) lines of adjacent 
rectilinear chambers (each ca. 2x1x1m, from four 
to eight in a line), which may have been storage 
features for pastoralists who visited the location 
on a regular basis. Overall, we interpreted the site 
as being an enormous necropolis with occasional 
visits by pastoral groups, which may have had no 
direct relationship to mortuary activity.

Surface artifacts are generally rare across 
most of the site, although the top of ‘Late 
Neolithic Hill’ includes dense distributions of 
Epipaleolithic cores, tools and debitage, as well 
as highly concentrated clusters of Late Neolithic 
chipped stone artifacts that overlap Epipaleolithic 
chipping areas. To the north, near the uppermost 
pool in Wādī Wisād, looters working in a couple 

searchers concerned with desert ecology for 
many years, the archaeological character of the 
Wisād Pools area was not acknowledged until 
2002 when a survey included a stop at this con-
centration of prehistoric archaeological remains 
(Wasse and Rollefson 2005). Subsequent surveys 
and mapping followed in 2007, 2008 and 2009 
(cf. Rollefson et al. n.d.a), and in 2011 we under-
took continued mapping as well as limited exca-
vation of structures that were densely distributed 
over an expanse of ca. 1.5x1.0km. 

There are hundreds of structures (Fig. 2), all 
constructed of local, naturally rectangular, basalt 
slabs and more irregular blocks. The structures 
fall into several major types, including: (1) large 
multi-chambered tumuli (as evidenced by loot-
ing), (2) smaller, lower mounds that also appear 
to be mortuary in nature, (3) impressively mas-
sive towers, sometimes with attendant ‘chains’ 
or ‘tails’ of smaller (ca. 1x2x1m) chambers or 
basalt piles of various lengths, (4) what appear 
to be open-air buildings with interior features 
suggesting non-residential (ritual?) functions, (5) 
‘lanes’ or pathways outlined by small basalt boul-
ders that continue for tens of meters but do not 

2. Numbers refer to structures mapped in 2009; the W-66 complex is indicated by a white rectangle in the center of this 
aerial photo (photo by David Kennedy).
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site ‒ fresh backdirt cascaded down the side of a 
tower tomb. 

A more pleasant, welcoming sight involved 
the rain that had fallen in the area in mid May. 
Water was present in all but the shallowest of the 
pools, including Pool #1 at the northern end of 
the wadi, which we had measured in 2008 and 
calculated to hold more than 2,000m2. It was 
nearly full after two weeks of evaporation (Fig. 
3) and there was still a considerable amount of 
water left in the pool when we closed the season 
at the end of June. 

Kite Photography (WA-A)
Several factors combine to make kite pho-

tography a particularly useful method for desert 
archaeology. The specific environment of the 
arid regions is one of those factors. The ḥammād 
or ḥarrah landscape generally offers a flat and 
smooth surface, upon which poor vegetation 
cover aids the visibility of archaeological struc-
tures from the air. Moreover, the typically shal-
low sedimentation on desert sites makes it easy 
to identify the structures. However, from ground 
level ‒ amidst the stones scattered on the des-
ert surface ‒ it is often difficult to understand the 
shape and layout of these structures, which ap-
pear clearly from high in the air.

Kite photography has already demonstrated 
its worth in the context of desert archaeology. 
The method was tested during a survey project 
in southern Jordan on small, ephemeral pastoral 

of areas have dug through Middle / Late PPNB 
chipped stone material in relatively high quanti-
ties also. But for most of the expanses between 
structures there is a light dispersion of usually 
small-sized debitage characterized by steep, 
broad, single-facet platforms. There are rare frag-
ments of tabular scrapers usually associated with 
a structure. Taken altogether, this ‘background 
noise’ of debitage could have dated to the Late 
Neolithic, Chalcolithic or Early Bronze Age (or 
all three periods).

The 2011 Season at Wisād Pools
The goals for the 2011 season at Wisād Pools 

were essentially twofold: first, to continue map-
ping the structures spread across the ca. 1.5km2 
extent of the site and, second, to investigate the 
contents of backdirt in disturbed tombs at the 
site. For the first objective, we would use kite 
photography in conjunction with GIS methods 
(see below), which would permit a rapid means 
of registering structure locations relative to 
1:50,000 maps of the area. For the second aim, 
we would excavate inside and outside tombs that 
appeared to have been looted in the recent and 
more distant past.

The latter goal proved to be more urgent than 
we had originally thought. When we arrived at 
the site on 1 June, the Bādiyah Police informed 
us that a looter had been digging in one of the 
tower tombs during the week before we arrived, 
as was clear to us as we approached the camp-

3. View towards the north-east of Pool #1, still nearly full two weeks after May rainfall (photo by G. Rollefson).
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encampments dated to the Chalcolithic / Early 
Bronze Age in ath-Thulaythuwāt area (Abu-
Azizeh 2010). At Wisād, however, the method 
was implemented on a wider scale, involving the 
use of specific methods.

Methodology
The layout of the site and its huge extent 

required multiple aerial views to be stitched to-
gether using GIS, in order to create a high resolu-
tion mosaic image of Wisād. The different steps 
of this procedure are briefly outlined below.

Defining Coverage Strategy and Primary Areas
Two variables depend on the vertical height 

of the camera above the ground surface: (1) the 
resolution of the images and (2) the surface area 
covered by the images. In order to optimize the 
stitching together of the images, it was first nec-
essary to define a standard altitude. Trials at the 
beginning of fieldwork demonstrated that an al-
titude of 300m (the maximum attainable by the 
kite) was the best compromise between image 
resolution and sufficient surface coverage.

The aerial photography during the 2011 sea-
son focused on two main sectors (Fig. 4). The 
first was located in the central core area of the 
site and aimed to complete the mapping work 
started during previous fieldwork seasons. It was 
roughly square, measuring ca. 550x550m (ca. 
30.25 ha). It was divided into three distinct areas 
located around the excavation camp, viz. ‘East 
Camp’, ‘West Camp’ and ‘Late Neolithic Hill’.

The second sector was located approxi-
mately 1km south-east of the central core area. It 
was laid out in order to provide complete cover-
age of the ‘Neolithic Village’ and measured ca. 
250x150m (ca. 3.7 ha).

Establishing a Grid of Ground Control Points 
So that post-fieldwork orthorectification of 

the images and georeferencing into a GIS product 
could be achieved, ground control points were 
necessary. These needed to be visible both on the 
ground and on the images. Small white plastic 
plates (25cm diameter) were therefore staked to 
the ground surface at 50m intervals, using a grid 
oriented east-west / north-south. This grid was 
laid out using a decameter and a compass, and 
each point location was recorded using a hand-
held GPS device and a total station (Fig. 4).

Taking vertical Aerial Photographs
Numerous kite flights were necessary to 

complete the aerial photography of each sector. 
Once the standard altitude of 300m was reached, 
the camera ‒ which was suspended pendulum-
fashion below the kite ‒ was swept back and 
forth across the area in an S-shaped pattern with 
pictures being automatically taken every 10 sec-
onds. A ground assistant located directly below 
the camera gave directions using walkie-talkies 
to ensure that the kite passed over each white 
plate. In this manner, almost 5,000 aerial photo-
graphs were taken across the two sectors.
 
Processing the Images Using GIS

The first stage in the task of processing the 
aerial photographs, which is still in progress, in-
volves careful selection of the best images from 
the huge quantity available. The quality of their 
assembly using GIS will depend on the vertical-
ity of the images, their resolution and their ho-
mogeneity. During this stage of the processing, 
the grid of ground control points will enable 
us to associate each plate visible on the imag-
es with its actual geographical location (using 
the Georeferencing Tool on ArcGIS software), 
thereby achieving primary georeferencing at an 
average accuracy of 3 to 4m. However, by using 
the QuickBird satellite imagery available on the 
project’s GIS, the level of accuracy can be con-
siderably improved to 2m, which is a very sat-
isfactory result on a site as large as Wisād (Fig. 
5). The ongoing processing work will eventually 
yield a high resolution, spatially accurate mosaic 
image which will aid in the documentation and 
mapping of the site.

The Tower Tombs West of Wādī Wisād
Although there are numerous structures west 

of Wādī Wisād, only 11 had been mapped prior 
to the start of the 2011 season (Fig. 6). All of the 
apparent mortuary constructions had been loot-
ed, and three of them ‒ all tower tombs ‒ were 
the focus of our investigations early in the sea-
son: W-110, W-117 and W-119 (marked in white 
at Fig. 6).

W-110
Although it was noted in earlier seasons that 

W-110 had been disturbed sometime in the past, 
it had been looted again the week before our ar-
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rival. The backdirt from this illegal operation 
was dispersed among the jagged blocks of basalt 
that had been thrown down from the top of the 
tomb, so it was not feasible to look through it to 
recover any bones or artifacts that may have been 
discarded by the looter. But there was still a con-
siderable amount of disturbed and undisturbed 
aeolian sediment inside the tomb, so the decision 
was made to investigate some of the features of 
the tomb that had not been destroyed.

It was noted immediately that the looter was 
not interested in human remains, for on the rim 

of the tomb the looter had left a stack of bones, 
some still wrapped in ancient woven cloth. From 
the bones left by the tomb robber, at least three 
individuals were represented: two adults and a 
sub-adult.

The cylindrical tower was preserved to a 
height of approximately 1m (five courses of 
basalt blocks) with an exterior diameter of ca. 
4.60m (Fig. 7). The tower was clearly con-
structed on an earlier platform or mound of 
basalt of undetermined age. Despite the confu-
sion around the exterior of the tower caused by 

4. General view of kite pho-
tography coverage at Wisād 
and ground control grids for 
selected areas (image by W. 
Abu-Azizeh).
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tumbled blocks, it was evident that on the east-
ern side (facing 060-070˚, or ENE) there was 
an entrance chamber almost 2m long and just 
over 1m wide and high. The eastern end of the 
entrance chamber was blocked by a huge stand-
ing stone measuring 1.00x0.91x0.20m (with an 
estimated weight of 675 kg1). The chamber ap-

pears to be approximately 2m above the cur-
rent ground surface west of W-110, suggesting 
that the chamber (and associated tower) are 
later additions to a previous construction, pos-
sibly a tumulus or stone platform that was, in 
turn, placed above a Late Neolithic dwelling 
(see below).

5. Kite photography georefer-
encing using ground control 
points and Quick Bird sat-
ellite imagery: (left) back-
ground QuickBird satellite 
image; (right) georeferenced 
aerial photography (images 
by W. Abu-Azizeh).

6. Location of the three tower 
tombs investigated west of 
Wādī Wisād (numbered in 
white) (illustration after pho-
to by David Kennedy).

1.The density of a sample of basalt obtained from a near- by mesa was calculated to be 3.7gm / cm3.
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Owing to disturbance by the looters, excava-
tion of the interior followed arbitrary levels until 
an in situ deposit of very compact silt with ash 
lenses was reached. In this layer there were nu-
merous animal bones as well as chipped stone 
debitage and tools that included Late Neolithic 
arrowheads, bifacial knives, truncation burins 
and drills on burin spalls. Conspicuous in the ex-
cavated sediments was a large basalt block mea-
suring 1.15x0.54x0.33m (ca. 760kg); this was 
likely a pillar supporting a corbelled roof (Fig. 8; 
see W-66a below). 

W-117 
About 10m SSW of W-110 is another tow-

er tomb, designated W-117; like W-110 it has a 
complex history. A circular tower preserved to a 
height of 1m (five courses of basalt blocks) was 
built atop a pre-existing stone mound or plat-
form 1.20m high (also five courses in height). 
The tower had an exterior diameter of 4.60m and 
an interior diameter of 2.70m (Fig. 9). Abutting 
the eastern side of the tower and platform was an 
entrance gallery oriented precisely 090˚, or due 

east. The chamber was 2.30m long, 1.20m wide 
and 1.00m high (again five courses). The gal-
lery was sealed at the eastern edge by a standing 
stone 1.28m high, 0.75m wide and 0.35m thick 
(ca. 1,240kg).

Again like W-110, W-117 had been looted at 
some time in the past, penetrating into the ground 
far below the surface on which the mound / plat-
form was built. Unlike W-110, there was no evi-
dence of a large pillar inside the excavation, nor 
were there any artifacts in the loose disturbed 
soil or backdirt that could be definitely associ-
ated with the Late Neolithic.

W-119
Approximately 90m WNW of W-110 are the 

remains of another two-phase tower tomb, des-
ignated W-119, with strong similarities to W-110 
and W-117 (Fig. 10). The circular tower itself 
(ca. 3m diameter) was asymmetrically positioned 
on top of an earlier platform or mound. Another 
similarity at W-119 was an entrance chamber on 

7. Photo taken of W-110 in 2009 before damage caused by 
the 2011 looting; view to NNE (photo by G. Rollefson).

8. View into the interior of W-110 showing the Late 
Neolithic surface at the bottom and the large standing 
stone above the north arrow (photo by M. Perry).

9. (a) View towards the west of the huge standing stone of 
basalt sealing the chamber into the tower at W-117; (b) 
view towards the north of the relationship between the 
entrance gallery, the tower and the earlier stone plat-
form at W-117 (photos by G. Rollefson).
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the eastern edge of the tower and a sealing stone 
(albeit tumbled and partially covered by tumbled 
basalt). 

As Figs. 7, 9 and 10 indicate, we have dated 
the towers at W-110, W-117 and W-119 to the 
Safaitic period (1st century BC to 4th century 
AD; MacDonald 1999). Our reasons for making 
this temporal ascription are manifold. First, the 
woven cloth associated with the bones left behind 
at W-110 is similar to textiles found with Safaitic 
burials (e.g. al-Salameen and Falahat 2009) and 
is in a state of preservation that is unlikely to 
be Late Neolithic, Chalcolithic or Early Bronze 
Age. Second, the presence of Safaitic inscrip-
tions on some of the stones of the monuments at 
Wisād is confined to these three towers; no other 
tumuli or mounds appear to bear Safaitic writ-
ing, whether on the west or east banks of Wādī 
Wisād. Third, Safaitic inscriptions on other rocks 
are concentrated within the immediate vicinity of 
the western three tower tombs (13 inscriptions 
around W-110, 32 near W-117 and 44 within 15-
20m of W-119). Fourth, rock art attributable to 
the Safaitic period is also clustered near the three 
towers in general association with the inscrip-
tions. Exceptions to this evidence are two major 
rock art galleries opposite ‘Late Neolithic Hill’ 
on the northern and eastern edge of Wādī Wisād, 
although here Safaitic inscriptions are very rare. 
Fifth, additional clear evidence for reuse of ear-
lier structures as foundations for tower tombs 
has been identified on mesas M-7 and M-9 in 
Wādī al-Qaṭṭāfī, as well as on mesas U-20 and 
U-22 in the Umm Nukhaylah chain of mesas. In 
these cases, Safaitic inscriptions and rock art are 
also restricted to the immediate area around the 
towers. Finally, none of the towers east of Wādī 

Wisād have Safaitic inscriptions on them, nor 
rock art nearby. Neither are any eastern entrance 
chambers sealed with a massive standing stone2. 

The Late Neolithic House at Wisād Pools
Based on research in other arid areas of the 

Levant and farther afield, much of the architec-
ture seen at Wisād was deemed to reflect prin-
cipally Late Chalcolithic or Early Bronze con-
struction, especially the buildings that could 
be interpreted as mortuary structures (Steimer-
Herbet 2004). There are certainly many points of 
similarity across much of the desert region (cf. 
Braemer et al. 2001, 2010). We selected several 
constructions we took to represent tombs that ap-
peared to have been looted in the past. One of 
them turned out not to be associated with mortu-
ary practices at all, and it was built much earlier 
than the Chalcolithic period.

W-66 was a building complex that seemed 
to all outward appearances to have been a low 
tower tomb whose ceiling had been disturbed by 
looters. The dimensions of the larger circular el-
ement (W-66a; Fig. 11) were difficult to assess 
owing to the collapse of many huge basalt blocks 
that were piled all around the virtually invisible 
exterior of the structure’s wall. Adjacent to it on 
the eastern side was an even lower curvilinear 
platform (W-66b) paved with relatively small 
(ca. 30-35cm average maximum dimension) ba-
salt blocks.

W-66a
The top of the complex was less than 2m 

above the present ground surface. Excavation 
of this unit revealed several phases of intensive 
occupation with intervening periods of little evi-
dent activity. The earliest phase represents a low 
circular or sub-circular one-room construction 
that incorporated a gypsum plaster floor, which 
lies 35cm below the modern ground surface to 
the west of the building (Figs. 12 - 13). The room 
measured ca. 4.25m from the western edge of the 
large basalt bedrock slab in the north-west part 
of the room to the south-east corner, although it 
may have been extended by almost a meter at a 
later time (see below). The floor included a plas-
ter basin near the western side of the room. The 

10. View towards the north of W-119 showing the relation-
ship between the tower and the earlier platform foun-
dation (photo by G. Rollefson).

2.The eastern entrance gallery appears to be confined to 
the western part of Wisād Pools. To date, such features 

have not been seen anywhere else where Safaitic tow-
ers have been identified.
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basin was elliptical with a major axis of 58cm 
north-west / south-east and a minor axis of 44cm 
south-west / north-east. The plaster of the basin 
was about a centimeter thick, which matched the 
thickness of the floor plaster preserved in several 
patches near the southern wall of the room. The 
basin was probably simply a depression exca-
vated about 5cm into the level floor surface and 
coated with plaster when the floor was laid. 

Dominating the center of the room was a 

large basalt pillar, measuring 1.02x0.44x0.30m, 
which weighed ca. 500kg. The western, south-
ern and south-eastern walls show clearly that 
the construction here involved several straight 
wall segments consisting of stacked basalt 
slabs. Each segment was angled slightly in re-
lation to its adjacent neighbors, so that the inte-
rior geometry (at least) was not curvilinear but 
polygonal. The height of the stacked slabs was 
approximately 0.50m, at which point the suc-

11. Aerial view showing the re-
lationship between W-66a 
and W-66b (photo by W. Abu-
Aziezeh).

12. Plan showing the initial use 
of W-66a: C = corbel stones; 
P = pillar; Pl = plaster; Pl B 
= plaster basin; S = anthro-
pomorphic standing stone 
(drawing by M. Perry and G. 
Rollefson).
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ceeding stones above were corbeled towards the 
center of the room, eventually reaching the cen-
tral pillar that served as the primary support for 
the last corbeling stones. The corbelling stones 
were huge, measuring more than 1m in length in 

many instances, with widths that attained 0.80m; 
average thickness was 10-15cm, with estimated 
weights of up to a couple of hundred kilograms 
each (though some were much smaller). At the 
‘corners’ of the segments of the polygonally ar-
ranged walls, there were occasional columns of 
smaller flat slabs stacked ostensibly in order to 
increase the stability of the corbeling (Fig. 14). 
The result of this design is that the inhabitants 
would have had to crawl about in the room, with 
a roof only 1m high at most, reduced to half that 
near the walls. 

At the north-western edge of the room, and 
possibly added at a later time during the initial 
phase of occupation, there is an alcove mea-
suring 1.5m south-west / north-east by 0.85cm 
north-west / south-east. Gypsum plaster was 
used to surface the floor of the alcove at least 
four times; the last plastering episode is 28-35cm 
higher than the floor level in the main room (Fig. 
15). The alcove may have been an alteration to 
the original room during a later part of its first oc-
cupational phase. The alcove is set relatively far 

14. Niche in the south-east part of W-66 showing the cor-
beled stones, the small supporting column and rem-
nants of floor plaster (photo by M. Perry).

15. (a) View to the west of the plastered alcove (center top) 
(photo by M. Perry); (b) the four plastering episodes 
(photo by G. Rollefson).

13. View to west of the interior of W-66a showing interior 
features including: (right) the plastered alcove, (left of 
the alcove) the plastered basin, (center) the pillar and 
remnants of plaster on the floor (photo by M. Perry).
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from the pillar, adding a decidedly asymmetrical 
aspect to the structure.

On the opposite side of the room, there is a 
flat standing stone 0.93x0.90x0.10m (ca. 300 kg) 
standing against the eastern wall (Fig. 16). The 
top of this slab bears ‘shoulders’, although these 
are natural contours and not the result of inten-
tional shaping. The stone now leans considerably 
to the west as a consequence of roof collapse; 
most likely the corbel leaning against the upper 
part of the standing stone in Fig. 16 once rested 
on top of it. The base of the standing stone is at 
floor level, but it is possible this is a later addi-
tion to the room since it partially blocks access to 
the niche immediately behind it.

There was no dense accumulation of ash or 
fire-cracked rock inside the structure during this 
phase of occupation. However, there was a light 
concentration of charcoal and ash from a restrict-
ed area on a circular bed of cobbles just to the 
north of the pillar. If the occupation of the struc-
ture was seasonal, as one would predict if pat-
terns of precipitation were anything like modern 
ones, the small hearth may have furnished some 
heat and light during the winter nights.

The end of the earliest phase of habitation is 
marked by the accumulation of sediments atop 
the floor, after which there is no longer any use 
of gypsum plaster. Layer 5, which is practically 
devoid of stones, may have been accumulating 
over the original floor before abandonment, but 
after about 20cm of sedimentation the structure 
appears to have begun to deteriorate. Layer 5 
is characterized by dense concentrations of ce-
mented beetle pupation chambers, suggesting a 
sustained interval of abandonment. Lithics and 
animal bone are relatively rare; only two ground 

stone objects were recovered from this layer. In 
Layers 4 and 3, cobbles and boulders of around 
35cm maximum dimension appeared throughout 
the room, with handstones, grinding slabs and 
chipped stone tools densely dispersed throughout 
the layers. Moreover, in both layers there were 
frequent masses of caprine and equid-sized ani-
mal bone. Layer 2 yielded less bone and tools, al-
though a cache of nine pestles of differing sizes, 
as well as a huge handstone, were placed in the 
upper reaches of the niche at the right in Fig. 14.

Layers 2 through 5 indicate that there were 
occasional uses of the shell of the structure of 
indeterminate duration. During these sojourns, 
the northern side of the building was probably 
altered considerably. The area to the north-east 
of the axis, from the standing stone at the east-
ern wall to the northern wall of the north alcove 
(Fig. 12), did not yield any evidence of the wall 
structures and corbel arrangements noted for 
the first phase(s) of use on the other half of the 
structure. In fact, many of the on-edge slabs at 
the periphery of the northern and eastern sides 
of the building suggest they may originally have 
been corbel slabs that were part of the initial oc-
cupational phase. The erect stones on this side of 
the structure are at least 35cm (and occasionally 
up to 60cm) above the original floor. What had 
originally been a well-built lodging had become 
a work area for tool manufacture, butchering and 
plant food processing.

W-66b
Adjacent to and east of W-66a (we did not 

have time to determine the stratigraphic rela-
tionship between the two) is W-66b, a platform 
3.25m in diameter and ca. 0.40m high, except 
for three larger standing stones (0.40-0.75m 
high, 0.40-0.70m wide and 0.10-0.20m thick) 
on both the eastern and western edges. The axis 
of the central stones of the two trios of stones 
was somewhat north of true east. The platform 
consisted of several layers of small (25x15x5cm) 
flat stones placed on top of each other. Removal 
of the northern and western sectors in arbitrary 
layers indicated that the platform was probably 
a work area (much debitage and many chipped 
stone tools, though rare animal bone), which may 
also have served to store goods above ground 
level during the rainy season. 

During the removal of the layers of stones, 

16. View to the west of the pillar and anthropomorphic 
standing stone in W-66a (photo by G. Rollefson).
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a large basalt slab (0.98x0.37x0.10m) was found 
lying horizontally in a north - south direction 
directly over a small triangular arrangement 
(sides ca. 0.60x0.75x0.80m) of small flat stones. 
Excavation within this delimited area encoun-
tered only sterile soil to a depth of 25cm. 

As mentioned, the precise stratigraphic rela-
tionship of the platform with the larger W-66a 
structure has not been determined, but in view of 
the typological character of the artifacts (particu-
larly arrowheads), W-66b at least overlaps the 
use of one or more of the phases of W-66a. There 
was no indication of the use of fire in any part of 
the platform.

Artifacts
To date, there has been no opportunity to 

undertake intensive investigation of any of the 
chipped stone, ground stone, sherds, faunal re-
mains or small finds from the W-66 complex. 
Nevertheless, from the recovered in situ artifacts, 
it is clear that we are dealing with an early part of 
the Late Neolithic.

In terms of ceramics, an excellent example of 
a Yarmoukian herring-bone incised and painted 
fragment that included a handle was found, vir-
tually identical to one from ‘Ayn Ghazāl (Kafafi 
1990: fig. 10), though other sherds remain to be 
examined. We retrieved more than 40 in situ ar-
rowheads from within W-66a and W-66b, all of 
them Haparsa, transverse or other Late Neolithic 
types (Fig. 17). Based on this information, one 
can conclude we are dealing with a period in the 
earlier part of the Late Neolithic, between 6,500-
6,000 cal BC. Tens of thousands of pieces of deb-
itage (including retouch flakes and debris) were 
recovered from the sieving of sediments through 
a 5mm mesh. There are also two figurines, one of 
an exotic fine-grained sandstone that might rep-
resent an ovicaprid or even a dog, and another 
of very fine-grained basalt not known in this re-

17. Late Neolithic arrowheads from W-66a and W-66b: 
(above) Haparsa and Yarmoukian points; (below) 
transverse arrowheads (photos by G. Rollefson).

18. Late Neolithic figurines from W-66a: (a) mammal; (b) 
anthropomorphic.
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gion that could be a stylized human (Fig. 18). 
Faunal remains became very abundant in Layers 
3 and 4. Although we are awaiting detailed anal-
ysis, caprines, gazelle and equids all appear to 
be present (Dr A. Wasse, pers. comm.). Beads 
of both Dabba marble and malachite were also 
found throughout the structure, as was a broken 
bladelet of dark speckled obsidian notched bilat-
erally at the base, very similar to the proximal 
end of a Helwan point.

Other Structures
W-13-8

Structure W-13 is a tower composite of 
considerable complexity, involving a rectilinear 
tower, a platform to the west on which several 
features were built of upright stones, and a long 
‘chain’ of at least 44 rectilinear chambers stretch-
ing generally towards the west in a long, shallow 
convex arc (Fig. 19). Chamber 8 (counting from 
W-13 to the west) measured 1.85x1.65m and was 
built of basalt slabs up to 0.83m long standing on 
end or on edge, unlike almost all the other cham-
bers which were constructed by piling basalt 
slabs horizontally. The interior of the chamber 
had a shallow accumulation of aeolian sand and 
some rubble that lay on an original sandy, grav-
elly surface upon which there was a considerable 
amount of undiagnostic debitage. This surface 
overlay a sandy silt layer in which a small hearth 
was exposed, a feature that appeared to continue 
under the northern edge (and was thus earlier 
than) the chamber’s north side. The function of 
the chamber(s) remains unclear, but its use as a 
tomb appears to be excluded, although it might 

conceivably have functioned as a cenotaph.

W-65a and W65b
About 15m north of W-66a is a complex 

architectural compound, designated W-65, that 
includes several paved ‘rooms’, a row of abut-
ting rectilinear chambers (similar in size to those 
of the W-13 chain [and hollow as determined by 
looking through spaces left by looters]) and sev-
eral small rectilinear features made of basalt slabs 
standing on end. The slabs of W-65a measured 
from 0.71x0.53x0.11m to 0.70x1.12x0.18m. 
W-65b is similar in construction and located 1.5m 
north of W-65a. Its slabs are 0.75x0.49x0.09m 
to 0.70x0.51x0.13m. Excavations to below the 
bases of the wall stones encountered only sterile 
sediments, so work ceased.

W-107
W-107 is an open, circular structure pre-

served to a height of four courses of stone slabs. 
The outer diameter is 3.50m and the inner diam-
eter 2.77m. The entire interior was covered with 
basalt blocks, which were removed completely 
to expose the original surface. Sediments were 
excavated in the northern half to a depth of 
1.01m, at which depth bedrock was reached and 
the structure abandoned.

W-121
Approximately 125m SSW of W-66 is a 

small, open oval ringed with relatively small 
stones set on end or on edge, with a prominent 
standing stone at the south-west end. The exterior 
of the feature measured 2.49m north-east / south-

19. Location of W-13, W-65, W-66a 
and W-107 and their relation-
ship with each other (after a 
photo by David Kennedy).
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west and 1.98m north-west / south-east; interior 
measurements were 2.03x1.50m. At 25cm below 
the modern ground surface and at the base of the 
standing stone there was a burned area ca. 5cm 
thick and 30cm in diameter. The rest of the fill 
within W-121 was culturally sterile to a depth 
of 35cm below the surface (and the base of the 
stone wall).

Discussion
The research undertaken so far at Wisād Pools 

has figuratively and literally barely scratched the 
surface of this enormous site. Nevertheless, a 
couple of important conclusions can already be 
drawn concerning patterns of use. First, not all of 
the structures at Wisād are prehistoric, at least not 
in the classic use of that term. The Safaitic tow-
er tombs indicate that the seasonal rainfall and 
subsequent water storage in the pools at Wisād 
continued to attract visitors to the area well into 
the classical periods. (And numerous small tu-
muli with orientations suggesting Muslim burials 
indicate that this is true even into modern times).

The functions of the buildings at Wisād Pools 
(and in many other parts of the eastern bādiyah) 
are not intuitively obvious in many (perhaps 
most) cases. This is especially true for the small-
er structures such as W65-a and b, W-107, W-121 
and even the impressive ‘chain’ of chambers ex-
tending out in a single line from W-13 and other 
towers at the site. In these cases, the frequently 
expressed observation that pastoralists leave pre-
cious little material culture behind as clues to 
past activities holds true, and there may be little 
we can do to resolve the frustrating problem.

The most remarkable result of the 2011 sea-
son, however, was the exposure of the dwell-
ing at W-66a. The four plaster episodes in the 
north-west alcove of W-66a indicate that there 
were repeated visits to the building in its earli-
est manifestation. The five or more centimeters 
of silt accumulation between the plaster layers 
suggest there may have been relatively extended 
periods of absence, perhaps coinciding with pro-
longed periods of decreased rainfall that would 
otherwise have fed into the pools of the wadi (cf. 
Rollefson et al. n.d.b). The use of gypsum plas-
ter on the original floor and several times in the 
alcove is curious, since gypsum plaster has no 
waterproof qualities that might have been desir-
able during the rainy season. Perhaps it was sim-

ply an attempt to provide a brighter interior to an 
enclosed structure whose basalt-formed interior 
would have been dismal?

At this point in our analyses, the only reports 
of early use of corbeled roofing comes from the 
EB I site of Khirbat al-Umbashi (Braemer and 
Sorins 2011; Braemer et al. 2010) and the MB 
site of Abū Sunaysilah, near Saḥāb in Jordan 
(Lamprichs 1996). However, in these cases the 
buildings were long and narrow, and incorporated 
several pillars as corbel supports. Nevertheless, 
W-66 appears to be a model that dwellers of the 
Black Desert found to be effective shelters that 
would span several thousand years of use and 
modification.

Of particular interest is the simple fact that 
W-66a was not just a tent foundation or a simple 
hut, but a well-constructed, permanent (in the 
sense of durability) building for long-term use, 
even if that term was interrupted occasionally 
by climatic vagaries that made return to the spe-
cific location impossible during some periods in 
which precipitation was lacking. The collapse of 
the sturdy structure also raises the possibility that 
there may have been one or more tectonic events 
during the latter part of the 7th millennium, and 
that later visitors were content with using the 
shell of the southern part of the building as part 
of a more ephemeral shelter for tool-manufactur-
ing and food-processing. 

In any event, one must confront the climatic 
models that indicate a severe decrease in rain-
fall around the 8.2 kya ‘event’ (e.g. Weninger 
2009 and references therein). These suggest 
that a sudden decrease in temperature and pre-
cipitation may have resulted in intercontinental 
deterioration of environmental conditions suffi-
cient to cause widespread abandonment of Late 
Neolithic settlements from eastern Europe into 
the Levant. The information from W-66 does 
not, in itself, indicate sufficiently that the 8.2 kya 
‘event’ didn’t occur, but there is the possibility 
that the effects witnessed in the coastal regions of 
the Mediterranean may not have pertained to the 
same degree farther inland. The proxies used for 
paleoclimatic reconstructions come almost ex-
clusively from the coastal / Mediterranean areas 
of the Levant, and we suggest they may not be 
entirely applicable to the interior areas. We agree 
whole-heartedly with Braemer and Échallier 
(2004) that the landscape we see today through-
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out the Black Desert has been influenced by an-
thropogenic factors (especially overgrazing and 
fuel-collecting) rather than by climatic change 
alone. What we have recovered from W-66 indi-
cates that the Late Neolithic residents had ample 
resources to support large-scale investments of 
labor to construct permanent dwellings, even 
if they would only be used on a discontinuous 
basis. The landscape we see today in the Black 
Desert is one of dismal and bleak expanses of 
basalt and sand, but this is not what our Neolithic 
ancestors enjoyed.
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PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE SEVENTH (2011) SEASON OF 
EXCAVATIONS BY ‘LA SAPIENZA’ UNIVERSITY OF ROME AT 

KHIRBAT AL-BATRĀWĪ, UPPER WĀDĪ AZ-ZARQĀ’

Lorenzo Nigro and Maura Sala

Introduction
A seventh season of archaeological exca-

vation and restoration was carried out by the 
‘La Sapienza’ University of Rome expedition 
to Jordan1 at the Early Bronze (EB) Age site 
of Khirbat al-Batrāwī2, located on the northern 
edge of the modern city of az-Zarqā’, in May-
June 2011. The excavations were funded by 
‘La Sapienza’ University of Rome3, the Italian 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs4 and the Italian 
Ministry of University and Scientific Research.

Khirbat al- Batrāwī, a major fortified town of 
EB II-III date (Fig. 1), functioned as the central 
place of upper Wādī az-Zarqā’, being located at 

a strategic crossroads connecting the desert and 
steppe with the Jordan Valley (Nigro 2009, 2010, 
2011, 2012). The site has presented a unique op-
portunity to study the earliest Jordanian civilisa-
tions. By means of systematic restoration, it is 
gradually becoming a tourist attraction, illustrat-
ing a rarely preserved historical period, viz. the 
3rd millennium BC.

During the 2011 season, activities were fo-
cused on the restoration of the EB II-III main 
city wall on the northern slope of the khirbat 
(Area B North) and on the excavation and res-
toration of the EB IIIB public building erected 
within it (Area B South), known as Palace B.

Aims of the Seventh (2011) Season
The aims of the 2011 season of archaeologi-

cal investigation and restoration at Khirbat al-
Batrāwī were as follows:

(1) Excavation of the EB IVB village, in Area 
B South;

(2) Excavation in the EB IIIB Palace B, in-
cluding (a) completion of destruction layer 
F.1054 in pillared hall L.1040, (b) destruc-
tion layers F.1124 in storeroom L.1120 
and F.1128 in hall L.1110, and (c) corridor 

1. The ‘La Sapienza’ University of Rome team during 
the seventh (2011) season included: L. Nigro, director; 
M. Sala, field director; L. Caiafa; C. Fiaccavento; D. 
Ghigi; G. Merli; v. Pierini; v. Tumolo; P. vitolo and S. 
Tricoli (restorer). The representative of the Department 
of Antiquities, who provided much useful assistance in 
the field, was Romil Gharib.

2. Lat. 32°05’ N, long. 36°04’ E (Nigro 2006: 233-235, fig. 
1; Nigro ed. 2006: 16-22, maps 1-6, plan I).

3. The expedition wishes to express its thanks to all DoA 
personnel for their invaluable support, as well as to the 
academic authorities of ‘La Sapienza’ University of 

Rome; the Rector, Prof. Luigi Frati; the Dean of the 
Faculty of Humanistic Sciences, Prof. Roberto Nicolai; 
the former Director of the Department of Sciences of 
Antiquity, Prof. G.L. Gregori; and the present Director, 
Prof. E. Lippolis, who have all supported the expedi-
tion.

4. The authors would also like to thank the Italian Em-
bassy in Amman, in the persons of the Ambassador, HE 
Francesco Fransoni, Dr Stefano Stucci and Dr Natalia 
Sanginiti, for their co-operation, and the Italian Minis-
try of Foreign Affairs, Directorate General for the Pro-
motion of the ‘Country System’ (DGSP), Office 6.

1. Khirbat al-Batrāwī: general view of the EB II - III triple 
fortifications on the northern side of the site from the 
north-east.
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L.1050 (F.1126) lying between the eastern 
and western pavilions of Palace B;

(3) Restoration of the eastern pavilion (west 
wall) of Palace B (building B1), excavated 
between 2006 and 2009;

(4) Starting restoration of the western pavilion 
of Palace B, including pillared hall L.1040, 
excavated between 2009 and 2011;

(5) Further restoration of the Broad Room 
Temple in Area F (circular platform and 
west side).

Area B South: EB IIIB Palace B and the EB 
IVB rural Village

Excavations in Area B South, just south of 
the EB II-III main city wall and street L.1060 
running within it, continued during in 2011, ex-
panding the area to the west (square BmII7) and 
south (squares BmII8, BmII9 [northern half], 
BnII8 and BnII9 [northern half]). In the up-
permost layers, another portion of the EB IvB 
(Batrāwī IVB; 2200-2000 BC) village was exca-
vated, exposing dwellings and domestic installa-
tions. Underneath, exploration of the western pa-
vilion of the EB IIIB (Batrāwī IIIB; 2500-2300 
BC) Palace B continued, exposing its southern 
extension (middle terrace).

Stratigraphy of Area B South
The 2011 excavations in Area B South con-

firmed the stratigraphic sequence established 
during the 2009-2011 seasons (Nigro and Sala 
2010: 244-246; Nigro 2012: 146-167). This con-
sisted of the uppermost erosion layer (Phase 1), 
successive stages of the EB IvB village (Phase 
2), the layers of the EB IIIB city investigated 
within the EB II - III main city wall (Phase 3) 
and, finally, the earliest levelling fill that lay di-
rectly over bedrock and preceded construction 
of the Batrāwī IIIB buildings (Phase 4).

Phase 1 is represented by topsoil, a hard 
stratum of dusty soil containing roots and scat-
tered stones. It accumulated over the long period 
of the site’s abandonment following the end of 
the 3rd millennium BC.

Below the topsoil, Phase 2 groups all strati-
graphic units related to the EB IvB occupation 
of the area (Activities 2a-2g; Nigro 2012: 147-
157). In the squares investigated in 2011, only 
layers and structures associated with the con-
struction, use and abandonment of the latest rural 

village were uncovered. These consisted of clus-
ters of dwellings and open courtyards equipped 
with installations for storage and food prepara-
tion (Activities 2a-c), erected over a 30cm thick 
levelling fill of very friable, buff, sandy soil con-
taining rubble and scattered small and medium 
stones (Activity 2d). In the northernmost square 
(BmII7), this latter fill concealed an earlier lev-
elling fill (Activity 2g) associated with the initial 
campsite stage. However, in 2011 no structures 
belonging to this phase were brought to light, 
whether to the south or to the west.

The directly underlying strata belonged 
to Phase 3, which groups activities associated 
with the construction, use and destruction of the 
Batrāwī IIIB buildings (Activities 3a-d). These 
date to EB IIIB, the final phase of the EB II-III 
city. Activity 3a represents the final abandon-
ment and destruction of the ruins of the EB IIIB 
buildings and is represented by layers of friable 
greyish and yellowish - brown sandy soil, with 
gravel, small and medium stones, ashy lenses and 
smashed mud-bricks (F.1094, F.1095, F.1096, 
F.1121, F.1122). Activity 3b consists of thick lay-
ers of destruction (F.1054, F.1124, F.1128), con-
sisting of relatively friable reddish - brown soil, 
mixed with scattered small and medium stones, 
collapsed yellowish mud-bricks and plaster frag-
ments, ash, charcoal and carbonised seeds, with 
evident traces of the fierce fire which destroyed 
the EB IIIB city. Activity 3c represents the use 
and modification of the Batrāwī IIIB buildings 
during EB IIIB. Activity 3d represents the con-
struction of the EB IIIB buildings at the begin-
ning the Batrāwī IIIB period.

A levelling fill consisting of a compact buff 
yellowish clayey soil and small stones (F.1156), 
laid between the bedrock and the floor of 
L.1040, represents the earliest activity detected 
in the area (Phase 4). This levelled the bedrock 
surface prior to the construction of Palace B and 
included EB II and IIIA ceramic material.

Domestic Quarter of the Batrawi IVB Period vil-
lage (EB IVB)

In Area B South, further investigation of the 
EB IvB (2200-2000 BC) rural village that arose 
on the levelled remains of the EB II - III city in 
the last centuries of the 3rd millennium BC was 
carried out (Sala 2012). During the 2011 season, 
only the most recent occupational phase (2a-d) 
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was uncovered in this area. This suggests that the 
campsite (Nigro and Sala 2010: 244-247; Nigro  
2012: 153-157, 193-201) was first erected over 
the ruins of the EB IIIB city in the centre of the 
area, in front of the blocked EB II city gate, and 
that the hamlet extended west and south only in 
its final stages, when it became a more coherent 
village. At least two units (L.1130, with circular 
platform B.1136, and L.1174, in BmII8 + BmII9) 
were uncovered, with a working area (L.1114 + 
L.1140) to the east (in BnII8 + BnII9) that hosted 
domestic installations for food preparation (plat-
form B.1138, cist S.1113, mortar S.1111). Finds 
included an EB IV-type flint knife.

The Early Bronze IIIB Palatial Complex Inside 
the Main City Wall

Further exploration of the EB IIIB buildings 
in Area B South revealed that Building B1 (exca-
vated during the 2006-2009 seasons [Nigro 2007: 
353; Nigro 2008: 151-159, 2012: 178-182]) and 
Building B3 (Nigro and Sala 2010: 248) were 
actually part of the palatial complex known as 
Palace B (Fig. 2), which was erected inside the 
main city wall in EB IIIB. The ‘Palace of the 
Copper Axes’, so named after the discovery of a 
cache of four copper axes in pillared hall L.1040 
(Nigro 2010), consisted of two main wings, each 
composed of at least two rows of large rectan-
gular rooms delineated by stone walls 0.8-0.9m 
wide. These are respectively known as the east-

ern (B1) and western pavilions (B3), with a pas-
sageway (L.1050) between them that served as 
the entrance to the eastern wing of the palace 
(the main entrance of the western pavilion was 
apparently to the west). During the 2011 season, 
excavation was focused on the western pavilion, 
which was buried under a 1.2 m deep stratum of 
destruction consisting of layers of smashed pot-
tery vessels and other valuable objects (Nigro 
2010: 71-110). Some architectural repairs or re-
constructions were identified within the Palace, 
especially of the east wall of the western pavil-
ion (see below), all of which were carried out in 
EB IIIB.

Pillared Hall L.1040
Excavation of pillared hall L.1040 was com-

pleted in 2011, revealing some interesting archi-
tectural features in square BmII7 (Fig. 2).

A major doorway (L.1150), 0.9m wide, opened 
in the middle of the western wall (W.1133). It was 
emphasised by a step on the inner side consisting 
of two large yellowish mud-bricks (Fig. 3) which 
adopted the cubit of 0.52×0.26×0.13m. Four pillar 
bases were arranged on the main east-west axis, 
along the edge of the bedrock which formed the 
floor of the higher southern half of the hall. Here, 
a drain cut into the bedrock crossed the hall from 
its south-east to north-west corners, possibly col-
lecting rainwater in an underground cistern; four 
circular cup marks were also cut into the bedrock. 
The westernmost base (B.1168) was a rectangu-
lar limestone slab associated with a built-up in-
stallation flanking the door; the second (B.1166) 
was a flat circular stone; the third (B.1108) ‒ with 
a roughly rectangular shape ‒ was encircled by 

2. Khirbat al-Batrāwī: general view of EB IIIB Palace 
B (‘Palace of the Copper Axes’) from the north-west; 
(foreground) the western pavilion (B3) with pillared 
hall L.1040.

3. Khirbat al-Batrāwī: western entrance (L.1150) to 
pillared hall L.1040 from the east, with inner step made 
of two large yellowish mud-bricks.
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small stones; while the fourth (B.1106) ‒ set into 
a circle of limestone chippings ‒ had a roughly 
circular shape.

In the south-west corner of the hall, another 
huge pithos was recovered (1040/18) next to a 
square slab (B.1186), with a flint blade and some 
animal bones nearby (at least 20 similar large con-
tainers were recovered from pillared hall L.1040 in 
2010 and 2011 [Fig. 4]). Between the south-west 
corner of the hall and door L.1150, the burnt trac-
es of a wooden bench or shelf ca. 0.4m wide and 
1.4m long were visible. A second door (L.1160), 
again 0.9 m wide, opened roughly in the middle 
of the southern wall (W.1101) of the pillared hall, 
leading to another major room (hall L.1110) lo-
cated on an upper terrace to the south. It also had 
a step inside, consisting of a yellowish mud-brick 
similar to those of door L.1150. Just west of this 
step, a medium-sized jar was found with moulded 
decoration in the form of a snake applied to the 
shoulders (1054/4 [Fig. 5]). A third door (L.1158) 
opened in the south-east corner of the hall, leading 
south into a rectangular room (L.1120) oriented 
north-east - south-west. Another decorated vessel 
(1054/1) was found in front of this door, which 
was approached by means of a step in the protrud-
ing bedrock; this vessel was a medium-sized jar 
incised with metopae on the shoulders, separated 
by a herringbone motive in which a snake and 
a scorpion were respectively represented. Both 
animals are known from contemporary glyptics 
in Palestine; snakes are also attested to at the EB 
I sanctuary of Jabal al-Muṭawwaq in Wādī az-
Zarqā’ (Tresguerrez Velasco 2008, 2009: 78).

Finally, in the section between door L.1160 
and the south-west corner of the pillared hall, 
beneath the foundations of wall W.1101 and 

in a layer with EB II pottery, a fragmentary 
Egyptianising palette (9.8x9.8cm) made of grey 
schist5 with an engraved line and some oblique 
strokes (KB.11.B.100) was discovered.

Storeroom L.1120
A rectangular room was accessed from door 

L.1158 in the south-east corner of pillared hall 
L.1040. This elongated room, L.1120 (in squares 
BnII8 + BnII9 + BmII9), was 2.1-2.4m wide and 
6.5m long, with several unusual installations 
(Fig. 6). Two stone circles flanked the eastern 
face of the north-east - south-west western wall 
(W.1149) which separated L.1120 from the hall 
to its west (L.1110). Two jars (one a hole-mouth 
jar) were aligned between these two installa-
tions, while the upside-down neck of a pithos 
emerged in the collapse layer (a second com-
plete upside-down neck was found to the south). 
The eastern wall of storeroom L.1120 (W.1157 
+ W.1159) was also the eastern wall of pavilion 

5. Khirbat al-Batrāwī: jar KB.11.B.1054/4 with applied 
snake decoration, recovered from pillared hall L.1040.

5. Mineralogical analyses of this object were conducted by 
Dr S. Mignardo (Dept of Earth Sciences, ‘La Sapienza’ 

University of Rome) and Prof. P.P. Lottici (Dept of 
Physics, Parma University).

4. Khirbat al-Batrāwī: restored 
EB IIIB pithoi from pillared 
hall L.1040.
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B3; its northern section (W.1123) appeared to 
have been refurbished.

The southern part of storeroom L.1120 was 
at higher elevation compared to the rest of the 
space, being situated on an upper terrace of 
the bedrock. It was filled with a mixed layer 
of burnt plaster, collapsed bricks and charred 
wooden beams (of which samples were taken for 
analyses). This layer contained a series of pot-
tery vessels, some of which, like a large squat 
vat (1124/9) and medium jar (1124/16), had 
presumably fallen from a shelf or balcony, the 
remains of which (wooden posts for a 0.35m 
wide structure) were detected along the west-
ern face of W.1159. Other jars, hole-mouth jars 
and red-burnished jugs (e.g. complete specimen 
1124/36) were found on the emerging bedrock in 
this area. A notable find was a second basalt pot-
ter’s wheel (KB.11.B.110 [Fig. 7]) which, along 

7. Khirbat al-Batrāwī: potter’s wheels KB.11.B.110 and 
KB.10.B.87, recovered from storeroom L.1120 and 
pillared hall L.1040.

8. Khirbat al-Batrāwī: general view of EB IIIB Palace 
B (‘Palace of the Copper Axes’) from the west; (left 
foreground) pillared hall L.1040; (right) hall L.1110 
with seat B.1189.

6. Khirbat al-Batrāwī: general 
view of the western pavilion 
(B3) of EB IIIB Palace B 
from the south, with hall 
L.1110, storeroom L.1020 
and (background) pillared 
hall L.1040; (right) eastern 
pavilion (B1).

with the specimen recovered in 2010, testifies 
to the presence of advanced tools (Roux and de 
Miroschedji 2009) within the palace.

Hall L.1110
South of pillared hall L.1040 and west of 

room L.1120 (in squares BnII8 + BmII8 + BmII9), 
there was another huge hall (L.1110), with a cen-
tral, roughly circular stone base (W.1163) and 
another slab or base (W.1183) against the west-
ern face of the east wall (W.1149); these may 
originally have supported the charred roof beams 
found just south of this alignment (Fig. 8).

Like pillared hall L.1040, hall L.1110 also 
had two different floor levels in its northern and 
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southern halves, corresponding to a step in the 
bedrock, with the pillars supporting the roof 
beams standing on the edge of the step (W.1163 
actually had a built-up foundation of firmly 
placed regular stones).

The whole room was buried under a layer of 
burnt material (F.1128), which included wooden 
beams, fallen stones, collapsed mud-bricks and 
plaster, and ‒ of course ‒ a great quantity of pot-
tery vessels and objects lying smashed on the 
floor or, in some cases, extending up into the de-
struction layer (Fig. 9).

Against the western face of wall W.1149, a 
square feature (B.1189) consisting of a vertical 
slab and a mud-brick, and ‒ to the south – a verti-
cal cut in bedrock may have been a seat or niche. 
Next to this feature and leaning up against its 
base, there was a small jar (1128/69) containing 
a four-string necklace consisting of ca. 630 beads 
of carnelian, bone, sea shell, rock crystal, copper 
and amethyst (Fig. 10)6. The jar was part of a row 
of eight medium-sized jars, which included hole-
mouth and flaring rim jars, arranged in two east-
west rows roughly in the middle of the hall, cor-
responding with the distinct east-west step in the 
bedrock crossing the room. One of the other jars 
contained a bone ring and a sea shell necklace or 
pendant, while two others had small cups at their 
base. Further clusters of smashed jars and other 
vessels were uncovered west, north and north-
west of the central pillar. All of these finds were 
buried in a soft layer of ash, charcoal, charred 
wooden beams and broken bricks, while in the 
western section a large yellowish mud-brick, like 
those used as door steps in pillared hall L.1040, 
was visible.

North of the central pillar base, a flint core 
and a varnished wooden sickle incorporating a se-
ries of Canaanean blades (Fig. 11) were retrieved 
from the floor, along with several animal bones, a 
wooden tray and a bowl with an inturned rim. A 
second sickle of the same type was found north of 
feature B.1189. Roughly 1m to the north-west, a 

copper axe (KB.11.B.120) was recovered from a 
small cavity in the floor, bringing the total number 
of such objects recovered from Palace B to five. 
This example was of the simple elongated type, 
with an expanded tang and carefully tempered 
fan blade (Fig. 12). Further to the north, in door-
way L.1160, two jars were found in association 
with a small cylindrical cup / measure. Finally, an 
Egyptianising vessel (1128/76 [Fig. 13]) of the 
so-called ‘lotus vase’ type represents one of the 
most noteworthy finds from hall L.1110; it is a 
medium-sized example, of a type in use through-
out the Early Bronze Age7.

In the southern half of the room, on the bed-

9. Khirbat al-Batrāwī: destruction layer F.1128 inside 
Hall L.110 from the west, with in situ smashed vessels 
and objects.

6. The beads were analysed by Prof. Adriana Maras, Dr 
Michele Macrì, Dr Ombretta Tarquini and Ilaria Sac-
chetti; the necklace was restored with the help of Dr 
Ingrid Melandri.

7. The best comparisons are with Egyptianising vessels 
found in the cache from the level J-4 temple at Meg-
iddo / Tell el-Mutesellim (Joffe 2000: 170-174, figs. 

8.6, 8.8). However, this is not entirely satisfactory in 
chronological terms, as it dates to EB II. EB IIIB speci-
mens similar to vase KB.11.B.1128/76 from Palace 
B at Khirbat al-Batrāwī have been found in Palestine 
in the EB IIIB Sanctuary A at ‘Ai / et-Tell (Marquet-
Krause 1949: pl. LII: 1534, 1536, 1541).
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10. Khirbat al-Batrāwī: four-string necklace KB.11.B.101 
from hall L.1110.

11. Khirbat al-Batrāwī: destruction layer F.1128 inside 
hall L.110 from the west, with in situ smashed vessels 
and objects; (foreground) sickle KB.11.B.99; (in frame) 
two sickles, KB.11.B.99 and KB.11.B.114.

12. Khirbat al-Batrāwī: copper axe KB.11.B.120 from hall 
L.1110.

13. Khirbat al-Batrāwī: ‘lotus vase’ KB.11.B.1128/76 from 
hall L.1110.

rock step, there was another concentration of 
pottery vessels, including a red-burnished jug 
(1128/49) characterised by a highly polished 
body with net-burnishing on the shoulders (Fig. 
14). The southern side wall (W.1201) of the hall 
had a stone-built bench within a niche (B.1188); 
this hosted a pithos that was probably used as 
container for liquid, perhaps water.

Hall L.1110 turned out to have been one of 
the main rooms of the western pavilion. It was 
also probably entered from the west. Its architec-
ture was characterised by the central pillar and 
monumental seat in the middle of its east side. 
Finds from the hall demonstrate how objects, 
vessels and personal ornaments were gathered 
together in this wing of the palace during the last 
hours of its existence, before the dramatic con-
flagration which put a sudden end to the history 
of the 3rd millennium BC city of Batrāwī.

Restoration in Area B South
During the seventh (2011) season, further 

restoration work was carried out in Areas B 
South and B North on Palace B and the EB II - 
III main city wall.

The stone walls of Palace B, usually pre-
served to a height of ca. 1m, were restored with 
ancient-style lime mortar, with this material be-
ing used on the upper parts of the walls. The 
structures of the eastern pavilion (B1), along 
with hall L.430 + L.1046, were completely 
protected, including its western wall W.439 + 
W.1049 and jamb / pillar W.1153. The structures 
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of pillared hall L.1040 of the western pavilion 
were also protected; this included restoration of 
the central pillar bases and the jambs of doors 
L.1150, L.1158 and L.1160.

With regard to the main city wall, an addi-
tional length of this structure was restored, espe-
cially on its outer face where a section had col-
lapsed in antiquity.

A major commitment for the expedition has 
been the restoration of more than one hundred 
ceramic vessels which were found in Palace B 
in 2011. Similarly, the mending and restoration 
of pottery and other objects recovered during 
the 2010 season has continued. This followed 
conservation of the four copper axes and dag-
ger recovered last season. These went on dis-
play at the Musei Capitolini in Rome between 
February and April 2011, and are now a per-
manent exhibit at the National Archaeological 
Museum in ‘Ammān. Finally, the fifth copper 
axe (KB.11.B.120) and the four-string necklace 
recovered from hall L.1110 were studied and 
documented by mineralogists before being care-
fully restored.

Conclusions
The seventh (2011) season of excavation 

and restoration at Khirbat al-Batrāwī (Fig. 15), 

as well as the prompt publication of preliminary 
reports on the findings of the fourth, fifth (Nigro 
2012) and sixth seasons (Nigro 2010), have 
demonstrated that this Early Bronze Age city, 
especially its palace and temple, provide a vivid 
illustration of Jordanian culture and society in 
the 3rd millennium BC. Further work is needed 
to restore, archive and study the findings from 
Palace B, as well as to clarify their historical 
significance and connections with other civili-
sations of the ancient Near East. Further exca-
vations will be needed to complete this work, 
the context of which has been preserved by the 
fierce destruction that occurred at around 2350-
2300 BC (as indicated by the radiocarbon dates 
available so far, with due allowance for the in-
trinsic problems of calibration) and the massive 
city wall which subsequently helped to retain the 
destruction deposits in situ. Forthcoming stud-
ies and analyses of archaeological, zooarchaeo-
logical and palaeobotanical material from the 
site will generate fresh sets of data concerning 
the palace and its economy. These will stimu-
late new interpretative and explanatory models 
aimed at shedding further light on this early ur-
ban civilisation of Jordan.

The ‘La Sapienza’ University of Rome ex-
pedition has been able to rise to the challeng-
es of these discoveries thanks to the kind and 
continuous co-operation of the Department of 
Antiquities of Jordan and the financial support 

15. Khirbat al-Batrāwī: excavation and restoration work 
in EB IIIB Palace B (‘Palace of the Copper Axes’) 
during the 2011 season.

14. Khirbat al-Batrāwī: red-polished and burnished jug 
KB.11.B.1128/49 from hall L.1110.
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of the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Our 
deepest gratitude is expressed to both these in-
stitutions.
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ANCHORITE CELLS AND DWELLING COMPLEXES ON AL-LISAN 
PENINSULA: PRELIMINARY FIELD RESULTS OF THE SWEDISH 

DEAD SEA EXPEDITION, 2009 AND 2011 

Richard Holmgren and Anders Kaliff

Introduction
This preliminary report is based on the 

results of the Swedish Dead Sea Expedition 
(SDSE) on the al-Lisan peninsula in January 
2009 and August 2011. The work included docu-
mentation of three hermitages (cells / dwelling 
complexes of anchoritic monks) registered dur-
ing our earlier survey and complementary docu-
mentation of inscriptions (see Holmgren and 
Kaliff 1997, 2005). A further objective was the 
inspection of the part-excavated church / mo-
nastic centre (coenobium) of Dayr al-Qaṭṭar al-
Bīzanṭī (JADIS no. 1907.007). Seasonal heavy 
rains, illicit excavations and tectonic move-
ments are currently threatening the structures 
and exposed inscriptions. Furthermore, SDSE 
registered previously unknown graves in the im-
mediate vicinity of Dayr al-Qaṭṭār al- Bīzanṭī. In 
2008, we discovered some new looting pits on 
the plateau to the west of Dayr al-Qaṭṭār using 
Google Earth satellite imagery. During the field-
survey, these turned out to be graves dated to the 
monastic period.

The fieldwork was professionally facilitated 
through the much appreciated help and effort 
of our representative Jamileh Abdel Latif Saleh 
Eshtewi from the Department of Antiquities of-
fice at Safi. We are grateful for all advice and 
assistance from the inspector at the same de-
partment, Jihad Darwish. We would also like to 
thank Mohammad Alzahran, curator of the mu-
seum at Safi, for useful assistance with a number 
of issues, not least for managing the finds from 
this and previous years which are now stored at 
the Lot’s Cave museum at aṣ-Ṣāfī. Many thanks 
also go to Eyas Abusror in Amman, for help-
ing us with important practical issues. The C-14 
samples referred to in the text have been ana-
lysed for our project by Prof. Göran Possnert at 

The Ångström Laboratory, Tandem Laboratory, 
Uppsala University, Sweden. 

The church and monastic centre at Dayr 
al-Qaṭṭar, along with nearby several cells and 
dwelling complexes, represent a monastic so-
ciety organized in a pattern similar to the well-
documented desert monasteries in Egypt and the 
Judean desert. The Judean desert and its fring-
es became the most important monastic ‘cen-
ter’ in Palestine. This was the desert closest to 
Jerusalem, whose holy places were less than a 
day’s walking distance away. Individuals of deep 
religious piety, as well as high intellect, were 
drawn here from all over the Christian world. A 
flourishing cosmopolitan society was therefore 
established in the desert as well as in the Holy 
City itself. Despite the proximity of settled lands, 
the desert monks adhered faithfully to the way of 
life they had chosen. The wild vistas of the des-
ert were thought to provide a direct link with the 
divine (Patrich 1995: 6-7). Dayr al-Qaṭṭār and 
the hermit dwellings on the Lisan peninsula are 
located close to this core of monastic activities, 
in suitably wild and desert-like surroundings. No 
literary references to the coenobium known to-
day as Dayr al-Qaṭṭār have been found, nor are 
there any references to any of the laurae in the 
vicinity. This is probably because the site has 
not yet been identified with any historical known 
monastery. In sum, the al-Lisān sites form a rela-
tively large monastic complex. The various sites 
comprise a coenobium and a richly decorated and 
well-built church with at least one chapel, as well 
as other buildings. This monastic community is 
most probably mentioned in the written sources, 
but has not been properly identified. Besides the 
archaeological work remaining to be done on the 
al-Lisān remains, the task of identifying them is 
of great importance for our project.
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Dayr al-Qaṭṭar and the Hermitages on al-
Lisān: Coenobium and Laura

In spite of its much smaller scale, an 
Egyptian pattern can be seen in the monastic 
activities on the Lisan peninsula (see below) 
(Fig. 1). The anchorite cells are dispersed over 
a large area, being located in small rift valleys 
eroded into the Lisan marl up to 3 km from the 
center (Dayr al-Qaṭṭār). Some locations seem to 
form separate small laurae, like the area around 
Qaṣr aṭ-Ṭūba, although these clusters of cell and 
dwelling complexes were probably organized 
as a single community. The survey documenta-
tion of January 2009, together with our earlier 
surveys, covered a large area in the eastern and 
south-western parts of al-Lisān. The terrain, 
with its steep rift valleys and loose dust, is very 
hard to access. Erosion is a constant threat to the 
hermit cells because of the soft marl they are cut 
into. Rain, wind and earthquakes have damaged 
many sites and looting activities have also dis-
turbed several units. This especially concerns 
those closest to the habitation and agricultural 
areas to the east. In this area, modern graffiti ‒
cut into the soft, vulnerable marl of some cells 
‒ is especially regrettable because of the damage 
caused to invaluable inscriptions preserved from 
the Byzantine period. 

The Swedish Dead Sea Expedition is an 
independent archaeological project, initiated in 
1994 by the authors of this report, who are also 
co-field directors. The project was earlier asso-
ciated with the Museum of Mediterranean and 
Near Eastern Antiquities in Stockholm, but is 
now linked to the Department of Archaeology 
and Ancient History at Uppsala University. As 
well as the documentation of Dayr al-Qaṭṭār al- 
Bīzanṭī, a further goal of the Swedish Dead Sea 
Expedition is to study the monastic society of 
the al-Lisān area from a long-term perspective 
(approx. 4th-12th century AD). Of particular in-
terest is the date of and processes behind the es-
tablishment of the earliest anchorite dwellings, 
the development of the laura (or different lau-
rae) on al-Lisān and the possible development 
and change of Dayr al-Qaṭṭār from a dwelling 
complex into the core of a laura, and eventually 
into a coenobium. 

Hermitages and Graves Documented in 2009
Graves

About 200m east of Dayr al-Qaṭṭār al- 
Bīzanṭī, recent illicit excavations have revealed 
about 20 previously unknown graves. One-third 
of these human-sized rectangular pits show clear 
evidence of human remains. Although the re-

1. Satellite image of the al-Lisan peninsula, with the major sites discussed in this paper marked respectively (National 
Imagery and Mapping Agency CNES / SPOT Image 2009).
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mains of a broken skull and two jawbones are 
present, most of the scattered bones seem to 
originate from other parts of the body. Two of 
the looting pits contained skeletal remains from 
several individuals; one burial deposit contained 
more than eight femoral heads, suggesting not 
only reburial of bodies, but perhaps also some 
kind of arrangement of the bones. It is likely 
that some sort of advanced equipment was used 
to discover the tombs. This would explain why 
some of the pits were empty of bones, i.e. where 
a rectangular space of loose soil misleadingly 
indicated the presence of a tomb. The loose soil 
might very well be the original burial place for 
skeletal remains subsequently buried in adjacent 
collective graves. A more thorough analysis of 
this site is necessary in order to better compre-
hend the function and content of the tombs dis-
cussed. However, it seems without doubt that 
these specific tombs are associated with the site 
of Dayr al-Qaṭṭār. 

Two C-14 samples were taken from mo-
lars, but only one could be dated owing to the 
poor condition of the bone material. The sample 
yielded a most likely date of 540-600 AD (Ua-
42728: 1 sigma, 68.2%), which is only slightly 
younger than the date from the previously stud-
ied crypt under the floor level of Dayr al-Qaṭṭār. 
A C-14 sample from another molar derived from 
the crypt beneath Dayr al-Qaṭṭār yielded a date 
of 410 - 540 AD (Ua-38855: 1 sigma, 68.2%). 
The contents of the crypt can also be understood 
as bone material collected from elsewhere in the 
area - most probably from burial sites in or adja-
cent to the hermit dwellings nearby. However, the 
site of Dayr al-Qaṭṭār could also be interpreted 
as having originally been a larger hermit dwell-
ing, with the cell-like crypt being one of many 
rooms similar to ‘Qaṣr Ilyās’ and Qaṣr aṭ-Ṭūba, 
as discussed below. Further excavation in Dayr 
al-Qaṭṭār’s substructures may confirm this. 

Eastern Hermitages
The eastern hermitages are the closest 

dwelling complex to Dayr al-Qaṭṭār. The site is 
located in a small wadi approximately 300m east 
of Dayr al-Qaṭṭār ‒ hence the name (Holmgren 
and Kaliff 2005). These cells, cut into the slopes 
of the nearby ridges, could form a small laura 
on their own. More probably, these hermitages 
should be interpreted as two adjacent dwelling 

complexes, one very large (referred to here as 
‘Qaṣr Ilyās’) on two levels with several cham-
bers and passages that have collapsed in recent 
years, and a smaller one consisting of at least 
two rooms, now partly collapsed. A more pre-
cise dating of these structures in relation to Dayr 
al-Qaṭṭār will be very important for gaining an 
understanding of the development of the mo-
nastic community. For a preliminary dating, see 
Inscriptions and graffiti below.

On a central ridge in the middle of the wadi, 
the larger of the above-mentioned hermitages, 
viz. ‘Qaṣr Ilyās’, was briefly documented in 
2009. The structure is generously proportioned 
with a central space surrounded by several satel-
lite cells. It is cut into the sediment in the typical 
al-Lisan manner; the greater part of the structure 
is still standing, although a large part of the su-
perstructure has collapsed into the interior. In 
general, the site is in poor condition owing to 
natural erosion and geological activities affect-
ing the soft laminated marl. The hermitage also 
shows evidence of recent illicit excavations. The 
southernmost part of this site was excavated and 
documented by SDSE in 1997. To avoid further 
damage, only the accessible parts of the site 
were documented in 2009. Beneath the debris of 
eroded material, but also scattered on the ground 
surface, quantities of building material and other 
items are visible. The passage between the dif-
ferent chambers has lancet-shaped sections with 
pointed vaults. This architectural feature and 
the high, central position of the site very much 
resemble the sites of Qaṣr aṭ-Ṭūba and Qaṣr al-
Abyaḍ (Holmgren and Kaliff 1997: 333-336, 
2005). 

The estimated layout of ‘Qaṣr Ilyās’ was 
sketched in plan form. In terms of rooms A - C 
(Fig. 2), the structure was studied by analysing 
the walls above the loose marl and harder col-
lapsed crust (ca. 1-1.5m deep). A larger central 
space constitutes the central core of the entire 
complex (A-B). Space A probably represents a 
chapel, accessed through an entrance (E) and fur-
ther connected to the top of the ridge (F). Several 
satellite cells (C) are moreover connected to the 
central core, sometimes containing arched niches 
(D). The main entrance to the complex was most 
likely in its southern part, where ladders or now 
buried steps once gave access to the site. From 
the photograph below the sketch in Fig. 2, one 
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can see how the previously documented cell ‒ 
containing the inscription ELIAS (hence our 
name for the site) ‒ is situated on a lower level 
in the site’s north-western corner. Whether this 
separate cell is connected to the rooms of the up-
per level has yet to be verified. 

Traces of two large illicit excavations were 
found in two different rooms of the complex. The 
adjacent Greek inscriptions were not damaged, 
but the pits had partly disturbed the floor level 
of the hermitage. The latter was documented 
and the sides of the pits were cleaned in order to 
document the profile of the marl layers. No stra-
ta are visible in this hermitage, although a clear 
layer of bird excrement and collapsed roof or 
ceiling material (consisting of reed) can be seen 
about 10cm above the floor level. This suggests 

that the hermitage may have been abandoned be-
fore the start of the various collapse episodes. 
Each pit was backfilled to protect potential fea-
tures and inscriptions. The layout of ‘Qaṣr Ilyās’ 
has many similarities with the sites of Qaṣr aṭ-
Ṭūba and Qaṣr al-Abyaḍ, both documented by 
SDSE (see archaeological reports in ADAJ 41 
and 49). A small survey was carried out around 
the site, during which scattered archaeological 
material and samples were collected. Frequent 
finds included pottery, bricks, strips of palm leaf 
and pieces of rope, as well as nut-shells, smaller 
bones and textile fragments. 

Southern Hermitages
In a separate wadi south-east of the ‘east-

ern hermitage’, two additional dwellings were 

2. A preliminary sketch of ‘Qaṣr 
Ilyās’, showing its distinctive 
layout (illustration SDSE).
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mapped. On entering a narrow part of the inner 
valley, a hill top facing the valley entrance has 
evidence for a smaller hermitage. The feature 
consists of one room, possibly with other minor 
features buried under fallen debris just north of 
and immediately outside the entrance. The struc-
ture consists of one semi-circular room approxi-
mately 3x2m with a maximum height of 190cm. 
Two opposing small niches flank the entrance; 
lower parts of the interior walls, up to 60cm 
above the floor level, are smooth and carefully 
cut into the marl. However, above that level the 
interior surface is uneven and very rough ‒ al-
most as if some centimetres were deliberately 
removed from upper parts of the cell walls. Faint 
lines on the western wall, near the entrance, sug-
gest the occurrence of inscriptions, which may 
have been deliberately removed from the rest of 
the interior.

About 100m further south, there is yet an-
other hermit dwelling in the wadi. On a promi-
nent hill top, the architectural plan of a two-
space dwelling can be discerned. A relatively 
large room measures ca. 1.70x2m (room A) 
with a south-facing doorway. This room / small 
freestanding building is connected to another in-
stallation to the south. The latter consists of a 
niche-like feature with an elevated and round 
hollowed installation (C; possibly a piscina / 
thalassidion). This area, viz. the space between 
the room and the southern niche, is marked B on 
the sketch. The original height is impossible to 
determine, but the standing marl-walls are pre-
served up to a height of 0.5-1m. Fallen bricks 
and other building material, such as blocks made 
out of the Lisan ‘crust’, can be found in the val-
ley bottom all around the dwelling. A prelimi-
nary reconstruction sketch of the entire complex 
and its appearance as seen from the valley bot-
tom is at Fig. 3, complementing the plan.

Originally, the complex could not have 
been easily accessed owing to the narrow set-
ting of the hilltop. Only narrow paths on both 
sides of the hermitage could have accessed the 
entrances on either side of space B. A ladder or 
similar might also have originally given access 
to the complex itself. It is too early to interpret 
the function of the site, but the unusual combina-
tion of a room built next to an installation of this 
type might suggest a place of worship such as a 
small chapel.

Cells North of Qaṣr aṭ-Ṭūba: (Figs. 3-4) 
In the northern extension of the wadi, where 

Qaṣr aṭ-Ṭūba is situated, a number of cells are 
visible ‒ primarily on the eastern side of the val-
ley. Many of these cells are very small indeed, 
especially in terms of their height. The inner 
height of some cells does not exceed 1.5m, al-
though they are man-sized (or more) in length 
and width. A few spaces could be interpreted 
as tombs, although no skeletal remains were 
found inside or in their general vicinity. During 
the period of the early hermitages, there are lit-

3. One of the southern hermitages (marked I in Fig. 1). The 
illustration shows the plan of the hermitage (below) and 
a tentative reconstruction (above) (illustration SDSE).
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erary sources that describe the limited dimen-
sions of hermit cells as deliberate. This would 
have been in accordance with rules put forward 
by Euthymius and other founders. Sometimes 
this caused complaints, with monks changing 
monastery because of too-small cells. Patrich 
refers to a detailed contemporary description of 
Theogonius’ cell, near the Theodosius monas-
tery, by Paul of Elusa: “But very small was the 
cell and it is so low that when you come in, if 
you do not take care, you will knock your head 
against the ceiling” (Patrich 1995: 126).

On the second level of cells facing the val-
ley, one of the larger dwellings (?) has a cruci-
form-shaped plan with smaller cells or spaces 
attached to a main corridor. On either side of 
the entrance are two semi-circular spaces, each 
around 1 m in diameter. Further along the nar-
row corridor is a perpendicular north-south 
crossing section that constitutes the center of 
the entire complex. This section has semi-cir-
cular spaces about 2m in diameter at either end. 
The crossing section is about 8 meters in total 
length. Following the east-west corridor to its 
far end, there are two similar cells, one on ei-
ther side.

The cells in this area are half-filled with al-
Lisan marl; they seem to have been deliberately 
filled and were subsequently part-emptied, per-
haps by illicit explorers. Alternatively, perhaps 
the half-filled spaces were originally made as 
cells, which were subsequently used as tombs 
and then excavated in ancient times so that rel-
ics could be gathered into communal ossuaries 
at a site of importance, most likely in crypts be-
neath Dayr al-Qaṭṭār al-Bīzanṭī. 

Hermitage North of Qaṣr al-Abyaḍ
Another hermitage was also discovered and 

preliminarily mapped in 2009. Situated north of 
the previously documented hermitage of Qaṣr al-
Abyaḍ, a similar construction was carved out of 
the marl. This newly discovered hermitage was, 
like its southern counterpart, located on the east-
ern edge of the white hilltops overlooking the flat 
landscape around the southern part of the Dead 
Sea. The hermitage is almost completely buried 
by the collapsed superstructure, but enough of 
the rooms can be seen to permit an estimation of 
its size and architectural plan. The site resembles 
Qaṣr al-Abyaḍ, in that it has a larger chapel-like 
structure oriented north-south which measures 
nearly 7m. A shelf-like feature is visible in the 
western part of this ‘chapel’ and, at the far north 
end, a circular room ca. 2m in diameter extends 
to the west. A small elevated compartment is at-
tached to the latter room, facing north. At this 
point it is hard to determine the function of the 
hermitage, but it is interesting to see how the size 
and architectural plan are almost identical to that 
of Qaṣr al-Abyaḍ. The great quantity of inscrip-
tions preserved at the latter may be matched at 
this newly discovered site. A third hermitage, 
similar but somewhat smaller, has also been 
sighted along this ridge but has unfortunately 
been lost for the time being owing to the compli-
cated, winding valley systems.  

Remarks
A good parallel for the al-Lisān hermitages 

can be found in the cells of the Gerasimus monas-
tery (Dayr Hayla), which is located about 3.5km 
away. Here, the caves are cut into the soft marl 

4. Hermit cells north of Qaṣr aṭ-
Ṭūba (photo SDSE).
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in much the same fashion as those at al-Lisān. 
A characteristic feature, also seen at al-Lisān, 
is a tunnel-like corridor running across the hill 
into which the dwelling complex is cut. As at the 
Lisān sites, the hermitages of Gerasimus vary in 
size and complexity. The most elaborate dwell-
ing complex (Cave 3) may have been the resi-
dence of a more prominent monk. Here we find 
two living rooms and also two cooking stoves. 
This site and its features very much resemble 
those of Qaṣr at-Ṭūba. Other similarities include 
the rock-cut prayer niches, as well as engraved 
crosses and Greek inscriptions, which include 
singular names such as Ioannes (Patrich 1995: 
128-130, see especially figs. 56-57).

In the larger dwelling complexes at al-Lisān, 
such as Qaṣr aṭ-Ṭūba and Qaṣr al-Abyaḍ (but 
excluding Dayr al-Qaṭṭār itself), prayer chapels 
have been identified. The larger hall of Qaṣr aṭ-
Ṭūba, with its documented liturgical installa-
tions, shows clear evidence for such a function. 
This is also evident in the larger room of Qaṣr al-
Abyaḍ. Palaeographic material and the artefacts 
and installations found, especially at the well-
documented Qaṣr aṭ-Ṭūba, suggest a combina-
tion of a hermit dwelling and a place of worship 
(Holmgren and Kaliff 1997, 2005). The same in-
terpretation probably also applies to the dwelling 
complex of ‘Qaṣr Ilyās’ in the eastern hermitage. 
At these, as well as at some of the smaller sites, 
there are also prayer niches. This combination of 
monks’ cells and a prayer chapel is not unusual 
in early monasticism, with examples from Mar 
Saba and the Euthymius monastery (Hirschfeld 
1993; Patrich 1995). There are several paral-
lels documented at the great laura of Mar Saba, 
where remains of chapels or prayer niches were 
found in many dwelling complexes. These instal-
lations always constituted an integral part of the 
dwelling complex, with the chapels comprising 
a separate space next to the dwelling room. This 
is also the case at the al-Lisān cells and dwelling 
complexes. In the case of Mar Saba, it was as-
sumed that each cell or complex included such a 
place of worship (Patrich 1995: 90-95). The her-
mit cell has also been discussed as a miniature 
church, where hermits celebrated the Eucharist 
in solitude. This was experienced as a corporate 
solitude in which the whole church participated. 
The saying of Evagrios of Pontus can be quoted 
in this respect: “The monk lives separate from 

all and united to all” (Lozano 1987: 145).
It is evident that several dwelling complex-

es were built according to a common plan, with 
certain variations depending on the location and 
size of the complex. There are also parallels with 
the great laura of Mar Saba, where the archi-
tecture and quality of the dwelling complexes, 
with water systems that collected rain water into 
cisterns, show that they were built by expert ma-
sons according a plan that was drawn up in ad-
vance (Patrich 1995: 106). 

Inscriptions and Graffiti 
The marl walls of the cells and dwell-

ing complexes were plastered inside with lime 
mixed with straw. Many inscriptions on the walls 
of the chapels and dwelling rooms were covered 
with plaster in a later phase. This plaster has of-
ten fallen off the walls owing to erosion, thereby 
once again exposing inscriptions in Greek and 
Aramaic, together with different crosses and 
more enigmatic signs. Samples of organic mate-
rial in the plaster have been C-14 dated in five 
different cases. The plaster provides a terminus 
ante quem for the inscriptions, but need not be 
contemporary as the inscriptions might be older. 
The dates obtained were relatively consistent, 
being between 380-540 AD (1 sigma, 68.2%).

In addition to the marl walls at Qaṣr al-
Abyaḍ and Qaṣr aṭ-Ṭūba, as well as at eastern 
hermitages such as ‘Qaṣr Ilyās’, various inscrip-
tions were documented. A more thorough anal-
ysis is underway, dealing with all the various 
inscriptions and graffiti present in the cells and 
hermitages described in this report. This materi-
al will be examined in the context of the various 
rooms and their functional interpretation, after 
the necessary cleaning and excavation (e.g. see 
plan of Qaṣr al-Abyaḍ in Holmgren and Kaliff 
1997). However, a more in-depth analysis of 
the inscriptions documented at Qaṣr al-Abyaḍ 
has already been presented in an excellent work 
by Émile Puech (Puech 2011: 91-93). These in-
scriptions mainly concern the Greek, Aramaic 
and Christian - Palestinian graffiti in (Fig. 5:1-
4). This material is briefly presented here with 
English translations, along with parts of the de-
tailed interpretations made by Émile Puech. 

Inscription 1 depicts a rectangular panel, in-
cluding a cross with three lines in Greek. Line 1: 
“Jesus Christ (is) your strength.” Line 2: “And, 
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O God, save Abo / Aba, see!” Line 3: “And O 
Holy Spirit!”

The shorter Inscription 2 can be read as: 
“and sacrifice / offering a sacrifice / famous by 
a sacrifice”.

Inscription 3 is interpreted as Christo - 
Palestinian Aramaic enclosed in a rectangular 
box. Its poor preservation means that only the 
last two of the original six ‒ perhaps seven ‒ lines 

can be read. The suggested reading for Line 1 is: 
“Lord God”, with the beginning of Line 2 being: 
“Our Lord Jesus”. The last two lines are fully 
preserved. Line 5: “Lady Mariam, mother of the 
Lord Jesus, protect!” Line 6: “Lord, allow us to 
enter because we have committed sin!”

Inscription 4, to the right of a smaller Greek 
cross and above a larger Greek cross within an 
angled square, presumably consists of three dif-

5. Inscriptions 1-4 from Qaṣr al-Abyaḍ (illustration Émile Puech; photo SDSE).
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ferent entries with four preserved and readable 
lines. 
Line 1: “… ? …”
Line 2: “Lord Jesus [          ]”
Line 3: “[L]ord, we beseech and be favourable!”
Line 4: “Really, listen to [me / us], and protect 
[us], O Jesu[s!]” 
Line 5: “Really, look! Listen in the wilderness!”
Parts of the larger dwelling complex in the east-
ern hermitage of ‘Qaṣr Ilyās’ were already vis-
ible during earlier fieldwork, but the full extent 
of the site was only revealed after erosion of the 
site from 2002 onwards. The documentation of 
wall inscriptions from three cells located on the 
lower level, which were previously interpreted 
as separate cells, has already been presented in 
the preliminary report covering the results from 
1995 and 1996 (Kaliff and Holmgren 1997). 
Parts of these inscribed walls have unfortu-
nately been damaged by modern graffiti during 
recent years. During SDSE’s 2009 season, ad-
ditional inscriptions and graffiti could be seen 
on exposed walls protruding from the collapse 
at ‘Qaṣr Ilyās’. Present is an inscription of the 
Greek letters XP, a common abbreviation of the 
name of Christ. Furthermore, an indistinct pres-
ence of the word φως (Gr. “light”) can be traced. 
The word ‘light’ is sometimes connected to the 
monogram of Christ. Another commonly asso-
ciated word is ειρηνη (Gr. “peace”), together 
with the first and last letters of the Greek al-
phabet. These four different inscriptions could 
all be interpreted as references to Jesus Christ 
and, as such, might represent traces of an early 
Christian presence. Other traces of Christian 
inscriptions / graffiti include a distinct cross in 
connection with a proper noun written in the 
dative, meaning “this place belongs to Fafeos”. 
Perhaps the most elaborate graffiti is a depiction 
of a possible navicula Petri, a ship representing 
the Christian church.

Two different radiocarbon samples from 
the straw / plaster mixture that once covered 
the Greek letters XP (i.e. part of the plaster 
preserved on the wall below the inscription), 
have yielded consistent dates: 420-540 AD 
(Ua-38854: 1 sigma, 68.2%) and 430 - 540 AD 
(Ua-42725). Another similar date, of 380-530 
AD (Ua-42727), comes from sooty plaster in 
the adjacent room to the north. Yet another, this 
time of 410-540 AD (Ua-42726), comes from 

one of the chambers in the southern part of the 
hermitage.

The relatively poor material finds from the 
hermitages, cells and chapels are representa-
tive both of the ascetic life of the monks and 
of the handicrafts carried out during the course 
of their daily work in the cells. The finds from 
the hermitages are generally similar (notwith-
standing the papyrus find from Qaṣr aṭ-Ṭūba) 
and include fragments of pottery, strips of palm 
leaf, tufts of camel hair, fragments of rope, nut 
shells, smaller bones and textile fragments. 
Fragments of linen cloth and tufts of camel 
hair are both common finds. Camel hair was 
probably used by the hermits for clothing, a 
custom relating to John the Baptist who was 
in turn presented as the Prophet Elias redivivus 
by Jesus (Mt 17:12-13). Both John the Baptist 
and Elias were regarded as prototypes for the 
hermit life.

Early Christian Monasticism: A Brief 
Background

To better understand the reasons for the de-
velopment of the various religious installations 
on al-Lisān, we need to consider both earlier 
and contemporary phenomena. In Palestine, the 
earliest phase of Christian monasticism has been 
dated to the early fourth century AD. The mo-
nastic movement spread and flourished during 
the Byzantine period (324-642 AD) and often 
continued into the Islamic and Crusader periods. 
One example is the Gerasimus monastery (Dayr 
Hajla), located between Jericho and Jordan. This 
monastic community was founded in 455 AD 
and was only abandoned after the Crusader pe-
riod, notwithstanding the fact that the number of 
monks was reduced during certain periods. This 
site was rebuilt in more modern times and exists 
to this day (Murphy-O’Connor 1998). 

Many monasteries were established in or 
around large cities, at holy places and at sites 
of pilgrimage, while others were in desert areas. 
The remains of monasteries have therefore been 
found in diverse areas. The first known monks 
in the region were Hilarion of Thavata who 
lived in the Gaza region, Epiphanius who set-
tled near Eleutheropolis, ca. 50km south-west of 
Jerusalem, and Chariton who became the found-
er of monasticism in the Judean Desert. Chariton 
founded three laurae in the first half of the 
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fourth century: Pharan, Douka and Souka. The 
more organized monastic communities, charac-
terized by a monastic center or coenobium, were 
established along the Jordan in ca. 455 AD when 
Gerasimus founded a laura surrounding a coe-
nobium (Patrich 1995; Bar 2005).

The process by which the different early 
monasteries came into being was similar. The 
first monks installed themselves in a cave or hut 
in isolated solitude. Over the course of time, oth-
er monks joined them and different communities 
were formed. A hermitage is generally referred 
to as a ‘cell’ (κελλίον) in contemporary written 
sources. With donations from wealthy admirers 
or a legacy bequeathed to the founder, dwelling 
cells, a prayer house and water reservoirs were 
constructed. This was the case with the founda-
tion of the Mar Saba monastery. Similar is the 
story of the establishment of the three laurae of 
Chariton, the laura of Euthymius, the coeno-
bium of Theodosius and others (Patrich 1995: 
61, 126). The founder, who was the leader of 
the group, determined whether it would be built 
as a monastery or, in the case of anchorites, as 
a laura (λαύρα, [Gr. “alley” or “lane”, presum-
ably referring to the narrow path that communi-
cated between the monastic cells]), or even as a 
communal monastery or coenobium (κοινόβιον 
[Gr. “common life”]). Certain variations also 
existed between monasteries of the same type. 
A laura could also be changed later and rebuilt 
into a coenobium, as shown by the monastery 
of Euthymius (Khan el-Ahmar), one of the ma-
jor monasteries of the Judean desert along with 
Sabas, Theodosius and Chariton. The laura 
with its church was completed in 428 AD and, 
after the death of Euthymius in 473, a coeno-
bium was built at the site of the church, enclos-
ing the founder’s tomb (Hirschfeld 1993: 339-
371). The Gerasimus monastery is an example 
of a different monastic type, built ca. 455 as a 
laura surrounding a coenobium. This shows 
that the two types of monastic community could 
be combined. Nevertheless, the specific fea-
tures of each type are clear enough. In a laura 
the hermits lived during the week in dispersed 
cells situated some distance from each other. On 
Saturdays and Sundays they assembled in the 
church, located at the core of the laura, for com-
munal prayer and a meal. In a coenobium the 
monks met daily in the church and dining room. 

In both types, the daily schedule was divided be-
tween prayer and manual labor. Also, recluses 
who lived alone in their cells could be found in 
the vicinity of a coenobium (Patrich 1995: 3-4).  
Although data on the size of the monastic popula-
tion in Palestine is hard to come by, the monastic 
movement attracted many people from the early 
Byzantine period onwards. Patrich (1995) cites 
Cyril of Scythopolis, who in 516 AD counted 
the entire monastic population of Jerusalem and 
the Judean desert as 10,000 in total. Hirschfeld 
estimates that there were never more than 3,000 
monks in the Judean desert (Hirschfeld 1992: 
78-79), even after the expansion that resulted 
from the settlements of Sabas and his disciples, 
which greatly increased the number of monas-
teries. Earlier, the number of monks was much 
lower, with a reasonable estimate being ca. 
1,000-1,500. According to Patrich (1995: 8-9), 
the number of monasteries in the Judean desert 
and on its margins was quite sparse until ca. 480, 
i.e. just six laurae and eight coenobia. 

The monastic settlements of Lower Egypt 
are closest in structure to the laurae of Palestine 
and are therefore considered particularly valu-
able for comparative study. There is more writ-
ten evidence from this area and its monastic 
communities were much larger. Here, there 
were two distinct types of monastic community: 
coenobite schools (scholae coenobiorum) and 
communities of anchorites (congregations ana-
choretarum). The coenobium was typically a no-
vitiate stage before a life of seclusion, although 
some monks continued to live out their lives in 
the coenobium. The cells of the anchorites were 
often quite distant from each other and as such 
prevented the monk from seeing or hearing his 
neighbor. At Kellia (ca. 50 miles south-east of 
Alexandria) the cells of the settlement extended 
over a wide area, some of them as far as 5-6km 
from the church in the laura core. Archaeological 
remains indicate that the settlement eventually 
extended over an area ca. 22km long, includ-
ing about 1,500 dwelling complexes with a few 
churches. By the end of the fourth century, before 
the settlement expanded, Kellia already had 600 
monks. In another community of Lower Egypt, 
Scetis, a total of 3,500 monks lived in its four 
laurae during the mid sixth century. These num-
bers are unparalleled in the Palestinian laurae, 
which generally numbered only several dozen 
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monks. Even the great laura of Mar Saba was 
small in comparison with the anchorite colonies 
of Egypt (Hirschfeld 1992: 78-79; Patrich 1995: 
11, 122 and references therein) (Fig. 6).

The education of monks was similar in 
the different monasteries of the Byzantine era. 
Novices lived in the coenobium cutting wood, 
carrying water, cooking and performing many 
other duties until they displayed their spiritual 
preparedness to practice a hermit’s life. Also, 
monks in training were kept in the community 
until they had grown a beard and looked less 
youthful, lest they become a temptation to older 
monks in the laura. Monks who became ‘per-
fect in God’s eyes’ were allowed to live in cells 
away from the coenobium. These anchoritic 
monks lived in seclusion for five days, eating 
only bread, dates and water. Part of their mis-
sion was to become free of any passion of the 
soul: anger, cowardice, lethargy etc. The an-

chorites ‒ or cell dwellers ‒ lived alone in their 
cells during the week but met in the church on 
Saturdays and Sundays. There were also reclus-
es, however, who refrained from coming to the 
church and lived alone for years ‒ up to several 
decades ‒ in their cells. The labor of the monk 
in his cell included basket weaving, fashion-
ing mats from palm fronds and calligraphy. In 
some communities, the monks also wove linen 
fabric, depending on the raw material available 
in the area. During the harvest season, monks 
also went into surrounding villages to work for 
wages given in kind. Such was daily life, more 
or less, in Egyptian communities such as Kellia 
and Scetis. This has parallels in the monaster-
ies of the Judean Desert and Jordan valley, even 
if the monasteries of Palestine were not centers 
for handicraft or agriculture in the manner of the 
Egyptian and some Syrian examples. Income 
from the sale of baskets woven by the monks, 

6. Qaṣr aṭ-Ṭūba on al-Lisān; a 
larger hermitage documented 
by SDSE in 1996 (illustration 
SDSE).
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along with other products, was only marginal at 
best. The charity of admirers was of vital impor-
tance, with donations being given in the form of 
various products or silver / gold coin. The eco-
nomic existence of the Palestinian monasteries 
in the desert was therefore based on donations 
or bequests by admirers or pilgrims (Hirschfeld 
1992: 102-111; Patrich 1995: 15, 194).

Pachomius (290-346 AD) is regarded the 
founder of coenobite Christian monasticism 
in Egypt, although monastic communities liv-
ing an organized communal life of one sort or 
another existed even before his activities. He 
founded his first monastery in 323 at Tabennesi 
and, at the time of his death, no less than nine 
monasteries and two nunneries along the Nile 
were united within his community. According to 
Palladius, during his time in the area (389-399 
AD) the Pachomian federation included many 
monasteries and numbered 7,000 monks. Even 
during Pachomius’ lifetime it numbered 3,000 
monks. The movement founded by Pachomius 
had a great impact and the rules and practice of 
his Egyptian monasteries spread far and wide. In 
the Pachomian monastic community, or koinoia 
(κοινωνία), the organizational and economic ad-
ministration was in the hands of the oikonomos 
(οίκονόμος) or ‘leader’ of the main monastery. 
Each single monastery had also an oikonomos, 
who was assisted by a deputy (secundus). There 
were also groups of monks of special status, viz. 
maiores (πατέρες). These took an active role in 
the Sunday liturgy and included older, more ex-
perienced monks and / or those who excelled in 
virtue. The monks in each monastery were di-
vided into houses. Each week a different house 
provided ‒ in rotation ‒ necessary services such 
as cooking, serving food, cleaning, hospitality, 
caring for the sick, church services and so on 
(Chitty 1966: 22-28; Rousseau 1985: 112-13; 
Patrich 1995: 19).

A wall surrounded a Pachomian coenobium 
and its structure resembled that of a military 
camp (Chitty 1966: 22). In the wall, there was a 
gatehouse and next to it a guest room. Additional 
buildings included an assembly hall for prayer, 
a dining hall, a kitchen, a bakery and a hospital, 
as well as a storehouse for food and tools. Work 
played an important part in the life of the monk 
and in the economy of the monastery. This was 
the difference between Pachomian and Antonian 

monasticism, in which the monks performed only 
light work in their cells. In Pachomian monaster-
ies there were also various workshops. Palladius 
mentions many types of craftsmen, including 
tailors, metalworkers, carpenters, swineherds, 
camel drivers, gardeners, bakers, basket weav-
ers and book copyists. According to Pachomian 
rules, the monks were not to practice excessive 
mortification or fasting; labor was more impor-
tant, although there was a degree of freedom of 
choice in these matters. This differed from con-
temporary monastic life in Syria that displayed 
extreme forms of mortification. Besides longer 
periods of fasting, compared to Egypt, there was 
a tendency towards corporal suffering and self-
destruction of the body. Such suffering could be 
expressed through winding chains around the 
body, exposing the body to wild beasts and the 
ravages of weather, vertical binding of the body 
or confinement to a narrow vertical space in or-
der to force an erect posture that prevented nor-
mal sleep. Examples also include the choice of 
an extremely limited and isolated living space, 
e.g. on top of a tall column (Patrich 1995: 20-22 
and references therein).

The Basilian rules are of special interest to 
Palestinian monasticism, since its leaders were 
often natives of Asia Minor, where Basilian mo-
nasticism prevailed. The church father Basil was 
born in Cappadocia in 329 / 30 and is known as 
one of the ‘Three Cappadocian Fathers’, along 
with Gregory of Nazianzus and his brother 
Gregory of Nyssa. They were all three influential 
theologians, loyal to the decisions of the Council 
of Nicaea and opposed to what was condemned 
as Arian heresy. Basil regarded monasticism, 
expressed through communal coenobitism, as 
the only proper way of life for a Christian. The 
coenobium was supposed to be a community of 
modest size, housing around 30-40 monks. The 
organization was simple. The brotherhood was 
headed by the proestos, who was to be as a fa-
ther to the others, obeyed by everyone. A deputy 
aided him in administration. The elder and more 
experienced monks enjoyed special status in the 
community. Everyday life was a combination of 
prayer and work. Recommended labors included 
weaving, shoemaking, construction, carpentry, 
tin-smithing and agriculture. The educated and 
capable were permitted to devote themselves 
to the study and reading of scriptures. Basil 
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preached a moderate form of asceticism and 
moderation in fasting. Excessive asceticism was 
perceived as false pursuit of glory. Basil’s teach-
ing greatly influenced the monastic movement in 
Palestine, especially coenobitism (Patrich 1995: 
28-31).

Discussion
There are examples of anchorite settlements 

‒ laurae ‒ that sprang up around coenobiae. One 
example of particular interest to Dayr al-Qaṭṭār 
and its surrounding hermitages is the anchorite 
laura known as ‘The Cells of Choziba’, which 
developed at a distance of about 1km from the 
Choziba coenobium (Monastery of St. George) 
in the Judean desert. At the same time there 
are other examples, such as the coenobium of 
Theoctistus, where no such settlement devel-
oped outside the coenobium. The anchorites in 
Choziba maintained a laurite way of life in their 
cells, while the coenobium served them as a 
laura core. As at Dayr al-Qaṭṭār, some monastic 
cells are located much closer to the coenobium, 
while the main cluster is some distance away. 
As at Dayr al-Qaṭṭār, burials have been identi-
fied just outside the coenobium (Patrich 1990, 
1995: 124-125).

Dayr al-Qaṭṭār may have been constructed 
as a coenobium from the very beginning, in par-
allel with the Gerasimus monastery. However, it 
is more likely that it was only converted into a 
coenobium some time after the first hermits set-
tled in the area. If so, the site of Dayr al-Qaṭṭār 
would already have been functioning as a laura 
core during the earliest phase of the al-Lisan 
laura. The presence of cells at the very site of 
Dayr al-Qaṭṭār, apparently covered by the later 
buildings and surrounding walls of the coeno-
bium, might also indicate that this location was 
the earliest anchorite settlement in the area ‒ a 
place which attracted more and more hermits to 
gather in the vicinity and eventually establish 
a laura. Eventually, the core of the laura was 
changed into a coenobium. From at least the 
early 6th century onwards, possibly even earlier, 
Dayr al-Qaṭṭār had all features of a coenobium, 
even if the dating and interpretation of the dif-
ferent features and buildings remain uncertain 
owing to limited excavation at the site and in 
the surrounding cells to date. On the basis of a 
preliminary examination of pottery and finds, 

the earliest phases at Dayr al-Qaṭṭār could date 
back to the 4th century (Holmgren and Kaliff 
1997, 2005). A comparison can be made with 
the monastery of Gerasimus, which consisted 
of several buildings, viz. the church, the monks’ 
cells, a kitchen, a refectory and storerooms. 
Surrounding the coenobium were 70 hermitag-
es that made up the laura part of the commu-
nity. The hermitages were either small cells or 
rooms cut into the soft lake deposit of Wādī an-
Nakhīl, as mentioned above (Hirschfeld 1992).  
The interpretation of the crypt at Dayr al-Qaṭṭar 
(documented during the 1996 excavation) is in 
line with the interpretation of the site as an ear-
lier cell or dwelling complex for one or more 
hermits, which was later converted into a coe-
nobium. Possibly the cell and / or tomb of the 
founding father was then incorporated into the 
church and later used as a burial crypt or ossuary 
(Holmgren and Kaliff 1997). In an early phase, 
the site might have been the core of a laura con-
sisting of the various cells discovered during our 
survey of the surrounding area. This would be 
in line with developments at other contemporary 
sites. At Mar Saba, for instance, the coenobium 
(and present-day monastery) mark the core of 
the laura, while the cells of the great laura ex-
tend along a 2km section of the Kidron valley. 
In this example, as at St Euthymius, the coeno-
bium includes the tomb as well as the cell of the 
founding father, which is also a common pattern. 
A more detailed analysis of this possible devel-
opment from laura core to coenobium at Dayr 
al Qaṭṭār requires further excavation. A more 
detailed investigation, including excavation, of 
Dayr al-Qaṭṭār will be crucial for interpretation 
of the monastic complex of al-Lisān as a whole. 
Thorough documentation and restoration of the 
site is of great importance to the project, not 
least because of the constant threat of increasing 
erosion and looting activities which are damag-
ing the structures.   

The historical identification of Dayr al-
Qaṭṭār and the monastic community on al-Lisān 
is still enigmatic. We have previously suggested 
that Dayr al-Qaṭṭār might be identified with a 
bishopric mentioned in the 4th century named 
Sodoma. In the councillor list of the Council 
of Nicea in 325, Bishop Severus of Sodoma is 
recorded amongst the bishops of the province 
of Arabia. In the list of fathers gathered at the 
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Council of Chalcedon in 451 and at the Synod of 
Jerusalem in 518, the bishop of Sodoma is lack-
ing but instead a bishop of Zoara turns up (Abel 
1938: 198-201). The reading of Sodoma was 
challenged as early as the 1930s; it was suggest-
ed that Sodoma was a misspelling of Soadon. It 
has also been previously proposed that Sodoma 
refers to a general area around Zoara, rather than 
to the seat of a bishop. However, at the time 
when the existence of a bishop of Sodoma was 
questioned, the church at Dayr al-Qaṭṭār was not 
on the map. The problem concerning Bishop 
Severus of Sodoma might tentatively be solved 
by the identification of Dayr al-Qaṭṭār as a bish-
op’s church. If this is the case, we would also 
have an identification of Dayr al-Qaṭṭār at least 
during its earliest phases. Nevertheless, this does 
not solve the problem of the historical identifi-
cation of the monastic community. On the basis 
of archaeological evidence for its size and con-
tinuity, the laura of al-Lisan and its coenobium 
(Dayr al-Qaṭṭār) ought to be mentioned in more 
than one written source.

The identification of Dayr al-Qaṭṭār as 
Sodoma has received further support from the 
Finnish historian Joonas Sipilää (2005), who 
asserted that: “The argument is quite convinc-
ing, including the suggestive geology of the area 
and the Roman road passing south of it. The 
site does not appear to be dictated by economic 
considerations. Rather, it had a strict religious 
function in line with the tradition to mark out 
biblical events. The placing of the bishop seat 

of Sodoma on the Lisan Peninsula and, conse-
quently, in to the province of Arabia solves the 
problem of Severus”.

As a place of worship connected to Old 
Testament history, Dayr al-Qaṭṭār al-Bīzanṭī has 
a possible 

parallel at Dayr ‘Ayn ‘Abāṭah, near Ghawr 
aṣ-Ṣāfī, which has been identified as the basilica 
of Lot’s Cave according to Byzantine tradition 
(Politis 1992, 1993). It has previously been ar-
gued that the hermit communities on al-Lisān, 
including Dayr al-Qaṭṭār, were likewise built in 
connection with Old Testament traditions con-
cerning Sodom and Gomorrah (c.f. Abel 1929: 
248). An early date for the earliest church at 
Dayr al-Qaṭṭār is supported by Late Roman pot-
tery found during the 1997 excavation, although 
further and more thorough analyses are required 
before this can be confirmed. Apart from the ar-
chaeological finds, an early date is also indicated 
by the Roman road passing near the site, which 
was mentioned by Alois Musil in his travel ac-
count of the late 19th century (Musil 1907: 164). 

There is evidence pointing to Dayr al-Qaṭṭār 
as the location of the earliest and most impor-
tant hermit site in the Lisān area. The earliest 
phase of the hermit community at al-Lisān can 
be dated to the early 4th century AD. The crypt 
of Dayr al-Qaṭṭār (Holmgren and Kaliff 1997: 
329) is likely to be an early hermit cell, which 
was later incorporated into the church of Dayr 
al-Qaṭṭār and was used as an ossuary. This crypt 
might originally have been the cell of one of the 

7. Dayr al-Qaṭṭār al- Bīzanṭī in 
2009, with the main site still 
under investigation by SDSE. 
The exact date of the substructure 
of the church is still uncertain. 
However, radiocarbon dating 
of the adjacent chapel’s mosaic 
bedding yielded a date of 670-
770 AD (Ua-38853: 1 sigma, 
68.2%), while the wooden 
superstructure of the latest 
phase of the main building dates 
to 1,000 AD (photo SDSE).
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early anchorites settling in this area, who was 
later revered as a holy person. The tomb and / or 
cell of the founding father was often preserved 
and sometimes marked with a special building, 
or he was buried in the cave in which he had 
spent his life (Patrich 1997: 44). The shape of the 
crypt, which bears a clear resemblance to hermit 
cells in the vicinity, suggests that this might also 
be the case here (Fig. 7).

Dayr al-Qaṭṭār remained a monastery into 
the Early Islamic period ‒ possibly up to the time 
of the Crusades ‒ a phenomenon recognizable 
at several Byzantine sites (e.g. Kaegi 1992: 88). 
A C-14 date from wooden structures in the top 
layer, probably part of the most recent roof con-
struction, came in at around 1,000 AD. This in-
dicates that the latest church and associated mo-
nastic activities may have continued through the 
11th and possibly into the 12th century. There is 
also a possibility that Dayr al-Qaṭṭār was turned 
into a Muslim shrine during its latest phase, or 
was used as a profane functional stronghold on 
the ancient road passing nearby. One such exam-
ple, resembling Dayr al-Qaṭṭār, is the sanctuary 
of Saint Aaron (Jabal Hārūn), where a Christian 
place of worship was subsequently converted 
into a Muslim shrine (Fiema and Frösén 2008). 
The function of Dayr al-Qaṭṭār and the surround-
ing hermitages during the Islamic period still re-
mains uncertain. A more comprehensive answer 
to this question requires further investigation at 
Dayr al-Qaṭṭār itself.
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THE GREAT ARAB REVOLT PROJECT: 2010 AND 2011 FIELD 
SEASONS

Neil Faulkner, Nicholas J. Saunders, John Winterburn, Cat Edwards and Susan Daniels

Introduction
The Great Arab Revolt Project (GARP) 

is planned as a ten-year project to investigate 
the history and archaeology of the Great Arab 
Revolt of 1916-1918 (Fig. 1). It commenced in 
2006; earlier work is reported on in two succes-
sive ADAJ reports published in 2008 (covering 
the 2006 and 2007 seasons) and 2010 (the 2008 
and 2009 seasons). A general introduction to 
the project, its organisation and its methods ap-
pears in the first of these reports.

The main focus of our first two field sea-
sons was: (1) the Late Ottoman trench-fortress 
around Ma‘ān and (2) the Late Ottoman de-
fences in and around Wādī Rutm Station, which 
lies approximately 60 km south of Ma‘ān on the 
Ḥijāz Railway.

The main focus of our second two field sea-
sons was: (1) the Late Ottoman defences in and 
around Baṭin al-Ghūl Station, approximately 
55 km south of Ma‘ān on the Ḥijāz Railway and 
(2) the Late Ottoman redoubts and Hashemite 
tribal army base at Wuhayda, approximately 
18km west-south-west of Ma‘ān on the ʻAqaba 
road.

This report summarises the results of work 
in 2010 and 2011 on the militarised landscapes 
along two stretches of the Ḥijāz Railway as fol-
lows:
The Northern Extent: Between Ma‘ān and 
‘Aqabat - Ḥijāz

This includes work at the following lo-
cations: Ghadīr al-Ḥajj Station (15km south-
east of Ma‘ān), ash-Shīdiyyah Station (26km 
south-east), Bird’s Nest Camp (31km south-
east), Railway Blockhouse (33km south-
east), South Blockhouse Camp (33 km south-
east), Abdullah’s Fort (39km south-east), 
Mākin’s Fort (41km south-east), Ṣaliḥ’s Fort 

(44km south-east) and Round Fort (46km 
south-east).

The Southern Extent: Between Wādī Rutm 
and Mudawwarah

This includes work at the following loca-
tions: Saddūn’s Ridge Camp (6km south-east of 
Wādī Rutm), Tall Shaḥam Camp (13km south), 
Tall Shaḥam Fort (13km south), Tall Shaḥm 
Station (16 km south), Ramlih Fort, North 
2 (22km south), Ramlih Fort, North 1 (24km 
south) and Ramlih Station (24km south).

The academic leaders of the project are Neil 
Faulkner and Nick Saunders, both of Bristol 
University. They are supported by a field team, 
which during the 2010 and 2011 seasons includ-
ed: David Thorpe (field director), Susan Daniels 
(project administrator and planner), Linah 
Ababneh (planner), Ali Baldry (photographer), 
Cat Edwards (site supervisor), Anna Gow (finds 
supervisor), Caroline Jennings (resident artist), 
David Spencer (site supervisor), Roger Ward 
(metal-detectorist and IT specialist) and John 
Winterburn (landscape archaeologist). The 
team was supported by several Jordanian col-
leagues: Fawzi Abudaneh (al-Husein bin Talal 
University), Zeyad Al-Salameen (al-Husein bin 
Talal University), Hani Falahat (Department of 
Antiquities), Abdullah Rawashdeh (Department 
of Antiquities), Mansour Shqiarat (al-Husein 
bin Talal University) and Sa‘ad Twaissi (al-Hu-
sein bin Talal University).

The 2010 field season ran from 24 October 
to 7 November and involved a team of 26 field-
workers. The 2011 field season ran from 14 to 
28 November and involved a team of 31 field-
workers. This report covers both seasons, just 
as our previous reports covered the 2006 / 2007 
and 2008 / 2009 seasons.
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1. Map showing sites investigated by GARP (copyright: 2012 Google Earth, 2012 Cnes / Spot Image, 2012 GeoEye). 
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The Northern Extent: Between Ma‘ān and 
‘Aqabat - Ḥijāz
Ghadīr al-Ḥajj Station

Ghadīr al-Ḥajj, at a distance of 15km miles 
to the south-east, is the first Ḥijāz Railway sta-
tion beyond Ma‘ān (Fig. 2). It comprises a sin-
gle, rectangular, Late Ottoman stone structure 
measuring 11.80m by 5.50m. The building is 
ruinous and only survives at foundation level. 
It lies west of the railway line and there is evi-
dence for an underground cistern between the 
two. About 25m beyond the far western side of 
the building is a fairly well-defined breastwork-
trench, angled and curving. Approximately 20 
spent Mauser cartridges were metal-detected in 
this trench.

Ash-Shīdiyyah Station
Ash-Shīdiyyah, the second Hijaz Railway 

station south of Ma‘ān, lies 11km south of Ghadīr 
al-Ḥajj Station. The present-day railway station 
comprises a complex of buildings probably dat-
ing from the 1960s. No evidence has been found 
for the original station buildings or the defences 
recorded as present in 1918.

Bird’s Nest Camp
This camp, 6km south of ash-Shīdiyyah 

Station, comprises at least 27 stone tent-rings, 
with at least two other possible tent-rings, 22 of 
which are arranged in two parallel, north - south 
lines (Fig. 3). The tent-rings range in diameter 
from 3.85m to 4.80m.

The regular layout and standardisation of 
tent-ring diameter are typical and imply mili-
tary activity. This is seemingly confirmed by the 
finds assemblage, which is Late Ottoman mili-
tary in character.

Apart from a single linear trench 120m south 
of the camp, there is an absence of obvious de-
fences around or near this camp, which may in-
dicate that it accommodated construction work-
ers during the building of the Ḥijāz Railway. On 
the other hand, it may be that it was indeed a 
wartime soldiers’ camp, but that the associated 
defence-works have been lost to the obvious in-
dustrialised destruction of the landscape.

If the latter interpretation is correct, then 
Bird’s Nest Camp would take its place in the 
line of intervisible defended posts between ash-
Shīdiyyah and ‘Aqabat-Ḥijāz Station.

Railway Blockhouse
This blockhouse, 7.8km south of ash-

Shīdiyyah Station, is intervisible with Abdullah’s 
Fort to the south. It lies approximately 12m west 
of the Ḥijāz Railway line. The rectangular struc-
ture, aligned north-south, was formed of three 
rooms. Each room contained either a window or 
a doorway. The window of the northern room re-
vealed that metal bars had been placed across it 
vertically, implying a need for defensive meas-
ures prior to the outbreak of the Revolt.

All rooms contained well-constructed loop-
holes, probably contemporary with the original 
construction. This has not been a common fea-
ture of station buildings observed by the GARP 
team, though there are some parallels.

The remains of a concrete roof were present 
both in situ and as fallen debris on the floor of 
the structure. The presence of high loopholes 
and the remains of partially collapsed stairs in-
dicate that the roof was easily accessible. 

No surrounding features were observed. All 
rooms have been heavily disturbed by later ac-

2. Ghadīr al-Ḥajj Station after the foundations were 
cleared (copyright GARP).

3. Birds’ Nest Camp as tent-rings are cleared prior to 
planning (copyright GARP).
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tivity, including graffiti and illicit excavation.

South Blockhouse Camp
This camp lies 8.7km south of ash-Shīdiyyah 

Station on a low hill 180m west of the railway. 
It comprises three separate groups of stone tent-
rings. The northern group contains at least 15 
tent-rings, arranged in two parallel rows running 
north-south, with the individual tents slightly 
misaligned rather than directly opposite each 
other. All observable entrances were on the east-
ern sides, facing the railway. Approximately 
30m west of the northernmost tent-rings was a 
small circular structure formed of a dry-stone 
wall, earth-and-gravel bank and outer ditch. It 
could not be dated, but it commands clear views 
in all directions and may therefore have been an 
Ottoman defensive position guarding the camp.

The middle group lay 130m to the south on 
the far side of a wadi and comprised at least 27 
tent-rings. The middle camp is notable for its 
differences with the northern. Though it was 
also aligned north-south in two parallel rows, 
with a handful of outliers to the south-west, the 
tent-rings are formed of banks of small stones 
rather than rings of large stones. The rings are 
placed only 1m apart, in contrast to around 5m 
apart in the northern camp. Whereas the northern 
camp was finds poor, the middle camp yielded 
an abundance of metal-detected finds, including 
cartridges, buttons, coins and seals.

Within the south-western limit of the middle 
group was a larger tent-ring surrounded by larg-
er fragments of natural stone which may have 
been used to hold down the ropes of the tent. The 
larger size of the ring might suggest either that 
the tent contained a person of rank or that it had 
a special function.

The southern camp was walked by the team 
but not investigated in greater detail. It was 
formed of at least 12 rings, aligned east-west, 
and may have contained a bread oven similar to 
that observed at Faṣṣū‘ah Ridge Fort.

‘Abdullah’s Fort
Abdullah’s Fort, 15.6km south of ash-

Shīdiyyah Station, is intervisible with Railway 
Blockhouse to the north and Mākīn’s Fort to 
the south. It comprises a breastwork-trench pe-
rimeter around a small, three-cell blockhouse 
with loopholed walls and a ‘blast wall’ at the 

entrance. The fort was originally visited and 
surveyed in November 2009. There is evidence 
that the structure was substantially damaged in 
October / November 2011. 

Mākīn’s Fort
This lies 18km south of ash-Shīdiyyah 

Station. It stands immediately west of the rail-
way guarding a wadi and viaduct, but it also 
forms part of a line of visual communication, 
being intervisible with ‘Abdullah’s Fort to the 
north and Ṣaliḥ’s Fort to the south. It is note-
worthy that an iron-pointed wooden instrument 
leg was found at the site, quite possibly from a 
heliograph tripod.

Mākīn’s Fort comprises a breastwork-trench 
perimeter formed of a stone wall and earth bank 
fronting a shallow scrape, and an internal block-
house (Fig. 4). The whole complex is located im-
mediately above the wadi, such that the ground 
falls away steeply to the south. The blockhouse 
comprises a circular enclosure to the east, with 
an attached rectangular block to the west. The 
interior is subdivided by partition walls and the 
outer walls are loopholed. 

The fort appears to be linked by stone-lined 
paths to observation posts to the north, and tent-
rings, a cistern (and water channel) of uncertain 
date, a possible oven and a small blockhouse 
(also loopholed) to the east, the last three being 
on the eastern side of the railway. various other 
certain and potential observation posts and tent-
rings were also seen in the immediate vicinity.

The line of an original embankment can be 
seen immediately to the east of the present one, 
as can the mortared foundations of an original 
viaduct. However, the present viaduct appears to 

4. Mākīn’s Fort with viaduct in background (copyright 
GARP).

ADAJ 56 (2012)
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be Late Ottoman (though later repaired), so it is 
possible that the change of alignment dates from 
original construction or the war.

Ṣaliḥ’s Fort 
This lies 21km south of ash-Shīdiyyah 

Station and is intervisible with Mākīn’s Fort to 
the north and Round Fort to the south. It com-
prises a sub-rectangular breastwork-trench pe-
rimeter wall of stone, gravel and sand around a 
two-cell blockhouse. The blockhouse measures 
approximately 10m by 7m and has an entrance 
on the eastern side covered by a ‘blast wall’. Just 
beyond the perimeter wall and surrounding it is 
a quincunx arrangement of close-set pits (see 
Round Fort).

A short distance north-west of Ṣaliḥ’s Fort 
is Ṣaliḥ’s Camp, comprising eight definite tent-
rings, two larger tent-rectangles and one or two 
other possible tent-rings in an area of extensive 
landscape damage. 

Round Fort
This lies 25km south of ash-Shīdiyyah 

Station and is intervisible with Ṣaliḥ’s Fort to 
the north-east and ‘Aqabat-Ḥijāz Station to the 
south-east. There is no direct line of sight be-
tween Ṣaliḥ’s Fort and ‘Aqabat-Ḥijāz Station, 
confirming the placing of military posts to fa-
cilitate (1) communication between one post and 
another and (2) direct observation of all sections 
of the railway line.

Round Fort comprises three elements: (1) a 
single-cell sub-circular blockhouse with an en-
trance to the east and a sunken stone hearth to 
the west, (2) a circular breastwork-trench form-
ing a perimeter wall around the blockhouse and 
(3) a circular belt of quincunx-arranged pits, al-
most 100 in total, each one up to 0.5-0.7m across 
and 0.25m or more deep (Fig. 5). These pits may 
have been ‘ankle-breakers’, perhaps originally 
with a caltrop, upright nail, metal spike, thorn 
scrub or similar in the base. Alternatively, they 
may represent the bases of the angled supports 
of a barbed-wire entanglement.

The Southern Extent: Between Wādī Rutm 
and Mudawwarah
Saddūn’s Ridge Camp

This lies 5.8km south of Wādī Rutm Station. 
The site is a low north-south ridge, about 300m 

in length and 50m wide, located approximately 
800m west of the Ḥijāz Railway. The site’s loca-
tion can be related to the commanding views it 
affords in all directions. There is a clear view to: 
Wādī Rutm Camp (on a high escarpment over-
looking Wādī Rutm to the north-east), Black 
Mountain Camp (on a medium-sized hill to the 
north) and Tall Shaḥam Fort (on a medium-sized 
hill to the south).

The site comprises several distinct elements 
(Fig. 6). At the northern end is a small fort 
formed of a circular breastwork, with a loop-
holed wall of stone and gravel, a firing ledge 
behind the breastwork and a deep trench behind 
this. It may have contained a blockhouse, though 
any evidence for this has been destroyed by bull-
dozing.

A zig-zag communication trench running 
along half the length of the ridge forms the sec-
ond element, linking the northern fort with a 
third element, a horseshoe-shaped stone breast-
work-trench ‒ again with a firing ledge and a 
deep trench in the middle ‒ located at the south-
ern limit of the communication trench. There is 

5. Round Fort showing the belt of pits (copyright GARP).

6. Saddūn’s Ridge Camp, showing the communication 
trench leading to the northern redoubt (copyright 
GARP).

N. Faulkner et al.: The Great Arab Revolt Project
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a step down into this bunker-like position, where 
a group of spent Mauser cartridges were exca-
vated, apparently in situ.

The fourth element is a tent-ring encamp-
ment. Part of this was cut by the communica-
tion trench (and was therefore out-of-use at this 
point); up to six disused tent-rings were noted. 
The southern part, however, lies beyond the 
southern bunker, where some 19 tent-rings were 
observed.

In addition to the main elements, we also ex-
plored a probable latrine (north-eastern slope), 
a definite cook-house with two well-preserved 
hearths (south-eastern slope) and an enigmatic 
L-shaped part-enclosure (south-western slope).

Tall Shaḥam Camp
Tall Shaḥam comprises at least four distinct 

locations: from north to south, a tent-ring camp 
(Tall Shaḥam Camp), a hilltop breastwork fort 
(Tall Shaḥam Fort), a second tent-ring camp (un-
named) and Tall Shaḥm Station.

The camp comprises an avenue of two par-
allel lines of tent-rings, 19 in all, with three or 
more outliers. There appears to be reuse of ex-
isting prehistoric stone circles (hut circles?) in 
some cases. 

Tall Shaḥam Fort
This lies immediately south of the camp on 

a medium-sized, steep-sided, rock-strewn hill 
which gives a clear view of both camps, the sta-
tion and the wadi. In the middle of the site and 
at its highest point is a sub-square blockhouse. 
Platforms surrounding the structure had been cut 
into the rock. A short dry-stone perimeter wall 
with at least three ‘sentry-posts’ surrounds the 
whole. 

Tall Shaḥam Station
The station lies about 2.4km south of Tall 

Shaḥam Fort. The single station building has 
been fortified and the position is covered by 
trenches.

Ramlih Fort, North 2
This feature lies 2.6km south of Ramlih 

Station. Located on rising ground east of the 
railway, Ramlih Fort is intervisible with both 
Tall Shaḥam and Ramlih Stations. It comprises 
a sub-rectangular enclosure, the surviving part 

measuring 13m north-south and 10m east-west, 
though the western extent has been damaged by 
bulldozing.

The perimeter breastwork-trench is formed 
largely of stone and upcast, with the slate-like 
local stone also used to form 11 well-construct-
ed loopholes close to the level of the exterior 
ground-surface. On the north-western corner 
and towards the southern end of the surviving 
part of the western wall, there are semi-circular 
projections in the breastwork-trench.

The trench measures 1.50m across and the 
bank 2.0m across; the unfinished excavation re-
vealed that the trench was at least 1.50m deep 
from the top of the ground-level loopholes, 
showing that the defenders could have stood in-
side their trench to deliver fire.

Inside the enclosure is a centrally placed 
circular bank, almost certainly representing an 
inner breastwork-trench. Inside this is a ring of 
stone, almost certainly the remains of an inner 
redoubt. The depth of the outer trench and the 
low-level siting of the loopholes make it likely 
that defenders in the inner breastwork-trench 
and redoubt could have fired over the heads of 
those along the perimeter.

A stone-lined path can be seen linking the 
railway and fort. Three external structures, two 
located close to the fort, were recorded to the 
east and south. These circular stone-walled 
structures were more substantial than tent-rings.

Ramlih Fort, North 1
This fort lies 540m north-east of Ramlih 

Station. It comprises a sub-rectangular fortifica-
tion, 13m by 13m, with earth parapets and stone-
wall revetments. The external walls survive to a 
height of 1.5m and are 1m wide.

Ramlih Station
This station lies 8.6km south of Tall Shaḥam 

Station and 15km north-west of al-Mudawwarah 
Station. The single station building was probably 
rebuilt in the 1960s. There is evidence for a pe-
rimeter trench system to the east of the building.

Conclusions
The investigation of two long stretches of 

the Ḥijāz Railway south of Ma‘ān over two field 
seasons has confirmed the impression gained 
during earlier, more intensive investigations in 

ADAJ 56 (2012)
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the crucial sector between them, which includes 
the precipitous Baṭin al-Ghūl escarpment. Thus, 
the distribution of defended posts along the line 
is designed to make them intervisible, so that 
signals could be passed down the line (by helio-
graph in the day and lamplight at night?), and to 
ensure that every stretch of the line was under 
direct observation (at least by day). This is testi-
mony to the chronic and ubiquitous nature of the 
insurgent threat represented by the Hashemite 
Arab forces operating in the desert in 1917 and 
1918.

This not only amplifies the impression 
gained during the first four seasons of the inten-
sity of the war, but also adds rich detail about the 
character of the counterinsurgency effort neces-
sary to defend the landscape. Crucially, we are 
witness to the archaeological imprint of imperial 
‘overstretch’. The imperative was both to keep 
the whole line under observation and to ensure 
that information could be relayed fast enough to 
facilitate a rapid response to attacks. This meant 
that the Ottoman Army was strung out in many 
small pockets, like beads on a necklace, thereby 
depriving individual posts of security through 
strength, as well as draining resources from (1) 
a more proactive counter-insurgency east of the 
Jordan and (2) from the defence of the trench-
lines facing Allenby’s army west of the Jordan.

In our first report, we concluded that the 
Great Arab Revolt Project had confirmed the 
huge potential of modern conflict archaeology 
in southern Jordan by revealing the survival of 
an extensively militarised landscape dating from 
1916-1918 in the desert areas. We argued that 

the remains indicated a military response to a 
threat that was, on the one hand, dispersed and 
low-intensity but, on the other, chronic and per-
vasive. We further argued that this contrasted 
sharply with the experience of the First World 
War on the better-known Western Front.

Work during 2008 and 2009 confirmed the 
intensity of the Late Ottoman militarisation of 
the landscape. In particular, detailed work at 
Baṭin al-Ghūl has shown that the density of mili-
tary remains earlier revealed at Wādī Rutm is not 
exceptional. Moreover, wider survey work (not 
reported in detail here) has confirmed that com-
parable densities exist along the entire stretch 
of Ḥijāz Railway between Ma‘ān and Wādī 
Rutm, and that other areas (e.g. the approaches 
to Ma‘ān from ‘Aqaba) also bear a strong Late 
Ottoman military imprint. The impression grows 
of a large-scale counter-insurgency operation in 
southern Jordan between July 1917 and October 
1918 – testimony to the effectiveness of the Arab 
military effort.

GARP is therefore contributing substantial 
new information and ideas to at least three dis-
tinct archaeologies: that of modern conflict, that 
of southern Jordan and that of desert movement 
and warfare. It is also revealing the potential 
which exists for the development of major new 
heritage tourism attractions in the region.

Corresponding authors:
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Introduction
In 2011, a Danish-German project to inves-

tigate the north-west quarter of ancient Gerasa / 
Jerash was begun (see report by Lichtenberger 
and Raja [this volume]). The project is fund-
ed by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft 
(DFG) and the H.P. Hjerl Hansen Mindefondet 
for Dansk Palæstinaforskning. The first season 
included an architectural field survey, geodetic 
survey and geophysical survey. The main aim of 
the project is the investigation of the urban lay-
out of this quarter; on the basis of the results of 
the 2011 season, it is intended that excavations 
will continue for many years to come. Fieldwork 
took place between 5 and 19 September 2011, 
involving a joint team from Aarhus University 
and Ruhr University Bochum. The geophysi-
cal survey was carried out by Rudolf Knieß and 
Dana Pilz of the Berlin-based company Eastern 
Atlas.

The north-west quarter of Gerasa is the most 
elevated area within the walled city, being locat-
ed on an extensive hill with some steep slopes. 
Almost the entire area is covered with stones 
and blocks of archaeological origin, up to 1m 
across. The bedrock, which is intermittently vis-
ible on the slopes, consists of karstic limestone. 
Archaeological structures related to buildings 
and terracing can be identified, consisting for the 
most part of limestone blocks.

The area was challenging for geophysical 
survey; the complex topography, steep slopes 
and uneven soil coverage made it impossible to 
walk easily across the terrain whilst maintaining 

REPORT ON A GEOPHYSICAL PROSPECTION OF THE NORTHWEST 
QUARTER OF GERASA / JARASH 2011

Georg Kalaitzoglou, Rudolf Knieß, Achim Lichtenberger, Dana Pilz and Rubina Raja

the constant contact with the ground required by 
ground-penetrating radar (GPR). Furthermore, 
the archaeological features consist of limestone 
with similar geophysical characteristics to the 
underlying geology. Two methods, viz. magne-
tometry and GPR, were tested. In the event, it 
turned out that only a large scale geomagnetic 
survey would yield useful archaeological results. 
The Eastern Atlas MAG-DRIvE system was 
therefore converted so that the magnetometry 
sensors could be carried over the area (Fig. 1). 
Three small fields with little surface disturbance 
were also selected for GPR survey. In total, an 
area of almost 4 hectares was surveyed.

Differential GPS and Data Positioning
Data positioning for the geomagnetic sur-

vey was achieved through differential GPS, 
using single frequency Novatel receivers. The 
system rover was attached to the magnetic array 
and carried over the investigated areas. A rela-
tive data accuracy of 0.1m can be assumed. For 
the positioning of the GPR data, the corners of 
the survey fields were recorded by GPS and then 
related to the geomagnetic data. For the precise 
overlay of archaeological and geophysical sur-
vey data, a local point adaption was applied. 
These images are available in Palestine 1923 / 
Palestine Belt projection and are easy to repro-
ject into any co-ordinate system required1.

Geomagnetic Survey
Geomagnetic anomalies are caused by 

changes in the complex magnetic properties of 

1. Transverse Mercator Projection and the Palestine 1923 
geographical datum were used here. To comply with the 
local Jarash grid, co-ordinates had to be shifted 1.1m 
to the west. We thank the Department of Antiquities at 

Amman for helping us to obtain the relevant measuring 
points. We would also like to thank Thomas Lepaon 
(Jerash Archaeological Project, University of Tours) 
for information regarding the geodetic survey. 
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the soil. The amplitude of the magnetic anom-
alies is determined by contrasts in magnetic 
susceptibility between archaeological struc-
tures and the surrounding soil, as well as by the 
volume and depth of the magnetic structure. 
Generally, iron oxides such as haematite, mag-
netite or maghaemite are carriers of magnetisa-
tion. These minerals are ubiquitous in the soil, in 
the form of microscopically small grains. As a 
result of microbiological processes, these miner-
als accumulate in pit and ditch fills, especially 
within organic materials. In the survey under 
discussion here, the main building material is 
limestone, which does not generally carry any 
iron oxides. Negative magnetometry readings 
can therefore be expected for subsurface archae-
ological structures. A second type of magnetisa-
tion is caused by fire. The amplitude of magnetic 
anomalies derived from thermoremnent magne-
tisation is usually noticeably higher than mag-
netic anomalies in unburned materials. Kilns 
and accumulations of pottery, bricks and tiles 
can often be detected on this basis. As geologi-
cal and modern structures can produce strong 
magnetic anomalies which differ in shape and 
type, it is sometimes possible to distinguish be-
tween them. Furthermore, modern disturbance 
such as iron pegs (from previous archaeological 
surveys) and scrap metal on the ground surface 
can be identified as dipole anomalies of very 
high amplitude. For the geomagnetic investiga-
tions at ancient Gerasa, an array of six fluxgate 

gradiometer probes was specially built for the 
survey. The three-wheeled, MAG-DRIvE hand 
cart carrying the probes was modified to allow 
the array to be carried by hand (Fig. 1). Instead 
of the wheels, two wooden handles were at-
tached to the system. This made it possible to 
cover wide areas and investigate steep slopes 
and areas of dense stone coverage. The probes 
register the gradient of the vertical component 
of the Earth’s magnetic field with an accuracy of 
0.1 nT (nanotesla). The measured gradient (i.e. 
the difference between two vertical sensors in 
a gradiometer probe) is insensitive to the large 
background fluctuations in the Earth’s magnetic 
field and is only affected by the magnetisation of 
local anomalies in the ground.

The results of the geomagnetic survey are 
presented at Fig. 2, with grey-scale values of 
±10 nT which give a good overall impression of 
the features detected2. Fig. 2 includes the survey 
boundaries and clear dipole anomalies (negative 
minimum and positive maximum) with ampli-
tudes of more than ±50 nT, which are considered 
near-surface metal objects of modern origin. 
Large dipoles mostly result from large iron pegs 
remaining in the ground.

Promising results were obtained under cur-
rent ground surface conditions. Looking closely 
at the data, it can be seen that ‒ in addition to 
numerous archaeologically relevant anoma-
lies ‒ there are a number of heavily disturbed 
zones. These effects are mostly associated with 

2. Grey-scale images are available in dynamic scales of ±5 nT, ±10 nT, ±20 nT, ±50 nT and ±100 nT.

1. The MAG-DRIVE geomagnetic 
system at work.
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very steep slopes or areas of high stone densi-
ty. In these areas it was impossible to achieve 
the continuous perpendicular direction of the 
sensors needed for gradiometer measurements. 
Tilted sensors cause ‘stripes’ in the magnetic 
data. Furthermore, the array was carried at dif-
ferent heights over the ground depending on 
the topographic gradient. The presence of stone 
fragments on the ground surface also influences 
data quality. Despite these complicating circum-
stances, there are numerous clear anomalies in 
the geomagnetic data which are indicative of ar-
chaeological features. This is because of the care 
taken during the survey to record long profiles 
on substantial connected areas. The data show 
that steep slopes and the ‘ridges’ of the terrace 
system correlate with elongated positive anoma-
lies in the geomagnetic data. As for the linear 
negative anomalies, the fact that both surface 
and subsurface structures are displayed in the 
data should be taken into account.

An attempt at archaeological interpretation 
was made on the basis of the grey-scale plots 
(Fig. 3). By including co-ordinates of visible sur-
face structures, the interpretation can be refined 
further; even weak anomalies might indicate 
archaeological features. Owing to the complex 

ground conditions and presence of surface stones, 
only obvious structures were marked. These are 
shown at Fig. 7. With the exception of near-sur-
face metal objects, the present interpretation dis-
tinguishes between two types of anomalies:

(1) Dark grey, viz. negative anomalies with 
amplitudes between –5 nT and –20 nT. 
These tend to represent linear features like 
walls or stone settings, but can also point 
to single stones. Negative anomalies are 
caused by diamagnetic and paramagnetic 
materials like limestone, which is the pri-
mary building material in this region.

(2)  Light grey, viz. positive anomalies with 
amplitudes between +5 nT and +20 nT. 
These probably indicate pit and / or ditch 
fills, or backfills associated with collapse. 
In the southern part of the survey area 
these anomalies highlight the terrace sys-
tem and also indicate steps in the terrain.

Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR)
Ground penetrating radar (GPR) works 

by projecting high frequency electromagnetic 
waves into the ground. The waves are reflected 
and refracted by different layers and features 
such as stones and walls. Analysing differences 

2. Map of the geomagnetic sur-
vey area, including grey-scale 
image with a dynamic scale of 
±10 nT (nanotesla) and dipole 
anomalies (modern iron).
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in the travel time and amplitude of the electro-
magnetic waves gives information about the 
position, depth and specific properties of bur-
ied objects and layers. Spherical resolution and 
depth of penetration depend on the GPR anten-
na’s frequency and the electromagnetic proper-
ties of the ground. As a rule of thumb, higher 
frequencies give better spherical resolution, but 
reduced ground penetration. At Jarash, an SIR-
3000 GPR system with a 270 MHz antenna was 
used. Owing to soil conditions, the electromag-
netic waves did not penetrate deeply and retained 
only minor reflections. Nevertheless, GPR was 
used at three small sites where geomagnetic 
data showed only a few archaeological features. 
The chosen fields were the flattest in the survey 
area and had comparatively few stones on the 
surface. The location of the GPR investigation 
areas within the geomagnetic survey area can be 
seen at Fig. 4.

For presentation and interpretation, the GPR 
data (vertical profiles) were converted to hori-
zontal sections, i.e. so-called time slices. The 
data are displayed at three depth levels. Each 
section represents a time interval of 10 ns (two-
way transit time). The physical layer thickness 
of ca. 0.50m results from an estimation of the 

average electromagnetic wave propagation ve-
locity of v = 0.10 m/ns. This estimate of veloc-
ity is based on an analysis of reflection signals 
in the data and soil characteristics found on the 
site. The horizontal sections show the distribu-
tion of reflective objects and structures at differ-
ent depths. Highly reflective structures such as 
fills or stones appear in black.

Results
The GPR data are displayed in three depth 

levels from 0 m to a maximum depth of 1.5m, 
representing layers of 50cm thickness. The time 
slices and interpretation are found at Fig. 5 for 
Areas A and B and Fig. 6 for Area CD. Owing to 
the ground surface conditions, only small areas 
could be investigated by GPR. The electromag-
netic characteristics of the archaeological fea-
tures were akin to the soil, so their identification 
was nearly impossible. Stone fragments on the 
surface cause small black dots (marking areas 
of high reflectivity) to appear in the uppermost 
time slice of all investigated sites. This is due 
to antenna uplift being expressed as a multiple 
reflection. Additionally, it should be noted that 
the geomagnetic data display little evidence for 
archaeological features in the GPR areas.

3. Map of the geomagnetic sur-
vey area, including grey-scale 
image with a dynamic scale 
of ±10 nT (nanotesla), dipole 
anomalies (modern iron) and 
topographic features.
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In Areas A and B, only weak, fuzzy differ-
entiations of electromagnetic reflectivity can be 
determined. These most likely relate to modern 
fills, but this needs to be verified. Some weak 
linear indications may relate to walls. Area CD 
displays relevant reflection signals only between 
the depths of 0.5m and 1m. Two linear features 
are present, which correlate well with geomag-
netic anomalies. These features possibly relate 
to walls or street structures. Less defined fuzzy 
areas were also noticeable and most likely relate 

to areas of debris fills.
The GPR data are not as clear and interpre-

table as the geomagnetic results. The soil con-
ditions did not allow the electromagnetic waves 
to penetrate to sufficient depth and the physical 
properties of the structures of interest did not dif-
fer from the properties of the surrounding soil. 
Nevertheless, some linear features characterised 
by higher reflectivity were found in all three in-
vestigated areas, which may indicate stone set-
tings or walls. In Area CD, they accord with the 

4. Geophysical survey area: over-
view with the georadar (GPR) 
areas.
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geomagnetic anomalies, whereas in Areas A and 
B they accord neither with the magnetic anoma-
lies, nor with surface features. Finally, zones of 
debris fill ‒ most likely of modern origin ‒ were 
found in the GPR survey areas.

Archaeological Interpretation
The archaeological interpretation must be un-

dertaken with due caution, because some effects 
(e.g. those produced by drainage systems or clay 
water-pipes) cannot yet be sufficiently differenti-
ated. On the other hand, it is evident that pottery 
leaves distinct anomalies, as can be seen at Fig. 
7 (squares F-10 and G-10). There, the bulldozed 

soil located parallel to the track leading up the 
hill is full of pottery and gives a strong positive 
reflection. Although the magnetograms (Figs. 2 
and 3) show several more anomalies, which seem 
to correlate with architectural structures, more 
precise interpretation will require further archae-
ological investigation. Comparison between the 
structures visible on the surface and the results of 
the geomagnetic survey is therefore based only 
on the most clearly defined features (Fig. 7) and 
focuses on methodologically relevant observa-
tions. For a better understanding of Figs. 3, 7 and 
8, the surface structures measured by tachymeter 
are illustrated in black outline only.

5. GPR investigation: areas A 
and B.
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Negative Conclusions
Limited or negative conclusions are few 

and can be minimised with a combination of 
geodetic measurement and geomagnetic sur-
vey. Topographic effects are recognisable in the 
southern part of square G-10 (Fig. 7), as well as 
further to the south and south-west where a few 
anomalies occur between terraces as a result of 
the steep slope. The same is true for the eastern 
half of square H-11, where none of the measured 
walls and structures could be detected west of 
the Synagogue Church. Even the edges of the 
rock-cut cistern further south failed to yield 
a distinct anomaly. On the terrace north of the 

6. GPR investigation: area CD.

South Road (Fig. 7; squares F-10 / 11 to H-11), 
only a few anomalies ‒ mostly fills or wall de-
bris ‒ were identified.

Even the low cliff behind the modern dirt 
road at the northern limit of the north-west quar-
ter of the site yielded no coherent anomalies 
(Fig. 7; squares I-9 to K-10). As for the northern 
limit of the uppermost building terrace (Fig. 7; 
square I-9), there doesn’t appear to be sufficient 
differentiation between the natural rock and the 
narrow retaining walls that could be measured 
with the tachymeter. In this area, the magneto-
gram displays only a clear linear anomaly.

In sum, the magnetograms display only por-
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tions of the walls and buildings preserved on 
the ground surface. This appears to be the re-
sult of low magnetic contrast caused by a lack 
of surrounding soil. In combination with terres-
trial measurements, this could be assessed as a 
positive effect because the geomagnetic survey 
shows mainly subsurface features.

Positive Conclusions
In multiple areas, the results of the geomag-

netic survey have aided completion of our sur-
face plans. The geomagnetic survey filled some 
gaps in the terrace walls and, most importantly, 
identified previously unknown subsurface struc-
tures (cf. Fig. 7). Some of the main results are 
presented below.

In addition to the late Antique / early Islamic 
houses visible on the north terrace of the summit, 
some structures and obvious fills are visible both 
underneath and beside them (Fig. 7; square I-9). 
The structures on the same terrace with a north-
east - south-west orientation probably belong to 
an older terrace layout (Fig. 7; square I-10). It 
is clear that these structures are situated under-
neath the late Antique / early Islamic houses, as 
they only partly correspond to the terrace layout. 
The distinct negative anomaly in a robbed pit on 
the north terrace (Fig. 7; southern end of square 
I-9) is most probably caused by a great mono-
lithic altar of igneous rock lying within it3. Just 
to the north-east, a small room is recognisable 
which was not visible before and must therefore 

3. Cf. fig. 8 in Lichtenberger and Raja (this volume).

7. Topographic map of the north-west quarter with the clearest geomagnetic features.
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be associated with an older terrace layout.
Under the so-called Ionic Building (Fig. 

7; north-east corner of square H-10), massive 
substructures occur giving an impression of the 
original ground plan of this building. This area 
will be investigated during the 2012 season. 
It was a great surprise that the large courtyard 
to the south-east (Fig. 7; square I-10) contains 
structures of a different kind, as well as a possi-
ble street leading from the northern to the south-
ern extents of the upper building terrace. This 
demonstrates that the layout of this terrace was 
altered more than once in its history. Not known 
before, as it was not visible on the ground sur-
face, is a row of smaller and larger rooms behind 
a street lying to the south of the great rectangular 
courtyard (Fig. 7; squares H-10 and I-11). The 
series of rooms and houses continue along the 
street towards the east. This demonstrates that 
the hill was not completely covered with paral-
lel terraces, but that the terraces followed the 
topography along its southern flanks and were 
reduced in size at their eastern ends.

At the eastern end of the hilltop, which is 

today littered with stones and debris that give no 
indication of ancient structures, interpretation of 
the magnetic features revealed another large ter-
race with sharp contours around the point where 
squares J / K-10 and 11 intersect. At the other 
end, near the ancient city wall, one can see the 
corner of a building under a recent football pitch 
(Fig. 7; square H-9). This structure, which is not 
visible on the ground surface and was not de-
tected by GPR (cf. Fig. 5), is preserved under 
modern backfill; it will be explored during the 
2012 season.

On the southern hill slope, the anomalies 
confirm the location of terrace walls and the re-
taining walls of the South Road. Further south 
(Fig. 7; squares F-11 and G-11), the geomagnet-
ic survey gives a detailed impression of subsur-
face structures which can easily be interpreted as 
walls and rooms. These serve to complete the ar-
chitectural plan of this terrace and also confirm 
that the terrace system does not end at the level 
of the modern dirt road4. 

At the northern edge of the summit, parallel 
to the modern dirt road, a long and narrow anom-

4. Cf. the wall in square G-12 (Fig. 7) leading down the 
hill; the southern hill slope was evidently completely 

built over with terraces.

8. Satellite photo (Google Maps), showing Fig. 6 and the supposed course of the North Decumanus.
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aly was detected. This is the southern retaining 
wall of the main road used in modern times to 
enter the city area from the north-west5. While 
its southern retaining wall gives a clear reflec-
tion, the northern part does not - although it was 
measurable by tachymeter. The area immediate-
ly north of this road was only partly investigated 
in 2011. However, it already seems clear that this 
area was of great importance to the general char-
acter of the north-west district, because one of 
the main axes, viz. the North Decumanus, must 
have been located in this area. North of the mod-
ern dirt road, in the depression below the rocky 
ridge, two parallel anomalies with positive mag-
netisation lead in a smooth curve from east to 
west (Fig. 7; squares I-9 to K-9). These give the 
impression of a broad street, which in this area 
might be the North Decumanus. The unsurveyed 
area (cf. Figs. 2 and 3) marks Trench E, which 
was excavated in 1983 by an American - British 
team (Clark. and Bowsher 1986: 343-345, figs.1-
3 and pl. I) and measured 5 to 10m. Although 
this trench reached bedrock 3.8-4.5m below the 
ground surface and yielded some walls and two 
columns (Fig. 7; square K-9)6, the excavators 
did not believe they had found the remains of the 
North Decumanus. They assumed that the street 
would not follow a straight line from the North 
Tetrapylon to the North-West Gate and from the 
condition of the bedrock surface concluded that 
it had never been paved with stone (Clark and 
Bowsher1986: 345). 

The excavations at the North Tetrapylon 
demonstrate that the Tetrapylon, Cardo and 
North Decumanus are not regularly arranged in 
relation to each other (Ball et al. 1986: 372, fig. 
11). If the North Decumanus followed a straight 
line it must have crossed Trench E, as can be seen 
in Fig. 8. Only the northern edge of its course 
seems to correspond with some of the anoma-
lies; it would cross the curving course of the thin 
parallel lines, which might therefore represent 
a more recent street at a higher level. However, 
the Decumanus would then have crossed some 
of the rock edges, which is less plausible. If the 
narrow line crossing Trench E can be identified 
with the narrow excavated wall, it would mean 

that the geomagnetic survey reached a depth 
of 3.2-3.4m below the ground surface (ca. 0.6-
0.9m above bedrock), which would be surpris-
ing. In order to solve the question of whether 
the course of the North Decumanus takes both 
topography and rock formation into account, it 
will be necessary to ascertain the exact position 
‒ as yet unknown ‒ of the north-west gate. 
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY FOR THE RED SEA DEAD SEA 
CONVEYANCE STUDY

Isabelle Ruben and Eveline van der Steen

Jordan, in common with most countries of 
the Near East, is facing an acute water prob-
lem. A rising population and the increased use 
of sweet water is depleting rivers and aquifers 
alike. One consequence has been the rapidly de-
clining level of the Dead Sea, which threatens 
the long-term viability of both tourism and ag-
riculture in the region. This problem is not new 
and various solutions for the problem have been 
suggested over the past 50 years. 

In 2007 the World Bank, in co-operation 
with the governments of Jordan and Israel, and 
the Palestinian Authority, agreed to support a 
Study Program to investigate the viability of 
building a conduit to convey water from the Red 
Sea to the Dead Sea. 

Purpose of the RSDSC
The overall purpose of the Red Sea Dead 

Sea Conveyance (RSDSC) is to take seawater 
from the Red Sea and carry it north to the Dead 
Sea basin. The water would then be used to re-
store the water level in the Dead Sea and, after 
desalination, to supply potable water to Jordan, 
Israel and the Palestinian Authority. 

An intake would be established in the Gulf 
of ’Aqaba from which seawater would be con-
veyed along the Wādī ‘Arabah. The conveyance 
would be either a tunnel through the hills to the 
east, a tunnel and open channel, or a buried pipe-
line along the valley floor. All three alignments 
lie entirely within Jordanian territory. The con-
veyance would carry the seawater for around 
200km northwards and terminate just south of 
the evaporation ponds which now constitute the 
southern basin of the Dead Sea. 

Freshwater conveyances would be con-

structed to take the potable water for Jordan 
from the desalination plant in the Dead Sea ba-
sin through the Ṭafīlah highlands to the southern 
outskirts of ‘Ammān.

As part of the overall environmental and so-
cial impact assessment for the RSDSC feasibil-
ity study, an archaeological survey of the areas 
that would potentially be affected was carried 
out in December 2009 and February and March 
2010. This survey was conducted under the aus-
pices of a consortium managed by the World 
Bank on behalf of the governments of Jordan 
and Israel, and the Palestine Authority, led by 
ERM, BRL and EcoConsult. The archaeologi-
cal field survey in Jordan was carried out with 
the co-operation of the Jordanian Department of 
Antiquities (DoA), by the authors of this report, 
the invaluable DoA surveyors Jamal Safi and 
Tawfiq Huneiti, and additional team members 
from the DoA: Jihad Darwish, Sate Masadeh 
and Abdullah Rawashdeh. We are extremely 
grateful to the late Dr Khraysheh and to Dr 
Harahsheh and the DoA for their support and 
for providing the help of such an excellent team 
to carry out the survey.

Area Covered by Survey
The geographical extent of this project runs 

from the Gulf of ‘Aqaba, along the entire length 
of the Wādī ‘Arabah, to the southern end of the 
Dead Sea basin, and from there up through the 
Ṭafīlah highlands as far as al-Ḥasā (see Figs. 
1-2).

This survey set out to cover as much ground 
as possible along the proposed routes of the 
RSDSC scheme, as conceptualised in the initial 
studies. On the ground, this meant attempting to 
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near the border between Jordan and Israel, 
between Aqaba and the south end of the 
Dead Sea basin;

(2) Access points for tunnels running through 

look at all the areas that would be affected by 
each of the three possible schemes:

(1) A pipeline for sea water running more or 
less in the bottom of the Wādī ‘Arabah 

1. Map of sites found in the Wādī ‘Arabah.

2. Map of sites found in the Ṭafīlah highlands.
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the lower part of the mountains forming 
the eastern margin of the Wādī ‘Arabah;

(3) Two canal sections along the eastern mar-
gin of the Wādī ‘Arabah;

(4) A sea water intake and pumping station in 
the ’Aqaba region;

(5) Sites for desalination and hydroelectricity 
plants, south of Fīfā;

(6) A pipeline route for sweet water from 
just south of the Dead Sea basin, through 
the Ṭafīlah highlands, to join the Desert 
Highway roughly at al-Ḥasā.

Some stretches were not surveyed: in the 
mountainous area they were mainly those isolat-
ed places that were too time-consuming to reach, 
or too steep to walk; in the Wādī ‘Arabah, they 
were mainly areas of continuous dunes and the 
large mudflats. One of the options, for a pipeline 
along the bottom of the Wādī ‘Arabah, runs very 
close to the Jordan / Israel border, and in order to 
access this alignment arrangements were made 
with the military authorities. 

Methodology
Survey Techniques

In order to cover this vast area in the limited 
time available, one of the following survey tech-
niques was adopted depending on the terrain and 
the ‘shape’ of the area to be covered:

(1) Systematic walk-over survey; 
(2) Drive-over survey;
(3) Targeted sample survey.

The ‘shape’ of the areas to be covered con-
sisted of either a long narrow right of way for 
the proposed 220m canals and pipeline convey-
ances, or blocks of land designated as sites for 
construction of various elements of the scheme 
(e.g. the pumping station, desalination plant 
etc.). The locations of work camps around tun-
nel access points were less clearly defined, and 
therefore the general area surrounding these 
points was inspected.

The long narrow stretches were walked 
with three to five people spaced, on average, 
20m apart, thus covering a corridor of 80-
100m. The blocks of land were sampled either 
by systematic walkover (when flat) or by tar-
geted walkovers (in hilly or steep mountainous 
areas), also with between three and five people. 
In all cases, visibility of the ground surface was 
excellent.

Site Recording
Owing to time constraints, all sites found 

were rapidly recorded and photographed, but no 
artefacts were collected. Each site was located 
using a Trimble and a Garmin GPS; the site size 
was roughly estimated, its topographic location, 
present condition and, of course, details of the 
site type and what it contained were all recorded 
in the field. Where possible field identification of 
the pottery or flints was made in order to date 
them. Some items were photographed, and later 
shown to experts in the appropriate field, in order 
to confirm these field identifications. All this in-
formation was integrated into a project database.

All across the landscape there are many in-
dividual and small groups of stone piles that are 
usually assumed to represent graves. It was de-
cided that groups of one to three graves would 
be recorded simply as a grave location, with 
minimal details (GPS location and some further 
details), whereas groups of four or more graves 
would be recorded as a cemetery site. This meth-
odology was developed during the course of the 
survey, so that for the first two weeks (that is 
along the eastern and western ends of the eastern 
sweetwater conveyance line, between Ghawr 
Fīfā and al-Ḥasā) these individual graves were 
not recorded.

Results
A total of 137 new sites and 69 individual 

graves were located by the survey. They cover 
all periods and many types of sites, ranging from 
flint and sherd scatters, stone circles and enclo-
sures to towers and agricultural installations, and 
many cemeteries. This project had the privilege 
of gaining access, with military permission and 
escort, to areas along the border in the bottom of 
the Wādī ‘Arabah, an area that has never been 
surveyed systematically. Given the hot and dif-
ficult landscape it is interesting to note that there 
are a surprising number of sites, albeit small 
ones.

The majority of sites in the Wādī ‘Arabah 
were graves and cemeteries, but some interesting 
enclosures were found, some in unlikely places, 
as well as some small groups of structures, an-
cient campsites with fireplaces, prehistoric flint 
quarry sites and concentrations, and two small 
Roman towers. Generally there was a very low 
or no background scatter of flints and virtually 
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none of pottery.

The sites in the mountains and hills from 
Ghawr Fīfā, across the Ṭafīlah highlands, and 
east towards al-Ḥasā were more varied and, as 
well as cemeteries, graves and enclosures, there 
were stone circles, agricultural sites, caves and 
rock shelters, and track ways. In the settled and 
agricultural highlands there was a relatively high 
level of background pottery sherds, mostly from 
the Classical period and earlier, and in the east-
ern steppelands, around Wādī al-Ḥasā, there was 
a background scatter of flints in many areas.

If and when the RSDSC scheme goes ahead, 
each of the sites recorded by this survey that lie 
within its path will need to be revisited, fully 
documented and excavated as necessary. If the 
alignments of the scheme are different from 
those that were surveyed, then the new align-
ments will need to be surveyed.

The catalogue of the sites recorded by the 
survey is presented below. The complete data-
base for this survey is archived at the DoA.

The two maps (one for the Wādī ‘Arabah 
[Fig. 1] and the other for the highlands [Fig. 2]) 
show the numbered sites on a simple contour 
map of the area.

Summary of Sites Found
The sites are presented in the order in which 

they were found during the survey. Each site 
number is followed by UTM zone 36 co-ordi-
nates and then the elevation in metres above or 
below sea level.

Site 1
E 0782673 N 03423092. 909m
Stone circle / enclosure, ca. 10x20m, open on 
one side, on a gentle sideslope. One stone high, 
one stone wide; partially cleared of stones in-
side. Small ‘wall’ projecting westwards. Flints 
in area around, probably Palaeolithic.
Site condition: Poor
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line

Site 2
E 0782562 N 3422929. 898m
Enclosure, roughly rectangular, ca. 21x18m, 
on a gentle hill slope. Wall made of basalt and 
limestone boulders 1 to 2 courses high. Inside 
is cleared of stones and there is a small stone 
‘platform’ inside. A few flints and a few sherds 

found in area.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line

Site 3
E 0782184 N 3422381. 960m
Cemetery of 15-20 scattered small graves across 
a hilltop. Graves made of large local limestone 
boulders, one stone high; roughly oval.
Site condition: Reasonable
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line

Site 4
E 0782019 N 3422011. 933m
Sub-rectangular enclosure near head of wādī, ca. 
35x18m, on a gentle slope; about four internal 
divisions and some internal features (e.g. small, 
square wall). Made of single stone walls, one 
course high. A few flints and a few sherds found 
in area.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line
FIG. 3: Site 4
Site 5
E 0782490 N 3422223. 905m
Tumbled, rectangular tower, roughly 6x4m, sur-
viving to a maximum of four courses high (ca. 
1.5m high) on north and west sides. It is sur-
rounded by a low external wall measuring ca. 
12x10m. Situated on a hilltop ‘nose’, there are 
good views all round. Probably Roman. 
Site condition: Reasonable
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line
Fig. 4: Site 5 

Site 6
E 0783431 N 3423498. 893m

3. Site 4: enclosure with internal divisions.
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Structure, ca. 2.5x2m, on an open plateau, one 
course high with possible entrance, and with 
fragments of column. A few sherds around.
Site condition: Poor, robbed
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line

Site 7
E 0765614 N 3413396. 1116m
Thin lithic scatter on flat hilltop, probably 
Palaeolithic, but also found a fan scraper, so 
could go to as late as EB. On gentle slope below 
is a large cemetery of unknown date consisting 
of a scatter of at least 80 graves spread across 
more than 100m; these are small round stone 
piles (1 to 1.5m diameter).
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line

Site 8
E 0764869 N 3413066. 1095m
Hilltop cemetery with 2 large graves, ca. 2m in 
diameter with a high stone pile on top, of local 
limestone boulders, about 12m apart, and anoth-
er, less well-preserved grave further away. There 
may be others nearby. There is the ubiquitous 
flint scatter across this site and the general land-
scape around. Some Roman / Byzantine sherds 
were also found. 
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line

Site 9
E 0764624 N 3412829. 1146m
D-shaped enclosure on hill slope ‘nose’, ca. 
8x7m, with one side disappeared. Made of a sin-
gle line of upright fossiliferous limestone slabs 
(many are slumped over). Background scatter 
of flints and some Roman / Byzantine sherds, 
which may or may not be associated with the 

enclosure. 
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line

Site 10
E 0764209 N 3412756. 1157m
Small cemetery, on a hilltop saddle, with 4-6 
scattered graves of local boulders at ground lev-
el. One is oval, about 2m long and oriented east 
- west, the others are more rounded. These could 
be recent burials.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line

Site 11
E 0763544 N 3412796. 1150m
Small, probably square tower, ca. 3x3m, 
standing on a hilltop about 2m to the east of 
long wall (site 12) that forms one stretch of 
the Khaṭṭ Shabīb. Only one course of one wall 
remains, of roughly hewn rectangular blocks 
of local limestone for a length of ca. 3m. The 
few sherds around the tower are Roman / 
Byzantine, but cannot really be directly asso-
ciated with it.
Site condition: Poor
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line

Site 12
E 0763634 N 3412588. 1153m
Long wall, visible for several kilometres, mean-
dering across the landscape, often on ridge tops. 
This is one stretch of the wall known as Khaṭṭ 
Shabīb. Made of limestone boulders, mostly 
spread across a width of about 2-3m. 
Site condition: Reasonable
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line

Site 13
E 0767144 N 3413976. 1081m
Rectangular enclosure, ca. 18x16m, on a hill 
slope beside a shallow wadi, with small rectan-
gular ‘room’ in north-east corner that has two 
newer graves in it. Enclosure walls are tumbled 
and not complete. Background scatter of flints 
and a few sherds found.
Site condition: Poor
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line

Site 14
E 0766427 N 3413553. 1095m

4. Site 5: remains of a rectangular tower.
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Squarish structure, ca. 1.6x1.1m, on a hill 
slope; made of large limestone blocks (roughly 
dressed); completely robbed out. Down slope 
and 20m away is a short wall, ca. 8m long, made 
of upright limestone slabs that might be part of 
an enclosure. Background scatter of flints and a 
few sherds found.
Site condition: Poor, robbed.
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line

Site 15
E 0762220 N 3411985. 1173m
Hilltop site consisting of three large, robbed 
stone piles. One is probably a grave, completely 
robbed out, ca. 4x2m, made of limestone blocks. 
The second is a strange, round structure, exter-
nal diameter ca. 7x6m, made of roughly dressed 
limestone blocks. It has been robbed out to re-
veal three courses of blocks and a slightly curved 
wall of blocks across the middle of the circle. 
8m to the east is a robbed out and destroyed cir-
cular stone grave with a central rectangular cist. 

A few sherds found in area.
Site condition: Poor
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line

Site 16
E 0731884 N 3422734. -310m
Long, winding channel located in the flat, sandy 
bottom of the Dead Sea basin. Made of rounded 
boulders about 30-40cm wide. Width of chan-
nel itself is about 50cm. Mostly sanded up, but 
in a few places it seems that there is old mortar 
between the stones. Probably a relatively recent 
water channel system, to which site 17 must also 
belong. 
Site condition: Reasonable
Survey area: Dead Sea basin

Site 17
E 0731057 N 3422895. -379m
Long, winding channel located in the flat, sandy 
bottom of the Dead Sea basin. Made of rounded 
boulders about 30-40cm wide. Width of channel 
itself is about ca. 30-40cm. Mostly sanded up, 
but in a few places it seems that there is old mor-
tar between the stones. Probably a relatively re-
cent water channel system to which site 16 must 
also belong.
Site condition: Reasonable
Survey area: Dead Sea basin
Fig. 5: Site 17

Site 18
E 0743364 N 3416557. 896m
Stretch of road / trackway on a hill slope defined 
by two parallel walls of tumbled stones about 1 
m wide each. Road varies between 2 and 3 m 
wide between the walls. No sign of metalling or 
other road surface, just some stone clearance. 
visible for a length of about 300m; destroyed at 
each end. There are no other visible traces of it 
here.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line
Fig. 6: Site 18

Site 19
E 0741703 N 3417319. 850m
Structures on a hilltop covering an area of about 
50x30m, but completely destroyed by bulldoz-
er. Remains of large limestone boulders can be 
seen, a few look like they are still in line, form-

5. Site 17: natural rounded boulders forming the sides of 
a channel.
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ing a wall. A few sherds, Classical and perhaps 
Iron Age.
Site condition: Destroyed
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line

Site 20
E 0741008 N 3417555. 693m
A series of small rock shelters and one cave 
(about 5x4m) on a ledge on a steep hillside, be-
low a low cliff. In front of these is a modern wall 
then a flat area defined by an old wall made of 
limestone boulders. The cave is full of layers of 
sheep dung. There are a few sherds.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line

Site 21
E 0739915 N 3418113. 412m
Small pottery concentration beside a shallow 
wadi, below a low cliff. Two types of pottery 
found: one hand-made red with incised criss-
cross pattern, the other buff wheel-made large 
(water?) jar. Classical and Islamic date. This site 
might represent a temporary camp below the 
nearby track, site 22.
Site condition: n/a
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line

Site 22 A, B, C and D
E 0739975 N 3418263. 413m
Track winding across the hillside, about 1m 
wide. Can be followed for about 300m. Some 
sherds of Roman / Byzantine pottery found.
Site condition: Poor
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line

Site 23
E 0739801 N 3418118. 375m

Oval tumulus or grave, ca. 3x4m, on a flat area, 
with sherd scatter next to it. Pottery from Iron 
Age II and Roman period and one flint scraper.
Site condition: Poor, partly robbed
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line

Site 24
E 0734023 N 3416056. -40m
Circular enclosure, ca. 12x14m, with two small 
adjoining spaces on north side. Walls of boul-
ders, ca. 1m wide and one or two stones high. 
Located on a flat area between wadis. Pottery 
was found, possibly EB Iv.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line

Site 25
E 0733143 N 3415280. -90m
Two small, roughly rectangular enclosures about 
17m apart north - south, on a flat area between 
hills. The northern one, ca. 11x11m, has a small 
additional enclosure on north side, and a pile of 
rocks on the south side. Walls are tumbled, made 
of local sandstone boulders. The southern en-
closure is larger, 14x14m but less well defined. 
Possible grave on north side. No surface finds.
Site condition: Reasonable
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line

Site 26
E 0732936 N 3414712. -19m
Cemetery with more than 20 graves spread 
across a plateau edge next to a wadi. Graves are 
mostly oval mounds of about 3x2m, some very 
eroded. 
Site condition: Poor
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line

Site 27
E 0734063 N 3416140. -32m
Stone circle, one stone wide, 4x4m. On gently 
sloping plateau above a wadi.
Site condition: Poor 
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line

Site 28
E 0731020 N 3412406. -46m
Small cemetery on a small ridge next to a wadi 
with about 13 burials, about four of which ap-
pear to be children. Oval stone piles, defined by 
a ring of stones, with gravel and small stones in-

6. Site 18: an ancient road or track.
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side, ca. 2x1m and oriented east-west. 
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 29
E 0731516 N 3412528. -40m
Cemetery, 20 or more graves spread across a 
flat, low area between the hills. Graves are round 
or oval stone piles, generally small. Roman / 
Byzantine pottery nearby.
Site condition: Poor
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 30
E 0731367 N 3412071. -49m
Small cemetery with about ten old, very dis-
turbed graves on a small wadi terrace between 
the hills. Some Roman and possibly Byzantine 
pottery around.
Site condition: Poor
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 31
E 0731573 N 3412900. -36m
Cemetery and campsite with ten or more small, 
circular to oval stone heaps, widely scattered 
across a flat area between hills. Tent clearance 
patches, and pottery: possibly Chalcolithic, EB 
IV, IA, Roman, Byzantine and Nabataean, plus 
one basalt grinder fragment.
Site condition: Reasonable
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 32
E 0731734 N 3412266. -45m
Cemetery of two oval graves, on a narrow flat 
area between the hills, next to a wadi. Graves 
are low stone piles. Some Roman pottery found 
nearby.
Site condition: Reasonable
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 33
E 0734713 N 3410763. 225m
Complex of simple structures, small stone cir-
cles, graves and a sherd scatter of Roman pottery 
on a flat area, ca. 40x40m, bordered by two wa-
dis. Possible stone square 8x8m. Also a modern 
bedouin campsite that includes stone platforms. 
Possibly one complex with nearby site 34.
Site condition: Poor

Survey area: Wādī ’Arabah

Site 34
E 0734728 N 3410716. 231m
Sub-rectangular enclosure, with internal dimen-
sions of 11x13m, and with less well preserved 
annexes on north and east sides, on a flat area be-
tween hills. Wall is ca. 1m wide, made of large 
local boulders, one to three stones high. Wall 
seems most substantial on north side. Slightly 
higher than site 33, and possibly one complex 
with it. Roman sherds found around area.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah
Fig. 7: Site 34
Site 35
E 0734130 N 3411234. 228m
Small sherd scatter, on a flat area next to a wadi. 
Pottery is Roman / Byzantine and Ayyubid / 
Mamluk. There are some possible graves.
Site condition: Poor
Survey area: Wādī ’Arabah

Site 36
E 0733580 N 3411743. 178m
Small cemetery with a few graves, one large, 
3x3m with large boulders, roughly circular, 
with the actual grave in the middle. Robbed. 
Roman / Byzantine pottery around this grave 
and Chalcolithic pottery to the west of it. Flat 
area by the roadside
Site condition: Reasonable
Survey area: Wādī ’Arabah

Site 37
E 0730892 N 3412096. -68m
Two oval and two squarish graves on the slope, 
some stone piles and small possible walls / 

7. Site 34: enclosure with annexes.
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structures on a wadi terrace and lower hill slope. 
Disturbed by bulldozer track. Pottery is Roman 
and possibly IA.
Site condition: Poor
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 38
E 0730849 N 3411887. -88m
Thin pottery scatter on a wadi terrace. Sherds are 
Chalcolithic / EB. Site has been disturbed by a 
bulldozer track; modern bedouin camp nearby.
Site condition: Poor
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 39
E 0730958 N 3412457. -96m
Multi-period campsite, on a large flat area next 
to wadi, with cleared patches and rock piles. 
Pottery is Chalcolithic, EB and Roman.
Site condition: Poor
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 40
E 0730012 N 3375040. 282m
Small lithic and pottery scatter, on a deflat-
ed surface on the top of an outcrop. Pottery is 
Nabataean / Roman, also some Palaeolithic 
flints.
Site condition: Poor
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 41
E 0730245 N 3374828. 305m
Small cemetery with five or six circular graves, 
ca. 2x2m, made of ring of large local boulders, 
one or two stones high, with centre filled with 
smaller stones. On boulder-strewn alluvial fan at 
foot of mountains.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 42
E 0729868 N 3376517. 194m
Small cemetery with five roughly oval graves, 
made of rings and piles of local boulders. On 
boulder-strewn alluvial fan. 
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 43
E 0729871 N 3376629. 205m

Thin pottery scatter of Roman / Byzantine sherds 
and one circular grave, on boulder-strewn allu-
vial fan.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 44
E 0729969 N 3376882. 205m
Five contiguous enclosures: roughly circular 
and terraced. Each enclosure is demarcated by 
a wall of local stones and is cleared of stones 
inside. A few surface flints and tools, probably 
Chalcolithic / EB. Enclosures vary from 6x6 to 
10x15m. Also, just across a small wadi is one 
robbed tomb, about 1 m high and ca. 5 x 5 m 
oval with an internal chamber of upright stones, 
1x1m oval. Like site 51, this is a strange place 
to find enclosures, in the middle of a boulder-
strewn alluvial fan.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 45
E 0730081 N 3377051. 204m
Small cemetery with 11 graves, consisting of 
oval stone piles dispersed across the boulder-
strewn alluvial fan.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 46
E 0730210 N 3377298. 203m
Small cemetery with six or seven circular stone 
pile graves, ca. 3x3m, dispersed across the boul-
der-strewn alluvial fan.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 47
E 0730655 N 3377682. 205m
Wall, curving and crossing a small wadi with-
in the boulder-strewn alluvial fan. About two 
courses high and 20m long, made of local boul-
ders. 
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 48
E 0730736 N 3377905. 198m
Enclosure and five or more graves. Enclosure is 
a C-shaped wall about 10m long, made of local 
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boulders, one or two courses high, tumbled. Thin 
sherd scatter of Chalcolithic / EB I and Classical 
sherds. On the boulder-strewn alluvial fan.
Site condition: Reasonable
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 49
E 0731151 N 3378711. 114m
Small cemetery with at least six circular graves 
or low stone piles, about 1.5m in diameter. On 
the boulder-strewn alluvial fan.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 50
E 0731222 N 3379418. 201m
Enclosure and cemetery with 20 or more graves 
‒ small ovals, about 1x0.5m ‒ dispersed across 
the boulder-strewn alluvial fan. Thin scatter of 
Nabataean / Roman sherds. The enclosure is 
roughly circular, 7x7m, made of local boulders, 
one or two stones high, more or less clear inside. 
Also a small wall nearby.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 51
E 0731106 N 3379896. 202m
Enclosures and a cemetery with 15 or more 
graves ‒ large and small stone piles, ca. 2x2m 
and 1x 0.5m ‒ and a thin scatter of Nabataean 
/ Roman sherds. The enclosures are a series of 
four terraced enclosures in a row. Each one is 
about 12x20m, made of local boulder walls and 
cleared of stones inside. There is only a slight 
change in level from one enclosure to the next. 
There is a thin scatter of Chalcolithic / EB and 
Classical sherds. Just north of the enclosures is a 
long wall that turns through 90 degrees. Like site 
44, the middle of a large boulder-strewn alluvial 
fan is a very strange place to find enclosures.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah
Fig. 8: Site 51

Site 52
E 0731027 N 3380419. 202m
Enclosure and a cemetery of four or more small 
stone pile graves. The enclosure is on the side 
of a small wadi within the boulder-strewn al-
luvial fan. It is about 20x20m, made of local 

boulders and clear inside. A few Nabataean / 
Roman sherds found around.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 53
E 0731557 N 3381617. 213m
Small cemetery on the boulder-strewn alluvial 
fan, with four or more circular and oval graves, 
ca. 1x1m - low stone piles. Seems to be very old, 
the graves are in poor condition.
Site condition: Poor
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 54
E 0732208 N 3383602. 203m
Small cemetery, with five circular graves, ca. 
1-1.5m diameter, of large boulders on the boul-
der-strewn alluvial fan. Two more graves found 
about 50 m further north. 
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 55
E 0732528 N 3384250. 209m
Enclosure and cemetery on the boulder-strewn 
alluvial fan. The enclosure is ca. 17x14m inside; 
the walls are about 1m wide of tumbled boul-
ders, nothing inside. A very few flint flakes were 
found. The cemetery consists of ten graves scat-
tered around the enclosure. Graves are low, cir-
cular stone piles, ca. 1x1m. 
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 56
E 0732983 N 3384798. 220m

 8. Site 51: cleared terraced enclosures on the boulder-
strewn alluvial fan.
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Enclosure and cemetery on the boulder-strewn 
alluvial fan. The enclosure walls are not in very 
good condition and are made of local stones. It is 
20x20m and is cleared inside. There are six later 
graves, in or on the enclosure and around it and 
possibly some small structures.
Site condition: Reasonable
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 57
E 0733154 N 3385156. 213m
Small cemetery and flint scatter on the boulder-
strewn alluvial fan. The five graves are low, 
round stone piles, ca. 2x2m. There are a few 
flakes and used flakes, probably Epipalaeolithic 
and later.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 58
E 0725726 N 3369175. 219m
Small cemetery with seven or more graves, ca. 
1.5-3m in diameter, circular stone piles, on the 
boulder-strewn alluvial fan.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah 

Site 59
E 0724450 N 3368389. 216m
Small cemetery with six or more graves dis-
persed on the boulder-strewn alluvial fan, con-
sisting of round stone piles from 1-3m in diam-
eter. A few Nabataean / Roman sherds and a few 
flint flakes found.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 60
E 0724082 N 3367256. 221m
Small cemetery with five or more circular graves, 
ca. 2m in diameter, on the boulder-strewn allu-
vial fan. A very few flint flakes found.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 61
E 0728750 N 3375383. 201m
Small cemetery with seven round, high stone 
pile graves between 2-4 m in diameter, dispersed 
in the boulder-strewn alluvial fan.
Site condition: Good

Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah
Site 62
E 0728411 N 3373811. 198m
Small structure on a stony, dissected alluvial fan. 
It is 3x3m with only two sides remaining stand-
ing, made of standing stones. The southern half 
of structure is collapsed and covered by a later 
grave.
Site condition: Reasonable
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 63
E 0728220 N 3373452. 185m
Flint concentration on the lowest foothill along 
the eastern Wādī ‘Arabah margin. The site cov-
ers an area of several hundred metres, spread 
across the whole hill and its base, where natu-
ral flint occurs. Mostly large, heavily patinat-
ed flakes, dated Late to Middle Palaeolithic. 
Probably a quarry site, since there are very few 
tools or used flakes.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 64
E 0727859 N 3372744. 188m
Small cemetery on a low hill spur, consisting of 
six graves, all robbed out. Some human bones 
beside one of them.
Site condition: Poor, robbed.
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 65
E 0727688 N 3372448. 183m
Flint scatter and one sherd, spread across sev-
eral hundred metres on the lowest slopes of the 
lowest foothill and at its base on the floor of 
the Wādī ‘Arabah. Mostly flakes, so could be a 
quarry site, dated perhaps to Late Neolithic.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 66
E 0727008 N 3370419. 202m
Pottery scatter, consisting of a few Nabataean 
/ Roman sherds, and temporary campsite, on a 
dissected alluvial fan at the foot of a small hill.
Site condition: Reasonable
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 67
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E 0726658 N 3369760. 212m
Enclosure, measuring ca. 6x6 m, roughly oval, 
with a few flakes and Nabataean / Roman sherds 
around, in a flat area between two hills. Nearby, 
to the south, there is a wall or grave at the foot 
of a hill.
Site condition: Poor
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 68
E 0726407 N 3369534. 217m
Circular enclosure, 6m in diameter, on the lower 
slope of small wadi. It is cleared of stones in-
side; the walls are ca. 1m thick and up to three 
stones high, of local limestone rocks. There is 
one stone pile grave nearby to the south.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 69
E 0719212 N 3351945. 343m
Small cemetery, consisting of six contiguous 
graves on a narrow ridge top. The graves vary 
from 1 to 1.5m in diameter and are made of low 
stone piles of local limestone. Very few flint 
flakes found around.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 70
E 0718335 N 3352339. 288m
Pottery scatter of Nabataean / Roman sherds and 
temporary camp, at the foot of a sandstone cliff, 
on the edge of a wide, flat area. One or two flint 
flakes also noted.
Site condition: Reasonable
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 71
E 0701211 N 3290449. 336m
Possible wall, surrounding a small hilltop at 
the very bottom of the mountain. Made of local 
granite boulders of different sizes and covered in 
natural granite gravel. The ‘wall’ is about 15m 
long going around hill. No finds, probably not 
a site.
Site condition: Reasonable
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 72
E 0701169 N 3290253. 353m

Circular structures on a hill spur at the foot of 
the mountains. They are five or more small stone 
circles, 1-3 m in diameter, made of local granite 
boulders. Some have only a few stones in the 
middle, others have a lot of stones; possibly a 
cemetery.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 73
E 0701512 N 3273258. 255m
A group of about 20 circular structures and en-
closures spread along a narrow terrace on a steep 
hillside, above a steep, narrow wadi. The struc-
tures vary in size from 3-6m in diameter and are 
made of local granite boulders; some are cleared 
in the middle and at least one has what seems to 
be a standing stone in the centre. Most are con-
tiguous with one another. There area also a few, 
more isolated, rectangular structures with walls 
several courses high. No finds. Site 77 is on the 
opposite side of the narrow wadi (to the west).
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Wādī al-Yutum
Fig. 9: Site 73
Site 74
E 0713096 N 3330106. 295m
Flint and sherd scatter on the top and slopes 
of a dissected plateau between the mountains, 
above Wādī Gharandal. These hills are the re-
mains of lacustrine deposits (see D. Henry et al. 
2001), with some natural flints occurring on the 
surface. The flint probably dates to the Middle 
Palaeolithic and the sherds are Nabataean / 
Roman.
Site condition: Poor, deflating
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

9. Site 73: one of the enclosures with what appears to be a 
standing stone in the centre.
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Site 75
E 0713290 N 3330245. 295m
Extensive flint scatter on a hilltop and slopes with 
natural flints. Probably served as a quarry site 
for flints. One hand axe and two Levallois points 
were found. Same landscape as site 74. The flint 
probably dates to the Middle Palaeolithic.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 76
E 0713346 N 3330631. 296 m
Flint scatter on a hilltop and slopes in same 
landscape as site 74. Many very large flakes 
and cores of heavily patinated flint that might 
be Epipalaeolithic to Neolithic in date. Also one 
or two later graves on the hilltop consisting of 
small stone piles of limestone boulders. 
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 77
E 0701500 N 3273400. ca. 260m
A group of about four circular structures or en-
closures, varying in size, some walls surviving 
to several courses high. Made of local granite 
boulders, they are clear of stones in the middle. 
On a sloping hill spur, opposite site 73.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Wādī al-Yutum
Fig. 10: Site 77

Site 78
E 0712963 N 3334561. 224m
Dispersed flint and sherd scatter on the stony 
plain of the Wādī ‘Arabah, between moving sand 
dunes. Probably dating to the Late Neolithic / 

Chalcolithic.
Site condition: Poor
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 79
E 0715338 N 3340178. 232m
Enclosures and graves, stretching from a small, 
steep wadi round to a flat area (the top of an allu-
vial fan at foot of mountains). The small terrace 
or enclosure walls are of local granite stones, 
about 5x10m; mostly cleared of stones inside. 
Also six or more stone pile graves around the en-
closures. There is a very thin scatter of pottery of 
many periods (Chalcolithic, BA, Roman). This 
might be site SAAS no. 223 (Niemi and Smith 
1999: 802).
Site condition: Reasonable
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 80
E 0714627 N 3339526. 118 m
Small cemetery, with 14 or more graves, consisting 
of circular stone piles on the sides of a small wadi. 
Some are robbed; also some sherds (Chalcolithic, 
EB, Nabataean / Roman, Byzantine).
Site condition: Reasonable
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 81
E 0714585 N 3339439. 113m
Pottery scatter consisting of a few sherds, in-
cluding some painted, fine Edomite sherds. On 
a slightly dissected alluvial fan.
Site condition: Poor
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah
Fig. 11: Site 81

 10. Site 77: structures and enclosures on a granite hill 
spur (photographed from site 73).

11. Site 81: painted pottery sherds on the site.
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Site 82
E 0706318 N 3308188. 152m
Small cemetery on the lowest foothills and the 
top of the alluvial fan. It contains two large 
graves: one rectangular 5x3m external 3x1m 
internal, robbed; another is a 3x3m stone pile. 
There are two or more small graves, 1.5m di-
ameter.
Site condition: Poor
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 83
E 0706205 N 3307733. 165m
Small cemetery with five large circular stone 
piles, ca. 3x3m, on a hill slope above a wadi. 
The uppermost grave with a short ‘tail’. One 
sherd was found, possibly EB.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 84
E 0709054 N 3343425. 246m
An oval enclosure in the bottom of Wādī 
‘Arabah, on the lower slope of low hills, sur-
rounded by desert pavement. The enclosure is 
ca. 6x3m, with a wall of tumbled local grey, 
cherty limestone, more or less cleared of stones 
inside. Four stone piles graves are nearby, two 
are robbed. 
Site condition: Poor
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 85
E 0708675 N 3342507. 253m
Small cemetery of five dispersed graves consist-
ing of small stone piles, some quite high, of local 
grey cherty limestone; on a low ridge top.
Site condition: Poor
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 86
E 0711076 N 3349620. 225m
Thin scatter of heavily weathered (with des-
ert varnish) flint flakes and one core, amongst 
the flat desert pavement in bottom of the Wādī 
‘Arabah. Possibly of Palaeolithic date.
Site condition: Reasonable
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 87
E 0714501 N 3360103. 184m

Dispersed cemetery with more than five graves, 
and ancient fireplace and a thin flint scatter on 
both sides of a shallow wadi and adjacent hill-
top. The graves are low stone piles. There are 
very few flakes, which are heavily weathered 
with desert varnish. The ancient fireplace con-
sists of a round patch of small, burned stones, 
ca. 1m in diameter. 
Slopes of shallow wadi and hilltop
Site condition: Poor
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 88
E 0715410 N 3367097. 143m
Enclosure on the top edge of wadi bank. It is 
about 4x4m internally; the wall is about 90cm 
wide, made of large boulders, and one course 
high. Possible grave at the top of the enclosure 
and a thin flint scatter nearby, of weathered flakes.
Site condition: Poor
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 89
E 0695330 N 3287704. 41m
Enclosure and small cemetery in the bottom of 
the Wadi Arabah, at the very bottom of an allu-
vial fan, beside a shallow wadi. The enclosure is 
ca. 4x4m inside, and its wall, ca. 1m wide and 
only one course high, is made of local granite 
boulders. A few flint flakes around, but no natu-
ral flint. Also a small cemetery with five or six 
graves of low granite stone piles dispersed in the 
area.
Site condition: Reasonable
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 90
E 0695115 N 3288613. 80m
Enclosures, small cemetery and flint scatter in 
the bottom of the Wādī ‘Arabah, at the very bot-
tom of an alluvial fan, beside a shallow wādī. 
The northern ‘structure’ is rectangular, ca. 
4x2m, indistinct, made of local granite stones. 
5m to the north is a circular enclosure, ca. 3x3m 
inside; the wall is one or two stones wide and 
one course high. The cemetery consists of five 
low stone pile graves. There is also a thin flint 
scatter with very few retouched flakes, but no 
tools; also two Chalcolithic sherds.
Site condition: Reasonable
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah
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Site 91
E 0695274 N 3289140. 80m
Cemetery consisting of six graves in the bottom 
of the Wādī ‘Arabah, at the very bottom of an al-
luvial fan, beside a shallow wadi. The southern-
most one is oval, oriented east-west and looks 
more modern. The others are circular stone piles, 
ca. 1m diameter.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 92
E 0695383 N 3289327. 92m
Tower in the bottom of the Wādī ‘Arabah, at the 
very bottom of an alluvial fan, beside a shal-
low wadi. It is tumbled but still stands about 2m 
high. One face of the south wall is visible at the 
top, made of partly dressed granite boulders and 
traces of the other walls can be picked out of 
the rubble. The tower measures 5x5m inside. 
The modern military has sunk a cement barrel 
in the top and built some walls on and around 
the original tower. There are a few Nabataean 
/ Roman sherds and a few flint flakes around. 
Good views all around. Probably part of a chain 
of towers, including site 94 to the north and per-
haps somehow connected with Rujum Ṭabā fur-
ther north.
Site condition: Reasonable
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah
Fig. 12: Site 92

Site 93
E 0695432 N 3289923. 125m
Cemetery of four graves consisting of large, 
high stone piles of mixed boulders in the bottom 
of the Wādī ‘Arabah, on a rise beside a shallow 
wadi.

Site condition: Good
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 94
E 0696309 N 3293035. 85m
Tower in the bottom of Wādī ‘Arabah, between 
moving sand dunes. It is about 3m high and 7x6m 
inside; the top of the north wall is visible, con-
sisting of partly dressed granite boulders. The 
modern military has put a barrel in the top (num-
ber 15), and has built some walls on and around 
the ancient, tumbled tower. Just to the south 
is a low, L-shaped wall of small stones, about 
10x10m. Much pottery around, from Nabataean 
/ Roman, Byzantine and early Islamic times.
Site condition: Reasonable
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah
Fig. 13: Site 94

Site 95
E 0709834 N 3329004. 227m
Pottery scatter and temporary camp, in the bot-
tom of the Wādī ‘Arabah between moving 
dunes. The sherd scatter was found in two ar-
eas, separated by a sand dune. Pottery included 
one almost complete painted Nabataean bowl 
and other large fragments in one area, and in the 
other was a pot drop of a dark grey, wheel-made 
pot. There are ancient fireplaces of small piles of 
burnt cobbles, and four or five flint flakes. 
Site condition: Reasonable
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 96
E 0721005 N 3396835. -89m
Sparse scatter of flint flakes, nothing retouched, 
and one sherd, Classical? On desert pavement 
exposed between low dunes in the bottom of 

12. Site 92: remains of a tower. 13. Site 94: remains of a tower.
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Wādī ‘Arabah, on the broad alluvial fan of Wādī 
Fidān.
Site condition: Reasonable
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 97
E 0721662 N 3398865. -87m
Cemetery of nine or more graves dispersed in 
the bottom of the Wādī ‘Arabah on the broad 
alluvial fan of Wādī Fidān, consisting of low 
circular and oval stone piles of sandstone and 
limestone boulders. Also a sparse scatter of flint 
flakes around, and ancient fireplaces of burnt 
cobbles.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 98
E 0735419 N 3388809. 221m
Structure consisting of two parallel walls, 5m 
long and 7m apart, situated on shallow wādī 
slope, just above a broad wadi bottom. The walls 
are visible at ground level, but may go down 
for some depth. They are of undressed local 
boulders, double faced. There are a few small, 
Classical period sherds nearby. 
Site condition: Poor
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 99
E 0735309 N 3388603. 157m
Cemetery of 30 or more low circular stone pile 
graves, 1-2m in diameter. Some are robbed. 
Situated on the lower hill slope of an outcrop 
hill, south of Faynān.
Site condition: Reasonable
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 100
E 0718836 N 3387728. 5m
Cemetery of six small, circular stone pile graves 
spread along a ridge top. Also a very thin scatter 
of flakes and one Chalcolithic sherd. 
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 101
E 0717850 N 3384065. 30m
Cemetery of six circular stone pile graves. Three 
large ones 3x3m spread along low ridge top; three 
small ones 1.5m diameter, grouped together.

Site condition: Good
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 102
E 0718017 N 3383193. 46m
Circular enclosure, about 18m diameter, on a hill 
slope. Walls of local boulders, about 1 m wide, 
tumbled. Mostly clear of stones inside enclo-
sure. A few flint blades and flakes, but no tools 
were found around and one large, circular stone 
pile grave 30m north.
Site condition: Reasonable
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 103
E 0717346 N 3380595. 57m
Wall / enclosure consisting of an L-shaped indis-
tinct wall, 10x15m, made of local boulders on a 
gentle hill slope. A few flint flakes and blades 
but no tools found around and two large, circular 
stone pile graves nearby. 
Site condition: Poor
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 104
E 0705683 N 3319633. 164m
Cemetery, ‘road’ and fireplaces in between big 
dunes in the bottom of Wādī ‘Arabah. The ‘road’ 
is a 3.5m wide and ca. 85m long pavement of lo-
cal granite and sandstone boulders on a narrow 
ridge of sand between the big dunes. There are 
also natural boulders and cobbles around and it 
is not clear if this is a man-made ‘pavement’ or a 
natural fluke of erosion. At the south end of it is 
one stone pile grave. On the open sand below the 
north end is a group of seven stone pile graves 
(2x2m) and circles of stone (3x3m). Further 
north still are three more graves. Throughout are 
small circles of stone less than 1 m in diameter 
= ancient fireplaces (?) and a thin scatter of flint 
flakes. This whole area seems to be a campsite 
and / or a sacred place of some sort.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah
Fig. 14: Site 104

Site 105
E 0706790 N 3322640. 193m
Wall or dam that is a line of stones 1m wide and 
40m long, running across a shallow dip between 
dunes in the bottom of Wādī ‘Arabah. Made of 
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local granite and sandstone boulders.
Site condition: Reasonable
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 106
E 0708118 N 3328194. 165m
Two fireplaces consisting of small heaps of 
burnt cobbles with at least three pot drops of 
Chalcolithic pottery, between dunes in the bot-
tom of Wādī ‘Arabah.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 107
E 0708352 N 3329041. 182m
Five fireplaces consisting of small heaps of burnt 
cobbles, ca. 1m diameter, and one small circle of 
stones. Also a few flakes found around, between 
dunes in the bottom of Wādī ‘Arabah.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah
Fig. 15: Site 107

Site 108
E 0708565 N 3329738. 211m
Five or more fireplaces of small heaps of burnt 
cobbles, and a few pottery sherds, between dunes 
in the bottom of Wādī ‘Arabah.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 109
E 0710131 N 3322810. 251m
Multi-function site, including stone circles, graves, 
fireplaces and flints. There are two stone circles, 
3x3m, of local boulders, cleared in the middle. The 
one on the top of the hill is not complete. There are 
at least four stone pile graves dotted around, and 
fireplaces of burnt cobbles and very small stone 
circles (0.5m diameter). There are flints scattered 
all around, but few dense concentrations. The top 
edges of this low hill are covered in small boul-
ders, like paving or the unfinished foundations of 
a structure - perhaps a fort? Alternatively, they 
may be natural, as there is no Classical-period pot-
tery at all. Indeed there is very little pottery of any 
period. This may be a multi-period campsite on a 
small hill at the very foot of the mountains over-
looking the bottom of the Wādī ‘Arabah.
Site condition: Reasonable 
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 110
E 0730576 N 3420200. -220m
Thin pottery scatter, with at least five different 
pots (Nabataean / Roman / Byzantine), and one 
flint flake. Possible grave nearby. Located on the 
very edge of drop down to Dead Sea basin, there 
are stunning views northwards to the Dead Sea 
basin.

14. Site 104: possible road (?).

15. Site 107: ancient fireplace (burnt cobbles) eroding out 
of the sand dunes.
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Site condition: Reasonable
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 111
E 0730655 N 3421517. -318m
Pottery scatter and two small fireplaces (ash 
rings), on soft sandy marl at the foot of the hills 
that form the scarp of the Dead Sea basin. Pottery 
is Nabataean / Roman / Byzantine.
Site condition: Reasonable
Survey area: Wādī ‘Arabah

Site 112
E 0745663 N 3411743. 1250m
Small, L-shaped structure of upright limestone 
slabs, ca 3x3m, on a hill slope.
Site condition: Poor
Survey area: Fāfā to al-Ḥasā line

Site 113
E 0745551 N 3412477. 1215m
Two threshing floors with partial walls around 
them, ca. 30x2m altogether, on a flat area on a 
hillside, above a deep wadi. Some flint and pot-
tery around, perhaps IA.
Site condition: Reasonable
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line

Site 114
E 0745432 N 3412451. 1223 m
Six cross-wadi walls in a steep, narrow side 
wādī, 15m wide. Each wall is about 60cm high 
and consists of three courses of local lime-
stone boulders. There is a thin pottery scatter 
of Chalcolithic and IA sherds, and a few flint 
flakes. There are some low walls of large, up-
right limestone boulders on the natural terrace 

on the hill slope above to the south. Probably an 
agricultural area, which may be connected with 
sites 113 and 115, about 100m to the north-east.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line
Fig. 16: Site 114

Site 115
E 0745446 N 3412524. 1229m
Three adjoining rectangular structures on a hill 
slope; the walls are one course high (30cm) in 
the top ‘room’ and 60cm high in bottom ‘room’, 
and 30cm wide. The top ‘room’ is 5x6m, the 
middle and lower ‘rooms’ are 10x7m. The pot-
tery scatter is IA. Perhaps associated with sites 
113 and 114.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line

Site 116
E 0745316 N 3412633. 1230m
Enclosure and cross-wadi walls in a narrow side 
wadi. The enclosure is D-shaped, ca 15x17m, 
but is not complete and abuts the cliff face. 
The wall is preserved up to 1 m high. The two 
cross-wadi walls are 1m high, 23 and 30m long. 
Pottery scatter of Bronze Age sherds.
Site condition: Reasonable
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line
Fig. 17: Site 116

Site 117
E 0745103 N 3413025. 1212m
Rock shelters and three terraces in front of a 
slightly overhanging cliff on a hillside. One is 
a wide terrace (20x25m), the other two are nar-
rower. The big terrace wall is 2.1m high. Modern 

16. Site 114: (left) low wall of upright boulders; (in wadi 
on right) cross-wadi walls. 

17. Site 116: cross-wadi walls; (centre right) D-shaped 
enclosure.
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sheep dung and Chalcolithic pottery sherds were 
found on the big terrace.
Site condition: Reasonable
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line

Site 118
E 0745076 N 3413076. 1198m
Fifteen cross-wadi walls, between 20cm and 
1m high and 8-15m long. They are 8-10m apart, 
down a narrow side wadi.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line

Site 119
E 0744450 N 3414565. 1070m
Short stretch of a double-faced wall on the side of 
a low hilltop. There may be more of this structure 
below the surface. The visible wall is 7m long 
by 1m wide and two courses are just visible. It is 
made of large local limestone blocks. There is a 
thin scatter of Chalcolithic / EB sherds around.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line

Site 120
E 0744270 N 3414988. 1001m
Cemetery, of more than 20 large stone heaps, 
some up to 5x5m, dispersed around the hill 
slopes. Some have a circle of stones visible, 
forming the outer edge. Also some stone clear-
ance piles, on the edge of, or in, ploughed fields. 
Thin scatter of pottery throughout, Chalcolithic, 
BA and Classical, as well as some flint flakes 
and one lunate.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line
Fig. 18: Site 120

Site 121
E 0744235 N 3415263. 1001m
Roughly rectangular enclosure, ca. 20x18m, on 
a low hilltop saddle. The wall is one stone wide, 
made of local limestone boulders, but only two 
walls are clear. There is a background scatter of 
sherds and flints. This site lies at the north end of 
cemetery 120.
Site condition: Poor
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line

Site 122
E 0749980 N 3410002. 1359m
Possible standing stone, of local limestone, 
50cm high, 50x40cm. Surrounded by a vague 
ring of small stones, 2m in diameter. The stone 
is placed at the edge of a limestone outcrop on 
the side of the hilltop.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line
Fig. 19: Site 122

Site 123
E 0750091 N 3409961. 135m
C-shaped wall, ca. 10x10m, made of rough local 
limestone boulders, on a hill slope beside a low 
bedrock shelf. There is also a straight wall 11m 
long and some Chalcolithic pottery around.
Site condition: Poor
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line

Site 124
E 0750175 N 3409770. 1252m
Large site with multiple walls and enclosures of 
local limestone blocks, mostly standing upright, 
one stone high and one stone wide. There are 
four adjoining enclosures, 10x10m, on the edge 
of the slope, one containing a rock-cut tomb 

18. Site 120: one of more than 20 large stone heaps; a 
grave (?). 19. Site 122: possible standing stone.
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with two chambers. There are other enclosures 
up the slope and a long, curving wall connects to 
another set of enclosures to the north-east. Just 
below this northern end, the limestone bedrock 
forms low cliff, part of which is a rock shelter 
(8x10m). The site is on a gentle hill slope above 
a small wadi, which has some cross-wadi walls 
in it. There is a scatter of Chalcolithic / EB pot-
tery throughout.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line
Fig. 20: Site 124

Site 125
E 0750460 N 3409978. 1362m
Sub-oval enclosure on a hilltop, with incomplete 
wall, about 60m across the widest part. There 
is a modern ploughed field inside. The wall is 
of local limestone boulders. There are two shal-
low natural caves at south end, and a short (2m) 
stretch of wall of large roughly dressed limestone 
blocks nearby, and a scatter of Chalcolithic, EB 
and Classical sherds.
Site condition: Reasonable
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line

Site 126
E 0750713 N 3410027. 1332m
Sub-rectangular enclosure on a hill slope, with 
two adjoining rectangular rooms (3x3m) at the 
north-west end and four circular enclosures 
(3x5m) on the south side. There is also a long 
wall coming down the hill slope to the south-
west and another to the east and two large stone 
pile graves to the south. Further north, below the 
bedrock ledge are five more small circular en-
closures (3x3m).
Site condition: Reasonable

Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line
Site 127
E 0751685 N 3409649. 1280m
Basalt boulder wall exposed for a length of 10m 
across a small wadi bottom, made of massive 
boulders; further upstream is a small section of a 
similar wall across the wadi. Also there is a pos-
sible wall higher up the slope.
Site condition: Poor
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line

Site 128
E 0752733 N 3409192. 133m
Two caves in a limestone bedrock ledge. They 
are rounded inside, with pick marks visible on 
the walls. One is about 4x4m and filled with 
sheep dung, the other is filled almost to the top. 
They do not appear to be tombs, but perhaps 
were used as shelters. 
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line

Site 129
E 0755361 N 3409300. 1361m
Complete circular stone enclosure, ca 25x25m, 
of basalt boulders on a low hill saddle. The wall 
is ca. 1m wide and the circle is clear inside. On 
the east side is a large tomb, robbed, to expose 
a square chamber, 1x1m, made of three huge 
blocks on three sides, and two smaller ones on 
the fourth side. Pottery (EB) and flint scatter.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line
Fig. 21: Site 129

Site 130
E 0755269 N 3409074. 1400m
Walls and cemetery of 15 or more large and small 

20. Site 124: one of the walls of large upright boulders. 21. Site 129: circular stone enclosure.
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stone pile graves dispersed across a hilltop and 
slope. There are at least three long, low walls 
running down the east slope of this hill, possi-
bly drainage walls (?) that are common enough 
on hill slopes in this district. Thin scatter of BA 
sherds and flints.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line

Site 131
E 0758190 N 3409938. 1323m
Cemetery of 20 or more stone piles, dispersed 
across a hillside. Made of flint boulders, some 
are in ploughed fields and could also be stone 
clearance cairns. Background scatter of flints 
and sherds.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line

Site 132
E 0756596 N 3409461. 1323m
Cemetery of 12 or more large stone pile graves 
of flint boulders dispersed across a hill slope.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line

Site 133
E 0760690 N 3410856. 1167m
Structure and cemetery in a wadi bottom and 
slope. The structure is badly robbed / bulldozed, 
but amongst the rubble the remains of two paral-
lel walls, 6m apart, are visible; they are well built 
of roughly dressed blocks at least three courses 
high. A few Roman sherds were found. Also ten 
or more stone pile graves around on the hillside 
to the north, one of which is robbed.
Site condition: Reasonable
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line

Site 134
E 0759928 N 3411092. 1079m
Cemetery of six or more stone pile graves and a 
small scatter of background flints, on a shallow 
wadi terrace and hill slope.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line

Site 135
E 0759811 N 3410833. 1136m
Natural cave in a limestone ledge on a hillside. It 
is used, with a now buried wall across the mouth. 

Inside it is filled with sheep dung. Also there is a 
possible terrace in front of the cave, ca. 10x10m. 
A few sherds of Mamluk pottery were found on 
the terrace. This cave is below the multi-period 
site of Khirbat al-Oran, and could well be asso-
ciated with it.
Site condition: Good
Survey area: Fīfā to al-Ḥasā line

Site 136
E 0764492 N 3413938. 1139m
Large, square tower on a hilltop, beside a track. 
Tower measures 5x5m inside and the walls are 
ca. 1m thick, made of roughly dressed limestone 
blocks, standing to a maximum of three courses 
high. The tower is surrounded by a ground-level 
wall about 1.5m away. Also, adjoining the outer 
wall is a curved wall and a small (3x3m) room. 
A few sherds were found nearby. 
Site condition: Poor
Survey area: on access track to the Fīfā to al-
Ḥasā line

6Site 137
E 0767088 N 3415055. 1122m
Square tower, on a hilltop, 4x4m, of roughly 
dressed limestone blocks. Inside has been reused 
for burials. A few sherds, probably Roman, were 
found nearby.
Site condition: Poor
Survey area: on access track to the Fīfā to al-
Ḥasā line
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Tall Dhībān is located approximately 70km 
south of ‘Ammān (Fig. 1). While devoid of 
modern settlement, the mound is immediately 
adjacent to the contemporary community of 
Dhībān (Porter et al. 2010: fig. 1). The site is 
well-known, both from the discovery of the 
Mesha Inscription in 1868, as well as for the 
pioneering excavations of the American Schools 
of Oriental Research from 1950 to 1953 and 
again in 1955 and 1956. Fred Winnett, William 
Reed and Douglas Tushingham concentrated 
their soundings in the south-east corner of the 
site, exposing an Iron Age fortification system, 
Nabataean temple, Byzantine church, and Early 
and Middle Islamic dwellings (Winnett and Reed 
1965; Tushingham 1972). William Morton con-
ducted an additional three seasons in 1955, 1956 
and 1965, concentrating on Dhībān’s acropolis 
(Field L) and north side (Field H) (Morton 1989). 
Archaeological excavations at Dhībān ceased 
for nearly 35 years until Jordan’s Department of 
Antiquities initiated an excavation and restora-
tion program in 2002 (al-Mahameed 2003). The 
DEDP began their work in 2004 and have con-
ducted four seasons of excavation so far (Porter 
et al. 2005, 2010; Fatkin et al. in press).1

This research suggests Tall Dhībān was 
settled intermittently from the end of the Early 
Bronze 1b period (ca. 3100 BC) until some 
point late in the Middle or Late Islamic Periods 
(late fifteenth or early sixteenth century AD).2 
Particularly prominent in these excavations were 
the later Iron Age (900-600 BC), the Nabataean 

period (140 BC-106AD), the Byzantine and 
Early Islamic periods (ca. 400-800 AD) and 
the Middle Islamic period (ca.1250-1600 AD). 
This work also showed that architectural ele-
ments from these periods were well preserved 
and accessible by limited excavation. However, 
architecture visible on the surface of the site is 
in relatively poor condition owing both to G. 
Lancaster-Harding’s removal of a significant 
number of above ground walls and arches in 
1949 (Winnett 1964: 11) and to the lack of post-
excavation conservation on the part of earlier 
excavators.

The DEDP’s primary goals for the 2009 sea-
sons sought to continue the exploration and doc-
umentation of the site’s ancient remains, while 
pursuing the research objectives developed in 
previous seasons (Porter et al. 2005, 2010: 10).3 
Throughout the season, the project concentrated 
on four objectives: 
(1) Finalize the topographic map (Fig. 2) and ar-

chitectural survey of the site, concentrating 
on the western slope where several buildings 
are still preserved on the surface. 

(2) Continue excavations in Area L, where in situ 
cultural levels from the Iron Age, Classical, 
and Islamic periods are preserved.

(3) Conduct a random unit square survey of the 
site to determine the size of the settlement in 
different time periods.

(4) Collect environmental and geological data to 
help determine the relationship between the 
settlement and the surrounding environment.

THE DHĪBĀN EXCAVATION AND DEVELOPMENT PROJECT’S 2009 
SEASON: FIELD L EXCAVATIONS

Benjamin W. Porter, Bruce E. Routledge, Danielle S. Fatkin, Katherine Adelsberger, Alan Farahani, 
Andrew Wilson and Warren Schultz

1. For a complete project bibliography, see www.dhiban.org.
2. For a recent synthesis of Dhībān’s settlement history, see 

Porter et al. 2007.
3. For a list of participants in the 2009 season, please visit 

www.dhiban.org. In both seasons, essential assistance in 
Dhībān was provided by Firas al-Kawamlah (now of the 
Ministry of Social Development); twenty residents of the 
Dhībān area were hired to work at the site.
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1. Map of west-central Jordan with an emphasis on Dhībān and the Dhībān Plateau (prepared by A. Wilson).
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2. A topographic map of Tall Dhībān overlaid with architecture visible on the surface or excavated in previous campaigns. 
The inset map displays the Field L units that are discussed in this report (prepared by A. Wilson). 
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All objectives were achieved during this sea-
son. The outcomes of objectives (1) and (4), 
respectively supervised by Andrew Wilson and 
Katherine Adelsberger, are reported in a separate 
ADAJ report (Fatkin et al. in press). Objective 
(3) will be discussed in a forthcoming publica-
tion.  This report describes the outcome of ob-
jective (2), the excavations in Area L East and 
West, and presents new radiocarbon dates, nu-
mismatic evidence, and site preservation and de-
velopment activities. 
 
Excavations in Area L West

During the 2009 season, excavations in Area 
L West continued the work started in 2004 and 
2005 (Porter et al. 2004: 204-212, 2010: 13-19). 
To summarize preliminary results, three seasons 
of excavation in Area L West have exposed clus-
ters of structures on the east and west sides of 
the field oriented towards an open courtyard, 
or street, containing cisterns and a drain in the 
center (Fig. 3). Parts of at least two structures 
have been exposed on the west side of the open 
central area, while parts of perhaps three struc-
tures have been exposed on the east. Whatever 
the configuration at the time of construction, 

it is clear that this area experienced several al-
terations over the course of its occupation, be-
fore rock fall and colluvial deposits filled in the 
structures. These alterations, which include pit-
ting, ephemeral ṭābūn and surface formations, as 
well as wall damage and makeshift repairs, are 
all expedient and piecemeal in nature. This sug-
gests significant shifts in occupational strategies 
at Dhībān, perhaps indicating an extended pe-
riod of economic stress and residential instabil-
ity just prior to the abandonment of the Middle 
Islamic settlement. Given the importance of site 
abandonment to our understanding of the Middle 
and Late Islamic periods in Jordan, as well as the 
uncertainty surrounding both the relative and ab-
solute archaeological chronologies of these pe-
riods, careful attention to stratigraphic detail in 
so-called ‘post-occupation’ or ‘squatter’ phases 
is essential for any progress to be made on the 
basis of archaeological evidence. These layers 
have therefore been prioritized in both fieldwork 
and analysis.

Excavations during the 2009 season gener-
ally support the stratigraphic phasing determined 
during the 2004 and 2005 seasons. However, the 
imposition of uniform phasing across units and 

3. Map of Field L West Phase 2 architecture
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structures is an artificial convention maintained 
primarily for the purpose of exposition, as Field 
L is characterized by intensive and highly vari-
able post-construction alterations. In general, 
rock fall, the one consistent deposit across the 
entire field, has been used to divide Phase 1 
(rock fall and above) from Phase 2 (below rock 
fall to construction of visible structures). So far, 
Phase 2 has been divided into Sub-phases 2a and 
2b, with 2b representing the first prepared sur-
faces encountered below rock fall, and 2a rep-
resenting ephemeral occupational deposits posi-
tioned stratigraphically between Phases 2b and 
1. As is detailed below, Phase 2a activity varies 
from unit to unit, ranging from the accumulation 
of debris compatible with post-occupation mid-
den deposits, through active pitting and make-
shift wall repair, to the construction and use of 
installations (e.g. ṭābūn, ephemeral surfaces, 
stone-lined bin or channel). Phase 2b is more 
substantial, a phase in which features were built 
on plaster or thick, beaten-earth floors.

Phase 1
Much as noted in previous reports (Porter et 

al. 2005: 207, 2010: 15), wherever excavation 
commenced, thick deposits of jumbled rock fall 
and fill containing artifacts of mixed date - up to 
the twentieth century AD ‒ were encountered. In 
2009, Phase 1 materials were excavated in Units 
BR41.035 and .037, BR42.001 and BS43.001, 
.002, .004, .005, .009 and .014.

Phase 2
In previous seasons, several Phase 2 walls 

associated with the Middle Islamic settlement 
were identified, but it was unclear in sever-
al places how these features might coalesce 
into discernable architectural units (Porter et 
al. 2005: 205, 2010: 15-19). The 2009 season 
greatly expanded the project’s understanding of 
the relationship between Phase 2 architectural 
units first identified during the 2004 and 2005 
seasons. Beginning with Unit BR41, on the far 
western side of Area L West, further excava-
tion has revealed a clear architectural unit. This 
building is defined by Walls BR41.022 on the 
north, BR41.033 (= BR41.009) and BR41.032 
on the east, BR41.013 on the west and BR41.036 
on the south. The building was entered from 
the east via a doorway with a paved Threshold 

BR41.029. The roof of this building was sup-
ported by a least one arch spanning the width 
of the room from north to south, as attested by 
BR41.034, a springer bonded to Wall BR41.022. 
Beyond the limits of the revised grid of 2005, 
the collapse of a portion of the western balk of 
2004 revealed that Wall BR41.009 was prob-
ably part of a doorway leading west. If the in-
terpretation of features visible in the section is 
correct, then excavations in Unit BR41 have 
thus far exposed one Phase 2b vaulted room, 
very close to 5x5m in area, within a multi-room 
structure. In 2009, soil deposits were excavated 
north of Wall BR41.036 in order to determine if 
flagstone Surface BR41.025 ran up to the wall. 
Surprisingly, it was determined that this surface 
does not run up against the wall, but instead 
abuts Fill BR41.046, which in turn abuts Wall 
BR41.036 (Fig. 4).

In Unit BR42, another architectural unit 
emerged, although its perimeter has not yet 
been completely defined. This architectural unit 
shares Threshold BR41.029 with Unit BR41, 
one of the only identified passages into the room 
so far. Wall BR42.004 defines the room’s south-
ern limit and is an eastward continuation of Wall 
BR43.036. Installation BR42.007 was attached 
to this wall and appears to have been a spring-
er for a ceiling arch. The western edge of the 
room, south of the doorway, is Wall BR42.020. 
The northern perimeter of the room may be Wall 
BR42.022, which was made visible on the sur-
face with some limited articulation. Future ex-
cavations in the northern half of Unit BR42 will 

4.  The north side of Wall BR41.036 and flagstone Surface 
BR41.025. This surface does not run up against the 
wall, but instead abuts Fill BR41.046, which in turn 
abuts Wall BR41.036 (photo by C. Morgan)
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test this hypothesis. The investigation of soil 
layers was limited to the southern half of the 
unit. Fills BR42.002, .003, .005 and .019 were 
excavated until arriving on probable Phase 2a or 
2b Surfaces BR42.011 and .021. These surfaces 
appear to have been cut in the eastern part of the 
unit.

The thick courtyard Surface BS42.058/036 
that was identified in 2005 (Porter et al. 2010: 
17-18) was further exposed in the eastern half 
of Unit BS43. Wall BR42.022 is the courtyard’s 
southern boundary and Wall BS43.006 its east-
ern boundary. In prior seasons, Phase 1 and 2a 
materials were excavated in Unit BS42 above 
the Phase 2b courtyard surface. In 2009, a simi-
lar sequence was discovered. Phase 1 materials 
were assigned to Fills BS43.014 and BS43.007, 
while Phase 2a evidence was present in the form 
of two very large, adjacent, flat-lying stones that 
appeared at the bottom of Fill BS43.007. This 
structure was likely related to the ephemeral 
Phase 2a settlement activity found to its west in 
2005 (e.g. Pit BS42.056) (Porter et al. 2010: 17). 
Beneath this structure, Fill BS43.019 eventual-
ly gave way to the Phase 2b Surface BS43.021 
that equals Surface BS42.058/036 further west. 
Surface BS43.021 slopes upward as it approach-
es Wall BS43.006 but, 0.2m before the wall, the 
surface dips down to expose a lower course of 
the wall. This change may be due to animal bur-
rowing along the west face of the wall. No exca-
vations in or beneath the surface were attempted 
in 2009. 

Embedded in Surface BS43.021 was the 
eastern extent of stone-lined Drain BS43.022, 
portions of which were identified in 2005 as 
BS42.062. South of the drain, 2 - 3 medium flat 
stones were found sitting in Surface BS43.021. 
These stones may be the start of a flagstone sur-
face that could be investigated in future seasons. 
In order to understand this installation and sur-
face completely, the northern half of Unit BR42 
will need to be excavated. The excavation of 
Fill BS43.019 and Surface BS43.021 helped to 
partially define the relationship with Threshold 
BS43.020, the entrance to the barrel-vaulted 
building described below. It was discovered 
that the top of Fill BS43.019 ran up to the top of 
Threshold BS43.020, while Surface BS43.021 
ran up to the bottom of the threshold. These re-
lationships give rise to two phasing scenarios. 

Either Surface BS43.021 is in phase with the 2b 
surface inside the barrel-vaulted room (i.e. a per-
son would need to step up to enter the room), 
or Surface BS43.021 is in phase with a yet-to-
be discovered surface beneath the present 2b 
surface in the same room. If the latter scenario 
proves to be correct, Surface BS43.021 and its 
associated surfaces in Unit BS42 might have 
been constructed during an even earlier phase 
(2c?) and reused in 2b. The continued excava-
tion of the barrel-vaulted room and threshold in 
future seasons will determine which scenario is 
correct.

Since 2004, a barrel-vaulted room has been 
excavated across Units BR43, BS43, BR44 
and BS44 (Porter et al. 2005, 2010). In 2009, 
the room was further investigated down to the 
room’s first prepared Phase 2b surface (Figs. 
5, 6). The walls that define this room are, mov-
ing clockwise from Threshold BS43.020, Walls 
BS43.003, BS44.009, BR44.011, BR44.002/009, 

5.  Excavation activity in the Middle Islamic barrel-vault-
ed room: Units BR43, BS43, BR44 and BS44 (photo by 
C. Morgan).
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BR43.020 and BR43.047. As of the 2009 sea-
son, the foundations of these walls had not yet 
been reached, although this is a goal for fu-
ture seasons. Entrances into this room seem to 
have changed over phases. During Phase 2b, 
Threshold BS43.020 on the north-west was the 
only entrance into the room. At the north-east 
corner of the room, there appears to be an en-
trance in Wall BS44.009 that was in use during 
earlier phases of the building but was blocked 
during Phase 2b. More excavation will confirm 
this possibility. In 2005, the entrance to Cistern 
BS44.042’s was discovered cut into the west end 
of Wall BS44.009 (Porter et al. 2010: 19), but no 
further revelations about its phasing were forth-
coming in 2009.

Phase 1 of this room consisted of the typi-
cal topsoil and roof debris found throughout 
Area L West. Portions of this phase have been 
excavated in the eastern and south-western ar-
eas during previous seasons (Porter et al. 2005: 
204-207, 2010: 18). Similar Phase 1 materials 
were encountered in 2009 in Fills BS43.004 and 
BS43.005, located above and to the south of 
Wall BS43.003. Phase 2a materials were found 
below these deposits in Fills BS43.010 and 
BS43.012, which possessed a different soil com-
position and contained more objects than above. 
In the eastern half of the room, most of the Phase 
1 and some Phase 2a material was removed in 
2005 (Porter et al. 2005: 205, 207, 2010: 17-

19); the remaining deposits were removed in 
2009. Phase 2b was characterized by roof and 
wall collapse interspersed with evidence for 
ephemeral settlement episodes. Fill BR44.017 
was a typical collapse level with large ashlars 
and limited amounts of soil. In the north-east 
corner of the building, a fire installation (Fill 
BR44.16 in Installation BR44.018) cutting into 
Fill BR44.017 was exposed, containing a ma-
jority of charcoal. This feature was oval on the 
surface, but its interior shape was irregular, mak-
ing it difficult to define its limits. Another fire 
Installation BR44.020, this time containing ashy 
material, was discovered in Fill BR44.019. Also 
irregular in shape, this feature contained several 
large ṭābūn fragments and appears to be the re-
mains of an oven. A limited Surface BR44.022 
of small cobbles was associated with this lat-
ter installation. Underneath this surface, Fills 
BR44.022, BR44.024, BR44.026 and BR44.027 
were excavated down to the more substantial 
Phase 2b surface. 

The Phase 2b surface is the most substan-
tially prepared surface to be excavated from the 
Middle Islamic settlement. The first trace of this 
surface was found at the end of the 2005 season, 
in ṭābūn Installation BR43.025, but it was only 
partially excavated (Porter et al. 2010). In 2009, 
the top of the surface was completely exposed 
throughout the room as well as the installations 
that were built on and into it. The room’s Phase 

6. Overhead view of the Middle 
Islamic barrel-vaulted room 
(photo by B. Porter).
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2b Surfaces included BS43.018 and BR43.048 
in the western half, and BR44.035, BR44.038 
and BR44.058 in the eastern half. Altogether, the 
surface was inconsistent across the room, with 
plaster preservation being best to the east. To the 
west, the surface consisted of beaten earth and 
some plaster. A high resolution data collection 
strategy was employed to collect macro- and 
micro-artifacts in order to identify activity areas. 
The surface was divided into a sub-grid of 10 
x 10 cm squares and all objects and soil were 
collected for a depth of between 5 and 10 cm. 
The location of all objects was recorded using a 
total station, all floor material was collected for 
flotation, and phytolith, soil chemistry and mi-
cromorphology samples were taken from each 
sub-grid square. Analyses of these materials are 
currently underway at UC Berkeley and Knox 
College.

Four installations were built on and into the 
Phase 2b surface:

The first, Installation BR43.050 (Fill 
BR43.051), was a ring of medium-sized stones 
containing soil that was located in the room’s 
south-west corner. The feature cut deeply into 
the surface.

The second, Installation BR43.049 (Fill 
BR43.040), extended out from the room’s south-
ern wall. It consists of four large, upright stones 
on its eastern face and probably one more a small 
distance away to the north-east. The construction 
method ‒ with the uprights being propped up in 
part by small cobbles and chinks ‒ closely mim-
ics that of other installations in the barrel-vault-
ed room, especially Bin BR44.032 described 
below. Fill BR43.040 first consisted of many 
medium-sized stones, packed in such a way as to 
suggest a deliberate fill. These soon gave way to 
a loose, brown fill that contained very few arti-
facts. The base of the fill corresponded both with 
the bottom of the large upright stones and with 
an apparent continuation of Surface BR43.048 
underneath the installation.

The third installation, BR44.039, consisted 
of 13 limestone blocks on a curvilinear north-
south axis. The blocks range in size from 80cm 
x 30cm x 50cm to 5cm x 2cm x 1cm. These 
blocks run from the south wall to a point 50cm 
away from the north wall, with no clear func-
tion at either end. The channel between the two 
courses of blocks ranges in width from 23cm 

at the southern extent to 5cm between the large 
ashlars at the northern extent, with a depth rang-
ing from 20 to 30cm throughout the gap. There 
is one blocking stone before the ashlars at the 
northern extent, but it did not appear removable 
and its function is not obvious. Fill BR44.037 
in the center of the drain was sealed by a lining 
of flat rocks. There were very few objects in the 
interior and the entire fill was collected for flota-
tion. The function of the drain is unclear. While 
it has the apparent shape of a drain or channel 
for water, it does not terminate in a storage fea-
ture like a cistern. The feature may have been 
used as a drain and then later used as a room 
divider in Phase 2b. 

The fourth installation, Bin BR44.032, con-
sisted of five large ashlars aligned vertically on 
an east-west axis. This unusual method of con-
struction (vertical rather than horizontal align-
ment) implies that this bin was built to maintain 
a certain height rather than contain materials. 
The ashlars also had gaps between them, with 
little apparent attention to chinking or sealing 
these gaps, also implying that the bin was not 
made to contain materials. The ashlars were set 
on top of smaller, leveling stones, similar in con-
struction to the other installations in the build-
ing. There were three layers of fill in the bin, the 
first being an ephemeral ashy Fill BR44.028 at 
the very top. This layer terminated with a flat 
stone lining. Below this was Fill BR44.036, con-
sisting of mixed dirt and cobbles. This fill was 
a different color (5YR 4/2) and texture than the 
previous fill. Objects were relatively rare and 
there was a more concentrated matrix with daub, 
clay and charcoal inclusions. This fill terminated 
at Surface BR44.038. The bin’s entire contents 
were collected for analysis.

One additional feature, Pit BS43.017 (Fill 
BS43.016), located in the north-west corner of 
the room, may be a purpose-built installation as-
sociated with Phase 2b, although an alternative 
origin as a later animal burrow could not be ruled 
out. The oval-shaped pit seemed carefully cut on 
its western and north-western sides, providing a 
clear section of the area’s floor matrix. Although 
the point at which it cut the floor around the rest 
of perimeter was clear, the floor matrix was un-
fortunately ambiguous or absent to the south and 
east. This irregularity may be due to intensive 
burrowing activity, which seems to have been 
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particularly destructive on the southern side. 
The soil in the pit was very loose and clean, with 
an abundance of pottery. The bottom of the pit 
was easily recognized when a hard clay surface 
curving inward toward the center was reached.

In all Phase 1 and 2 contexts, stone, bone, 
ceramic, glass, botanical and phytolith samples 
were collected and processed for future analy-
sis. Generally, Phase 1 contexts associated with 
topsoil and roof collapse revealed a mixture of 
ceramic vessel evidence dating to all periods 
of Dhībān’s occupation, from the Early Bronze 
Age to the present day. Phase 2a and 2b con-
texts demonstrated slightly more homogeneity 
with regard to ceramic dating, with the major-
ity of forms dating to the Middle Islamic period, 
followed by the Roman, Byzantine and Early 
Islamic periods. The latest Middle Islamic ma-
terial tended to consist of handmade geometric 
painted wares, and the green and yellow glazed 
bowls that are diagnostic of the time period.4 
Although several sherds were recovered, none 
were completely restorable.  

Within the barrel-vaulted room’s Phase 2b 
surface, two objects of note were excavated. The 
first is a large handmade geometric painted jar 
that was broken and embedded in different areas 
of the eastern half of the room’s Phase 2b sur-
face. Unfortunately, not all of the pieces were 
recovered, but those that were indicate that the 
vessel was relatively substantial. The rim di-
ameter is 28cm and only ca. 30 % of the rim, 
neck and body are preserved. The vessel’s ex-
terior was decorated with an elaborate vegetal 
and floral design in black pigment. The vessel 
is currently being restored and prepared for il-
lustration.

The second object consists of two broken 
rim sherds of a single vessel, decorated with 
blue paint under a colorless alkaline glaze (Fig. 
7). This incomplete vessel was also found im-
bedded in the Phase 2b Surface, this time on the 
western side of the room. The vessel is a deep 
curved bowl with a slightly carinated rim. The 
diameter is 21cm and 60 % of the rim was re-
covered. A blue line decorates either side of the 
rim. On the exterior, two vertical registers are 

preserved that contain horizontally arranged 
semi-circles. On the interior, a garland register 
of floral and vegetal designs is preserved. Based 
on parallels from other excavated contexts in 
the Levant (e.g. Karak, Ḥamiah) and Egypt 
(e.g. Fustat), Milwright dates the introduction 
of similar vessels to the fourteenth century AD, 
describing them as influenced by the Chinese 
porcelain that was in circulation at that time 
(Milwright 2008: 232-236). Radiocarbon dates 
from the building’s Phase 2b surface corroborate 
this fourteenth century date (see below). 

Altogether, excavations in Field L West in 
2009 strengthened initial conclusions that the 
Phase 2b material reflects the end of the last 
substantial Middle Islamic settlement at Dhībān. 
According to the results of radiocarbon analysis 
discussed below, this phase should be dated to 
the late fourteenth or early fifteenth century AD. 
This terminus post quem makes sense in light of 
descriptions of the Mamluk empire’s economic 

4. The authors are preparing a full report on the Middle 
Islamic pottery corpus. See Porter et al. 2005: fig. 8 and 
Porter et al. 2010: fig. 10 for examples from previously 

excavated contexts. Similar vessels were found in the 
described contexts during the 2009 season.

7. Obverse and reverse of a rim sherd from a bowl deco-
rated with blue paint under a colorless alkaline glaze 
(photo by B. Porter and K. Leu).
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de-intensification in Jordan that began in the late 
fourteenth century (Walker 2004). The ephem-
eral Phase 2a surfaces that followed the Phase 
2b settlement speak of possible failed attempts 
to reoccupy the site during the end of Mamluk 
empire and beginning of Ottoman imperialism 
‒ a time of uneven political and economic transi-
tion throughout the Levant. Radiocarbon analy-
sis (see below) places these ephemeral squatter 
activities in the sixteenth century AD. Phase 1, 
while greatly disturbed owing to erosion and 
recent activities, contains material culture span-
ning the sixteenth century to the contemporary 
period. These ephemeral objects (e.g. Porter et 
al. 2005: fig 9.3), lacking any association with 
architecture, are the result of occasional season-
al camping activities that occurred during the 
Late Islamic period.   

While the project is gaining a better sense 
of Middle Islamic Dhībān’s abandonment, 
there remains a lack of understanding regard-
ing the Middle Islamic settlement’s foundation. 
Questions still in need of answering include: 
When did settlement intensification begin? Did 
imperial demand or market command motivate 
the settlement’s economic intensification? And 
what were the settlement’s major industries? 
The project predicts that additional phases as-
sociated with the Middle Islamic settlement’s 
foundation will be identified below the Phase 
2b surfaces that can answer these and similar 
questions. At the end of the 2009 season, limited 
sampling below the Phase 2b surface revealed 
additional laminations. Furthermore, the tops 
of features and walls became apparent once the 
Phase 2b installations were removed following 
their documentation. These features are likely 
related to Phase 2c and will receive careful at-
tention in future seasons. 

Excavations in Area L East
Area L East refers to William Morton’s 

original Area L trench (Areas LI - III) that was 
excavated primarily in 1956 and 1957 and has 
been left open until the present day. In this ex-
cavation area, measuring ca. 15 x 14 m, Morton 
uncovered a large building dating to the Iron II 
period, several walls from the Late Hellenistic / 
Early Roman period, and a substantial Middle 
Islamic residence. The results of Morton’s exca-
vations at Dhībān are largely unpublished (but 

see Morton 1989), but the field notes are in the 
possession of the DEDP, who are in the process 
of bringing Morton’s excavation to publication. 
One of the DEDP’s primary goals in excavating 
in Area L East is to clarify the sequence exca-
vated by Morton in order to facilitate this pub-
lication.

As a result of being exposed to the elements 
for more than 50 years, the edges of Area L East 
are heavily eroded, with thick deposits of collu-
vial wash accumulated at the base of the slopes 
on all four sides of the trench. The primary goals 
here in 2009 were: (1) to clean up the bottom of 
Area L East in order to re-expose the Iron Age 
architecture that Morton left in the bottom of the 
trench and (2) to excavate the eroded slopes of 
Area L East in order locate the surviving edges 
of Morton’s trenches, with the aim of identifying 
in situ deposits immediately adjacent to those 
excavated by Morton. Excavating such deposits 
would permit a better understanding of the area’s 
stratigraphy in more detail than is possible from 
Morton’s excavation notes alone. Additionally, 
because erosion affected the upper portion of 
the trench sections more than the lower sections, 
excavating slopes provides access to the earlier 
occupation layers at Dhībān more readily than is 
possible elsewhere on the site, where Iron Age 
and Late Hellenistic/ Early Roman deposits are 
overlaid by substantial Byzantine, Early Islamic 
and Middle Islamic evidence.

In order to facilitate these goals, a large scale 
clearance, cleaning and remapping of the walls 
remaining from Morton’s excavations was initi-
ated. While this was labor and time intensive, 
these efforts were rewarded by the re-exposure 
of Morton’s Walls 8, 15, 16 and 17 (Morton 
1989: fig. 13; Routledge 2004: fig. 8.1). These 
walls are all founded on bedrock and form a 
central rectangular room that is clearly part of 
a larger building. This was particularly evident 
on the west side of Area L East where excava-
tions have traced portions of two additional Iron 
Age walls associated with this same building. 
Re-exposing the Iron Age walls excavated by 
Morton has achieved two things. First, it has 
demonstrated the general accuracy of Morton’s 
architectural plans, which were integrated into a 
GIS base map during the 2009 season (Fatkin et 
al. in press). Second, it has provided the opportu-
nity to consolidate a substantial Iron Age build-
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ing for the purposes of site presentation. While 
the Mesha inscription indicates that Dhībān was 
an important site for the Iron II period in Jordan, 
there are at present very few remains from this 
period visible to visitors to the site. Over the next 
several seasons, the project hopes to change this 
situation by continuing to expose, consolidate 
and interpret this important Iron IIB building.

In 2009, excavation of the eroded slopes of 
Area L East was conducted in three units. The 
first was Unit BP48, located on the south side of 
the trench, near the south-east corner (Fig. 8). 
Unit BP48 was located at the top of the slope, in-
corporating level ground along its southernmost 
side. As this level ground was adjacent to one of 
the primary access routes to the excavation area, 
the southernmost 1.5m of the grid square were 
left unexcavated, resulting in an excavation area 
of 3.5m north-south by 5m east-west. This exca-
vation area included an irregularly shaped ‘step’ 
along the southern section at the point where the 
level ground began to erode and the slope broke 
sharply. This ‘step’ measured 4m west - east and 
between 40-60cm south-north. It was 35-70cm 
higher than the rest of the unit and contained 
several loci that appear to have been removed by 
erosion elsewhere in the square.

The sequence of deposition is relatively 
straightforward in BP48. In the area of the 
‘step’, Topsoil BP48.001 overlies two succes-
sive layers of very fine grained, ashy deposits 
BP48.004 and BP48.005; these seem to repre-
sent the accumulation of aeolian sediments af-
ter the site’s abandonment. The end of the ‘step’ 
was reached beneath BP48.005. The remaining 
loci excavated in 2009 extend from the southern 
section at 1.5m north to the next break in slope 

at ca. 3m north. The first of these larger loci is 
Fill BP48.006/007, a soil layer visible beneath 
BP48.005 in the ‘step’ and traceable immedi-
ately below the surface to the north after vigor-
ous cleaning. The exposed nature of the north-
ern portion of this locus was illustrated by the 
fact that it was cut by Pit BP48.009/010, which 
contained the head of a twentieth century tureya. 
The excavation of BP48.006/007 exposed the 
primary architectural features of Unit BP48. 
This was a room defined by Walls BP48.008 and 
BP48.013 on the west and east sides of the unit 
respectively, as well as Wall BP48.029 to the 
south-which is partially visible in the section. 
To the north this room was truncated by erosion 
ca. 1.5m north of the southern section line.  The 
western Wall BP48.008 was built as two rows 
of stone with rubble Fill BP48.003, a pattern al-
ready familiar from Middle Islamic architecture 
in Area L West. Wall BP48.008 is preserved for a 
length of ca. 2.85m. The bottom of this wall has 
not yet been exposed. At present it has a maxi-
mum preserved height of 1.45m.  On the eastern 
side of the square a very poorly preserved Wall 
BP48.013 was uncovered. Wall BP48.013 is pre-
served for a length of only 1.2m and a height of 
just one course. It is of an uncertain construc-
tion pattern that may also be a double row with 
rubble fill.

Walls BP48.008 and BP48.013 define a 
room whose other primary feature, at least in 
its final phase of occupation, was a low Bench 
BP48.016 built against the eastern face of Wall 
BP48.008.  This installation consisted of one 
course of rectangular, semi-shaped stones em-
bedded in a foundation of mud and field stones. 
Bench BP48.016 abuts Wall BP48.008, which is 

8. Phase 2 architecture in Unit 
BP48, looking south (photo 
by C. Morgan).
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clearly earlier than this installation. Less clear is 
the relationship between Bench BP48.016, Wall 
BP48.008 and thick plaster Surface BP48.018, 
which represents the uppermost living surface 
in Unit BP48. This hard surface clearly seals 
up against Walls BP48.013 and BP48.029 and 
covers most of the uneroded portion of the unit. 
However, on the western side of the square, the 
relationship between this floor and both Bench 
BP48.016 and Wall BP48.008 is cut by a long 
animal burrow: BP48.011/015. The facts (1) 
that Surface BP48.018 was not evident beneath 
Bench BP48.016 when it was removed and (2) 
that there was no evidence for an intervening 
foundation trench between Surface BP48.018 
and Bench BP48.016 suggests that the two were 
constructed together in the final construction 
phase of the room. This relationship, however, 
is not directly attested by stratigraphic evidence.

Surface BP48.018 consists of thick plaster 
ranging from 5 to 8cm in thickness. The top 5cm 
of this surface was divided into 1x1m sub-grid 
units. Soil chemistry, phytolith and micromor-
phology samples were taken from each sub-grid 
with plaster flooring covering more than 50% 
of its area. This meant that samples were taken 
from four sub-grids (13, 14, 18 and 19) out of 
the 25 possible in this 5x5m unit. In addition, 
all of the plaster surface was floated by sub-
grid, with objects embedded in the top 5cm of 
flooring being individually point-provenanced 
by total station. The latest material embedded in 
this floor was diagnostic of the Middle Islamic 
period, providing a terminus post quem for the 
use of this surface and the final use of the Unit 
BP48 room. Whatever plaster surface remained 
after the top 5cm was removed was collected for 
flotation under the locus number BP48.020.

The removal of Surface BP48.018/020 and 
Bench BP48.016 marked the end of the 2009 
season. Beneath Surface BP48.018, excavation 
ended on what could be another surface, con-
sisting of a small area paved with flagstones 
embedded in plaster, provisionally identified 
as BP48.025. How this feature relates to the 
remainder of the unit is unclear, although it is 
evident that Walls BP48.008 and BP48.013 both 
continue below the level at which excavation 
ceased in 2009. When compared to excavations 
in Area L West, the occupational sequence in 
Unit BP48 was much simpler, lacking the evi-
dence for ephemeral room use between the fif-
teenth and twentieth centuries. Most of the ar-
chitectural collapse that is characteristic of Area 
L West’s Phase 1 was eroded in Unit BP48, with 
the resultant exposed layers being disturbed by 
twentieth century activities. In terms of the phas-
ing developed for Area L West, plaster Surface 
BP48.018 would represent Phase 2b. However, 
Phase 2a is not clearly attested.  

The second unit to be excavated in Area L 
East in 2009 was Unit BR47, a small trench lo-
cated along the west section of Morton’s trench 
(Fig. 9). Excavations in an adjacent trench in 
2005 (labeled L-Sect, or LII-III in Porter et al. 
2010: 28-29, figs 15-16) revealed a sequence of 
pre-Middle Islamic occupation consisting main-
ly of pottery-rich Early Roman fills and some 
2m of well stratified remains associated with 
Morton’s Iron II building, including three suc-
cessive plaster floors. In 2009 Unit BR47 was 
opened, which encompassed the area of the 2005 
sounding (formerly designated as L-Section) 
and the slope immediately north of this area. 
Even before excavation, it was clear that the 
Unit BR47 slope was more heavily eroded than 

9. Field L East section, looking 
west (photo by C. Morgan).
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either L-Sect or Unit BS47 (see below), with no 
post-Roman deposits surviving within the ex-
cavation area. A substantial deposit of eroded 
slope wash, Fill BR47.001, was removed from 
this area. Upon removal, the western edge of 
Morton’s original excavation trench was found. 
Unit BR47’s final shape measured ca. 2.60m 
north-south and 1.65-2.0m east-west. The north-
ern side of the unit ran along the middle of wall 
BR47.007, which effectively divided BR47 from 
unit BS47 to the north.

Unfortunately, it immediately became evi-
dent that even the in situ portion of this unit had 
experienced significant disturbance. =At the top 
of the slope, a very large and deep animal Burrow 
BS47.002 was found that cut through the upper-
most soil layers, BS47.006 and BS47.008. Once 
this had been excavated and the area thoroughly 
cleaned it became apparent that the burrow itself 
was cutting into Foundation Trench BR47.019 
for Wall BR47.007. In the south-west corner 
of the excavation area, between the limits of 
the 2005 sounding to the south and Foundation 
Trench BR47.019 to the north, a small ‘island’ 
of preserved Iron Age deposits was found with 
maximum dimensions of 1x0.60m. This Iron 
Age ‘island’ contained layers associated with the 
adjacent L-Sect trench of 2005 (BR47.003 and 
BR47.005 = L-Sect. 011).

Foundation Trench BR47.019 cut the pre-
served Iron Age layers and contained Fills 
BR47.006, BR47.008, BR47.009, BR47.010 
and BR47.011, all of which seem to date to the 
Late Hellenistic/Early Roman period based on 
a preliminary analysis of their pottery assem-
blages. Pit BR47.019 seems to have been cut as 
the foundation trench for Wall BR47.007. All of 
the layers filling Foundation Trench BR47.019 
contain a rather high density of ceramic vessels, 
especially in relation to other common artifact 
classes such as faunal remains. The layers of this 
trench are primarily distinguished by their inclu-
sions. The lowest layer, BR47.010, is filled with 
large cobbles and small boulders. It clearly runs 
underneath Wall BR47.007 and was deposited 
before the wall was built, perhaps as an initial 
fill to level and stabilize the ground on which 
the wall was constructed. Abutting BR47.010 
in a strip along the east side of the excavation 
area is Fill BR47.011, which is defined primar-
ily by the presence of burned and ashy soil lay-

ers, and the absence of large cobbles similar to 
those found in BR47.010. Above Fill BR47.010 
are Fills BR47.008 and BR47.009, which are 
distinguished by the presence (BR47.008) or 
absence (BR47.009) of a high density of coarse 
gravel and ṭābūn fragments. Fill BR47.008 runs 
directly underneath Wall BR47.007 and over Fill 
BR47.010. Fill BR47.008 appears to be the layer 
upon which the lowest course of Wall BR47.007 
was laid. Fill BR47.006 overlies Fill BR47.008 
and represents the latest fill of Foundation Trench 
BR47.019. Unfortunately, the truncation and dis-
ruption of this locus by the large animal Burrow 
BR47.002 makes it impossible to determine 
with confidence the surface level from which 
Foundation Trench BR47.019 was cut. There is 
no evidence for an Early Roman surface associ-
ated with Wall BR47.007 on its south side, but a 
possible surface is visible in section on the north 
side of this wall in BS47, as described below. 
Therefore, Unit BR47 may have been exterior 
to the building defined by Wall BR47.007. The 
removal of Fill BR47.010 revealed the bottom 
of Foundation Trench BR47.019. Excavation 
ended with Fill BR47.012, a thin layer of com-
pact soil lying over an as yet unexcavated plaster 
surface that appears to be part of a sequence of 
superimposed plaster floors ending with Surface 
BR47.018 (see below). Fill BR47.012 was not 
completely excavated in 2009, but appears to be 
Iron IIB in date.

As noted, the ‘island’ of preserved Iron Age 
material on the south side of the excavation 
area continues the sequence from the L-Section 
sounding of 2005 (Porter et al. 2010: 28-29). 
Fill BR47.003 is a layer of very dense and com-
pacted sediment containing boulders and large 
cobbles. This deposit is evidently the result of 
post-occupation collapse on to the last phase of 
occupation of the large Iron Age IIB building 
uncovered by Morton’s excavations. Beneath 
this layer was Surface BR47.013, the first of the 
building’s two plaster floors, which had a de-
posit of collapsed ṭābūn material lying on top 
of it, viz. Fill BR47.005. In this fill, a molded 
head of a bearded male figurine with prominent 
ears was discovered (Fig. 10). The figurine is a 
very close match with figurines found elsewhere 
in Moab, e.g. Khirbat al-Mudayna on Wādī ath-
Thamad and Bālū‘ (Glueck 1934: 25, figs. 7a-
b). Surface BR47.013 was a well made plaster 
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floor ca. 2cm thick, preserved over an area of 
just 80x40cm. Unfortunately, animal burrows 
ran under and through the floor to such an extent 
that phytolith and soil chemistry samples were 
not taken owing to the likelihood of contamina-
tion. Surface BR47.013 was laid over a founda-
tion of flat, cobble-sized stones that provided 
substantial floor support. As in 2005, an earlier 
plaster Surface, BR47.018, was uncovered be-
neath the BR47.014 underflooring, with 40cm 
of fill (BR47.016, BR47.017) between them. 
Surface BR47.018 was thicker (3 - 4 cm) and 
better preserved than Surface BR47.013. As a 
result, soil chemistry, phytolith and micromor-
phology samples were all taken from the one 
sub-grid (11) where this floor survived.  In ad-
dition, the first 3cm of this floor was floated 
and all of the artifacts embedded in the surface 
were point-provenanced. A preliminary analysis 
of the pottery suggests that the entire preserved 
Iron Age sequence in BR47 dates to the Iron 
IIB period. Excavation in BR47 ended with the 
removal of Surface BR47.018, but it is evident 
that a sequence of superimposed plaster floors, 
likely Iron Age in date, underlies BR47.018 and 
remains to be excavated.

The third unit to be excavated in Field L 
East in 2009 was Unit BS47, situated imme-
diately north of Unit BR47 along the western 
edge of Morton’s Area L trench. Excavation in 
this unit initially concentrated at the top of the 
slope, where a narrow strip (ranging from ca. 
0.50 to 1.0m in width) of level soil along the 
western edge of Morton’s excavation trench pre-
served uneroded portions of the later deposits. 
These deposits were primarily Middle Islamic 
in date and appear to represent what remains of 
the eroded eastern end of an as yet unexcavated 
structure lying mainly to the west in Unit BS46. 
Most of the excavated deposits lie between the 

two east-west oriented walls visible in the sec-
tion. The Middle Islamic sequence begins with 
rockfall and is followed by fill layers. Although 
no prepared surfaces were identified in exca-
vation or in the section, flat-lying pottery and 
stones suggest that the upper interface of a com-
pacted Fill BS47.006 may have served as a sur-
face for this room. Underlying BS47.006 is Fill 
BS47.014, which runs beneath Wall BS47.012. 
The presence of Middle Islamic pottery in this 
locus indicates a Middle Islamic foundation 
for Wall BS47.012. Beneath BS47.014 a major 
stratigraphic change was observed, with large 
quantities of Early Roman pottery embedded in 
a loose, pebble laden fill devoid of boulders or 
cobbles. At this point, excavations on the upper 
portion of the slope was suspended in order to 
focus on clearing the thick erosion deposits that 
overlay the eastern portion of BS47 at the base 
of the slope. This was a major earth-moving op-
eration that took the remainder of the 2009 sea-
son.

Removing deposits of slope erosion that 
were up to 2m in depth in some places achieved 
two things. First, it re-exposed a number of ma-
jor walls from Morton’s excavations, especial-
ly his north-south Wall 8 and Wall BS47.036, 
which appears to have been truncated by the 
construction of Wall BR47.007. Wall BR47.007 
was clearly built against and slightly over the 
top of Wall BS47.036. Second, it permitted the 
original western edge of Morton’s trench to be 
traced and the section to be recut for a length of 
ca. 4m, with a height of ca. 2m.

The large north-south section cut in Unit 
BS47 exposed an interesting stratigraphic se-
quence that was documented but not excavated in 
the 2009 season (Fig. 11). A series of fill layers, 
a pit and rockfall overlay a thick plaster Surface 
BS47.028/029. This plaster floor seals against 
Wall BR47.007 and runs over the top of the ear-
lier Wall BS47.036. At the northern end of the 
unit, it also runs above Wall BS47.035. Material 
collected while cutting this section suggests that 
deposits down to and including this plaster floor 
were Early Roman in date. Approximately 40cm 
below this upper plaster floor, a second plaster 
floor is visible in the section. This plastered sur-
face has an underfloor foundation of flat stones, 
much like the Iron Age floors evident in Unit 
BR47, and was found to contain only Iron II pot-

10. An Iron Age IIB figurine excavated in BR47.005 (il-
lustration by K. Leu) 
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tery when the section was cut. This lower plaster 
floor seals against Wall BS47.036 in the south 
and Wall BS47.035 at the north end of the unit, 
suggesting that these walls and floors formed a 
single room at some point, probably in the Iron 
IIB period. Beneath the stone foundation of this 
lower plaster floor is a stone built wall or instal-
lation (BS47.038) that has been bisected by the 
section on an oblique angle. At least two, and 
perhaps three, thin and discontinuous plaster 
layers that may represent successive floors run 
north from this wall/ installation and seal against 
Wall BS47.035. Again, pottery collected whilst 
cutting the section suggests that these earliest de-
posits also date to the Iron IIB period, although 
confident assessments must await the actual ex-
cavation of these deposits.

In summary, the preserved occupational se-
quence in Area L East consists of a large Iron 
IIB building with at least two and possibly three 
phases marked by thick plaster floors. This build-
ing appears to have been built on land cleared 
down to sterile marl. Excavations in 2009 did 
not dramatically change the DEDP’s original as-
sessment of the building’s construction, use and 
abandonment during the Iron IIB period, viz. the 
late ninth and eighth centuries BC (Porter et al. 
2010: 29). New radiocarbon dates (see below) 
from the 2005 L-Sect trench suggest an Iron IIB 
date that corroborates the relative date provided 
by ceramic vessel forms. Clearly, additional re-
search on the building is required before more 

specific dates can be proposed. Cutting into and 
building over this Iron IIB structure are Late 
Hellenistic/ Early Roman walls with associated 
floors in Unit BS47. The final major construc-
tion phase is the building of Middle Islamic do-
mestic structures that seal, rather than cut into, 
Early Roman layers. In future seasons, the proj-
ect hopes to document the very thin Iron IIC and 
Byzantine/ Early Islamic cultural levels that are 
present in some (e.g. L-Section), but not all (e.g. 
Unit BR47) areas.

Radiocarbon Analysis
The dating of archaeological strata by ra-

diocarbon analysis is an important aspect of the 
DEDP’s research design. Radiocarbon samples 
consisted of short-lived annual cereal grasses 
(predominately wheat and barley) and wood 
charcoal obtained from flotation samples col-
lected from excavated contexts. When possible, 
cereal grasses were chosen over wood charcoal 
in order to mitigate the effect of ‘old wood’ 
(Schiffer 1986). Sixteen samples were submit-
ted to the Oxford Radiocarbon Accelerator Unit 
(ORAU) in 2010, eight from stratified cultural 
deposits in Area L East and West, and the re-
maining eight from the lowest paleoterrace 
adjacent to the wadi on the west slope. Eleven 
samples proved satisfactory for analysis; five 
were withdrawn by ORAU owing to insufficient 
sample size, all of which were from the paleo-
terrace. Therefore all eight samples from Area 
L were available for dating, whereas only three 
samples from the terrace were possible (Table 1; 
Fig. 12). All calendar dates are calculated with 
OxCal 4.0 using the IntCal04 calibration curve 
(Reimer et al. 2004).

On the paleoterrace, radiocarbon dates show 
that the colluvial sequence found behind the ter-
race appears to be stratified chronologically.5 A 
sample of wood charcoal from a lower stratum 
(DM17.005) dates to 85-229 cal AD (2σ, 1856 
+/- 26 BP, OXA-23490), while another char-
coal sample from a stratum approximately 75cm 
above it (DM17.002) dates to 1524-1649 cal AD 
(2σ, 291 +/- 23 BP, OxA-23488). Although fur-
ther sampling from each stratum could improve 
the accuracy of these dates, these initial find-

11. Profile of Unit BS47, looking west (photo by C. 
Morgan)

5. A discussion of these terrace features can be found in 
Fatkin et al. in press, in the section entitled Paleo-

landscape Assessment: Landscape and Hydrology.
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ings suggest that multiple, small-scale erosional 
events have been a recurring process in Dhībān’s 
site-formation sequence, consistent with regular 
slope degradation over time. The observed se-
quence of coarse layers underlying thin soils 
within this sequence also supports the idea of 
regular slope wash, as opposed to large-scale 
slope failures, as the dominant erosional process 
at Dhībān. The construction of walls along the 
edge of this terrace may have been intended to 
stabilize soil throughout the occupational his-
tory of the site, allowing for the development of 
regular stratification within erosional sequences 
(Fatkin et al. in press).

The eight samples from Area L shed con-
siderable light on dates for Dhībān’s settlement 
episodes. The earliest date comes from a sub-
floor (L-Sect.020, SG 4.1) in Field L East be-
neath Surface L-Sect.018 that has been dated 
by ceramic evidence to the Iron IIB.6 A barley 
seed from this flotation sample yielded an earlier 
date of 1209-1010 cal BC (2σ, 2907 +/- 26 BP, 
OxA-23487). One explanation for these compet-
ing dates is the possibility that materials from 
the early Iron Age were used to construct Fill 
L-Sect.020 below this surface to prepare for its 

construction. The early Iron Age date is strength-
ened further by the presence of early Iron Age 
ceramic vessels in the soil matrix (Porter et al. 
2010: 30). Although this test does not permit a 
date to be assigned to the floor’s construction, 
it does provide an insight into: (1) Iron II archi-
tectural construction techniques and (2) the pos-
sibility of an agricultural settlement in the early 
Iron Age. The next earliest date is also from a 
barley seed in a lower Surface L-Sect.024 (SG 
4.1), yielding 789 - 538 cal BC (2σ, 2511 +/- 
30 BP, OxA-23575). Although this is a broad 
date range - owing to the effect of the ‘Hallstatt’ 
Plateau (Kilian et al. 1995; van der Plicht 2004) 
- the earlier half of this range falls comfortably 
within the Iron IIb dating sequence, which ac-
cords with the ceramic evidence recovered in the 
floor.

Additional light has been shed on Dhībān’s 
Middle Islamic settlement by testing samples 
from Phases 2a and 2b in the Area L West 
building complex. A Phase 2b ostensible Bin 
BR44.036 was sampled in the barrel-vaulted 
room, from the lowest point of the bin, yield-
ing an anomalous date of 783-880 AD (2σ, 1190 
+/- 24 BP, OxA-23483). This date in the Early 

6. See Porter et al. 2010: 28-29 for a description of the stratigraphy and phasing of L-Section in Field L East.

12. Results from radiocarbon 
analysis of organic materials 
excavated during the 2009 
season (OxCal v.4.0.5 Bronk 
Ramsey [2007]; r:5 IntCal04 
atmospheric curve [Reimer 
et al. 2004]) (prepared by A. 
Farahani).
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DEDP # ORAU # Square Locus Bag SG Type Conventional 
Date (BP) Calendar Date (1σ) Calendar Date (2σ)

1 OxA-23456 BP48 18 213 18 Wheat seed 832 +/- 24 1184 AD – 1252 AD 1165 AD – 1260 AD
2 OxA-23457 BS43 18 234 18 Wheat seed 626 +/- 23 1298 AD – 1391 AD 1290 AD – 1397 AD
3 OxA-23483 BR44 36 400 Wheat seed 1190 +/- 24 783 AD – 880 AD 772 AD – 937 AD
4 OxA-23574 BS44 48 192 19 Wheat seed 825 +/- 37 1185 AD - 1259 AD 1058 AD - 1275 AD
5 OxA-23484 BR44 35 414 2 Wheat seed 605 +/- 24 1306 AD – 1396 AD 1298 AD – 1405 AD
6a OxA-23485 BR44 16 215 Charcoal 306 +/- 23 1522 AD – 1644 AD 1494 AD – 1649 AD
6b OxA-23486 BR44 16 215 Charcoal 263 +/- 24 1530 AD – 1664 AD 1522 AD – 1799 AD
7 OxA-23575 L-sect 20 127 4.1 Barley seed 2511 +/- 30 770 BC - 553 BC 789 BC - 538 BC
8 OxA-23487 L-sect 24 174 4.1 Barley seed 2907 +/- 26 1187 BC – 1041 BC 1209 BC – 1010 BC

PT 4 OxA-23488 DM17 2 14 Charcoal 291 +/- 23 1524 AD – 1649 AD 1515 AD – 16458 AD
PT 5 OxA-23489 CJ8 2 14 Charcoal 1.11 +/2 0.003 MODERN MODERN
PT 9 OxA-23490 DM17 5 17 Charcoal 1856 +/- 26 126 AD – 215 AD 85 AD – 229 AD

Table 1: List of radiocarbon samples tested following the 2009 season.

Islamic period suggests a fair amount of sedi-
ment turbation within this structure, or deliberate 
backfilling using older materials from previous 
settlement episodes. Additionally, evidence from 
surfaces in the building complex supports the in-
terpretation of the building’s continued reuse on 
either side of the Mamluk’s empire’s boom and 
bust economy (Walker 2004). A wheat seed from 
a Phase 2b floor (BS44.018 SG19) yielded a date 
of 1058-1275 cal AD (2σ, 825 +/- 37 BP, OxA-
23574), while two wheat seeds from two Phase 
2b contiguous floors yielded dates of 1298-1405 
AD (2σ, 605 +/- 24, OxA-23484, BR44.035 SG 
2) and 1290 - 1397 cal AD (2σ, 626 +/- 23, OxA-
23457, BS43.018 SG 18) respectively. These 
results strongly suggest that the building’s use 
began in the early years of the Ayyubid/Mamluk 
empire ‒ or perhaps even earlier ‒ and contin-
ued until the empire’s economic interests in the 
region declined. The Phase 2b surface described 
above therefore likely dates to the late fourteenth 
or early fifteenth centuries AD, and is probably 
the last substantial use of the building complex. 
A charcoal fragment from a much later Phase 2a 
ṭābūn installation (BR44.016) cut into this floor 
was dated to 1494 - 1649 AD (2σ, 306 +/-23, 
OxA-23484). These results confirm the date of 
the building’s Phase 2a ephemeral settlement ep-
isodes in the latter half of the Middle Islamic and 
first half of the Late Islamic periods. Altogether, 
these new dates from the Area L West building 
complex accord with the results published in pre-
vious DEDP reports (Porter et al. 2010: 27-28).

Numismatic Evidence 
The coins found during the 2009 season (n = 

7) were all made from copper and emerged from 
the excavation with heavy accretions of dirt and 
some significant corrosion (Table 2). The coins 
were subjected to a gentle, non-chemical clean-
ing process, which removed some of the ac-
creted material, but not enough to make precise 
identifications possible in most cases. As a re-
sult, it is recommended that a chemical or elec-
trical cleaning method be used on these coins to 
discover what further information may be re-
vealed. No inscriptional or design markers were 
observable on five of the eight coins. One coin 
is clearly Islamic, but needs further investigation 
for a more specific identification. Coin 1B has 
naskhī-style Arabic writing on both faces, but it 
is not possible to decipher these legends.

However, two coins have strong indicators 
of Mamluk origin. Coin 2 (BR41.003.152) has 
two Mamluk indicators. The first is its method 
of production. As the four nodes on the coins pe-
rimeter indicate, this coin was struck on a flan 
that was in turn cut from a strip of molten metal. 
This method of coin production was quite com-
mon in the Mamluk sultanate during the eighth 
century AH/fourteenth century AD, albeit more 
commonly encountered with the silver coins. 
The second indicator is the trace remains of the 
interlocking six pointed star on one side. This 
framing device was quite common in the cop-
per coins produced in the Syrian mint during the 
mid-eighth century AH/fourteenth centuryAD.
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Coin 4 (BS47.019.225) also has traces of 
naskhī-style Arabic writing on both sides. In the 
middle line of one side, the legend …al-S(āliḥ) 
`Imad… is legible. Along with the fabric, size 
and weight of the coin, this leads to a tentative 
identification as Type 290 from Balog (1964: 
174). Balog identified this type as a dirham-type 
fils, since it has no decorative designs but only 
epigraphic legends. It is therefore possible that 
coins of this type were struck in Cairo, since this 
lack of decoration on copper coins seems to be a 
marker of difference between the fulūs produced 
by the Cairo mint as opposed to those struck in 
the Syrian mints. Neither Coin 2 nor Coin 4 was 
found associated with a surface and therefore 
they offer no new information that could sub-
stantiate the proposed dates for Phase 2.

Site Preservation and Development
During the 2009 season, the DEDP made 

important contributions to Dhībān’s preservation 
and future site development. The most signifi-
cant actions included the consolidation of almost 
all excavated walls in Area L. The Department 
of Antiquities’ Mādabā Regional Office man-
aged the process, while the DEDP funded the 
purchase of supplies and technical labor from 
their research budget. Walls that were not con-
solidated were backfilled. The DEDP also fund-
ed the construction of a 2m high, unconsolidated 
barrier wall on the northern and eastern sides 
of Area L, with the aim of diverting herd traf-
fic away from the trenches where future site de-
velopment is planned. Site visits in 2011 deter-
mined that the wall had proved resilient and that 
only minor repairs are required from season to 
season. The DEDP remains dedicated to assist-

ing the Department of Antiquities in their goal to 
develop the site for visitors. 
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Sumio Fujii, Takuro Adachi, Hitoshi Endo, Masatoshi Yamafuji, 
Yui Arimatsu and Kazuyoshi Nagaya 

Introduction
The Jafr Basin Prehistoric Project (JBPP), 

headed by the first author, started in 1995 with a 
view to tracing the process of pastoral nomadi-
zation in southern Jordan on the basis of archae-
ological evidence. The first and second phases of 
this long-term research project were conducted 
for twelve years, from 1997 until 2008, and ad-
dressed the establishment of a local chronology. 
For this objective, we excavated more than a 
dozen archaeological sites in the north-western 
part of the basin, our main research area. This 
series of investigations has enabled us to draw 
a rough sketch of a cultural sequence extend-
ing from the appearance of short-range pastoral 
transhumance in the latter half of the Pre-Pottery 
Neolithic B (PPNB), through a gradual shift into 
pastoral nomadism in the Pre-Pottery Neolithic 
C (PPNC) and the Late Neolithic (LN), until the 
establishment of fully fledged pastoral societies 
in the Early Bronze Age (EBA) (Fujii n.d.b: fig. 
38).

The third phase of the project was designed 
on the basis of results from the PPNB agro-
pastoral outpost of Wādī Abū Ṭulayḥa, which 
was continuously excavated in the latter half of 
the second phase (Fujii 2006a, 2006b, 2007a, 
2007b, 2007c, 2008a, 2009; Fujii and Abe 2008). 
Our focus was on investigating the possible cor-
relation between PPNB pastoral transhumance 
and the contemporary barrage system. The first 
field season, conducted over approximately two 
weeks between 13 and 24 September 2009, was 
devoted to a comprehensive survey of Neolithic 
water catchment facilities and neighboring agro-
pastoral outposts. The survey suggested that the 
combination of the two components was the 
norm for the Jafr Pastoral PPNB and penetrated 

deep into the basin beyond the type-site (Fujii 
2010a, 2010b). The second season took place 
for about three weeks between 14 September 
and 2 October 2010 and focused on rescue ex-
cavations at the Neolithic barrage site of Wādī 
Ghuwayr 106 and its neighboring outpost of 
Wādī Ghuwayr 17 (Fujii, et al. 2011; Fujii et al. 
2011). The third and fourth seasons, our main 
concern here, was carried out for a total of six 
weeks between 4 and 29 September 2011 and 
18 March and 5 April 2012. The target of the in-
vestigation was Wādī an-Nu‘ayḍiyyah 1, anoth-
er barrage system newly found in the northern 
part of the Jafr Basin. The investigation has pro-
vided further insights into the location, chronol-
ogy, function and formation process of the Jafr 
PPNB barrage system as essential infrastructure 
supporting initial pastoral transhumance. This 
report briefly summarizes the investigation re-
sults from this unique extramural site.

The Site and its Setting
The site of Wādī an-Nu‘ayḍiyyah 1 was 

found for the first time in the summer of 2011, 
during investigations at Wādī Ghuwayr 17 and 
106, lying ca. 20km south-east of that site. Like 
the Wādī Ghuwayr sites, it is located on a lime-
stone plateau behind the escarpment that defines 
the northern edge of the Jafr Basin (Figs 1-2). 
The surrounding natural environment is harsh 
and no perennial natural water sources are avail-
able. Local vegetation is very poor and no tradi-
tional villages are present. For this reason, local 
land use has long been limited to seasonal pas-
turing.

Wādī an-Nu‘ayḍiyyah 1 is a simple, extramu-
ral site that consists only of two long freestand-
ing stone-built walls (Fig. 3). It is isolated in the 
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1. Wādī an-Nu‘ayḍiyyah 1 and PPNB sites in and around the Jafr Basin.

middle of a flint pavement desert (Ar. ḥammād) 
and appears not to have been associated with a 
neighboring settlement. However, as described 
below, four limestone and flint workshops (loci 
1001-1004) are located nearby, suggesting the 
existence of neighboring encampments. In addi-
tion, another barrage site, Wādī an-Nu‘ayḍiyyah 
2, is situated ca. 1km lower down the same drain-
age system. Thus, we can argue that the barrage 
site of Wādī an-Nu‘ayḍiyyah 1 is one of the ma-
jor components of the Wādī an-Nu‘ayḍiyyah site 
complex. Incidentally, Wādī an-Nu‘ayḍiyyah 

flows northwards to join Wādī al-Ḥasā, one of 
the major drainage systems of the Transjordan 
Plateau. It follows that in terms of hydrology, the 
site belongs to the Wādī al-Ḥasā drainage system 
rather than the Jafr drainage system.

The two wall alignments occupy flat terrain 
in the northern half of an oval playa (Ar. Qā‘) 
(Fig. 4). This playa, ca. 400m long and up to ca. 
250m wide in terms of present surface area, is 
the lowest component of a semi-open playa sys-
tem that forms the uppermost course of one of 
the headwaters of Wādī an-Nu‘ayḍiyyah. Thus, 
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2. Location of Wādī an-Nu‘ayḍiyyah 1 and its surrounding topography.

it follows that the two walls occupy the lowest 
part of the semi-open playa system, a location 
common to every PPNB barrage system known 
to date in the Jafr Basin (Fujii n.d.b; Fujii et al. 
2011). A triangular braided channel is formed 
behind the lower barrage, viz. at the final outlet 

of the playa system, being followed by a small 
converging wadi ca. 3-5m wide and ca. 0.1-0.5m 
deep (Fig. 5). Both features are also common to 
the other examples, corroborating the sugges-
tion that the Jafr PPNB barrage systems shared 
a number of common locational characteristics.
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3. Wādī an-Nu‘ayḍiyyah 1: site plan and elevations.
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The Investigation
We adopted the same excavation meth-

ods used at the nearby barrage site of Wādī 
Ghuwayr 106. To begin with, we identified 
the main axis of the barrage system and estab-
lished two arbitrary leveling points, BM-1 (ca. 
1,026m; N 30˚41.689; E 036˚24.287) and BM-2 
(ca. 1,026m; N 30˚41.771; E 036˚24.273), 
along that axis. Subsequently, we measured the 
relative elevations of the main axis and several 
perpendicular axes at 50m intervals, and plot-
ted the outline of surrounding topographical 
features (Fig. 3). We then assigned serial num-
bers to the in situ wall remains of the two bar-
rages at intervals of ca. 5-10m and produced 
general plans by plotting these marked points 
by plane table.

Following our previous investigations, 
we designated the two stone-built features as 
Barrage 1 and Barrage 2 in descending order of 
elevation, i.e. from the south to north. Barrage 
1 was intensively examined by means of a total 

4: Wādī an-Nu‘ayḍiyyah 1: distant view of the site (looking 
north-east).

5. Wādī an-Nu‘ayḍiyyah 1: distant view of the site (looking 
south).

of six excavation areas (Areas 1-6) set up par-
allel to the major axis of the barrage system. 
The scrutinized wall sections totaled ca. 40m in 
length, equivalent to ca. 27 percent of the whole 
length of the barrage wall (ca. 150m). In addi-
tion, two trenches (Trenches 11 and 22) were 
opened to the north and south of the barrage 
wall for the purpose of exploring the location 
of a buried wadi. Barrage 2, on the other hand, 
was briefly examined with three small trenches. 
Excavated soil from the two features were not 
sieved owing to the extreme scarcity of small 
finds, but a small sample of basal deposits from 
Barrage 1 was collected with the aim of recov-
ering any preserved organic remains. Several 
charcoal fragments and carbonized seeds were 
recovered by flotation and are now under analy-
sis (Dr Hiroo Nasu pers. comm.).

The site stratigraphy was examined in every 
excavation area, as well as in a robber pit next 
to the west ‘wing’ of Barrage 1. It is summa-
rized as follows (Fig. 24): Layer 1 ‒ the surface 
layer ‒ is ca. 5-10cm thick and consisted of light 
buff, slightly compact, silty sand deposits and 
a large amount of heavily abraded flint pebbles 
forming the present Ḥamād surface. Layer 2 is 
ca. 10-20cm thick, containing light brown, less 
compact, silty sand deposits and a small number 
of Ḥamād flints. Both layers covered the lower 
half of the barrage walls as subsequently depos-
ited layers. (Layers 2a-2d are broadly identical 
to Layer 2 in terms of content, but point to thick 
fill deposits in an open-cut limestone quarry in 
front of the barrage wall.) Layer 3 consists of 
reddish brown, relatively compact, silty sand 
deposits ca. 30-40cm thick. The two barrages 
were constructed on the upper surface of this 
layer (often with a mud bank intervening in be-
tween). Layer 4 is a reddish-brown weathered 
limestone layer ca. 30-40cm thick and occa-
sionally includes limestone cobbles and boul-
ders, presumably from the open-cut quarry (Fig. 
12). Layer 5 is a chalk layer more than 20cm 
thick, being extensively exposed at the base of 
the limestone quarry. This layer also includes 
high-quality limestone boulders, some of which 
were pulled off to leave small to large depres-
sions at the base of the quarry. Such is our pres-
ent understanding of the site stratigraphy, but 
further verification is needed to consolidate this 
tentative perspective.
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Excavation of Barrage 1

Barrage 1 is located slightly to the east of the 
center of the oval playa, at a distance of ca. 250m 
from the present inlet of the playa and ca. 150m 
from its outlet (Fig. 3). It is constructed across the 
playa and opens toward the south-south-east. The 
barrage wall, ca. 150m in total length and up to ca. 
0.4-0.7m in preserved height above the contem-
porary ground surface, spreads both ‘wings’ up-
stream to form a W-shape with a small protrusion 
at its center (Figs. 6-8). Seeing that fallen stones 
around the wall are very scarce, there would ap-
pear to be little difference between preserved and 
original wall heights. The playa surface in front of 
the barrage wall measures ca. 2-3 ha, which is the 
standard flooded area of the Jafr PPNB barrage 
(Fujii 2010c, n.d.b).

The barrage wall was constructed with a 
single row and up to three to five courses of 
undressed or partly dressed limestone cobbles 
and boulders ca. 30-80cm long. The central 
part of the barrage wall used halved cobbles 
and boulders, both of which were piled up with 
their fractured surface facing outward. Overall, 
the barrage wall was of high quality and rela-
tively well-preserved considering that no clear 
evidence for clay mortar was confirmed. Of 
interest is the fact that three kinds of masonry 
techniques were used. The foundation course 
is usually constructed of upright boulders ar-
ranged in stretcher bonds. The middle courses, 
on the other hand, consist of cobbles piled up 
horizontally using the same stretcher bonds. 
The uppermost course uses smaller cobbles and 
a header bond technique. This eclectic masonry 
technique is shared by the PPNB agro-pastoral 
outposts as well as by contemporary barrages 
(e.g. Fujii 2007b: fig. 8, 2007c: fig. 6), suggest-
ing that it was standard for stone-built structures 
in the PPNB Jafr Basin.

As with the lower barrage, the masonry wall 
of Barrage 1 was often supported by foundations 
and / or rear banks. Unexpected was the existence 
of a subterranean retaining wall up to ca. 1.2m 
high, which was constructed in front of the bar-
rage wall (i.e. at the northern edge of the open-cut 
limestone quarry). This robust wall was probably 
intended to cope with strong sideways water pres-
sure in order to prevent the barrage wall from col-
lapsing. The discovery of such a robust revetment 
buried under the thick deposits in front of the bar-

rage wall necessitates a re-examination of several 
previously investigated barrages in the Jafr Basin.

Area 1
Area 1 was established to examine the struc-

ture of a well-preserved wall section slightly to 
the east of the central protrusion of the barrage 
(Figs. 9-11). The excavation revealed a high 
quality masonry wall ca. 13m long and up to ca. 
0.7m in preserved height, which was slightly out-
curved in a downstream direction. It follows that 
the wall segment is combined with the central 
protrusion in Area 2 and, as a whole, describes 
a gentle S-shape. This is an ingenious device to 
disperse the strong sideways water pressure act-
ing on the central part of the barrage. A small 
mud bank ca. 0.3m high and ca. 1m wide was 
confirmed behind the wall.

Of significance is the discovery of the subter-
ranean retaining wall up to six stone courses or 
ca. 1.2m high. The wall ran parallel to the barrage 
wall, with an intervening rubble core ca. 1m wide 
between the two, thus forming a gentle double 
arc slightly out-curved towards the lowest course. 
The masonry technique of the revetment was of 
high quality with every course of construction 
material laid horizontally, occasionally using 
limestone rubble as adjusters. The revetment oc-
cupied the northern edge of the open-cut lime-
stone quarry, which had been excavated down to 
the upper surface of Layer 5 or even beyond (Fig. 
12). There is no doubt that the operation was in-
tended to procure the good quality limestone cob-
bles and boulders present in Layer 4 and on the 
upper surface of Layer 5. As a matter of fact, the 
quarry base was uneven and still retained small 
to large depressions left by removed stones. The 
discovery of the open-cut limestone quarry in 
front of the barrage wall sheds light on the reason 
why the barrage occupies muddy ground without 
much in the way of exposed construction mate-
rial, and why many of the limestone cobbles and 
boulders incorporated into the barrage wall are 
less weathered in comparison with other stones 
scattered around the site.

Also of interest is the origin of the fill depos-
its in the open-cut quarry. Unexpectedly, a small 
hearth (loc. 148/171) found between Layers 2d 
and 2e produced a C-14 date of 1266 ± 23 cal. 
BP [IAAA-113379]. Consistent with this date 
is the occurrence of an early Islamic gravestone 
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6. Barrage 1: plans and sections / elevations (including Areas 3, 4 and 6).
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and a dozen contemporary plain ware sherds 
from Layer 2d in Area 2. As described below, 
the lower fill layers in Area 1 also yielded a few 
similar pottery sherds. These facts suggest that 
aside from the basal deposits (Layer 2e) and the 
fill deposits in the series of depressions, most of 
original deposits and pit-spoil in the open-cut 
quarry were washed away in floods after the ear-
ly Islamic period. Incidentally, the same observa-
tion was made at Barrage 1 of Wādī Abū Ṭulayḥa 
(Fujii 2007b: 409-410).

Area 1 yielded a grooved stone weight from 
Layer 2b (Fig. 34: 1), a heavy-duty digging tool 
from Layer 2c (Fig. 34: 7) and a few early Islamic 
plain ware sherds (similar to the finds recovered 
in the neighboring Area 1) from Layer 2d. As 
discussed below, there is a high possibility that 
the two former artifacts derived from the original 
deposits in the open-cut limestone quarry.

Area 2
The operation in Area 2 examined the struc-

ture of the protrusion in the center of the bar-
rage (Figs. 13-15). It was also protected with a 
revetment or robust subterranean retaining wall 
constructed at the northern edge of the open-cut 
limestone quarry. There is no doubt that, as sug-
gested above, the central protrusion was com-
bined with the slightly out-curving wall section 
at the neighboring Area 1 to divert the strong wa-
ter pressure toward both sides. A similar device 
has been confirmed at most of the PPNB barrages 
known to date in the Jafr Basin (e.g. Fujii 2007b: 
fig. 9, 2007c: fig. 5; Fujii, Adachi et al. 2011: fig. 
7), suggesting that they were constructed accord-
ing to the same basic design.

It is inconceivable, however, that strong side-

ways water pressure acted on only one part of the 
barrage wall when we consider the flat topogra-
phy in and around the playa. Of significance in 
this regard is the cross-section of Trenches 11 
and 22 described below (Fig. 21). The existence 
of lenticular fluvial deposits (i.e. Layer 2’) sand-
wiched between Layers 2 and 3 suggests that the 
central protrusion was constructed across a small 
wadi ca. 5-6m wide and ca. 20-30cm deep. If this 
is the case, it would follow that the present playa 
was formed after the construction of the bar-
rage, probably as a result of its damming effect. 
As discussed below, this new perspective would 
provide valuable insights into the formation pro-
cess of the Jafr PPNB barrage system.

An early Islamic gravestone and a dozen 
plain ware sherds were found in Layer 2d, a lower 
fill deposit in front of the central protrusion (Fig. 
34: 9-11). As suggested above, their occurrence 
in the lower fill layer indicates that the original 
deposits in the open-cut limestone quarry were 
almost washed away by repeated floods after the 
Neolithic. One of the few possible exceptions to 
this is a small digging tool again recovered from 
Layer 2d (Fig. 34: 8). As with the similar artifact 
from the neighboring excavation area, there is a 
possibility that this stray find derived originally 
from the Neolithic quarry.

Area 5
This small excavation area was established 

to explore the eastern extension of the limestone 
quarry and revetment. Though not completed 
owing to time constraints, the limited deep 
sounding at the south-western corner revealed a 
stone alignment running parallel to the barrage 
wall (Figs. 13, 16). There is no doubt that this 

7. Barrage 1: general view (looking south-west). 8. Barrage 1: general view (looking north-east).
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9. Barrage 1: plan, lateral view and sections / elevations of Area 1.

robust wall section represents an eastern exten-
sion of the revetment attested to in Areas 1 and 2. 
It therefore follows that the open-cut limestone 
quarry extended at least as far as the eastern turn-

ing point of the barrage wall. The excavation also 
revealed a barrage wall up to four courses high, 
carefully constructed of halved limestone boul-
ders. No artifacts were found.
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10. Barrage 1: general view of Area 1 (looking west). 12. Barrage 1: general view of the south trench of Area 1 
(looking north-east).

11. Barrage 1: general view of Area 1 (looking north-east).

Areas 3, 4 and 6
These three small excavation areas briefly 

explored the structure of the western half of the 
barrage. The limited excavations showed that it 
was much inferior in construction quality than 
the wall of the eastern half, being not more than 
a few courses high and constructed with smaller, 
less standardized limestone cobbles (Figs. 6, 17-
19). This contrast suggests that the western half 
of the barrage was constructed as a simple bar-
rier to retain a seasonal flood.

The same applies to the subterranean struc-
ture. Although the sub-trench set in the middle of 
Area 6 produced evidence for a western exten-
sion of the open-cut quarry attested to in neigh-
boring Area 2, no clear evidence for the revet-
ment was confirmed. What we found instead was 
a part of a mud bank that protected the front of 
the poorly constructed barrage wall. This means 
that the robust masonry revetment characteristic 
of the eastern half was replaced by the mud bank 
between Area 2 and Area 6. This is probably be-

cause this part of the quarry failed to yield any 
of the expected building stones. (As a matter of 
fact, the cross-section of the robber pit described 
below clearly indicates that no good quality 
building stones were present in the layers on the 
western half of the barrage.) The inferior quality 
of the barrage wall behind the bank may also be 
understood in the same context. Though not suf-
ficiently explored in the other two excavation ar-
eas owing to time constraints, a combination of 
a non-productive open-cut limestone quarry, an 
inferior barrage wall and a front bank (instead of 
a revetment) appears to characterize the western 
half of the barrage. With the exception of several 
undiagnostic flint flakes, no artifacts were found.

Stone Alignment
A short stone alignment was found in the 

middle of the flooding area of the barrage, at a 
point ca. 13m south-east of BM-1 (Figs. 6, 20). 
Describing a gentle curve, it extended for ca. 
5m roughly north - south. This feature was very 
simple in structure, being constructed of a single 
row and course of upright undressed limestone 
cobbles, partially supported by rubble. No arti-
facts were recovered around the feature.

Nothing can be said about the chronologi-
cal correlation or otherwise of this feature with 
the neighboring barrage, except that the feature 
might once again be founded on the upper sur-
face of Layer 3. The specific use of this unique 
feature is also unknown. A possible interpreta-
tion is that it represents a remnant of an embank-
ment constructed along the buried wadi, but it 
appears too ephemeral for such a role. (It also 
casts doubt on the assumption that the similar 
example at Barrage 2 is far from the supposed 
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13. Barrage 1: plans, lateral views and sections of Areas 2 and 5.
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14. Barrage 1: general view of Areas 2 and 1 (looking 
north-east).

17. Barrage 1: general view of Area 3 (looking north-
west).

15. Barrage 1: general view of Area 2 (looking north). 18. Barrage 1: general view of Area 4 (looking north-
north-west).

16. Barrage 1: general view of Area 5 (looking north). 19. Barrage 1: general view of Area 6 (looking north-
north-west).

position of the buried wadi.) Worth bearing in 
mind is an elderly workman’s comment that lo-
cal herders often still construct similar features 
as a water level gauge. According to him, this 
simple device enables them not only to know the 
water level of a flooded playa but also to guide 
their livestock so as not to get stuck in the mud. 
In view of the existence of a similar feature at 
Barrage 2 described below, this intriguing eth-

no-archaeological interpretation seems worth 
testing.

Trenches 11 and 22
Two long trenches were opened in search of 

possible evidence for the presence of a wadi that 
was likely dammed up by Barrage 1 (Fig. 6). 
Trench 11 was set up across BM-1 lying ca. 30m 
upstream of the barrage wall. Trench 22 was ar-
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ranged at a point 50m north of BM-1, or ca. 20m 
downstream of the barrage wall, again with the 
major axis of the barrage system at the center.

The deep sounding at Trench 11 confirmed 
that shallow fluvial deposits (Layer 2’), ca. 6 m 
wide and ca. 0.2-0.3m thick, were sandwiched 
between Layer 2 and Layer 3 (Figs. 21, 22). 
These probably represent the wadi being bur-
ied by the damming effect of the barrage. Given 
that the central protrusion of the barrage corre-
sponded with this location, it would follow that 
a small stream flowed in a north-north-westerly 
direction taking an easterly course within the 
present playa (Fig. 3). This assumption, if cor-
rect, would explain the reason why the barrage 
system is located slightly to the east of the center 
of the present playa (newly formed through the 
damming effect of the barrage), and why its ma-
jor axis is slightly off-center.

Trench 22 also yielded similar deposits be-

tween Layers 2 and 3 (Figs. 21, 23). However, it 
was much larger in scale (ca. 20-30cm thick and 
more than 10m wide) and, at the same time, con-
spicuously uneven on both its upper and lower 
surfaces. Seeing that the width of the buried 
wadi appears to be consistent between Trench 
11 and the central protrusion of the barrage, it 
is most unlikely that the wadi suddenly became 
wider behind the barrage. A key to this enigma 
is the formation of a triangular braided channel 
behind Barrage 2 (Fig. 3), which suggests the 
possibility that these wide and uneven deposits 
represent a mixed picture of buried wadi and a 
braided channel newly formed behind Barrage 
1, subsequently buried under similar fluvial de-
posits. As discussed below, this tentative per-
spective would contribute towards a better un-
derstanding of the formation process of the Jafr 
PPNB barrage system.

Incidentally, Trench 11 ‒ to say nothing of 
Trench 22 ‒ includes both Layer 3 and Layer 4. 
This means that the open-cut limestone quarry 
did not reach this area of the site. It follows that 
the southern edge of the quarry was located 
somewhere between the trench and the southern 
end of Area 1 (Fig. 6), a likely assumption when 
we consider the length of the two ‘wings’.

Robber Pit
There was a large robber pit, probably dug by 

heavy machinery, beside the west ‘wing’ of the 
barrage. We partly cleaned its sections and exam-
ined the intact site stratigraphy outside the lime-
stone quarry (Figs. 24-26). Since results of the 

20. Barrage 1: general view of stone alignment (looking 
south).

21. Barrage 1: sections of 
Trenches 11 and 22.
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investigation have been collectively described 
above, no repetition is needed here. The two co-
lumnar sections provided valuable insights into 
the purpose of the open-cut limestone quarry.

Incidentally, the robber pit yielded a large 
stone weight, a chronological indicator of the 
Jafr PPNB barrage system (Fig. 34: 2). This 
limestone product occurred as a stray find in the 
base of the pit. Seeing that several limestone 

cobbles were scattered in and around the pit, it 
is conceivable that the diagnostic find was com-
bined with the other cobbles to form an attrac-
tive stone-built feature, probably a tomb. It is 
our present interpretation that the stone weight 
was originally incorporated somewhere into the 
barrage wall and was then re-used in the erased 
feature as building material. Similar artifacts 
occurred as stray finds in Area 1 (Fig. 34: 1) 

22. Barrage 1: general view of Trench 11 (looking north-
north-east).

25. Barrage 1: general view of the western wall of the 
robber pit (looking south-west).

23. Barrage 1: general view of Trench 22 (looking north-
north-east).

26. Barrage 1: general view of the eastern wall of the 
robber pit (looking north-east).

24. Barrage 1: cross-sections of 
the robber pit.
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27. Barrage 2: plan and sections / elevations.
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and behind Barrage 2 (Fig. 34: 4). These finds, 
though not in situ, are suggestive of a PPNB date 
for the Wādī an-Nu‘ayḍiyyah 1 barrage system.

Excavation of Barrage 2
Barrage 2 is situated ca. 130m downstream 

of Barrage 1, or ca. 20m upstream of the playa 
outlet (Fig. 3). As with the upper barrage, it is 
constructed across the playa and is oriented to the 
south-south-east. The barrage wall, ca. 125m in 
total length and up to ca. 0.3-0.4m in preserved 
height, describes a roughly straight line in its 
eastern part and a gentle curve in its western part 
(Figs. 27-29). Overall, the barrage is much inferi-
or in construction quality than the upper barrage, 
being up to a few courses high and constructed of 
much smaller and less standardized construction 
materials. Furthermore, it is devoid of both a cen-
tral protrusion and a revetment (Instead, as noted 
below, it is equipped with a rectangular rear wall 
and an extensive foundation bank) The flooded 
area is slightly smaller in scale than Barrage 1, 
being estimated at ca. 1-2 ha. These contrasts be-
tween the upper and lower barrages are common 

to every Neolithic barrage system known to date 
in the Jafr Basin (Fujii 2007c, 2011c), providing 
a key to understanding their formation process 
(Fujii et al. 2011).

Area 1
The operation in Area 1 aimed to examine 

the structure of the central part of the barrage. 
It revealed three simple walls, which all sat on 
an extensive foundation bank overlying Layer 3 
(Figs. 27, 30). The central wall stretched across 
the excavation area and can, therefore, be de-
fined as the main part of the barrage wall. The 
front wall may be regarded as a simple barrier 
for protecting the barrage wall from erosion. The 
rear wall, on the other hand, formed the western 
edge of a rectangular rear ‘fence’ that extends 
along the central part of the barrage. Seeing 
that only this wall was constructed with upright 
slabs, it may have been packed with mud and 
rubble and used as a sort of rear support for the 
barrage wall. No datable in situ artifacts were 
found in the excavation area. 

We opened a small sub-trench in front of the 
barrage wall for the purpose of exploring the ori-
gin of the huge volume of deposits used in the 
construction of the large-scale bank extending in 
front and behind the barrage wall. We found a 
forward extension of the foundation bank, but 
no clear evidence for the material source was 
obtained within the extent of the sub-trench. A 
possible interpretation is that, as with the west-
ern part of Barrage 1, a non-productive open-cut 
limestone quarry existed ahead of the sub-trench 
and supplied silty deposits as well as low quality 
building stone (This is highly likely as, in con-
trast to Area 1 of Barrage 1, Layers 4 and 5 in 

28. Barrage 2: general view (looking south-west). 30. Barrage 2: general view of Area 1 (looking north-
north-west).

29. Barrage 2: general view (looking north-east).
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the sub-trench include small limestone cobbles 
only). There is a possibility that the non-pro-
ductive open-cut quarry in front of the barrage 
was extensive, but a re-investigation is needed 
to verify this tentative perspective. No datable in 
situ finds were recovered.

Area 2
This excavation area was opened to ex-

plore the structure of the western part of the 
barrage wall. The limited excavation revealed 
a well-preserved masonry wall segment up to 
ca. 0.5m high that used upright limestone cob-
bles as foundations (Figs. 27, 31). However, 
unlike Area 1, no clear evidence for the front 
protection wall was confirmed. No diagnos-
tic artifacts were found in the operation area, 
but a diagonally truncated stone bar made of 
cortical flint was recovered at a point ca. 15m 
south-west of the area, beside wall segment 
7/8 (Fig. 34: 3).

Areas 3a and 3b

These two small excavation areas were set 
up across wall segment 20/21 in the eastern 
part of the barrage (Figs. 27, 32). The small 
soundings confirmed an eastern extension of 
the poorly constructed barrage wall, the front 
protection wall and the extensive foundation 
bank, all attested to in Area 1. The existence 
of the extensive foundation bank implies that 
the open-cut limestone quarry, a likely source 
of raw material, extended eastward too. It ap-
pears that as with Barrage 1, Barrage 2 was 

31. Barrage 2: general view of Area 2 (looking north-
west).

32. Barrage 2: general view of Area 3 (looking north).

also reinforced in its eastern half, at least in 
terms of the foundation bank. As suggested be-
low, this is probably because the eastern half 
of the playa gave passage to seasonal flood-
waters. A stone weight was found behind the 
barrage wall, at a point ca. 15m east of Area 
3b (Fig. 34: 4).
Stone Alignment

Barrage 2 was also associated with a short 
stone alignment (Figs. 27, 33). However, unlike 
the similar example at Barrage 1, this one was 
much smaller in size (ca. 1.5m long) and was 
located close to the western edge of the expected 
flooded area. As suggested above, this isolated 
feature might have been used as a water level 
gauge during the rainy season, but further veri-
fication is needed to validate this ethno-archaeo-
logical working hypothesis.
Small Finds

Small finds from the extramural barrage site 
are understandably very scarce, being limited to 
three stone weights, a diagonally truncated stone 
bar, a few dozen chipped flint artifacts and a lim-
ited number of early Islamic artifacts. Although 
none of them occurred in situ, they provide valu-

33. Barrage 2: general view of stone alignment (looking 
north).
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able insights into the date of the barrage system. 
In addition, several Arabic graffiti probably in-
scribed in the recent past were found on con-
struction materials, but they are omitted from 
the following description.

Stone Weights
A total of three stone weights were recovered: 

two from Barrage 1 and the other from Barrage 
2. All of them were made of a fine-textured, and 
therefore heavy, limestone boulder. The largest 
example (52.5cm long, 27cm wide, 24cm thick 
and ca. 46 kg in weight) occurred in an upper 
fill layer (Layer 2b in Area 1) of Barrage 1 (Fig. 
34: 1). Unusually, this stone weight is made of 
a prismatic limestone boulder and, probably for 
this reason, substitutes a circumferential groove 
for a pair of lateral notches. The second largest 
example (45.2cm long, 39.4cm wide, 15.8cm 
thick and ca. 36.2 kg in weight) was recovered in 
the robber pit beside the west ‘wing’ of the same 
barrage (Fig. 34: 2). The existence of a small 
hole, ca. 10cm in diameter and ca. 3cm in depth, 
in the center of the ventral surface suggests that 
the artifact was made on a re-used pillar base, an-
other chronological indicator of the Jafr Pastoral 
PPNB. Otherwise, this artifact is typical of Jafr 
PPNB stone weights, being modified into a vi-
olin-shaped profile by means of bifacial groov-
ing and bilateral notching. The smallest example 
(35.4cm long, 21.2cm wide, 10.3cm thick and 
9.4 kg in weight) was also recovered as a stray 
find behind the east ‘wing’ of Barrage 2 (Fig. 
34: 4). It lay on the present ground surface, sug-
gesting that it had been removed from its origi-
nal position in the recent past. Though typical 
in overall profile, this product does not have a 
bifacial groove and is modified by means of a 
pair of lateral notches and partial trimming only.

Similar artifacts have been found at every 
PPNB barrage and outpost known to date in the 
Jafr Basin and can, therefore, be regarded as stan-
dard equipment of the Jafr Pastoral PPNB (e.g. 
Fujii 2007b: fig. 16, 2007c: fig. 9; Fujii, Adachi et 
al. 2011: figs. 32, 33, n.d.b: fig. 13). There is little 
doubt that the three stray finds from Wādī an-
Nu‘ayḍiyyah 1 share a similar date and function. 
Available evidence from the other barrages sug-
gests that they were originally incorporated into 
the barrage wall, especially its central protrud-
ing reinforcement wall, as good luck talismans 

or ritual objects intended to secure the safety and 
longevity of the barrage. The three products might 
have attracted someone’s notice precisely because 
they were used in such a conspicuous placement. 
Anyhow, the occurrence of these diagnostic finds 
is suggestive of a PPNB date for the barrage sys-
tem of Wādī an-Nu‘ayḍiyyah 1.

Stone Bar 
A diagonally truncated stone bar, another 

chronological marker of the Jafr Pastoral PPNB, 
was recovered immediately beside wall segment 
7/8 of Barrage 2 (Fig. 34: 3). This unique arti-
fact, 25cm long and 3.4 kg in weight, is made 
of a cortical flint nodule with a large thermal-
flaking scar on its ventral surface. It is produced 
taking full advantage of the original shape of the 
material, with secondary retouch being limited 
to diagonal truncation at both ends. In this sense, 
it can be defined as an ad hoc tool, along with 
the three stone weights described above. Slight 
edge damage is present at one end, suggesting 
that it was used as a digging tool.

A large number of parallel examples have 
been reported from the PPNB agro-pastoral out-
posts of Wādī Abū Ṭulayḥa (e.g. Fujii 2008: fig. 
31, 2009: fig. 19) and Wādī Ghuwayr 17 (Fujii, 
Quintero et al. 2011: fig. 27). They were prob-
ably used for digging foundation pits for semi-
subterranean masonry structures unique to the 
Jafr Pastoral PPNB. On the other hand, the find 
from the extramural barrage site was probably 
used in the open-cut limestone quarry in front 
of the barrage wall. The occurrence of anoth-
er chronological indicator of the Jafr Pastoral 
PPNB has provided further insights into the date 
of the barrage system.

Chipped Flint Artifacts
The two major excavation areas at Barrage 

1 yielded a few dozen chipped flint artifacts, 
which included two digging tools (Fig. 34: 7-8) 
and two large denticulates (Fig. 34: 5-6). In 
view of their large dimensions and heavy edge 
damage, there is a possibility that they were also 
used in the open-cut limestone quarry. This fre-
quency of heavy-duty digging tools is character-
istic of the Jafr Pastoral PPNB; similar examples 
have been found at Wādī Abū Ṭulayḥa (e.g. Fujii 
2007a: fig. 28, 2009: fig. 15) and Wādī Ghuwayr 
17 (Fujii et al. 2011: fig. 25).
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34. Small finds from Barrage 1.
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Early Islamic Artifacts

An Early Islamic gravestone and a dozen 
wheel-made, reddish, plain ware sherds oc-
curred in Layer 2d in the two major excavation 
areas of Barrage 1 (Fig. 34: 9-11). In view of 
the fact that the sherds occurred concentrically 
around the gravestone, it is safe to say that both 
of them derived from a single tomb. However, 
the tomb appeared to have been swept away in 
repeated floods and no clear evidence was left in 
the two areas. Anyhow, their occurrence in the 
lower fill layer indicates that most of the original 
deposits (and / or pit spoil) of the open-cut lime-
stone quarry was carried away by Early Islamic 
and subsequent floods. The same observation 
was made at Barrage 1 of Wādī Abū Ṭulayḥa 
(Fujii 2007a: 409-411).
Surrounding Survey

Our intermittent survey during the excava-
tion of the barrage system recovered four pillar 
bases (loci 1001-1004) and one stone weight 
(locus 2001) around the site. Two of them (loci 
1001 and 1004) were associated with a small 
flint workshop that produced naviform cores and 
blade components. These survey results contrib-
ute to a more comprehensive understanding of 
the barrage site.

Loci 1001-1004 
The four large pillar bases were found at 

loci 1001-1004, lying ca. 2km to the east of the 
barrage system (Fig. 2). These loci were located 
ca. 0.5-1km apart from each other, in an area of 
outcropping limestone situated in slightly un-
dulating flint pavement desert (Figs. 36, 37). 
However, none of them appeared to be associ-
ated with clear evidence for structural remains.

The artifacts are made of large, flat lime-
stone boulders, measuring ca. 60 - 90 cm long 
and ca. 50-100 kg or more in weight (Fig. 35: 1, 
5, 6, 11). In terms of morphology, they are char-
acterized by a relatively flat upper surface and 
a small concavity (ca. 7-10cm in diameter and 
ca. 3-5cm deep) produced roughly in the cen-
ter of the upper surface. Similar products have 
been found at the PPNB outposts of Wādī Abū 
Ṭulayḥa (e.g. Fujii 2007a: fig. 30, 2008: fig. 30, 
2009: fig. 19) and Wādī Ghuwayr 17 (Fujii et 
al. 2011: fig. 28) as well as Barrage 1 of Wādī 
Abū Ṭulayḥa (Fujii, Adachi et al. 2011: fig. 34) 
and Barrage 1 of Wādī Ghuwayr 106 (op. cit.). It 

appears that the four survey finds share a similar 
date with these excavated examples.

In view of their heavy weight and bulk, it is 
indisputable that the four artifacts were produced 
on the spot. This is not to say, however, that the 
limestone outcrops around them functioned as 
workshops for supplying limestone products to 
the nearby barrage system. This is because, first, 
neither half-finished products nor debitage were 
left at the outcrops and, second, because no pil-
lar bases were incorporated into the Wādī an-
Nu‘ayḍiyyah 1 barrage system. Considered in 
this light, it seems more likely that the limestone 
artifacts were not only produced but also actu-
ally used on-site to receive a wooden pillar for 
supporting a tent-like hut. Given this, the ques-
tion is: who produced the pillar bases and built 
the huts? It is highly suggestive in this respect 
that a pillar base was incorporated into the cen-
tral part of Barrage 2 of Wādī an-Nu‘ayḍiyyah 2 
(Fig. 39). This may indicate that the temporary 
encampments were founded by barrage con-
structors who were involved in the construction 
of the neighboring two barrage systems. This 
assumption would explain the reason why the 
four pillar bases were scattered around the bar-
rage site and occurred only as isolated finished 
products. The existence of the pillar bases is sig-
nificant in that it suggests that the barrage sys-
tem was associated with several contemporary 
encampments.

Interestingly, loci 1001 and 1004 included a 
small PPNB flint workshop which took advan-
tage of the scatter of tabular flint nodules (Fig. 
38). Given the interpretation suggested above, it 
would follow that the two encampments accom-
modated a small group of flint knappers who 
were probably also the barrage constructors. The 
workshops produced naviform cores and crested 
blades as main products (Fig. 35: 2-4, 9); tool 
blanks and retouched tools were rarely present. 
It is therefore conceivable that the workshops 
represent first stage ateliers for tool blank pro-
duction. The blade blanks produced were prob-
ably removed to a nearby outpost such as Wādī 
Ghuwayr 17 or a yet-to-be-identified parent 
settlement far to the west. Anyhow, the co-exis-
tence of the PPNB flint workshops corroborates 
the dating of the encampments and, by associa-
tion, the nearby barrage system. Incidentally, the 
surface collection included tabular scraper cores 
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35. Small finds from Barrage 2 (above) and surrounding loci (below).
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36. Locus 1002: general view (looking north).

37. Locus 1004: general view (looking west). 

38. Locus 1001: pillar base and flint workshop (looking 
north).

39. Wādī an-N‘īḍiyyah 2: pillar base incorporated into 
the central wall of Barrage 2 (looking north-east).

(Fig. 35: 8) and Jafr blades (Fig. 35: 10) too. 
This means that the flint scatters were re-used 
in the Chalcolithic - Early Bronze Age, another 
flourishing period in the Jafr Basin.

Locus 2001
In addition to the four pillar bases, a large 

stone weight ‒ again made of a limestone boul-
der ‒ was recovered at locus 2001 ca. 5.5 km to 

the west of the barrage system (Fig. 3). This ar-
tifact measured 54cm long, 34cm wide, 21.5cm 
thick and 57 kg in weight (Fig. 35: 7), and was 
similar in general profile to the find from Area 
1 of Barrage 1 (Fig. 34: 1). It occurred in the 
middle of a flint pavement desert and was as-
sociated neither with a limestone outcrop, nor 
with a flint workshop or structural remains. 
However, in view of the close relationship be-
tween PPNB barrage systems and grooved stone 
weights (Fujii 2010c, n.d.b: fig. 13), there is a 
good possibility that this diagnostic artifact de-
rived from the nearby barrage system of Wādī 
an-Nu‘ayḍiyyah 1 or 2.

Summary and Discussion
The excavation has demonstrated that Wādī 

an-Nu‘ayḍiyyah 1 represents a fourth example 
of a Jafr PPNB barrage system, after Wādī Abū 
Ṭulayḥa, Wādī ar-Ruwayshid ash-Sharqī (Fujii 
2007b, 2007c, 2010a) and Wādī Ghuwayr 106. 
The following discussion briefly reviews the in-
vestigation results and pursues further details of 
this perspective.

Date and Function
Since these two key issues have already 

been addressed elsewhere (Fujii 2010c, n.d.b), 
no lengthy discussion is needed here. As for dat-
ing, both the occurrence of the diagnostic lime-
stone artifacts and the incorporation of a semi-
circular, protruding reinforcement wall (into the 
central part of Barrage 1) are shared with every 
PPNB barrage known to date in the Jafr Basin, 
thereby corroborating the dating of the Wādī an-
Nu‘ayḍiyyah 1 barrage system. In addition, the 
existence of the four PPNB encampments (and 
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the contemporary flint workshops associated 
with two of them) around the barrage system 
support this dating. There is little doubt that the 
site of Wādī an-Nu‘ayḍiyyah 1 dates back to the 
PPNB.

The issue of function also admits further 
in-depth discussion. It is now evident that the 
two elongated, stone-built features at Wādī an-
Nu‘ayḍiyyah 1 were used as basin-irrigation 
barrages to facilitate agro-pastoral adaptations 
within this desert landscape. A range of collater-
al evidence ‒ their location on permeable terrain, 
a grand design aimed at creating a shallow and 
extensive flooded area and the imperfect water-
proof properties of the barrage walls ‒ all argue 
against their use for simple water impoundment, 
instead supporting the basin-irrigation hypoth-
esis. A possible revision provided by the cur-
rent investigation is that the open-cut limestone 
quarry in front of the barrage wall might have 
served as an anthropogenic watering place for 
initial pastoral transhumants and their livestock. 
If this is the case, it would follow that at least 
some of the Jafr PPNB barrages were multi-pur-
pose dams possessing both the function of ba-
sin-irrigation and of supplying drinking water, a 
likely assumption when we consider the scarcity 
of reliable extramural water sources in the arid 
margins.

Open-Air Limestone Quarry
Additional comments should be made about 

the open-cut limestone quarry attested to for 
the first time at the barrage system of Wādī an-
Nu‘ayḍiyyah 1. The clear evidence came from 
Areas 1 and 2 of Barrage 1, where an extensive 
pit ca. 0.6-1.0m deep was found in front of the 
barrage wall. In view of the site stratigraphy 
(Fig. 26), there is little doubt that the pit rep-
resents an on-site quarry for procuring good 
quality limestone cobbles and boulders included 
in Layers 4 and 5. As a matter of fact, a dozen 
boulders still remain exposed at the base of Pit 
103 in Area 1 (Figs. 9, 12). In addition, the two 
major excavation areas have several depressions 
left by removed building stones. Both observa-
tions clearly indicate that there was a large open-
cut limestone quarry in front of the barrage wall. 
However, the extent of the quarry has yet to be 
confirmed. All we know at the present stage is 
that: (1) the northern edge is probably located 

between the revetment and the barrage wall, (2) 
the eastern and western edges extend beyond 
Area 5 and Area 6 respectively, (3) the southern 
edge lies between Trench 11 and the southern 
end of Area 1 (Fig. 6). It follows that the open-
cut limestone quarry covered an area of at least 
1,000 square meters in front of the barrage wall.

The discovery of the large-scale, on-site, 
open-cut quarry provides valuable insights into 
a few essential issues. To begin with, it sheds 
light on the source of the building stones used 
in the construction of the barrage system. Our 
previous report suggested that they were brought 
in from surrounding wadi beds (Fujii, Adachi et 
al. 2011), but this explanation is now harder to 
support. The presence of an on-site quarry has 
resolved the discrepancy between the barrage 
location in an area poor in exposed building ma-
terials on the one hand, and the expected volume 
of available construction materials on the other. 
It has also provided a convincing explanation of 
how the barrage managed to incorporate a large 
volume of less weathered limestone cobbles and 
boulders, which are usually difficult to procure 
on the Ḥamād surface.

The discovery provides insights into the ori-
gin of halved boulders as well. As noted above, 
the central part of a Jafr PPNB barrage usually 
piled up halved boulders with their fractured 
surface facing outwards. The exposure of good 
quality boulders in the base of Pit 103 in Area 1, 
coupled with the site stratigraphy of Barrage 1, 
suggests that they were procured on the spot. Of 
significance is their violin-shaped profile with 
lateral concavities, which most likely facilitated 
their halving by direct percussion (These unique 
boulders probably supplied the raw material 
for the production of the large grooved stone 
weights as well). It is our present view that, im-
mediately after quarrying, they were halved on 
the spot and transported to ‒ and piled up at ‒ the 
rear side to form the revetment and barrage wall. 
Presumably, this high degree of labor efficiency 
made it possible for a small group of pastoral 
transhumants to construct a large-scale barrage 
in the middle of flint pavement desert, poor in 
exposed construction material. As suggested 
above, there is also no doubt that the pit spoil 
from the open-cut limestone quarry served as 
construction material for mud banks and foun-
dations.
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Incidentally, both the unique construction 

method (i.e. on-site construction of stone walls 
at the edge of an open-cut quarry) and the use 
of halved boulders are shared by semi-subterra-
nean structures at contemporary outposts such as 
Wādī Abū Ṭulayḥa (e.g. Fujii 2007: fig. 7, 2008: 
fig. 5) and Wādī Ghuwayr 17 (Fujii et al. 2011: 
fig. 10). The cistern at Wādī Abū Ṭulayḥa also 
used the same masonry technique (Fujii 2009: 
figs. 25, 26). These commonalities, though lim-
ited to construction, corroborate our perspective 
that the three major components ‒ an agro-pas-
toral outpost as a fixed ‘front-line’ base for ini-
tial transhumants, a basin-irrigation barrage as 
a remote cereal field and a cistern as a reliable 
source of drinking water ‒ constituted the Jafr 
Pastoral PPNB in a unified manner (Fujii n.d.).

Location and Formation Process of the Jafr 
PPNB Barrage System

Our previous report suggested that the Jafr 
PPNB barrages were constructed at the lower 
edge of the lowest component of a semi-open 
playa system, and that the downstream renewal 
of the upper barrage forced by salt damage led to 
the formation of a seemingly organized barrage 
system (Fujii et al. 2011). 

The investigation at Wādī an-Nu‘ayḍiyyah 

1 necessitates a reconsideration of the first per-
spective. This is, first, because Trench 11 yield-
ed evidence for a small wadi flowing northward 
across the central part of Barrage 1 (Fig. 21) and, 
second, because the present vegetation around 
the barrage system is concentrated not in the 
flooded areas in front of the two barrages, but 
in a braided channel and subsequent converging 
wadi, both located at the outlet of the playa (Fig. 
5). The first consideration demonstrates that the 
barrage was constructed across the buried wadi. 
This means, in turn, that the lowest playa where 
the barrage system is now located was formed 
owing to the damming effect of the two bar-
rages. The second consideration, on the other 
hand, confirms that ‒ even though salt-resistant 
‒ dry land vegetation in and around a playa has a 
natural tendency to become established on well-
watered and, at the same time, well-drained ter-
rain free of salt damage. (It is precisely for this 
reason that the central part of a semi-open playa, 
to say nothing of a closed one, is devoid of veg-
etation even after heavy rain.) Taken together, it 
seems more reasonable to assume that the bar-
rage system was constructed somewhere along 
the converging wadi so as to incorporate the lim-
ited vegetation belt as a future cereal field. The 
location at the lower end of the lowest playa is 

40. Reconstructed formation process of the Jafr PPNB barrage system.
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most unlikely, because it results in the exclusive 
incorporation of the saline area unsuitable for 
agriculture.

Taking these new perspectives into consid-
eration, the formation process of the Jafr PPNB 
barrage system can tentatively be reconstructed 
as follows (Fig. 40): (1) the first barrage was 
constructed across a converging wadi (draining 
from the original, lowest playa of a semi-open 
playa system) so as to incorporate the contempo-
rary vegetation belt as much as possible, (2) ba-
sin-irrigation agriculture successfully took place 
within the elongated flooded area of the barrage, 
(3) however, basin-irrigation of dry land inevita-
bly led to salt damage in due course, (4) for this 
reason, it became necessary to relocate the bar-
rage to a smaller vegetation belt newly formed 
downstream, (5) the relocation revitalized basin-
irrigated agriculture but (6) top-soil salinization 
occurred again, but further shrinkage of the veg-
etation belt meant that further downstream re-
newal of the barrage system was abandoned.

This scenario sheds new light on the inter-
nal structure of the Jafr PPNB barrage system. 
Of significance is the fact that the existence 
of an upper barrage not only reduces the wa-
ter pressure acting on a lower barrage, but also 
impedes the development of a second braided 
channel owing to its damming effect. Both of 
these explain the reason why the lower bar-
rage is usually much smaller in scale and less 
substantial in structure than the upper barrage. 
Understandably, the damming effect increases 
in an exponential manner as the barrage system 
is renewed downstream. It is probably for this 
reason that the Jafr PPNB barrage system con-
sisted only of two barrages and rarely developed 
further. It is conceivable that such deep-rooted 
structural unsustainability led to the repeated re-
location of a barrage system (and a neighboring 
outpost as its operating body). In this sense, we 
can argue that the Jafr PPNB pastoral transhu-
mance involved a potential for pastoral noma-
dization from the beginning, regardless of the 
post-PPNB climatic deterioration culminating in 
the 8.2 k event (Fujii et al. 2011).

Concluding Remarks
The investigation at Wādī an-Nu‘ayḍiyyah 1 

has provided further evidence to corroborate our 
previous perspectives on the date and function 

of the Jafr barrage system. Not only that, it has 
produced the following three new observations. 

First, the Jafr PPNB barrage system proved 
to have been associated with an open-cut lime-
stone quarry used as a source of material and 
the site for a revetment, as well as being a large 
depression that may have served as a watering 
place. Such a multi-purpose barrage was com-
bined with an outpost and an intramural cistern 
to form the essential infrastructure that made up 
the pastoral adaption of the Neolithic Jafr Basin. 

Second, the investigation has provided fur-
ther insights into the location and formation pro-
cess of the Jafr PPNB barrage system. 

Third, the survey has shed new light on the 
surrounding encampments, thereby contributing 
towards a more comprehensive understanding of 
the barrage system or complex. The next field 
season, scheduled for the summer of 2012, will 
be devoted to an investigation of the adjacent 
barrage system of Wādī an-Nu‘ayḍiyyah 2.
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A PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE SHAWBAK NORTH 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL PROJECT (SNAP): SUMMER 2011

Sumio Fujii, Masatoshi Yamafuji and Yui Arimatsu

Introduction
As a part of our major research project 

(JBPP: the Jafr Basin Prehistoric Project), we 
have started a sub-project (SNAP: the Shawbak 
North Archaeological Project) with a view to 
shedding new light on the general occupational 
history of the hilly terrain at the western edge 
of the Jafr Basin. This area is a nodal point of 
surrounding topographic zones, including the 

Karak/Ṭafīla highlands to the north, the Wādī 
Mūsā intermountain plain to the south, the Jafr 
Basin to the east, and the Wādī Faynān low-
land drainage basin to the west (Fig. 1). Despite 
its geographical importance, it has so far been 
poorly investigated: major sites investigated 
to date are limited to Palaeolithic flint scat-
ters along the al-Fujayj escarpment (Rollefson 
1981a, 1981b, 1985), the Neolithic settlement 

 1. Location of the research area.
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of Wādī Baddā (Fujii 2007), the dolmen field of 
Umm aṭ-Ṭuwayrāt (Dubis et al. 2004; Scheltema 
2008), Iron Age sites around Khirbat ad-Dabba 
(Whiting et al. 2008, 2009) and Shawbak Castle. 
Considering the rich archaeological potential of 
the area, the present state of investigation is far 
from satisfactory.

Our new research project is intended to fill 
the information gap at this nodal point and, in so 
doing, provide a basis for synthesizing the sepa-
rate data sets in surrounding areas. The project 
anticipates a total research period of seven years, 
from 2010 to 2017. The first phase (2010-2012) 
aims to build up a comprehensive database of 
archaeological sites in the research area. The 
second phase (2013-2017), on the other hand, 
will be devoted to soundings and excavations at 
several promising sites located in the first phase. 
The first field season was conducted in the sum-
mer of 2010, focusing on the northern half of 
Area 1. The survey located a total of twenty sites 
ranging in date from a Palaeolithic flint scatter to 
a Nabatean settlement. The second survey, con-
ducted between 5 and 8 October 2011, located 
sixteen sites in the western half of Areas 4 and 
7. This report briefly summarizes the results of 
these investigations.

Research Area
Our research area consists of the vast de-

pression below the al-Fujayj escarpment and a 
part of the hilly terrain in the south, covering 
an area extending ca. 12km north - south by ca. 
10km east-west. It is defined by the following 
four topographical features: Wādī al-Ḥmrā and 
its northern slopes to the north, the main high-
way passing through the town of Shawbak to the 
south, the Fujayj escarpment to the east and the 
steep slopes leading down to the Faynān area to 
the west (Fig. 2).

The research area includes a few major 
drainage systems. To begin with, Wādī Ṭarṭar 
flows northward from the northern flank of the 
hilly terrain and joins Wādī an-Nakhīl roughly in 
the center of the research area. Wādī al-Bustān 
drains north-eastward from the hilly terrain and 
likewise joins Wādī an-Nakhīl, which in turn 
runs westward down to the Faynān area. These 
three drainage systems divide the research field 
into seven survey areas with various topographic 
traits.

The depression area is under arid climatic 
conditions, being poor in vegetation. For this 
reason, no traditional settlements are existent. 
However, due to its unique topography, there are 
several perennial springs and streams (e.g. Wādī 
an-Nakhīl and Wādī Shuqariyyah), which pro-
vide drinking water for local herders. The hilly 
terrain, on the other hand, is relatively rich in wa-
ter supply and several settlements with residents 
engaged in horticulture and pastoralism are dot-
ted throughout the area. Thus, the research area 
can be divided into two: the arid depression to 
the north and the relatively fertile hilly terrain to 
the south. 

The second survey, our main concern here, 
focused on the elongated hilly country in the 
western half of Areas 4 and 7. The survey took 
place by means of transects on foot, and a to-
tal of 64 hours were devoted to the fieldwork. 
The identification of sites was based on artifact 
scatters and / or evidence of structural remains. 
Every site located was plotted on a topographic 
map and registered according to the SNAP site 
code system. The surface collection consisted 
of 583 pottery sherds and 8 flint artifacts, all of 
which were registered and carefully recorded.

Results of the Investigation
The survey located a total of sixteen sites, 

including three sites (Sites 04002, 07001 and 
07004) that had been tentatively registered 
during the first field season. The following de-
scription is made in an ascending order of site 
registration number, regardless of supposed 
site date(s). The register number is five-digit; 
the first two digits indicate an area number and 
the last three digits a site serial number within 
each area. The following description includes 
site name, coordinates for location (according to 
WGS 84), elevation, site location, site type, site 
size, preservation state, surface finds, structural 
remains, possible date and comments. Period ab-
breviations are as follows:

EB: Early Bronze Age
MB:  Middle Bronze Age 
LB: Late Bronze Age
Ir: Iron Age
Hel: Hellenistic period
Nab: Nabataean period
Rom: Roman period
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Byz: Byzantine period
Isl: Islamic period

Site 04001
Site name: unknown.
Coordinates: 30˚33.726 N; 35˚31.997 E.
Elevation: 1508m.

Site location: on the upper part of a steep slope 
overlooking the Faynān gorge (Fig. 3: 1).
Site type: artifact scatter.
Site size: unknown.
Preservation: partly destroyed by a modern road.
Surface finds: 5 pottery sherds.
Structural remains: unidentified.

2. Registered sites of the summer 2011 field season.
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 3. General view of registered sites in Area 4.
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Possible date: Rom - Byz.
Comments: no special comment.

Site 04002 
Site name: unknown.
Coordinates: 30˚33.933 N; 35˚32.126 E.
Elevation: 1513m.
Site location: at the top of a steep slope over-
looking the Faynān gorge (Fig. 3: 2).
Site type: isolated structural remains and artifact 
scatter.
Site Size: ill-defined.
Preservation: relatively good.
Surface finds: 102 pottery sherds (Fig. 4: 1-6, 
Fig. 5: 1-6).
Structural remains: several masonry wall align-
ments constructed with dressed limestone boul-
ders up to ca. 1 m long.
Possible date: Hel, Nab, Rom-Byz (majority of 
finds) and Isl.
Comments: Nabataean fine ware sherds concen-
trated on the eastern part of the site.

Site 04003 
Site name: unknown.
Coordinates: 30˚34.055N; 35˚32.638E.
Elevation: 1391m.
Site location: on the upper part of a steep slope 
overlooking the Faynān gorge (Fig. 3: 3).
Site type: isolated structural remains and artifact 
scatter.
Site size: ill-defined.
Preservation: heavily damaged.
Surface finds: 6 pottery sherds.
Structural remains: poorly preserved stone align-
ments of dressed limestone boulders.
Possible date: Rom-Byz and Isl.
Comments: no special comments.

Site 04004 
Site name: unknown.
Coordinates: 30˚34.254N; 35˚33.085E.
Elevation: 1301m.
Site location: on the upper part of a steep slope 
overlooking the Faynān gorge (Fig. 3: 4).
Site type: isolated structural remains and artifact 
scatter.
Site size: ill-defined.
Preservation: heavily damaged by recent culti-
vation.
Surface finds: 69 pottery sherds (Fig. 4: 7-10, 

Fig. 5: 7-10).
Structural remains: unidentified.
Possible date: EB, Ir, Hel, Nab and Rom-Byz 
(majority of finds).
Comments: no special comment.

Site 04005 
Site name: unknown.
Coordinates: 30˚34.346N; 35˚33.093E.
Elevation: 1271m.
Site location: on the upper part of a steep slope 
overlooking the Faynān gorge (Fig. 3: 5).
Site type: cemetery?
Site size: ill-defined.
Preservation: partly damaged.
Surface finds: 38 pottery sherds.
Structural remains: a rectangular cist construct-
ed of large limestone slabs.
Possible date: Rom-Byz (majority of finds) and Isl.
Comments: no special comment.

Site 04006 
Site name: unknown.
Coordinates: 30˚34.390N; 35˚33.114E.
Elevation: 1213m.
Site location: on the upper part of a steep slope 
overlooking the Faynān gorge (Fig. 3: 6).
Site type: artifact scatter.
Site size: ill-defined.
Preservation: heavily damaged by recent cultivation.
Surface finds: 29 pottery sherds.
Structural remains: unidentified.
Possible date: Rom-Byz.
Comments: no special comment.

Site 04007 
Site name: unknown.
Coordinates: 30˚34.513N; 35˚33.251E.
Elevation: 1199m.
Site location: on a gentle slope to the north-west 
of Site 04006 (Fig. 3: 7).
Site type: artifact scatter.
Site size: ill-defined.
Preservation: -
Surface finds: 67 pottery sherds (including 
Nabatean fine ware sherds (Fig. 4: 11-15, 
Fig. 5: 11-15).
Structural remains: unidentified.
Possible date: Ir, Hel, Nab, Rom-Byz (majority 
of finds) and Isl.
Comments: no special comment.
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4. Selected small finds from registered sites in Area 4.
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5. List of selected small finds from registered sites in Area 4.

Site 04008 
Site name: unknown.
Coordinates: 30˚34.575N; 35˚33.251E.
Elevation: 1176m.
Site location: located on a gentle slope to the 
north-west of the settlement of al-Manṣurah 
(Fig. 3: 8).
Site type: artifact scatter.
Site size: ill-defined.
Preservation: -
Surface finds: 25 pottery sherds.
Structural remains: unidentified.
Possible date: Ir (?), Rom-Byz (majority of 
finds) and Isl.
Comments: no special comments.

Site 07001
Site name: Khirbat al-Juhayr.
Coordinates: 30˚31.560N; 35˚30.747E.
Elevation: 1507m.

Site location: at the top of a gentle slope ca. 
0.3km north of al-Juhayr (Fig. 6: 1).
Site type: cairn field.
Site size: ca. 3ha (ca. 300m north-south by ca. 
100m east - west).
Surface finds: 20 pottery sherds (Fig. 7: 1-9, 
Fig. 8: 1-9).
Preservation: partly destroyed by modern houses.
Structural remains: several exposed elongated cists.
Possible date: EB IB (majority of finds), Hel and 
Rom-Byz.
Comments: EB coarse ware sherds (Fig. 7: 1-5) 
predominate, but Roman - Byzantine fine ware 
sherds were also present (Fig. 7: 6-9).

Site 07002 
Site name: unknown.
Coordinates: 30˚31.888N; 35˚30.829E.
Elevation: 1506m.
Site location: on a gentle hill ca. 0.5km north of 
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6. General view of registered sites in Area 7.
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Site 07001 (Fig. 6: 2).
Site type: artifact scatter.
Site size: ca. 0.4ha (ca. 100m north-south by ca. 
40m east-west).
Preservation: -
Surface finds: 8 pottery sherds and 1 flint arti-
fact.
Structural remains: several stone alignments.
Possible date: Hel, Rom-Byz and Isl.
Comments: no special comment.

Site 07003
Site name: unknown.
Coordinates: 30˚32.307N; 35˚30.714E.
Elevation: 1551m.
Site location: an edge of the western escarpment 
(Fig. 6: 3).
Site type: artifact scatter.
Site size: ca. 1ha (ca. 100m north - south by ca. 
100m east-west).
Preservation: heavily damaged.
Surface finds: 12 pottery sherds and 1 flint arti-
fact.
Structural remains: several intermittent stone 
alignments ca 5m long by ca. 0.5m wide.
Possible date: Rom-Byz and Isl.
Comments: no special comment.

Site 07004
Site name: unknown.
Coordinates: 30˚32.875N; 35˚31.305E.
Elevation: 1525m.
Site location: an edge of the western escarpment 
(Fig. 6: 4).
Site type: cairn field, settlement (?).
Site size: ca. 1.3ha (ca. 250m north - south by 
ca. 50m east-west).
Preservation: partially plundered.
Surface finds: 94 pottery sherds and 6 flint arti-
facts.
Structural remains: several elongated cairns 
5-7m long.
Possible date: EB IA, EB IB, (EB II) (the major-
ity of pottery sherds were EB), Ir, Rom-Byz and 
Isl.
Comments: The distinctive EB IA pottery sherds 
(Fig. 7: 10-11, Fig. 8: 10-20) have parallel exam-
ples at ‘En Esur and Yiftah’el (Yannai 2006: 92, 
fig. 4. 71: 3; Braun 1997: fig. 9. 5: 2, 9. 18: 1, 3). 
Also of significance is the occurrence of EB IB-
II cooking pots and lamp bowls; the latter have 

much in common with contemporary material 
from Tel Arad in the northern Negev (Amiran et 
al. 1978: pl. 13: 7, 19, 22: 30 etc.). Similar finds 
have also been confirmed in Stratum III (EB II) 
at Bāb adh-Dhrā‘ (Rast and Shaub 2003: pl. 31: 
26, 33: 19).

Site 07005
Site name: unknown.
Coordinates: 30˚32.966N; 35˚31.576E.
Elevation: 1545m.
Site location: on a gentle slope ca. 0.5 km east of 
Site 07004 (Fig. 6: 5).
Site type: artifact scatter.
Site size: ill-defined.
Preservation: partly destroyed by modern road 
construction.
Surface finds: 20 pottery sherds.
Structural remains: several stone concentrations 
(cairns?).
Possible date: Ir, Hel, Nab and Rom-Byz.
Comments: no special comment.

Site 07006 
Site name: unknown.
Coordinates: 30˚33.100N; 35˚31.738E.
Elevation: 1531m.
Site location: located on a gentle slope ca. 0.5 
km north of Site 07005 (Fig. 6: 6).
Site type: artifact scatter.
Site size: ca. 0.6ha (ca. 80m north - south by ca. 
70m east - west).
Preservation: -
Surface finds: 34 pottery sherds.
Structural remains: unidentified.
Possible date: Hel, Nab and Rom-Byz (majority 
of finds).
Comments: no special comment.

Site 07007
Site name: unknown.
Coordinates: 30˚33.293N; 35˚31.880E.
Elevation: 1540m.
Site location: on a gentle slope ca. 0.5km north 
of Site 07006 (Fig. 6: 7).
Site type: artifact scatter.
Site size: ill-defined.
Preservation: -
Surface finds: 15 pottery sherds.
Structural remains: none.
Possible date: Rom-Byz (majority of finds).
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7. Selected small finds from registered sites in Area 7.
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8. List of selected small finds from registered sites in Area 7.
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Comments: no special comment.

Site 07008
Site name: unknown.
Coordinates: 30˚32.353N; 35˚32.403E.
Elevation: 1474m.
Site location: located on the eastern slope of a 
small valley leading to Shawbak (Fig. 6: 8).
Site type: settlement.
Site size: ca. 4ha (ca. 200m north-south by ca. 
200m east-west).
Preservation: relatively well preserved.
Surface finds: 39 pottery sherds (Fig. 7: 21-27, 
Fig. 8: 21-27).
Structural remains: many stone-built structural 
remains forming a ‘conglomerate’.
Possible date: Ir, Hel, Nab, Rom - Byz and Isl 
(including a glazed pottery sherd).
Comments: There is a perennial spring ca. 50m 
north of the site, where various pottery sherds 
were collected.

Concluding Remarks
The brief survey has suggested (1) that the 

general occupational history of the western part 
of Areas 4 and 7 dates back to at least the Early 
Bronze Age, and (2) that it includes various 
forms of archaeological site, ranging from sub-
stantial settlements, through temporal occupa-
tions and isolated structural remains, to simple 
artifact scatters. Of particular interest is the EB 
I - II small settlement (Site 07004), the finds 
from which are suggestive of some cultural con-
tact with the contemporary Negev Highlands as 
well as the Dead Sea plain. Subsequent surveys, 
scheduled for the spring and summer of 2012, 
will focus on the eastern half of the research 
area.
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‘AWJᾹ 1 - 3: NEOLITHIC AND CHALCOLITHIC OPEN SANCTUARIES 
IN SOUTHERNMOST JORDAN

Sumio Fujii, Masatoshi Yamafuji and Kazuyoshi Nagaya

Introduction
Along with excavations at the barrage site 

of Wādī an-Nu‘ayḍiyyah 1 (Fujii et al. this vol-
ume), the 2011 summer field season of the Jafr 
Basin Prehistoric Project (JBPP) conducted a 
rescue investigation in the ‘Awjā area near the 
Jordan-Saudi border. The targets of the investi-
gation were three small sites (‘Awjā 1-3) located 
in the center of the area. We devoted a couple of 
days in the second week of September to field-
work aimed at exploring their date, function 
and archaeological implications. As a result, it 
turned out that the sites contain unique features 
common to Neolithic to Chalcolithic open sanc-
tuaries or symbolic cemeteries in the neighbor-
ing Jafr Basin. This discovery has proved that 
the Jafr chronology (Fujii n.d.), a key to tracing 
the process of pastoral nomadization in southern 
Jordan, is applicable to the border area as well. 
The following is a brief summary of the results 
of the investigation.

The Site and its Setting
The ‘Awjā area is situated below the escarp-

ment forming the southern watershed of the Jafr 
Basin and abuts the Jordan-Saudi border (Fig. 
1). A large, flat-topped sandstone hill ‒ known 
locally as Tall ‘Awjā ‒ is situated in the center 
of the area and serves as a prominent landmark. 
The three small sites, ‘Awjā 1-3, are located in 
flat terrain extending north-east of the mesa-like 
hill (Fig. 2). The surrounding landscape consists 
of gently undulating reddish sand desert, dot-
ted small playas or qī‘ān (pl. of qā‘), meander-
ing awdiya (pl. of wadi) and isolated sandstone 
rises and hills, including Tall ‘Awjā. The local 
hydro-environment is very harsh; while recent 
mean annual rainfall is less than 50mm, the po-
tential mean annual evaporation is over 2000mm 

(Royal Jordanian Geographic Center 1986: figs 
14, 41). For this reason, neither perennial natural 
water sources nor traditional settlements exist, 
and local land use has been limited to sporadic 
pasturing. It is no wonder that aside from the ath-
Thulaythawāt area to the west (e.g. Abu-Azizeh 
n.d.a, n.d.b, n.d.c.; Abu-Azizeh et al. n.d.) and 
the Wādī Rumm drainage basin (e.g. Henry 
1995; Rollefson and Matlock 2007), southern-
most Jordan has been poorly investigated.

The sites of ‘Awjā 1-3 were found for the 
first time during the 2010 summer field season, 
on the basis of patchy information from local 
workers who participated in the excavations at 
Wādī Ghuwayr 17 and 106 (Fujii et al. 2011b, 
2011c). Our short visit confirmed that the area in-
cludes unique features reminiscent of Neolithic 
to Chalcolithic burial features in the Jafr Basin, 
and that they have been partly damaged by illicit 
diggings by local inhabitants. It is for the reason 
that we embarked on a rescue investigation in 
the subsequent 2011 summer field season.

Investigations at ‘Awjā 1
The site of ‘Awjā 1 (N 29˚42´100˝, E 

036˚27´805˝, elev. ca. 860m) is located ca. 5km 
north-east of Tall ‘Awjā on an isolated sandstone 
rise ca. 15m in diameter and ca. 3m in height. 
We identified a dozen archaeological features 
dotted within an area extending ca. 100m from 
east to west and ca. 70m from north to south 
(Figs. 3-5). They fell into the following three 
groups: (1) two complexes of rectangular struc-
tures (Complexes I-II) to the south-west of the 
sandstone rise, (2) a total of eight small features 
(Features A-H) concentrated on the north of the 
rise and (3) two large, platform-like features 
(Features I-J) occupying the western edge of 
the site. Owing to time constraints, we briefly 
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1. Neolithic to Chalcolithic sites in the Jafr Basin and surrounding areas.
sounded part of the first and second groups only, 
leaving the others intact for future investigation.

The sounding confirmed the following site 
stratigraphy: Layer 1 ‒ the surface layer ‒ con-
sisted of light buff, very loose, silty sand deposits 
ca. 2-3cm thick; Layer 2 contained reddish buff, 
slightly compact, silty sand deposits ca. 5-10cm 
thick; Layer 3 represented light brown, relatively 
compact, silty sand deposits at least 10cm thick. 

In addition, Layer 4 (containing angular limestone 
cobbles) was partly exposed in the lower half of a 
round pit-like feature in front of  Unit C of Complex 
I, but its details still remain unknown. Excavated 
features of the first group were constructed on the 
upper surface of Layer 3, while those of the second 
group appeared to overlay Layer 2. However, this 
is a tentative interpretation based on patchy infor-
mation, which needs further investigation.
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2. ‘Awjā 1 - 3: location and surrounding topography.

Complex I (Area 1)
The limited investigation at Area 1 revealed 

at least three rectangular structures, two round 
features and a few intermittent wall alignments 
(Figs. 6-7). All of them used standardized lime-

stone and sandstone slabs ca. 10-30cm long 
and ca. 2-8cm thick, placed on the upper sur-
face of Layer 3. These construction materials 
were probably procured from neighboring rocky 
hills where similar slabs outcrop in abundance. 

3. ‘Awjā 1: general site plan.
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4. ‘Awjā 1: distant view of the site (looking east). 5. ‘Awja 1: general view of the site (looking north-east).

In terms of technology, the builders adopted the 
two-rowed upright slab wall technique, a unique 
construction method endemic to Neolithic des-
ert sites in the southern Levant. The scarcity of 
fallen stones around the walls indicates that they 
consisted only of the foundation course and were 
not equipped with any solid upper structure.

The three rectangular structures, measur-
ing ca. 2.5-4m by ca. 2-3m, were laterally 
connected to form an elongated structural 
entity (Continuum 1a) at least ca. 11 m in total 
length. Close scrutiny of joins, especially those 
between Units A and B, suggested that the con-
tinuum developed from north-east to south-west. 
Apart from Unit A, which was only surface-
cleaned, Units B and C shared a similar division 
of space, being equipped with a ‘vertically’ long 
rectangular compartment at the rear left corner 
and a few small, rectangular or round features at 
the front left corner. Of significance is the exis-
tence of two round features in front of them. It 
appears that both of these belong to the adjacent 
structure, forming a unit similar to a pseudo-
house burial cairn at Qā‘ Abū Ṭulayḥa West, a 
Late Neolithic open sanctuary or symbolic cem-
etery in the north-western part of the Jafr Basin 
(Fujii 2000, 2001).

A few slender corner stones ca. 15-20cm 
high still stood between some adjacent units. 
These were probably used for marking out the 
four corners of rectangular structures in advance 
of construction. A similar device has been found 
at Qā‘ Abū Ṭulayḥa West (Fujii 2001: 24). The 
excavation also confirmed a whitish, somewhat 
hardened floor in the rear half of Unit C, but it is 
still unknown whether this is natural or anthro-
pogenic in origin. Also ambiguous is the attribu-

tion of the intermittent wall alignments dotted 
around the continuum. In view of the overall 
structure of Complex II described below, it is 
possible that the short wall alignment to the im-
mediate east of Unit C represents a part of an-
other continuum (i.e. Continuum 1b) running in 
parallel with Continuum 1a. However, nothing 
can be said about the other wall alignment at 
the south-western corner of the excavation area. 
Further investigation is required to clarify our 
overall picture of Complex I.

Neither artifacts nor faunal / botanical re-
mains were recovered from the excavation area. 
Even hearths and ashy deposits were not found. 
As described below, exactly the same applies to 
Complex II in Area 2. This suggests that the two 
complexes were not foci of domestic life. Given 
this, it seems more reasonable to assume that 
they functioned as an open sanctuary or sym-
bolic cemetery, for example. The total absence 
of traces of economic activity is shared with Qā‘ 
Abū Ṭulayḥa West, corroborating the chrono-
functional correlation between the two.
 
Complex II (Area 2)

Area 2, which was laid out to the south-
west of Area 1, explored the general character 
of the other complex by means of surface clean-
ing (Figs. 8-9). This brief inspection confirmed 
a total of four rectangular structures, forming 
a pair of continua extending north-east, south-
west with a gap of ca. 2m between them. Unlike 
Complex I, both continua appeared to consist 
only of two units. It would follow that they each 
measure ca. 7-8m in total length.

The four structures of Complex II had much 
in common with those of Complex I, including 
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6. ‘Awja 1: plan and section / elevation of Complex I.

use of the two-rowed upright slab wall technique 
and a standing corner stone at every nodal point. 
However, they were slightly smaller than the 
three structures of Complex I, with a floor area 

of ca. 3-4m by ca. 2-2.5m. Another possible dif-
ference between the two was the presence / ab-
sence of internal divisions of space. While the 
two excavated units of Complex I incorporated 
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7. ‘Awjā 1: general view of Complex I (looking north).

8. ‘Awjā 1: plan of Complex II.  

9. ‘Awjā 1: general view of 
Complex II (looking north).

a rectangular compartment and a few small fea-
tures, the four structures of Complex II appear to 
lack any division of internal space. In addition, 
they lacked clear evidence for adjacent round 
features, although several pebble concentra-
tions and / or a shallow depression dotted in and 
around the structures are potential candidates. 
Neither artifacts nor hearths were found.

Adjacent Small Features
Of the immediately adjacent small features, 

we cleaned Feature B and excavated Feature 
C (Fig. 10). However, no details of the former 
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were confirmed owing to its poor state of pres-
ervation, except that it contained two small, ill-
defined pebble concentrations ca. 1-1.5m across. 
Feature C, on the other hand, consisted of a rect-
angular, cist-like space under a small sand pile 
ca. 2-2.5m in diameter and ca. 0.2m in height 
(Fig. 11). This space, ca. 1m by ca. 0.6m in floor 
area, was slab-lined and pebble-paved. Although 
no clear evidence for plundering was confirmed, 
neither artifacts nor human skeletal remains 
were discovered within it.

nal conclusion must await further investigation. 
All we can say is that there seems to be no clear 
chrono-functional correlation between the two 
complexes and the small features around them.

Investigations at ‘Awjā 2
The site of ‘Awja 2 (N 29˚41´690˝, E 

036˚26´850˝, elev. ca. 864m) is located on a 
gentle slope lying ca. 3km north-east of Tall 
‘Awjā, or ca. 2km west-south-west of ‘Awjā 
1. The site consisted only of a roughly square 
structure (Structure 1) ca. 6m by ca. 5m in floor 
area (Figs. 12-14). We cleaned it and briefly ex-
amined its general layout. This limited fieldwork 
demonstrated that, as at ‘Awjā 1, the structure 
was originally delineated by two-rowed upright 
slab walls and that, again as at ‘Awjā 1, it was 
accompanied by a round, double-lined feature 
in front of the entrance space. It should also be 
added that small round features were incorpo-
rated into the front left corners and that standing 
stones were used for marking the four corners. 
There is little doubt that the two sites shared a 
similar date and function.

There were however a few notable differ-
ences between them. First, the structure at ‘Awjā 
2, unlike those at ‘Awjā 1, existed as an inde-
pendent feature and was not part of an elongated 
continuum. Second, it incorporated a pair of 
‘horizontally’ long rear compartments instead 
of a single ‘vertically’ long lateral compartment. 
Also of interest is a concentration of upright 
slabs or ‘mini-ashlars’ sandwiched between the 
two rear compartments, which is suggestive of 

10. ‘Awjā 1: plan of Features B and C.

11. ‘Awjā 1: general view of Feature C (looking north).

It appeared that these two small features 
were constructed on the upper surface of Layer 
2. Additionally, they did not adopt the two-rowed 
upright slab wall technique that characterizes the 
two complexes described above. Both observa-
tions seem to suggest that they are later in date 
than the complexes. Their function is also ob-
scure. Leaving to one side the poorly preserved 
Feature B, Feature C appears to resemble a 
mound tomb equipped with a small cist, but a fi-
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12. ‘Awjā 2: plan of Structure 1 (above) and Feature 11 (below).
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13.‘Awjā 2: general view of 
Structure 1 (looking north).

14.‘Awjā 2: general view of 
Structure 1 (looking south-
west).

a ritual aspect for the structure. Third, the struc-
ture had a nearly square plan. These differences 
all seem to suggest that a minor chronological 
gap existed between the two sites. Again, with 
the exception of several non-diagnostic flint 
flakes, no artifacts were recovered. 

Incidentally, the site included a freestanding 
wall (Feature 11) constructed of a single row / 
course of upright limestone slabs (Fig. 15). It 
started at a point ca. 30m north-north-east of 
Structure 1 and extended northwards in a gentle 
curve for ca. 40m as far as the south bank of 
a small gully. The chrono-functional correlation 
with the neighboring structure is unknown, but 

it reminds us of a similar stone alignment at Qā‘ 
Abū Ṭulayḥa West (Fujii 1999: fig. 13).

Investigations at ‘Awjā 3
This site (N 29˚41´952˝, E 036˚28´417˝, 

elev. ca. 848m) occupies the north bank of a 
small playa lying ca. 6km north-east of Tall 
‘Awja, or ca. 1km west of ‘Awjā 1. Surface 
cleaning confirmed an elongated stone-built 
feature (Feature 1) that consisted of a hollow 
semi-circle ca. 2m in diameter and a two-rowed 
upright slab wall ca. 12m long and up to ca. 
0.5m high (Figs. 16-17). The combination of a 
cairn-like round feature and a two-rowed upright 
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slab wall is characteristic of Chalcolithic burial 
cairns at Qā‘ Abū Ṭulayḥa West (Fujii 2001: fig. 
13, 2003: figs 11-12), suggesting a chronologi-
cal correlation between the two sites. Again, no 
artifacts were recovered with the exception of a 
few heavily abraded flint flakes scattered on the 
present ground surface.

A slab-lined rectangular feature, ca. 2m long 
and ca. 1m wide, existed near the western edge 
of Feature 1. In addition, several round features 
and stone concentrations, ca. 1-2m in diameter, 
were also dotted to the east of Feature 1 (Fig. 
18). However, nothing is known about their 

chrono-functional correlation with neighboring 
Feature 1, except that the rectangular feature 
was most likely constructed of building material 
robbed from Feature 1.

Discussion
The ‘Awjā sites are enigmatic in many as-

pects, including their date and function, but 
available evidence is extremely limited. As they 
yielded neither artifacts nor charcoal samples, 
all that remain are techno-typological compari-
sons of the structural remains themselves in a 
broad context. As suggested above, our previous 

15.‘Awjā 2: general view of 
Feature 11 (looking north-
east).

16. ‘Awjā 3: plan of Feature 1 
and surrounding features. 
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investigations in the neighboring Jafr Basin may 
provide valuable keys with which to tackle the 
essential issues (Fig. 19).

‘Awjā 1
As noted above, Complex I has much in 

common with the Late Neolithic pseudo-settle-
ment (or laterally-connected body of pseudo-
house burial cairns) at Qā‘ Abū Ṭulayḥa West 
(Fujii 2001: fig. 2, 2002: fig. 5). Affinities be-
tween the two sites cover a broad spectrum of 
characteristics, including (1) their isolated loca-
tion in the middle of the desert, (2) the presence 
of a unit consisting of a rectangular structure and 
a cairn-like round feature, (3) the lateral connec-

tion of units and consequent formation of an 
elongated structural entity extending north-east 
- south-west, (4) use of the two-rowed upright 
slab wall technique, (5) incorporation of a rect-
angular compartment(s) in the rear left corner 
of a unit and (6) use of standing corner stones. 
Furthermore, both sites are devoid of traces of 
domestic activities, e.g. artifacts and hearths. 
There is no doubt that they share a similar date 
and function. Thus, Complex I at ‘Awjā 1 can 
be tentatively defined as an open sanctuary or 
symbolic cemetery of Late Neolithic pastoral 
nomads who migrated around the Jafr Basin. If 
this interpretation is correct, it would follow that 
the small round feature in front of each struc-

17.‘Awjā 3: general view of 
Feature 1 (looking north-
east).

18.‘Awjā 3: partial view of 
surrounding features (looking 
south-east).
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19. Tentative chronology of burial features in the Jafr Basin and ‘Awjā area (revision of Fujii n.d.: fig. 38).
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ture represents a symbolic (and therefore usually 
empty) burial cairn in line with the Jafr pseudo-
settlement.

Complex II, on the other hand, is marked 
by the formation of twin short continua and the 
absence of internal divisions of space. To date, 
no parallel examples have been found in the 
Jafr Basin. Similar features from the Negev and 
Sinai have been interpreted as open sanctuaries; 
a few of them have been attributed to the Late 
Neolithic on the basis of C-14 dating (Eddy and 
Wendorf 1999: figs 3-34, 3-42, 11-5; Beit-Arieh 
2003: 430; Rosen et al. 2007: fig. 4). This dating 
is consistent with our tentative perspective that 
Complex II represents a subsequent, simplified 
form of Complex I. Taken together, it would fol-
low that the complex represents an open sanctu-
ary or symbolic cemetery of Chalcolithic pasto-
ral nomads who migrated around the Jafr Basin.

‘Awjā 2
‘Awjā 2 differs significantly from ‘Awjā 1, 

both in site-form and in division of internal space. 
While ‘Awjā 1 contains several continua and in-
corporates a ‘vertically’ long compartment at the 
rear left corner of a unit (in the case of Complex 
I) or nothing (in the case of Complex II), ‘Awjā 
2 consists only of a single, independent structure 
equipped with a ‘horizontally’ long rear com-
partment. Parallel examples for the latter have 
been excavated at Ḥarrat al-Juhayra, a PPNC 
pseudo-settlement on the north-western margin 
of the Jafr Basin (Fujii 2005: figs 1-4). Several 
units occupying the north-eastern edge of this 
site have similar traits, suggesting chronological 
synchronism with Structure 1 of ‘Awjā 2. If this 
is the case, the site may date back to the PPNC. 
As for function, it can probably be defined as 
an independent form of a pseudo-house burial 
cairn, a fundamental component of a pseudo-
settlement. It is our tentative perspective that the 
structure represents a prototype of Complex I at 
‘Awjā 1, both in terms of morphology and date.

‘Awjā 3
The unique feature at ‘Awjā 3 is the com-

bination of a hollow stone circle and an elon-
gated freestanding wall, both constructed us-
ing the two-rowed upright slab wall technique. 
There is little doubt that the feature is in some 
way related to pseudo-wall burial cairns, espe-

cially their later forms (i.e. the BC-600s and 
-700s) as confirmed at Qā‘ Abū Ṭulayḥa West 
and Wādī Burma (Fujii 2003: figs 11-12, 2005: 
fig. 3). Thus, it can be tentatively dated to the 
Late Chalcolithic. The typological sequence at 
Qā‘ Abū Ṭulayḥa West indicates that the pseudo-
wall burial cairn is a subsequent, simplified form 
of a pseudo-house burial cairn (Fujii 2001: 29-
32, Fujii n.d.: figs 19, 22). Thus the stone-built 
feature of ‘Awjā 3 can probably be understood 
as a symbolic cairn tomb or open sanctuary of 
Late Chalcolithic pastoral nomads, who inher-
ited this unique funerary ritual from their ances-
tors who had been involved in the construction 
of ‘Awjā 1 and 2.

Cultural Sequence and Regionality
From the above, we can tentatively inter-

pret the three sites as open sanctuaries or sym-
bolic cemeteries of Early Neolithic to Late 
Chalcolithic pastoral nomads who migrated 
around the Jafr Basin. In view of the series of 
common traits noted above, there is little doubt 
that they belonged to the same cultural tradition.

The aforementioned typological compari-
sons with other sites in the region suggest that 
the ‘Awjā sites evolved from ‘Awja 2 (viz. an 
independent structure with a ‘horizontally’ long 
rear compartment), into Complex I of ‘Awjā 1 
(including an elongated continuum retaining di-
vision of internal space), then into Complex II at 
the same site (consisting of two pairs of shorter 
continua without any division of internal space) 
and finally into ‘Awjā 3 (represented by a pseu-
do-wall cairn). Although there might still be a 
minor hiatus between Complex II at ‘Awjā 1 and 
the pseudo-wall cairn at ‘Awjā 3, the sequence 
suggested above is a good match with the Jafr 
chronology. In view of the fact that a similar se-
quence has been confirmed in central Syria as 
well (Fujii et al. 2011; Fujii n.d.: fig. 45), we can 
propose that the Jafr chronology has the poten-
tial to provide a common means of tracing the 
process of pastoral nomadization in various in-
land areas of the Levant.

It goes without saying, however, that the 
Jafr chronology has its own limitations. This is 
because, first, it still has a few minor chronologi-
cal gaps and, second, it is based on Jafr data-
sets and therefore does not fully incorporate all 
regional characteristics of the inland Levant. A 
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good example of the first issue is Complex II at 
‘Awjā 1, which has no parallel examples in the 
Jafr chronology. The complex might fill a minor 
typological gap between the pseudo-house buri-
al cairn and the pseudo-wall burial cairn of the 
Jafr chronology. The issue of regionality, on the 
other hand, is best illustrated by the series of ty-
pological differences between the Jafr and ‘Awjā 
pseudo-settlements. To begin with, while the 
Jafr pseudo-settlements are characterized by lin-
ear development, the ‘Awjā pseudo-settlements 
prefer parallel arrangements of shorter continua. 
The second difference consists of the division of 
internal space, which also highlights the region-
ality of both areas. It should also be added that 
while the Jafr sites apply the two-rowed upright 
slab wall technique to the pseudo-house only, 
the ‘Awjā sites extend it to the attached cairn-
like features as well. These regional differences 
indicate that both areas shared the same cultural 
tradition but differed in minor aspects.

Concluding Remarks
The rescue investigation of the ‘Awjā sites 

has enabled us to confirm anew the versatility 
of the Jafr chronology as a key to tracing the 
process of pastoral nomadization in southern 
Jordan. The discovery of the three open sanc-
tuaries or symbolic cemeteries near the Jordan 
/ Saudi border has demonstrated that the chro-
nology is applicable to southernmost Jordan, 
or even parts of the Negev and Sinai. Taking 
the results of our recent investigations in cen-
tral Syria into consideration, the geographical 
applicability of the Jafr chronology would be 
enlarged still further. However, as noted above, 
much still remains obscure, including assess-
ment of regional characteristics. Further work is 
needed to consolidate the reliability of the Jafr 
chronology.
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BUILDING ARCHAEOLOGY IN JORDAN: PRELIMINARY REPORT ON 
THE 2009 - 2011 SURVEYS AT UMM AS-SURAB

Roberto Parenti

The Site
Umm as-Surab (MEGA Jordan n. 2806) lies 

in the district of Mafraq, ca. 2km south of the 
Jordan-Syria border. The archaeological site is 
located in a slightly elevated area of the southern 
Ḥawrān, where rich agricultural soils cover the 
underlying volcanic rock. The basalt has been 
used as the main building material all over the re-
gion since Antiquity, with structures of Roman, 
Byzantine and early Islamic (Umayyad) date, as 
well as those of the modern era. Additionally, 
Iron Age and Nabataean pottery and epigraphs 
have been recorded in previous surveys and ex-
cavations (cf. Homès-Fredericq and Hennessy 
1989: 622).

Reasons for Selection of the Site 
Umm as-Surab is an ideal site for a building 

archaeology survey for many reasons:
(1) It is large enough to have many styles of 

construction represented, without being so 
large that it cannot be investigated within 
a relatively short period (e.g. three to four 
seasons);

(2) It has many buildings with walls standing 
3-5m high, with few recent restorations; 
this makes the wall elevations suitable for 
stratigraphic analysis;

(3) It has been inhabited for long periods with 
numerous gaps in occupation that help in 
identifying construction phases (including 
reconstructions and adaptations);

(4) The construction styles represented at the 
site are representative of the wider area, 
which was relatively homogenous in cul-
tural terms during many historical periods. 

The southern Ḥawrān has a long tradition of 
well-documented interdisciplinary studies, from 
the beginning of the 20th century to the present 

day. In particular, there are well-published 
projects by French scholars working in the 
Syrian Ḥawrān that permit useful and detailed 
comparisons on a vast range of issues concern-
ing settlement and building techniques (in par-
ticular cf. Clauss-Balty 2008).

In the Jordanian Ḥawrān, the site of Umm 
as-Surab is less well documented than the better 
known site of Umm al-Jimāl, which is situated 
nearby and has been ‒ and still is ‒ the subject of 
long-term investigations by American missions 
(De Vries 1998). Fortunately, the chronological 
sequence at Umm as-Surab seems to be the same 
as that of Umm al-Jimāl, enabling chronologies 
at the former site to be established on the basis 
of comparisons with the latter.
 
Project Aims and Methodologies

As described above, Umm as-Surab is an ideal 
site at which to conduct a ‘Building Archaeology 
in Jordan’ project. The main aim of the project 
is to compile an ‘Atlas of Building Techniques’, 
e.g. rooms, roofs, openings, masonry, building 
materials etc., as they are represented both at this 
site and in the region as a whole. In essence, the 
research aims to understand how the extant build-
ings have been built. A ‘constructional history’ 
can be produced by recording all the building in-
formation that is inherently ‘written’ into the ar-
chitectural structures (viz. materials, techniques, 
size of elements etc.), thereby shedding light on 
change and evolution over the course of time.

The ‘Atlas of Building Techniques’ is close-
ly linked to the methods used to record building 
characteristics and to the reconstruction of their 
structural history according to the principles of 
archaeological stratigraphy, applied through 
identifying and recording the results of ‘consis-
tent and homogeneous constructional actions’. A 
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‘consistent and homogeneous constructional ac-
tion’ might be what Harris (1989) calls context in 
excavations but, in the case of buildings, strati-
graphic study can be slightly different. As part 
of the formation of a stratified deposit, a ‘homo-
geneous constructional action’ might be a whole 
‘building unit’ (e.g. the Ss. Sergius and Bacchus 
church referred to below, in relation to the build-
ings surrounding it). However, it must be demon-
strated that there are clear chronological differ-
ences between the different ‘building units’. 

Within the ‘building units’, there can be dif-
ferent ‘constructional phases’ (e.g. the recon-
struction of a roof during the Mamluk or Druze 
period). Within the ‘constructional phases’, there 
can be different ‘activities’ (e.g. construction of 
the diaphragm arch, followed by construction of 
supports for the horizontal beams, filling of re-
sidual spaces and, finally, covering with an im-
permeable material).

More circumscribed ‘constructional activi-
ties’ are referred to as ‘stratigraphic units’ (e.g. 
filling an opening, preparation of floor surfaces 
etc.). Within a single ‘stratigraphic unit’, there 
can be further levels of observation (e.g. different 
layers of internal replastering).

Stratigraphic analyses combine these five 
levels of close examination. Therefore, the re-
sults are based on these observations of relative 
chronology.

At Umm as-Surab it was decided to record 
the first two levels only, namely ‘building units’ 
and ‘constructional phases’. The analysis was 
expanded to include individual ‘stratigraphic 
units’ only in few key areas where it was nec-
essary to gain an understanding of construction 
sequences (e.g. in the room immediately north 
of the prothesis of the church).

Stratigraphic analysis of buildings was first 
undertaken in Italy in the late 1970s by archaeo-
logical projects that were digging stratigraphi-
cally for the first time (see Parenti 2002: 73 for a 
bibliography on this subject). Since these projects 
were investigating historical periods between the 
9th and 14th centuries, the research was conduct-
ed inside buildings that were sometimes still in 
use and always had tall, elevated walls.

Careful observation of masonry has enabled 
us to identify differences between the various 
building components (e.g. building material, di-
mensions, workmanship, mortar, stone-cutting 

etc.) visible in wall elevations, to the extent that 
the logical next step was to record them and at-
tempt to reconstruct their relative chronologies.

Observations were recorded according to 
criteria that have, in essence, remained the same 
since the late 1970s, viz. (1) drawing the walls and 
identifying ‘coherent constructional actions’ (now 
replaced by orthophotos and 3D models with pho-
tographic restitution of the surfaces), (2) recording 
the characteristics of each ‘constructional action’ 
(US = It. “stratigraphic unit”) and (3) establish-
ing their relative chronologies. For example, if the 
US being recorded were an extension to a room, 
it would be ‘supported’ by earlier masonry. As 
in excavation, negative US can also be identified 
and recorded, e.g. removal of building material 
through collapse or demolition, in which case the 
US ‘cuts’ the wall. 

Proceeding in this way, an entire building com-
plex can be divided into ‘homogeneous construc-
tional actions’, with their own relative chronolo-
gies (i.e. ‘before’, ‘after’ or ‘contemporary with’). 
These ‘constructional actions’, each defined by a 
sequential number, can be studied by means of a 
stratigraphic diagram or ‘Harris matrix’.

By interpreting the results of these surveys, 
we can reconstruct successive building phases, 
with relative chronologies for the different ac-
tivities associated with the construction of walls 
and other structures. When studying standing 
buildings with long construction sequences, 
this allows us to create ‘local typological se-
ries’, with no need for lengthy and expensive 
excavation seasons. Epigraphy, ancient written 
sources, surface pottery and many others forms 
of evidence associated with the building itself 
enable the relative and absolute chronologies to 
be linked. Also, archaeometric and biochemical 
analyses can be carried out on small samples of 
building material. These may permit more accu-
rate typological comparisons that may shed light 
on the chronology, use and abandonment of the 
structures, thereby enabling the building to be 
dated more accurately.

Initial Survey Results
After a first season in 2009, the Laboratory 

of Building Archaeology at the University of 
Siena carried out a second instrument survey 
season on the standing monuments in 2011, 
involving an Italian - Jordan team directed by 
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Hitherto, the site had only been the sub-
ject of preliminary studies. H.C. Butler visited 
it in 1904-1905 and again in 1909. More re-
cently, G.R.D. King provided a description of 
the main churches (see Homès-Fredericq and 
Hennessy 1989: 624 for a comprehensive bib-
liography of research carried out up to the late 
1980s). On the whole, scholars focused on the 
remains of the main Ss. Sergius and Bacchus 
church and surrounding buildings, particu-
larly the extant tower that K.A.C. Creswell 
considered to be an early example of a square 
Syrian-style minaret (Creswell 1989). More 
recently, the Department of Antiquities of 
Jordan (DoA) has carried out some restora-
tions, as well as a small sounding (see notes in 
the MEGA J entry).

29 ‘topographic units’ (TU) have been iden-
tified in the archaeological area (Fig. 1), most 
of which have been geo-referenced. This has 
allowed the new surveys to be matched with 

old aerial photographs and surveys. We have 
focused on the Ss. Sergius and Bacchus church 
(TU 28) and a building complex in the southern 
part of the archaeological area that has recently 
been excavated by the DoA (TU 24), as well as a 
little church beside the road mentioned by King 
(1983).

The ‘Building Units’ of TU 28 and Wall 
Construction Techniques

It seems clear that the very large complex 
in TU 28 (Figs. 2-3) is earlier than the church 
of Ss. Sergius and Bacchus (489 AD). Recent 
soundings carried out by the DoA close to its 
north-west corner yielded pottery of probable 
Late Roman period date (Dr Jamile al-Qutaish, 
pers. comm.). 

The building complex is characterised by 
Type 1 masonry (Fig. 4), which is especially 
clear on the north side of TU 28 and stands more 
than 2m high in some areas. Near the north-west-
ern edge, two rooms have this type of masonry 

1. Umm as-Surab: ‘topographic units’.

1. The University of Siena project is supported by the Italian 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The fieldwork was carried 
out by a team consisting of: Prof. R. Parenti (director, 
University of Siena), S. Anastasio (MiBAC), T. Hunaiti 
(DoA), J. al-Qutaish (DoA), S. Mariotti (University of 
Siena), F. Saliola (METRA), A. Arrighetti, P. Caciagli, 
P. Gilento and N. Pini (University of Siena stu-

dents). Data-processing at the Laboratory of Building 
Archaeology in Siena was carried out by the follow-
ing students: A. Arrighetti, P. Caciagli, E. Casalini, A. 
Fortini, A. Furno, P. Gilento, C. Nerucci, N. Pini and 
C. Sessa. The plans and orthophotos are the work of A. 
Arrighetti, P. Caciagli and P. Gilento.
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2. Umm as-Surab: plan of the Ss. Sergius and Bacchus church, showing the different phases.

3. Umm as-Sarab: (a) RGB point clouds of the Ss. Sergius and Bacchus church with standing turret; (b) orthophoto.
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church. This implies the existence of a court-
yard, two sides of which were formed by the 
earliest room; the third side is formed by a room 
with Type 1 masonry that associates it with the 
church, while the fourth side ‒ close to the north 
wall of the church ‒ can not be studied because 
of subsequent modifications. At least other two 
entrances were opened on the west side of the 
courtyard, giving access to the western and 
northern rooms.

After the construction of the Ss. Sergius and 
Bacchus church, at least three complexes were 
built to its north in a period that remains uncer-
tain, but which was before the Islamic period. 
The first is very similar to buildings known from 
the second half of 6th century AD (according to 
the Petra papyri), with several parallels at Umm 
al-Jimāl (with at least three floors, external stair-
cases and windows and doors similar in shape 
to many examples from the southern Ḥawrān) 
(Fig. 6).

It is very probable that, along with the 
church and courtyard, at least other three or four 
‘building units’ already existed. Two were found 
near the south-west corner of TU 28 and were 
most likely built one after the other, while an-
other was located near the north-western edge 
of the church. If we include the western wall of 
TU 28 with these ‘building units’, along with 
their associated rooms, as a whole TU 28 repre-
sents a quadrilateral entity defined by ‘building 
units’ and other structures. It had few entrances 
and contained the church, a courtyard in front of 
the church and probably two cisterns (one in the 
courtyard of the religious complex and another 
under the ‘building unit’ near its south-western 
corner).

4. Umm as-Surab: Type 1 masonry. 5. Umm as-Surab: columns on the church paving.

(rooms 1 and 2 in Fig. 2). Although the perim-
eter of room 1 seems complete, the outside wall 
of room 2 has been partly demolished to create 
a new entrance opening on to the internal court-
yard. Even though a small window remains near 
the north-east corner, the complete perimeter of 
room 2 could not be traced. Since the inner wall 
extended at least as far as the north-east corner 
of the church, it seems likely that both rooms 
had similar dimensions. In others parts of TU 28, 
this type of masonry is only found in the course 
separating the foundations and superstructure, 
viz. a row consisting exclusively of bond stones 
(diatoni).

There are some traces of masonry that is lat-
er than Type 1 but predates the construction of 
the church. However, its scarcity permits neither 
reconstruction nor interpretation.

The construction of the church of Ss. Sergius 
and Bacchus was a significant event, which can 
be accurately dated to 489 AD (cf. Bader 2009: 
61 and bibliography) on the basis of the dedica-
tory epigraph that once graced the lintel of the 
main entrance to the church (now broken and no 
longer in situ).

The church had a nave and two aisles, with 
a semi-circular apse and two side rooms (possi-
bly a prothesis and diaconicon). The columns set 
on the church paving display two types of work-
manship (one with masons’ marks), but it is un-
clear whether this represents two constructional 
phases or the reuse of earlier columns (Fig. 5). 
Shortly after the construction of the church, a 
small room was added to the façade.

The lateral door in the north wall, now col-
lapsed and almost entirely obscured by rubble, 
seems contemporary with the masonry of the 
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With the advent of Islam in the area (around 

636-640 AD) there were no major structural 
changes to the site. However, the church was 
converted to a mosque by blocking the arch, 
demolishing the apse, creating a miḥrāb in the 
southern wall (noted by King in 1980, before the 
recent restoration work) and constructing a tur-
ret adjacent to the prothesis (Fig. 7). This tur-
ret is very similar to a nearby example located 
in village of Sama’a, which appears to be later 
than 625 AD (King 1983: 127) on the basis of 
building activities that seemingly postdate an 
epigraph. According to Butler, Creswell (1926: 
137) interpreted them as Byzantine bell towers, 
while King (1983) supposed them to be mina-

 6. Umm as-Surab: orthophoto of 
the west side of room 1. 

7. Umm as-Surab: turret on the Ss. 
Sergius and Bacchus church.

rets; the latter interpretation has been confirmed 
by the survey. The Umm al-Surab and Sama‘a 
minarets may be two of the earliest examples 
of such structures, probably dating to the early 
8th century AD. The cistern in the small court-
yard was also restored by building some pointed 
arches over it, presumably to support a cover.

It seems possible that the village was aban-
doned in the 8th century (perhaps as a result of 
earthquake damage), owing to a total lack of im-
mediately post-Umayyad pottery. It seems likely 
that subsequent changes to the abandoned struc-
tures did not occur until the Mamluk resettle-
ment in the early 16th century. These involved 
the restoration of the diaphragm arches support-
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ing the roofs and the construction of small shel-
ters close to the houses, presumably for animals.

Subsequently, the Druze‒who first appeared 
as refugees and were then deported to the area ‒ 
rebuilt the abandoned ruins or constructed new 
residences; their occasional building activities 
can be identified quite easily (Fig. 8). 

Building Techniques and Material
This report is limited to brief discussions of 

some of the major analytical themes. Regarding 
building techniques, we focus here on pointed 
arches. Creswell’s theory (Warren 1991) was that 
the Umayyads inherited a system of round arcad-
ing from the Byzantines, which had a tendency to 
become slightly pointed. Under Umayyad rule, 
the round arch persisted, but developed into a 
two-centered form with increasing pointedness. 
In the following two centuries the trend was still 
apparent, but was complicated by the appearance 
of a four-centered arch; Umm al-Surab is a good 
case study for these developments (Fig. 9).

Regarding the masonry, Type 1 (Fig. 4) 
is the earliest of the types represented in the 
church. This is apparent in the stratigraphy of the 
room to the north of the prothesis, on the eastern 
wall and ‒ with less certainty ‒ in the foundation 
trench of the wall in the northern survey. The lat-
ter is supported by the presence of unstratified 
Late Roman and Early Byzantine sherds in the 
survey material.

The principal characteristics of this masonry 
are: (1) the dimensions of the individual blocks 
(typically larger than other masonry types), (2) 
the occasional presence of doubled rows with 
a few large wedges and (3) the fact that open-
ings are made with perfectly squared blocks. The 
tools for finishing the blocks comprise pointed 
tools used almost perpendicularly, as well as the 
mazza, marteau tetu and macao. There are also 
indications for the use of a broad chisel or axe, as 
at Umm al-Jimāl. 

Openings, which include doors, windows 
and small loopholes, consist of a threshold and 
door jambs with leaf and lintel. The numerous 
niches are perhaps the most characteristic ele-
ment. The thickness of the masonry can tenta-
tively be considered another characteristic ele-
ment, since it is always at least 85cm thick and 
frequently attains 90-95cm.

Type 2 masonry is most likely Byzantine 

but, as it could date to anywhere between the 
mid 5th and late 7th centuries, a more detailed 
assessment of its chronology will be carried out 
in 2012. The description below is based on the 
west wall of the TU28, the two main ‘building 
units’ and the alignment of the Type 1 wall (to 
which the bond stones [diatoni] and two upper 
courses are connected). The characteristic fea-
ture of Type 2 masonry is the presence of con-
tinuous rows of bond stones, whose external face 
is either square or slightly narrower, alternating 
with four courses taller than the bond stones and 
with occasional small wedges. At Umm al-Jimāl 
this technique is more recent than the quinconce 
bond stone technique.

A variation on this theme (viz. row of bond 
stones plus four horizontal rows) is characterised 
by the reuse of a great deal of earlier material and 
frequent use of wedges, but with well built corners 
using longer and better squared blocks. Above 
this type of masonry is more recent rebuilding as-
sociated with roof construction, perhaps relating 
to the Mamluk or one of the Druze periods.

8. Umm as-Surab: Druze building.

9. Umm as-Surab: standing pointed arch.
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Building material consists mainly of volca-

nic basalt, owing to its local availability. Blocks 
were prepared and finished using different tools, 
which varied according to the type of rock. In the 
basalt area, there are a great number of quarries 
just a few metres from the buildings; these were 
occasionally converted into cisterns. Fig. 10a 
shows a block from a Type 1 wall, located on the 
east side of the cloister at Umm as-Surab, with 
tool marks very similar to those on a block of the 
so-called Commodo Gate at Umm al-Jimāl (Fig. 
10b), i.e. 2nd century AD. This is very different 

to the tool (martellina) marks on the Byzantine 
block at Fig. 10c.

The appearance of mortar is an interesting 
matter. The first mortars used as settings or beds 
are thought to be at Qaṣr ’Bshīr, dating to the end 
of the 3rd century AD, i.e. Roman. Some interest-
ing examples of mortar can be seen in the extant 
walls at Qaṣr al-‘Uwaynid, where two Severian 
epigraphs ‒ dating to 200 - 202 AD and 201 AD 
respectively ‒ were found. However, the chronol-
ogy of this site requires further analysis. A differ-
ent type of air-drying mortar appears at Qasr al-
Kharana in the early 8th century; these so-called 
‘mortar bricks’ are gypsum-based and were made 
using unusual technology that gives them great 
strength and durability. At Umm as-Surab, we 
have found a different lime mortar in the turret, 
where it was also used for exterior plastering (see 
Parenti and Gilento 2010: 190-192).

Survey Methodology
In order to get reliable results, we need to 

identify and record the different building phases 
of many elements. Data recording must be done 
precisely and consistently. Additionally, the proc-
essed data must be both detailed and easy to share 
across different platforms, as well as being suit-
able traditional publication and on-line / multime-
dia products.

Taking these requirements into considera-
tion, we have adopted a data-recording system 
that acquires the walls’ features via rapid photo-
grammetry and produces processed data that is 
compatible with Database Management Systems 
and GIS. The computer aided methodology we 
use allows for a composite survey based on: (1) 
a marker based system using a total station and 
(2) a visual system that produces orthophotos, 3D 
Models and photographic renderings. The latter 
uses innovative technology based on point clouds 
(Z-Scan and Z-Map [developed and released by 
MenciSoftware, Italy]); it has almost the same 
resolution as a laser scanner, but with lower costs 
and photographic rendering of the surfaces.

These techniques offer the following advan-
tages:

(1) Different protocols can be applied to dif-
ferent contexts inexpensively, thereby im-
proving the sustainability of projects;

(2) They are not destructive;
(3) They allow less time to be spent in the 

10. Different tool marks: (a) Roman blocks from Umm 
as-Surab; (b) Roman blocks from Umm al Jimāl; (c) 
Byzantine block from Umm as-Surab.
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field, albeit at the cost of more time in the 
laboratory. 

Expected Results
The next season is scheduled for autumn 

2012, with the aim of completing the instrument 
survey and shedding further light on remaining 
uncertainties, especially regarding the chronol-
ogy of the Ss. Sergius and Bacchus church and 
its associated minaret.

The most urgent task concerns the meas-
ures required to minimise further collapse of the 
standing buildings. It should be noted that the 
archaeological site lies within an inhabited area; 
as a result, the ruins are continuously traversed 
by the inhabitants of the modern village.

Completion of the work will proceed along-
side the compilation of the regional ‘Atlas of 
Building Techniques’, thanks in part to the com-
parisons made possible by investigation of sites 
with standing buildings.

Prof. Roberto Parenti
Laboratory of Building Archaeology
Department of Archaeology and Art History
University of Siena
Italy
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JARASH: MINIMAL PRESERVATION INTERVENTIONS IN THE 
EASTERN SECTOR OF THE SANCTUARY OF ARTEMIS, 2009 - 2010

Roberto Parapetti

During the spring 2009 season1, an 
archaeological preservation intervention that 
had been delayed for several years was finally 
carried out, viz. consolidation of the west façade 
wall of the Propylaea Church.

Of greatest concern was the dangerous lean 
of the pillar in antis, which originally belonged 
to the north-east edge of the trapezoid court 
of the Roman Sanctuary of Artemis and was 
incorporated into the west wall of the church in 
the Byzantine period.

The lean of the pillar can be attributed, if 
not to the seismic activity endemic in the region, 
to the removal of building material from ancient 
Gerasa during the early 20th century for the 
construction of modern Jarash.

Another event took place much later in 
exactly the same area, during the tragic riot of 
September 1970. During our archaeological 
work there, a number of likely Jordanian army 
firing points were identified at the abutment 
of the Artemis Bridge. This raised ground was 
presumably considered strategic for control of 
the ‘Ammān-Irbid road passing just below it, 
with assorted machine-gun ammunition being 
scattered over the area.

Whatever was responsible for the lean of the 
pillar, the situation was made worse by severe 
deterioration and reduction of the load-bearing 
capacity of the ashlars at the pillar base (Figs. 
1-3).

During our clearance work and excavations 
in the area, started some years earlier (Brizzi et 
al. 2001, 2010), the tumble at the base of the 
pillar was left untouched until March 2009 in the 
hope that the buttressing it provided might help 

prevent the sudden collapse of the pillar.
At this point, the following work was 

undertaken to ensure the pillar’s preservation, 
as it was considered significant visible evidence 
of the presence of the via sacra approaching the 
Sanctuary of Artemis (Parapetti 1983-84): 

(1) Removal of the tumble and archaeological 
excavation of the deposits below it down 
to the flagstone pavement of the church, 
on which a tannūr was found (Brizzi 2010: 
fig. 4). This confirmed the hypothesis that 
the structure had ceased to function as a 
church some time before the earthquake of 
749, which caused destruction throughout 
the city.

(2) Construction of scaffolding and removal 
of the 24 blocks in 12 rows that make up 

1.  In 2009, the management of the Italian expedition to 
Jarash was transferred from the Centro Ricerche Ar-

chaeologiche e Scavi di Torino (1977 - 2008) to Monu-
menta Orientalia, an NGO based in Rome.

1. West wall of the Propylaea Church in 1977, from the 
west.
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the present pillar and plinth. These were 
all stacked on the ground, numbered and 
measured, and the two fragmentary blocks 
making up the upper cornice of the plinth 
restored (Figs. 4-5). 

(3) Replacement of the deteriorated ashlars on 
which the plinth was originally laid with 
new ones on both eastern and western 
sides, and consolidation of the blocking 
that sealed the entrance to the church nave. 

2-3. North-west pillar in antis of 
the trapezioid court of the 
Sanctuary of Artemis, from 
the west and east before 
preservation intervention.

4.  North-west pillar in antis of the trapezoid court of the 
Sanctuary of Artemis, from the east after preservation 
intervention.

5.  North-west pillar in antis during dismantling, from the 
south-east.
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(4) Repositioning the blocks in their original 

upright position, without any binding material 
as per the original construction (Fig. 6).

(5) The following year, in 2010, anastylosis of 
the central portal of the west wall of the 
church was planned; it is now in progress.

In a late 19th century photograph, the entire 
portal is standing - even the relieving arch above 
it (Fig. 7). However, in photographs of the 1920s 
it is decidedly reduced, being evidence for the 
spoliation mentioned above. In the photo at 
Fig. 8, the lintel is missing while the jambs are 
entirely preserved. Two blocks from the topmost 
row of the church’s apse are also missing. In two 

other photos at Fig. 9, taken before and after the 
American excavation there (Crowfoot 1935), 
more elements of the jambs are missing.

2. The abovementioned work has been possible thanks to 
the collaboration of Abdulmajid Mjelli, responsible for 

6.  North-west pillar in antis; upper cornice of the plinth 
during dismantling, from above.

7. West wall of the Propylaea Church in the 1880s.

8. West wall of the Propylaea Church in the 1920s.

9. West wall of the Propylaea Church in 1934 after 
excavation.

restorations at Jarash, and his staff.

By moving and reorganising the enormous 
number of collapsed architectural elements on 
the ground during our previous seasons, we have 
been able to identify part of the portal’s lintel, 
viz. the eastern of the two back-to-back elements 
it originally consisted of. Fewer than half of the 
moulded jambs are presently preserved in situ 
and only one element was recovered on the 
ground (Figs. 10-11). 

Regarding the anastylosis, the following 
work has been carried out to date:

(1) Consolidation of the wall north of the portal. 
The two uppermost misaligned rows of blocks 
were taken down - one had deteriorated to 
such an extent that it had to be replaced - and 
then reassembled (Figs. 12-13).

(2) New stone blocks have been purchased to 
replace the missing elements of the jambs; 
their final shaping will be the next task in the 
programme of works2. 
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PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE 2012 SEASON OF THE MADABA 
PLAINS PROJECT: TALL JALŪL EXCAVATIONS 2012

Paul Gregor, Randall Younker and Paul Ray

Introduction
The 2012 season at Tall Jalūl, conducted by 

Andrews University, took place between 17 May 
and 8 June 2012. The excavations on the tall 
were directed by Randall Younker, Paul Gregor 
and Paul Ray of the Institute of Archaeology, 
Andrews University. Around 30 faculty, students 
and volunteers joined more than 15 Jordanian 
workers during the excavations this season1.

Excavations at the site of Tall Jalūl began 
in 1992 (Fig. 1), with excavations in the Jalūl 
Islamic village beginning in 2008. For back-
ground information on Tall Jalūl, the Jalūl 
Islamic village and the history of excavations 
at the site, see Gane et al. 2010; Gregor 2009; 
Gregor et al. 2012; Gregor and Gregor 2009, 
2010; Herr et al. 1994, 1996, 1997; Younker 
et al. 1993, 1996, 1997, 2007, 2009; Younker, 
Gane and Shqour 2007; Younker and Merling 
2000; Younker and Shqour 2008. 

Results of the 2012 Season at Tall Jalūl (Field 
W)

Field W was carefully laid out on the south-
eastern ridge of the large depression on the 
south-eastern side of the tall. Work started here 

during the 2010 season when four squares were 
opened in order to find the continuation of the 
water channel from Field G, anticipating that it 
would run straight to the depression where the 
remains of a water system were anticipated. The 
excavation of these squares brought the desired 
results and the continuation of the channel was 
revealed. However, it turned out that the channel 
does not connect to the water system, but rather 
passes the depression on its eastern ridge, going 
further north. By the end of the season, almost 
30m of the water channel were unearthed, but 
some sections of the channel had been destroyed 
by later stone robbers.

In 2011, a section of the water reservoir was 
revealed along with its eastern wall. The inner 
side of the reservoir’s eastern wall was plastered 
several times during the several centuries of its 
usage. Plaster on the bottom of the reservoir was 
more than 30cm thick. Material found on the bot-
tom of the reservoir indicates that it went out of 
use during the 7th century BC. Three floors were 
also discovered outside the reservoir’s wall. The 
earliest one was dated to the 9th century BC.

This season, in 2012, work continued in 
Field W. In addition to Square W.2, which was 

1. We wish to thank Faris al-Hmoud, Acting Director 
General, and his staff (including Jehad Haroun) at the 
Department of Antiquities of Jordan for their support 
of the project this season. We would also like to thank 
Barbara Porter and Chris Tuttle of the America Cen-
ter of Oriental Research (ACOR) for their usual assis-
tance. Finally, we appreciate the help of Hanadi Taher, 
of the Department of Antiquities of Jordan, who served 
as our departmental representative. 
Staff for the 2012 season included director Randall W. 
Younker, co-directors Paul Z. Gregor and Paul Ray. 
Sabal Zaben was pottery formator and helped with a 
number of logistical issues. The Field Supervisor this 
season was Paul Gregor. Paul Ray also served as object 

registrar and dig architect. Helena Gregor was the pot-
tery registrar and Erika Fortin was photographer. Jerry 
Chase and Jacob Moody oversaw GPS readings on the 
tall.
 Square Supervisors for Field W included Erika Fortin, 
Abalardo Rivas, Ralph Hawkins, Christine Chitwood, 
Jacob Moody and Trisha Broy. volunteers included 
Soon Bum Kwon, Brittany Colpepper, Mariana Gar-
cia, Raul de Souza, Stephane Beaulieu, Robert Chase, 
Medaliz Gutierrez, Chad Shively, Tara Tellman, Jessica 
Ritter, Seneque Edmond, Jose Espero, Jonathan Tor-
res, Elmer Guzman, Hanny Guzman, Karen Denmark, 
Heather Merizan, John Pohlman and Sharon Pohlman.
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1. Jalūl topo color 2e.
worked the previous two seasons, five additional 
squares (W.7 - 11) were opened, being placed 
around the previously excavated squares (Fig. 
2). The goal of the 2012 season was to discover 
the possible date of the reservoir’s construction 
and to expose the rest of its structure. After a 
third season of excavation, Field W has now 
yielded four occupational phases consisting, in 
part, of structures next to the water system.

Occupational Phase 1 (Early Bronze Age III 
/ IV)

Work continued this season in Square W.2 
with the hope of revealing the date of the reservoir 
wall. Three superimposed floors were discovered 
during the 2011 season. In order to preserve the 
lowest floor (W.2:25), only a small area (approx-
imately 2.0m2 and 30cm deep) was excavated to 
find the date of its construction. Material found 
in the fill under the floor may date to the 10th 

century BC. This season, the area of excavation 
was enlarged in order to find as much material as 
possible to date the construction of the reservoir 
wall. Under this floor 1.2m of fill was found, be-
low which a small wall (W.2:33=W.5:19) was 
revealed (Fig. 3). This wall was constructed of 
small and medium roughly-hewn boulders. Its 
two rows were 60cm wide, the excavated sec-

2. Jalūl topo color 2a.
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tion being 3.5m long and two courses high. The 
wall probably belonged to a domestic building. 
A dirt floor (W.2:35) and stone fill were found on 
its eastern side.  Pottery found on the floor and 
around the wall was of Early Bronze Age III / 
IV date. The majority of sherds belonged to hol-
emouth jars and bowls. Also, several ‘envelope’ 
ledge handles were discovered. The wall, which 
sits on 1.0m of fill, dated to the same period. 
Under this, bedrock (W.2:41) was reached. The 
EB wall (W.2:33=W.5:19) was cut by the res-
ervoir wall (W.2:19=W.7:22=W.11:11), clearly 
showing that the latter was built later.

Occupational Phase 2 (9th century BC)
Occupational Phase 2 was present in Square 

W.2, and in Squares W.7 and W.11, as excavat-
ed this season. It seems that the water reservoir 
was built during this phase; its walls were found 
in Squares W.7 (Fig. 4) and W.11 (Fig. 5). So 
far about 12m of the reservoir’s eastern wall 

(W.2:19=W.5:11=W.11:11) has been revealed. 
Wall W.7:22 turns sharply, creating its south-
ern perimeter; it seems that the reservoir had an 
oval rather than a circular shape. The reservoir 
wall was well-constructed, with the interior side 
covered by a thick layer of plaster. Evidence of 
plaster was not found on Wall W.11:11 as this 
side of the wall was in the balk, but is visible 
on Wall W.7:22 where a good portion of its face 
was exposed. This wall was replastered several 
times owing to extensive use of the reservoir, 
which functioned until the 7th century BC and 
went through several stages of rebuilding, as 
evidenced by the two contemporary floors found 
outside the reservoir wall in Square W.2 (L23 
and L13=L17) during 2011 season.

After the construction of the reservoir, a 
thick layer of fill was brought in and laid out-
side its wall. The fill was tightly packed, cre-
ating a foundation for Floor W.11:21=W.2:25, 
which was used as street and gave access to the 
reservoir. The floor / street was made of beaten 
earth surfaced with packed pebbles, which were 
apparently intended to create a rough walking 
surface that would reduce the risk of pedestrians 
slipping.

Later, during the same century, 50cm of fill 
(W.11:18-20) was brought in to create a foun-
dation for another floor (W.11:17=W.2:24). This 
floor was mainly constructed of lime plaster, as 
seen in Square W.2. In Square W.11, however, 
the same floor (W.11:17) seems to have been 
made of beaten earth filled with pebbles, as in 
the earlier floor. Since the reservoir wall and all 
the floors were partially damaged by stone rob-
bers, it was impossible to see where and why the 

3. Early Bronze Age wall. 5. Water reservoir and floors.

4. Water reservoir.
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builders changed materials in constructing the 
same street surface. The reason might have been 
that Floor W.11:17 was closer to the entrance of 
the reservoir and was therefore more exposed 
to water spillage. The entrance to the reservoir, 
however, has not yet been discovered.

Occupational Phase 3 (8th century BC)
This occupational phase is found in Square 

W.11 and possibly W.7. As mentioned above, the 
southern reservoir wall was found in Square W.7, 
but it seems that the reservoir was partitioned by 
another wall (W.7:16) which was found inside 
the reservoir itself (Fig. 4). Since only one side 
of the ‘partition’ wall was revealed, it is not pos-
sible at this point to determine its function and 
size with any certainty. It was built with medium 
boulders; its southern side sloped at an angle 
and was not plastered. It is possible that south-
ern wall of the reservoir was damaged and could 
no longer function properly, so its constructors 
built another one in its place. Future excavations 
will likely provide an answer to this problem. 
Since this ‘partition’ wall was built inside the 
reservoir, it reflects a later addition; we therefore 
provisionally assign it to Phase 3.

This phase was also revealed in Square 
W.11. The third floor surface (W.11:13) was 
found here, being a continuation of the same 
floor found earlier in Square W.2 (Locus 13=17). 
It was constructed on approximately 60cm of 
fill. The floor itself was made of beaten earth, 
packed with pebbles similar to the previous two 
(Fig. 5). It also functioned as street or road, ap-
parently leading to the entrance of the reservoir.

Occupational Phase 4 (7th century BC)
This phase of occupation was found only 

in Square W.11 and consisted of a fragmentary 
continuation of the water channel (W.2:2, 3) 
found in earlier seasons. This feature was lo-
cated in the south-eastern corner of the square 
(Fig. 6). The stones which were used in its con-
struction were small- to medium-sized boulders 
which were roughly hewn before they were laid 
in place. The channel was constructed in the 
same manner as found in previously excavated 
squares. So far about 50m of the channel have 
been discovered, running from Field G and 
passing along the reservoir on its eastern side. 
No evidence has been found so far to indicate 

its relationship with the reservoir. Further exca-
vations should reveal the answer to this ques-
tion.

A post-7th century BC fill was found in 
most of the squares. One of the objects of inter-
est found in the fill in Square W.7, between Loci 
W.7:16 and 22, was a stone with an ink drawing 
on it (Object Reg. # J0899) (Fig. 7). Our initial 

6. Water channel.

7. Jalūl rock drawing.
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impression is that it is a stylized depiction of an 
Islamic fort or khān - perhaps one that existed at 
Jalūl. It seems to show the plan of a square struc-
ture with four corner towers and four gates, with 
another structure in the center. Pointed crenel-
lations or battlements seem to crown the towers 
and walls. More study needs to be undertaken 
before a definitive interpretation of this drawing 
can be made.
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The Desert and the Sown
“The eastern side of the Ghawr is much 

more fertile than the western. Enough water 
flows from the beautiful hills of ‘Ajlūn to turn 
the plain into a garden, but the supply is not 
stored, and the Arabs of the ‘Adwan tribes con-
tent themselves with the sowing of a little corn. 
At the end of March the eastern Ghawr is a car-
pet of varied and lovely bloom, which lasts but 
a month in the fierce heat of the valley, indeed 
a month sees the plants through bud and bloom 
and ripened seed” (Bell 1907: 16). 

On 5th February 1905, the future English 
writer, traveller, political officer, administra-
tor, archaeologist-explorer and cartographer 

TWIXT DESERT AND SOWN: THE POPULATION DYNAMICS OF 
SOUTHERN JORDAN FROM BYZANTIUM TO THE MAMLUKS - A 

NEW GIS PROJECT1

Claudine Dauphin and Mohamed Ben Jeddou

Gertrude Bell (1868-1926), who became highly 
influential in British imperial policy-making 
owing to her extensive travels in Greater Syria, 
Mesopotamia, Asia Minor and Arabia, and who 
‒ along with T.E. Lawrence ‒ helped establish 
the Hashemite dynasties in Jordan and Iraq, set 
off from Jerusalem to Damascus on horseback 
in order to revisit the Druze country, crossing 
the stony and flower-carpeted desert margins of 
Jordan2. Having left as-Salṭ with its wealth of ap-
ricots and vineyards, she journeyed with guide, 
cook and camping equipment through wide val-
leys: “treeless, uninhabited, and almost unculti-
vated. A generation or two hence”, she mused, 
“it will be deep in corn and scattered over with 
villages. I shall not be there to see. In my time 
the uplands will still continue to be that delec-
table region of which Omar Khayyam sings: 
‘The strip of herbage strown that just divides the 
desert from the sown’”. She was glad that during 
her lifetime the uplands would “be empty save 
for a stray shepherd standing over his flock with 
a long-barrelled rifle; and when I meet the rare 
horseman who rides over those hills and ask him 
whence he comes, he will still answer: ‘May the 
world be wide to you! from the Arabs’. That was 
where we were going, to the Arabs” (Bell 1907: 
23). 

Like this bint al-‘arab, or ‘daughter of the 
desert’ as she was dubbed by the wandering Bani 
Sakhir bedouin (Kamm 1956: 114), let us fol-
low the camel depicted on the 1930s dress of a 
bedouin woman from southern Jordan (Fig. 2) 

1. In memory of Fattoh al-Banna (1975-2009),Computer expert 
at the Department of Antiquities of Jordan and friend (Fig. 1).

 QÉ¡fC’G É¡à– øe …ô``Œ äÉæL º¡d ¿CG äÉ◊É°üdG Gƒ``∏ªYh GƒæeBG øjòdG ö``ûHh}
 É¡HÉ°ûàe ¬H GƒJCGh π``Ñb øe ÉæbRQ …òdG Gòg GƒdÉb ÉbRQ IôªK ø``e É¡æe GƒbRQ É``ª∏c

hódÉN É¡«a ºgh Iô¡£e êGhRCG É¡«a º¡dh¿|.    البقرة.25

2. For Gertrude Bell’s 1905 trip see Kamm 1956: 111-
115; Winstone 1980: 59-62. 

1. Fattoh al-Banna (1975 - 2009).
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across the floral plain (Weir 1970) and, with our 
faces turned towards the desert, let us go towards 
the first black tents ‒ to the Arabs.

“With me along the strip of herbage strown
That just divides the desert from the sown”

(Rubā‘iyāt of Omar Khayyām 11)3

The Exploration of Palestine and Jordan 
Although Palestine and Jordan have been ex-

plored by numerous archaeological surveys since 
the Survey of Western Palestine by C.R. Conder 
and H.H. Kitchener (1881-1883) and the explora-
tions across the River Jordan by G. Schumacher 
(1886), a scientific investigation of fluctuations 
in population dynamics in Palestine and Jordan ‒ 
including the whole area between the Palestinian 
coast and the vast deserts of southern Jordan ‒ has 
never been attempted. Our project, “Fallāḥīn and 
nomads in Palaestina Tertia from Byzantium to 
Saladin: population dynamics in the light of new 
research tools (Geographical Information System 
[GIS])”, otherwise known as the “Palestine III 
Project”, combines for the first time GIS and tra-
ditional archaeo-historical interpretations of the 
past, the one enriching the other. 

From Byzantium to the Abbasids: The 
Depopulation of Palestine 

The settlement distribution map of Palestine 

at the beginning of the 7th century indicates dense 
occupation on both banks of the River Jordan on 
the eve of the Muslim conquest. A century later, 
by time of the Abbasid take-over of 750, western 
Palestine appeared to be a ‘demographic desert’. 
Attributed simplistically to the Persian (614-
617) and Arab invasions (636-640), this decline 
was already inherent in the late Byzantine period 
(6th - early 7th centuries). With a young and ex-
panding population, described as “progressive” 
(Waugh 1990: 295-296, figs. 13.13-14), by the 
6th century Palestine had reached the beginning 
of the second stage of the ‘demographic transi-
tion’ model, viz. ‘early expansion’, which char-
acterises modern Bangladesh or Kenya (Britain 
reached this stage of development between 1760 
and 1880; see Waugh 1990: 292, fig. 13.9). By 
accelerating and developing beyond agricul-
tural potential, demographic growth inevita-
bly engenders the “poverty trap” (Witherick 
1990: 150). Weakened by endemic infectious 
diseases (e.g. tuberculosis, syphilitic bejel, lep-
rosy, endoparasites, malaria), the population of 
Byzantine Palestine was also undermined by an 
iron-deficient diet. Droughts and locust inva-
sions, which devastated harvests and pastures in 
the 6th century, resulted in famines with cata-
strophic demographic consequences, not only 
because of the number of deaths, but also be-
cause of the negative impact of malnutrition 

2. Camel crossing field of flowers; 
embroidery on a 1930s bedouin 
woman’s dress from southern 
Jordan.

3. The Rubā‘iyāt of Omar Khayyām is a selection of 
quatrains in Persian attributed to the poet, mathematician 

and astronomer Omar Khayyām (1048-1131), native of 
Khorasan (the north-eastern province of Persia). 
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3. Palaestina Tertia (GIS M. Ben 
Jeddou and C. Dauphin). 

on reproduction (e.g. amenorrhea, impotence). 
Wiping out entire families over several genera-
tions, the plague of 541-542 killed between 20 
and 25% of the population, the initial death toll 
being doubled by cyclical returns of the scourge, 
notably the Plague of ‘Imwas (639-640) at the 
beginning of the Moslem occupation (Dauphin 
1998 I: 445-518). 

A detailed analysis of archaeological de-
mography, a new discipline based on landscape 
archaeology allied to historical geography, 
which borrows its analytical tools from physi-
cal anthropology, religious sociology and socio-
economic history, was developed by Dauphin 

(1999) between 1980 and 1990 and applied to 
Byzantine Palestine. However, until recently it 
had not been applied to Jordan east of the rift 
valley or ghawr. 

Archaeological and historical data clearly in-
dicate that the scenario for Jordan was somewhat 
different. As the Byzantine infrastructure col-
lapsed in Palestine, preachers such as Patriarch 
Sophronius of Jerusalem whipped up fear of the 
Saracens. In a sermon on the Epiphany which he 
delivered at the Church of the Holy Sepulchre 
in Jerusalem on 6th January 637, he lamented: 
“Abomination of the desolation clearly predict-
ed to us by the Prophets. The Sarrasins rampage 
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across lands forbiddent to them, destroy the cit-
ies, devastate the fields, put fire to the villages, 
torch the holy churches, topple the holy monas-
teries, defy the Roman armies, gain trophies in 
war, progress from victory to victory and behave 
towards us with increasing arrogance” (Homilia 
in Theophaniam 10: 24-31; Papadopoulos-
Kerameus 1898: 166). However, according to 
Patriarch Eutyches of Alexandria in his Annals, 
on launching the conquest the first successor of 
God’s envoy (khalīfat rasūl allāh), Caliph Abu 
Bakr (r. 632-634), ordered the Muslim armies: 
“Do not kill neither children, nor the elderly, nor 
women. Do not strip the palm tree of its bark; 
Do not burn it; do not fell down fruit trees and 
do not destroy tilled fields; Do not slaughter 
lamb, ox, or camel, except for your subsistence” 
(Eutychius, Annals 276; Breydy 1985a: 131, 
1985b: 111). 

In panic, thousands of refugees took to the 
roads of Palestine in an attempt to cross the 
River Jordan amidst chaos probably not dis-
similar to that of the 1948 catastrophe, or na-
kba, whilst others scrambled to embark on ships 
to Cyprus or the capital of the Byzantine em-
pire, Constantinople. The ‘Palestinian refugees’ 
swelled the numbers of and brought new blood to 
the populations beyond the River Jordan, which 
had been depleted by famine and plague, much 
as in Palestine west of the ghawr. The Christian 
communities of Palaestina Tertia, which was 
renamed the jund of Urdunn, prospered under 
the Umayyads (Schick 1995a). For example, 
there were fifteen churches at the garrison town 
of Kastron Mefa’a (Umm ar-Raṣāṣ), ranging in 
date from the 6th century to the final phase of the 
Umayyad period, the most impressive being the 

mosaic-paved Church of St. Stephen, dated 718-
756 AD (Piccirillo and Alliata 1994). 

From ‘Archaeological Demography’ to GIS 
Following the publication of Dauphin’s ma-

jor study, La Palestine Byzantine: peuplement 
et populations (1998), she expressed a wish that 
a new generation of researchers apply her ap-
proach of archaeological demography, refining 
it methodologically and extending it in time and 
space. In the mid 1970s the Cambridge school of 
‘new archaeology’ had established the theoreti-
cal bases of spatial analysis (Hodder and Orton 
1976; Clarke 1977), whilst geographers were 
developing Geographical Information Systems 
(GIS) which K.L. Kvamme (1989) was the first 
to apply to archaeology some twenty years later. 

Whilst carrying out research in Israeli ar-
chaeological archives and in the field before 
the peace agreement between Jordan and Israel, 
there were sound political reasons why Dauphin 
had been unable to access data concerning that 
part of Jordanian territory which lay within 
Byzantine Palaestina Tertia, viz. an irregular 
polygon extending from ‘Aqaba (Byzantine 
Ayla) in the south, to Ma‘ān in the east, al-Karak 
in the north-east and Dayr al-Balaḥ / Raphia in 
the north-west (Fig. 3). This constitutes a tran-
sitional climatic zone between ‘sub-tropical 
Mediterranean’ and ‘arid continental’, histori-
cally the border zone between the land of the 
fallāḥīn (“sedentary farmers”) and the desert 
(Fig. 4) of the badu (“nomads”). Palaestina 
Tertia, with Petra as its capital, comprised the 
Negev desert south of Eleutheropolis ‒ mod-
ern Bet Guvrin ‒ the Wādī ‘Arabah valley and 
the southern part of Provincia Arabia from the 

4. Mādabā mosaic map (6th 
century AD); on the right, 
south of Zoara, note Greek 
inscription eremos (= “desert”) 
(courtesy of Studium Biblicum 
Franciscanum, Jerusalem).
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Arnon River ‒ Wādī al-Mūjib ‒ to the Gulf of 
‘Aqaba4, a total of some 7,000 km2. Bisected 
by the rift valley, or ghawr, which separates it 
from the Negev desert, it is characterised by 
inclined uplands set symmetrically from south 
to the north which create favourable conditions 
for movement, trade and conquest (viz. Roman, 
Persian, Arab, Crusader, Ottoman Turkish). The 
plateaus are higher on the east (ca. 1700m) than 
on the west (ca. 1000m). Annual rainfall is great-
er in the north (ca. 300mm) than in the south and 
east (ca. 100-50mm, with evapotranspiration of 
between 1300 and 2400mm). 

The sides of this polygon had never been 
impenetrable; pastoralists paid no attention to 
its boundaries. The deserts to the south and east 
of Palaestina Tertia were occupied by nomadic 
badu. To the south, the Limes Palaestinae was 
established as a defensive line within Byzantine 
territory itself. To the east, the Byzantine ad-
ministration entrusted control of the limes to 
Ghassanid bedouin (who came from Yemen in 
the 5th century in search of pasture and had been 
converted to monophysite Christianity by itin-
erant monks) and recognised their domination 
over all the tribes “from the snowy mountains 
unto the territory of Ayla” (Caussin de Perceval 
1847-1848: 249). 

Moreover, in 1998 – when La Palestine 
Byzantine was published – the intensive surveys 
of the Negev desert (being that part of Palaestina 
Tertia lying west of the rift valley) by the Israeli 
Negev Emergency Survey were neither com-
plete nor fully published.

Since Dauphin’s discovery in 1981 of a 
sanctuary to St. John the Baptist at er-Ramthani-
yye in the Jaulan ‒ Byzantine Gaulanitis ‒ and 
her 1985-1988 study in which she interpreted it 
as a pilgrimage centre for Ghassanid nomadic 
tribes (Dauphin 1995), she had been interested 
in the processes of sedentarisation. For his part, 
Mohamed Ben Jeddou ‒ formerly a member of 
the Tunisian Heritage Institute ‒ had participated 
in several projects in the Near East and wished 
to test the GIS methods which he had pioneered 
in Tunisia (Ben Jeddou 2007) in a physically and 
anthropologically similar area, i.e. one occupied 
by both farmers and nomads. Dauphin and Ben 
Jeddou therefore decided to pool their knowledge 

and join forces with the French geographer J.M. 
Castex in an attempt to fill the gap of Palaestina 
Tertia in Dauphin’s demographic study. The 
aim was to cross archaeological demography 
with GIS, combine analysis of literary and his-
torical sources with geographical interpretation, 
and apply geospatial approaches to landscape 
archaeology in order to explore fluctuations in 
the relationships between man and environment, 
and between nomadism and sedentarism in this 
semi-arid area over eight centuries. 

The initial focus was on demographic fluc-
tuations at the transitional period between the 
end of the Byzantine era and the emergence of 
the Abbasids in 750 AD. The study area was 
not only a border zone between the sown of 
the fallāḥīn and the desert of the badu, but one 
which had also experienced Arab infiltration be-
fore the Moslem conquest of 636.

Pilot Project
A pilot project was conducted in 2007-2008 

in order to shed light on fundamental questions 
concerning three types of relationship: ‘time / 
space’, ‘sedentary, semi-sedentary and nomad-
ic peoples’ and ‘pagans, Jews, Christians and 
Moslems’. In order to better trace the infiltration 
of Arabs who went on to co-exist with Byzantine 
rural communities by settling in the central 
Negev desert, two regions of Palaestina Tertia 
were selected for closer study: Arad to the south-
west of the Dead Sea (Dauphin 1998 I: 108-110, 
III: 961-979) and Mizpe Ramon with its extinct 
volcanic craters in the heart of the central Negev 
desert (Haiman 1986, 1991, 1993; Lender 1990; 
Rosen 1994). Against the background of general 
demographic decline, of Christianity penetrat-
ing into the Jewish stronghold of the Darôm in 
the 5th century (taking it over in the 6th century) 
and ‒ further south in the central Negev uplands 
‒ of Islam becoming consolidated (manifested 
archaeologically by several hundred Arabic in-
scriptions and the construction of open-air cult-
places [masjid]), two contrary demographic 
movements met in the central Negev. The hy-
potheses put forward by the Negev Emergency 
Survey (Fig. 5) were confirmed, viz. (1) a move 
towards the south and central Negev uplands and 
(2) terrace agriculture maximising the resources 

4. On geo-historical Palaestina Tertia see Gutwein 1981: 5-40. 
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5. Distribution of types of Byzantine sites in relation to the hydrographic network in two sub-regions of the Negev desert: 
Arad and Mizpe Ramon (GIS M. Ben Jeddou and C. Dauphin).
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of wadis - a characteristic feature of the northern 
Negev plains. This resulted in an increase in the 
number of farms in the Late Byzantine period 
and under the Umayyads. These were abandoned 
under the Abbasids, during which time there was 
a south-north infiltration of Arab nomads who 
gradually became sedentary (Dauphin and Ben 
Jeddou 2009).

Chronology and Archaeological Databases
The long chronological span of our study 

‒ from the Byzantine period to the victory of 
Saladin over the Crusaders at the battle of Ḥiṭṭīn 
(4th July 1187), which precipitated the col-
lapse of the Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem and, 
by way of the Ayyubids (1188-1260) the rise of 
the Mamluks (1260-1516) ‒ includes two major 
chronological breaks: between the Umayyads 
and Abbasids (750), and between the Crusaders 
and Ayyubids (1187).

A database of all Byzantine and Arab sites 
in Palaestina Tertia west of the ghawr was cre-
ated by Mohamed Ben Jeddou on the basis of 
sites recorded in the catalogue of Dauphin’s La 
Palestine Byzantine (1998 III). This was updat-
ed with data published by the Negev Emergency 

Survey and the results of recent excavations, 
augmented by Arab sites found in the archaeo-
logical archives of the State of Israel and the 
Negev Emergency Survey. This database com-
prises 1,099 archaeological sites described by 20 
descriptors, which were in turn divided into 70 
variables (e.g. date: Byzantine, Byzantine-Arab, 
Arab).

For the area east of the rift valley (Fig. 6), 
i.e. southern Jordan, our corpus of archaeologi-
cal sites is essentially based on the inventory 
of sites recorded in the 1973 Archaeological 
Heritage of Jordan: The Archaeological Periods 
and Sites (East Bank) and on JADIS (Jordanian 
Archaeological Database and Information 
System), the latter being the computerised data-
base of the Department of Antiquities of Jordan5. 
The reason for using JADIS rather than MEGA 
(Middle Eastern Geodatabase for Antiquities) 
is that MEGA, which was created by the Getty 
Conservation Institute in Los Angeles in co-
operation with the Department of Antiquities 
of Jordan, does not yet include all the data on 
JADIS. All Byzantine (330-636 AD), Islamic 
(636-661), Umayyad (661-750), Abbasid (750-
1258), Fatimid (969-1171), Crusader (1099-

5. In January - February 2008, Mohamed Ben Jeddou 
carried out research for the Palestine III Project with 
a short-term bursary from the Institut Français du 
Proche-Orient (IFPO) at ‘Ammān. We are extremely 
grateful to the late Dr Fawwaz al-Khraiysheh, then 
Director General of the Department of Antiquities of 
Jordan (DoA), for permission to access the JADIS 
database and acquire topographic maps from the 
Royal Jordanian Geographic Center, ‘Ammān, as 
well as pedological maps of southern Jordan from the 
Directorate of Agriculture and Irrigation. We would 
particularly like to thank the Director of the Directorate 
of Agriculture and Irrigation, Eng. Riyad Beqeen, and 
Dr Mahmoud Al-Freehat and Ahmad Eid Aloweidi, 
both of the Department of Land Use, for their good 
will towards us and their interest in the Palestine III 
Project. Professor Bill Finlayson, then Director of the 
Council for British Research in the Levant (CBRL), 
‘Ammān strongly supported our applications for (1) an 
Honorary Professorship in Archaeology and Theology 
at the University of Wales Trinity Saint David, 
Lampeter and (2) access to JADIS and the Jordanian 
archaeological archives. Our application was followed 
up with rigour and warm cooperation by CBRL 

Administrator, Mrs Nadja Qaisi. At the DoA, Catreena 
Hamarneh, then Director of Archives, and Mrs Samar 
Habahabeh greatly facilitated our work in the JADIS 
database; access problems were solved by Fottoh al-
Banna (Information Technology). Qutaiba al-Dasouqi 
and Jamal Safi (Topography, Mapping and Drawing) 
guided us through the administrative complexity of 
the Royal Jordanian Geographic Center, ‘Ammān. We 
thank them all wholeheartedly. Our debt of gratitude 
is particularly great to Dr Mark Merrony, Director 
of the Mougins Museum of Classical Art (MMCA) 
founded in 2011 by Mr Christian Levett, and Mrs 
Julianne Coutts, in charge of Finance and Marketing 
at the MMCA, for the Museum’s financial support of 
the Palestine III Project as well as for their enthusiasm. 
The present article is based on a lecture with the same 
title which we delivered at the British Institute, CBRL, 
‘Ammān on 28th November 2011. We wish to thank 
Dr Carol Palmer, Director of CBRL ‘Amman, for her 
perfect organisation of the lecture and Mrs Qamar 
Fakhoury, Director of Studies and Publications at the 
DoA, for bringing to light the educational value of the 
combination of archaeology, history and GIS in our 
work. 
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1291), Ayyubid (1171-1341) and Mamluk 
(1250-1517) sites in Palaestina Tertia east of the 
ghawr were recorded. The ‘sites’ table provides a 
unique site number which serves as link between 
the new inventory and the JADIS database. The 
total number of sites was 517 (Byzantine = 420, 
Islamic = 134, Umayyad, Abbasid and Fatimid = 
59, Crusader, Ayyubid and Mamluk = 135). Five 
chrono-spatial maps of Palaestina Tertia east of 
the ghawr were generated (Figs. 7, 8).

In JADIS, sites are recorded in ‘chronologi-
cal blocks’. For example, Umayyad, Abbasid and 
Fatimid sites constitute a single ‘block’, so that 
unless one has consulted the Jordanian archaeo-

logical archives and / or recent archaeological 
publications it is impossible to know which sites 
are Umayyad and which are Abbasid or Fatimid. 
Similarly, in order to conduct a detailed analysis, 
it is imperative that site-type (e.g. city, village, 
hamlet, farm, fortress, encampment) and archi-
tectural components (e.g. domestic structures, 
cult places, reservoirs) are identified, none of 
which are described on JADIS. Historical sourc-
es (e.g. Arabic geographical treatises and itiner-
aries, in particular those of the 19th and early 
20th centuries) mentioning sites and describing 
landscapes before modern development must 
also be examined. 

6. Jordanian Palaestina Tertia 
east of the ghawr (GIS M. Ben 
Jeddou and C. Dauphin.) 
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7. Distribution of Byzantine to 
Mamluk sites in Palaestina 
Tertia east of the ghawr 
(GISM. Ben Jeddou and C. 
Dauphin).

Environmental Databases and Methodology
Within the context of the creation of an in-

tegrated Geographical Information System, the 
archaeological database was linked to an envi-
ronmental database on which a number of spa-
tial analyses were conducted. Geographical data 
were produced for spatial modelling on the basis 
of sixteen 1:50,000 topographic maps obtained 
from the Royal Jordanian Geographic Centre at 
‘Ammān. These maps were geo-referenced by 
M. Ben Jeddou. 

Spatial Vector Data
Point data

These include hydrographic information, 

e.g. springs, wells. This layer was produced on 
the basis of the 1:50,000 topographic maps. Very 
few springs were recorded.

Linear Data
This layer was produced through digitisa-

tion of contour lines on the 1:50,000 topograph-
ic maps.

Hydrography
This layer reflects the present state of the 

hydrographic network. It shows all information 
on perennial and seasonal wadis, as well as on 
irrigation channels. It may be possible to trace 
past hydrographic networks owing to a relative 
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8. Distribution of sites in Palaestina Tertia east of the ghawr: (top left) Byzantine; (top right) Islamic; (bottom left) 
Umayyad - Abbasid - Fatimid; (bottom right) Crusader - Ayyubid - Mamluk (GISM. Ben Jeddou and C. Dauphin).
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lack of human disturbance in southern Jordan.
In our study area, the hydrographic system 

derives from the orography: wadis run parallel to 
folds. This hydrographic network is dense with 
many ramifications. It covers the entire region, 
generally in a south-westerly or south-easterly 
direction (Fig. 9). The hydrographic network is 
subject to significant variations of flow based on 
annual rainfall.

Ancient Roads
The ancient road network is particularly rele-

vant to the study of ancient populations. It played 
a major role in Palaestina Tertia on both sides 
of the ghawr. Examined in the light of historical 
sources, archaeological remains (e.g. roads, wadi 
crossings, milestones) have enabled us to trace a 
number of routes following Roll (1999). 

The vector layer shows Roman and 
Byzantine roads. The close relationship be-
tween site distribution and the ancient road net-
work recalls both the movement of agricultural 

and commercial products between settlements 
and the south-north axis of the Via Nova, and 
the caravans which carried Indian spices from 
Ayla (‘Aqaba) to Damascus (Dauphin 1998 I: 
117). At Petra, they were joined by the cara-
vans of the ‘incense road’, which carried loads 
of Yemeni incense and myrrh from the port of 
Qani’ on the Gulf of Aden to Marib, and thence 
across the immense desert of Rubat al-Khali 
(the “Empty Quarter”), stopping at Najran and 
Yathrib-Medina (Groom 2002: fig. 29). After the 
Moslem conquest, the direction of commerce 
was reversed, with Moslem pilgrims travelling 
from Damascus to Mecca. Caravan stops, with 
reservoirs and cisterns which were filled each 
year before the ḥajj, were established along 
Darb al-Ḥajj (Petersen 1991). From Ma‘ān, this 
followed a south-easterly route towards Tabûk 
and then went on to Medina. 

Pedology
Pedological maps were kindly provided by 

9. All sites in Palaestina Tertia from Byzantine to Mamluk periods against (left) road network; (right) hydrographic 
network (GIS M. Ben Jeddou and C. Dauphin). 
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the Pedological Section of the Jordanian Ministry 
of Agriculture. These comprise two modern 
1:250,000 maps of southern Jordan which clas-
sify soils into several categories according to 
type (Al-Qudah, El-Rihani and Sartaoui 1993). 

Our study area was divided into 18 types of 
land region and 147 units of soil association, of 
which 55 appear in the table of our pedological 
layer. Our approach is different but complemen-
tary, classifying soil types according to agricul-
tural potential. This classification is based on 
numerous factors: e.g. crops grown, agricultural 
potential, slope, rock outcropping. Seven cate-
gories of agricultural capacity were defined: (1) 
non-existent: uncultivated, zero potential, (2) 
very weak: small areas of grazing, (3) weak: pas-
tureland, (4) medium: cereals (barley), (5) quite 
good: cereals (wheat), irrigation, (6) good: two 
cereal harvests, irrigation, orchards and (7) very 
good: all types of cultivation, good harvests.

The Petra Church, Papyri and Fields
In order to reconstruct the landscape in any 

given period, it is necessary to compare the agri-
cultural potential of certain sites with the results 
of environmental studies (e.g. pollen analysis) 
and data from historical sources. For example, 
light was shed on agriculture in the hinterland of 
Petra, capital of Palaestina Tertia, in the 6th cen-
tury by 152 papyri discovered in December 1993 
in a storeroom of the Byzantine church at Petra 
excavated by the American Center of Oriental 
Research (ACOR), ‘Ammān. Charred in the 
fire which had destroyed the church, those pa-
pyri which were still legible comprised contracts 
concerning the property and land of Theodoros, 
son of Obodianos, and his family, as well as le-
gal documents including transactions, property 
descriptions and disputes between several Petra 
families over at least two generations (Frösen, 
Arjava and Lehtinen 2002; Arjava, Buchholz 
and Gagos 2007; Arjava, Buchholz, Gagos and 
Kaimio 2011). This particular Theodoros was a 
deacon, who became archdeacon of the church 
where the papyri were discovered. The papyri 
mention orchards, vines, grain fields, wheat and 
barley threshing floors, and farms. It is now im-
perative to investigate the information contained 
in the Petra papyri in the field and to analyse the 
results in the context of GIS.

In the next stage of analysis, we will refine 

our research and consider other factors and ap-
proaches, whilst taking into account the spa-
tial dimension in order to answer the following 
questions: Where and why are sites situated? 
Did changes take place in the factors governing 
site location over time? 

Statistical Analyses 
Density Calculations

This type of spatial calculation takes the no-
tion of ‘neighbourhood’ into account, by exam-
ining the distribution of archaeological entities / 
sites over an area of 7000 km². Zones of concen-
tration are depicted by colour shading, making it 
easier to visualisation the spatial context of the 
results.

During the Byzantine period, there was a 
great density of occupation in the northern part of 
study area (Fig. 11), on fertile soils in the vicin-
ity of al-Karak, the episcopal see of Characmoba 
(Fig. 10) located at the ancient crossroads of 
the north-south Kings’ Highway and east-west 
road linking al-Karak with the Dead Sea. By the 
Islamic period, this concentration seems to have 
moved south of al-Karak, corresponding to the 
initial billeting of the Moslem conquerors on 
the arable margins (Dauphin 1998 II: 370-371). 
During the Umayyad - Abbasid - Fatimid pe-
riod, zones of concentration are clearly visible 
near al-Karak, west and north of Fīfā and north 
of Ma‘ān. As the Umayyad caliphate became 
established, both administratively and mili-
tarily, troops left their cantonments and settled 
down. The centre of gravity thus shifted from 
the desert towards semi-arid and, later, agricul-
tural land. The creation of sites on the pilgrim 
road from Damascus to Mecca is also evident. 
Darb al-Ḥajj crossed Jordan from north to south 
via al-Karak and Ma‘ān (broadly correspond-
ing to the modern Desert Highway), then head-
ed off towards the south-east in the direction 
of Tabûk (Peters 1994: map 1; Kennedy 2012: 
92-109; Petersen 1991, 2012). In the Crusader-
Ayyubid-Mamluk period, the Karak region con-
tinued to play a central role, with sites cluster-
ing around the Crusader castles of Shawbak 
and Karak (Fig. 10), despite the existence of 
three Crusader castles in Petra and its environs 
(vannini and Nucciotti 2009; voisin 2009). 
Moreover, the province (mamlakat) of al-Karak 
was of great economic and strategic importance 
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to the Mamluk state. At times of food shortage 
in Egypt, Karak wheat was exported to Cairo, 
the centre of Mamluk power. Furthermore, the 
sugar industry which the Crusaders developed in 
the Jordan valley was subsequently one of the 
most profitable sectors of the Mamluk agricul-
tural economy (Walker 2008). 

Mean Centre
The technique of ‘mean centre’, based on 

Euclidian distance, consists of measuring the 
value of x and y coordinates for all points, or 

centroids for linear and surface entities. This 
technique was used in order to identify the ge-
ographic centre (or centre of concentration) of 
archaeological sites for each period. This has 
enabled us to measure general patterns of settle-
ment concentration and check whether any shifts 
occurred. Our map (Fig. 12) suggests that the 
average centre remained circumscribed within 
a circle averaging 11km in diameter from 330 
to 1517AD. Thus, the distribution of population 
remained constant through time, with a focus on 
the northern area, despite minor nuances specific 

10.(Top) Mādabā mosaic map, 
including vignette of Byzantine 
(Chara) cmob (a), modern al-
Karak (courtesy of Studium 
Biblicum Franciscanum, 
Jerusalem); (bottom) map of 
the Holy Land showing the 
itineraries of William Wey, 
Fellow of Eton College, in 
1458 and 1462; depiction 
of the Dead Sea, cities and 
castles (courtesy of The Board 
of Trinity College, Dublin).
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11. Density calculations in Palaestina Tertia east of the ghawr: (top left) Byzantine; (top right) Islamic; (bottom left) 
Umayyad - Abbasid - Fatimid; (bottom right) Crusader - Ayyubid - Mamluk (GISM. Ben Jeddou and C. Dauphin).
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to each period. 
An ‘interpretative system’ is thus set up, 

with spatial analyses requiring frequent ‘returns’ 
to the environmental database in order to garner 
historical explanations. 

Spatial Statistics 
By using statistical methods to analyse spa-

tial distribution, patterns, processes and relation-
ships, the location of centres or the manner in 
which features were distributed around centres 
can be investigated. 

Directional Distribution
Does the distribution of sites around a mean 

centre follow a certain pattern? To measure the 
trend for archaeological sites of each period (or 
‘set’), the standard distance from the mean cen-
tre was calculated separately in the x and y di-
rections in order to define the axes of an ellipse. 
This shows whether the distribution of features 
has a particular orientation or not. As is evident 
from the four ellipses of (Fig. 13), the general 
orientation for all periods is south-west - north-
east. However, both the extent and shape of the 
ellipses change over time. The Islamic period is 
characterised by a shift southwards, representing 
a population movement out of the densely-popu-
lated Byzantine districts, particularly in the hin-
terland of al-Karak, in favour of new areas further 

12. Mean centre in Palaestina 
Tertia east of the ghawr 
(GISM. Ben Jeddou and C. 
Dauphin).
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to the south. The Umayyad - Abbasid - Fatimid 
ellipse resembles that of the Byzantine period, 
witnessing a return to former ‘Byzantine dis-
tricts’ manifested on the ground by the Umayyad 
establishment of large agricultural estates on the 
fringes of Byzantine villages (Hamarneh 2010: 
98-99). Density of demographic occupation 
and intensity of land use reached a peak in the 
Crusader - Ayyubid - Mamluk period, with de-
mographic expansion in all zones.

Standard Distance
This technique is used to answer questions 

related to the spatial distribution of archaeologi-
cal sites. It allows one to measure the degree to 
which features are concentrated or dispersed 
around a geometric mean centre. Which period 
had the most extensive territory? How dispersed 
are features around that centre? The greatest ter-
ritorial extent coincides with the Islamic and 

Crusader - Ayyubid - Mamluk periods (Fig. 13), 
supporting the results of the directional distribu-
tion analysis.  

Linear Directional Mean 
This method is used to identify direction (or 

orientation) by calculating the average angle of 
a set of lines. What is the predominant direc-
tion? Is it possible to identify the mean direc-
tion, length and geographic centre for a set of 
lines, such as the roads of Byzantine Palaestina 
Tertia? The Byzantine road network east of the 
ghawr, as drawn by I. Roll (1999), is incom-
plete. The results of the linear directional mean 
analysis are therefore provisional. Although 
the Byzantine road network has all the appear-
ances of being orientated north-south, the linear 
directional mean analysis brings out a hidden 
feature, viz. east-west communications across 
the River Jordan in the direction of the holy 

13. (left of page) Directional distribution: (top left) Byzantine; (top right) Islamic; (bottom left) Umayyad - Abbasid - 
Fatimid; (bottom right) Crusader - Ayyubid - Mamluk; (right of page) Standard distance: (top left) Byzantine; (top 
right) Islamic; (bottom left) Umayyad - Abbasid - Fatimid; (bottom right) Crusader - Ayyubid - Mamluk (GISM. Ben 
Jeddou and C. Dauphin).
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city of Jerusalem, the focal point of the entire 
region (Fig. 14). The north-west - south-east lin-
ear directional mean is supported by historical 
sources. Notably, in order to alleviate successive 
periods of famine in Palestine west of the ghawr 
between 518 and 521, wheat was imported from 
Moab on the backs of female camels (Schwartz 
1939, Vita Sabae 186: 15-17; Festugière 1962: 
116)6.

Thus, in addition to enabling us to model 
distribution, direction and relationships, spatial 
statistical analyses have so far revealed at least 
one pattern that was not immediately apparent 
and have allowed us to consider our data in a 
spatial manner. 

Spatial Analyses 
Although the spatial dimension of human ac-
tivities is an essential element of archaeologi-
cal research, it was neglected for many years. 
However, archaeologists now admit the possibil-
ity of reconstructing human activity, the agrarian 
landscape and population dynamics by means 
of spatial analyses (Kvamme 1992: 37; Zhang 
and Goodchild 2002: 115-122; Goodchild 2005: 
3-33; Ahearn and David Smith 2005: 387).

Our current research on Palaestina Tertia 
aims to integrate historical, archaeological 
and environmental data in order to gain a bet-
ter understanding of the relationship between 
man (whether sedentary or nomadic) and space 
across the long span of eight centuries. 

Slope and Aspect
Slope and aspect do not seem to have played 

an important role in the selection of areas for 
settlement in any of the periods under consid-
eration. Could this be due to the burial of sites 
under accumulations of soil, a lack of site iden-
tification or even erroneous geographic coordi-
nates?

Altitude 
The distribution of sites indicates that low-

lying areas were deemed undesirable for settle-
ment, with the majority of sites being located at 
higher elevations. 236 of a total of 420 Byzantine 
sites are to be found at elevations ranging from 
700 to 1,700 m. This seems to have been a char-
acteristic element of the southern Jordanian 
landscape in Antiquity. It may have been linked 
to visibility, communications and perhaps de-
fence. Moreover, rainfall increases with altitude, 
resulting in the possibility of two harvests per 
year, lower air and soil temperatures, less evap-
oration and the presence of compost-producing 
vegetation.

Pedology
The distribution of sites in relation to soils is 

significant, with major concentrations of sites (no-
tably in the Byzantine period) in the northern part 
of the study area, corresponding to the presence 
of fertile soils. In the southern area, sites are typi-

6. Likewise, at the end of the 19th century, the bedouin of 
Transjordan travelled to Jerusalem to sell their wheat 

(Spafford-Vester 1950: 153). 

14. Linear directional mean against Byzantine road 
network in Palaestina Tertia east of the ghawr 
(arrow emphasises east - west communications with 
Jerusalem) (GISM. Ben Jeddou and C. Dauphin); 
(top left corner) camel caravan on Mount of Olives, 
Jerusalem with the hills of Moab in the distance, 
1930s (courtesy George Khavedjian, Photo Elia, 
Jerusalem).
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cally located near the remains of terraces, a tech-
nique to retain soils and protect them from erosion 
(Mayerson 1962). This system of terraces on slopes 
or in wadi beds was not linked to any specific type 
of agriculture, as they supported cereals, vegeta-
bles, vines and also fruit trees, notably olives. 

Altitude and Pedology
The correlation between altitude and pedol-

ogy indicates that the richest soils are situated 
either in the north or at higher altitudes, where 
sites of all periods are also concentrated. In the 
southern part of the study area, sites were most 
frequently situated mid-slope or on rock fans, 
whilst cereals were grown in catchment basins 
and valley bottoms.

Distance to the hydrographic Network
Observations of cost / distance in relation to 

hydrography show that the ‘hydrographic’ vari-
able is particularly interesting. The tight concen-
trations of Byzantine sites coincide with the den-
dritic hydrographic network comprising a multi-
tude of small wadis (Fig. 9). The risks posed by 
flooding of alluvial plains (e.g. malaria [Dauphin 
2006]) do not seem to have deterred the estab-
lishment of settlements during the Byzantine pe-
riod. This was probably because the best arable 
land was to be found where tributaries joined the 
main wadis and in the wadi beds, which were 
terraced for agricultural purposes. 

Dendritic Distribution of Byzantine Sites 
A similar dendritic distribution of popula-

tion in the Byzantine period is also found west of 
the ghawr in the central Negev desert, in the area 
of the extinct volcanic craters at Mitzpe Ramon 
(Dauphin and Ben Jeddou 2009: figs 5 and 10). 
However, although this dendritic distribution of 
sites continued into the Islamic period in the lat-
ter region (Fig. 6), east of the ghawr in southern 
Jordan a deliberate distancing of sites from water 
seems to have occurred from the Islamic period 
onwards, continuing into the Umayyad - Abbasid 
- Fatimid period. The malaria-carrying anoph-
elous mosquito lays its eggs in stagnant water-
ponds, in pools of water along stream banks and 

in stretches of water on alluvial plains with imper-
vious soils and bad drainage (Sergent and Sergent 
1947). Consequently, the Prophet Mohammad 
forbade his bedouin from camping in valley bot-
toms or next to springs and paths which were 
the “meeting-places of night insects” (Lammens 
1914: 24-25). The 8th century poet Ibn Mayyada 
emphasised the natural tendency of Caliph al-
Walid II to prefer the desert to the agricultural 
rīf by proclaiming: “The vicinity of springs is 
not suitable for us; mosquitoes and fevers con-
sume us” (Lammens 1910: 95). Terrified by ma-
larial fever which was unknown in the desert, the 
badu warned: “Beware of the rīf ! To approach 
it means death, short term perdition” (al-Jahith 
n.d.). Thus, the progressive sedentarisation of the 
bedouin followed a strategy of avoidance.

In a swing of the pendulum, land use by the 
Crusaders ‒ who were Christians with a west-
ern mentality ‒ reinstated the close relationship 
between settlement and access to water, lead-
ing to a distribution of sites similar to that of the 
Byzantine period. 

Distance to Springs
No preference may be surmised from the re-

lationship of sites with springs7. However, this 
statement reflects the modern situation where 
very few springs have been recorded. Textual 
sources contemporary with the periods under 
consideration permit some adjustments. Thus, 
whereas the immediate surroundings of Petra 
lack springs on the Jordanian 1:50,000 topo-
graphic maps, the Petra papyri mention no less 
than three springs which provided water to the 
settlement of Wādī Mūsā in the Byzantine period 
(Inv. 88, no. 36, Kaimio and Koenon 1997: 495; 
Gagos and Frösen 1998: 473; Arjava, Buchholz 
and Gagos 2007: 195).

Distance to Ancient Roads
The calculation of cost / distance indicates a 

strong correlation between the proximity of an-
cient roads and archaeological sites in all peri-
ods. There is a clear preference for areas located 
close to the road network, principally within 
thirty minutes travel time8.

7. For cost / distance to springs see Dauphin, C. and Ben 
Jeddou, M. 2012b: fig. 2. 

8. For cost / distance of archaeological sites in relation to 

the road networks of all periods combined see Dauphin, 
C. and Ben Jeddou, M. 2012a: fig. 5. 
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An Attempt at Modelling
Multivariate Analysis of Data: Fallāḥīn and 
Nomads

The decision to conduct a study of popula-
tion dynamics in our region by means of statisti-
cal analyses should be viewed within the frame-
work of a diachronic approach which allows for 
the possible combination of a number of differ-
ent variables, as well for checking the weight of 
each archaeological variable in population dy-
namics. In order to conduct a multivariate analy-
sis, it is necessary to include as much informa-
tion as possible (in addition to that of JADIS), 
e.g. from site publications, the Jordanian ar-
chaeological archives etc. By means of this type 
of analysis, we hope to shed light on sedentary 
sites. 

The situation regarding nomadic encamp-
ments is more complex, owing to the infrequent 
survival of such sites in the archaeological 
record (Rosen 1987: 34-35, 1988). Furthermore, 
there is a near-absence of surveys focused on 
such sites in southern Jordan. The Greek in-
scriptions on the mosaic pavement at the funer-
ary church of St. Sergius in the ecclesiastical 
complex at Nitl (Piccirillo 2002: 209-217), 10 
km east of Mādabā, testify to the presence of a 

section of the Banu Ghassan tribe at the gates of 
Mādabā. This confirms the tradition recorded by 
the Arab historian Ya‘qubi (d. 897), viz. that the 
Ghassanids had established themselves in the 
Balqā’, south of Philadelphia (‘Ammān), during 
the reign of the Byzantine Emperor Anastasius 
(r. 491 - 518). However, no trace of semi-sed-
entary encampments has been detected, whereas 
evidence of these was found by Dauphin (1995) 
around the martyrion of St. John the Baptist at 
er-Ramthaniyye in the Jaulan. 

We will thus have to adapt the descriptive 
categories of our database to reflect reality and 
reveal the settlement typology of ancient no-
madic space (tents), as opposed to the seden-
tary space of the fallāḥīn. Anthropologically, 
the contrast between the desert and the sown in 
Jordan is striking, be it detectible only in dress 
(Fig. 15)9 and food (Fig. 16)10. 

The Road Creates the Water Source; it 
Attracts Man

Analysis of the distribution of archaeologi-
cal material in relation to environmental data 
illustrates varying choices over time. Reasons 
for this are diverse. Road networks and hydrog-
raphy have always played an important role in 
structuring the man-made landscape, notably in 

15. Along the Kings’ Highway of Jordan, women’s festive 
dresses: (left) as-Salt, ca 1935; (right) Ma‘ān, ca 1930 
(Widad Kamel Kawar Collection, ‘Ammān.)

16. Bedouin eating mansaf, 1925 (courtesy George 
Khavedjian, Photo Elia, Jerusalem).

9. There are great differences between the black and blue 
thawb khalaqa in cotton, with enormous sleeves, worn 
on festive occasions at as-Salṭ ca. 1935 (Fig. 6, left), 
and the gold and orange Damascus silk thawb qameh 
worn on similar occasions in Ma‘ān ca. 1930 (Fig. 
6, right). Both are in the collection of Widad Kamel 
Kawar, ‘Ammān (al-Banna-Chidiac 2011: 149-150). 

The presence of Damascus silk at Ma‘ān, in the heart 
of southern Jordan, is linked to the Darb al-Ḥajj from 
Damascus, on which pilgrims to Mecca ‒ and also 
merchandise and luxury goods ‒ travelled southwards 
to Ma‘ān and on to Tabûk and Medina.

10. On food as a differentiation marker between fallāḥīn 
and bedouin in Jordan see Palmer 2002. 
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the Byzantine and Crusader periods. The late 
French geographer Jean Gottmann (1959: 91), 
Professor of Geography at the University of 
Oxford, ended his 1959 study on the relation-
ship between “Man, Road and Water in South-
Western Asia” with these words: “The road cre-
ates the water source; it attracts man”. 

Ḥumaymah provides a fascinating exam-
ple. Just as the Moslem conquerors had emerged 
from the Arabian desert, it was in the desert 
‒ at the 8th century palace of al-Ḥumaymah ‒ 
that the Abbasid dynasty mounted its rebellion 
against the Umayyads. Its predecessor, the city 
of Auara (Arabic ḥuwāra = “white”), had been 
founded by the Nabataean King Aretas III or Iv 
in the 80s BC in an area poor in water resources 
(Graf 1983) to serve as a centre for sedentarisa-
tion of the local nomadic Nabataean pastoralists. 
Numerous reservoirs were dug in order to catch 
the winter rains, while 27 km of covered aque-
ducts delivered water from springs in the moun-
tains to the north, thereby encouraging bedouin 
in the district to semi-sedentarise, camping there 
on an annual basis to trade in provisions for 
caravans (Eadie and Oleson 1986; Oleson 1986, 
1988, 1990). After the annexation of Nabataea by 
the Romans, the rectangular Roman fort became 
a camp of “autochthonous archers on horse-
back” (Schick 1995b: 320) at ca. 400 AD, which 
in turn encouraged further settlement around the 
site11. Once sedentary, groups tended to settle on 
the most fertile lands first, hence the importance 
of the third factor: agricultural potential.

Our project, which integrates environmen-
tal and archaeological data by means of spatial 
analyses, should enable us to reconstruct the 
landscape and evaluate more clearly and pre-
cisely the transformations which have left their 
marks on the relationships between communi-
ties of fallāḥīn and nomads on the one hand, and 
the natural environment on the other. Methods of 
bedouin land use, first involving pastoralism on 
semi-arid lands, then subsequently semi-seden-
tarising and sedentarising (and sometimes even 
returning to a nomadic state), stem from very 
different perceptions of the environment and its 
potential. Reconstructing these perceptions from 
the traces that remain etched upon the landscape 
is a major challenge for our research.
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Introduction
Between 5 and 19 September 2011 a Danish-

German team from the University of Aarhus, 
Denmark and Ruhr University Bochum, Germany 
conducted an intensive survey of the north-west 
quarter of the ancient city of Jarash (Fig. 1)1. The 
survey consisted of architectural documentation, 
geodetic measurements and geophysical survey 
over an area of 4.2 ha. It was the first season of 
a project that is intended to last for several years 
with the aim of exploring the north-west quarter 
of ancient Jarash. The project is funded by the 
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) and 
the H. P. Hjerl Hansen Mindefondet for Dansk 
Palæstinaforskning. 

Aims of the International Jarash North-West 
Quarter Project

The 2011 survey season prepared the way for 
a long-term archaeological project. The survey 
area is the highest point in ancient Gerasa and 
has hitherto been largely unexplored, apart from 
the excavation of the synagogue church by the 
Yale University mission (Kraeling 1938: 234-
241) and two later trial trenches by V.A. Clark 
and J. Bowsher 1986.

The overall aim of the project is to examine 
continuity and change in settlement patterns 
and building development in this particular area 
from the pre-Hellenistic to early Islamic periods 
in order to discuss implementation, use and re-
use of grid patterns and buildings over a longer 
period, and to link the results with broader 
patterns of urban development in the city and 
the region.

The project aims to clarify questions 

associated with the settlement history of the 
north-west quarter. There is a particular focus 
on examination of the early settlement history 
in order to analyse the impact of Hellenisation in 
the Near East in general and Gerasa in particular, 
and to determine whether or not these processes 
can be traced throughout the Roman imperial 
period (for further literature on Gerasa see Zaid 
1997; Lichtenberger 2003; Kennedy 2007; 
March 2009; Raja 2012). 

The north-west quarter occupies a prominent 
position because of its location on the highest 
area within the ancient city and its proximity 
to one of the main sanctuaries, that of Artemis. 
However, its distance from the wadi raises the 
question of how the area was supplied with 
water. It has been suggested that the Graeco-
Roman city originally developed from two 
separate settlements, viz. Greek Antioch and an 
indigenous Gerasa, with two separate main cults 
- of Greek Zeus Olympios and Artemis (probably 
the interpretatio graeca of a local goddess) 
(cf. Lichtenberger 2008). If this hypothesis 
holds true, the north-west quarter close to the 
Artemision would be a plausible location for 
an early settlement at Gerasa. The sondages by 
v.A. Clark and J. Bowsher further east yielded 
Early Bronze Age material that hints at an early 
occupation in this area (Clark and Bowsher 
1986: 343). On the basis of their earlier work, we 
wish to carry out further investigations by means 
of sondages in carefully selected locations. The 
architectural and geophysical survey in 2011 
served to document all visible structures and to 
select areas for excavation in future seasons. 

Another important aim of the project is to 

PRELIMINARY REPORT OF THE FIRST SEASON OF THE DANISH-
GERMAN JARASH NORTHWEST QUARTER PROJECT 2011

Achim Lichtenberger and Rubina Raja

1. The team consisted of the authors (directors), Georg 
Kalaitzoglou (assistant director), Jens Christian Pin-
borg (architect), Rudolf Kniess (geophysics), Dana Pilz 

(geophysics), Ditte Maria Damsgaard Hiort, Annette 
Højen Sørensen and Stefan Riedel (archaeologists).
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study the issue of water supply in ancient Gerasa. 
To date, no detailed study of this problem has 
been undertaken2. In the north-west quarter, a 
large cistern provides the logical starting point 
for such a study. This will be investigated further 
in the 2012 season.

General Topography (Fig. 2)
The north-west quarter is the highest area 

within the walled city, with a prominent location 
on the hill top and a view of the surrounding 
area, including the city, wadi and valley. The 
terrain slopes down to the east in the direction of 
the Artemision, as well as to the north and south. 

The northern side consists of a relatively steep 
rocky slope, while the southern side descends 
over several artificial terraces. The western limit 
of the area is defined by the city walls. To the 
north, the area must have been limited by the 
North Decumanus running to the north-west 
gate. The entire north-west quarter is covered 
with walls, mostly just with one or two courses 
of rough limestone remaining in situ. Aerial 
photography from 1917-1918 shows that parts of 
the north-west quarter were used for agriculture; 
some later terracing may therefore have taken 
place (Fig. 3). This was also observed by Clark 
and Bowsher (1986: 343) in one trench, where 

1. Aerial photo of Jarash with survey area marked. 

2. On the supply of water to Jarash see the prelimi-
nary study of Seigne (2004); cf. the contributions in 

Ohlig (ed.) 2008.
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the uppermost metre of deposit was recent 
agricultural soil. Until recently, parts of the 
highest area within the north-west quarter were 
used as a football pitch.

2011 Survey Season
The foci of the 2011 survey season were the 

archaeological remains in the north-west area 
of the city, beginning west of the Sanctuary of 
Artemis and extending to the city wall further 
to the west (Fig. 4). The survey consisted of the 
following components: (1) architectural field 
survey and documentation, (2) geodetic survey 
and (3) geophysical survey (geomagnetics and 
georadar).

The area was divided into two sectors, 
which were investigated by two survey teams 
each consisting of two archaeologists. The teams 
recorded, described, sketched and analyzed 
all structures visible on the surface, as well as 
other important finds. They were supported by 
an architect who drew 25 architectural elements 

and modelled these in a 3D photo modeller 
program, which allowed for detailed analysis 
by combining several disparate elements (on 
the architectural decoration of Gerasa cf. Nassar 
2004). Several capitals (Fig. 5) and fragments of 
capitals have been documented and, in the debris 
of the city wall, a fragment of a large limestone 
relief of the Roman period was discovered. This 
fragment, which has very deep relief, shows part 
of a clad torso and traces of an accompanying 
animal, probably feline or an eagle (Fig. 6). 

During the survey season, a total of 
approximately 350 walls ‒ making up varying 
complexes of different size and function ‒ 
were identified by the survey teams. Owing to 
the exclusively non-invasive methods used by 
the survey, only those structures visible on the 
surface could be recorded; most of these seem to 
be of late Roman, Byzantine and early Islamic 
date (on early Islamic Jarash cf. Blanke et al. 
2007; Damgaard and Blanke 2005; Walmsley 
2007). 

2. 3D surface plot of geomagnetic data.
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The north-west quarter was built on 
at least six terraces that follow the natural 
topography of the hill. The terraces are 
organised by means of streets and in some 
places they connect via stairs. The structures 
visible on surface are mostly built from spolia 
and appear to be of late date. However, the 
general layout seems to date back to an earlier 
period. This can be seen, for example, in the 
case of the large cistern (see below) that cut 
an earlier street when it was constructed. 
Of the numerous structures observed, the 

following are of particular interest and should 
be investigated further in future seasons:

(1) The ‘Ionic building’; 
(2) The ‘southern street’ and adjoining 

complexes; 
(3) The cistern; 
(4) The northern domestic complexes and 

caves. 

The ‘Ionic Building’
This monumental complex is located 

centrally on the hill top within the north-west 

4. Map of structures recorded 
in the north-west quarter of 
Gerasa.

3. Aerial photo of Jarash, 1917 / 
1918; BayHStA, BS-Palästina 
1127a (courtesy of Bavarian 
War Archive). 
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quarter (Fig. 7). It consists of a relatively large, 
roughly square building with several rooms. 
In front of the complex, an oblong terrace 
more than 50 metres long extends to the east 
in the direction of the Sanctuary of Artemis. 

The building itself incorporates a significant 
number of spolia, including several of the 
Ionic order (Fig. 5). These would originally 
have formed part of one or more Roman 
period buildings. The location and layout of 
this complex indicates that it could have been 
the residence of one of the important families 
in late Antiquity or the early Islamic period. 
Particularly notable are three adjoining 
‘courtyard houses’ which seem to belong to 
the same period as the ‘Ionic building’. This 
area and its complexes should be examined in 
more detail, as they may yield interesting data 
about social structures in the period between 
late Antiquity and the early Islamic era. Next 
season, the ‘Ionic building’ complex will be 
investigated by means of carefully placed 
sondages in order to clarify aspects of its 
history and use over a longer period.

In the adjoining area, a monumental 
monolithic altar decorated with stylised 
bulls’ horns was discovered in an open pit, 
indicating earlier cultic activities in the area 
(Fig. 8). 

5. Ionic capital from the ‘Ionic building’.

8. Monolithic altar.

6. Fragment of Roman relief.

7. ‘Ionic building’ from the south-west.
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The ‘Southern Street’ and Adjoining Complexes
In the southern part of the survey area, 

we identified an east-west street running from 
the city wall to the cistern (Fig. 9). Several 
complexes branch off on both sides of this street; 
these include structures used for production, 
a complex with a small cistern and several 
courtyard structures. This ‘quarter’ extends 
over more terraces laid out on the hill sloping 
to the south. Several side streets leading up 
the hill were identified between some of these 
complexes. Although most visible structures in 
this area appear to be of late Antique to early 
Islamic date, their overall layout conforms to the 
orthogonal street grid of the ancient Roman city. 
This area therefore needs to be investigated in 
more detail in order to understand its changing 
use and development over time.

The Cistern
A large rock-cut cistern is located in the 

south-eastern part of the survey area. It measures 
ca. 41x21 metres (Fig. 10). The cistern blocks 

the ‘southern street’; it is therefore likely that 
it was built after the street had lost its urban 
function as a line of communication between the 
western and eastern parts of the area.

A natural cave is located under the cistern. 
This cave extends east-west for a distance of at 
least 20 metres and becomes gradually deeper 
towards the west. This cave was also used as a 
cistern as at its ceiling there was a round stone 
cut opening for drawing water. At some point, 
the floor of the cistern seems to have collapsed 
on its eastern side, where the natural cave was 
closest to the rock surface. (Fig. 11). The cistern 
was in use for quite some time, as attested by 
several layers of hydraulic mortar, in some 
places combined with large white tesserae.

It was possible to locate one water inlet in 
the form of a channel leading into the cistern. 
Furthermore, a possible entrance (perhaps also a 
well) was found in situ. However, it still remains 
to be clarified whether or not these were the 
only ways of supplying water to and accessing 
water from the cistern. The northern part of the 
cistern was at a higher level than the southern 
part, so there may have been an over-fall basin. 
On almost the entire southern side, a rock-cut 

9. ‘Southern street’ from the west.

11. Repairs to cistern.

10. Cistern from the south.
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‘depression’ runs horizontally; this was probably 
used to fix a cover for the cistern.

Objectives in forthcoming seasons will 
include clarification of the date of construction, 
water supply to and use of water from the cistern. 
Furthermore, we wish to explore how the cave 
might have been associated with the use and/or 
abandonment of the cistern. As little is known 
about the supply of water within the ancient city 
of Jarash, one aim will be to examine closely 
whether water supply and distribution to the 
north-western part of the city might be explored 
by investigation of the cistern and its immediate 
surroundings, including a sondage in the cistern.

The Northern Domestic Complexes and Caves
On the north side of the survey area, the 

hill is ‘truncated’ by the steep, rocky hillside. In 
various places, this hillside was worked, both 
horizontally and vertically. The rock-cut facades 
were integrated into several buildings, some of 
which were connected to caves of varying sizes. 
In two locations, rock-cut staircases gave access 
to the hill top. Two notable complexes are located 
between the rocky hillside and the terrace of the 
‘Ionic building’; it appears that these structures 
saw several phases of domestic use.

Geodetic Survey
Over 14 days, two surveyors carried out a 

geodetic survey using a total station. With the aim 

of drawing up a detailed map of the north-west 
quarter, the area (ca. 3.8 hectares) was surveyed 
with a Sokkisha Set5 instrument. By working 
closely with the survey teams, it proved possible 
to record the visible architectural remains as well 
as topographic detail. The resulting map, which 
combines the architectural and geodetic surveys, 
gives a detailed impression of the structures 
visible in this part of the ancient city (Fig. 4). 

Geophysical Survey (Geomagnetics and 
Georadar)

Geophysicists from Eastern Atlas, Berlin 
carried out a large-scale geometric survey of the 
entire study area between 14 and 19 September 

2011 (see report, this volume). A six fluxgate 
array was used for the geomagnetic survey. 
Owing to the topography, positioning via DGPS 
was applied. The array was carried by two people 
because the steep topography did not permit the 
instrument to be wheeled across the area. 

By means of the magnetogram (Figs. 12 
and 13), anomalies were detected which could 
be interpreted as topographical, geological and 
archaeological features. A preliminary analysis 
tentatively suggests that some of these features 
correlate with architectural structures visible on 
the ground. 

At the northern edge of the survey area, 
the magnetogram revealed parallel structures 
- possibly the western section of the Northern 

12. Magnetogram. 
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Decumanus leading to a monumental city gate 
(cf. Zaid 1997: 43). On the terrace east of the 
‘Ionic building’, structures oriented north-south 
have been detected, crossing the terrace. These 
may be associated with some kind of division 
of the terrace. South of the same terrace, several 
wall structures ‒ which are not visible on surface 
‒ were detected, hinting at the presence of a 
domestic quarter. 

Ground-penetrating radar was used in 
carefully selected areas in order to test the 
feasibility of this method on the terrain. A GSSI 
SIR 3000 with a 270 MHz antenna was used. 
It proved difficult to distinguish limestone from 
limestone sediment and was therefore also difficult 
to measure depths. However, for structures closer 
to the surface, more positive results may be 
forthcoming after the data have been processed.  

Conclusion
The two-week survey season has yielded 

many results, which need to be analysed 
further. So far, a detailed map of the north-west 
quarter has been prepared and compared with 
the geophysical results. On the basis of this 
analysis, areas of particular interest have been 
selected for testing by means of sondages in the 
2012 season. The combination of architectural, 
geodetic and geophysical survey proved an 
excellent way of carrying out a non-invasive 
assessment of the site and has provided optimal 

information for preparing future excavations. 
Even during the survey and subsequent analysis, 
several structures could be identified which seem 
promising for future excavation with the aim of 
examining the settlement history of the north-
west quarter of Jarash. Furthermore, structures 
were also identified which may be able to answer 
more specific questions, viz. the development 
of the city’s water supply system and urban 
transformations at the end of classical Antiquity.
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THE FUNERARY TOPOGRAPHY OF PETRA PROJECT (FTPP): 
PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE 2010 SEASON

Lucy Wadeson

Introduction: The Topographical Setting of 
the Tombs at Petra

Among the monumental rock-cut tombs 
at Petra, there are 628 recorded façade tombs 
(Nehmé 2003: 158-160) and six so-called block 
tombs (djinn blocks), which are carved free 
from the rock on all four sides. The façade tombs 
at Petra are carved in the sandstone rock-faces 
of the mountainous terrain surrounding the city 
(Fig. 1). There are four types of sandstone at 
Petra, including Smooth, Tear, Honeycomb and 
ad-Dīsī1. The majority of the rock-cut monu-
ments are carved in the Tear sandstone since it 
is friable and easily carved. Only ad-Dayr and 
part of the Khaznah are carved in the harder 
Honeycomb sandstone, and some of the block 
tombs and the Obelisk Tomb (Br.2 35) are 
carved in the lighter coloured ad-Dīsī sandstone 
(Rababeh 2005: 38-39). The latter is found in the 
higher parts of the city, since it is the topmost 
layer of the sandstones. The façade tombs tend 

to take dominating positions in the landscape, ei-
ther overlooking the city or lining the wadis that 
provide entrance to the city. The block tombs are 
only found in the Bāb as-Sīq necropolis in the 
east and the area around the Snake Monument in 
the south (Rās Sulaymān / Wādī ath-Thughra). 
Notably, these mark important entrances to the 
city and are located on high ground.

Although the tombs form one huge necropo-
lis encircling the city, they can be roughly di-
vided into smaller cemeteries according to the 
area in which they are carved. These areas are by 
no means equal in size or in the nature of their 
terrain, nor do they have the same number of 
tombs. The cemeteries traditionally referred to in 
the literature include: al-Ḥabīs, Wādī Kharrūba, 
Wādī al-Mu‘ayṣara West, Wādī al-Mu‘ayṣara 
East and Wādī at-Turkmāniyyah in the north; 
Mughur an-Naṣāra and Wādī al-Maṭāḥa in the 
north-east; al-Khubthah to the east; the Theatre, 
Street of Façades, Outer Sīq, Bāb as-Sīq and 
Wādī al-Mudhlim to the south-east; Wādī 
Farasah and Wādī Rattām in the south; and the 
Snake Monument / Rās Sulaymān, Wādī ath-
Thughra and the base of Umm al-Biyāra to the 
south-west. The location of the tombs seems to 
follow the topography and thus the groupings 
are not exact, with some overlap. However, the 
divisions are useful for scholarship.

Besides the façade tombs and block tombs, 
there are more than 730 non-monumental tombs 
carved vertically down into the rock throughout 
Petra (Nehmé 2003: 157), especially on the tops 
of rocky outcrops. The most simple are deep ‘pit’ 
graves which descend in levels to receive one 
or more burials. The larger ‘shaft’ tombs have a 

1. For a summary of the geology of Petra and detailed de-
scriptions of the types of sandstone see Rababeh 2005: 
31-39.

2. Br. = Brünnow and von Domaszewski’s (1904) num-
bering of the tombs.

 1. Façade tombs in Wādī Farasa, Petra (L. Wadeson).
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similar appearance to the pit graves on the rock 
surface. However, these consist of a ca. 3 metre 
deep shaft with toe-holes providing access to a 
simple underground burial chamber carved ei-
ther on one or both sides of the shaft. 

The tombs are not the only rock-cut monu-
ments carved in the surrounding mountains of 
Petra. There are rock-cut houses, whose presence 
among the tombs is a result of the expansion and 
later contraction of the city (McKenzie 1990: 
109), and numerous hydraulic installations for 
which the Nabataeans were renowned (Diodorus 
Siculus 19. 94. 6-8; Strabo Geog. 16.4.21). 
However, the most frequently occurring non-
funerary structures are those of a religious na-
ture, including high places, altars, votive niches, 
triclinia, stibadia and cultic chambers. The latter 
sometimes include decoratively carved façades, 
such as the Bāb as-Sīq Triclinium (Br. 34), the 
Lion Chamber (Br. 452), Triclinium Br. 455, ad-
Dayr (Br. 462), the Carmine Façade (Br. 731) 
and Br. 846 in Sīq al-Bārid.

Owing to the looting and reuse of the rock-
cut monuments throughout the centuries, and the 
paucity of textual sources relating to them, we 
lack evidence that would otherwise inform us 
of the date of their carving and use. Thus, many 
questions remain unanswered that are related to 
the development of the cemeteries and the city, 
the chronological relationship between the dif-
ferent types of tombs, and the sorts of activities 
that were associated with the monuments and 
their installations. These issues are currently 
being tackled by the ‘Funerary Topography of 
Petra Project’ (FTPP), which is an extension of 
the author’s doctoral research.

Background to the FTPP: Previous Research
The author’s doctoral thesis, The Façade 

Tombs of Petra: from Exterior to Interior 
(University of Oxford, 2010), was based on a 
detailed and novel study of the interiors of the 
Nabataean façade tombs at Petra (Wadeson 
2010b). Documentation and study of the tomb 
interiors took place between 2005 and 2007 
thanks to the kind support of the late Dr Fawwaz 
al-Khraysheh and Sulieman Farajat, former in-
spector of the Petra Archaeological Park. The 
study was facilitated by the departure of the 

Bdūl tribe from most of the tombs in the 1980s 
and the clearance of a number of them in a 
World Bank-supported project in 2003. The two 
major aims of this research were to reconstruct 
the little-known funerary practices and burial 
customs associated with the façade tombs, and 
to elucidate the chronological relationship be-
tween the different façade types. Besides archi-
tectural and spatial analyses of the façade tombs 
at Petra, which incorporated the little surviving 
burial and epigraphic evidence, comparative 
studies were undertaken with the inscribed and 
dated Nabataean tombs at Madā’in Ṣāliḥ and the 
monumental rock-cut tombs in Alexandria and 
Jerusalem.

New insights were gained into the funerary 
customs associated with the Nabataean façade 
tombs, their significance and how they were 
conceptualised. Certain unique aspects of the 
Nabataean funerary tradition were revealed, 
such as the form of the burial installations and 
their use, and the placement of burials both 
in high places and in feasting areas (Wadeson 
2011a: 31-36; 2011b: 1-24). Consequently, it 
was argued that the funerary practices of the 
Nabataeans were as characteristic as their ar-
chitecture, sculpture and religion, indicative of 
them having a strong cultural identity of their 
own, despite Hellenistic and Roman cultural in-
fluences. Furthermore, no evidence was found 
to support the previously-proposed idea that the 
Nabataeans were practising secondary burial 
(Wadeson 2011a: 35).

A new chronological sequence was pro-
posed for the tombs, in which the larger tombs 
with a more complex façade type (e.g. Hegr and 
Double Pylon tombs) tend to occur earlier than 
their smaller, simpler versions (e.g. Step, Proto-
Hegr and Single Pylon tombs) (Wadeson 2010a: 
48-69, 51, fig. 2). This contrasts with previous 
chronologies, which assume an increasing com-
plexity in façade design over time.3 A detailed 
examination of the information in the inscrip-
tions on the façade tombs at Madā’in Ṣāliḥ in 
relation to their façade types and tomb plans re-
vealed the social dynamics influencing the de-
velopments in Nabataean funerary architecture. 
Thus, the largest and earliest tombs (Hegr and 
Double Pylon types) were commissioned by 

3. For example, see Brünnow and von Domaszewski 
1904:139-91; Browning 1973: 79; and more recently 

Netzer 2003: 13-36, 39-45, 46-47.
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the wealthy elite of Nabataean society, whereas 
the later, smaller versions of these tombs (Step, 
Proto-Hegr, Single Pylon types) were bought 
‘ready-made’ by those of a lesser social and eco-
nomic status, who often had to share the cost 
and burial space between families (Wadeson in 
press; 2010b: chapter 6).

Aims and Objectives of the FTPP
In order to complete the study of the façade 

tombs at Petra, the FTPP was set up to focus on 
the area outside the façades and the topographi-
cal setting of the tombs. Specific aims of the 
project are:
1. To determine the development of the cem-

eteries at Petra utilizing the chronological 
sequence for the different façade types es-
tablished in the author’s doctoral research; 

2. To determine to what extent Petra’s natu-
ral environment played a role in the form, 
layout and location of the various types of 
tombs; 

3. To ascertain the relationship between the fa-
çade tombs and the urban environment, in-
cluding houses, quarries, religious installa-
tions and hydraulic features, in order to shed 
light on the development and nature of the 
city.

4. To establish the architectural and chrono-
logical relationship between the monumen-
tal and non-monumental tombs;

5. To understand the area immediately outside 
the façade tombs, how it relates to the tomb 
interiors and how it functioned in the funer-
ary tradition (i.e. to reconstruct funerary 
practices taking place outside the tombs);

6. To understand the funerary landscape of 
Petra in its wider regional context through 
a comparison with other sites with a similar 
urban character and funerary architecture.

FTPP Season 1: Fieldwork Strategy
The first field season of the FTPP involved 

resurveying all the façade tombs recorded in 
the author’s doctoral research. The cemeteries 
were surveyed in the following order, based on 
the maps and numbering of Brünnow and von 
Domaszewski (1904): Bāb as-Sīq, Wādī al-
Mudhlim, Outer Sīq, Street of Façades, Theatre, 
Wādī Farasa, Wādī Rattām, Snake Monument / 
Rās Sulaymān, Wādī ath-Thughra, base of Umm 

al-Biyāra, al-Ḥabīs, Wādī Kharrūba, Wādī al-
Mu‘ayṣara West, Wādī al- Mu‘ayṣara East, 
Wādī Turkmāniyah, Mughur an-Naṣāra, Wādī 
al-Maṭāḥa and al-Khubtha. The following new 
information was recorded and studied during the 
survey:
1. The spatial relationship between the tombs 

and other rock-cut structures (of a non-fu-
nerary nature) in the vicinity, such as hous-
es, quarries, cisterns and channels;

2. The spatial relationship between the façade 
tombs and other types of tombs, such as the 
block tombs and shaft tombs;

3. The relationship between the tombs and the 
natural environment (such as type and qual-
ity of the sandstone, or form of the rock-face 
and rock outcrops).
In addition, the typology of the façades was 

rechecked and further examples of relative chro-
nology between individual façade tombs were 
collected (through spatial analyses of neigh-
bouring tombs). The tombs on Brünnow and von 
Domaszewski’s 1904 maps were colour coded 
according to their façade type in order to seek 
any potential relationship between façade type 
and location. Although the data collected is still 
under analysis, several preliminary observations 
can be offered at this stage.

FTPP Season 1: Preliminary Results
Chronology of the Façade tombs

Among rows of tombs, it was observed that 
two or three tombs carved side by side might 
share similar dimensions and decorative details, 
for example Tombs Br. 67-69 in the Outer Sīq, 
Tombs Br. 101-103 in the Street of the Façades 
(Fig. 2) and Br. 140-143 in the Theatre area. This 
suggests they may have been carved by the same 
stonemason / workshop and can be linked chron-
ologically. With the aid of a relational database, 
similar tombs across different areas are being 
sought to determine whether they are chrono-
logically related. Combined with the newly 
proposed chronological sequence for the façade 
types, this will allow us to establish which cem-
eteries were being utilised at the same time, and 
will hopefully provide some clues concerning 
the development of the Petra necropolis.

Location of the Façade Tombs and their Typology
The number of façade tombs documented 
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at Petra according to their location and type are 
listed in Table 1.4 The areas with the highest 
number of tombs include Wādī al-Mu‘ayṣara 
West, Wādī al-Mu‘ayṣara East and Wādī Farasa. 
However, it ought to be remembered that these 
areas are not equal in size, and in fact the high-
est concentration of tombs over a small area is 
found in the Street of Façades. The reason for 
the low number of façade tombs in the Bāb as-
Sīq and around the Snake Monument may be 
due to the topography, since the ad-Dīsī sand-
stone is softer in these areas and the small rocky 
outcrops were perhaps less suitable for carving 
façades (Fig. 3). 

Notably, patterns emerge which suggest 2. Façade tombs Br. 101-103, Street of Façades, Petra (L. 
Wadeson).

Single 
Pylon Step Proto-

Hegr Arch Simple 
Classical

Double 
Pylon Hegr Complex 

Classical TOTAL

Bāb as-Sīq 0 0 2 0 0 0 3 0 5
Outer Sīq 0 0 1 0 0 10 4 1 16

Street of Façades 13 1 5 1 1 10 1 0 32
Theatre 12 1 7 3 1 5 1 0 30

al-Khubtha 4 0 2 0 0 16 9 4 35
Wādī Farasa 5 0 7 2 4 14 12 4 48
Wādī Rattām 0 0 4 1 0 1 0 0 6

Snake Monument 
(Rās Sulaymān) 0 0 1 0 0 4 1 0 6

Wādī ath-Thughra 1 2 0 1 1 16 2 0 23
Umm al-Biyāra 7 3 1 2 0 13 6 0 32

al-Habīs 0 0 2 0 2 1 0 0 5
Wādī Kharrūba 4 0 6 2 2 2 2 0 18
Wādī Mu‘ayṣara 

West 38 2 9 9 2 14 4 0 78

Wādī Mu‘ayṣara 
East 14 5 15 11 0 4 4 0 53

Wādī 
Turkumāniyah 0 2 6 2 0 2 5 0 17

Mughur an-
Naṣāra 3 2 16 2 3 5 6 0 37

TOTAL 101 18 84 36 16 117 60 9 441

Table 1: The number of façade tombs documented by the author at Petra according to façade type and location.

4. This is based on the total number of façade tombs (441) 
documented by the author at Petra. Only those tombs 
that were accessible and had a determinable façade 

type were documented. The total number recorded by 
Nehmé (2003: 158-160) is 628.
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there is a relation between façade type and loca-
tion. For example, certain areas are dominated 
by the smaller, simpler Single Pylon, Step and 
Proto-Hegr tombs such as the Street of Façades 
and Theatre in the south, and Wādī Mu‘ayṣara 
West and Wādī al-Mu‘ayṣara East in the north. 
Whereas other areas are dominated by the larger, 
more complex Double Pylon and Hegr tombs, 
such as the Outer Sīq, Wādī Farasah, al-Khubtha 
and the base of Umm al-Biyāra. This may have 
some chronological bearing, suggesting some 
cemeteries are earlier than others. However, this 
can only be confirmed once the analysis of the 
data is complete. One difficulty is that the façade 
types, once introduced, continued to be made. 
This of course makes the task of examining the 
development of the cemeteries according to a 
chronological sequence of façade types more 
challenging. 

Since we know there is a relation between 
façade type and socio-economic status of the 
tomb owners (Negev 1976: 219, 235; Wadeson 
in press), it may also be the case that certain ar-
eas of the city were more prestigious for tomb-
carving, perhaps because of their visibility in 
the landscape, for example al-Khubtha (Fig. 
4). Notably, several of the smaller, simpler fa-
çade tombs are carved in less visible positions 
than their larger counterparts, such as in narrow 
gorges (Tombs Br. 124-129, south of the Street 
of Façades) (Fig. 5) and isolated areas with lit-
tle or no visibility from the city centre or major 
routes into the city (Tombs Br. 295 - 297 in Wādī 
Rattām). Some of these types of façade tombs 
are even cut into quarries, such as Tombs Br. 

394a, 528, 594a - b and 624, which had the ad-
vantage of previously worked rock surfaces and 
may thus have been a cheaper location. The lat-
ter is also a useful example of relative chronol-
ogy between the quarries and certain tombs. 

However, one of the major and certain fac-
tors influencing the location of the tombs was 
the natural topography, including the morphol-
ogy and geology of the rock. This also played a 

3. Rock formation and different sandstones in Rās 
Sulaymān / Wādī ath-Thughra, Petra (L. Wadeson).

4. Façade tombs at the base of al-Khubtha, Petra (L. 
Wadeson).

5. Façade tombs Br. 124 - 129 in a narrow gorge to the 
south of the Street of Façades, Petra (L. Wadeson).
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large role in the form of certain tomb types, as 
the examples discussed below attest.

The Effect of Topography on the Form and 
Location of the Tombs

It has previously been argued how the phys-
ical setting and resources of Petra were closely 
related to carving and construction techniques 
and thus architectural style, which resulted in 
the distinctive appearance of Nabataean monu-
ments (Rababeh 2005: 223-227; Bessac 2007: 
141). The results of the first season of fieldwork 
for the FTPP can now demonstrate the close re-
lationship between the natural environment and 
the form, layout and location of the different 
types of tombs.

Most of the tombs are carved in the Tear 
sandstone because it is friable, easily worked 
and found in prominent locations within the 
city. However, ad-Dayr and part of the Khaznah 
are carved in the harder Honeycomb sandstone, 
which is why they are well preserved (Rababeh 
2005: 30). This is unsurprising given the qual-
ity of carving, size and decoration of these two 
famed monuments. Pflüger has noted how the 
larger and more elaborate façade tombs tend to 
be carved in the better quality sandstone, even if 
this meant they were less prominent in the land-
scape (1995: 285-287). Size and decoration were 
clearly not the only concerns of the elite owners 
of these tombs (McKenzie 1990: 115), but also 

the quality of the rock. However, in contrast to 
this, Pflüger observes how the prominent posi-
tion of the monumental Palace Tomb, Corinthian 
Tomb and Urn Tomb (‘Royal’ tombs) overlook-
ing the city centre took priority over the poor-
er quality sandstone at the base of al-Khubtha 
(1995: 285-287) (Fig. 4). The Nabataeans at-
tempted to protect these elaborate façades from 
erosion by diverting run-off water away from 
them and setting them back into the rock, but the 
crumbly Tear sandstone has not fared well over 
the centuries (Pflüger 1995: 285-286). 

Notably, the block tombs (with all four sides 
carved free from the rock) are only carved in the 
lighter-coloured ad-Dīsī and Honeycomb sand-
stones, which are located in the higher parts of 
Petra (Fig. 6). These include Tombs Br. 7, 8, 9 
and 30 in Bāb as-Sīq and Tombs Br. 303 and 307 
by the Snake Monument. The ad-Dīsī sandstone 
is in fact the topmost layer of the stones. The for-
mation of the rock in these areas is significantly 
different from the high cliffs closer to the city 
centre, since it is naturally shaped into small, 
rounded outcrops, which have been likened to 
the shape of an elephant’s head (Rababeh 2005: 
37) (Fig. 3). There are few façade tombs in these 
areas, since the form of the rock was perhaps 
less suitable for façade carving, which ideally re-
quires a taller, more vertical surface. Rather, the 
rock in these high parts of the city lends itself to 
a four-sided monument which follows the shape 

 6. Block tombs Br. 7 and 9 in Bāb 
as-Sīq, Petra (L. Wadeson).
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of the outcrop and has ease of accessibility. This 
may explain why the block tombs are carved on 
all four sides (Wadeson 2012). It is also notable 
that they are located at important entrances to 
the city (Browning 1973: 181; Mouton 2006: 
96; 2010: 278), such as Bāb as-Sīq and by the 
Snake Monument, which are naturally on higher 
ground, as they may have had a protective role 
or acted as territorial markers.

The clever use of the landscape in locating 
and carving different types of tombs reveals the 
ingenuity and creativity of the architects and 
stonemasons, as well as their familiarity with the 
geological environment in which they lived and 
worked. The relation between the topography 
and the layout of the tomb complexes at Petra 
is also observable, but a detailed study of this 
is reserved for the second season of fieldwork, 
when the tomb complexes will be recorded and 
examined. Besides shedding light on the signifi-
cant role that the physical environment of Petra 
played in the form, layout and location of the 
tombs, the study of their topographical setting 
has also allowed some new observations on the 
architectural and chronological relationship be-
tween different types of tombs.

The Relationship Between Different Types of 
Tombs

Several non-monumental tombs, such as the 
pit graves and shaft tombs, were in use at the same 
time as the façade tombs (1st century BC - 2nd 
century AD), such as the 1st century AD North 
Ridge Shaft Tombs 1 and 2 (Bikai and Perry 2001: 
59-78), and the pit graves in the Soldier Tomb 
Complex (Schmid and Barmasse 2006: 220-227). 
However, it has not been determined whether the 
non-monumental tombs predate the façade tombs 
in their introduction. Isabelle Sachet’s excava-
tion of the shaft tomb behind block Tomb Br. 303 
revealed that it may have been in use since the 
end of the 2nd century BC, based on the discov-
ery of Hellenistic unguentaria (2009: 100-102). 
This is considerably earlier than the earliest dated 
façade tombs (Tombs 62D and 62E beneath the 
Khaznah) which have a terminus ante quem of 
50 BC (Wadeson 2010a: 54, table 3; Farajat and 
Nawafleh 2005: 380, 386, 388). 

Other evidence may suggest that shaft tombs 

were in use before façade tombs at Petra.5 This 
concerns eleven shaft tombs that were converted 
into façade tombs at a later period. These include 
Tombs Br. 262, 361B, 540, 542, 543, 669, 672, 
685, 690, 691 and 693. They are mostly found 
in the areas of Wādī al-Mu‘ayṣara and Mughur 
an-Naṣārā in the north, where the rocky out-
crops with their multiple levels were favourable 
for adding façades on the next level down from 
the shaft entrance (Wadeson 2012: 113-117). It 
is clear that the façades were added subsequently 
since (1) they are not well-aligned with the shaft 
tomb chambers, (2) an intermediary corridor 
(deep threshold) or small chamber is often added 
to connect to the larger shaft tomb chamber (i.e. 
there is no normal façade tomb chamber) and (3) 
there is a difference in tooling (Fig. 7). In the case 
of Tomb Br. 542, the original ground level of the 
shaft tomb chamber was lowered to meet the lev-
el of the façade entrance. This is indicated by the 
remains of the original floor level on the walls

It is not likely that the façades were carved 
without knowledge that a shaft tomb already ex-
isted in the rock behind, as Kennedy suggests 
(1925: 40), especially since the shaft entrance 
would have been visible to the stonemasons as 
they carved the façade. It seems that the stone-
masons attempted to join the chambers, perhaps 
with the aim of monumentalising the pre-ex-
isting simple tomb with a decorative façade. It 
ought to be remembered that an older tomb was 
being reused, perhaps by the descendents of the 
family that originally owned the tomb who could 

5. The idea of shaft tombs predating façade tombs was 
suggested by Murray & Ellis (1940: 28-29) in relation 

to their observation of two shaft tombs with façades in 
Mughur an-Naṣāra and above Wādī Abū ‘Ullayqah.

7. A view into Tomb Br. 540 through the façade entrance 
(note shaft entrance and chamber at the back), Wādī 
al-Mu‘ayṣara West, Petra (L. Wadeson).
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not afford to build an entirely new façade tomb. 
The conversion of these shaft tombs seems to 
have been aimed at ‘upgrading’ them in terms of 
decoration and monumentality, rather than pro-
viding additional burial space. 

Finally, we may turn to the chronological 
relationship between block tombs and façade 
tombs. Recent studies and excavations have 
concluded that the block tombs may be the ear-
liest group of monumental tombs at Petra, per-
haps carved at the end of the 2nd century BC 
(Mouton 1997: 81-98; 2006: 79-119; 2010: 
275-287; Sachet 2009: 100-102). Besides these 
tombs, carved free from the rock on all four 
sides, there are several others that take the form 
of both block tombs and façade tombs. More 
specifically, one side of the tomb is still attached 
to the rock while the others are free, for example 
Tomb Br. 824 (Fig. 8), or only the top half of 
the tomb is carved free on all four sides, such 
as Tomb Br. 270 (Wadeson 2011b: 20, fig. 10a). 
This technique provides space for a larger burial 
chamber than is possible for the block tombs, 
while still keeping a degree of monumentality.

Such tombs may in fact be an intermediary 
type between the block tombs and the façade 
tombs (Mouton 2006: 87; Wadeson 2012: 117-
121). Certain examples can be shown to predate 
the façade tombs carved around them. Tomb 
Br. 824 is earlier than the façade Tomb Br. 825 
carved behind it, because if the latter was carved 

first, the uncarved rock into which Tomb Br. 824 
was carved would have completely blocked the 
visibility of Tomb Br. 825 (Fig. 8). It is uncom-
mon for a Hegr façade tomb to be carved be-
hind a rock or in a position where it cannot be 
seen. The same argument applies to Tomb Br. 70 
which has three sides carved free from the rock 
and, if uncarved before the façade tombs either 
side, the rock would have partly concealed their 
view. 

It ought to be emphasised here that the block 
tombs and semi-block tombs are typically deco-
rated with two rows of crowsteps (the top one 
often freestanding) which is equivalent to the 
Double Pylon type of façade design (Wadeson 
2010a: 51, fig. 2) (Figs. 2, 8). The presence of 
this type of decoration on these supposedly ear-
ly tombs supports the argument that the Double 
Pylon façade tombs were one of the earliest 
types to be introduced at Petra (Wadeson 2010a: 
67). These observations lead us to question of 
whether the façade tombs should be considered 
as a simplified and abstract form of the block 
tombs. 

Conclusions
Although the analysis of the data collected 

during the first field season of the FTPP is still 
in progress, preliminary results are already shed-
ding new light on Petra’s funerary landscape. 
Patterns have emerged which suggest a notable 

8. Tomb Br. 824 (left) and Tomb 
Br. 825 (right), Outer Sīq, 
Petra (L. Wadeson).
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relation between the façade type of a tomb and 
its location. Chronological and / or economic 
reasons for this have been proposed, but one of 
the dominating factors influencing the location 
of different types of façade tombs, and differ-
ent types of tombs in general, appears to be the 
geological and geographical characteristics of 
the site. This demonstrates the familiarity that 
the stonemasons had with their environment. By 
studying the funerary monuments in their natu-
ral and urban landscape, it has also been possible 
to interpret the architectural and chronological 
relationships between different types of tombs. 
Thus, new evidence supports the early dating of 
the block and semi-block monuments and is be-
ginning to elucidate the development of monu-
mental funerary architecture at Petra. The sec-
ond season of fieldwork for the FTPP will focus 
on documenting and examining the installations 
found outside the façade tombs and the layout 
and function of these so-called tomb complexes. 
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THE TALL ZAR‘Ā AND GADARA REGIONAL PROJECT 2009 - 2011

Jutta Häser and Dieter Vieweger

Introduction
The ‘Gadara Regional Project’ was initiated 

by Dieter Vieweger in 2001. Since 2004 it has 
been a joint project of the Biblical Archaeological 
Institute and the German Protestant Institute 
of Archaeology under the direction of Dieter 
Vieweger and Jutta Häser. Yearly excavations 
at Tall Zar‘ā, the most interesting site in the 
area, have brought an uninterrupted sequence 
of settlements from the Early Bronze Age to the 
Umayyad period to light (Vieweger and Häser 
2008: 375-395). Three seasons were carried out 
between 2009 and 2011. During these seasons, 
excavations continued at Tall Zar‘ā (Fig. 1). 
Additionally, surveys were carried out in Wādī 
al-‘Arab and Wādī az-Zaḥar during the summer 
seasons between 2009 and 2011. 

Area I
Excavation Area I is located on the north-

western slope of Tall Zar‘ā. By the end of the 

2008 season, an area of 1,150m2 had been 
excavated. In 2009, Area I was enlarged and 
divided into four sections: viz. the step trench 
and the southern, central and northern parts. 
The northern part was opened during the 2009 
season. It measures 600m2 and covers squares 
AP-AT 118-123 (Fig. 2).

By the end of the 2008 season, the southern 
and central parts of Area I had been excavated 
to the earliest Late Bronze Age stratum 11 
(ca. -22.90m). This exposed a ground-plan of 
impressive Late Bronze Age architecture, with 
a casemate city wall, tower, some courtyard 
houses and two very large houses (vieweger 
and Häser 2008: fig. 7). The area was extended 
to the north because some extraordinary finds 
were discovered in the monumental house at its 
northern end (Vieweger and Häser 2008: fig. 7, 
squares AP-AR 118-120). It was assumed that 
this building had a special function. This part 
of Area I was excavated from 2009 to 2011. It 

1. Overview of Tall Zar‘ā from 
the west.
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yielded a continuous stratigraphic sequence 
dating from the Umayyad period back to the 
Late / Middle Bronze Age.

In the central part of Area I, the Late Bronze 
Age casemate wall and two courtyard houses 
were removed to investigate the Middle and 
Early Bronze Age strata. This work was carried 
between 2009 and 2011. The earliest strata, 
20 and 19 (reached in 2011), date to the Early 
Bronze III period.

The step trench below the central part of 
Area I, which was opened in the 2004 season 
and had already revealed an Early Bronze Age 
city wall and additional glacis, was excavated 
further in 2010 and 2011. One of the aims of these 
seasons was to see if traces of a Middle Bronze 
Age city wall existed in this part of the site. 
Another aim was to establish the stratigraphic 
relationship between the Early Bronze Age 
defensive structures and the deep-cut channel of 
the overlying levels.

There were no excavations in the southern 
part of Area I during the 2009 season, but they 

resumed in 2010. Parts of the Late Bronze Age city 
wall and large southern building were removed 
to the lowest level of their stone foundations. It 
was demonstrated that all structures of the latest 
Late Bronze Age stratum were erected on top of 
several metres of backfill on the western slope 
of the tall (see below). This was the reason for 
halting the excavations in this part of Area I.

Early Bronze Age
During the survey of the tall, a high 

concentration of Early Bronze Age finds 
were found on the north-western slope of the 
hill. Considerable architectural remains were 
therefore expected in this area. The excavations 
have confirmed this assumption. Part of an Early 
Bronze Age city wall and glacis were revealed 
in the step trench in the central part of Area I. 
Both the remains of this fortification and their 
absolute elevation were of interest. They start at 
a level of -26.35m, i.e. 9.32m below the earliest 
stratum which can be dated to the Umayyad 
period. This fortification was investigated to 

2. Aerial view of Area I from the west at the end of the summer 2011.
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a depth of -31.40m, i.e. 14.17m below the 
Umayyad stratum. The base of the foundations 
is expected to be at around 33m below sea level. 
The cultural layers therefore have a depth of 
16m. For the time being, it cannot be determined 
if the Early Bronze Age city wall was connected 
to the architectural phases which have so far 
been excavated. It has to be assumed that it was 
associated with an earlier Bronze Age settlement 
phase.

The Early Bronze Age city wall was cut 
by a channel which ran 5m directly down from 
the latest Late Bronze Age stratum, viz. 11, and 
turned at a right angle to the slope at a depth 
of -31.20m (Fig. 3). The construction of the 
channel was associated with stratum 12 (backfill; 
reconstruction phase); it was re-used in stratum 
11, i.e. Late Bronze Age II. 

All other Early Bronze Age remains were 
excavated in the central part of Area I (AL-AO 
118-119) during 2010 and 2011 (Fig. 4 [stratum 
20]; Fig. 5 [stratum 19]). During the summer 

2010 season, the upper level of the transitional 
period (Early Bronze Age IV / Middle Bronze 
Age I) was reached. In spring 2011, two strata 
with fireplaces, pits, floors and simple stone 
walls were discovered (strata 17 and 18). The 
finds demonstrate that this area was used for 
domestic purposes, such as cooking and storage. 
Below these two strata two Early Bronze Age 
III strata were excavated, revealing the remains 
of substantial walls belonging to a house with at 
least two rooms (strata 19 and 20) (Fig. 6).

The excavation area associated with the 
Early Bronze Age remains is very small, 
so interpretations can only be preliminary. 
However, the finds confirm a general picture of 
the transition from the Early to Middle Bronze 
Age, which is marked by a sharp decline in the 
city’s material culture.

Middle Bronze Age
Although there was a remarkable change 

in settlement activities from the Early to 
Middle Bronze Age, the stratigraphic sequence 
continues without a break. Above the Early 
Bronze Age IV / Middle Bronze Age I strata (18 
and 17), three strata of Middle Bronze Age date 
were excavated in the squares AL 118, AM 118, 
AM 119, AO 118 and AO 119 (strata 16, 15 and 
14). The elevations of the strata were -25.40m, 
-26.05m and -26.35m. The remains of the Middle 
Bronze Age consist of the stone foundations of 
domestic buildings. On the western side they 
were truncated by the catastrophic landslide 
(see below). Therefore, the layout of the houses 
cannot be determined.

Middle Bronze Age stratum 16 was 
characterised by domestic activities with large 
storage facilities. In the next Middle Bronze 
Age stratum, viz. 15, a crucible with the remains 
of bronze was discovered which suggests that 
bronze or copper working took place in that 
area. Middle Bronze Age stratum 14 was again 
marked by domestic activities. Particularly 
interesting is the continuity of stone-built ovens, 
associated with smelting activities, which were 
constructed in the same spot during the Late 
Bronze Age and Middle Bronze Age (Fig. 7). 
The finds consisted of pottery sherds, grinding 
stones, mortars, flint tools and small fragments 
of bronze / copper.

In conclusion, the assumption that there was 
3. Outlet of Late Bronze Age channel which cut through 

the Early Bronze Age fortifications.
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4. Plan of Early Bronze Age stratum 19 (2011) (drawing Marianne Vogt-Werling).
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 5. Plan of Early Bronze Age stratum 20 (2011) (drawing Marianne Vogt-Werling).
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no break between the Middle and Late Bronze 
Age, but merely continuous cultural change, 
can be strengthened. It is particularly visible 
in architecture and handicrafts. No trace of the 
Middle Bronze Age city wall was discovered in 
this part of the excavation, unlike the situation in 
other cities of comparable size. Possibly it also 
collapsed as a result of the catastrophic landslide 
during the Late Bronze Age.

Late Bronze Age
Late Bronze Age stratum 13 followed 

the earliest Middle Bronze Age stratum 14 
without any hiatus in the settlement sequence 
in the central part of Area I (AL 118, AM 118, 
AM 119, AO 118 and AO 119) (Fig. 7). The 
remains consisted of two houses which were 
truncated by the later landslide, just like the 
earlier buildings of the Middle Bronze Age. This 
landslide happened around 1,400 BC. The actual 
cause is difficult to determine. It might have 
been caused by an earthquake, by the collapse 
of one of the many caves in the sinter of the tall, 

by slope wash or, indeed, by a combination of 
different factors. The archaeological finds show 
that the inhabitants had many problems with 
the drainage of surface water. Therefore, they 
built several large channels to drain water to 
the edge of the slope. During the excavations 
between 2008 and 2011, it was discovered that 
this landslide affected at least 1500m2 of the Late 
Bronze Age settlement, i.e. almost all of Area I. 
Only some squares in the north and central parts 
of Area I were unaffected. The eroded part of 
the slope was evidently important enough to 
the inhabitants of the Late Bronze Age city for 
them to rebuild the area by backfilling with soil 
layers 30-45cm deep, each covered by a stone 
pavement. This operation was carefully carried 
out at least ten times. In the central part, backfill 
of 4.50m depth could be demonstrated. These 
layers were strengthened by a stone wall on the 
edge of the slope. More than 75% of the pottery 
in the backfill was of Early Bronze Age date. This 
could mean that it was carried from the bottom 
to the top of the hill. The city wall, tower, large 
houses and most of the courtyard houses were 
erected on top of this back-fill. The city wall was 
constructed along with the retaining wall of the 
layers of back-fill.

The fact that a ṭābūn was found in one of 
the stone pavement layers showed that the 
backfill was created not in a single year, but 
over a longer period of time ‒ no doubt to allow 
for compaction of the soil and stone layers. A 
channel which drained to a straight shaft in the 
upper-most layer is evidence of the need to drain 
surface water to the edge of the hill. Another 
channel was cut straight through the older Early 
Bronze Age fortifications (see above).

Even after this intensive rebuilding 
operation, the plot boundaries did not change 
very much. The outer walls of two of the houses, 
which were excavated in the central part of Area 
I, were rebuilt in the same place and the layout 
of the houses was very similar to that of their 
predecessors. In addition, a stone-built oven was 
constructed in the same spot as before. 

All buildings of the latest Late Bronze 
Age stratum, viz. 11, were constructed on top 
of the back-fill, except the houses north of the 
monumental building in the central part (which 
was not affected by the landslide) and in the 
northern part of Area I (Fig. 8). In these areas, 

 6. View of the Early Bronze Age architectural remains of 
stratum 20 from the east.

7. Architectural remains of the Middle and Late Bronze 
Age strata in the central part of Area I.
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the transition from the Middle to Late Bronze 
Age could be examined. In the northern area, the 
excavations stopped at this transition in summer 
2011.

Unlike the Early, Middle and earlier Late 
Bronze Age strata, the latest Late Bronze Age 
stratum, viz. 11, was completely excavated in 
Area I (1,750m2). Therefore, the architectural 
remains provide a good impression of the city’s 
layout in the 14th-13th century BC. The most 
prominent structure is the casemate wall which 
fortified the city on its north-western side (Fig. 
8). According to the radiocarbon dates, it dates 
to between 1,450 and 1,300 BC. This wall, the 
adjacent tower (with a small sanctuary) and the 
small gateway, as well as the courtyard houses 
in the central part of Area I, have been discussed 
elsewhere (Vieweger and Häser 2008: 379-384).

Two monumental buildings were found in 
the north and south parts of Area I. Their 3 m 
wide walls suggest that they had three floors. 
The southern monumental building, situated in 
squares AE-AF 114-116 consisted of several 
rooms which were re-designed four times. This 
has not been observed in other buildings of this 
stratum. None of the rooms could be identified 

as a courtyard. A fireplace in AE 116 and the silo 
in AE 114-115 were both carefully constructed. 
In AE 115, the remains of a mud-brick wall on 
top of its stone foundations was still standing to 
a height of about 1m and was plastered with lime 
on both sides. This is rarely seen in other parts of 
the excavation. The 2m wide outer wall of this 
large building was used as a southern extension 
of the city wall. Directly to the north of this large 
building, a 10m long and 2m wide covered water 
channel with vertical shafts for maintenance was 
found. It was used to drain surface water to the 
edge of the slope.

The northern monumental building was 
partly uncovered in 2006. Only the stone 
foundations of its southern wall were visible. An 
adjacent room to the north yielded 23 cylinder 
seals in an area of only 1.5mx1.5m, as well as a 
silver pendant (Vieweger and Häser 2008: fig. 8) 
and a scarab with the cartouche of Amenophis 
III (Vieweger and Häser 2008: fig. 9). During 
subsequent excavations it turned out that this 
building (AR 119-120) consisted of a large room 
and stairway to the north (Fig. 8). Several pieces 
of quarz-frit inlay for furniture or boxes were 
discovered in the foundations of the staircase. 

8. Architectural remains of 
the latest Late Bronze Age 
stratum in the northern part 
of Area I.
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Unfortunately, these foundations were heavily 
disturbed by pits which were cut into the ground 
by the Iron Age I inhabitants. To the west, i.e. at 
the edge of the slope, a large Roman-period pit 
disturbed the earlier layers.

The excavations between 2009 and 2011 
revealed the entire extent of this monumental 
building. It appears that three antae were built 
against the eastern wall. In front of them, a large 
and carefully paved courtyard was laid out. 
The eastern edge of this courtyard consisted of 
several small rooms. The northern outer wall 
could only be identified by its negative outline, 
i.e. the foundation trench and northern limit of 
the courtyard pavement, as the inhabitants of the 
Iron Age I settlement used the stones of this wall 
for their own buildings. The remarkably thin 
wall on the western side of the building might 
be explained by the realization on the part of the 
builders of this structure that they should not put 
too much load on the back-fill at the outer edge 
of the hill. Several more cylinder seals were 
found in the area of this building. Owing to the 
finds and construction, it can be assumed that 
this building had a special function in the Late 
Bronze Age city. It might have been a temple or 
an administrative building. Particularly notable 
are finds of the raw material and products of 
glass and faience processing.

In 2011, the excavations demonstrated that 
the entire building was founded on the back-
filled hill. In contrast, the houses north of this 
monumental building were not affected by the 
landslide, as no back-fill was visible in this part 
of Area I. There is no observable change between 
the architecture of Late Bronze Age stratum 
13 and that post-dating the reconstructions of 
stratum 12. This means that in this part of Area 
I, stratum 13 and stratum 11 are the same. In 
summer 2011, the relationship between the city 
wall and domestic architecture was clarified. The 
unique situation of this area made it possible to 
observe the transition from the Middle to the 
Late Bronze Age settlement. 

The most interesting find in this part of 
Area I was a votive ceramic plate (TZ 18181; 
Fig. 9) depicting a man in an attitude of combat. 
Five heads are shown around him. The figure 
is worked in relief whereas the heads were 
scratched into the surface. We may be dealing 
with a king or a god who is surrounded by the 

heads of killed enemies. There is no parallel for 
this plate in the Near East, but the subject fits 
well with the depiction of kings with their slain 
or captured enemies.

Iron Age I
The cultural change after the decline of the 

Late Bronze Age city-states is obvious at Tall 
Zar‘ā. The rejuvenation of the settlement on the 
tall during Iron Age I demonstrates new features 
as well as the continuation of traditions from the 
Late Bronze Age. The Late Bronze Age city on 
Tall Zar‘ā (stratum 11) was destroyed around 
1,200 BC. The reason is not apparent from the 
results of the excavation. It could have been an 
earthquake, local catastrophe, battle or similar. 
Especially striking is the fact that the inhabitants 
of the Early Iron Age settlement (stratum 10) did 
not create a new layout for the settlement, but 

9. Votive ceramic plate with a depiction of a standing man 
in relief and five incised male heads (drawing Ernst 
Brückelmann).
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used the remains of the Late Bronze Age city 
instead. What remained of the stone foundations 
of the city wall were used for large silos (e.g. in 
AK 116, AL 118, AM 116-117, AN 117, AO 117 
and AP 117) and hovels (AL 117-118, AN-AO 
118-119 and AN 117-118). It has therefore been 
assumed that the Iron Age I inhabitants could 
still see and use the ruins of the Late Bronze Age 
city. However, the city wall itself was not rebuilt. 
The central part of Area I might be interpreted as 
an area used for agricultural tasks, with storage 
facilities, working and habitation areas. This 
would fit well with traditional perspectives on 
the beginning of the period during which the 
Israelites and Judaeans established settlements 
in the highlands west of the Jordan River.

However, a completely different picture arises 
from discoveries in the southern part of Area I 
(AE-AI 115-116 and AI 117) at Tall Zar‘ā. In AE 
118, a double building with carefully laid stone 
foundations was built on top of the ruins of the Late 
Bronze Age house. A large oven with several layers 
of clay, lime and pottery sherds was constructed 
in the middle of the house. This building clearly 
shows a continuation of the Late Bronze Age 
courtyard house during the Iron Age I period. 

The entrance to the northern house was 
carefully paved (AI 116). The door socket was 
still in situ. The layout of the northern house 
was that of a courtyard building with a large 
water jar, ṭābūn and grinding installation in the 

south-western corner of the courtyard (AG-AH 
116). The courtyard of the southern house could 
only be partly excavated. In addition to the 
abovementioned large oven, a large water basin 
was also installed there (AE 116). These two 
houses might have been used for administrative 
purposes or could have belonged to a high-
ranking individual. However, this interpretation 
requires further analysis of room contents. 

The two large storage silos in the northern 
and southern houses (AG 115-116 and AE 
116) are most impressive in comparison to 
their counterparts in the central part of Area I. 
Unlike the simple stone-lined pits in AK 116, 
AM 117, AN 117 + 118 and AO 117-118, these 
large silos were built with mud-bricks and had 
a capacity of about 10m3. Owing to their depth, 
they cut deeply into the Late Bronze Age levels. 
A Götterhaus (“window pot”) was found within 
the silo in the southern house.  

There is another large building in the north of 
Area I which can be dated to Iron Age I (AP-AQ 
118-120). However, this displays characteristics 
of the new (so-called) four-room house, having 
a large courtyard with long, narrow rooms along 
the sides. The main room in AQ 120 is especially 
well-preserved. Here, raw glass and the remnants 
of glass processing were found. It can therefore 
be assumed that this house included a workplace 
for glass processing (Fig. 10). This seemingly 
demonstrates a continuity of glass processing in 

10. Architectural remains of Iron 
Age I stratum 10 above the 
Late Bronze Age monumental 
structure (stratum 11) in the 
northern part of Area I.
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almost the same spot from the Late Bronze Age 
to Iron Age II

Other houses were excavated north of the 
Iron Age I four-room house. These were heavily 
disturbed by subsequent building activities. 
Two radiocarbon dates from Iron Age I stratum 
10 yielded dates of 1,220-970 BC and 1,270-
1,040 BC respectively. Significant finds include 
a miniature silver vessel (TZ 12479), a bronze 
vessel (TZ 7082) and a near-complete kernos 
(TZ 2939). Two aniconic, well-cut cultic stones 
were found close to the glass-working area. 
They provide insight into the religious life of 
Tall Zar‘ā during the Iron Age I period. 

Iron Age II
The settlement at Tall Zar‘ā became more 

consolidated again around 1,000 BC (stratum 
9). However, it never reached the high quality 
of the Late Bronze Age city. Owing to the nature 
of the Iron Age IIA-B (10th-8th centuries BC) 
architectural remains, it is assumed that the 
population had risen. Fortifications were again 
built in the form of a zig-zag line shaped by 
the outer walls of the buildings. This cannot be 
compared with the high standard of the Late 
Bronze Age casemate wall. 

An earthquake or attack was probably the 
reason for the destruction of some parts of the 
settlement. Several buildings clearly show two 
building phases. If the settlement had been 
attacked, this military conflict might have been 
associated with the Israelite - Aramaic battles 
documented in the Book of Kings or in the 
Tel Dan inscription. Since there were some 
alterations in the ground plans of houses after 
the rebuilding, the settlement architecture has 
been divided into two phases (stratum 9A [Iron 
Age II earlier phase; Fig. 11]; stratum 9B [Iron 
Age IIB later phase; Fig. 12]). 

Generally, the architecture of the Iron Age 
II period seems to be a dense juxtaposition of 
domestic and public buildings (AI-AL 116-119) 
constructed with an agglomerative building 
technique. Double walls in AR-AQ 119-120, 
AP 118-120, AM-AN 117-118 and AH-AI 116 
marked the limits of property and helped to 
differentiate several houses. In the areas with 
agglomerated buildings, the outer walls of the 
houses have created a zig-zag city wall. In 
contrast, the outer walls of the central part of 

this settlement were thicker and ran straight. The 
quadrangular building in AH 116, especially in 
AI-AK 116-117, can be interpreted as towers; 
it could not be determined if there was a gate 
between these towers.

For the earlier Iron Age II period, the house 
in squares AP-AR 118-120 in the north of Area 
I is especially well-preserved (Fig. 11). The 
western part of the house has the characteristics 
of a four-room-house. The room at the rear 
(AP-AQ 118) was oriented to the zig-zag city 
wall. A large and carefully constructed fireplace 
was found in the centre of the courtyard. Inside 
this house ‒ or at least in its vicinity ‒ glass-
processing activities were carried out. This 
assumption was underlined by the discovery of a 
so-called ‘industrial pot’ (Fig. 13) and raw glass 
(Fig. 14). A well-cut stone table was also found 
in the same context. 

Another building was located directly south 
of this house and had similar architectural 
features. Four ṭābūns and a furnace with a 
crucible, a carefully built fireplace and a large 
storage vessel in the courtyard are amongst 
the remarkable finds of this house. The storage 
jar was situated close to three pillar bases and 
a cultic stone which were built in one row and 
found in situ. A radiocarbon date from the 
destruction layer in the room in square AO 118 
yielded a date of 1,270-980 BC.

The proposed gateway (AM 118-119), 
a public area for the storage of oil and other 
staples (AI-AL 116-119), and other domestic 
structures (AE-AH 115-116) were found to the 
south. The most interesting finds of the earlier 
phase of Iron Age II are a cylinder seal, a bronze 
figurine of the god El plated with gold and silver 
(Vieweger and Häser 2008: fig. 17) and the head 
of a terracotta figurine (TZ 8349; Fig. 15).

The architecture of the later Iron Age II 
period (9th-8th centuries BC) is marked by 
alterations to many of the houses (Fig. 12). 
However, neither the zig-zag city wall nor the 
agglomerative building technique were changed. 
Three houses were identified in the southern 
and central parts of Area I. The possible public 
building in the center of Area I was altered, 
insofar as the large silo was covered with a large 
stone as it went out of use. The area around this 
big stone was paved and used as a courtyard. A 
radiocarbon sample gave a date of 1,120 to 900 
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11. Plan of Iron Age II stratum 9A (later phase) (2011) (drawing Marianne Vogt-Werling).
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12. Plan of the Iron Age II stratum 9B (earlier phase) (2011) (drawing Marianne Vogt-Werling).
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BC.
The house to the north was divided into two 

sections: A and B. Section B was accessed by 
a large courtyard in AM-AN 119, with a broad 
room adjacent to the north directly connected 
to the city wall. To the south, there were two 
long rooms. The eastern one was divided into 
two parts. Section A consisted of at least one 
large room which also had a dividing wall. 
The western wall of this room was identical to 
the zig-zag city wall. Most probably, only the 
narrow eastern part of this room was roofed. The 
entrance to the house was situated to the east, 
connected with a courtyard or another room.

Squares AP-AT 118-123 in the north of Area 
I began to be excavated in spring 2009 and fur-
ther building remains of Iron Age II date soon 
came to light. Ovens of various types were es-
pecially well-preserved. Two almost completely 
preserved ovens were constructed using alter-

nate layers of clay, lime and pottery sherds, of 
which samples were taken for archaeometrical 
analysis. Six of the 14 ovens had a domed roof. 
Cooking pots with four handles were still stand-
ing in two of the ovens.

Unfortunately, the Iron Age II houses in this 
area of the excavation had been badly damaged 
by Hellenistic and Roman pits. Therefore, only 
a few remaining walls of the houses could be 
identified. A seal impression with a depiction of 
a god standing on a bull (TZ 7146) and a basalt 
head of a man (TZ 9059) are some of the most 
interesting finds of the later Iron Age II stratum.

Classical and Umayyad Periods
By 2009, excavations had revealed an 

Umayyad house and extensive Roman - 
Byzantine occupation. Hellenistic architecture 
was represented by some house walls in the 
northern part of Area I. However, no ground-
plan could be reconstructed. The Roman strata 
yielded several large, very well-built pits and the 
remains of some houses. The Byzantine occupa-
tion is characterised by large courtyard houses 
which follow the curve of the hill. They are very 
similar in layout to the Byzantine houses in Area 
II, and it seems that they were built in a co-ordi-
nated episode of construction.

13. So-called ‘industrial pot’ found in the Iron Age II 
stratum.

14. Raw glass found in the Iron Age II stratum.

15. Upper part of a female figurine with face of Hathor and 
side view of a lioness, perhaps the goddess Sekhmet.
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Generally, it can be stated that the northern 

part of the tall (Area II) was the nucleus of the 
settlement in the Classical periods. The north-
eastern part of Area I contained the south-
western parts of these impressive structures. 
Only in the prosperous Byzantine period did 
the settlement spread beyond the nucleus to 
cover the whole ‘plateau’ of the tall (including 
Areas I and III).

Area II
In 2006, the first excavations were 

undertaken in Area II on the northern edge of the 
tall. This part of the hill is slightly higher than 
almost anywhere else, with the exception of the 
southern part. It is also the most well-protected 
place on the tall, since there is a 40m cliff to the 
north and there is no access from that side to the 
buildings standing there. In 2009, the excavated 
area of Area II was extended to the west, south 
and east, eventually measuring ca 1,500m2. A 
sequence of ten strata1 was identified which date 
from the Late Hellenistic to Umayyad periods 
(Fig. 16).

Hellenistic Period
The lowest level reached so far (stratum 

10) is marked by a 2.2m wide wall running 35m 
east-west through the whole excavation area. In 
the east, it was truncated owing to the steepness 
of the slope and later building activities. In the 
west, it ends at the edge of the excavation area 
and cannot be traced further. In the western part 
of Area II a large building was attached to the 
south side of this wide wall. The length and 
thickness of the wall suggest that it was part of 
some kind of fortification. However, it is too 
early to determine the exact layout and function 
of this structure, since only the uppermost stone 
layer had been excavated by the end of the 2011 
season.

Roman Period
The next four strata (9-6) display a complete 

change of architecture, being characterised by the 
remains of several houses which are orientated 
north-west - south-east and follow the curve of 
the terrain. Owing to intensive building activity 
in the Byzantine period, the remains are very 

16. Aerial view of Area II at the 
end of the summer 2011 
season.

1.  The strata in Areas I and II are numbered differently. 
The numbering of strata in Area II is still preliminary 

and has not yet been correlated with strata in Area I; 
this will be undertaken for the final publication.
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disturbed. The architectural remains of stratum 
9 came to light in the northern part of Area 
II, where the surface slopes to the north. Two 
rooms or courtyards were identified. Stratum 8 is 
represented by at least three buildings. However, 
the remaining foundation walls show no clear 
layout for the time being.

Our picture of stratum 7 is more coherent. 
Three large buildings with several rooms and 
courtyards were identified. The best preserved 
is situated in the west of Area II; although soil 
and debris accumulated here in the Byzantine 
period, it was not used for new building (see 
below). Stratum 6 is only represented in the 
north-east where some unconnected walls were 
constructed on top of a stratum 7 building. It is 
possible that more walls of stratum 6 will become 
visible after the removal of the Byzantine walls 
in the adjacent squares. Generally, the walls of 
the different Roman strata were not built directly 
on preceding ones, but were constructed above 
them with a slight change of orientation. Their 
attribution to the Roman period is based mainly 
on the pottery sherds found in these strata.

Byzantine Period
There was another complete change of 

building orientation in stratum 5. A new building 
orientated almost perfectly north-south was 
constructed above an earlier house. Two rooms 
were revealed, with an entrance in the south-east 
marked by a threshold of stone slabs. A pillar 
base was set in the middle of the room. The 
orientation, location of the entrance, pillar base 
and layout of the building are very similar to the 
Byzantine building in the centre of Area I. By 
the time of this stratum, or at latest the following 
one, the whole area was covered with soil and 
debris to create a new surface for construction. 
However, the new building complex was not 
erected on top of this surface, but the foundations 
were cut deeply into the ground, destroying the 
remains of the Roman period.

During the period represented by stratum 4, 
the stratum 5 building was extended to the north 
and east. A large courtyard was built against its 
northern wall. A broad room was added north 
of the courtyard. Three rows of rooms and / or 
courtyards were added to the east of the former 
buildings and the courtyard. To the south, a 
rectangular room was added to the stratum 5 

building and the entrance was moved from the 
south-east corner to the middle of the south wall. 
After this re-arrangement, the room could only 
be entered through the room to the south. The 
walls were built with field stones and dressed 
stones robbed from other buildings. Small wall-
painting fragments were found in the debris, 
demonstrating that some rooms were decorated.

Some walls of stratum 4 were destroyed 
and it seems that a catastrophe occurred in the 
settlement. This could have been one of the 
disastrous earthquakes that struck during the 
Byzantine period. In the following stratum 3, the 
building was enlarged again. New rooms were 
constructed against the older walls and a large 
courtyard with a well-built entrance was added 
to the west. Interestingly, strict wall alignments 
were abandoned, although the north - south 
orientation was retained. The older rooms had 
evidently collapsed and were filled with sand, 
stone and roofing material. According to several 
coin finds, we can assume that these rooms filled 
some time after the early 6th century AD. 

Umayyad Period
In the following stratum 2, the strict north 

- south layout was abandoned and a new north-
west - south-east orientated house was built 
inside the large courtyard to the west. One room 
of this building was excavated completely and 
two others in part. The large Byzantine building 
complex was still in use. Some modifications 
could be identified on the eastern side of the 
excavation areas. Several Umayyad pottery 
sherds were found in this stratum. Therefore, 
a very late Byzantine or Umayyad date seems 
likely.

Later Islamic Periods
Only few sherds and other remains dating to 

the later Islamic periods were found in Area II. 
It therefore has to be assumed that the building 
complex was abandoned in the Umayyad period 
and that settlement activity shifted to other parts 
of the tall. During the 2008 excavations in Area 
III, many Mamluk pottery sherds were found 
in the building remains. Additionally, the tall 
survey conducted in 2001 identified a dense 
scatter of Late Islamic sherds around the well. 
These were presumably the main areas of Late 
Islamic settlement. 
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The Wādī al-‘Arab and Wādī az-Zaḥar 
Surveys

The summer seasons between 2009 to 
2011 were devoted to a survey in Wādī al-
‘Arab, conducted under the auspices of the 
‘Gadara Regional Project’. Only a few surface 
investigations had hitherto been carried out in 
that region. The main aim of this sub-project is 
to document all archaeological sites in Wādī al-
‘Arab and the adjacent Wādī az-Zaḥar in order 
to describe and interpret settlement distribution 
and history. This is important since it gives an 
insight into the development of the region which 
was centred on Tall Zar‘ā between the Early 
Bronze and Iron Ages, and on the Decapolis city 
of Gadara during the Classical periods.

Wādī al-‘Arab is extremely rich in springs 
and offers good conditions for agriculture. 
Its source is located in the highlands west of 
Irbid, from where it runs down to the Jordan 
River. Furthermore, Wādī al-‘Arab provides a 
straightforward ascent from the Jordan valley 
to the Irbid - ar-Ramtha basin and has therefore 
long been an important trade route from the 
Mediterranean coast to Damascus, Baghdad 
and ‘Ammān. Questions arise concerning the 
location of actual trade routes through this area 
and their changing importance. The survey 
focuses on evidence that might help to answer 
these questions. Clearly, the data collected from 
sites in the wadi and its vicinity needed to be as 
detailed and up to date as possible.

In summer 2009, the lower part of Wādī al-
‘Arab from North ash-Shūnah up to Dūqarah 
was surveyed. Eighty archaeological sites 
were registered and described. Archaeological 
material was systematically collected and 
entered into a database. Thirty of these sites 
were previously unknown. More than 80 % of 
the sites were of Hellenistic and / or Roman - 
Byzantine date, while 20 % can be dated to the 
Bronze / Iron Ages and the Islamic period. The 
most important sites were already known, viz. 
Tall al-Kanīsah and Tall al-Qāq.

Two other sites should be mentioned here. 
One dates to the Middle Bronze Age, the other 
to the Roman period. The Middle Bronze Age 
site was previously known. This site and Tall 
Zar‘ā are intervisible; the entrance to Wādī al-
‘Arab could be controlled from either location. 
The other site, which dates to the Roman period, 

was located 50m upslope and was previously 
unknown. It is intervisible with Gadara, which 
is not the case for the Middle Bronze Age site. 
This gives a first hint of settlement movements 
in Wādī al-‘Arab in connection with the shift in 
the Hellenistic period of the regional center from 
Tall Zar‘ā to Gadara.

During 2010, a second survey season was 
carried out in Wādī al-‘Arab and Wādī az-Zaḥar.  
It covered the area from Dūqarah up to the Irbid 
area. The nature of the landscape changes as one 
approaches the upper reaches of Wādī al-‘Arab. 
The wadi is more incised, with most of the 
settlements on the edges, high above the wadi. 
The majority of ancient settlements are known 
through the work of Glueck and Mittmann. 
Almost all of the modern villages date back to 
at least the Roman and / or Byzantine periods, 
some of them as far back as the Iron Age or 
Bronze Age. Most of the ancient settlements, 
including many of the Islamic sites, have been 
destroyed by overlying modern settlements.

During the 2011 season, this close 
investigation of the Tall Zar‘ā hinterland (‘zone 
A’) was augmented with a wider investigation 
of the Wādī al-‘Arab region achieved through 
revisiting the major sites in the whole area 
(‘zone B’). The exact location of all sites was 
recorded by GPS, pottery was collected for 
comparative studies and descriptions of the 
current state of sites were updated. An important 
aspect of the survey consists of recording the 
increasing damage done to archaeological sites 
by construction and agricultural activities (Fig. 
17). In one case, a known Roman site has been 
completely destroyed over the last two years. 
Despite the continuing destruction of ancient 

17. Western section of foundation pit at the school at 
Qumm.
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sites, representative samples of pottery were 
collected, from which a concise overview of the 
history of Wādī al-‘Arab can be derived.
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EXCAVATION AT KHIRBAT AL-MUDAYNA AND SURVEY IN 
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Introduction
Three seasons of archaeological excavation 

were carried out from 16 June - 25 July 2008, 
21 June - 28 July 2010 and 27 June - 3 August 
2011 at Khirbat al-Mudayna (Thamad), both in 
the fortified Iron Age town and the Nabataean-
early Roman settlement. Additional documen-
tation and mapping was undertaken in 2010 by 
the Wādī ath-Thamad Survey team at Khirbat al-
Hirī, directed by J. Ferguson1. The senior proj-
ect director was Dr P.M. Michèle Daviau; Dr 
Robert Chadwick and Dr Michael Weigl were 
Associate Directors. Team members included 
scholars, volunteers and students from Canada, 
the United States, the Netherlands, Denmark, 
Austria, the United Kingdom, Saudi Arabia and 
Jordan. Robert Mittelstaedt was camp manager 
and was assisted with photography in 2010 by 
John Kantor; Natasha Dilke was the chief pho-

tographer in 2011. Local workers also assisted 
the team each season. This report will present 
the results of excavation in Fields A + C (north) 
and Fields B and D on the mound (Fig. 1). Also 
included are the results of excavation in Fields 
L + K (Reservoir 700) and Field N (House 800), 
structures dated to the Nabataean-early Roman 
period. Intensive documentation was carried out 
at survey site WT-12, a large Nabataean settle-
ment in Wādī Shābik. Additionally, mapping 
was completed at Khirbat al-Hirī and at sites in 
the north-western part of the survey region.

Fields A + C (North) (Robert Chadwick)
The first section of this report will discuss 

work undertaken in Fields A and C, directly 
north of North Gate 100 during the 2008 season. 
The second section will discuss the 2010 exca-
vations of the so-called ‘moat’ in Field B outside 

1. The Wādī ath-Thamad Project is sponsored by Wilfrid 
Laurier University, Waterloo, ON, Canada, and was 
funded in part by the Department of Archaeology and 

Classical Studies. Additional funding was provided by 
the Deutsche Palästina-Vereins and by friends and col-
leagues.

1. View of Khirbat al-Mudayna 
showing location of excavated 
Fields.
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the walled portion of the Iron Age II town (see 
below).

The 2008 excavations focused on under-
standing the construction phases of gate bas-
tions B1000 and B1500, and their relationship 
to the in-ground silos and the large Vorplatz 
area immediately to the north. Work in Squares 
A14 and C94 exposed the exterior faces of bas-
tions B1000 and B1500, whose exterior north 
wall surfaces were covered with a layer of yel-
lowish-white plaster with straw temper (white 
[2.5Y 8/2] and yellow [10YR 8/6]; Fig. 2). In 
previous seasons, similar plaster layers have 
been exposed on a number of exterior wall sur-
faces in the Gate 100 area and elsewhere on the 
site.

Directly in front of bastion B1000 were a 
number of horizontal fill layers approximately 
1.25-1.50m deep, consisting of angular white 
limestone pebbles, layers of reddish soil mixed 
with river-rolled gravel, and thin lenses of lime 
powder. All of these fill layers sealed against 
bastions B1000 and B1500. Of interest was lo-
cus A14:43, a reddish plaster surface which runs 
up to the base of bastion B1000. This layer is 
different from the plaster on the north face of 
B1000; it is redder in colour and contains pebble 
or sand temper instead of the vegetable temper 
found in plaster used on exterior walls. It is also 
harder because of what appears to be a small 
amount of lime powder. Locus A14:43 is situ-
ated on top of a layer of soil mixed with pebbles 
and cobbles between 0.02-0.15m thick, applied 
directly onto the bedrock to smooth out the natu-
ral rock where it is uneven and make a suitable 

subsurface for the application of plaster locus 
A14:43. This horizontal plaster layer was ex-
posed over an area measuring 3.00-2.25m, but 
it no doubt covers a larger area in front of the 
original gate entrance. Owing to the lack of any 
artefacts, ash or signs of pedestrian wear, it is 
uncertain whether plaster layer A14:43 was an 
artery of pedestrian circulation and whether it 
was in service for any length of time.

As in previous seasons, excavations revealed 
that the same kinds of fill material were used 
throughout the construction of the subterranean 
surface of the Vorplatz area to the north of the 
gate. Soil, cobble and pebble fill layers such as 
A13:30 and A13:32 are similar to loci located 
elsewhere in front of North Gate 100. The 2008 
season’s excavations exposed the exterior faces 
of the silo walls and confirmed that three of the 
in-ground storage installations (Silos 20, 50 and 
59) were all sealed by alternating horizontal fill 
layers.

Silo Support Installations
Cobbles and small boulders that served as silo 
support installations were exposed in Square 

2. Plastered north face of Bastion 1000, sealed by 
Vorplatz fill layers and surface plaster (A14:43).

3. Support installation placed against the outer wall of 
Silo 59.
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A14, abutting the exterior of Silo 59 (Fig. 3). 
Comparable silo support installations employing 
similar construction techniques and consisting of 
conglomerations of cobbles and small boulders 
were used to reinforce the outer wall (A13:37) 
of Silo 20 (Fig. 4). While the boulders abut the 
outer face of the silo wall, fill layers composed 
of soil, pebbles and cobbles (A13:30, A13:32) 
seal against the support installation. Excavations 

in Square C94 exposed a similar support instal-
lation which abuts the exterior face of the wall 
of Silo 50 (Fig. 5) and then continues for 0.50m 
where it also seals against the plaster (C94:34) 
on the north face of Bastion 1500.

Tower 1013
The second task undertaken during the 2008 

season was the excavation to bedrock of the 
area north of Tower 1013 and west of the cultic 
standing stone installation. Horizontal fill layers 
seal against support installation A13:33 outside 
of Silo 20; they also seal against the northern 
and western faces of the Tower 1013 making it 
clear that the tower was built before the fill loci 
were laid down around it. Excavations exposed 
the outside corner of a few of the top-most 
stones of Silo 20, clarifying the relationship 
between Tower 1013, Silo 20 and the underly-
ing horizontal fill layers consisting of cobble, 
pebble and soil loci, similar to subterranean 
loci located elsewhere in the Vorplatz area. The 
similarity between these diverse loci found in 
various probes under Vorplatz S120 indicates 
that the fill material is the same across the entire 
area and that all fill material was laid down at 
the same time against the bastions and around 
the silos.

Field A (P. M. Michèle Daviau)
Introduction

As excavation progressed in the domestic 
and industrial building in 2011, it became ap-
parent that certain features of the architecture 
could be used as indicators of remodelling in the 
buildings themselves. This realisation led to un-
answered questions regarding the third room on 
the south-east side (R103) of North Gate 100. 
This room was clearly built after Inner Case-
mate Wall 2002 had been constructed, since the 
east wall of Room 103 (W1010) was on an angle 
to accommodate the position of Wall 2002. In 
order to answer the many questions concerning 
the history of the gate architecture, the remain-
ing stones of Bench 1011 (Fig. 6) along the east 
side of Central Road S104 were dismantled to 
reveal the footings of the south Pier (W1004) 
of the northern two-room gate unit (Rooms 
101+102), the west wall of Room 103 (W1006) 
and the south Pier (W1005) of the third room 
(R103).

4. Support installation abutting exterior of Silo 20 (top 
left); bedrock (lower center).

5. Square C94: Silo 50 wall (right); support installation 
(center above bedrock); exterior plaster of bastion 
B1500 (left).
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The principal features include:
W1004        A15:22 = A16:7         East - west Pier 
Wall: north wall of R103

W1005        A16:8                        East - west Pier 
Wall: south wall of R103

W1006        A16:2                        North - south sec-
ondary wall: west wall of R103

W1010        A16:6                        North - south exte-
rior wall: east wall of R103

B1011         A6:19 + 22                Bench on east side 
of gate road: S104

                    A6:50                        Threshold in Door-
way F into R103

Results
The topography of the site necessitated the 

creation of deep fills along the east side that ex-
tended from the bedrock exposed in the central 
road (S104) to the footings of the Outer Casemate 
Wall (W2002), located at a depth of ca. 3.94m 
below the roadway. It was assumed, based on 
previous excavation in 1996, that the south room 
(R103) was an addition, built after gate Room 102 
to which it is attached. While it is clear that the east 
wall of R103 abuts the south pier wall (W1004) of 
the eastern two-roomed unit of Gate 100, the se-
quence is now better understood with the removal 
of Bench 1011. The excavation area was located 
in Square A6 and extended for a length of 5.00m 
beginning just north of Stairs A7:19, which were 

built up against the south face of Wall 1005. The 
bench (Fig. 7) had been constructed along the 
eastern side of Street 104, against the west face of 
the pier walls (W1003, W1004 and W1005) and, 
as a result, concealed the west face of wall W1006 
and the outer side of Doorway F into Room 103.

6. North Gate 100 showing 
area of excavation of Bench 
1011 (in gray) west of R103.

7. Bench 1011, upper course with edging stones (A6:46), 
looking south.
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The lowest soil layer (A6:53; Fig. 8) con-
sisted of a layer of large angular cobbles and peb-
bles, most probably just above bedrock (A6:41) 
given the elevations on bedrock in Drain 105 run-
ning along the west side of A6:53. This layer ap-
pears to be the principal construction surface for 
the southern pier (W1004) of the two-chambered 
eastern portion of the chambered gate, as well as 
for the threshold of Doorway F (A6:50), the sec-
ondary west wall (W1006=A16:2) and the south-
ern pier wall (W1005). All of these walls and the 
threshold were levelled with small chink stones 
above the cobble layer, while the southernmost 
Pier Wall (W1005) was footed on a row of pro-
truding stones (A6:48), of which the northern-
most stone also supported the south end of Wall 
W1006. This discovery is a great significance for 
understanding the sequence of construction in the 
gate area, although it raises additional questions 
that will need serious reflection.

Threshold A6:50 in Doorway F (Fig. 9) was 
also footed on Cobble Layer A6:53, chinked with 
pebbles, and formed of two courses of small boul-
ders that filled the space between the south face 
of Pier Wall 1004 and the north end of Wall 1006 
(0.74m). The threshold was 0.37-0.40m thick and 
stood 0.28-0.31m in height; Cobble Layer A6:52 
sealed up against it and Pier Wall 1004.

Above the heavy cobble layer was a soil layer 
(A6:52) with smaller cobbles and pebbles which 
sealed against the threshold and both the footing 
stones (A6:48) of Pier W1005 on the east and a sin-
gle row of stones (A6:46), 3.75m long, that formed 
the west edging of the area where Bench 1011 was 
installed. When found, this stone row ran parallel 
to the eastern row of drain stones (A6:40) which 

8. Exposure of cobbled construction surface along the west 
face of Pier Wall 1005 with edging stones A6:46 and 
drain stones (A6:40) in the foreground, looking east.

9. Doorway F with base stones on same level as base of 
Pier Wall 1004.

extended 13.18m along the east side of Roadway 
104. At the south end, a small curb stone extended 
east-west linking the bench edging stones to the 
foot of Staircase A17:19, possibly to channel water 
away from the footings of the walls of R103.

The cobble layers (A6:52, A6:53) were cov-
ered with a hard-packed soil layer (A6:49) which 
included an ash lens adjacent to the west face of 
Pier Wall 1005, suggesting that this was a use sur-
face in the space (ca. 0.70m wide) between the 
edging stones and the walls of Room 103. A cer-
tain amount of build-up was noted with the pres-
ence of another soil layer (A6:47) which contained 
animal bones, a small number of ceramic sherds, 
ash pockets and oven fragments. This layer was 
compressed, probably owing to the weight of the 
lower course of bench stones and their underlying 
makeup. The bench stones (A6:45) themselves 
consisted of large cobbles and small boulders (see 
Fig. 10) which, along the west edge, were roughly 
hewn in a rectangular shape. These stones were 
put in place above the edging stones (A6:46) and 
packed with plaster. 

10. Lower Bench stones (A6:19 = A6:43) against Pier 
W1005 with edging stones in foreground.
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and Domaszewski2 noted the main features at 
Khirbat al-Mudayna including its ‘Graben’, for 
which they include a section drawing (1904 I: 
fig. 15). Alois Musil took note of what he be-
lieved was a ditch (1907: 300, fig. 137) as did 
Glueck: “about half-way down the slope is a 
wide ditch or dry moat, which encircles the en-
tire mound” (1934: 13). Glueck also published 
an aerial picture, in which the site looks flat and 
rectangular, hinting at the possibility that the top 
of the mound was shaped by some kind of large 
podium-fill. However, excavation of structures 
footed on bedrock inside the town demonstrates 
that this was not the case.

The goal of the 2010 season was to deter-
mine the nature and function of this exterior 20-
25m wide earthwork which surrounds the site 
on at least three sides, outside of and below the 
outer casemate wall. Previous excavations un-
dertaken in 2001 at the south end of the site es-
tablished that although there was a built-up layer 
of fill which covered some irregularities in the 
terrain, including a very deep natural hole in the 
bedrock, there was no evidence for any kind of 
purpose-dug ditch designed for defensive pur-
poses. There was, however, a natural syncline of 
the bedrock.

At the opposite end of the site, 150m to the 
north, extensive excavations in Fields A and C 
north of Gate 100 have not exposed any kind of 
ditch, only the natural incline of the geological 
formation underneath the site. The ‘moat’ hy-
pothesis, so eagerly embraced by early explor-
ers (none of whom actually excavated at the site) 
has not been demonstrated.

A line of three squares, B57, B47 and B37 
(Fig. 12), all running east-west and perpendicu-
lar to the outer casemate wall (W2001), were 
opened during the 2010 season. The horizontal 
surface of the eastern-most square, B57, was 
nearly flat with a 2° slope to the west. In B47, 
the next square to the west, the escarpment in-
creased rapidly from 3° to 17°. The slope con-
tinued to increase until it reached square B37, 
the square closest to the outer casemate wall 
W2001, where it reached 25° of declination. 
Beginning a few centimetres below the topsoil 
surface, all three squares contained clearly de-

The lower course was comparable to the 
northern extent of Bench 1011 and included two 
sub-rectangular stones placed east - west which 
protruded into Doorway F above Threshold 
A6:50, forming a step out of Room 103. The soil 
surrounding the bench stones was packed, be-
coming looser below them.

When the south end of Bench 1011 was re-
modelled with the addition of an upper course 
of large boulders (A6:22 = A6:42) for a length 
of 2.10m, the west edge was faced with verti-
cal stones and plastered. At this stage, the bench 
covered the lower step of Staircase A17:19 + 
A7:40). The bench stones were only partially 
preserved in 2011 and much of the soft lime-
stone had eroded and was mixed with the wind-
blown soil (A6:0.5), forming a crusted surface.

A similar sequence can be seen in the south 
balk (Fig. 11) which reveals the build-up under 
the steps of Staircase A7:19. Here packed soil 
with cobbles (A6:51) appear to be superimposed 
on the two cobble layers (A6:52, A5:53), again 
supporting the supposition that the third room 
was built in the same construction event that saw 
the establishment of the northern gate rooms.

Field B (Robert Chadwick)
Early explorers claimed that the site of 

Khirbat al-Mudayna was surrounded by what 
they called a ‘moat’. This term is a misnomer 
and, in this report, trenches or earthworks built 
for defensive purposes will be referred to as 
‘ditches’, a term which more accurately describes 
their function. Over a century ago Brünnow 

11. Soil layers under steps of Staircase A17:19 with foot-
ing stones A6:48 (left) and edging stones A6:46 with 
the east - west curb stone (right).

2.  Brünnow and Domaszewski (1904) provide a descrip-
tion of “Die Römerstraβe von Mâdebâ bis Petra”, 

made on 3 April 1897.
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limestone being specifically placed at the foot of 
the casemate to add support to it.

A second type of deposition was exposed 
farther downslope to the east, starting in Square 
B47 and continuing eastwards. In this square, di-
rectly underneath a locus consisting of pebbles 
and soil, a subterranean retaining wall (B47:2) of 
roughly rectangular cobbles was exposed. This 
retaining wall runs parallel with the outer case-
mate wall located approximately 10m upslope to 
the west. Made of the softer, chalky white lime-
stone abundant in the area, this low wall was 

12. Section drawing from 2001 
excavations in Field F; south 
end of Khirbat al-Mudayna 
showing a naturally occurring 
geological formation rather 
than a purpose-built ditch.

13. Deposition against Outer Casemate Wall.
14. Six excavation terraces in Field B: Square B47 (fore-

ground); Square B37 (background).

finable layers of deliberately laid fill consisting 
of pebbles, cobbles and soil, with the occasional 
small boulder. The excavators believe that this 
material constitutes a glacis.

The deposition exposed in these three 
squares can be divided into two categories. To 
the west, beginning on the outside of casemate 
wall 2001 and sealing against it, was a layer of 
large cobbles and small boulders, up to 1.61m 
deep and piled up in a steep 25° angle against 
the lower portion of the eastern face of the outer 
casemate wall (W2001; Fig. 13). Easily mistak-
en for wall tumble, on closer inspection the tight 
and systematic way the stones were positioned 
suggests that they were placed against the base 
of W2001 to steepen the slope of the glacis, and 
were then covered with a layer of soil to protect 
and preserve them from the elements. Unlike 
the lower courses of the casemate wall W2001, 
which consist of very hard chert boulders, the 
glacis deposition had few hard chert stones; 
about 50% of it consisted of friable limestone, 
some of which was badly crumbled and de-
cayed. This seems to argue in favour of the soft 
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never meant to be exposed to the elements which 
would have destroyed it in a matter of decades. 
Because it runs in two rows parallel to the case-
mate wall with a low profile of only 2-3 courses, 
it is doubtful whether this wall could have served 
as anything other than a parallel support instal-
lation to hold the sloping soil layers in place. 
Elsewhere on the site, similar subterranean sup-
port installations consisting of loosely scattered 
revetment installations ‒ which fan out to the 
north of the gate entrance ‒ have been exposed 
in previous seasons. Subterranean supports are 
likewise seen surrounding the numerous silo wall 
support installations mentioned above. Since this 
was a well-known method employed at Khirbat 
al-Mudayna, we should not be surprised to see it 
used in the construction of the glacis.

As excavations in the three squares pro-
gressed, tip lines where containers of soil and 
stones had been dumped were clearly visible 
in the balks. The approximately 1.60 to almost 
3.00m deep multiple layers of soil, pebbles, 
cobbles and small boulders were part of a large 
flat-lying retaining feature, which constituted 
a subterranean revetment system of stones that 
extended under a large part of the eastern glacis 
and probably continued around most of the site.

Glacis 3001
The glacis at Khirbat al-Mudayna is an ever 

steepening earthwork (Fig. 14) beginning near 
the foot of the outer casemate wall and continu-
ing eastwards for approximately 25m. The gla-
cis acted as a support to cover the foundations of 
the casemate circumvallation wall, protecting it 
from effects of rain and erosion. The lower por-
tion of the glacis is 5-6m higher than the sur-
rounding terrain; its defensive nature becomes 
apparent when it is approached from the level 
of the modern cultivated fields. The lower por-
tion of the glacis is nearly flat, even slightly 
concave towards the centre, which may be one 
of the reasons why earlier explorers approach-
ing from the east thought it was a ‘moat’. It then 
ascends upwards on the west, reaching a slope 
of 25° as it seals against Outer Casemate Wall 
2001. It is likely that the glacis was constructed 
to put attackers at a disadvantage, since the slope 
would have slowed down their progress as they 
approached the walls, making them easy targets 
for defenders. By building a sloping, 25m wide 

open area below the walls, the builders created 
a ‘danger-zone’, a kind of no man’s land, where 
attackers had no cover in their final dash to the 
walls. The glacis offered defenders one addition-
al advantage: it made the use of wheeled siege 
engines of the type used by the Assyrians during 
the same period much more difficult.

Casemate Construction
A 2m wide section of Wall W2001, the 

outer face of the circumvallation wall, was ex-
posed and its foundation excavated to bedrock 
(B37:12; Fig. 15). It was determined that wall 
W2001 was footed on B37:8, a series of small, 
flat boulders running perpendicular to the wall. 
These hard chert stones had been leveled and 
placed on a top of a 0.30m thick layer of red-
dish-brown soil mixed with pebbles and small 
cobbles. This layer was situated between the 
bedrock and the casemate foundation stones, 
and resembled closely in texture and material 
the soil, pebble and small cobble fill material 
(A13:35) underlying the plaster road surface 
in front of North Gate 100. Construction of the 
casemate wall was similar to the thick wall con-

15. Casemate wall W2001 construction footed on bedrock.
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struction methods used in other parts of the site 
and one may speculate that wall, tower and gate 
construction were all done at the same time by 
the same group of builders. Like structures else-
where on the site, the exterior was covered by a 
layer of yellow chaff tempered plaster similar to 
plaster traces found elsewhere in the gate area.

Conclusions
The 2010 season’s excavations, reinforced 

by the work done in Fields E and F at the south 
end of the site in 2001, confirmed that the site is 
surrounded by a 25m wide soil, pebble and cob-
ble glacis, but not a defensive ditch. Finally, al-
though there was no clear evidence for a beaten 
earth surface or paving stones for a paved road, 
it is possible that the existing pebble and earth 
surface may have been used as a roadway. Even 
today, local people still use the lower section of 
the glacis as a path or roadway to gain access 
to certain parts of the site. There is no evidence 
that the glacis ever connected to a gate at the 
south end of the site, nor is there any evidence 
that it connected with the six-chambered gate at 
the north end of the site.

The Street (E. Kate Johnston)
With three seasons of excavation now com-

pleted in the street between Fields B and D, it 
is possible to draw some conclusions about not 
only the depositional history of the street itself, 
but also the relationship of the architectural ele-
ments in both fields to the street and to each other.

Construction of the Street
The street was built up over an unknown 

period of time on top of the bedrock outcrop-
ping that makes up the foundation of the hill. 
The varying height of the outcropping means 
that the thickness of the street and the street lev-
els are not uniform, even across a single square 
(Fig. 16). The southernmost excavated portion 
of the street is also the thinnest; bedrock level 
was reached after approximately 1.5m of sedi-
ment was removed. However, even within that 
small area, the variation in bedrock height is 
nearly 40cm. As the street goes north, the bed-
rock sinks further.

The street appears to have been built on a 
peak of the hill. The excavation of Building 210 
revealed much lower bedrock heights to the east 

and west of the highest point of the street. The 
buildings in Field D have not yet been exca-
vated as far south as those in Field B, but B300 
(Daviau et al. 2008: fig. 6) also has a floor that 
is below street level, indicating that the bedrock 
sinks to the east and west, as well as to the north 
(Fig. 17).

16. South Balk, showing bedrock outcroppings and vari-
ation in height.

17. Bedrock sinking towards B210, the southernmost pil-
lared building.
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Each street layer was laid down in two dis-

crete parts. First, there was the intentional de-
position of clean brown soil, and then a slightly 
thicker accumulation of refuse that includes bone 
and ceramic sherds. The topmost level directly 
below the topsoil is grey wash, thicker towards 
Field B to the east. This layer is found over the 
street in all three excavated squares. There are 
only two street layers above the bedrock in the 
southernmost square (D93), although this num-
ber increases in the squares to the north.

Relationship to the Architectural Elements
The primary goal of the 2011 season was 

to determine the relationship between the 
depositional history of the street and the con-
struction of the buildings in Fields B and D. 
This work was begun in 2010, with the exca-
vation of the doorways into B205 and B210, 
but the primary objectives were not achieved 
until 2011.

As Fig. 18 illustrates, sections were exca-
vated east-west across the street to link the archi-
tectural features on each side. In D93, this was 
exposed to bedrock, revealing that the buildings 
in Fields D and B were founded on bedrock and 
that the street then sealed up against them.

While bedrock was not exposed in D92, 
excavation still showed that the street sealed 
up against the building elements on both sides. 
This was most clear in the position of the thresh-
old stones, which are visible in section as hav-
ing been put on top of older street levels and are 
sealed against by the more recent ones (Fig. 19).

Conclusions
It seems clear enough from the excavation 

that the street was constructed following the 
primary construction phases of the buildings 
on either side and that the access ways to said 
buildings were adapted as the street level became 
higher, likely to deal with issues of flooding. 
Furthermore, the street was leveled deliberately, 
in discrete layers, in order to compensate for dif-
ferences in the height of the bedrock outcropping.

While fairly simple, the conclusions obtained 
by excavating the street in the 2011 season are 
important for the overall interpretation of the site. 
They also raise some additional questions to be 
explored in later seasons, such as what the inhab-
itants of the buildings did before the street was 
installed, how the bedrock was cleared and how 
the inhabitants coped with the variation in bed-
rock outcroppings while constructing the street.

Field B (Michael Weigl)
Archaeological work in Field B during the 

2008, 2010 and 2011 seasons concentrated on 
the close investigation of stratigraphical se-
quences in industrial buildings B205 and B210, 
which have been excavated continuously since 
the 2006 season (Daviau et al. 2008). In both 
buildings, the latest occupational layers had al-
ready been reached in 2008, yielding yet more 
evidence of their industrial character, their in-
tense use over an extended period of time (e.g. 
frequent wall repairs recognized by the inser-
tion of ground-stone tools in a secondary con-
text)3 and their violent destruction by fire and 
subsequent collapse. Textile related production 

18. Excavated probes in D92 (left) and D93 (right), look-
ing east.

19. Threshold stone in D92 with associated street layers.

3. This observation was first noted by Steven Edwards, supervisor in Field D.
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activities in tripartite B210 were prominent in 
the north (R221) and south rooms (R223) which 
were, in their latest phase, both covered by an 
extensive flagstone pavement built over sev-
eral constructional and short-lived occupational 
phases superimposed above bedrock. Several 
heavy duty grinding implements fallen from 
above, in particular two large-scale industrial 
saddle querns, were uncovered in R223, which 
had at a very late phase been sub-divided by a 
short secondary wall stub running perpendicular 
to the building’s south wall.

During the past two seasons, the primary 
research goal was to excavate beyond these lat-
est occupational layers all the way to bedrock 
in order to obtain a complete understanding of 
the stratigraphy, phasing, period(s) of use and 

function of B205 and B210 (Fig. 20). These 
excavations were partially carried out as sound-
ings and partially by full excavation. The central 
and south rooms of B210 (R222, R223) were 
also explored to their foundations on bedrock. 
In the south-eastern room of B205, a sub-floor 
construction was identified; its secondary rela-
tionship is evident in the late addition of a pil-
lared wall (W2025) linking it to B210. In addi-
tion, the foundations of the (north - south) Inner 
Casemate Wall (W2002) and the south wall of 
B210 were investigated.

During archaeological investigation it be-
came clear that these two buildings had a much 
longer and more complex constructional and oc-
cupational history than previously assumed. In 
this regard the occupants had to accommodate 

20. Plan of Buildings 200, B205 
and B210.
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the very peculiar drop of the bedrock’s surface 
from west to east. The entrance porch on the 
west, lined by a north-south monolithic wall 
(W2070 and W2071), led down into B210 via 
three roughly parallel threshold stones and an 
additional step that fell out of use after the earli-
est phases of occupation (Fig. 21). Here, at the 
foot of the entrance, the bedrock curves in a very 
rounded, almost circular shape (Fig. 22). This 
natural feature of the tall was used during the ear-
liest phase of occupation for erecting a massive 
support wall, on which the northern (W2033) and 
southern pillared (W2034) walls were footed at a 
considerably later time. This feature was found 
to extend east, while the bedrock continues to 
plunge sharply and was covered with layers of 
boulder and cobble fills to create an even living 
surface throughout the building. Massive support 
walls (stylobates) run under the footings of the 
previously excavated rows of pillars. It became 
evident that the building must have been used 
for a purpose other than textile production in its 

earlier phases, since the basins with their chink-
stone support walls were installed above the sty-
lobates (excavated in 2007) and are a late feature 
of the pillared walls. Thus, tripartite Building 
210 originally served a function not yet identi-
fied and was then converted to accommodate 
changing interregional economical needs.

Excavation in 2010 yielded more evidence 
in support of this theory. Underneath the latest 
plaster floors that had been reached in the 2008 
season, several layers of sub-floor constructions 
(soil, cobble fill, construction surfaces and very 
large boulders) were put in place to stabilize 
the walls of R215, in particular on its west side 
(W2020) and on the east where all walls abut 
Inner Casemate Wall 2002. A secondary pas-
sageway into the north room of B210 linked 
R215 in B205 with that building at a much later 
time, adding a pillared wall and a doorway on its 
south side (W2025) which was then blocked in 
the latest stage of construction. It remains unde-
termined for the time being as to which rooms / 
buildings R215 was linked initialty. Further re-
search will help determine these issues left un-
solved at the end of the 2011 season.

In future field seasons, additional investiga-
tion into features of B200, B205 and B210 will 
be necessary: excavation of the casemate rooms 
on the east side of B205 and B210; excavation 
of the storage cellar in B210 (Square B3; Daviau 
et al. 2008: fig. 4) and excavation of the large 
sink hole / depression at the very north of Field 
B / south of Field A. The street to the west of 
these buildings will need to be revisited in fu-
ture seasons (see Johnston, this article), as ar-
chitecture will have been exposed to their east, 
and the western outer walls of B205, B210 and 
the support walls of the monolithic porch at the 
entrance to B210 have been consolidated by spe-
cialists to avoid destruction of architecture.

Conservation, Consolidation and Preservation
In order to protect the walls of the exposed 

buildings, extensive backfilling was carried out 
in Fields B and D. All squares in B210 and in 
Room 215 of B205 (Fig. 23), as well as several 
probes in D92 and D93 (Fig. 24;see also Fig. 
18 above), were carefully backfilled with boul-
ders and fine soil to the height at which excava-
tion had halted in previous seasons. On top of 
the soft soil fill, cobble stones were placed in 

22. Round bedrock feature with footing of support wall for 
W2033.

21. Bedrock step supporting the foundation walls for 
W2033 and W2034.
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23. Building 210 after backfilling with soil and cobble layers.

24. Square D92 after backfilling and deposition of cobble 
layer.

25. Consolidated south wall of Building 210, looking east; 
photo Mr Ali al-Khayyat.

patterns to indicate the termination of archaeo-
logical activity in these areas, to preserve the 
stratigraphy and support the walls. Extensive 
backfilling was also undertaken as a conserva-
tional measure in all of the excavation units in 
the centre of and to the east of Field D. In areas 
where future excavation is pending, layers of 
thick plastic were put over the unexcavated soil 
in order to facilitate the identification of previ-
ous seasons’ stopping points at the beginning of 
future ones.

Backfilling is an important step towards fu-
ture site management, with the aim of indicating 
completion of excavation in some areas whilst 
making them visually attractive for visitors to 
the site. At the same time, re-excavation of these 
areas will still be possible in the future. In ad-
dition, several well-preserved walls in Field B 
were consolidated by experts from the Mādabā 
office of the Department of Antiquities at the ex-

4.  Square supervisors were K. Albino, H. Norum and E. 
Zeran for the 2008 season, V. Cafik, Z. Reilly-Ansons, 
M. Silver and N. Urosevic for the 2010 season and 

K. Albino, R. McMullan, Z. Reilly-Ansons and N. 
Urosevic for the 2011 season.

pense of the Wādī ath-Thamad Project, as a con-
tribution to the protection of Jordan’s archaeo-
logical heritage (Fig. 25).

Also, in compliance with the strategy to 
maintain the site in a natural and proper condi-
tion, a very large dump on the east side of Field B 
was removed at the end of the 2011 field season. 
On the very last day of field activities, the large 
dumps in the Nabataean-Early Roman house 
(B800) were also removed, clearing the view and 
preparing for future consolidation of this impor-
tant feature at the northern foot of the tall.

Field D (Christopher J. Gohm and Steven Edwards)
Excavations continued in Field D during the 

2008, 2010 and 2011 seasons, and were focused 
in the area west of Buildings 200, B205 and B210 
(the three industrial buildings in Field B). Twelve 
6×6m squares were investigated in order to docu-
ment the layout, stratigraphic history and function 
of the structures comprising this part of the Iron II 
settlement (Fig. 26)4. These excavations resulted 
in greater exposure within previously-identified 
buildings B303 and B306 (Daviau et al. 2008: 
349-350), as well as the recognition of three addi-
tional structures (B309, B312 and B315) and the 
western casemate system (W2001 and W2002). 

Although occasional industrial remains were 
recovered in Field D, the function of this area 
clearly differed from that of Field B. Specifically, 
the pottery, installations and artifacts indicated 
that the buildings served a primarily domestic 
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function. These excavations have yielded one 
of the largest horizontal exposures of Iron II 
domestic architecture thus far identified in the 
region. Based on the layout of the buildings and 
the nature of the communications between them, 
these structures appear to constitute several dis-
tinct residences. Accordingly, this area has been 
designated the ‘North-West Domestic Quarter’5. 
This residential quarter was separated from the 
remainder of the Iron II settlement by three 
walls, the southern wall of B306 (W3033), the 
long east - west wall south of B309, B312 and 
B303 (W3027), and the narrow partition wall in 
B309 (W3042).

Once again, only one occupation phase was 
documented in this part of the ancient settlement 
(Daviau et al. 2008: 346). Multiple construction 
and use / modification phases were evident, how-
ever, attesting to a relatively long occupational 
history. The earliest features in the area consist 
of the western casemate wall, which is abutted 
by Units B309 and B315, and the previously-
excavated B300, which is abutted by B303 and 
B306. Precise construction phasing in this area 

is otherwise problematic, as the majority of the 
walls are footed either on bedrock or discontinu-
ous leveling fills. The following discussion sum-
marizes the key findings associated with each of 
the five excavated buildings.

Building 303
B303 was first explored in 2007 in an effort 

to better understand the area west and south of 
the monumental B300 (Daviau et al. 2008: 349). 
Two east-west rooms were investigated (R302 
and R303), both of which exhibited evidence 
of domestic use. During the 2010 and 2011 sea-
sons, excavations were resumed in B303 to gain 
a better sense of the structure’s layout and asso-
ciated domestic assemblage (Square D72). This 
work resulted in the identification of the pos-
sible southern half of R303 and one additional 
southern room (R317). These two spaces were 
divided by an east-west pillared wall; a doorway 
in the east provided communication between the 
two rooms. B303 therefore comprised at least 
three broad rooms (R302, R303 and R317).

The pillared wall in R317 consisted of four 

5. It seems likely that second-storey communications 
existed between several of the buildings in the western 
part of Field D, as the main floor plans present numer-

ous problems of access (e.g. B309 and B315). Wooden 
stairs may have been used in these areas.

26. Major wall lines of Field Phase 1 in Field D (in progress).
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tall pillars and four low cross-walls. Excavations 
to the south exposed a boulder pavement 
(D72:50) and bedrock outcropping beneath a 
series of collapse layers (Fig. 27). Few artifacts 
were found on this surface, although a restorable 
krater, two chert pounders, a basalt working sur-
face, several astragali, an industrial hand grind-
er, a limestone altar fragment, a gaming piece, 
an anthropomorphic figurine fragment and sev-
eral other objects were found in the collapse lay-
ers above. All of these would likely have been 
in use on the second floor of B303, further at-
testing to the structure’s domestic function. Prior 
to the laying of the boulder pavement, the area 
was prepared for construction. A hard-packed 
fill (D72:53 / D72:52) was laid to level bedrock 

depressions in the west; a soil layer (D72:51) 
was then laid over the fill (Fig. 28). The func-
tion of R317 is unclear, but it appears as if this 
area served as a corridor providing access to the 
southern part of B312. The central part of B303 
requires further excavation, as does the possible 
extension of R317 to the west6.

Building 306
Following the excavation of R305 and the 

discovery of several high status items in 2007 
(Daviau et al. 2008:350), a large scale opera-
tion was planned for B306 during the 2010 and 
2011 seasons. As a result of these excavations, 
the complete plan of the building has been real-
ized. Measuring 11×10.5m, this structure com-
prised two eastern hallways (R322 and R323), 
a western room (R318), four northern rooms 
(R307, R306, R326 and R305), three southern 
rooms (R319, R321 and R324) and a staircase 
to the upper storey (R325), all of which were 
arranged around a central hall (R320). As men-
tioned above, all of the northern walls abutted 
the southern W3001 of B3007. This structure 
was therefore built after B300; based on the fact 
that W3027 (the southern wall of B303) abuts 
W3007 (the western wall of B306), it also ap-
pears to be earlier than B303. 

This building has been subjected to exten-
sive excavation; only three standing balks re-
mained at the close of the 2011 season (Fig. 29). 

27. View of R317 from the west, showing the pillared wall 
(W3028), boulder pavement (D72:50) and bedrock 
outcropping used as a surface.

28. View of B303 from the south-east, showing the pillared 
wall (W3028), southern R317, footings of the western-
most pillar and underlying bedrock.

6. These areas will be explored in a future season of the 
Wādī ath-Thamad Project (C. Gohm).

7.  W3001 and W3003 were previously reported as being 
“bonded in the lowest courses” (Daviau et al. 2008: 
350). Upon further examination in 2011, it was real-

ized that W3003 clearly abutted W3001, as only one 
‘bonded stone’ was identified. This stone served as 
a foundational element for W3001, extruded to the 
south and was incorporated during the construction of 
W3003. 

29. View of B306 from the south-west, showing the south-
ern R321, R325 and R325, the eastern R322 and R323, 
and the central R320.
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30. Notable artifacts from Field 
D: (A) multi-faceted hand 
grinder (MT3328), (B) 
multi-faceted hand grinder 
(MT3353), (C) socketed 
mace-head (MT3344), (D) 
alabaster hand grinder 
(MT3354), (E) decorated 
amphoriskos (MT3404), (F) 
nṣp weight (MT3035), (G) 
basalt bowl (MT2985) and 
(H) possible leather furni-
ture fixture (MT3237).

The majority of rooms have therefore been fully 
documented; each exhibited evidence of several 
use / modification phases following construc-
tion. As in B303, bedrock was used as a foun-
dation for the majority of the walls; wherever 
voids were present, hard-packed fills were used 
to provide a stable footing. The earliest surfaces 
consisted of a mixture of exposed bedrock and 
beaten earth. Later surfaces consisted of soil ac-
cumulations that were likewise beaten by foot 
traffic. 

As in other parts of Field D, the ground floor 
surfaces supported few in situ artifacts. The most 
notable exception was R307, the latest surface 
of which was littered with a mixture of ground 
floor remains and upper storey collapse - all of 
these finds were encased in an extremely hard 
layer of decaying ceiling plaster that was diffi-
cult to excavate. Given the nature of the finds, 
the western and eastern halves of the room had 
to be investigated separately to avoid crushing 
pottery and artifacts underfoot. Several unique 
stone objects were found just over the floor, in-
cluding two multi-faceted hand grinders, a sock-
eted mace-head and an unusual alabaster hand 
grinder (Fig. 30A-D). The mace-head is without 
a contemporary parallel in the region. It has been 
suggested that it was looted from an earlier (pos-
sibly Early Bronze Age) context. Work in R307 

also resulted in the recovery of a massive corpus 
of ceramic sherds (over one thousand), includ-
ing fragments of multiple pithoi, storage jars, 
hole-mouth jars, a decorated amphoriskos (Fig. 
30E), Thamad Painted Ware and several other 
forms. These sherds were distributed throughout 
the stratigraphic levels within the room, dem-
onstrating that the upper stories contained the 
household’s storage and serving vessels.

Other areas of concentrated finds included 
R306 and R324. In a burned collapse layer over 
the floor in R306 (D81:54), abundant restorable 
pottery was found, as well a bone textile tool, 
a nodular grinding surface, an industrial grind-
er, an industrial upper loaf-shaped millstone, a 
zoomorphic figurine, a hand grinder, a mortar, 
a pounder and a miniature tray. Embedded in 
the latest surface beneath (D81:55), an indus-
trial grinder, a pecking stone, two hand grind-
ers and a stopper were found. These finds sug-
gest that R306 was used for food processing 
activities, which accords well with the discov-
ery of an in situ rectilinear limestone basin in 
the south-western corner of the room (supported 
by Partition Wall 3053). In R324, collapse lay-
ers (D82:32 and D82:35) over the latest surface 
contained abundant Iron II pottery, a perforated 
stone, an altar fragment, a limestone socket, a 
pestle, a basin fragment, a basalt tray, a hand 
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31. View of the threshold at the east end of R322 (B306) 
from the west, showing the worn door socket (upper 
right), recycled shaft altar (upper left) and bedrock 
footing.

grinder, a chert pounder and an inscribed nṣp 
weight (Fig. 30F). 

Similar artifacts were found in the remain-
ing rooms (R319, R321, R323, R326), the ma-
jority of which appear to have fallen from the 
second storey. Notable large finds from the col-
lapse layers included two circular limestone ba-
sins (one in R320 and one in R321, both 0.83m 
in diameter) and an up-ended limestone table 
(in the doorway to R322 from the street). R322 
proved to be the principal access hall to B306; 
a well-preserved threshold was found with its 
worn door socket in situ beneath the collapse 
layers (Fig. 31). Interestingly, part of the thresh-
old consisted of a recycled shaft altar fragment. 
Work in Street 220 identified a potential ramp 
leading into B306, in addition to a series of walls 
blocking the entrance at the east end of R323.

On the whole, B306 appears to have served 
as a domestic residence, but the presence of nu-
merous high status and unusual goods suggests 
that it belonged to a wealthy and/or prominent 
family. Unfortunately, owing to time constraints, 
the stairwell and unusual blockage outside R323 
could not be fully excavated and therefore await 
further archaeological exploration. 

Building 309
B309 is located immediately west of B312, 

with which it shares W3019. This structure pos-
sesses a very unusual design, with two northern 
rooms (R310 and R311), a large eastern room 
(R315), a curving hallway to a western room 

(R314) and a doorway to a casemate room 
(R332). Excavations in the southern part of 
Square D52 revealed a small curvilinear wall 
(W3044), which left B309 with a complete lack 
of external doorways. This absence suggests 
that access to the second storey was gained via 
wooden ladders (perhaps within R316) or a pos-
sible stone staircase on the northern exterior of 
B312 (see below). 

Excavations began in R310 and R311 in 
2008; a low, single-row partition wall (W3021) 
was found separating the two areas. The northern 
W3020 measured 0.94m in thickness and resem-
bles B300 in terms of its monumentality. Unlike 
the tall eastern wall of B309 (W3019), which 
was built on a compact beaten earth layer more 
than 1m above bedrock, W3020 was founded on 
bedrock and was preserved at a much lower level 
than the surrounding architecture. It is believed 
that this wall belonged to an earlier construction 
phase at the site and was later incorporated into 
B309.

In 2010, excavations shifted to the southern 
half of B309. The remains in this area proved to 
be extremely complex, as upper storey walls and 
installations were preserved in situ, including 
three narrow walls and two semi-circular bins 
(Fig. 32). Following the documentation and re-
moval of these features, lower storey walls were 
encountered and the layout of B309 was fully 
realized (Fig. 33). Finds from the collapse layers 
in R314 include an exquisite stone bowl and an 
unusual leather object, which likely functioned 

8. A sample of the leather object has been submitted for radiometric dating.

32. View of upper storey features in B309 from the north, 
showing bin D52:11 (centre), part of bin D52:22 (low-
er right), wall D51:5 (upper right) and wall D52:13 
(upper centre).
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pestle and a variety of millstones). Interestingly, 
floor level in this casemate room was over 1m be-
low the doorway through the inner casemate wall 
(Fig. 34). Given the lack of communications to 
the north and south, it seems likely that R332 was 
functionally incorporated into B309. The dimen-
sions of both the inner casemate wall (W2002) 
and outer casemate wall (W2001) are consistent 
with those previously documented in Fields A, 
B and E. The inner casemate wall measures be-
tween 1.50 and 1.60m in thickness, whereas the 
outer casemate wall measures between 2.10 and 
2.40m in thickness. Both walls were constructed 
of semi-dressed limestone boulders and cobbles 
in the boulder-and-chink style, as were the three 
cross walls (W3050, W3051 and W3052) identi-
fied during the 2011 season.

Building 312
B312 is located immediately west of B303 

as a furniture fixture or ‒ less likely ‒ a bow grip 
(Fig. 30G-H). The leather object was perforated 
along the edges and pierced by several iron and 
copper-base metal pins, of which one of the lat-
ter had a spiral cross-section (possibly formed 
by twisted copper wires)8. 

On the whole, the majority of small finds 
from B309 were utilitarian in nature (e.g. hand 
grinders, pounders and millstone fragments), 
suggesting a focus on food processing and stor-
age. Significant quantities of smashed ceramic 
vessels and animal bones were found in R315, 
for example, and a rectangular limestone basin 
was recovered from the upper storey collapse in 
the northern half of R314 (the leather object was 
found next to this basin).

Excavations in the south-eastern part of D52 
resulted in the identification of another room 
(R316) which may be associated with the poten-
tial east-west corridor running across the southern 
parts of B312 and B303. Although incomplete, 
investigations in R316 resulted in the discovery 
of abundant animal bones and several fragmen-
tary zoomorphic figurines. In the south-western 
part of D52 a massive north-south wall (W3043) 
was found, running parallel to the inner casemate 
wall. This wall appears to continue to the south; 
R328 to the west has only been partially exca-
vated. In the closing days of the 2011 season, a 
possible earlier wall with a different orientation 
(W3066) was recognized beneath W3027. This 
area will be further explored in the 2012 season.

Casemate R332 was also examined dur-
ing the 2011 season and contained a number of 
fragmentary storage vessels and several well-
preserved utilitarian tools (including a mortar, a 

33. View of B309 from the south, showing all ground floor 
wall lines and the state of excavations at the close of 
the 2011 season.

34. View of R332 from the north, showing the doorway 
through the inner casemate wall to (left), bedrock 
and collapse layers (centre), and outer casemate wall 
(right).
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in the centre of the excavated area; it comprised 
two rectilinear rooms (R308 and R309). The 
northern R308 contained a large central pillar 
(D61:15) and a low partition wall (W3067). A 
doorway in the south-west provided access to 
the southern R309. Although incompletely ex-
cavated, the potential corridor identified in R317 
appears to continue to the south of B312, where 
a doorway provided secondary access to R309. 
The primary entrance to B312 was however 
identified in the north-eastern corner of R308; 
the structure was accordingly assigned an in-
dependent building number. Interestingly, this 
doorway was flanked by a possible staircase 
(D61:7) leading to the second storey. This fea-
ture was constructed against the northern exte-
rior wall of the building (W3054) and requires 
further investigation9.

In the north-west corner of R308, a small 
curvilinear installation (D61:28) was uncovered. 
It consisted of a single row of stones arranged in 
a quarter-circle and the interior was paved with 
flat-lying cobbles atop a hard-packed beaten 
earth and plaster layer (Fig. 35). The function of 
this installation remains unclear, although the na-
ture of the paving suggests that it may have been 
used as a storage area for vessels containing liq-
uids. The majority of the Iron II ceramic sherds 
collected from the floor in R308 comprised frag-
ments of storage jars and cooking vessels. Small 
finds included two hand grinders, three chert 
pounders and an anthropomorphic figurine.

The finds from the southern room (R309) 
were similarly utilitarian. A circular limestone 

basin (0.80m in diameter) in the eastern part 
of the room was in two pieces leaning against 
W3017. Beneath this basin, and throughout the 
remainder of R309, several hundred early Iron 
II and late Iron II sherds were discovered. Other 
finds included two chert pounders, a large quern, 
an upper loaf-shaped millstone, a bone spatula 
and part of a zoomorphic figurine. Overall, the 
finds from B312 are clearly indicative of a do-
mestic context, with numerous areas involved in 
food processing activities.

Building 315
B315 was first excavated in 2008 and was 

revisited in 2010. Comprising the northern R312 
and the southern R313, this building appears to 
be an architecturally distinct unit - it does not 
communicate with any other structure in Field 
D, with the exception of casemate R331 to the 
west. A single doorway connected R312 to R313. 
Given the lack of access to these rooms, it must 
be assumed that wooden ladders were used to de-
scend from the upper storey.

Excavations determined that both R312 and 
R313 were used as storage areas. Large quantities 
of storage jars were found in both rooms, along 
with a number of mortars and millstones (Fig. 
36). In R313, collapse layer D51:43 contained 
many ceiling plaster fragments and the remains 
of several smashed vessels (more than 200 sherds 
of Iron II and late Iron II date). These vessels, 
which included at least one large krater and one 
pithos, likely once rested on the second storey. 
Beneath this layer, D51:44 contained abundant 
ash and charcoal, as well as at least three burned 

9. A small-scale excavation is planned here for the 2012 
season (S. Edwards) in order to determine if this was 

indeed an external staircase (as opposed to patterned 
boulder collapse).

35. View of D51:28 in the north-western corner of R308 
from the south, showing the installation and beaten 
earth surface D61:32.

36. View of R312 from the west, showing layer D51:38 and 
associated finds.
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ceiling beams (one nearly 1.5m long), restorable 
ceramics (at least one storage jar), a weight, a 
polishing stone and an upper loaf-shaped mill-
stone. Multiple use-surfaces were also identified 
in each of these rooms; these accumulated over 
the boulder and soil fills that served to provide a 
stable footing for the Iron II walls.

Although casemate R331 was only partially 
excavated during the 2011 season, massive quan-
tities of storage vessel fragments were recovered, 
as well as several complete millstones. There can 
be no doubt that this part of the Iron II settlement 
was dedicated to storage and food processing. As 
a final note, although the ground floor plans of 
B315 and B309 are distinct, it seems likely that 
these areas were connected via the upper storey. 
In essence, these buildings may constitute part of 
a larger domestic complex, in which R312 and 
R313 (and potentially casemate R331) served 
as a dedicated storage area. Given the lack of 
ground level access to B315 and B309, it is also 
possible that B312 and B303 also comprised part 
of this larger complex.

Nabataean-Roman Sites in the Wādī ath-Tha-
mad Region: Site WT-12 / Mughur Shābik, Site 
WT-139 and Site WT-143 (Mechthild Ladurner)

Another focus of research, added in 2007 
to the Wādī ath-Thamad Project, consists of the 
documentation and study of Nabataean-Roman 
sites in the region, where ‘site’ is defined as a 
structure, a group of structures or a concentra-
tion of finds (see Silvonen et al. 2008: 171). 
Previous seasons of the Wādī ath-Thamad 
Regional Survey, as well as data from two years 
of extensive survey between 2007 and 2008, 
have revealed more than 30 Nabataean - Roman 
sites in the area, including architectural struc-
tures (domestic structures, watchtowers etc.), 
water installations (dams, channels, cisterns and 
reservoirs), agricultural features (field bounda-
ries and terraces), road sections, quarries and 
burial sites (see Dearman 1996; Foley 1998; 

Daviau, Mulder-Hymans, Foley et al. 2000; 
Daviau, Steiner, Weigl et al. 2006; Daviau and 
Foley 2007; Lykke and Ladurner 2011; Ladurner 
2012)10.

The main objective of the 2008 field season 
was the documentation of Mughur Shābik, one 
of the major Nabataean settlements in the area, 
as well as its adjacent sites (Fig. 37). The site, 
registered on MEGA-Jordan as Site 2696, lies 
2.2km south-east of Khirbat al-Mudayna on the 
bank of Wādī Shābik, a tributary of Wādī ath-
Thamad11. Its topographical setting resembles 
several other Nabataean-Roman settlements in 
the area and is particularly similar to WT-6 / 
Tāqa (Site 12382 on Mega-Jordan). The archi-
tectural remains of both sites are aligned along 
the banks of the wadis, which surround vast ar-
eas of agricultural land lying in front of the set-
tlements.

The surface pottery at Mughur Shābik has so 
far permitted the differentiation of two occupa-
tional periods. After an earlier settlement phase 
in the second half of the 1st century AD, there 
seems to have been a hiatus that lasted until the 
re-occupation of the area around the middle of 
the 3rd century AD.

Our understanding of the layout and organi-
sation of the settlement, as well as its relation 
to neighbouring sites WT-139 and WT-143, is 
still fragmentary. The architectural remains at 
Mughur Shābik are located on the top and at 
the base of a rocky hill flanking the wadi (Fig. 
38). In the southern part we documented eight 
semi-natural caves of similar size and layout, 
each consisting of a single rock-cut chamber 
(between 45 and 55 m2), with a courtyard in front 
delineated by curvilinear or rectilinear walls 
(Fig. 39). Although there is no secure evidence 
for either the date or the function of these caves, 
they do have features in common with dwelling-
caves at Petra (e.g. Kolb 2007: 146-153). Close 
to this area is a free-standing, hall-like structure 
(Feature E), measuring 25×20m with no visible 

10. The regional survey was directed in the first two sea-
sons (1996 and 1997) by J. Andrew Dearman (Austin 
Presbyterian Seminary, Austin, Texas, USA), fol-
lowed from 1998 to 2001 by Christopher M. Foley 
(University of Saskatchewan, Canada). It is pres-
ently carried out under the direction of Jonathan 
Ferguson (University of Toronto, Canada). The sur-
veys of Nabataean sites were carried out in 2007 and 
2008 by Rainer Feldbacher, Mechthild Ladurner and 

Anne Lykke at the invitation of Project director P. M. 
Michèle Daviau and in parallel with the research of 
Jonathan Ferguson.

11. Wādī Shābik was mentioned and mapped by a number 
of early explorers in Transjordan. See Tristram 1874: 
152, 175; Brünnow and Domazewski 1904: 3–5, 26–
28, 1905:73–74, 86, 90; Musil 1907: 12–13, 18–21, 
108–112, 246–248.
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37. WT-12 / Mughur Shābik and 
neighbouring Sites WT-143 
and WT-139, seen from the 
north-east.

38. Schematic map of WT-12 / 
Mughur Shābik, WT-143 and 
WT-139.

39. The dwelling (?) caves of 
Mughur Shābik seen from the 
south.

interior divisions. Several trade-related items 
were found inside, as well as in the immediate 
vicinity of the building, thereby suggesting an 

industrial function.
Further to the north we documented a rather 

poorly preserved, north-west-south-east orient-
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ed structure measuring 14×8m (Fig. 40).

One course of the limestone blocks is visible 
above ground level, having an embossed exteri-
or face to the walls (5-8cm wide margin, worked 
with a dentilated chisel). Projecting boulders on 
the inner face of the eastern and western walls 
at regular intervals of approximately 1.20m can 
most likely be interpreted as supports for arches, 
a feature common to several Nabataean build-
ings in the area, i.e. 800 and 802 at Khirbat al-
Mudayna (Daviau, Mulder-Hymans, Foley et al. 
2000). Although Nabataean pottery was found in 
relatively large quantities in the immediate vi-
cinity, questions on the date and function of this 
structure remain open.

In the northern part of the settlement, on top 
of the hill at Shābik, lies Feature A - a nearly 
square (12×11m), well-built structure with rather 
thick walls (80-90cm) partly covered by debris 
(Fig. 41). The only entrance to this building lies 
on its north-eastern side, leading into a rectangu-
lar vestibule that gives access to a staircase lead-
ing to the roof or an additional floor (Fig. 42). 
The well-chosen position of this structure over-
looking the buildings to its south, the surround-
ing farmland and the rock-cut water reservoirs to 

40. Feature D seen from the north-west.

its east, in combination with its size and layout, 
suggests that this feature may have been a watch-
tower protecting the settlement and surrounding 
territory.

Immediately to the north and south of the 
presumed watchtower we documented a series of 
looted graves that seem to be placed in a regular 
manner, insofar as most of them are orientated 
north-east - south-west. As the looters have de-
stroyed most of the evidence, there is little mate-
rial with which to date these graves, except for a 
Late Roman coin ([?] Valerianus on the obverse) 
found in the immediate vicinity.

Approximately 300m south-east of the so 
called watchtower, flanking Wādī Shābik, is site 
WT-139. It comprises four large reservoir ba-
sins cut parallel to each other into a rock slope 
descending towards the wadi. The central ba-
sin, Feature B, is a nearly rectangular basin of 
6.9×4.6m, separated from the three basins to 
its north and south by bedrock balks (Fig. 43). 
The narrower basins (A, C and D) are equipped 

41. Watchtower / Feature A on top of the hill at Shābik.

42. Room 1 of Feature A, with its central pier for a stair-
case.

43. The central reservoir basin (Feature B) of WT-139.
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with an opening of 0.80-2.00m, flanked on one 
side by an L-shaped scarp of bedrock, leading 
the water into a tank of 0.33 – 5.00 m in width. 
All four basins are protected from the sun by the 
protuberance of the bedrock vaulting. Almost 
no pottery was found on or around site WT-139. 
The proximity of this site to WT-12 / Mughur 
Shābik suggests that the water stored in these 
basins was used by the inhabitants of this same 
settlement, perhaps for agricultural purposes 
such as irrigation and watering livestock.

Site WT-143, lying approximately 30m 
south of the settlement on the opposite site of the 
wadi, is similarly ambiguous regarding its date. 
Situated in a north - south orientated gully, site 
WT-143 comprises a system of gully barrages 
and terraced fields. The upper barrages are built 
across the gully and consist of uncut blocks.

 The lower, broader walls can most plausibly 
be interpreted as agricultural terrace walls. These 
could have served to maintain soil on slopes, 
while the upper barrages slowed down the flow 
of water. Similar sites are found throughout the 
Wādī ath-Thamad region (Lykke and Ladurner 
2011). Although almost no pottery was found at 
Site WT-143 or comparable sites in the region, 
Nabataean parallels from Jabal Hārūn show sim-
ilar characteristics (Lavento et al. 1999; Lavento 
et al. 2007; Silvonen et al. 2008).

Our first results from Mughur Shābik and 
neighbouring sites lead us to view this area as 
a single entity, most likely dedicated to agricul-
tural production. Bearing in mind that the attri-
bution of specific features of this site to a par-
ticular period is difficult on the basis of survey 
data alone, there is some evidence to suggest 
that a significant proportion of the architectural 
features and agricultural and hydraulic installa-
tions of Mughur Shābik belong to the Nabataean 
/ Early Roman period. This date is suggested by 
the presence of Painted Nabataean Fine Ware 
(Figs. 44-45) and Unpainted Fine Ware (Fig. 46), 
as well as some fragments of Eastern Sigillata A 
bowls (Fig. 47). The settlement was most likely 
abandoned by the end this period and was not - 
according to surface finds - re-occupied prior to 
the second half of the 3rd century AD.

Field N: The Nabataean House Complex 
(Noor Mulder-Hymans)

After eight seasons of excavation, the 
Nabataean house complex in Field N at Khirbat 
al-Mudayna has been completely exposed (Fig. 
48). This complex consists of two units, includ-
ing one in the south-east corner (B800) and a 
second unit of rooms on the west and north sur-
rounding a central courtyard (B802). This larger 
unit is surrounded by an enclosure wall that abuts 

44. Examples of Nabataean Painted Pottery: (1) WTR 12/10.8, painted bowl, diam. 21.2 cm, surface colour 2.5YR 6/6 
orange-red, colour of decoration 2.5YR 5/5 reddish brown; (2) WTR 12/370.1, painted bowl, diam. 17 cm, surface 
colour 2.5YR 6/6 light red-orange, colour of decoration 2.5YR 4/5 pale brownish red; (3) WTR 12/372.11, bowl, diam. 
16.4 cm, surface colour 2.5YR 6/6 light red-orange, no traces of paint on the rim.
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45. Fragments of Nabataean 
Painted Pottery; decoration 
is similar to Dekorphase 3b 
(70 / 80-100 AD) as defined by 
Schmidt (1996, 2000).

46. Examples of Nabataean Plain 
Pottery: (1) WTR 12.14.83, 
bowl, diam. 20 cm, surface 
colour 5YR 6/5 light reddish 
brown; (2) WTR 12.367.14, 
bowl, diam. 16.8 cm, sur-
face colour 5YR 6/5 reddish 
brown; (3) WTR 12.373.15, 
bowl, diam. 16.4cm, surface 
colour 5YR 6/6 light reddish 
brown; (4) WTR 12.373.13, 
bowl, diam. 15.2cm, surface 
colour 2.5YR 6/6 red; (5) WTR 
12.19.2, bowl, diam. 21cm, 
surface colour 2.5YR 6/6 red; 
(6) WTR 12.19.10, bowl, diam. 
18 cm, surface colour 2.5YR 
6/6 red; (7) WTR 12.370.3, 
bowl, diam. 16.8 cm, surface 
colour 2.5YR 6/6 red.
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47. Examples of Eastern Sigillata A from Mughur Shābik (close to Hayes 54, dated 75 / 80-130 / 150 AD): (1) WTR 
12.370.14, plate, diam. over 30cm, colour of fabric 7.5YR 8/4 pale pink, colour of slip 10R 5/8 red; (2) WTR 12.19.33, 
plate, diam. 21.2cm, colour of fabric 5YR 7/3 pink, colour of slip 10YR4.5/8 red.

48. Plan of building complex
 800 + 802 at the end of the 

2010 season.
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B800. In this report the excavation results of the 
2007, 2008 and 2010 seasons within Complex 
B800 + B802 will be discussed. The excavations 
of the earlier seasons have been reported previ-
ously (Daviau et al. 2000: 275–279).

Within this large building complex, two 
types of pottery were found: Nabataean and 
early Roman. The Nabataean pottery consisted 
of daily household coarse wares, well-fired with 
fine and sharp ribs on cooking pots, jugs and 
jars. Plain and coarse ware bowls, as well as the 
eggshell-thin ware, mainly in the form of plates 
and shallow bowls (with or without floral paint-
ed designs) are also present. A research program 
has been set up to study these wares which have 
been preliminary dated to the 1st century BC 
- 1st century AD12. The Early Roman pottery 
shows a variety of types: jugs, casseroles, cook-
ing pots, bowls and jars. It is very well-fired pot-
tery with a variety of ribs on the outside, from 
shallow to very sharp. Several types of red slip 
wares, including terra sigillata, and some oil 
lamps dating to the late 1st - early 2nd century 
AD were also found. 

Building Unit 800
Building 800 is located at the south-east 

side of the complex and consists of Rooms 801 
and 806, and a staircase to the upper storey. 
Altogether this unit measures 9m×7.5m. Along 
with Rooms 802, 803 and 804 of B802 to the 
west, these rooms formed the living quarters of 
this well-constructed part of the complex.

Building 802
Rooms 805 + 809

To the west of Rooms 802 and 804 is a long 
narrow space (3.5m×9m) consisting of Rooms 
805 and 809. When first uncovered, Rooms 805 
and Room 809 were divided by a collapse of 
stones that was only later recognized as an arch 
dividing a single room. This room is enclosed by 
W8016 to the west, W8002 to the south, W8015 
to the east and two wall stubs to the north, two 
wall stubs to the north (W8023 and W8024 on the 
west and east sides respectively of Doorway G). 
The arch stones are smaller than those used in the 
arches spanning Rooms 814-817, located along 

the outer north wall (W8017) of B802, because 
R805 was a much narrower room. In the south 
(R805) a hard beaten surface was reached, while 
at the north end, below the fill in Doorway G, a 
threshold stone was visible as well as a support 
stone underneath it. The fill in Doorway G has 
been left in place as a support for both wall stubs.

In the west, a few cobbles under Wall 8016 
served as foundation stones, but most of this wall 
was built directly on a very hard packed whit-
ish soil, as was the case for most walls in other 
rooms. Only a few sherds were found on the top 
of this hard packed soil, which appears to have 
served as the final surface in this room.

Room 810 
To the north of Room 805 + 809 is Room 

810, an open area between Walls 8016 to the 
west, W8021 to the north, and wall stubs 8023 
and 8024. This space measures 2.5×4.5m, serving 
as access to Courtyard 807 and forming a small 
corridor that leads to Doorway G. All the sur-
rounding walls were built with several irregular 
lower courses as a footing and were topped with 
heavier and larger stones. The many patches of 
wall plaster in situ, as well as in the debris, dem-
onstrate that the not-so-regular boulder-and-chink 
constructed stone walls were smoothed with a 
layer of plaster. The floor (N45:26) was a sur-
face of very hard packed soil, which also served 
as the foundation for the walls. Only W8012 and 
W8024 rested on good foundation stones. Below 
the floor in Room 810 virgin soil was reached.

Room 812
Along the west side of central courtyard 

R807 are three nearly square rooms north of 
Corridor 810 (R811, R812, R813). Central 
Room 812 measures 4.3×4.5m, opens onto the 
courtyard to the east and is enclosed by four 
walls (W8016, W8019, W8020 and N44:24). 
On the east there is a continuation of the east 
walls in R811 and R813, although at the north 
end of this wall a doorstep was found. These 
walls are also built in boulder-and-chink con-
struction. Room 812 was filled with large boul-
ders, cobbles and pebbles through several loci. 
The builders of this structure scavenged Khirbat 

12. Dr Maria-Louise Sidoroff has undertaken a study of 
the small Petra-style forms; Alisha Mohamed has com-

pleted her MA thesis on the decorative schemes repre-
sented at Wādī ath-Thamad sites.
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al-Mudayna for many of their building stones. 
This is shown by chisel marks on at least half 
of them that are of typical of the Iron Age town 
on the tall, but different to those considered 
typically Nabataean. Room 812 was fully exca-
vated and several deep probes were made along 
the walls to determine their construction his-
tory below the surface (N44:26). The walls rest 
partly on foundation stones, but mainly on the 
very hard packed whitish soil. A small, crudely-
worked stone container and part of a ceramic 
lamp from the 2nd century AD were found in 
Debris Layer N44:22 above the floor surface.

Room 814 
Part of this room was previously excavated 

in 2006. When completely exposed, the room 
measured 4.7×8.5m, with walls of the same con-
struction seen throughout. The tumble of an arch, 
N32:12, was visible as a broken line of big boul-
ders (voussoirs) in front of a heavy friable pier, 
N32:13, in W8017. The first stone (voussoir) of 
the arch had shifted, but was built into W8028. 
Within W8017 two more piers were constructed, 
N32:14 and N32:15. All piers are in a poor state of 
preservation (Fig. 49). In the upper loci some very 
nicely tooled architectural fragments were found, 
one piece measuring 18×11×4cm (Fig. 50).

Underneath some layers filled with boulders, 
cobbles and pebbles, a heavy burned habitation 
layer ca 0.30m deep, N32:25, was associated 
with the threshold stone in the doorway and the 
stepping stone in front of it. Part of a 2nd century 
AD oil lamp and some early Roman pottery was 
found on the underlying surface. Probes were 
made along W8017, 8027 and N43:12 through 

the floor. Foundation stones were discovered 
mainly under W8017 and Pier 13. The other 
parts of the walls rested on the natural, very hard 
packed soil.

Room 817
Room 817 is the north-east corner room of 

Building 802. The room is smaller than Room 
816 to the west and Room 814 in the north-west 
corner. W8028 along the south side of R816 is 
abutted by W8029, which is the east wall of room 
816 and west wall of room 817. A partly col-
lapsed arch, N52:6, sits on a soil and wall tum-
ble fill, dividing the room into two equal halves: 
west and east. Most of the arch stones and vous-
soirs were of friable limestone and fragmented, 
but in the north part of the arch some solid stones 
were visible. Rooms 816 and 814 had three arch-
es each; these were resting on piers in W8017 
and were built into the walls W8028 and 8018. 
In Room 817 the arch was built into W8017 and 
rested on a pier on the south side (N52:32).

Although a threshold stone marks the en-
trance to R817, no habitation surface was found 
at this elevation. Once soil locus N52:25 ‒ flush 
with this stone ‒ was removed, it became clear 
that the threshold stone was a nice piece of re-
used limestone that rested on small, round, regu-
larly shaped cobbles. The southern part of the 
doorjamb rested on this threshold stone, leading 
to the conclusion that the threshold stone and 
southern part of the doorjamb were constructed 
at the same time. The northern part of the door-
jamb reached into the foundation of W8029, 
N52:34, and was built at the same time as this 
west wall. This part belongs to surface N52:33, 

49. Collapsed voussoirs in Room 814.
50. Nabataean tool marks preserved on an architectural 

fragment.
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which is hard packed and had many ashy pock-
ets, bones and pottery. On top of this surface are 
the foundation stones of the pier that would have 
supported the arch on the southern side of the 
room. W8029 itself also seems to have two dis-
tinct construction styles; the top wall stones are 
built over the doorjamb.

The function of this room is still unclear; 
few objects have been found, except for a small 
stone fragment, a piece of iron, two fragments 
of glass, a ceramic fragment, a good deal of pot-
tery (some charred) and a large cache of restor-
able ribbed pot sherds located in the north-east 
corner. The later addition of the threshold stone 
and southern portion of the doorjamb seems to 
indicate that the room had at least two phases. 

Room 815 Outside B800 + 802
Room 815 was partly excavated in a previ-

ous season and revealed a plastered floor (N45:8) 
and the lower courses of a plastered wall, W8022 
(N45:6). To gain a better understanding of what 
the shallow plastered area was used for, three 
new squares were opened in 2010: N35, N36 
and N25. The plaster floor was completely un-
covered, along with the four walls that surround 
it (Fig. 51). When fully exposed, this feature 
measured 9.24×4.25m. The floor plaster runs up 
to and seals up against the four walls that enclose 
the floor, which suggests that it may once have 
held water. It has not been determined if this 
room was used as a water reservoir, a settling 
tank or even as a shallow pool. Interestingly, a 
channel has been found which will need to be 
investigated further in order for any decisive 
conclusions to be made, since the channel could 
have been built prior to the first phase of R815. A 

similar structure has been found against W8031 
near the south-west corner.

Between R815 and the west wall (W8016) 
of B802 is a narrow passageway cluttered with a 
collapsed construction of very big boulders and 
a rope stone. It is not clear at this stage of ex-
cavation if these boulders are components of a 
cistern that was related to the plastered room.

Conclusion 
The Nabataean house complex in Field N, 

Building 800 + 802, was built in one stratum 
with two possible phases close in time. Phase 
one was the solid boulder-and-chink construc-
tion of B800. This unit with a staircase and a 
second (and possibly third) floor was well-built 
with a stone-paved floor in Room 806 (Daviau 
et al. 2000: fig. 11). Built up against B800 on its 
west side is a second unit constructed using the 
same construction techniques. At the same time 
the perimeter walls were built. W8005, the south 
wall of B802 and Room 805, abuts the south 
wall of B800, W8002. On the east side of the 
complex, the east wall (W8030) of B802 abuts 
the east wall (W8003) of B800. The corners of 
the four perimeter walls are bonded, and all in-
ner house walls abut the four perimeter walls.

The rooms of Building 802 are grouped 
around the courtyard and were built as an inte-
gral unit. The walls were built in boulder-and-
chink construction, but with smaller, more irreg-
ular stones in two rows with a rubble core. The 
rooms themselves had arches resting on piers. 
The surfaces consisted mainly of hard beaten 
earth or hard packed whitish earth and stone 
paved floors. In some rooms there were ash 
pockets on the surfaces. A relatively small quan-
tity of pottery sherds and household objects was 
found, but their infrequency suggests abandon-
ment and removal of most personal possessions. 
In R814, a 0.30m thick layer of heavy burned soil 
with ash and charcoal fragments, some bone and 
blackened pottery sherds was exposed. Adjacent 
to Room 814 in Central Courtyard 807, an oven 
‒ possibly for communal use ‒ was excavated.

Since the area around Mudayna is known 
as a rich grain-growing area of Moab, the 
Nabataean settlement could have functioned as 
a supply area for the city of Petra. This may ex-
plain the occasional pieces of very thin, painted 
Nabataean pottery imported from Petra.

51. Plastered area R815 to the west of B800 + 802, look-
ing east.
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The ceramic repertoire of the inhabitants of 
this complex included cooking ware and house-
hold utensils, with a variety of ribbed wares repre-
sented ‒ especially in jars and jugs. A few pieces 
of imported terra sigillata were also present. In all 
rooms around the courtyard that were excavated 
to floor level, this pottery is found together with 
Herodian-style oil lamp fragments. The oldest pot-
tery present consists of Iron Age potsherds which 
washed down from the Iron Age settlement on the 
mound above the Nabataean site. It is not yet clear 
why the Nabataean settlement was deserted, al-
though it may be related to the Roman conquest of 
the Nabataean realm in the early 2nd century.

Room 815
Room 815 with its plastered floor has very 

low walls and is located above floor level in the 
adjacent house complex. The plaster in Room 
815 was very well-laid and runs up the surround-
ing walls, with extra heavy plaster (a ‘curb’) 
where the floor meets the wall. A small part of 
the plaster floor was removed and a sub-floor 
with flat cobbles revealed. In the depression (cis-
tern?) next to R815, three plastered layers with 
stone layers in between are visible in the section. 
This resembles the high-quality construction of 
the plastered floor and walls in the reservoir: 
Building 700 (Daviau et al. 2006: fig. 19).

Below these three plaster layers in R815, 
the earlier surface of heavy plaster was visible. 
Because Reservoir B700 was very close to the 
house complex, Room 815 is likely to have had 
its own special function. So far no parallels are 
known and further study is needed. In the area to 
the west of the Nabataean house, more walls are 
visible on the surface. Further excavation may 
lead to a better understanding of the function of 
Room 815 and its possible association with other 
structures in the settlement.

Wādī ath-Thamad Regional Survey (Jonathan 
Ferguson)

During the 2010 field season, the Wādī ath-
Thamad Regional Survey13 continued its study 
of Khirbat al-Mudayna’s hinterland. The follow-
ing sites were visited and documented in 2010, 

with a focus on sites in the north-western portion 
of the survey territory:
·	 WT-1: Khirbat al-Mudayna on Wādī ath-

Thamad;
·	 WT-9: a hilltop stone pile (ruined watch-

tower?) north-west of Khirbat al-Muday-
na;

·	 WT-17: Khirbat al-Hirī, an Iron Age for-
tress north of Khirbat al-Mudayna;

·	 WT-24: Khirbat az-Zūna, a late Roman 
castellum;

·	 WT-30 / 100: a ruined tower or farmstead 
north of Zaynab;

·	 WT-144: a long field wall in Wādī az-
Za‘farān east of Khirbat al-Hirī;

·	 WT-145: a stone circle with standing 
stones and inscriptions south of Khirbat 
al-Hirī;

·	 WT-146: two stone circles and graves east 
of Khirbat al-Hirī;

·	 WT-147: three dams at the confluence of 
two wadis north of Khirbat al-Hirī;

·	 WT-148: graves and abandoned bedouin 
camps north of Khirbat al-Hirī;

·	 WT-149: a plastered room or installation 
north of Khirbat al-Mudayna;

·	 WT-150: a looted cemetery north of 
Khirbat al-Hirī;

·	 WT-151: three looted cemeteries north of 
Khirbat al-Hirī;

·	 WT-152: a looted cemetery with a mega-
lithic structure north of Khirbat al-Hirī;

·	 WT-153: a looted grave and cairn north of 
Khirbat al-Hirī;

·	 WT-154: a cave and grave on the hill slope 
north of Umm Ruṣūm;

·	 WT-155: the early 20th century village of 
Umm Rusūm, west of Khirbat al-Hirī;

·	 WT-156: a hilltop lithic scatter north-west 
of Khirbat al-Hirī;

·	 WT-157: a looted cemetery east of Khirbat 
al-Hirī;

·	 WT-158: caves and a wall line east of 
Khirbat al-Hirī;

·	 WT-159: a Byzantine / Early Islamic com-
plex north-west of Khirbat al-Hirī.

As the aim of the 2010 Wādī ath-Thamad 
13. The Regional Survey is conducted under the direc-

tion of Dr P. M. Michèle Daviau (Wilfrid Laurier 
University, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada) as part of the 
Wādī ath-Thamad Project. Personnel for 2010 includ-

ed Jonathan Ferguson (Survey Director, University of 
Toronto, Canada) and undergraduate volunteer Justine 
Southam. Basem al-Mahamid served as the represen-
tative of the Department of Antiquities of Jordan.
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Regional Survey was to map and document a 
part of the survey territory that had not been in-
tensively surveyed before, there were no existing 
points of reference in the immediate area. A new 
benchmark was therefore established at Khirbat 
al-Hirī (WT-17) with a GPS receiver and an ori-
entation backsight to Qaṣr az-Za‘farān I (WT-34) 
with a total station. Sites WT-17, WT-159 and 
WT-144 - WT-148 were intensively surveyed 
in relation to one another and their surrounding 
landscape, which covered an area 1,531m north-
south × 1,365 m east-west, extending 145m in 
height from the top of Khirbat al-Hirī down to 
the bed of Wādī az-Za‘farān (Fig. 52).

Not only did this exercise build a detailed 

dataset of the topography around Khirbat al-
Hirī, it also led to the discovery of five new sites 
which would never have been found without 
crossing this territory on foot. Over the course 
of the 2010 season, 907 points were surveyed 
with the total station expressly for topographic 
modelling. However, since all surveyed points 
(including architecture, caves, graves etc.) were 
recorded three-dimensionally, a total of 3,225 
points are available for topographic mapping 
and three-dimensional modelling (Fig. 53)14. 

In all, twenty-one sites were visited and 
documented by the Regional Survey in 2010. 
Looting and vandalism continue to seriously 
degrade the archaeological patrimony of this re-

52. Topographic map of the 2010 
survey region, with Khirbat 
al-Hirī (WT-17) at centre and 
Wādī az-Za‘farān at lower 
right.

14. The archaeological features were drafted using 
AutoCAD 2006, while topographic modelling was 

performed with Arcview GIS 3.2a.
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gion: eight previously unknown cemeteries were 
found to have been systematically looted, while 
the Roman fort of Khirbat az-Zūna suffers from 
ongoing damage. This report will focus on the 
fortress of Khirbat al-Hirī, but also touches on 
four other sites which are representative of the 
region’s archaeological richness and diversity.

Khirbat al-Hirī (WT-17)
UTM Zone 36: 774421E 3502181N 749 m asl 
(BM 5369)
Bearings: 5.44 km at 197°T / 193°M to Khirbat 

ar-Rumayl (WT-18); 1.75 km at 227°T / 221°M 
to Qaṣr az-Za‘farān II (WT-32); 2.16 km at 249°T 
/ 245°M to Qaṣr az-Za‘farān I (WT-34)
JADIS: 2311.009 (Palumbo 1994: 2.133)

The site of Khirbat al-Hiri15 occupies a tall 
prominence with clear views in all directions 
(Fig. 54). Over a century ago, Khirbat al-Hirī 
was documented by Tristram16 (1874: 177-178), 
Brünnow and von Domaszewski (1905: 86) and 
Musil (1907: 174). Later, Nelson Glueck vis-
ited Khirbat al-Hirī (his Site 66) and described 
a hilltop fortress, surrounded by cisterns and re-

53. Three-dimensional model of 
the 2010 survey region, view 
to north-west.

54. Khirbat al-Hirī (WT-17), 
view to south from WT-148.

15. Site WT-17 has been known variously as either 
“Khirbat al-Hirī” or “Rujm al-Hirī” by the Regional 
Survey staff over the years. However, the former topo-
nym is preferable because Rujm al-Hirī is the name 
of a different ruin documented by Glueck near Mount 
Nebo (his Site 237) and he differentiated the two sites 
in this way (Glueck 1935: 110; Zwickel 1990: 161; 

Palumbo 1994: 2.59, JADIS 2113.028).
16. Tristram refers to two adjacent sites, “Kasr el Herri” 

and “Kirbet el Herri” (1874: 177–178). The former 
(Tristram’s “Kasr”) is the site referred to in subsequent 
literature as Khirbat al-Hirī (followed here), while the 
latter is apparently the village of Zaynab to the east, 
across Wādī az-Za‘farān.
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55. Khirbat al-Hirī (WT-17), showing the qasr (Ft. Q), interior architecture (Fts A, B, F and I) and portions of the exterior 
walls, cemetery (Ft. G), midden (Ft. M).

used as a bedouin cemetery. Based on surface 
finds, Glueck determined the site to have been 
founded in the early Iron Age, with later re-use 
in the Nabataean period (1934: 12). While the 
site is well-known to scholars (e.g. Zwickel 
1990: 153; Palumbo 1994: 2.133), it had yet to 
be thoroughly studied or mapped prior to the 
2010 field season. The site was identified by the 

Wādī ath-Thamad Regional Survey in its first 
year (1996); five looted graves, two caves and 
three cisterns were identified and photographed 
in 2005. Khirbat al-Hirī formed the focus of the 
2010 season, and detailed documentation and 
surveying was conducted there of both archaeo-
logical features and the surrounding landscape 
(Fig. 55). 
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56. The battered exterior face of the qaṣr’s eastern defen-
sive wall at Khirbat al-Hirī (WT-17 Ft. Q).

The Qaṣr
The defensive walls of the fortress of Khirbat 

al-Hirī (the “qaṣr”) were designated Feature Q. 
The fortress is oriented at 40°T and the outer cor-
ners of its walls measure up to 69.41m south-west 
- north-east and 53.56m north-west - south-east. 
When referring to directions in general terms, 
however, directions are given with reference to 
the qaṣr, e.g. the longer walls of the fortress are 
referred to as the eastern and western walls.

Except on its northern side, the qaṣr’s defen-
sive walls show a two-layered method of con-
struction. The inner wall averages 1.5m thick 
and is built in a boulder-and-chink technique. 
The outer wall consists of a rubble fill with an 
exterior boulder-and-chink facing, and is also 
about 1.5m thick where the upper courses of its 
facing survive. The outer wall is battered, i.e. its 
base is thicker and its outer faces slants inwards 
towards the top. It remains unclear whether the 
inner wall is similarly battered. In some places, 
particularly on the eastern side, the exterior wall 
stands to a height of up to 2.13m (Fig. 56), but 
is probably concealed to a considerable depth by 
the surrounding tumble. 

The northern wall of the qaṣr is more heav-
ily fortified, with up to four wall layers visible 
at the north-eastern corner, although all but the 
inner wall are rubble-filled. The gate has been 
hypothesized to be in this area, an idea support-
ed by a wall section running perpendicularly to 
the perimeter and the depressed topography of 
the centre of the northern side. In this area, the 
tumbled stone extends outwards for 13.67m and 
5.83m below the top of the qaṣr’s inner wall. It 

may be, then, that the gate itself remains bur-
ied under the considerable overburden of fallen 
stones here.

Interior Architecture
Feature A is a building west of the qaṣr’s 

centre, measuring 13.91 by 9.86m. It takes the 
form of a rectangle, but with two walls extend-
ing northwards from either side. The walls of 
this building measure about 1m thick, but no 
northern wall was found. Instead, thirteen round 
pieces of limestone (each about 60cm across and 
15cm thick) were found in that area and may 
have acted as drums or bases for columns across 
its front. In other words, this building appears to 
be a broad-room structure with columns in antis 
across its front, as might be found with a temple. 
Such a role might be supported by the prominent 
position of this building, facing the northern pla-
za and hypothesized gate.

To the south-east of this building is Feature 
B, measuring at least 16.41 by 10.16m and hav-
ing two adjacent rooms. The construction of this 
building is made of somewhat smaller stones than 
Features A and F, but the walls still measure be-
tween 0.85 and 1.00m thick. On the southern side, 
two perpendicular lintels can be seen, one form-
ing a clear doorway at the present ground level.

Feature F is a building built against the centre 
of the rear defensive wall of the qaṣr (assuming 
the gate is to be found on the northern side). Its 
walls are 1.5m across, the same thickness as the 
inner perimeter wall, suggesting that they were 
built at the same time and that this was a struc-
ture of some importance. While the entrance to 
this building is obscured, an interior lintel can be 
seen against its northern wall.

A range of at least seven rooms (each measur-
ing about 2.6 by 5.5m), built against the east-
ern side of the qaṣr’s inner defensive wall, was 
designated Feature I. The inferiority of its con-
struction when compared to the qaṣr, i.e. made 
with smaller stones and thinner walls (about 1 m 
thick), suggests that this was not a casemate con-
struction in the normal sense. Based on a regu-
lar series of depressions and wall stubs on the 
western side of the qaṣr, Feature I was probably 
mirrored by a similar arrangement of rooms on 
that side.

In addition to these internal buildings, two 
areas were notable for their lack of ruined walls 
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or tumbled stone, and may have served as pla-
zas or courtyards. One extends across much of 
the width of the northern portion of the qaṣr’s 
interior, while a smaller one was identified in its 
south-western corner. 

Exterior Features
A number of walls were mapped outside the 

qaṣr, although their purpose remains unclear. 
The longest were found on the western side of 
the fortress; together they extend for 175m, fol-
lowing the contours of the hill. Similar walls 
were mapped by the Regional Survey at Qaṣr 
az-Za‘farān I (WT-34) and Khirbat az-Zūna 
(WT-24) in 2005 (Daviau et al. 2006: 277, 280; 
cf. Ferguson 2009: figs 1C, 5D) and Uraynibah 
West (WT-16) in 2008. The excavation of one 
such wall at Khirbat az-Zūna showed that it was 
relatively recent and unrelated to the occupa-
tion of the castellum (Ferguson 2009: 238). On 
the other hand, one external wall farther to the 
north-west of the qaṣr appears different from the 
others, as it is built of larger stones set on edge, 
forming a megalithic ‘alignment’ (Scheltema 
2008: 19-21).

The site’s midden (Feature M) was located 
north-east of the qaṣr, downwind of the prevail-
ing westerly winds and easily accessible from 
the presumed northern gate. The midden mea-
sures up to 82.26m across and extends down two 
shallow gullies on the eastern slope of the hill. 
The frequency of sherds is very high here com-
pared to elsewhere on the site, with the pottery 
dating almost exclusively to the Iron II period. 
Examination of three 5m2 sample areas showed 
that the midden has an average density of 30.9 
sherds per square metre. Other types of material, 
such as bone, were very infrequent.

Eight cisterns have been identified and 
mapped at Khirbat al-Hirī, all to the north of the 
qaṣr. These cisterns appear in two groups, based 
on elevation and – presumably – geology. The 
lower group of five cisterns occurs in a series 
along a path with elevations between 713 and 
720m (Feature E at WT-159 lies along the same 
contour). One of these cisterns still contained 
water when visited. The upper three cisterns are 
closer to the qaṣr’s north-western corner, be-
tween 729 and 732m asl. Feature D has a simple 
opening and a depth of 3.43m, but still shows 
plaster adhering to its wall in at least one patch. 

Feature E, on the other hand, has recently (but 
prior to 2005) been restored, with a cemented 
stone superstructure that includes the cistern’s 
mouth and a trough for watering livestock. This 
cistern descends for 4.29m from the rebuilt 
mouth. A triangular secondary opening serves to 
fill the cistern via a small channel.

Like the cisterns, caves at Khirbat al-Hirī 
appear grouped along similar elevations. One 
group of three caves is found south of the qaṣr, 
along the south-eastern face of a bedrock out-
crop. Four other caves occur in the bedrock im-
mediately north of the qaṣr, including one in the 
bedrock on which the fortress’ north-western 
corner was built. Another series of five caves is 
found a little to the north-east, between the el-
evations of the two groups of cisterns, at about 
731m asl. Feature C appears as a sinkhole, from 
which a cavity extends at least 4.61m to the 
north-west. The cave Feature H can be accessed 
directly from its downslope side and has a rough, 
low stone wall extending across its opening, 
from which the cave’s chamber extends at least 
6.13m to the east. This cave has seen some re-
cent use, as shown by an ash pit and goat tracks 
in the dried mud floor.

Numerous cupholes were found carved into 
the bedrock south of the qaṣr. The 35 cupholes 
surveyed in this area range from 6 to 29cm in 
diameter, with the majority tending towards the 
smaller sizes. The dating and function of these 
circular depressions remains unresolved (see 
discussion in Scheltema 2008: 23-25).

In more recent times, Khirbat al-Hirī has 
served as a bedouin cemetery, both within the 
qaṣr’s walls and to the north-east of the fortress. 
It proved impossible to record the graves in-
side the qaṣr, since they were built of the same 
tumbled stone that covers the interior. Feature 
G is the cemetery to the north-east and east of 
the qaṣr (overlapping the midden); it includes at 
least 39 graves, of which 15 have been looted. 
The remaining 24 graves were identified by the 
arrangement of stones visible on the surface and 
are generally aligned east-west.
WT-145
UTM Zone 36: 774286E 3501780N 686 m asl
Bearing: 423m at 19°T to Khirbat al-Hirī (WT-
17, BM 5369)

While mapping the topography of a ridge to 
the south of Khirbat al-Hirī, a stone circle was 
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57. The megalithic stone circle (WT-145) south of Khirbat 
al-Hirī, with the standing stones at its western end.

discovered in a small gully between it and the 
next ridge to the west. Although site WT-145 has 
good visibility to the east and south, it is hidden 
from WT-17 by the intervening ridge.

The site is confined to Feature A, a rough-
ly circular wall of boulders (some well over a 
metre in size) measuring 36.47m south-west – 
north-east and 25.22m north-west – south-east 
(Figs. 57-58). Although the plan of this wall 
shows it to be closer to an ellipse than a circle, 
this is not evident in its setting. The inside of the 
circle is noticeably level compared to the sur-

rounding landscape, and the southern (downhill) 
portion of the wall is noticeably thickened (up to 
3.13m) and battered, to act as a retaining wall. 
The circle is bisected along the axis of the gully 
by a poorly preserved wall of smaller boulders. 
A parallel internal wall appears present in the 
south-east, but its course can only be traced for 
2.79m. An apsidal projection, measuring 7.75m 
across, is attached to the circle in this same area. 

The western end of the circle is set apart from 
the rest of the interior by two low, bedrock ledges 
that are bordered in places by more boulders, al-
though the central axis was left unobstructed. This 
area focuses on two adjacent standing stones that 
appear to form a pair, facing east (107°T) (Fig. 
59). The larger, northern stone (to the right when 
standing inside the circle) measures 1.60m at its 
widest point and is 1.54m high. The smaller, south-
ern stone (to the left) is 1.33m wide and 1.21m 
high. On the upper bedrock ledge, in front of each 
of the standing stones, are pecked designs, which 
may be Thamudic inscriptions. Unfortunately, no 
artifacts were discovered at WT-145, despite an 
intensive search by the survey team. 

Without engaging in untenable speculation, 
this site and ones like it (such as WT-146 and 
WT-152, which also have round constructions 
of large stones) appear to be part of the mega-
lithic tradition of Jordan that peaked in the 
Chalcolithic or Early Bronze Ages. These sim-
ple stone monuments may have played a role 
in the ritual, communal or astrological lives of 
their makers, but the dating and interpretation of 
megalithic stone circles both remain problem-
atic (Scheltema 2008: 21-23). 

58. The stone circle at WT-145 with Justine Southam, fac-
ing east.

59. The two standing stones at the western end of the stone 
circle at WT-145 and bedrock ledge with inscriptions.
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many small sherds of Dekorphase 3a - b Nabataean 
Painted Fine Ware of ca. 20-100 AD (Schmid 2000). 
South-west of Feature B and farther downhill is 
Feature C, a small cemetery with at least one poorly-
defined, looted grave. Other alignments of stone can 
however be seen; these may represent two or more 
unlooted graves or, less likely, other wall lines. 

Umm Ruṣūm (WT-155)
UTM Zone 36: 772817E 3502413N 696m asl
Bearing: 1,622m at 98°T to Khirbat al-Hirī (WT-
17, BM 5369)
JADIS: 2311.013 (Palumbo 1994: 2.133)

The village of Umm Ruṣūm was the only 
site in the JADIS database within the Regional 
Survey’s territory that had yet to be identified, 
so a concerted effort was made to locate it in 
the 2010 season. The entry in JADIS lists the 
site as a modern (1915-1950) village, but fur-
ther states: “no bibliography; no information” 
(Palumbo 1994: 2.133). This name appears at 
least as early as the 1949 topographic map of 
Kerak (1:250,000), on which it labels a settle-
ment in the wadi bed between az-Za‘farān and 
“Rujum (sic) el Hirī”. Later maps show it in the 
same location, along what is sometimes labelled 
Wādī Umm Ruṣūm.

Discussion with local inhabitants clarified 
matters: the area north of az-Za‘farān was gen-
erally known as Umm Ruṣūm, but we were di-
rected towards the old village of that name. Site 
WT-155, the village of Umm Ruṣūm, consists 
of at least three linear houses, two cave dwell-
ings and a circular structure (Fig. 61). However, 
since much of the settlement lies behind the 
fence line of a modern farm, only the three fea-
tures described here were visited. 

Feature A is a house with three rooms that 
all open to the east, with no interconnection 
between them. Each room has a window on its 
western side, although the central room also has 
one facing east. The house is built of stone, which 
is covered with a straw-tempered mud plaster; it 
has been painted and, in places, coated with ce-
ment. The roof must have originally been made 
of wood and mud, but has been replaced with 
metal-reinforced cement. The southern room has 
benches and recesses built into its walls and a 
small hole through the wall near the door. Part 
of the plaster has fallen off the wall in this room, 

WT-151
UTM Zone 36: 775011E 3503500N 730m asl (at 
Ft A on hilltop)
774881E 3503473N 726m ASL (Ft B)
774848E 3503401N 717m ASL (Ft C)
Bearing: 1,445m at 204°T to Khirbat al-Hirī 
(WT-17, BM 5369)

On a hilltop north of Khirbat al-Hirī, 
site WT-151 includes three cemeteries, all of 
which exhibit systematic looting. The largest 
is Feature A on the summit, measuring about 
55m across, where at least 33 looted graves 
were counted. The graves are all cut into the 
bedrock and most measure about 2m long by 
0.5m wide and reach depths up to 2.5m deep, 
but even a child’s grave barely 1 m long was 
emptied of its occupant. Most are simple shaft 
graves, although one has a side chamber and 
displaced cap stones visible in its bottom (Fig. 
60). A larger tomb was also found, measuring 
about 3×2m at the surface and over 1m deep, 
with a step leading downwards at one corner. 
Loculi or chambers were seen opening off the 
tomb’s southern and western sides. Nabataean, 
Early Roman and Byzantine pottery was col-
lected at this cemetery. 

Downhill and to the west is Feature B, a cem-
etery ca. 8m wide with at least eight looted graves.  
These graves are less well-defined than those at 
Feature A and may have been shallower or not rock-
cut. One grave had two pieces of ashlar masonry ly-
ing in it, including a bossed stone and another with 
Nabataean tooling. More Nabataean and Byzantine 
pottery was collected at this cemetery, including 

60. A looted rock-cut grave in cemetery Ft A at WT-151, 
showing a side chamber and displaced cap stones 
(right), facing north.
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showing the house’s construction technique. The 
central room also has built-in benches and re-
cesses, including one very large shelved recess 
about 1.4m wide by 1.4m high and 0.5m deep, of 
uncertain function. The northern room is devoid 
of such installations. Two similar houses can be 
seen behind the fence line of the adjoining farm, 
which appear to be in current use.

To the north of the house is Feature B, a cir-
cular stone structure with traces of mud plaster 
or mortar. Basem al-Mahamid, our Department 
of Antiquities representative, suggested that it 
was a bread oven.

Feature C is a cave dwelling to the south 
of the house. Its eastern end and the entrance 
are partly built of mud-plastered stone and 
concrete, while the majority of the structure is 
carved into the bedrock. A wooden door still 
hangs on its hinges. A similar entrance to an-
other cave can be seen east of the two houses 
in the western group, behind the fence. Inside 
the cave, the first room has a central concrete 
pillar supporting the roof, which is pierced by 
a smoke-hole. To the right, a window and door 
both lead to another room. At the rear of the 
central room is a third room, which has a cen-
tral pillar and four holes (two are paired) in its 
ceiling.

In addition to these features and those be-
hind the fence, Umm Ruṣūm has a number of ter-
race walls running parallel to the hill’s contours, 
designed to minimize field erosion. Surface 
finds collected there include Iron Age, Roman, 
Byzantine, Umayyad, Abbasid (including a 

green-glazed sherd) and probably Ottoman pot-
tery, as well as a deformed bullet, a basalt mill-
stone, a stone loom weight fragment and lithics 
(including a blade). This is a site with consider-
able potential for future study, given its apparent-
ly long span of occupation and the light it might 
shed on the modern settlement of the region.

WT-159
UTM Zone 36: 774195E 3502502N 716m asl
Bearing: 394m at 145°T / 156°M to Khirbat al-
Hirī (WT-17, BM 5369)

The ruins of four rectilinear buildings are 
visible on a ridge extending north-west from the 
hill of Khirbat al-Hirī (Fig. 62). With the excep-
tion of a few Iron Age body sherds, the pottery 
collected at this new site (WT-159) dates from 
the Byzantine and Umayyad periods, when 
Umm al-Walīd was thriving to the north-east. 

Feature A, the building on the east side and 
closest to the modern dirt road from Umm al-
Walīd, is an L-shaped structure (11.74×11.49m) 
with three rooms. The two southern rooms appear 
to have been open to the outside, while the north-
ern room had a doorframe in its northern wall. To 
the north-west is Feature B, a rectangular building 
9.52×5.73m, with two rooms divided by a north-
south wall closer to its eastern side (this wall is now 
partially obscured by a bedouin grave). Farther to 
the north is Feature F, a smaller structure measur-
ing 4.30m wide and at least 5.50m long (its west-
ern extent is unclear); it may in fact be a grave 
like the slightly smaller Features B and D at adja-
cent site WT-148. Measuring 37.29m south-west 
– north-east by 25.75m south-east – north-west, 
the largest structure by far is Feature C on the 
western side of the site, which has sixteen inter-
nal rooms arranged around two courtyards. Two 
rooms in its north-western wing may belong to an 
earlier phase, since their walls are abutted by later 
constructions. Although there are some gaps, the 
arrangement of this building can be reconstructed 
with some certainty, as door jambs and lintels are 
visible in many locations. Its function, on the oth-
er hand, is less clear, but it may have served as a 
large farmstead or country estate.

Two cisterns were found at WT-159. One 
of them, Feature D to the south of Feature C, 
has been refurbished with a new cemented su-
perstructure in 2005 (the date 2005 can be seen 
written in the cement); the neighboring bedouin 

61. Part of the late Ottoman village of Umm Ruṣūm, show-
ing the entrance to the cave (Ft C) (left) and the three-
roomed house (Ft A) (right).
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62. The Byzantine and Early 
Islamic site WT-159, show-
ing the central structures (Fts 
A, B and C). Another small 
building (Ft F) and a cistern 
(Ft E) are located farther to 
the north-east; another cistern 
(Ft. D) is located to the south.

family watered their flocks of sheep and goats 
there daily during our field work. On the north-
eastern side of the site is cistern Feature E, which 
has fallen into disuse and is now the exclusive 
haunt of wild doves.
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Introduction
Three investigation and conservation sea-

sons at Quṣayr ‘Amra World Heritage Site took 
place in 2011-2012: the first from 17 March to 
28 May 2011, the second from 3 October to 3 
December 2011 and the third from 15 April to 26 
June 2012. The Project is a partnership between 
the Department of Antiquities of Jordan (DoA), 
the Higher Institute for Conservation and Res-
toration of Rome (Istituto Superiore per la Con-
servazione ed il Restauro, ISCR) and the World 
Monuments Fund (WMF) 2. Expert conservators 
trained at the Istituto Superiore per la Conser-
vazione ed il Restauro in Rome (ISCR) took part 
in the work alongside staff and workers of the 
DoA and WMF representatives and consultants3.

Background
The Umayyad Castle of Quṣayr ‘Amra is 

one of four World Heritage sites in Jordan. It 
was added to the UNESCO World Heritage List 
in 1985. The site, located approximately 80km 
east of ‘Ammān, along the highway to Azraq 

QUṢAYR ‘AMRA WORLD HERITAGE SITE: PRELIMINARY REPORT 
ON DOCUMENTATION, CONSERVATION AND SITE MANAGEMENT 

ACTIVITIES IN 2010 - 2012

Giovanna De Palma, Gaetano Palumbo, Carlo Birrozzi, Marie-José Mano, Maria Carolina 
Gaetani, Asma Shhaltoug and Frédéric Imbert 1

(Fig. 1), was documented for the first time by 
Alois Musil in 1898, who returned there in 1902 
with the painter Alphons Mielich in order to 
copy the paintings that he had seen in his first 
visit. The resulting publication (Musil 1907) is 
still an important reference today given the de-
cay that has partly obscured some of the scenes. 
Unfortunately some of the decay was caused by 
Musil and Mielich themselves, who admitted 
to having used chemicals to clean the paintings 
from layers of black soot (the result of fires lit 
inside by local bedouin). Moreover Musil and 
Mielich detached some of the paintings, caus-
ing further damage in the process. A complete 
figure and other fragments are today at the 
Pergamon Museum in Berlin, after they were 
sold by Mielich without Musil’s agreement. 
Other fragments are apparently lost, while oth-
ers were inadvertently destroyed during detach-
ment (Vibert-Guigue and Bisheh 2007: pl. 14).

Subsequently the site was visited and photo-
graphed by a number of travelers. The establish-
ment of the Department of Antiquities in 1928 

1. With technical contributions by Livia Alberti, Chiara Ar-
righi, Angela Atzori, Arabella Bertelli De Angelis, Giulia 
Sara De vivo, Luigi De Cesaris, Stefania Di Marcello, 
Francesca Mariani, Alessandra Meschini, Alessandra Pe-
ruzzetto, Alex Sarra, Cristina Tomassetti, Carlo Usai and 
Nikos vakalis.

2. ISCR is the oldest and most prestigious institution in Italy 
dedicated to the conservation of cultural heritage monu-
ments. WMF is a not-for-profit institution dedicated 
to the protection and conservation of cultural heritage 
worldwide. Project Managers are Dr Giovanna De Pal-
ma (Archaeology), Carlo Birozzi (Engineering), Asma 
Shhaltoug and Dr Gaetano Palumbo. Operations Mana-
gers are Maria Carolina Gaetani and Marie-José Mano.

3. We wish to thank HE the Minister of Tourism and Antiq-
uities, Mr Nayef al-Fayez, Dr Ghazi Bisheh, former and 

present Directors General of the Department Antiquities 
Dr Ziad al-Sa‘ad and Mr Fares al-Hmoud, for encourage-
ment and assistance throughout the project. Ignacio Arce, 
José Luis Lerma and Ignacio Moscoso have contributed 
technical expertise to the documentation components of 
the project. Wisam Esaid, Romel Gharib, Jihad Haroun, 
Husam Hijazeen, Mohamed al-Khatib, Ahmed Lash 
(DoA) and Hussein Khirfan (Ministry of Tourism and 
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This article is dedicated to the memory of Dr Fawwaz al-
Khraysheh, former Director General of the Department 
of Antiquities, who made this project possible, and Luigi 
De Cesaris, who made available his profound knowledge 
of conservation techniques to the project.
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1. Location of Quṣayr ‘Amra and 
other Umayyad sites mentioned 
in the text.

contributed to the early protection of the site. 
various conservation interventions followed, not 
all of them properly documented, until a Spanish 
project under the direction of Martìn Almagro 
was conducted there between 1971 and 1974, 
with a second intervention in 1979 (Almagro et 
al. 2005). Work on-site included the archaeolog-
ical documentation of the site and its surround-
ing structures, consolidation of both the western 
wall of the main hall (using a reinforced con-
crete beam) and the vault of the western aisle, 
and the cleaning, consolidation and ‒ in several 
areas ‒ repainting of figures in order to enhance 
scarcely visible features. Both the repainting and 
the application of layers of shellac as a protec-
tive substance over the restored paintings were 
not documented, and were unknown to the sci-
entific community.

It was only when Claude vibert-Guigue start-
ed an exhaustive (1989-1997) documentation of 
the paintings at the request of the Department 
of Antiquities that this intervention was recog-
nized (Vibert-Guigue 1994). However, the exact 
composition of the materials applied remained 
unknown. 

The Spanish intervention made the site 
better known to the world and one of the ma-
jor tourist attractions in Jordan. In 1985 the site 
was added, along with Petra, to the UNESCO 
World Heritage List. More undocumented work 

on the structure, both exterior and interior, was 
executed between the end of the 1980s and the 
beginnings of the next decade. Between 1989 
and 1997 a Franco-Jordanian project was imple-
mented, consisting of a detailed, 1:1 documenta-
tion of all paintings. Following a disastrous flood 
in 1994, the Institut Français d’Archéologie au 
Proche-Orient (IFAPO) financed and imple-
mented a series of flood risk reduction and water 
management interventions between 1995 and 
19964. These consisted of the excavation and 
reconstruction of a wall to protect the site from 
floods, reconstruction of the ancient sāqiyya (Ar. 
“well”) that in antiquity served the baths on site 
and constructions of berms to redirect the waters 
of Wādī al-Buṭum away from the site during epi-
sodes of rain and flooding (Bisheh et al. 1997).  
IFAPO also contributed to the construction of 
the visitor center and limestone paving of the 
main hall, throne room and apodyterium (dress-
ing room of the baths), while the tepidarium and 
caldarium rooms were provided with a wooden 
passage (here the ancient floor is lost, leaving 
the suspensurae and lower floor level visible) 
(Morin and vibert-Guigue 2000).

In 2007 the DoA sent a request for assistance 
to the WMF, as the conditions of the monument 
seemed to be deteriorating, especially with re-
gard to the important cycle of mural paintings 
conserved in its interior. WMF listed the site 

4. Project financed by the French Embassy in Jordan and the DoA.
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on its 2008 Watch list and provided, through 
the Robert Wilson Challenge to Conserve Our 
Heritage, a first grant to be matched by other 
organizations. The Italian Ministry of Culture 
stepped in by providing a grant in 2009. In 2010 
a first sampling season took place, in order to 
study the composition of mortars outside and in-
side, as well as those of the paint layers inside. 
This sampling work was accompanied by site 
condition assessments, collection of background 
literature and discussions with scholars and re-
searchers that had worked on the monument in 
the past. At that time the team also started con-
tacting institutions worldwide with photograph-
ic collections that could contain early images of 
the site in order to track the evolution of inter-
ventions where reports and publications could 
not supply adequate information.

In October 2010 a Memorandum of 
Understanding was signed between the stake-
holders, after a definition of the project’s scope 
and initial budget.

In January 2011, two training courses took 
place in ‘Ammān, the first for workers and ma-
sons, covering techniques of lime mortar pro-
duction and application, and the second for con-
servators, covering cleaning techniques for mu-
ral paintings. It was however decided that only 
trained conservators would work on the mural 
paintings, given the complexity of their condi-
tions. The precise date of the paintings and their 
manufacturing technology remained partially 
uncertain, and the whole picture was further 
complicated by the substantial restorations that 
the painted complex had undergone in the past.

The training course was followed, in early 
February 2011, by a workshop which represent-
ed an important occasion for the exchange of 
information and experience between Jordanian, 
Spanish, French and Italian experts, who had 
carried out studies and interventions on the mon-
ument in the past.

The three field seasons conducted in spring 
2011, autumn 2011 and spring 2012 were at-
tended by numerous conservators, and involved 
Jordanian professionals working on ancient 
plasters and stone. The latter consisted of four 

rotating groups, each consisting of three DoA 
staff. A similar arrangement for DoA workers 
focused on the exterior walls and allowed many 
of the people trained in January to gain hands-on 
experience at the site.

Previous Documentation and Creation of a 
Project Archive

One of the aims of the Project is to col-
lect published and unpublished documentation 
about the site in order to create a repository of 
this information at the Department of Antiq-
uities, since a complete archive does not exist 
anywhere. On the basis of previous studies and 
information available through publications, the 
team was able to contact a number of institutions 
holding photographic collections and other ar-
chival material. The response was overwhelm-
ing, since most of the archives which were con-
tacted responded favorably by sending digital 
copies of their holdings, often allowing free use 
of the material for research purposes. Collabora-
tions were established with the École Normale 
Supérieure and CNRS in France5, the Institut 
Français du Proche-Orient (IFPO) in Jordan, the 
Spanish Archaeological mission in Jordan, the 
Pergamon Museum and Rathgen laboratories in 
Berlin, Germany, as well as with a number of in-
stitutions holding early images of Quṣayr ‘Amra 
which have generously made these historic pho-
tographs available for study. These include the 
Academic Society of Alois Musil (ASAM) in 
Prague, the Gertrude Bell archive in Newcastle, 
the Creswell archive at the Ashmolean Mu-
seum, Oxford, the Lankester-Harding archive 
at the Department of Antiquities of Jordan, the 
Jaussen and Savignac archive at the École Bib-
lique, Jerusalem, the Horsfield archive at Uni-
versity College London, the Laboratory of Ar-
chaeology at the University of Granada, Spain, 
the Rockefeller Museum in Jerusalem and the 
Aerial Photographic Archive for Archaeology in 
the Middle East (APAAME) at the University of 
Western Australia. Other institutions and private 
individuals were contacted and they may be able 
to provide yet more previously unknown infor-
mation on the site. 

5. More than 10,000 pictures, thousands of drawings, 
documents and archives were collected during the 
Franco-Jordanian project. The 2007 joint publication 
(DoA / IFPO) presents one part of the work. Claude 

Vibert-Guigue’s PhD (Sorbonne 1997) helped to gather 
information about the building, its state of conserva-
tion and a first historical background of the paintings’ 
alterations.
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Building Features: Exterior

The building is a lodge and bath house char-
acterized by a main rectangular hall, divided into 
three aisles of the same width (Fig. 2). The bar-
rel vaults covering them are underpinned by two 
large, slightly pointed arches. The central aisle 
ends in a smaller area leading to two apsidal 
rooms. To the left of the entrance, the main hall 
leads to a small bath house consisting of three 
small rooms: the apodyterium, the tepidarium 
and the caldarium. The caldarium is roofed by a 
dome resting on pendentives. The hot air coming 
from the nearby boiler room could circulate in 
the hypocausts and terracotta tubes underneath 
the plaster, heating the caldarium and tepidari-
um rooms. 

Perimeter walls are made with stone blocks 
and a rubble core (Fig. 3). The structure is similar 
to others of the same period, such as Ḥammām 
as-Sarāḥ in the vicinity of Qaṣr al-Ḥallabāt. In 
the lower part, ashlars are alternated with small 
flat horizontal stones so as to make the setting 
beds regular. Similar walls were also found at 
Qaṣr al-Kharrānah and the ‘Ammān Citadel 
mosque. The internal part of the wall is made of 
rubble of the same stone, randomly bedded in 
a gray and friable mortar mixed with ash. The 
masonry is about 75cm thick, ensuring appropri-
ate strength. Neither the large, slightly pointed 
arches separating the two aisles in the main hall 
nor the central aisle in the same hall have any 
buttresses.

The external wall color is homogeneous 
owing to a thin, ochre, ‘earthy’ patina resulting 
from the desert wind; this covers even the low-
est portions of mortar. Investigation of samples 
confirmed in situ observations. Surface brushing 
revealed the genuine, more grayish color of the 

stones and mortars. 
The rear facade of the monument shows 

traces of plaster covering the stones. Large por-
tions are visible near the mortar joints where 
they can more easily adhere to the underlying 
layers. The surface of this mortar is treated with 
regular herringbone-patterned signs, clearly 
aimed at improving the adherence of the final 
plaster layer (Fig. 4). The plaster also displays 
large gravel particles, which were applied to its 
surface with the palm of the hand in order to in-
crease the ‘grip’ of the thinner, final layers of fin-
ishing plaster. However, the entire outer plaster 
layer and most of the preparatory layers are lost. 

At Qaṣr al-Kharrānah, only 13 kilometers 
away, fragments likewise confirm the outer plas-
tering of this building.

Mortars are still strong and can be broken 
without crumbling. They are composed of lime 
with a number of aggregates in different propor-
tions:

(1) Bright red, sometimes grayish-brown coc-

2. General view of the site.
3. Wall section of the praefurnium showing the construction 

technique.
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ciopesto;
(2) Flint grains of different colors (whitish, 

gray, brown, reddish), always character-
ized by chipping edges and conchoidal 
fractures; 

(3) Alluvial sand made of carbonate stone 
grains of different color and type. Stereo 
microscope analysis found calcareous fos-
siliferous micritics (with foraminifera), 
flint limestone and possibly marl lime-
stone. Their color ranges from whitish to 
light gray and from light brown to yellow-
ish and orange; 

(4) Calcite and hydrous iron oxides (calcare-
ous limonitic ‘crusts’); 

(5) White calcium carbonate grains, probably 
‒ on the basis of a positive HCl 2N mi-
crochemical test result ‒ carbonated lime 
‘lumps’ (bottaccioli) or carbonated slaked 
lime aggregates with ‘inert’ function, used 
in accordance with a Byzantine technique;

(6) Black, opaque, fibrous grains, viz. char-
coal and ash fragments; 

(7) Plant fibers. 
Considering the large amount of calcareous 

aggregate, the weight ratio between binder and 
aggregate can be estimated at around 1:3. 

Most of cocciopesto and plant fibers can 
be found in the surface finishing layers, while 
charcoal and ash are more common in the ones 
below. 

Water-resistance in the extrados of the 
vaults is guaranteed only by plasterwork. As 

the roof does not have gutters, water is drained 
by sloping the spaces between the barrel vaults 
towards the southern side. The vaults are made 
of quadrangular stone ashlars. On top of them, 
four mortar layers were applied. The lowest, just 
above the stone core of the vaults, is made of 
lime mortar, ash and a thin inert charge of dif-
ferent color, serving as bedding for flat stone 
fragments. This layer was probably used to con-
trol the roughness of the vault’s exterior core. 
Three other layers, with decreasing granularity, 
were placed on top of the one just described. 
The second mortar layer, with a similar com-
position to the lowest, is about 1.5cm thick. On 
its surface, various grits ranging in size from 
1 to 4cm were applied. Several roundish areas 
created by hand pressure can be observed. Grit 
applied in this way supported the third layer of 
mortar, thereby increasing its ‘grip’. This layer 
is typically 2.5cm thick and includes diverse ag-
gregates (roundish stones, flint and cocciopesto 
fragments) ranging in size from 0.5mm to 5mm. 
It also contains smaller particles invisible to the 
naked eye. The fourth, finishing layer was ap-
plied to make the lower one more uniform. It is 
just 1-1.5mm thick, white and full of lime putty 
(grassello) and vegetable fibers, still identifiable 
in surface traces. The original appearance must 
have been very smooth and compact, to judge by 
those areas where the mortar still remains intact.

Some important elements of the masonry, 
such as the lintel and jambs of the entrance door, 
are made of basalt, which can be found in Azraq, 

4. Original mortar found on the 
exterior of the monument.
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25 kilometers to the east.

State of Conservation: Exterior
The monument’s state of conservation 

showed some worrying problems concerning the 
masonry. First, flooding (including an episode 
as recently as 1994) seems to have caused the 
loss, in parts almost total, of the original bedding 
mortar and the mortar inside the core of the ma-
sonry in the lower 60-70cm of the walls (Fig. 5).

The surfaces of the walls showed wide-
spread filling between the ashlars performed us-
ing cement mortars during previous restoration 
works. This cement, besides being aesthetically 
unpleasant, may have contributed to increased 
salt content, which is sometimes visible as ef-
florescence in the lower parts of the walls.

The ashlars of the exterior wall, made of 
light yellow sedimentary stone, appeared to be 
in overall good conditions. Some of them, be-
cause of their geological nature combined with 
the effect of atmospheric agents, show signs of 

de-cohesion and de-adhesion of the constituent 
material, mainly near the most exposed and mi-
cro-exfoliated areas. There are also macroscopic 
fissures in the ashlars, along with micro-fissures 
and de-cohesive areas. This may be the result of 
both pressure and ‒ in the lower parts ‒ rising 
damp. On the southern and northern walls, ash-
lars that were removed in the past or are oth-
erwise missing have exposed the cement core 
walls to rainwater infiltration, which has caused 
loss of mortar within the masonry. All along the 
perimeter of the monument, graffiti are visible 
on the wall, even at a considerable height.

The extrados of the vaults were in worrying 
condition, owing to the loss of the original mor-
tar layers. This has exposed the rubble core and 
allowed water to penetrate deep into the vaults, 
affecting the painted surfaces inside (Fig. 6).

The dome of the caldarium was heavily in-
tegrated in the early 1990s using cement mortar, 
which is in very good condition and unaffected 
by the serious damage afflicting the original 
mortar.

As on the other vaults, here too the top mor-
tar layer has disappeared; the surface looks erod-
ed and fragmented because of bio-deteriorating 
agents, as well as the effects of wind and diurnal 
variations in temperature. As can be seen from 
old photographs, most of the plaster on the dome 
was lost, leaving the masonry exposed. 

The mortar layers on top of the vaults of the 
main hall are in different states of preservation. 
The most exposed, viz. the eastern, has lost al-
most all of the three mortar layers and the stones 
placed right upon the structure were in plain 
view, so the risk of infiltration to the paintings 
was very high.

The west wall is about 30cm out of plumb. 
While the lateral thrust of the three vaults is 
resisted by the east wall adjoining the ther-
mal bath, the west wall is freestanding and not 
buttressed. The size of the shear wall support-
ing the last vault is clearly insufficient to resist 
thrust. The movement of the wall caused seri-
ous longitudinal damage along the higher part of 
the vault, visible from both inside and outside. 
Spanish conservators and architects during the 
1971-1975 seasons tried to solve the problem by 
installing a reinforced concrete beam in the wall 
by the last two rows of stones. The beam runs 
along the orthogonal facades up to the windows. 

5. Mortar loss at the base of the walls (before intervention).

6. Condition of the extrados of the vaults (before 
intervention).
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On the inside, the damage was filled and covered 
with yellow paint. On the outside, the interven-
tion was more complex and may not have been 
carried out at the same time. The gap on the ex-
trados was covered with tar paper and filled with 
roughly smoothed concrete mortar, with no at-
tempt to connect it with the ancient mortar. In the 
1990s, more filling was carried out. The eastern 
vault differed from the other two on account of 
the lack of the second layer, which in the other 
two vaults is the layer with the presence of grits 
to increase its ‘grip’. This may be evidence for 
damage to the second layer in antiquity, which 
might have been replaced by mortar of the third 
layer during repair works.

The monument is provided with rectangu-
lar windows in the higher part of the main body, 
situated in the centering which closes the barrel 
vault, and several circular openings about 20cm 
in diameter. Some of them have a brick pipe, 
occasionally round, but more often rectangular 
in section. Others have less regular openings, 
perhaps owing to the loss of the internal pipe. 
Sometime in the last 30 or 40 years, glass was 
set in circular iron frames on the outside of the 
building to prevent water from entering. Many 
of these covers were broken, missing or had lost 
adhesion and allowed water to penetrate. On the 
inside, streaks and large eroded areas suggest 
that the glass had been missing for a long time 
or that fillings were not waterproof.

The original windows are lost; the monu-
ment had 10 wooden window frames (plus four 
iron frames in the caldarium dome). These were 
very damaged, simply left open or with broken 
glass, thereby allowing the ingress of water and 
pests into the building.  Bird droppings and wa-
ter stains are visible on the interior paint layers 
under every window.

Conservation Intervention: Exterior
Before the intervention started, chemical 

and physical analyses were carried out in or-
der to verify the composition of the mortar and 
the aggregates, as well as the granularity curve. 
Observation of the exterior walls allowed for the 
detection of homogeneous mortars. It was im-
mediately clear ‒ and subsequently confirmed 
by analyses ‒ that the whole building is covered 
with the clay dust typical of this part of the des-
ert; it is easily carried by the wind and raised by 

sudden ‘dust devils’ that occur at certain times 
of the year. The bedding and facing mortar is 
not the typical yellow-pinkish color of clay, but 
white-grayish as often happens to lime putty 
(grassello) mortars. The use of ash and coal as 
an additive or inert material makes this color 
more intense. The clay on the masonry became 
embedded in it and it is not easily removable ex-
cept by use of mechanical brushes. The choice 
of mortar color was highly influenced by this 
observation. 

During the second season, the mortars of 
Qaṣr al-Kharrānah were also investigated, in 
view of this site’s physical proximity to Quṣayr 
‘Amra, as well as its similar age and construction 
techniques. Unexpectedly, these investigations 
revealed the use of gypsum, which was never 
found at ‘Amra. Although building techniques 
concerning the arches and vaults were complete-
ly different from those used for the bath, some 
masonry features appeared to be similar. On the 
contrary, the use of gypsum as a binder is some-
thing new.

Biological deterioration of mortars was ana-
lyzed in order to identify the most effective bio-
cide. Mild polishing was used to remove sandy 
particulate from surfaces; areas affected by bio-
deterioration were treated with Preventol R80 
3% in deionized water, applied in three phases 
with seven-day gap between one treatment and 
next. 

Conservation was aimed at performing the 
minimum intervention required to guarantee the 
stability of the structure and conservation of in 
situ mortars and plasters. 

So far as possible, the new mortars and ag-
gregates used comply with the existing ones. 

Similarly, attempts were made to ensure 
that the intervention was both identifiable and 
documented with photographs and drawings. 
The state of conservation dictated reintegration 
of missing plaster fillings and covering mortar 
layers. 

All mortars used consisted of slaked lime 
putty matured for more than six months. DoA 
experts turned quicklime into slaked lime in bar-
rels next to the work yard. The first stage of the 
intervention implied the choice of aggregates 
and mortar color. White sand, yellow sand, wadi 
sand and cocciopesto were used. A warmer tone 
was preferred to the original grayish color of 
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mortars, since it was closer to the wind-deposit-
ed clay that covered the whole building. 

Cocciopesto-based hydraulic mortars were 
used for deep consolidation. Granularity analy-
sis on ancient mortars allowed compatible mor-
tars to be worked out. Nevertheless, with the aim 
of integrating ancient mortars exposed to the el-
ements for centuries, several attempts were nec-
essary until a suitable color mixture was found.

A three part / volume dry mixture must be 
mixed with one part / volume of slaked lime put-
ty, with the addition of sufficient water to make 
the mixture soft as a dense cream. The modern 
intervention was limited to a lower level com-
pared to the original, so as to be clearly percep-
tible. 

Surface treatment of the intervention was 
subject to careful treatment in order to harmo-
nize it with the original, now eroded by atmo-
spheric agents; the wet mortar was therefore 
brushed with soft brushes. An application of wa-
ter mixed with desert clay completed finishing. 
The mortars were designed to have a mechanical 
resistance similar to that of the existing ones. 

The first interventions on the exterior of the 
monument were conducted on the lower sections 
of the walls, which have been affected by the loss 
of the bedding and core mortar. Gaps and holes 
were filled with stone chips up to 60-70cm above 
ground level. The filling was divided in two dis-
tinct operations: one aimed at re-establishing the 
building’s compliance with static safety require-
ments, the other at protecting the surfaces from 
future deterioration. Consequently, we exam-
ined different mortars characterized by the pres-
ence of a lime binder.

DoA technicians prepared a sufficient quan-
tity of lime putty (grassello) from quicklime pro-
duced in a nearby plant. In total, fourteen tests 
were carried out in order to achieve a mortar ca-
pable of meeting the mechanical and aesthetic 
requirements of this type of conservation work. 
The prepared mortars were tested on the eastern 
wall to verify their mechanical and aesthetic fea-
tures. A hydraulic mortar (grassello, grit, coc-
ciopesto and yellow sand; binder to charge ra-
tio = 1:3) was used internally, in order to ensure 
its ‘grip’ in an unventilated environment. Once 
the walls were secured against possible collapse 
and the ashlars were replaced in their original 
positions, a surface mortar complying with the 

specific conservation and aesthetic requirements 
was applied.

The intervention on the exterior of the build-
ing followed a number of phases:

(1) Removal of Portland cement used in previ-
ous restoration work and of stones used to 
fill in gaps; 

(2) Removal of dust and earthy deposits from 
surfaces using paintbrushes and medium- 
to hard-bristled brushes;

(3) Where necessary, the surface was rough-
ened using a mortar made of inert and 
hydraulic charges of different granularity 
(binder to charge ratio = 1:3; grassello, 
sand, grit and cocciopesto). Stones of dif-
ferent sizes were soaked in water and used 
to fill the gaps in the core wall. This al-
lowed the restoration of cohesion within 
the masonry;

(4) Missing ashlars were replaced by natural 
stones found nearby, with the intention of 
restoring a complete view of the surfaces 
without the ‘interference’ of missing parts. 
In order to underline the presence of non-

7. Building exterior (before intervention).

8. Building exterior (after intervention).
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original ashlars, the perimeter filling was 
done slightly under the surface level;

(5) In the same way, the finishing mortar used 
for the gaps between ashlars (binder to 
charge ratio = 1:3; grassello, sand, grit and 
volcanic sand) was applied slightly under 
the surface level to make the conservation 
intervention identifiable.

The final smoothing of the surfaces was 
aimed at easing the flow of rainwater to the 
ground.

We paid particular attention to avoid depres-
sions where dampness and roughness might cre-
ate the right conditions for future deterioration 
(Figs. 7 and 8).

The upper layers of mortar in the praefur-
nium vault were missing, leaving the surface 
exposed to atmospheric agents. Moderate signs 
of de-adhesion were noticeable between the lay-
ers of mortar and between them and the masonry 
support. The grey-green-black color of bio-dete-
riorating agents was clearly visible near the ar-
eas most exposed to dampness. Furthermore, the 
old restoration cement looked cracked, allowing 
water infiltration. Here the old restorations were 
removed and new lime mortar layers applied.

During the study aimed at understanding the 
building phases of the vaults, we were also able 
to observe different types of mortars used in pre-
vious restoration works. Five types of recent res-
toration mortars were identified and classified:
(M1) Brown mortar (possibly because of earthy 

impurities); rich in aggregates and poor 
in binders, it does not seem to contain ce-
ment and is probably the oldest;

(M2) Grey cement mortar made of large size ag-
gregates of different granularity;

(M3) Grey cement mortar made of white small 
aggregates; it was mainly used to seal and 
fix the glass covers on the vaults’ open-
ings;

(M4) Grey cement used to fill the edges of the 
different layers of original mortar; rich in 
soil particles;

(M5) Grey cement mortar made of aggregates of 
different granularity; similar to mortar M2 
but containing finer aggregates.

Surface plaster layers displaying de-adhe-
sion problems were initially re-attached using a 
ready mixed low-salt mortar (Ledan TB1). 

Cement fillings from previous restoration 

works were removed, because of the greater 
hardness of their constituent material compared 
to that of the original surfaces. In this way, pre-
existing mortars did not suffer further damage. 
Fissures in the cement mortar of the caldarium 
and tepidarium dome were then filled with lime 
putty (grassello) mortar, desalinated cement 
(with properties consistent with the conserva-
tion intervention) and sand (1 part grassello, ¼ 
part white cement, 2 parts yellow sand, 1 part 
red sand and ¼ part black sand).

Cement surfaces on the caldarium dome, 
which could not be removed because of their 
hardness, were slightly coated with water and 
sandy dust to harmonize the surface color and 
remove the ‘spotted’ effect of the exterior sur-
face of the dome.

A spreading test of the mortar was run in the 
2011 spring season on the praefurnium vault, 
which had completely lost the top two layers of 
original mortar. This small-scale test allowed the 
procedure for work to be conducted on the three 
upper vaults during the subsequent autumn sea-
son to be defined.

At the same time, a group of conservators 

9. Eastern vault (before intervention).

10. Eastern vault (after intervention).
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focused on the roofs. On the barrel vaults, ce-
ment layers from previous restorations were me-
chanically removed with hammer, scalpel and 
angle grinder with diamond cutting discs. Gaps 
were filled with mortars similar to the existing 
ones. A sacrificial layer was constructed in order 
to protect the original mortars, which are wide-
ly cracked and have become fragile over time. 
During each working day, mortar was spread 
over approximately 9m2. For some of the sur-
faces, final smoothing was necessary to allow 
rainwater to drain to the ground. To slow down 
erosion caused by atmospheric agents such as 
wind and sand, low and rough areas where water 
could accumulate were eliminated (Figs. 9 and 
10).

Consolidation of detached layers of plaster 
was tested in the alcoves next to the bath. Once 
the edges of gaps were filled, lime-based grout 
was injected. However, this type of intervention 
was stopped because of the large amount of mor-
tar absorbed and the impossibility of controlling 
leakage from internal fissures adjacent to paint-
ed decoration.

Consolidation of the longitudinal gap in the 
vault with concrete, done during the Spanish in-
tervention of the 1970s was found to be quite 
drastic. Once the first layer was removed and 
tar paper identified, cement and water repellent 
were carefully cleaned off. The tar had made 
concrete consolidation ineffective and could al-
low water seepage. The concrete was gradually 
removed and replaced with a new lime-based 
mortar mixed with rubble. Afterwards, it was 
leveled off with finishing mortar. 

Throughout the autumn season, windows 
were replaced with similar wooden structures. 
The broken shutters could be opened but not con-
trolled, so they were replaced with fixed shutters 
to prevent animals from entering the building. 

Each one of the barrel vaults of the main 
hall originally had eight openings defined by a 
rectangular-section ceramic tube (ca. 6-8cm per 
side). The tube was inserted into the masonry, 
probably to let fresh air in and steam out. The 
original openings were sealed by glass in cir-
cular metal frames, now rusted. These were re-
placed with rounded glass caps in order to avoid 
water accumulation and were installed without 

metal support to prevent the glass from breaking 
because of metal expansion. Four openings on 
the west side of the west vault were completely 
sealed with cement mortar and were re-opened.

The Interior
The best description and documentation of 

the monument and its decorative elements is the 
work conducted by the Franco-Jordanian team, 
directed by Claude vibert-Guigue under the su-
pervision of Dr Ghazi Bisheh, between 1989 and 
1997 (Vibert-Guigue and Bisheh 2007).

The monument is characterized by 350m2 
of mural paintings that almost entirely cover 
the interior surfaces. These paintings are ex-
traordinary and unique in their style and repre-
sentations. Although mural paintings existed at 
other Umayyad sites, Quṣayr ‘Amra is the only 
one where the paintings are legible and largely 
preserved. They depict court scenes and lei-
sure activities, (including a caliph or prince on 
his throne with other kings of his time [e.g. the 
Byzantine emperor, King Roderic of Spain and 
the Sasanian emperor Chosroe]), hunting scenes 
with dogs, representations of bathing scenes, 
dancing women and craftsmen at work. The 
dome of the caldarium illustrates constellations 
and zodiac signs, and is the earliest known repre-
sentation of the zodiac on a non-flat surface. The 
wall paintings represent the transition between 
Byzantine culture and the new Islamic era, and 
are also heavily influenced by Sasanian art and 
iconography. Finally, two rooms are decorated 
with floor mosaics, embellished by the use of 
glass tesserae6. This section is focuses specifi-
cally on the work conducted on one of the panels 
of the main (reception) hall.

Reception Hall
The entrance hall of the monument is a rect-

angular room with a north - south major axis of 
three aisles separated by two slightly segmental 
arches (Fig. 11). Rectangular windows are lo-
cated in the northern, eastern and southern sides. 
The pictorial decoration of the aisle is principal-
ly divided into three bands at different heights:
(1) The lower one, up to a height of 2.1m above 

the main floor, is homogeneously painted on 
the three walls and the arch springer, and de-

6. For further details on the decoration of the monument 
and its interpretation (see Musil 1907; Fowden 2004; 

Almagro et al. 2005; Vibert-Guigue and Bisheh 2007).
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picts geometric-patterned imitation marble;
(2) The central one, between 2m (on the east-

ern and western sides) and 3m (on the south-
ern side) high, contains the main figurative 
representations. The sides of the arch are 
decorated with ornamental patterns; along 
the eastern and western sides, the paintings 
reach the spring of the vault and beyond;

(3) The upper decoration covers the vaults; on 
the northern and southern sides, the lunettes 
are separated by a central window. 

Western Aisle: Southern Wall Paintings
Following analysis of source documents, 

observation of the pictorial cycles and the results 
of the first scientific analyses, the southern wall 
paintings of the reception hall’s western aisle 
were found to be affected by a number of issues 
and problems representative of other parts of the 
monument, especially concerning the use of un-
usual conservation techniques and materials in 
past conservation projects.

The bibliographic collection in our posses-
sion, consultation of historical and technical 
articles and information gathered from DoA 
archives lacked any description of the inter-
ventions performed on Quṣayr ‘Amra’s painted 
walls.

Regarding the area under investigation, it 
was necessary to verify the historical and scien-
tific data taking into account the present condi-
tion of the mural paintings. The decoration on 
the investigated wall is divided in four bands 

(the below description is based on what could be 
seen before conservation) (Fig. 12):
(1) In the area just above the window, there is 

a Kufic inscription inscribed in a rectangle 
whose meaning was, before this conserva-
tion, undecipherable. On both sides of the 
window, two human figures, perhaps al-
legoric, filled the space with three-quarter 
views. The figure on the right joins his fin-
gers around his knees, whilst the one on the 
left leans his back against the edge of the 
window opening;

(2) The main scene of the composition portrays a 
central figure laying on a sofa, protected by a 
curtain or a net, and four lateral figures, one 
to the left and three to the right. Above the 
curtain / net, there is a representation of two 
peacocks under two Greek inscriptions: APA 
(Ara) and NIKH (Nike).
The characters are portrayed in the act of 

making different gestures. The veiled figure sit-
ting in the foreground on the right seems to hold 
the elbow of the character at the back with his / her 
left hand. He / she holds a scroll or the cloth of the 
garment at chest-level in his / her right hand. A 
medium-sized lacuna prevents the correct read-
ing of the position of the background figure with 
a covered head, whose hand (with a raised fore-
finger) and deep blue garment are visible. These 
figures have been interpreted as children; Fowden 
(2004: 184-185) added that one of them may be 
al-Hakam, designated heir of Caliph al-Walid II, 
and the other his half-brother ‘Uthman. The figure 

11. Main hall.
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standing behind the other two at the back of the 
sofa represents a man wearing a garment, cloak 
and sandals. He is in the act of making a gesture 
with one hand whilst holding a baton.  Fowden 
(2004: 185) interprets this figure as a representa-
tion of Caliph al-Walid II.

To the left of the central figure, a woman 
holding a pole seems to support the net above 
the central figure. The latter is represented at a 
larger size than the others and rests on a bed or 
sofa, with the torso and head upright. This figure 
was interpreted as representing a woman, per-
haps the mother of Walid II’s heir, according to 
Fowden’s interpretation (2004: 184-185).

On the ground in front of the central figure, 
a brazier is represented in perspective;
(3) Immediately below the figurative scene is an-

other inscription set inside a tabula ansata with 
dark outlines. Before conservation, its meaning 
was undecipherable, but a basmala type of in-
scription has been proposed by Imbert (1996);

(4) The decoration on the lower band with imita-
tion marbles and stylized plant patterns con-
nects the southern wall with the other picto-
rial cycles of the Reception Hall7.

Execution
The painted wall is made of squared local 

limestone ashlars installed using an interstitial 
mortar. The mortar is composed of siliceous in-
ert materials of different granularity and color, 
and slaked lime. Often, the mortar is also used to 
level off the roughness of the wall and make it 
smooth enough for the last layer to be spread. In 
addition, in some areas (lower part of the wall; 
splay of the window) grit of different granularity 
and color was scattered on fresh mortar to pre-
vent it from shrinking when drying, as well as to 
improve the ‘grip’ for the next layer.

At the bottom of the wall, 4cm thick frag-
ments of bedding mortar from the skirting marble 
slabs can be observed. Marble slabs covered the 
whole aisle to a height of 50cm; a few fragments 
remain in the throne room. Slab slots are still 
visible on the floor. The plaster, without further 
preparatory layers, was applied directly on the 
stone and consists mainly of plant fibers, slaked 12. South wall of the west aisle (before intervention).

7. Imitation marbles were recognized as such during 
Vibert-Guigue’s documentation work, although Musil 
had interpreted them as representations of suspended 
hangings.

8. Analyses were performed by the Higher Institute for 

Conservation and Restoration in Rome (Istituto Su-
periore per la Conservazione ed il Restauro) and the 
Diagnostic Laboratory for Conservation and Restora-
tion of the vatican Museums. Four different spreading 
phases were identified.
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lime and an organic protein binder8. About one 
centimeter thick, it has an intense white color 
and quite a smooth surface although some un-
evenness can be detected.

Raking light inspection has revealed suc-
cessive plaster spreading phases (‘pontate’) 
from top to bottom (Fig. 13).

The upper ‘pontata’ is divided in two 
‘giornate’, the left overlapping the right. By 
and large, this wall was clearly plastered befo-
re the vault and side walls. 

In some localized areas, mortar was prob-
ably added in order to correct unevenness. 
Signs of presumably hurried and non-homo-
geneous work are visible on smooth surfaces 
close to rougher and irregular areas. Plaster 
smoothing seems more accurate in the lower 
part, intentionally simulating marble. No trac-
es of direct or indirect incisions were found. 
The preparatory drawings, which outline fig-
ures and major decorations, are orange-red 
colored. 

Another element of the pictorial technique 
is represented by the preparatory drawing per-
formed directly on the rendering, which can 
be glimpsed in lacunae in the painted layer.

Wide traces of red and yellow colors can 
be noticed near the lateral figures’ garments 
and can be assigned to this preparatory phase. 

The sequence of pictorial levels appears 
to be complex. A first drawing of the figura-
tive scheme may have been traced when the 
preparatory layer was still drying. This could 

have allowed cohesion between pigments and 
plaster. Blue backgrounds especially can be 
assigned to this phase. 

This first level was followed by a series of 
pictorial layers performed using binder. In this 
phase, the characters’ complexion and prob-
ably hair ‒ now missing ‒ as well as other pic-
torial details were completed. These include 
white circles and highlights on the folds of the 
main character’s garment, the furnishing, the 
peacocks’ plumage and the Kufic Arabic in-
scription at the top of the lunette. 

In particular, the tabula ansata shows two 
different phases of blue paint. For the first, 
fresco technique was used. For the second, a 
thicker layer was applied to dry walls where 
the binder had caused cracking (cretto). On 
this surface, ochre letters were outlined in red 
and lined up with a blue horizontal line paint-
ed in relief on their upper edges.

The double spreading of blue paint is also 
noticeable on the main character’s foot and 
shows a micro-cretto on the first layer applied 
directly on plaster. The palette that was cho-
sen reveals extensive use of precious pigments 
such as lapis lazuli, which was spread on the 
background even when it was to be covered 
by more layers of paint. According to analysis 
of pigments, elements such as lead and arsenic 
(white lead and orpiment), natrojarosite, cal-
cium hydroxide (bianco Sangiovanni), ochre, 
lapis lazuli, minium and cinnabar are part of a 
complex and variegated palette of natural and 

13. An example of ‘pontata’ 
visible in center of image.
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synthetic pigments, some of which may have 
been hard or very expensive to obtain9.

State of Conservation
The state of conservation and its history 

concurred remarkably to alter the original look 
of the mural paintings within the monument. 
The fortunes of their conservation can be partly 
retraced using reports, notes, and photographs. 
The constant use of the area as a shelter by local 
tribes and its remote location has led to the loss 
of large portions of plaster. This was the result of 
incisions and graffiti, which affected not only the 
lower part of the walls, but also the upper area. 
In some cases delicate details, such as the char-
acters’ faces, were severely damaged (Fig.14).

Since the rediscovery of the monument in 
the late 19th century, surface cleaning efforts ‒ 
even though not always appropriately performed 
‒ have allowed better visibility on the one hand, 
while accelerating the deterioration of constitu-
ent materials on the other. A large portion of the 
pictorial film applied on dry plaster (secco tech-
nique) has been lost because of aggressive clean-
ing methods, which totally depleted the binders 

and damaged the plaster on most exposed areas. 
As a consequence, surfaces appear to be more 
opaque than they probably were, and widely in-
complete. 

Lead-based pigments have undergone ma-
jor alteration, turning from white to dark grey 
tones. These include the hand and part of face 
of the central figure, some characters’ faces and 
ornamental elements of the lozenge-patterned 
blanket. Some of the substances used to perform 
aggressive cleaning in the past, may have fa-
vored the alteration and change of some original 
pigments.

Furthermore, the lack of adequate closure 
has allowed desert dust and birds to enter the 
building and cause deterioration, as testified 
by traces of carbonate and oxalate concretions 
caused by water percolation, combined with 
animal droppings identified below the windows. 
These concretions are combined with extensive 
soot residues and yellow substances. 

In the mid 1970s, the monument was subject 
to an extensive restoration intervention aimed 
at preserving the masonry and plaster and, at 
the same time, reintegrating the paintings. At 

14. Graffiti and incisions visible 
with raking light.

9. Analysis performed by ISCR and the Diagnostic 
Laboratory for Conservation and Restoration of the 

vatican Museums.
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that time, the gap between the west and south 
walls was filled with rubble and cement mortar. 
Detachments of the preparatory layer from the 
masonry (de-adhesion) were secured with vi-
nyl resin. The edges of the widest lacunae, or 
the lacunae themselves, were sealed with cot-
ton soaked in that same resin ‒ without applying 
any other filling ‒ and covered with a yellow-
ish tempera which, in some case, was applied on 
exposed stone walls and also onto parts of the 
original pictorial layer. 

After partial cleaning, the paintings through-
out the building (with very few exceptions) were 
covered with a layer of natural resin (shellac) 
(Fig. 15). This substance, more suitable for use 
on furniture than for protecting mural paintings, 
must have been applied in order to modify the 
refractive index of fading colors, made irrevers-
ibly opaque by previous interventions. At the 
time it was applied, the shellac was more trans-
parent, but over the last forty years it has ac-
quired a strong amber tint, worsened by several 

15. Shiny effects of shellac 
applied on the surface.
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layers of atmospheric fine particles owing ‒ in 
part ‒ to tourism. In addition, the shellac layer 
is now showing signs of contraction, causing 
the pictorial layer underneath to lift. This shel-
lac layer has extensive repaintings (Fig.16) in 
non water-soluble color in some of the lacunae. 
Traces of an older brown shellac layer, a residue 
of previous interventions, were also found. 

Large traces of soot residues and particles 
(silico-aluminates) found in saline concretions 
of a different nature, which were never removed, 
prevented the correct reading of some original 
details of the composition. Therefore, the aim 
of the reintegration by the Spanish team was to 
outline with dark colors the characters and other 
figurative elements still visible. 

Some parts of the drapery, zoomorphic el-
ements (peacocks) and geometric / decorative 
patterns (squaring; tent) were repainted more 
freely. 

Natural and man-made causes affected the 
pictorial film, typically scratching and whitening 
the surface. Some figurative details of the char-
acters’ profiles disappeared or fell off. Countless 
lacunae can be found in the whole pictorial layer 
(lapis blue background) or parts of it.

Therefore, when the present project began, 
the paintings of the south wall were scarcely 
visible, their colors were severely altered and 
iconography was affected by the interpretation 
given by the Spanish conservators. 

Large lacunae extending down to the ma-
sonry are found throughout this panel. A large 

lacuna extends from the net painted above the 
central figure, halves its face and affects the 
chest, part of the hand holding the pipe and the 
lozenge-patterned blanket. Many small lacunae 
are widespread on the surface. 

Being easily accessible, the lower band of 
the paintings with its faux marble decoration 
is the most affected by widespread and deep 
scratches. The pictorial film and plaster also 
show intentional damage such as graffiti and 
incisions. The detachment of mortar from the 
walls caused large lacunae reaching the lower 
part, once covered with marble slabs. There are 
also traces of burning and black inscriptions. 

Even the faux marble area was subject to 
interventions during the restoration work in the 
1970s. Rough repainting of the geometric pat-
terns and veins are visible under the yellow shel-
lac layer. 

In the lower band, moderate adhesion faults 
were detected between the rougher layer of mor-
tar, the bedding mortar of the marble slabs and 
the masonry. There are also saline concretions.

In the upper band, medium and large detach-
ment areas were identified between the prepara-
tory render coat and the wall structure.

Some stylized images of animals and sym-
bols carved by bedouin living in the bādiyyah 
are of historic and palaeographic interest (Betts 
2001). These were classified and analyzed, but 
at the same time threaten the preservation of 
paintings as graffiti represent a discontinuity in 
the plaster and weaken it.

16. An example of repainting 
from the 1970s intervention 
(left) and the original found 
underneath (right).
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In addition to those detected by vibert-

Guigue’s investigations, further small-sized 
losses of plaster were found. Medium-extent 
cohesion faults in the layers of rendering were 
noticed, in particular along the perimeter of la-
cunae, together with several cracks and fissures. 
Widespread abrasions and losses of the pictorial 
film due to previous inappropriate cleaning in-
terventions were detected.

Previous Interventions
The reconstruction of the paintings’ conser-

vation history was deemed particularly signifi-
cant to define the criteria for the new interven-
tion. Methods and materials used over time were 
investigated, as were their effects on the paint-
ings and their possible role in the deterioration 
process.

For this reason, all of the restoration works 
carried out from 1898 (the time of Musil’s first 
visit) to 1996 (the most recent intervention, per-
formed in compliance with modern standards) 
were assessed.

Historical documents, restoration reports, 
published photographic materials and unpub-
lished archive pictures supplied by many institu-
tions were examined. The enthusiastic response 
of several institutions to our requests for docu-
mentation bears witness to the keen interest of 
many scholars and professionals in this monu-
ment.

The most important interventions affecting 
the appearance of the paintings were those of 
Alois Musil and the Spanish group guided by 
Martìn Almagro in the early 1970s.

The state of the paintings at the time of their 
discovery can be determined from drawings 
by the Austrian painter A.F. Mielich and from 
descriptions of the state of preservation of the 
paintings ‘discovered’ by Alois Musil (1907) in 
1898. Unfortunately, the publication does not in-
clude the pictures that the author claims to have 
taken and the description of the restoration tech-
niques used is limited to generic information.

Musil claims that he cleaned the paintings, 
which were then mainly covered with soot ow-
ing to use of the monument by bedouin, with 
soda and soap and, subsequently, with a mix of 
venetian turpentine, gasoline and alcohol.

Probably as a result of this aggressive first 
cleaning, whitening signs appeared, hindering 
the reading of the paintings. Allegedly, Musil re-
defined the figures’ outlines and brightened the 
colors in order to improve the reading of the pic-
torial text. This may be the reason for the most 
ancient shellac traces forming the first layers 
overlapping the original pictorial film.

This is also confirmed by observation and 
direct comparison between Mielich’s drawings10 
and the pictorial surfaces. We noticed that the 
painted areas copied on the drawings are very 
close to the original. Some details, such as the 
figures to the right of the main figure on the sofa, 
were depicted just by outlining the images, while 
large areas - which were probably still covered 
by soot stains and / or have subsequently become 
readable as a result of cleaning, were reproduced 
on the paintings with a homogeneous grey color.

Following Musil’s intervention, roughly fif-
ty-five years passed until we find more system-
atic documentation. Nevertheless, photographs 
taken by travelers and scholars in the interven-
ing period have been found in several libraries 
and archives, and are an important contribution 
to research. In 1962, Ettinghausen took pictures 
that are important evidence of the paintings’ 
condition before the Spanish work.

About a decade later, Professor Almagro and 
his team of Spanish restorers carried out struc-
tural interventions along the western wall of the 
western aisle, carrying out restoration work on 
the paintings inside the monument between 1971 
and 1973, and again between 1978 and 1979. No 
photographic evidence has been found of the 
state of preservation encountered during the res-
toration works of the early 1970s, except for an 
unpublished report of a performed intervention 
mentioning the painting in a ‘neutral colour’ of 
the lacunae and plaster. This is still visible, al-
though the color has a yellow-greenish hue. The 
comparison with Ettinghausen’s documentation, 
where the lacunae do not appear to be filled with 
cotton, allows us to conclude that the use of such 
material and the overlapping colors and shellac 
should all to be attributed to the Spanish team’s 
interventions.

The reason why the Spanish team went for 
such a vast reconstructive intervention may 

10. Drawings were done partly in situ and partly in vienna from pictures, since he stayed on-site for only 12 days.
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have been linked to the effects of the aggressive 
cleaning carried out at the beginning of the 20th 
century using inadequate methods. The Spanish 
team must have restored paintings seriously af-
fected by the previous cleaning, on which Musil 
and Mielich had applied unifying and brighten-
ing agents, perhaps the older shellac identified 
in our analyses. Furthermore, soot from fires lit 
inside the monument must have been redepos-
ited on the surfaces before it was declared a pro-
tected cultural site.

Diagnostic Analyses
Diagnostic analyses aimed to describe the 

essential features of the paintings’ constituent 
materials, the alterations they underwent over 
time, and the chemical and physical composition 
of the substances applied during past restoration 
work (which may have interacted with the pic-
torial film). Analyses were conducted using the 
following tools: SEM microscopy, EDS analy-
sis, FTIR analysis and GS / SM analysis.

Conservation Intervention: Interior
Graphic Documentation

The painted surface was graphically docu-
mented by means of themed maps detailing ex-
ecution technique, state of preservation, previ-
ous interventions and the present intervention on 
the southern wall and lower band of the western 
wall.

Claude Vibert-Guigue’s drawings made be-
tween 1987 and 1992, and published in 2007, 
were used as a graphic base. Their high quality, 
accuracy and wealth of detail allowed the state 
of the surfaces in 1987-1992 and their current 
state to be compared. High resolution photo-
graphs supplemented Vibert-Guigue’s drawings.

Photographic Documentation and Remote 
Sensing

Before, during and after the restoration, an 
accurate photographic report of the surface con-
ditions, different phases of the intervention and 
training activity throughout this whole period 
was conducted. Uv and IR photography was 
also carried out, showing details poorly visible 
or not visible at all to the naked eye.

A thermographic survey of the entire com-
plex was conducted by Dr José Luis Lerma 
(Universidad Politécnica de valencia) in 

February 2011, in order to visualize thermal 
discontinuities in the walls of the building. The 
survey allowed the visualization of the composi-
tion of the walls hidden beneath the paint layers 
and the identification of areas which may indi-
cate the presence of voids or of possible water 
infiltration. Dr Ignacio Arce (Director, Spanish 
Archaeological Mission in Jordan) contributed 
to the project high-resolution photography, or-
thophotography of exterior elevations and 3D 
reconstructions of some of the interior spaces. 
Finally, the DoA conducted a new topographic 
survey, mapping the entire complex, and also 
carried out a laser scan of the main building in 
order to produce an accurate 3D model of the 
site to be used in future phases of the conserva-
tion project, as well as for presentation and edu-
cation purposes.

Environmental monitoring has been car-
ried out since 2010, following the installation 
of sensors throughout the building, in order 
to measure variations in temperature and rela-
tive humidity within the structure. These mea-
surements are especially useful now, follow-
ing the installation of new windows and cov-
ers that have effectively ‘sealed’ the building. 
Comparing data with the measurements during 
the year before the installation of the new win-
dows will help us to understand the effect of 
this intervention on the stability of the environ-
ment inside the building.

Collection of Marble Fragments
Many stone pieces, along with pottery frag-

ments, were discovered on the plateau in front 
of Quṣayr ‘Amra. Given their proximity to the 
building, it is safe to assume that they were orig-
inally from inside it. A grid was laid out with 
GPS, allowing the exact location of recovered 
fragments to be recorded. No excavation was 
carried out; fragments were simply collected on 
the surface. 

Because of the patina adhering to these frag-
ments, it was difficult to recover any informa-
tion about them or possible traces of previous 
intervention. After careful dry removal of inco-
herent deposits with soft brushes, an ammonium 
salt solution was used for cleaning. 

The removal of concretions allowed differ-
ent marbles to be identified, viz. (1) fine-grained, 
uniform white marble, (2) gray-veined marble 
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and (3) stratified discontinuous fragments simi-
lar to cipollino marble. 

Investigation of execution techniques al-
lowed fragments of mural and floor coverings to 
be distinguished on the basis of thickness, cramp 
signs, rounded moldings, carved edges and 
toothed chisel signs (Fig. 17). It was also possi-
ble to make a tentative identification of the back 
face of the slabs, through the presence of origi-
nal mortar residuals. A number of fragments also 
showed point, ruler and caliper signs indicating 
that the slabs, once installed, were prepared for 
incision or fretwork, or for the application of tes-
serae or inlays. 

A recording form was designed for the de-
scription of the fragments, now grouped and 
stored in containers along with the pottery finds. 
Some of them were subject to cleaning with the 
above-mentioned methods and separated on the 
basis of thickness, in order to be numbered, ex-

amined and catalogued. 
Conservation Intervention

The cleaning operations were complex and 
carried out in phases, primarily because of the 
presence of the shellac layer. This substance be-
comes irreversible with ageing and its removal 
required progressive treatments and particular 
care, in order to respect the original pictorial 
layer. 

Before cleaning, Portland cement filling the 
joints was mechanically removed where neces-
sary. 

As the very stiff and non-transpiring cotton 
that filled the lacunae had weakened the plaster, 
its removal required particular care. The cotton 
was softened with a mixture of demineralized 
water, acetone and ethanol, paying attention not 
to affect the painted surface. Once the cotton 
surface layer had softened, it was cut away small 
pieces at a time. This operation was repeated un-
til it was completely removed. Where removal 
might have damaged the painting, cotton gauze 
soaked in acrylic resin solution was applied to 
the pictorial layer (Fig. 18). This allowed the 
safe removal of cotton and ensured adhesion of 
the detached areas. Afterward, the gauze was 
taken off with organic solvents and complete 
removal of the acrylic resin was verified under 
raking light.

At the end of this operation, the borders 
were consolidated and filled with a weak mortar 
made of 2.5 parts inert materials to 1 part binder.

Adhesion faults between the plaster and ma-

17. Marble fragments collected outside the monument.

18. Careful cleaning of the mural 
paintings.
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sonry were restored using a low-pressure injec-
tion11 of low-salt, ready-mixed hydraulic mortar 
(Fig. 19). Emulsion acrylic resin was used to 
reattach small-size detachments and adhesion 
faults on the pictorial film. Before and after the 
cleaning, the painted surface underwent pH and 
electrical conductivity measurements.

The cleaning consisted of removing over-
applied substances: shellac, repaintings, older 
shellac traces and a grey-brown layer of organic 
nature.

Shellac was made soluble and completely 
removed using a mix of organic solvents includ-
ed in the solubility area of natural and synthetic 
resins. Solutions were thickened with gel12 in or-
der to allow better control of cleaning, extend 
the time exposure, improve the contact surface, 
limit solvent penetration and delay its evapora-
tion.

The grey-brown layer of organic nature was 

removed using the same pH 6 gel chelating buff-
ered solution. Furthermore, carbonate and oxa-
late concretions and soot stains were reduced by 
applying a chelating buffer solution using differ-
ent time exposures. 

Afterwards, the surface was treated with a 
Japanese paper compress soaked in 10 % pH 6 
ammonium citrate and covered with the same 
agent in carbopol for a 5 minute exposure time. 
The choice of pH of the saline solution was 
dictated by the exclusive interest in its chelat-
ing properties. The surface was then carefully 
washed with deionized water. After cleaning, 
electrical conductivity tests and pH measure-
ments were carried out to verify the complete 
removal of the saline solution.

Treatment of the Lacunae and Pictorial 
Reintegration

The reintegration of the pictorial text was 

19. Injection of mortar to 
consolidate the base of the 
painted layers.

11. Ledan TB1 by TecnoEdileToscana: low-soluble salt, 
ready-mixed, hydraulic mortar.

12. Gel solvents used for cleaning are composed as fol-
lows (for each 100ml of solution): 55ml benzyl alco-
hol, 35ml isopropyl alcohol and 10ml Ligroin, added 
to the gel prepared with 1gm Carbopol, 9ml Ethomeen 

C25 and 1ml Ethomeen C12; 70% benzyl alcohol, 
30% isopropyl alcohol. Carbopols are polyacrylic 
acids neutralized by Ethomeen C25 and C12, turning 
into salts with gel properties. Carbopol Ultrez 21 turns 
water into gel with no need for neutralization.
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aimed at re-establishing its formal and chromat-
ic features for correct legibility.

The pictorial reintegration is a critical ac-
tion. The decision to integrate a pictorial text 
depends on its state of preservation and the dam-
age it has sustained. The aim is to reconstruct 
logical threads of the image enabling its compre-
hension, legibility and potential unity, without 
erasing or hiding its conservation history.

There is a subtle balance between aesthetic 
requests and historical accuracy. The methods 
in use and their legitimacy are clearly expressed 
by Cesare Brandi (2005), founder of ISCR (pre-
viously ICR). The integration aims to reduce 
the visual disturbance caused by lacunae and 
unhomogeneous parts of the surface, consider-
ing the needs of both aesthetic and philological 
interpretation. Furthermore it must be recog-
nizable and reversible. Materials must have the 
following characteristics: reversibility, transpar-
ency, chemical / physical stability of pigments 
and binders, and minimal alteration as a result 
of ageing.

Pictorial film losses and preparatory layer 
abrasions were treated with a light transparent 
watercolor glaze to reduce optical interference. 
The color shade chosen followed the original. 
The color intensity of graffito engravings of his-
torical interest was softened using watercolor 
glazes.

Lacunae Selected for Reintegration
After long consideration following Cesare 

Brandi’s theories and with the agreement with 
of the project management team, restorable la-
cunae were identified by means of careful ex-
amination of their pictorial composition in order 
to legitimize the intervention. 

After cleaning, lacunae in preparatory lay-
ers that could be reintegrated (because the re-
construction would not be hypothetical) were 
filled to surface level using aerial mortar (binder 
to charge ratio 1:4) and then reintegrated us-
ing tratteggio (a hatching technique) (Fig. 20). 
This technique was first used by ISCR conser-
vators and has been codified by Cesare Brandi 
(Bentivoglio and Oteri 2005). Small lacunae 
in the preparatory layers were filled. The deep-
est ones were filled with a first layer of mortar 
consisting of 2 parts chalky white sand (passing 
through a 2mm mesh, but retained on a 0.5mm 

mesh), 1 part volcanic black sand (passing 
through a 2mm mesh) and 1 part slaked lime. 
The final layer of mortar, spread at the same lev-
el as the painted layer, is made of 3 parts chalky 
white sand (passing through a 0.5mm mesh) and 
1 part slaked lime. Filling was performed selec-
tively so as not to erase historical incisions or to 
exceed reintegration of the most severely dam-
aged areas, in particular on the lower part of the 
wall. Fragments of the letters preserved in the 
tabula ansata were studied by means of a relief 
drawing at 1:1 scale. Since filling was consid-
ered legitimate, according to Project epigrapher 
Frédéric Imbert’s instructions, very small lacu-
nae were restored so as to ensure continuity in 
the reading of the epigraph. Restoration could 
have been extended to larger areas, yet it was 
limited in order to preserve the historical value 
of the artwork. 

Lacunae not Selected for Reintegration
In case of lacunae that were impossible to 

integrate because the reintegration would have 
been hypothetical, the stone and original inter-
stitial mortar were cleaned. Lacunae in the origi-
nal interstitial mortar and stone unevenness were 
fixed with a mortar consisting of 5 parts siliceous 
sand (passing through a 0.5mm mesh), 1 part 
white lime powder (passing through a 0.5mm 
mesh), 1.5 parts black volcanic powder (pass-
ing through a 0.5mm mesh), ½ part grit from 
the wadi (retained on a 0.5mm mesh) and slaked 
lime. The charge to binder ratio was 2.5:1.

This composition was selected after a num-
ber of tests on samples, with the aim of ensuring 
that it was distinguishable at close range from 
the original mortar. 

Change in Iconography
Lunettes: Human Figures 

The iconography of the two figures in the 
lunettes besides the window has changed com-
pletely after the cleaning intervention (Figs. 21 
and 22).

Before intervention, one of the arms of the 
figure on the left, joining his knee to his face, 
was extraordinarily long. The other, leaning 
against his hip, was out of proportion.

 In the same manner, the garments outlined 
an unintelligible leg position. Repainting, re-
moval and cleaning revealed a left arm more in 
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20. An example of tratteggio used 
to improve the visibility of 
detail.

21. Lunette (before conservation). 22. Lunette (after conservation).
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proportion with the rest of the body. One of the 
sleeves follows the elbow profile and is raised 
from the figure’s chest, while the right arm 
(completely misunderstood by the previous in-
tervention) is in reality bent, supporting the head 
of the figure. 

The legs, once crossed, are now close to-
gether and both feet are visible, though frag-
mented (Fig. 23).

The change in iconography is also clear on 
the right side of the lunette. The original scene 
showed a figure joining his fingers around his 
knees, with one arm in the foreground and the 
other hidden behind his chest but outlined by the 
sleeve. 

This interpretation was proved to be wrong 
when cleaning revealed an arm bent behind the 
figure’s head, which rests over a pillow that was 
invisible before intervention (Fig. 24). Feet were 
also discovered, one of which was completely 
illegible before the intervention.

The two characters ‒ usually considered as 
allegoric figures ‒ provided us with two more 
unexpected (given the state of conservation of 
the painting) details, viz. two Greek inscriptions 
painted on dry plaster (secco technique) upon 
the blue background. 

The I and C (possibly O) letters are legible 
on the left side, with OΝAC on the right side. 
This latter discovery suggests the character’s 

possible identification as the prophet Jonah. 
This hypothesis is confirmed by several repre-
sentations of the prophet lying under a tree that 
God miraculously provided for him as a shelter 
after he succeeded in converting the inhabitants 
of the city of Nineveh13. The image of Jonah 
sleeping under a tree with his arm bent behind 
his head was known from the 2nd century and is 
often depicted on Christian sarcophagi, mosaic 
decorations and catacomb mural paintings, both 
in the Roman area and its provinces (Milburn 
1988: 62-64)14. Moreover, the fact that at least 
the character on the right is male has been con-
firmed by the discovery of traces of a beard. 

The curve of the lunette is further marked 
by representations of trees, foliage and flowers. 

13. Book of Jonah, Chapter 4, Verses 5-6: “So Jonah went 
out of the city, and sat on the east side of the city, and 
there made him a booth, and sat under it in the shadow, 
till he might see what would become of the city. And the 
LORD God prepared a gourd, and made it to come up 
over Jonah, that it might be a shadow over his head, to 
deliver him from his grief. So Jonah was exceeding glad 

of the gourd.” The story is also mentioned in the Qur’an, 
in Sura 37 (as-Sâffât), 146: “And we caused to grow, 
over him, a spreading plant of the gourd kind”.

14. Cf. for example, a floor mosaic in Aquileia, wall paint-
ings in the catacombs of via Latina and Saint Callistus in 
Rome, sarcophagi in Saint Maria Antiqua in Rome, and 
the vatican Museums, vatican City.

23. Detail of left character with inscription.
24. Detail of ‘Jonah’s’ head with inscription.

25. Upper inscription (before conservation).
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The tree may have a more direct significance in 
the interpretation of the right figure as Jonah, as 
mentioned above.

Dedicatory Inscription at the Top of the Lunette
At the top of the lunette, above the window, 

an inscription was detected but was illegible 
owing to the conservation condition of the wall 
(Fig. 25).

During previous restoration, following the 
usual treatment with shellac, this area was re-
painted but only a few letters were revealed, while 
the rest of them and the text as a whole remained 
obscure. The frame around the inscription, out-
lined in black, was identified as a repainting and 
removed during the autumn 2011 season.

By cleaning this area under Imbert’s su-
pervision, three lines of text consisting of half-
preserved words were identified (Fig. 26). Their 
white / light yellow color is similar to the pigment 
used for the Greek inscriptions relating to the two 
characters painted at the sides of the window. The 
epigraph was clearly painted upon the blue back-
ground and foliage (barely visible) during the last 
phase of decorative work in this area.

The loss of pictorial film left clear marks 
and allowed the almost complete identification 
of the missing letters. The words are in Kufic 
script, without diacritical marks. This, and the 
poor state of preservation of some letters make 
reading and interpretation quite difficult. A pre-
liminary reading by F. Imbert is as follows:
(1) O God, make al-Walīd b. Yazīd virtuous the 

way you did with your
(2) pious servants! Surround him with the fresh-

ness of mercy, O Lord of the worlds
(3) and for your community, eternal … the reli-

gion the day of … all the …
Line 1: Ṣalāḥiyya Ṣalāḥ(“goodness”; “right-

ness”) could also be ṣāliḥāt (“the good works 
and deeds”). This line is based on the repetition 
of the Arabic root ṢLḤ (aṣliḥ […] ṣalāhiyya 
Ṣalāḥ). In fact, the presence of the article is 
strange. At the end of the line, the letter dāl of 
‘ibād (“servants”) is not present. This is exactly 
what Jaussen and Savignac saw in 1909 (Jaussen 
and Savignac 1922: 99, fig. 18, n. 4).

Line 2: The second word is problematic: 
there is only one round letter after the article al- 
and this could not be read as mufliḥīn (“lucky”; 
“fortunate”) without the letter mīm. On the first 
photographs taken during the cleaning itself, 
there is a little tip appearing on the top of the 
round letter, like the drawing of a ṣāḍ in little 
proportions: it could be possible to read ṣāliḥīn 
(“pious”) in old scriptio defectiva. The follow-
ing expression looks strange, but the shape of 
the letters is quite clear: aḥīṭ-hi bi-bard raḥma 
(“surround him with the freshness of mercy”). 
In Arabic grammar, we should have aḥiṭ and not 
aḥīṭ and the verb is commonly followed by the 
Arabic particle bi-15. At the end of the line, the 
word walī (lord) is preceded by the vocative yā’ 
in scriptio defectiva.

Line 3: Li-ummati-ka is clear (“for your 
community”). The word after it could be read as 
the Arabic root Khuld (“eternity”), but the letter 
lām seems too short. Other readings are possi-
ble as jund (“army”) or jayyid (“good”) but the 
meaning is not guaranteed. The last part of the 
line is not readable; we can only recognise let-
ters with no clear meaning.

The Walid’s inscription is not an official in-
scription. It has been painted in a place where 
it was quite invisible to the visitors, away from 
ground level. It is possible that this inscription is 
‘private’, being an invocation to God in favour 
of a man called al-Walīd b. Yazīd. It is painted 
with close attention to its execution, but with 
smaller dimensions than the letters of the tabula 
ansata. The text of al-Walid had without any 
doubt a propitiatory value: to attract God’s grace 
towards the prince al-Walid. The mention of the 
name of al-Walīd b. Yazīd helps us to date the 

15. The invocation Allāhumma adhiq-nā bard ʿafwi-ka is 
well known in Islam: “O God make us taste the fresh-

ness of your forgiveness”.

26. Upper inscription (after conservation).
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inscription to the Umayyad period.

The text is not a construction text. It does 
not help us to date the building of the bathhouse 
of Quṣayr ‘Amra or the paintings16. The only 
historical element in the whole inscription is the 
name, which consists of a single isim (surname) 
and nasab (name of the father) and is not fol-
lowed by any mention of the titles of the cal-
iph. Such titles are well known and are repeated 
on a number of epigraphic texts mentioning the 
Umayyad caliphs17, e.g. ‘abid d-allah (“the serv-
ant of God”) and amīr al-mu’minīn (“prince of 
the believers”).

At our present state of knowledge, which is 
still tentative, we should not attempt to provide 
a fixed date for this epigraphic text. In fact, the 
clear mention of al-Walid in the inscription does 
not provide a date for the paintings during the 
reign of caliph al-Walid II (743-744 AD). This 
leads us to believe that the text refers to prince al-
Walīd b. Yazīd, during the long reign of Hisham 
b. Abd el-Malik and before his accession to the 
throne. This hypothesis may date the text, but 
not necessarily the building, to the years of 
Hisham’s reign, between 723 and 743 AD.  This 
interpretation would accord with the previous-
ly proposed reading of the inscriptions painted 
over the representation of the person seated on 
the throne on the back wall of the throne room, 

which mentions a “crown prince of the Muslim 
men and women” (waliy ‘ahid al-muslimīn wal-
muslimāt). It also agrees with the text found in 
the eastern aisle, which mentions a prince18. The 
cleaning of this latter text will be of fundamental 
importance, as it may then be possible to demon-
strate conclusively that Quṣayr ‘Amra belonged 
to prince al-Walīd b. Yazīd.

Peacocks and Inscriptions
The tail of the peacock on the right was 

clearly subject to formal transformation and had 
been incorrectly interpreted by previous inter-
ventions (Figs. 27 and 28). A fragment of plaster 
just under the windowsill suggests that the sym-
metrical peacocks’ tails would have converged 
on the centre of the composition, parallel to the 
upper corner of the drapery. After cleaning, the 
peacock on the left revealed a bent wing, hidden 
by background repainting in light blue. Traces 
of preparatory drawings for the feet of both pea-
cocks also appeared, but these were painted in a 
different position during the intervention carried 
out in the 1970s.

A localized cleaning test was run on the 
APA inscription, in order to confirm the correct 
interpretation of the legible letters. The final A 
turned out to be an I and a C, supporting the hy-
pothesis that the complete inscription was origi-

27. Right peacock and Nike inscription (before 
conservation).

28. Right peacock and Nike inscription (after conservation).

16. Such an inscription is found on the paintings of the 
Christian church of Mar Mûsa in Syria where we read: 
Khal(l)aṣ al-muṣawwa(i)r […] (“the painting is over”).

17. See the Muwaqqar capital in ‘Ammān Museum, with 
the title belonging to Yazid, his father.

18. Allāhumma bārik ʿalā al-amīr [...] “O God, bless the 
prince…”. The reading that we propose was made on 
the basis of photographs and sketches made by C. vib-
ert-Guigue.
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nally XAPIC (Kharis) (Fowden 2004: 191-193; 
Vibert-Guigue and Bisheh 2007: pl. 26). 

Wall Intermediate Band: Central Scene 
The main scene of the composition por-

trays a central figure lying on a sofa, sheltered 
by a tent. Other figures stand at his side. Two 
peacocks and Greek inscriptions complete the 
scene. More accurate cleaning partly clarified its 
iconography.

The central figure, considered female by 
previous scholars, turned out to be a male with 
a beard. Presumably, it is a portrait of the man 
who commissioned the building, now supposed 
to be Walid II, perhaps ‒ in view of the short 
(14 months) duration of his reign ‒ when he still 
was a prince. Unfortunately, the figure’s face is 
severely damaged and large, deep lacunae reach 
the stone underneath. After cleaning, the pipe 
held in his right hand turned out to be thinner. 

On the left, a female character (possibly a 
slave girl) was previously interpreted as holding 
a pole up inside the tent. Removal of repaint-
ing from the tent above the central figure’s head 
showed a flabellum decorated with peacock’s 
feathers being waved by the woman. Over the 
flabellum, the lower edge of the tent above the 
characters’ heads is bordered by a piece of deep 
blue sky. 

The pictorial film of the flabellum pole ap-
pears to be very incomplete, even though its 
mark is visible on the lapis lazuli background. 
Repainting during the 1970s intervention length-
ened the pole and hid its original head. The hair 
of the maidservant holding the flabellum ap-
peared to be similar to that of the two women 
painted under the arch of the eastern aisle. It can 
be seen where the most superficial pictorial lay-
ers have fallen, leaving a typical mark on the 
blue background. The preparatory drawing of 
the hands ‒ strengthened by previous repainting 
‒ is now visible as it was originally. After clean-
ing, fragments of pink pictorial film to the left of 
the bed leg were identified as belonging to the 
lower edge of maidservant’s dress.

Beneath the altered repainting, the tent re-
vealed weaving rich in details. The tent is made 
of a square-patterned weave, crossed by diago-

nals from left to right and from top to bottom. 
On careful observation, the weaving turned out 
to consist of two different units. These are both 
formed by black rectangles containing a number 
of smaller red ones. The vertical lines of the tent 
converge on the central top, which is unfortu-
nately lost. 

Cleaning revealed some preservation of the 
blanket. It is rich in legible details, but unfor-
tunately most of their original three-dimension-
al tones have been lost19. The heavy outlines 
were removed and replaced by thinner ones. 
The original decoration consists of an orange 
background, upon which lozenges with white, 
upwards-pointing arrows were painted. Some of 
the arrows have been blackened by alteration of 
the original color and are no longer visible from 
a distance. This detail adds information to the 
classification of the textile materials represent-
ed in the pictorial cycle. Hitherto, only the blue 
details of the blanket had been considered. The 
edges of the lozenges are alternatively decorated 
with blue and white elements.

Cleaning the main character’s legs, a blue 
garment decorated with white circles and little 
inverted ‘v’ decorations was discovered. The 
legs are quite three-dimensional and cast a shad-
ow on the mattress below, giving the image an 
unexpected naturalistic perspective. The left 
foot ‒ which had been interpreted in a different 
manner by the repainting ‒ is now plainly visible 
and well proportioned. Many decorative details 
of the mattress have been lost, yet blue areas are 
still visible at the lower edge of the blanket and 
by the foot. 

Complete cleaning of the two characters 
to the left of the central figure was also carried 
out. They seem to be male figures, pointing their 
right hands at the central character in a specific 
gesture. Because of a medium-sized lacuna, it is 
difficult to understand the rear figure’s attitude. 
This character is wearing a Phrygian headdress 
and his raised forefinger and deep blue garment 
are still clearly visible. The character on the 
right in the central scene, behind them, had been 
interpreted as a man standing and almost joining 
his hands on his chest, with half-open fingers. 
Cleaning has revealed the real position of the 

19. All types of textile materials represented in the picto-
rial cycle were identified in Vibert-Guigue and Bisheh 

2007: pls 148 -149. The ornamental pattern of the blan-
ket is shown in picture 9.
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hands: he holds a stylus in his right hand and is 
using it to write symbols ‒ perhaps letters ‒ on 
the open scroll in his left hand. Just by his left 
hand, a round object ‒ probably an inkpot ‒ has 
been exposed. His garment has rich decoration, 
similar to that of other characters (Fig. 29).

Inscription in the Tabula Ansata
The tabula ansata is located between the 

main figurative scene and the band decorated 
with wheels and plants. It is rectangular and 
framed by perspective dentils. The tabula an-
sata was never repainted during the previous 
interventions, even though a thick shellac layer 
hindered its full understanding. Cleaning has 
clarified the initial part of the first two lines 
and revealed many fragments of the letters on 
the rest of the tabula. Its conservation status 
has been badly jeopardized and prevents com-
plete reconstruction of the text, even though 
fragments seem to coincide with the letters of 
the bismmallāh formula (Fig. 30). A tentative 
translation made by F. Imbert is as follows:

(1) In the name of God, the most gracious, 
the most merciful. There is no god except 

(2) God, unique and with no associates... 
(3) God ... God ... 

This is the most prestigious inscription in 
the bathhouse. It was facing the entrance door 
and we can imagine that this large, painted, 
monumental inscription was one of the first 
things to be seen by visitors entering the build-
ing. This inscription, visible from afar, was a 
reminder to visitors that they were entering an 
Islamic building belonging to a Muslim ruler. 

The text consists of traditional Islamic formu-
las, commonly found in Arabic inscriptions of 
the Umayyad period (661-750), cf. the exam-
ple from Samakh in Palestine, south of Tiberias 
(Sharon 1966: 367-372). The identification of 
some letters at the beginning of Line 1 helped 
us to put forward a translation, despite the bad 
condition of the inscription. The only word that 
can be read without difficulty is the name of 
God (Allāh), which is repeated at least three 
times in the text. We are able to read the word 
ar-Raḥmān (the Merciful) but only have the def-
inite article of al-Raḥīm (the Compassionate). 
This expression, according to the well-known 
formula, is followed by the shahādah, the 
Muslim declaration of belief, in two parts. The 
first part, lā ilāha illāl lāh (“there is no god but 
God”) could be identified at the end of the first 
line (only a lām-alif letter and an isolated alif 
and lām) and the beginning of the second line, 
where we find the word Allāh. After this we 
find the declaration of oneness of God. From 
the word waḥdahu, we only have the wāw and 
ḥā’, and a part of final dāl. Also, it is possi-
ble to read the first letters of the expression lā 
sharīka lahu (“no associate”), viz. a lam-alif, 
then a shīn and a final rā’. The rest of the text 
is unreadable. We assume that the legible part 
was followed by the expression of the accept-
ance of the Muhammad as God’s prophet but 
we can’t be sure. This epigraphic text was per-
haps ended with a date, which is often found in 
this type of official inscription.

The inscription in the tabula ansata is noth-
ing more than a monumental inscription dating 
to the Umayyad period; the most important thing 
about it is that it is painted and not engraved. 
very few inscriptions of this type are known 
in the Islamic world. One of the few examples 
known was found on the wall of the audience 
hall of the bathhouse of Ḥammām as-Sarāḥ, 
some kilometres from Quṣayr ‘Amra, close to 
the Umayyad palace of Ḥallabāt (Imbert forth-
coming). Both are painted texts located in the 
same part of the audience hall, in front of the 

 29. Central panel (after conservation).

30. Copy of the surviving tabula ansata inscription. 
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entrance. In Quṣayr ‘Amra, the length of the let-
ter alif is 9m, just as at Ḥammām as-Sarāḥ20. In 
summary, these characters belong to the regis-
ter of painted archaic monumental Kufic. The 
only known examples have been found in the 
Jordanian steppe east of ‘Ammān, at Ḥammām 
as-Sarāḥ and al-Kharrānah (painted in black ink 
on the wall in 710 AD), and in the paintings at 
Quṣayr ‘Amra. The concentration of painted 
texts in palaces and bathhouses in the bādiyyah 
shows the important role played by this region 
in the development of Arabic script, especially 
during the Umayyad period.

Investigation of the Faux Marble of the Low-
er Band 

The whole west aisle of the Quṣayr ‘Amra 
reception hall is decorated with stylized patterns 
on the lower band. The south wall shows this 
horizontal partition too. Under the tabula ansa-
ta, bordered with a 4cm high colorful modillion 
pattern, there are 7.5cm wide monochromatic 
linear dividers with a 22.5cm high ornate band 
with joined circular phytomorphic volutes. The 
largest part is simply painted as faux marble. 
Imitation proconnesian marble stands out with 
raking and specular shaded veins, alternating 
with red porphyry pilasters surmounted by Co-
rinthian capitals. The pilasters frame an insert 
with a yellow marmor numidicum (giallo an-
tico) background and a circular inlay with a sec-
tilia (marble mosaic) of different colors in the 
centre. The only layer of bright colored and fiber 
reinforced plaster is flat and the surface is prob-
ably polished (Fig. 31).

The discovery of numerous marble fragments, 
that once covered the walls and floor of the monu-
ment, has allowed us to define the types of stone 
that inspired the painters’ composition. 

The circle and flower patterned decoration on 
the frame running from the side walls up to the 
vault is the same of imitation marble. After the 
intervention, it proved to be very similar to re-
liefs found inside other Umayyad palaces such as 
Hisham’s Palace and Khirbet al-Mafjar21 (Fig. 32).

Site Management Planning 

The site of Quṣayr ‘Amra was added to 
the World Heritage List in 1985 (ref. 327) un-
der criteria i, iii and iv of the World Heritage 
Convention (http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/327). 
The nomination dossier did not include a site 
management plan, nor clear definitions of site 
boundaries. In fact, the nomination dossier only 
discusses the main building and its paintings, ig-

20. The inscription at Ḥammām as-Sarāḥ is in very poor 
condition. It measures 345 x 125 cm and consists of 11 
lines and some 35 meters of text, written on 45 stones 
of the wall (without any kind of frame).

21. Visible in situ and in fragments conserved at the 
Rockefeller Museum, Jerusalem (Marie-José Mano, 
pers. comm.).

31. The faux marble area (before conservation).

32. The faux marble area (after conservation).
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noring the presence of a vast complex of ancil-
lary sites, all of which are related to the original 
establishment of the quṣayr. 
These sites include (from west to east):
(1) A number of small structures on the edge 

of a slope overlooking Wādī al-Buṭum;
(2) A ruined qaṣr that was damaged by bull-

dozing in or around 1996; 
(3) A possible mosque, of which only foun-

dations remain (this mosque may also be 
interpreted as a ‘desert mosque’, that was 
never intended to be completed as a built 
structure) (Genequand 2002);

(4) Hydraulic features, including a diverting 
dam and perhaps a canal, much disturbed 
by the construction of a water basin in re-
cent years; 

(5) A square building or tower, midway be-
tween the qaṣr and the quṣayr;

(6) Traces of two rectangular structures to the 
north (near the visitor center), with a con-
centration of loose glass tesserae near the 
surface;

(7) A cistern not far from the present visitors’ 
car park; 

(8) Traces of structures to the east of the 
quṣayr;

(9) A long wall bisected by the ‘Ammān - Az-
raq highway;

(10) Stone blocks to the south of the wadi, 
south of the quṣayr; 

(11) Another wall and a second sāqiyya to the 
east of the ‘Ammān - Azraq highway. 

The 1971-1974 plan prepared by the Span-
ish team working at the site also showed a num-
ber of structures on the plateau between the ru-
ined qaṣr and Quṣayr ‘Amra. All of these sites 
seem to belong to the same period of construc-
tion as Quṣayr ‘Amra, viz. the early 8th century 
AD. A number of recent studies have stressed 
the importance of these remains for gaining a 
better understanding of Quṣayr ‘Amra and its 
function(s) (Vibert-Guigue and Bisheh 2007; 
Genequand 2002). The perimeter wall that can 
be seen north and east of the main building, for 
example, might define the limits of a paradeisos, 
a garden in the tradition of Classical as well as 
Byzantine and early Islamic cultures (Vibert-
Guigue 1998). Quṣayr ‘Amra might have been 
used as a lodge for the caliph, while the ruined 
qaṣr and other structures were perhaps built for 

the use of guests, servants and soldiers. More 
studies and investigations are necessary before 
these hypotheses can be consolidated, but the 
more pressing matter is the protection of these 
sites, which were left outside the fenced area. 

Disturbances and Threats 
These remains were either separated from the 
main building (with the construction of the 
‘Ammān-Azraq highway thirty years ago), or 
have been bulldozed or vandalized without ap-
parent reason. Moreover, the recent construction 
of a water reservoir 200m above the main site is 
a threat that should not be underestimated, since 
this reservoir can hold up to 40,000 cubic meters 
of water. A serious flash flood could compromise 
its embankments and release the water towards 
the site. More serious still is the 2011 construc-
tion of an earth dam 300 meters wide just above 
the junction of Wādī al-Ḥarth with Wādī al-
Buṭum, at a distance of 2 km from the site. This 
effectively blocks all water flowing into Wādī 
al-Buṭum from this important tributary wadi, 
which supplies two-thirds of Wādī al-Buṭum’s 
discharge.
Quṣayr ‘Amra is located on a wadi with a sub-
stantial stands of buṭum trees (Pistacia atlantica), 
some of which may be centuries old. The wadi 
can carry a large amount of water and, in fact, 
a flood occurred in 1994 when the site was sub-
merged under 70cm of water. 
The main disturbances in the vicinity of the site 
are: 
(1) Illegal quarries 2km west of the site. Al-

though it has been claimed that these quar-
ries have been stopped, it seems that some 
quarrying activity is still taking place; 

(2) A Ministry of Agriculture well and other 
installations to the north-east, and a private 
farm to the south of the site. These have 
scarred the desert surface to plant trees (now 
dead) and install irrigation pipes;

(3)  Dirt tracks to access the farms and quarries; 
(4) The ‘Ammān-Azraq highway, which bisects 

the site, separating the second sāqiyya and 
wall remnants from the rest of the site; 

(5) A large water reservoir 200m west of the 
site; 

(6) A dam on Wādī al-Ḥarth, 2km upstream, 
and at least two more check dams on Wādī 
al-Buṭum, 2-3km upstream;
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(7) A long berm along a dirt track delineating 

the north end of the site. It is difficult to un-
derstand when, by whom and for what pur-
pose this berm was built. One hypothesis is 
that it was made by the Ministry of Agricul-
ture to define the nature reserve of Wādī al-
Buṭum;

(8) Paths leading visitors to the main building; 
(9) Bulldozing of the qaṣr 500m west of the 

main site. This seems to have taken place 
around 1996 and may have been linked to 
the construction of the paths mentioned 
above;

(10) An electricity line 400m east of the main 
building, along the ‘Ammān-Azraq high-
way;

(11) Another electricity line, this time buried, 
has disturbed the site passing between the 
second sāqiyya and the ‘Ammān-Azraq 
highway, bisecting the wall remnants just 
north of the second sāqiyya. 

(12) Vandalism to the second sāqiyya, which 
photos taken by the Spanish team after 
the excavation and conservation of 1971-
1974 show to have been good condition, 
but which today is an unrecognizable pile 
of rubble. This site was originally fenced, 
but the fence has either been stolen or taken 
down; only a few remnants are still visible.

It is clear that there has been very little co-
ordination between the various Departments and 
Ministries in the past. Public works proceeded in 
the form of highway construction without prop-
er archaeological assessments; the same can be 
said of the Ministry of Agriculture experimental 
station, water reservoir and the establishment 
of a nature reserve. The Ministry of Tourism’s 

paths and tree planting schemes were unsuccess-
ful and have contributed to make the original 
landscape more difficult to recognize. This is all 
compounded by active threats to the main site 
itself, especially the vandalism and graffiti that 
remain the most serious threat to the integrity 
and authenticity of the site (Fig. 33).

All this calls for the urgent establishment of 
a management and conservation plan, which the 
Project is carrying out using a participatory ap-
proach with full involvement of all stakehold-
ers. A team consisting of heritage specialists and 
DoA staff was formed, with the aim not only of 
compiling an operational management plan, but 
also of providing elements to define the limits 
of the World Heritage site, as well as suggesting 
improved presentation and visitor management 
for the site. Two stakeholder meetings were con-
ducted in April and June 2012, and other consul-
tations will take place during the course of the 
project.

Students from the Queen Rania Institute of 
Tourism and Heritage at Hashemiya University 
participated in a one-week survey aimed at un-
derstanding visitor behavior and desiderata at 
the site. The survey will be repeated in future 
season at the site.

Conclusions
The first three seasons of documentation and 

conservation at Quṣayr ‘Amra have achieved 
important results: the exterior of the building 
is now conserved, water infiltration has been 
stopped and the monument shows a more bal-
anced palette of color and shadow. Inside, con-
dition assessment and analyses have allowed the 
recognition of the original painting techniques 
used by the Umayyad artists, as well as the ma-
terials applied in recent interventions. various 
experiments have allowed methodologies to be 
defined in order to reduce or eliminate the re-
painting and layers of shellac applied in the last 
century to protect the site, but which now pose a 
real threat to the conservation of the mural paint-
ings. The results are extraordinary, not only be-
cause it has been demonstrated that apparently 
irreversible conservation interventions can at 
least be reduced in their negative effects, but also 
because of the surprising presence of layers of 
original paint that can still be read and interpret-
ed. The changes in iconography and the discov-33. Vandalism in the alcove room.
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ery of previous unknown details and inscriptions 
have added to the scientific and historic impor-
tance of the monument (Fig. 34). This work will 
continue is future seasons, in an effort to return 
the monument to stable conservation conditions 
with the care and protection it deserves. 
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During the 1st / 7th century, the town of 
Jarash faced challenges related to earthquakes 
(in 633 and 6591), plague (Black Death2) and 
invasion (Persians in 614 and 628; Arabs in 
14 / 636). It would be normal to assume that 
these events shook the town, but no sudden 
social facture occurred. Subsequently, during 
the 2nd / 8th century, Jarash developed ‒ albeit 
slowly ‒ both economically and socially. Urban 
transformations occurred with the construction 
of a new mosque near the tetrakionia (Walmsley 
and Damgaard 2005) and the conversion of 
Antique temples and theatres into trading and 
artisanal establishments. The northern chambers 
of the Antique hippodrome racecourse at Jarash 
were originally warehouses; their transforma-
tion took place at that time.

The monumental study of the hippodrome 
conducted by A. Ostrasz and I. Kehrberg 
between 1984 and 1996 revised our knowledge 
of this site and its history. Unfortunately, the 
extent of the damage to the stands and the 
technical difficulties of the excavation made it 
hard for them to thoroughly explore the remains 
of the rooms dedicated to craft activities in that 
area. To resolve this issue, we conducted four 
excavation seasons between 2006 and 2009 with 
the help of the Department of Antiquities and 
IFPO ‘Ammān. These seasons concentrated on 
hippodrome rooms E1 to E7 (north-east) and W2 
to W18 (north-west). The rooms excavated by A. 
Ostrasz and I. Kehrberg between 1984 and 1996 
were re-examined to create a new plan, while as 
yet unexplored rooms were exposed for the first 
time. The only archaeological material available 
for study was that recovered during the four 

LATEST FIELD STUDY OF THE JARASH HIPPODROME: BYZANTINE 
- UMAYYAD DYEING WORKSHOPS (E1-E7 AND W2-W18)

Fanny Bessard, Julie Bonnéric and Olivier Callot

recent field seasons. This project enabled new 
hypotheses to be formulated regarding the nature 
of the north-east and north-west chambers of 
the hippodrome. The chronology of the remains 
was also established more accurately, thereby 
enhancing our understanding of the building. 
These excavations resulted in the discovery of 
sixteen dyeing workshops (rooms E1 - E7 and 
W2 - W18), dating from the 1st / 7th and 2nd / 
8th centuries (Fig. 1). 

Study of the workshops highlighted three 
types of occupation: some were totally levelled, 
others were re-arranged and some were built 
ex nihilo. Although dating is not easy, these 
workshops are mostly associated with the 
Byzantine - Umayyad transition (1st / 7th and 2nd 

/ 8th centuries). various data lead us to believe 
that these Antique and Mediaeval workshops 
were dedicated to dyeing, rather than to tanning 
as suggested in the past (Kehrberg and Ostrasz 
1997).

Planning: Three Types of Workshop
The workshops discovered north and 

north-west of the hippodrome racecourse 
show similarities in shape and organisation. In 
rooms E1 to E7 (north-east) and W2 to W18, 
the workshops were built after the original 
Roman floor had been dug out. Their shape is 
rectangular (9m east-west x 3.5m north-south) 
or trapezoidal (9.2 - 10.1m east-west x 4.15m 
north and 3.1m south) depending on their 
location within the hippodrome. In most cases, 
the original Roman door was narrowed with 
the construction of a second door. Door-steps, 
the lower part of door-jambs and hinges are 

1. Some private homes discovered by M. Gawlikowsky 
were destroyed during earthquakes (Gawlikowski 1986).

2. Close to 200 people were buried in rooms W2 and W3 
of the racecourse. 
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1. General plan of the hippodrome.

the only remains of these second doors. The 
workshops are fitted with basins, work benches 
and a main cistern. Depending on the nature of 
the flooring, each workshop can be divided into 
two distinct sections: (1) the entrance and (2) the 
back of the room. The former is characterised 
by paving, while bare soil is typical of the latter. 
Nevertheless, the different workshops differ in 
their planning and organisation. Three types 
of planning can be identified on the basis of 
architectural characteristics.

First, some workshops were abandoned 
following total or partial destruction (W2, E4 
and E6). Workshop W2 was mostly destroyed 
(Fig. 2). The walls of these workshops are mostly 
‘identified’ by their absence in the different 

terracotta floors. Three areas of bedrock remain 
in basin B: two along the northern wall and one 
to the east. Of the southern wall of basin D, 
the foundations of the terracotta wall used to 
‘double’ it are all that remains. It is clear that 
these facilities were abandoned and destroyed 
without being re-occupied later.

Elsewhere, other workshops (E7, E5 and 
W6) underwent partial reorganisation, indicating 
certain behavioural changes. E5 and W6 seem 
to have been abandoned first and were then 
refurbished. E5 (Fig. 3) seems to have been 
occupied during two stages. Modifications to 
basins A and B, the construction of basin C and 
the refurbishment of basin F help to distinguish 
between these two stages. Reinforcement of 

2. Aerial view of chamber W2.
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3. Aerial view of chambers E5, E6 
and E7.

4. Aerial view of chambers W14 
and W15.

the room with pillars made of shaped blocks in 
the north-east and south-east corners are also 
evidence for the second stage. Furthermore 
basins A and B, and their workbenches all 
show signs of previous use. As first constructed 
they formed two large basins, fitted with a 
drain that was subsequently blocked during 
the construction of the workbench for basin A. 
Remains of terracotta flooring visible along the 
edge of the western wall of the workbench (basin 

B) must have belonged to the original flooring, 
further highlighting two phases of use. Basin C 
is located along the southern wall. Its eastern 
side matches the small ‘doubling’ blocks of ba-
sin B; we can conclude that it was built during 
the second phase. Basin F and its workbench, 
located in the north-east corner of the room, 
show signs of prior use; the dimensions of the 
original basin remain unknown. A drain at the 
base of the workbench and signs of daubing in 
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the north-east corner of the Roman wall behind 
the counterfort are also visible.

Most of the workshops (W7 to W18) were 
established in a single episode without obvious 
refurbishing. W14 (Fig. 4) is good example of 
this. The workshops built ex nihilo consisted of 
a paved area with two to four shallow basins. 
The walls and bottom of the basin were covered 
with terracotta tiles sealed with mortar and fitted 
with a drain. A small gutter was made to empty 
water from each basin; these gutters usually 
lead to a large hole near the workshops’ Roman 
doorway. Each basin faces a large cistern that is 
either built-in or consists of large terracotta jars. 
The paved entrance leads to an area of bare soil 
towards the back of the room. This area typically 
has between one and five basins associated with 
a tilted workbench (covered with a thick layer 
of calcite) and one to five cisterns (built-in or 
terracotta jars), which are often sealed with 
small blocks and mortar.

Although the general layout of workshops 
E7 to W18 is almost identical, viz. two separate 
work spaces - one paved and the other bare 
soil, some characteristics are worth mentioning. 
The eastern workshops (E1 - E7) and western 
workshops (W2 and W6) have more cisterns in 
that part of the room consisting of bare soil (up 
to seven in E7 and six in W6). Such workshops 
were mostly destroyed (E4, E6 and W2) or 
extensively refurbished (E5, E7 and W5). On 
the other hand, the western workshops built ex 
nihilo (W7 - W18) differ in organisation. There 
are fewer cisterns grouped in the secondary 
part of the workshop (just one in the case of 
workshop W9), whereas deep basins fitted with 
workbenches are more numerous.

Purpose: Dyeing or Tanning?
Since the equipment of these workshops 

is very similar to that of dyeing workshops, 
it is reasonable to conclude they were used 
for the processing and dyeing of fabrics. Our 
understanding of the set-up for dyeing is based 
on three very well-documented workshops: at 
the Isthmia sanctuary in the Peloponnesus (4th 
– 3rd centuries BC), Gaza (5th – 6th centuries 
AD) and the Jarash macellum (late 5th century 
and 1rd / 7th century).

The Isthmia dyeing workshop was 
established on a headland (Karadara 1961). It 

comprised a basin (1.25 x 0.9 m x 0.8 m deep) 
and cisterns (0.75 m Ø and ~0.6 m deep) with 
dimensions close to that of the Jarash hippodrome. 
Archaeologists interpreted the trapezoidal basin 
as having been used for cleaning wool arranged 
on skeins. Detergents were used to remove oils 
and waterproof pectins from the wool before 
dyeing. Two circular cisterns cut into the ground 
retain traces of calcite. They were probably used 
to soak and dye fabrics using soluble pigments 
(murex red) in an alkaline medium (soda, ash or 
lime). The Jarash macellum dyeing workshop, 
occupying tabernae 10 and 11 (Uscatescu and 
Martin-Bueno 1997), and that of Gaza also 
consist of basins and cisterns with similar 
dimensions and functions (Ovadiah 1969).

Archaeological discoveries such as these 
help us to better understand the organisation of 
work within the Jarash hippodrome workshops. 
Fabrics were cleaned at the entrance to the 
workshop. The paved area consisted of cisterns 
that were used as soap baths. The fabrics or 
textile fibres were soaked in order to get rid 
of all grit, grease and waterproof pectins. The 
basins were used to rinse the fibres; this explains 
why they were fitted with drains leading to 
an underground cistern under the workshop 
entrance. Waste-water was absorbed into the 
ground by capillary action. Fabric dyeing took 
place simultaneously, towards the back of the 
workshop. The underground cisterns, sealed 
with small blocks covered with a thick insulating 
coating for better thermal inertia, were probably 
used to prepare the dye; powdered tinctorial 
plants could be soaked there. The basins were 
used to dye the fibres and fabrics.

Even though the Jarash workshops have 
nothing in common with the tanning workshops 
discovered at Pompeii, Saepinum (1st century) 
and Liberchies in Belgium (2nd century), or 
with those still in use at Meknes in Morocco 
(Leguilloux 2004: 42-54), Kehrberg’s initial 
1984 - 1996 study of the workshops interpreted 
rooms E7 - W18 as workshops used for tanning 
rather than for dyeing (Kehrberg and Ostrasz 
1997). Tanning, as opposed to dyeing, workshops 
would have required large quantities of water, 
plenty of space and heavy equipment, usually 
manifested in the form of large cisterns used to 
prepare the skins.

The Pompeii workshop consists of an internal 
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courtyard and indoor room (Leguilloux 2004: 
46-50). The courtyard was used for the removal 
of hair and the soaking and heating of skins to 
preserve the dermis. The skins were soaked in 
wooden tubs of clear water and macerated in 
baths of organic matter (urine and faeces) to get 
rid of all blood, hair and muscular or adipose 
tissue. After being thoroughly rinsed a number 
of times, the skins were epilated using peloirs 
(knives without cutting edges). The indoor room 
was fitted with fifteen tanning cisterns to fix the 
leather without affecting the structure of the 
dermis.

This type of heavy equipment seems not to 
be present at the Jarash workshops. The fifteen 
tanning cisterns made of small blocks at the 
Pompeii workshop are large, on average 1.5m 
Ø and 1.6m deep (Leguilloux 2004: 47). The 
five brick-lined, shaped tanks of the Saepinum 
workshop are also large: 1.25m Ø and 1.4m deep 
(Leguilloux 2004: 50). Finally, at Liberchies, the 
tanning cisterns are made of small blocks or a 
simple lattice of branches and are around 1.3m 
Ø and 1.4m deep (Leguilloux 2004: 51-52). 
Such dimensions were necessary to manipulate 
the skins without changing their positioning 
and the layers of tan. The cisterns discovered at 
Jarash are much smaller (~0.65m Ø and 0.57m 
deep), hence the improbability of their having 
been used as tanning tanks.

Although there is significant archaeological 
evidence to suggest a dyeing function for the 
Jarash workshops, it is important to note that no 
dyeing equipment has been found at the site to 
date. The cisterns themselves do not show signs 
of dye, but we need to bear in mind that dye is a 
volatile substance that can disappear with time. 
The absence of organic dye only permits us to 
make suggestions regarding the use of these 
workshops. The absence of ovens demonstrates 
that the plants used did not require temperatures 
higher than 50 °C to dissolve and liberate their 
pigments. Thus, whatever dye was used could 
be mixed with fibres and fabrics without having 
to be being etched with alum at 90 °C. This 
suggests it was safflower from the Irbid region 
and / or indigo grown in the Jordan valley during 
the 1st – 2nd / 7th – 8th centuries.

Dating the Workshops
Dating the workshops is particularly tricky. 

Numerous stratigraphic issues make the on-site 
archaeological material practically unusable 
in terms of precise dating. It is therefore 
the architecture which helps to establish the 
occupational chronology.

Byzantine - Umayyad Material
Ceramics do not permit precise dating of 

the workshops since the site was excavated 
previously and the context of discovery was 
already disturbed. Only rarely are objects found 
in situ, although the material has a relatively 
homogenous Byzantine - Umayyad character. 
Some artefacts of the Roman period were found, 
but most of the pottery found in the workshops 
themselves was made towards the end of the 
Byzantine and during the Umayyad periods. 
The discovery of some Roman artefacts can 
be explained by the disturbance of the Roman 
surface of the hippodrome at the time the 
workshops were established.

As mentioned above, most of the pottery 
is late Byzantine and Umayyad, including 
lamps, cooking pots, pans, bowls and water 
jugs. Lamps are of the moulded ‘Jarash lamp’ 
type, which were made in the town. They are 
characterised by a piriform shape, tenons that 
were sometimes animal-shaped and an elongated 
nozzle. They are decorated with stripes around 
the refilling hole, as well as with crosses, circles 
and lines. These lamps first appeared during the 
6th century and were used until at least the end 
of the Umayyad period (Fig. 5). Many sherds 
come from ceramics characterised by a ribbed 
and globular shape, with vertical ribbon-handles 
attached to the lip and shoulder, and a cambered 
base. Some have painted decoration in the white 
/ off-white colours typical of the late Byzantine 
and Umayyad eras (Fig. 5). Fragments of 
cooking dishes with horizontal handles were 
also found. These were used from the Byzantine 
to Abbassid periods. Jugs with a tri-lobed neck 
and piriform or cyclindrical paunchs were 
common during the 6th century and still used 
during the Umayyad period (Fig. 5). Finally, 
grey-ware bowls made of thin but dense clay 
were produced from the Byzantine period until 
the 4th – 5th/ 10th – 11th centuries. The clay used 
for these bowls is similar to that produced in the 
reduction kilns discovered near the north theatre, 
which date to the Umayyad period. Because of 
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the common nature of the material found and 
its generally lengthy period of use, we can only 
suggest a chronological association with the late 
Byzantine and Umayyad periods.

Workshop Chronology
Evolution of the workshops is suggested 

by the architecture. Even though the spatial 
organisation of workshops E7 to W18 is very 

similar, some differences have been noted which 
enable us to establish a chronology.

The workshops west of the hemicycle, 
viz. W7 to W18, were built ex nihilo and 
were occasionally modified later. In contrast, 
workshops E7 to W6 to the east were levelled 
and / or refurbished. Construction of workshops 
W7 to W18 in the western part of the hippodrome 
seems to have been sequential. The discovery of 

5. Byzantine - Umayyad material: 
lamps, jugs with tri-lobed 
necks and cooking pot with 
white-painted decoration.
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post-reform Islamic fulūs in chambers W7, W11 
and W14 at ground level and under the fallen 
stands allows two conclusions to be drawn. First, 
it suggests that the hippodrome was destroyed 
in the 132 / 749 earthquakes, giving a terminus 
ante quem for the workshops. Second, it suggests 
that the workshops were in use until that time. 
The lack of refurbishment suggests they were 
only occupied for a short period, probably less 
than a century. If they were still in use in 132 / 
749, when the hippodrome collapsed, they were 
probably built before the mid 1st / 7th century 
which associates them with the Umayyad era.

In contrast, workshops E7 to W6 (east) 
show signs of destruction and refurbishment. 
Workshop W2 was even levelled and all of its 
facilities destroyed. The walls of these facilities 
can often only be traced using negative features. 
This destruction and refurbishment shows that 
the active phase of the workshops was longer 
in the eastern area than in the western area. 
Workshops E7 to W6 are therefore likely to 
have been built before the Umayyad workshops 
to the west, most likely during the Byzantine 
period, and were reused during the Umayyad 
period, although uncertainties remain. Later 
artisans, having changed their methods, seem to 
have modified the older Byzantine workshops to 
match their own ‒ built ex nihilo ‒ in order to 
better answer their technical needs.

It is hard to tell whether the eastern workshops 
were still active when the western ones were 
built. Nevertheless, signs of refurbishment and 
abandonment lead us to hypothesise that the 
Byzantine dyeing workshops must have been 
abandoned for a short period of time. During that 
brief period, chambers W2 and W3 were used as 
charnel-houses and cannot pre-date the mid 1st 

/ 7th century3. During the subsequent Umayyad 
period, dyeing workshops were established in 
the western part of the racecourse and in some 
chambers of the eastern part, perhaps because it 
proved impossible to occupy the southern corner 
to the west (data from chambers W25 - 26 suggest 
that this part of the site had been destroyed long 
before). The artisans also seem to have made an 

attempt to adapt the extant workshops (E5 and 
W6) to their needs. These adaptations, perhaps 
too tentative and unsatisfactory, would have 
been covered with the gravel, pots and cooking 
pan fragments discovered during A. Ostrasz’s 
study4.  

Finally, chambers E1 to E7 (north-east of the 
hemicycle) and W2 to W18 (north-west) do not 
suggest sporadic occupation of the hippodrome 
after the Arab invasions of 14 / 636 but, on the 
contrary, an intensive and dense appropriation 
thereof. This location seems to have prospered 
greatly under the Umayyad dynasty, with the 
development of large dyeing workshops. They 
were in use during the caliphate of ‘Abd al-Malik 
(late 1st / 7th century) and, most likely, remained 
so until the earthquake that devastated Jarash in 
132 / 749. The rehabilitation by individuals of 
Antique public buildings built during the 2nd 
century for industrial crafts (e.g. cleaning and 
dyeing of fabrics) seems characteristic of the 
general pattern of wider economic development 
at Jarash during the 1st / 7th and 2nd / 8th 
centuries.

The town of Jarash displays a degree of 
economic development, with an evolution 
from individual workshops (Byzantine period) 
to larger-scale manufacturing or - at the very 
least, large workshops (Umayyad period). The 
artisans seem to have been aiming for mass 
production of standardised goods using these 
impressive facilities. The importance of the 
Umayyad pottery workshops, e.g. at the north 
theatre (Schaffer 1986) and temples of Artemis 
and Zeus5 (Pierobon 1986), differs from those 
of the Byzantine period. The workshop north 
of the theatre has five kilns, whereas the one 
located near the Church of St. Theodore has 
just one (Fisher 1938). In the nearby town of 
Baysan, individual workshops also disappear at 
the beginning of the 2nd / 8th century and were 
replaced by a whole block dedicated to industrial 
activities (large ceramic and dyeing workshops). 
This was located between the south theatre, the 
so-called Palladius road, the sigma to the west 
and the so-called Silvanus road to the north and 

3. The charnel-house cannot be older than the mid 7th 
century, since gold coins depicting Constans II (641 - 
668) or Constantin IV (668 - 685) were found there. 

4. Caution is required regarding interpretation of this 
rubble. Although it includes Roman material, it doesn’t 

belong to the time of the establishment of the workshops.
5. Three massive kilns of the Umayyad period were 

discovered on the lower terrace of the Zeus sanctuary in 
1985 - 1996 by J. Seigne. This discovery has been the 
topic of a report by the Department of Antiquities.
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east (Tsafrir and Foerster 1994: 97).

These sizeable facilities are associated with 
a concentration of workshops. During the 6th 
century, craft activities at Jarash seem to have been 
dispersed, viz. a dyeing workshop in tabernae 10 
and 12 of the Roman macellum, a sawmill in a 
southern criptoporticus of the Artemis sanctuary 
(Seigne 2002a, 2002b), one pottery workshop 
west of the church and another under the south-
east stand of the hippodrome (Kehrberg and 
Ostrasz 1997; Kehrberg in press). This scatter of 
Byzantine workshops at Jarash is characteristic 
of Antique urban industrial planning. However, 
two main industrial concentrations seem to have 
emerged at the end of the 1st / 7th and beginning 
of 2nd / 8th centuries. To the south, one 
concentration comprises the pottery workshops 
of the Zeus sanctuary and dyeing workshops 
of the hippodrome. To the north-west, a second 
concentration comprises the pottery workshops 
of the Artemis sanctuary and the north theatre. 
This phenomenon is evidence for the clustering 
of certain economic activities, probably from the 
start of the 1st / 7th century.

The development of manufacturing 
activities at Jarash demonstrates that the town 
flourished during the 1st – 2nd / 7th – 8th 
centuries (Bessard and Bonnéric 2010). These 
impressive workshops are a good example of 
industrial development and the clustering of craft 
activities. The latter may have been dictated by 
the coercive rules believed to have been imposed 
by the authorities in order to manage taxation. 
The appropriation and ‘privatisation’ of Antique 
public buildings with a cultural or recreational 
function for intensive, large-scale manufacturing 
activities could be indicative of the emergence 
of a new concept in urban planning that was 
associated with late Antiquity and, especially, 
the beginnings of Islam.
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Introduction
The cortical tool or cortical scraper, also 

known as ‘fan scraper’, ‘tabular scraper’ or ‘Jafr 
tool’, is an important leitfossil of Chalcolithic 
and Early Bronze Age cultures across south-west 
Asia, including Egypt1.

The first clear evidence for the production of 
cortical tools was discovered by Gary Rollefson 
in 1979 on the northern rim of the Jafr basin 
(Rollefson 1980: 14, figs. 1-2), who therefore 
named these items “Jafr cores” or “Jafr flakes”. 
However, the importance of this discovery was 
not recognized until the late 1990s, when Leslie 
Quintero, Phil Wilke and Gary Rollefson revis-
ited this region and carried out two surveys on 
the northern rim of the Jafr basin in 1997 and 
1999. They discovered large opencast mines, 
where cortical scrapers were produced on a near-
industrial scale comfortably exceeding one mil-
lion objects (Quintero et al. 2002: 45). Additional 
evidence for flint-mining and on-site cortical tool 
production was discovered by Sumio Fuji to the 
west of the Jafr basin at Qā‘ Abū Ṭulayḥa West at 
around the same time (Fuji 2000, 2003).

THE WĀDĪ AR-RUWAYSHID MINING COMPLEX: CHALCOLITHIC / 
EARLY BRONZE AGE CORTICAL TOOL PRODUCTION IN NORTH-

EAST JORDAN

Bernd Müller-Neuhof

All of these sites are characterised by evi-
dence for opencast mining of flint nodules in 
more or less shallow pits and trenches, accompa-
nied by core preparation and subsequent cortical 
flake removal. Production of these cortical flakes 
was the aim of these activities.

In 2000, Ricardo Eichmann and the author 
discovered a similar mine in north-east Jordan 
on the western fringe of the ar-Rīshah limestone 
plateau in the Wādī ar-Ruwayshid region. This 
mine was subsequently revisited and documented 
by the author in 2006, when it was realised that 
several additional mines are present on the same 
‘promontory’ as the first mine (Müller-Neuhof 
2006). However this region was not visited again 
for more detailed survey for another four years.

In 2010, a two-week survey was carried 
out2 as part of the ‘Arid Habitats in the 5th to 
Early 3rd Millennia BC: Mobile Subsistence, 
Communication and Key Resource Use in the 
Northern Bādiyah (North-East Jordan)’ archaeo-
logical survey project, which has been funded 
by the German Research Foundation (Deutsche 
Forschungsgemeinschaft) since 20103. A second 

1. The author prefers the term cortical scraper instead of 
‘fan scraper’, ‘tabular scraper’ or ‘Jafr tool’, as these 
terms do not give a clear description of these objects. The 
term ‘fan scraper’ refers to the fan-shaped design of these 
tools, but elongated shapes are also documented. The 
term ‘tabular scraper’ points to the utilisation of tabular 
flint for these tools; however, this implies that these tools 
have bifacial cortical faces, which is observed more in 
Late Neolithic lithic assemblages and almost never in 
Chalcolithic / EBA assemblages. The denomination ‘Jafr 
tool’ refers to just one place of origin where these items 
have been found, but there are more, as demonstrated by 
this contribution. Therefore, the term ‘cortical scraper’ 
(or ‘cortical flake’/ ‘cortical tool’) seems to be a better 
term for these objects, as it describes their principal 
common characteristic: the cortical face of the blanks.

2. Participants in the 2010 survey season, in addition to the 
author, were Wesam es-Said (archaeologist, DoA Azraq) 
and Jan Krause (geographer, Institute of Geographical 
Sciences, Freie Universität Berlin).

3. When the first mining area was discovered in 2000 it 
was named RU 27. The numbering of this mining area 
and three further mining areas in 2006 (RU 28-30) was 
based on the co-ordinates of archaeological sites and 
specific topographical features identified during the 
short reconnaissance trip in 2000; the designation was 
kept during the 2006 survey (see Müller-Neuhof 2006). 
However, owing to the discovery of further mining 
areas in 2010 it was decided to rename these sites. Now 
RU 27 is equivalent to RUW 1, RU 28 to RUW 2, RU 
29 to RUW 3 and RU 30 to RUW A (a Late Neolithic 
burin site).
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and final survey season in the mining region was 
carried out in March 20124.

Location and Extent of the Mining Region
The Wādī ar-Ruwayshid flint-mining region is 

located east of the basalt steppe-desert (al-Ḥarrah), 
in the limestone steppe-desert (al-Ḥamād) on the 
western escarpment of the ar-Rīshah limestone 
plateau (Fig. 1). This rises towards the south-east, 
with its highest elevation at Jabal ‘Unayzah - lo-
cated where the borders of Jordan, Iraq and Saudi 
Arabia converge. This plateau comprises the wa-
tershed between Wādī Ḥawrān to the east and the 
Wādī ar-Ruwayshid system to the west. As a re-
sult, the western margins of the plateau in particu-
lar are characterised by several wadis, cutting into 
the flanks of the plateau and creating individual 
plateau-like ‘promontories’. The surface, espe-

cially of the raised ground, is covered with typical 
Ḥamād-type flint pavement (Fig. 2).

Several Eocene flint layers, characterised by 
fine texture and dark brown colour, outcrop at dif-
ferent levels on the slopes leading up to the raised 
ground. However, survey data indicate that large-
scale mining and cortical flake production activi-
ties were restricted to flint sources occurring at 
elevations between 780 and 830m asl, mostly be-
tween 810 and 815m asl. It is assumed that these 
flint sources belong to a single flint layer, even 
though this layer occurs at slightly different el-
evations on different areas of raised ground. This 
may be the result of post-depositional events, 
such as subsidence and uplift associated with tec-
tonic processes.

Following our observation that flint-mining 
activities were concentrated at elevations be-

1. Map of the northern bādiyah with the location of the Wādī ar-Ruwayshid mining complex (©DAI Orient-Abteilung, J. 
Meister and B. Müller-Neuhof).

4. Participants in the 2012 survey season at the mines, 
in addition to the author, were Jenny Bradbury 
(archaeologist, CBRL ‘Ammān), Wesam es-Said 

(archaeologist, DoA Azraq) and Johannes Köhler 
(archaeology student, Institute of Near Eastern 
Archaeology, Freie Universität Berlin).
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tween 780 and 830m asl, the eastern and western 
limits of the flint-mining region could be defined, 
as the rising elevation (to the east) means that 
the desired flint layer is covered by later flint and 
limestone layers, and the falling elevation (to the 
west) means that the desired layer does not exist.

Another observation was that mining of the 
flint layer only occurs where it outcrops from the 
steeper slopes of the ‘promontories’. This ena-
bled us to define the northern limit of the min-

ing region, beyond which there is a shift towards 
more gentle slopes on which the flint layer is cov-
ered by ancient colluvium.

Beyond the southern limit of the mining re-
gion, the slope conditions are steeper and should 
theoretically have outcropping flint layers. 
However, in practice these areas are covered with 
a thick layer of reddish aeolian sediment which 
obscures all potential flint outcrops (Fig. 3).

The full extent of the mining region is there-

2. 3D visualisation of the western 
escarpment of the ar-Rīshah 
limestone plateau with loca-
tion of the three mining areas 
(Areas I - III) (©DAI Orient-
Abteilung, J. Meister and B. 
Müller-Neuhof).

3. Map with location of the three 
mining areas (Areas I - III) in 
the Wādī ar-Ruwayshid min-
ing region (©DAI Orient-
Abteilung, J. Meister and B. 
Müller-Neuhof).
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fore located between Wādī Umm al-Qunayyah in 
the north and Wādī ar-Ruwayshid Abū Ḥafanah 
in the south. Within this region, three concentra-
tions of mines could be defined, viz. Area I in the 
north (surveyed in 2010), Area II in the centre 
and Area III in the south (both surveyed in 2012). 
These areas are divided by Wādī ar-Ruwayshid 
al-Quṣb (between Areas I and II) and Wādī al-
Ḥuqaysh (between Areas II and III). As already 
mentioned, the southern limit of the region is 
defined by Wādī ar-Ruwayshid Abū Ḥafnah, al-
though it should be noted that mining activities 
were recorded on bth the northern and southern 
banks of the wadi (Fig. 4).

The entire mining region, including the wadis 
between the three mining areas, extends over an 
area of ca. 324km2. This is probably the only min-
ing region on the ar-Rīshah plateau, because it is 
only in this area that the slopes are steep enough 
to ensure that the outcropping flint layers are not 
buried under aeolian sediments5.

Mines, Workshops and Prospecting Sites
In addition to the mines, we were able – espe-

cially in 2012 ‒ to identify so-called workshops 
and prospecting sites; these are discussed below.

Workshops are here defined as relatively 

small, discrete areas in which small-scale mining 
activities ‒ typically simple, horizontal mining of 
the outcropping flint layer and on-site production 
of cortical tool blanks ‒ took place (Fig. 5). The 
scale of cortical flake production at such work-
shop sites is much lower compared to that of the 
‘true’ mines. It can be assumed that, on such sites, 
production of cortical flakes was primarily to 
meet the personal requirements of the groups or 
individuals frequenting them6. Especially in Area 
II but to some extent also in Area III, such work-
shops are located east of the mines at slightly 

4. Detailed map of the three min-
ing areas with the location 
of individual mines (©DAI 
Orient-Abteilung, J. Meister 
and B. Müller-Neuhof).

5. Following identification of the trench mines on the 
ground, it proved possible to identify the mines 
on Google Earth satellite images. No evidence for 
additional mines was detected on the ar-Rīsha plateau, 

not even on its Iraq side.
6. Concerning the output and possible organisation of the 

mining activities and their socio-economic context see 
below.

5. Cortical flake production workshop in Area I (RUW5.22) 
(©DAI Orient-Abteilung, B. Müller-Neuhof).
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higher elevations (Fig. 6), quite often in associa-
tion with a single animal pen (Fig. 7).

In Area I, such workshop sites are more fre-
quent, being located in between the ‘true’ mines 
on the same ‘promontories’.

Additionally, several sites were discovered 
where mining but no cortical tool production 
took place. These sites reach considerable size, 
but are all defined by the lack of any proper corti-
cal flake production. Only a few negative scars 
of very small, thick cortical flakes indicate some 
trial production. These sites are all located on the 
eastern or western margins of mining Areas II and 
III (Fig. 6). It can therefore be assumed that these 

were prospecting sites, where the raw material 
was tested for its suitability for cortical flake pro-
duction (Fig. 8) but was found wanting.
Quarries, Pit Mines and Trench Mines: 

6. Map of Areas II and III with 
location of mines, workshops 
and prospecting sites (©DAI 
Orient-Abteilung, J. Meister 
and B. Müller-Neuhof).

7. Cortical flake production workshop (RUW40) with re-
mains of animal pen structure in the foreground (©DAI 
Orient-Abteilung, B. Müller-Neuhof).

8. Prospecting site (RUW26) with flint outcrop in the 
foreground and mined flint nodules in the background 
(©DAI Orient-Abteilung, B. Müller-Neuhof).
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Different Techniques of Raw Material 
Extraction

Four different techniques of flint raw mate-
rial extraction have been observed during our 
two survey seasons in the three areas of the Wādī 
ar-Ruwayshid flint-mining region. In part, these 
vary according to geographical location.

The northern mining region, Area I, is char-
acterised by horizontal mines and pit mines. 
Horizontal mining took place on the ridges of 
the escarpments, where the desired outcropping 
flint layer lay under a layer of limestone ca. 0.2m 
thick. The raw material was obtained, first by 
quarrying the upper limestone layer from the side 
of the slope and then by extracting the exposed 
flint nodules and flint nodule fragments (Fig. 9). 
Evidence for this mining technique was observed 
on all ‘promontories’ with mining activity in Area 
I. However, with the exception of a few work-
shops, it was not observed in the other two areas.

Identified pit mines are always associat-
ed with horizontal mines on the ‘promontory’ 
ridges. They are therefore extensions of hori-
zontal mining activities, starting on the edges of 
the ridges and extending towards the top of the 
‘promontories’, where mining pits were exca-
vated.

These pits can be identified today by con-
centrations of quarried limestone, which former-
ly covered the flint layer, lying in their imme-
diate vicinity. The typical Ḥamād-type surface 
is absent from the shallow, formerly open pits, 
which are now filled with aeolian sediments and 

are characterised by relatively minor concentra-
tions of flint-mining debris (Fig. 10).

Owing to the fact that the flint layer was lo-
cated close to the ground surface, immediately 
under the ca. 0.2m thick limestone layer, the 
entire depth of these mining pits was probably 
never more than 0.4 to 0.6m. Pit-mining is also 
confined to Area I.

Area II is characterised by abundant trench 
mines. These are all located on the tops of the 
‘promontories’, typically close to the escarp-
ments, parallel to and following the escarpment 
edges (Figs. 11, 12). Some of these trench mines 
reach lengths of almost 1,000m. In some cases, 
the entire top of the ‘promontory’ is traversed 
by several trenches. The width of the trenches 
varies between 10 and 20m. The combined ex-
tent of all identified trench mines, including a 
large combined trench / horizontal mine (see 
below), is 24 ha or 0.24km2. Mining debris is 
usually concentrated on one side of the trench, 
typically that closest to the escarpment. Cores, 
core production debris and remains of cortical 
flake production are abundant within the mining 
debris, both on the trench floor and trench sides. 
Additionally, basalt tools for mining and blank 
removal were discovered in these trenches. 
These were mostly hammerstones of different 
sizes (Fig. 13), but a fragment of a large pestle-
shaped hammerstone was also found (Fig. 14).

The largest mine, a combined horizontal 
/ trench mine with a length of almost 1,500m, 
was identified in Area III. The western part of 

9. Flint mine (RUW3.5) with evidence for horizontal min-
ing activities. Note the quarried limestone which origi-
nally covered the flint layer (©DAI Orient-Abteilung, 
B. Müller-Neuhof).

10. Pit mine (RUW3.20). Note whitish concentrations of 
limestone and mining debris, and minor concentration 
of flint-mining debris in the foreground (©DAI Orient-
Abteilung, B. Müller-Neuhof).
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the mine is characterised by a long quarry-like 
exposure all along the cliff, far below the escarp-
ment, following a flint outcrop (Fig. 15). To the 
east, the mine changes into a trench mine be-
cause the topography changes from a cliff to a 
gentler slope.

Cortical Flake Types
Three different types of cortical flake were 

identified on the basis of their negatives on the 
cores, viz. the fan-shaped flake, the elongated 
fan-shaped flake and the elongated flake.

In Area I, where pit and horizontal mining 

was carried out, most of the cortical flake neg-
atives are fan-shaped (Fig. 16). In contrast, in 
Areas II and III, elongated flakes are clearly in 
the majority (Fig. 17), with smaller quantities of 
elongated fan-shaped cortical flakes (Fig. 18).

Since it was not possible to see any differ-

11. Satellite image and map of a 
trench mine (RUW45) (©DAI 
Orient-Abteilung, J. Meister 
and B. Müller-Neuhof).

12. ‘Floor’ of a trench mine (RUW45) (©DAI Orient-
Abteilung, B. Müller-Neuhof).

13. Mining and cortical flake production tools: basalt 
hammerstones and hammerstone fragment from a 
trench mine (RUW45) (©DAI Orient-Abteilung, B. 
Müller-Neuhof).
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ences in the platform preparation of fan-shaped 
and elongated cortical flake negatives, the rea-
son for their different appearance might be ex-
plained by the fact that some cortical faces are 
plain while others are slightly convex.

It was observed that cores with slightly con-
vex surfaces have elongated cortical flake nega-
tives (cf. Fig. 17), while cores with plain sur-
faces are characterised by fan-shaped negatives 
(cf. Fig. 16). Elongated fan-shaped negatives 
were produced on cores where the surfaces lie 
in somewhere in between the plain and slightly 
convex types (cf. Fig. 18; see also Fig. 19).

It is not yet clear whether or not the flint nod-
ules in Area I tend to have plain surfaces, while 
those of Areas II and III are more convex in their 
surface shape. The reason may also lie in the 
size of the flint nodules and therefore the cores, 
which can be correlated with the mining tech-
nique. Large nodules may have been extracted 

14. Mining and cortical flake production tools: basalt 
pestle from a trench mine (RUW19) (©DAI Orient-
Abteilung, B. Müller-Neuhof).

15. Horizontal mine showing exposed flint layer (RUW27) 
with cortical flake cores and mining debris above and 
below the exposed flint layer (©DAI Orient-Abteilung, 
B. Müller-Neuhof).

16. Cortical flake core (from RUW3.28) with fan-shaped 
flake negatives (©DAI Orient-Abteilung, B. Müller-
Neuhof).

17. Cortical flake core (from RUW19.2) with elongated 
flake negatives (©DAI Orient-Abteilung, B. Müller-
Neuhof).
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from trench mines because such mines exposed 
large areas. Thus, (almost) complete flint nod-
ules could be extracted from the exposed flint 
layer. Extracting nodules from flint layers by 
horizontal mining broke up the nodules, which 
resulted in smaller chunks and therefore smaller 
cores.

In addition, the area of the flint layer exposed 

in pit mines was much more restricted than in 
the trench mines. Therefore, the extraction of 
flint nodules in these mines typically resulted in 
their breakage within the flint layer, which like-
wise produced smaller cores. 

Economic Output, Dating and the Socio-
Economic Context of Production

The overall surface area of all identified 
mines and workshops amounts to ca. 380,000m2 
(38 ha). In both survey seasons, several counts 
of cortical flake negatives on cores lying on the 
surface were carried out at different mines and 
workshops; cores embedded in mine sediments 
and mining debris were not considered.

The average number of negatives per m2 
was five. In pit mines and trench mines, the aver-
age increased to 11 negatives per m2. Workshop 
sites, which extend over ca. 10,000m2, have an 
average of 1.5 negatives per m2.

Working on the basis of the above-men-
tioned average of 5 negatives per m2, which is a 
conservative estimate overall, cortical flake pro-
duction in the entire Wādī ar-Ruwayshid mining 
region amounted to at least 1.9 million blanks.

Mining activities in the ar-Ruwayshid re-
gion were highly organised, implying prelimi-
nary prospection for raw material (represented 
by prospecting sites on the edges of the actual 
mining areas), the manufacture and use of spe-
cial mining and blank production tools (made on 
raw material originating in the basalt desert [e.g. 
hammerstones of different sizes; large extraction 
pestles]) and, finally, the planned and organised 
excavation of the mines themselves, especially 
in the case of trench mines. It seems clear that, at 
least in trench-mining Areas II and III, specialist 
groups were involved in these activities, which 
may hint at the date of these sites.

The period during which cortical scrapers 
were a common component of pre- and proto-
historic toolkits in south-west Asia covers al-
most 3,000 years, from the beginning of the 
Late Chalcolithic until Early Bronze Age (EBA) 
III, possibly even EBA Iv. However, it seems 
unlikely that mining activities in the Wādī ar-
Ruwayshid region were carried out over such an 
extended period, as these mines are in a remote 
location lacking water resources without even 
natural facilities for water storage.

This suggests that specialist groups were in-

18. Fragment of a cortical flake core (from RUW45) 
with negative of an elongated fan-shaped flake (©DAI 
Orient-Abteilung, B. Müller-Neuhof).

19. Cortical flake core (from RUW45) with one negative 
of a fan-shaped flake on a plain surface and another 
negative of an elongated fan-shaped flake on a slightly 
convex surface (©DAI Orient-Abteilung, B. Müller-
Neuhof).
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volved, who were experts in living for at least 
part of the year in such arid environments, far 
away from settlements, and who possessed ap-
propriate logistical support for carrying out tasks 
such as prospection and mining.

It therefore seems likely that the entire eco-
nomic chaîne opératoire, consisting of prospec-
tion, mining, blank production, transport and 
even distribution of the cortical tool blanks, was 
carried out by specialised transhumant pastoral-
ists. These groups may have possessed domestic 
donkeys as beasts of burden (see also Quintero 
et al. 2002: 45). They would also have been fa-
miliar with the region, because of their frequent 
visits to the wadis on the ar-Rīshah plateau be-
tween late autumn and early spring, when wa-
ter and pastures were available, as part of their 
annual pastoral cycles (cf. Müller-Neuhof 2010, 
in press a). The suggestion that the primary 
function of cortical scrapers was for process-
ing animal products (viz. shearing, slaughtering, 
skinning etc.) (cf. Henry 1995: 372) supports 
the proposal that pastoral groups were likely in-
volved in these mining activities.

The beginnings of specialised (semi-) no-
madic pastoralism, defined primarily on the ba-
sis of the emergence of surplus production of 
secondary animal products (cf. Sherrat 1983: 
99) and which includes the specialised exploita-
tion of geological resources in remote and most-
ly arid environments (cf. Müller-Neuhof in press 
b; Rosen 2002: 30ff.), is thought to date to the 
end of the Late Chalcolithic or beginning of the 
EBA (Rosen 2002: 30ff.), viz. towards the end of 
the first half of the 4th millennium BC.

The extent to which the Late Chalcolithic / 
EBA settlement of Jāwā, located almost 140km 
west of these mines as the crow flies, was di-
rectly or indirectly involved in the mining ac-
tivities (e.g. as a place for exchange) remains 
an unsolved question. If the mining activities 
were entirely linked to the existence of the Late 
Chalcolithic / EBA settlement at Jāwā, the pe-
riod of their exploitation would contract to a 
few centuries during EBA I, in the second half 

of the 4th millennium BC. However, the dat-
ing of the ar-Ruwayshid mines and, potentially, 
the interpretation of the socio-economic back-
ground of the groups involved may need to be 
reconsidered in the near future. Just 50km from 
these mines to the west as the crow flies, a new 
Late Chalcolithic / EBA site has been recently 
discovered7. The fortified settlement of Khirbat 
Abu al-Ḥūṣayn is located on top of a small vol-
cano on the eastern edge of the basalt desert. 

The presumed Chalcolithic / EBA date of 
this site relies on the few surface finds and ar-
chitectural features found so far. Evaluating the 
possible rôle of Khirbat Abu al-Ḥuṣayn in the 
mining activities in the Wādī ar-Ruwayshid re-
gion is a task for future research.

Conclusion
The Wādī ar-Ruwayshid flint-mining region 

on the western escarpment of the ar-Rīshah pla-
teau is the second known mining region (after 
Jafr) where cortical scraper blanks were pro-
duced on an ‘industrial’ scale during the Late 
Chalcolithic / EBA period (Fig. 20). In both 
regions, which are characterised by remote lo-
cation and arid environments, specialised tran-
shumant pastoralists are highly likely to have 
been involved in organised prospection, mining, 
blank production and transport (distribution) of 
the blanks. The existence of just two mining and 
tool production regions seems unlikely in view 
of the long period of cortical scraper use and 
their wide distribution all over south-west Asia.

It is currently unclear where further mining 
and tool production regions might be expected. 
The existence of such large mines west of the 
Jordan valley and on its eastern bank can in all 
probability be excluded, because extensive sur-
veys in these regions have not identified any evi-
dence for their presence.

The location of the Ruwayshid and Jafr 
mines in the eastern part of Jordan relates to the 
specific qualities of the flint raw material, which 
is probably only to be found in environments 
with similar Eocene deposits. However, the 

7. This site was discovered in autumn 2010 during one 
of the two transect surveys across the basalt desert, 
conducted as part of the wider research project. 
However, as the 2010 visit was too short for proper 
examination of the site, another visit was undertaken 

in March 2012. Evidence was found for a genuine Late 
Chalcolithic / EBA fortified settlement, with double-
faced walls and a gate structure. A detailed survey of 
this site, including documentation of the architecture, 
is planned for the 2013 spring season.
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Ruwayshid region shows that, even within areas 
with these deposits, mining activities were very 
much restricted to specific topographic condi-
tions, viz. outcrops of the desired raw material, 
with no colluvial or aeolian cover on slopes of 
the raised ground. These observations reduce 
the number of possible locations where further 
mines might be discovered, whether in Jordan or 
in adjacent regions to the north or east.
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TALL AL- KAFRAYN: PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE UNIVERSITY 
OF IOANNINΑ EXCAVATIONS: 2010 AND 2011 SEASONS

Thanasis J. Papadopoulos and Litsa Kontorli-Papadopoulou

Introduction
This report presents the results of the 2010 

and 2011 seasons excavation by the Hellenic 
Archaeological Expedition of the University of 
Ioannina at Tall al-Kafrayn (Fig. 1). The site is 
situated ca. 5km south of the modern village of 
South Shūnih and 3 km south-south-west of al-
Kafrayn dam. It was selected as the focus for our 
research because of its prominent and strategic 
location overlooking the central Jordan valley. 
Excavations have been conducted at the site since 
2002 and preliminary syntheses of the results of 
Phase I (2002-2004) and Phase II (2005-2008) 
have already been published (Papadopoulos 
2007; Papadopoulos and Kontorli-Papadopoulou 
2010). Within the context of the archaeological 
sites surrounding it, Tall al-Kafrayn stands out 
in terms of its size and complexity, and provides 
interesting insights into the lives and subsistence 
patterns of ancient communities in the area.

Trench supervisors were post-graduate 

archaeology students from the University of 
Ioannina, namely Kostas Paschalidis, Spyros 
Thermos, Aris Frantzeskakis and Maria 
Sofikitou. Sofia Sakkari and Kalliopi Lambri 
were respectively illustrator and pottery spe-
cialist. Alexandros Lagopoulos (University of 
Thessaloniki) was the architect and Penelope 
Marinou the conservator. Archaeology stu-
dents from the University of Ioannina, name-
ly Theodora Alevra, Anastasia Nella, Eirene 
Petridou, Ioanna Stefanou, Charoula Poya, Sofia 
Baltzoi, Panayota Koutsona, Maria Lappa and 
Kostas Tsemberis, assisted with the fieldwork.

The project was funded by the University 
of Ioannina and Greek Ministry of Culture and 
Tourism, and was directed jointly by the authors.

Aims of Phase III of the Project
Phase III of the project is aimed at continu-

ing exploration of the earlier occupation levels 
of the tall, documenting its remains and enhanc-

1. Map of Jordan showing 
location of Tall al-Kafrayn.
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ing our knowledge and understanding of the 
site’s history.

Information concerning recording system 
may be found in the preliminary report on the 
2005-2008 seasons (Papadopoulos and Kontorli-
Papadopoulou 2010).

The 2010 Season
During the tenth excavation season (2-14 

May 2010) work continued on both the top and 
slopes of the tall. On the north-east part of the 
summit, trench R13 exposed the northern exten-
sion of the eastern defensive wall, which had 
been partly uncovered in trenches Q14-15 and 
P16 in 2009. This part of the wall (length [l] = 
4.1m; width [w] = 1.5-1.6m; max. height [h] = 
1.0m) (Figs. 2a-d) was founded on bedrock in 
the same fashion as its southern part. Its north-
ernmost part was eroded and lost, but it seems 
almost certain that it once formed a right angle, 
turning west into trench R12. 

Trench R12 (Fig. 3a), located on the north 
slope, revealed the easternmost part of the north-
ern defensive wall. The base of this part of the 
wall (l = 4.3m; w = 1.59m; h = 1.47m), which 
is evidently a continuation of the wall previ-
ously exposed in trench R13, is still buried by 
deposits of fallen mud-bricks, stones and earth. 
Noteworthy was the discovery, at the easternmost 
end of its external face, of a partially preserved 
tannūr- or ṭābūn-type oven with fragments of 
a cooking pot on its stomion (Fig. 3b). This is 
similar to examples found in trenches J17 and 
M14-15 on the southern slope and top of the tall 
(Papadopoulos 2010: 298, fig. 37; Flanagan et al. 
1996: 279, fig. 18; Steen 1991: 135-153). A frag-
ment of a bronze pin, flint blades and carbonised 
wood and grain fragments were also recovered. 
However, the most important discovery was an 
ivory Egyptian scarab (Fig. 4a-b), attributed by 
Egyptologists Dr vassilis Chrysikopoulos and 
Dr Jacke Philips to the Ramesside period, i.e. 
19th – 20th Dynasties, most likely earlier rather 
than later within that date range1.

Work during the previous two seasons (2008 
and 2009) in the northern exploratory trench 
(Fig. 5a-b) had revealed part of the impressive 
defensive wall of the tall, as well as another re-
taining (?) wall and a massive house wall. In 

2010, the trench was extended by 6.5m in the 
direction of the slope, reaching a total length of 
24m. This extension resulted in the exposure of 
two main levels of new walls and house floors. 
Two walls associated with the upper level, which 
joined at a right angle, may have formed part 
of a domestic room. Three successive floors of 

 2a-c. Trench R13.

1. We warmly thank both scholars for their help in dating the scarab.
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2d. Plan of trench R13.

3a. Trench R12. 3b. Trench R12; tannūr- or ṭābūn-type oven.
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compact, beaten earth were identified and vari-
ous cereal remains collected. No architectural 
remains were associated with the lower (and 
northernmost) level, which nonetheless yielded 
an exquisite near-intact ‘alabaster’ vase, miss-
ing only its flaring rim (Fig. 5c-d). There is a 
general consensus that such vessels were used as 
cosmetic containers. According to Dr Jonathan 
Tubb, some alabaster examples are imports from 
Egypt. However, he is of the opinion that this 
specimen is of local manufacture, dating it to the 
Persian period on the basis that similar vases are 
quite common in tomb deposits of this period. 
An alternative suggestion has been put forward 
by Dr  Abdelsami Abu Dayyeh of the Department 
of Antiquities (DoA), who assigns it ‒ on the ba-
sis of “many parallels from Tall al-‘Umayrī and 
others displayed at the ‘Amman Museum” ‒ to 
the MBA II / early LBA (Hyksos period)2. Other 
finds include two sea shells, flint blades and Iron 
Age pottery (Fig. 5e-h).

The west slope of the tall had hitherto been 
neglected by our mission, so in 2010 it was de-
cided to open the so-called western exploratory 
trench (Fig. 6a), roughly in square K11. It meas-
ured 2x8m and was oriented west-east. The pur-
pose of this trench, like its counterpart on the 
north slope, was to examine the stratigraphic 
sequence of this part of the tall. During this sea-
son, work was restricted to the eastern half of the 
trench, where four successive layers of compact, 
beaten earth surfaces were revealed, as well as 
a well-built stone wall (l = 1.85m; w = 0.95m) 
running perpendicular to the axis of the trench 
and, further down, another similar floor. Of par-

4a-b. Egyptian scarab.

5a-b. Northern exploratory trench from the north and south.  5c-d. ‘Alabaster’ vase. 

2. We warmly thank Dr Tubb and Dr Abdelsami for their helpful comments.
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ticular interest was a tannūr- or ṭābūn-type oven 
(diameter [diam] = 0.68m; d = 0.2m) (Fig. 6b-
c), half of which was reasonably well-preserved 
and similar to examples found in trench R12 and 
elsewhere on the tall (e.g. trenches J17, M14-
15 [Papadopoulos 2010: 298, fig. 37]); this is 
suggestive of the presence of a food prepara-
tion area. Also of significance was the discovery 
of a fragmentary, small Attic (4th century BC) 
skyphos (Fig. 7a) in a layer beneath the oven. 
Other finds included Iron Age pottery, animal 
bones (including a knuckle bone [probably used 
for board games]), flint blades, a loom weight, 
a whetstone, basalt grinders and pounders (Fig. 
7b-d).

During the previous (2009) season, an im-
pressive part of the tall’s defensive wall was 
exposed in trench J17. In 2010, the excavation 
was extended into adjacent new trenches I17 
and I18. This confirmed that the defensive wall 
was constructed as a large platform-like feature 
(w = 2.9m; present h = 1.3m) (Fig. 8a) made of 
rubble and irregular, massive stones, supported 
by a lower stone wall on its external face with 
a mud-brick fill in between. Unexpectedly, the 6a. Western exploratory trench from the north.

5e-h. Sea shells, flint blades and 
Iron Age pottery.
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7a-d. Sherd of Attic skyphos, flint blade, loom weight and 
basalt grinder.

 8a. Trenches J17, I17 and I18; large, platform-like wall.

6b-c. Tannūr- or ṭābūn-type oven. 
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abruptly suspended owing to the discovery of 
an Islamic tomb (Fig. 9).

Part of the summit enclosure wall had 
been revealed in trench O16 during the previ-
ous season (2009). Its remaining northern part 
(Fig. 10a) was exposed this season. The only 
finds were Iron Age pottery, animal bones, 
snail shells and basalt grinder fragments (Fig. 
10b-d). Further to the east, the remains of oth-
er walls indicate the presence of more build-
ings; these await investigation next excavation 
season.

During the 2010 season, a local friend 
from the village of Tall al-Kafrayn brought us 
a small clay female figurine in the shape of a 

8b. Plan of trenches J17, I17 and I18.

whole construction was founded on a compact 
beaten earth surface, owing to an absence of 
natural rock in this area. The portion of the 
defensive wall uncovered so far (l = 9.5m) is 
indicative of a well-organised building pro-
gramme dating, on the basis of the pottery, 
to the Early Iron Age. Another wall, oriented 
north-south and joining the abovementioned 
wall at a right angle, may belong to intra muros 
buildings, which will be explored next season. 
Other finds from trenches J17, I17 and I18 in-
clude flint blades, two snail shells, sea shells, 
stone weights or pecking stones and a stone 
pounder (Figs. 8b, 8c-k).

Work resumed in trench Q13, but was 
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 8c-k. Finds from trenches J17, I17 and I18: flint blades, sea shells, two snail shells and stone pounder. 
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10a. Trench O16.

10b-d. Finds from trench O16: sea shells and basalt 
grinder.

 9. Trench Q13.

11a-c. Clay female figurine (private collection).

protome (h = 6.3cm; w = 4.5cm) (Fig. 11a-
c). It is made of red clay, with grey and white 
grit inclusions, and is slightly chipped. The 
head, neck and upper chest are represented. 
The figurine has a neatly indicated headdress, 
the eyes are almond-shaped and the ears, nose, 
mouth and breast clearly represented; the chin 
is slightly pointed. The back of the figurine is 
roughly shaped by hand. This object is an ex-
ample of Abdel-Jalil ‘Amr’s Type D moulded 
figurine (Amr 1980: 105) and has some paral-
lels at Buṣayra which date to the late 9th or 
early 8th century BC (‘Amr 1980: 373, nos. 
71-72)3.

In addition to the fieldwork, study and 
preparation of finds for publication was car-
ried out (Figs. 12-17). Also, during the sea-
son the site was visited by DoA archaeolo-
gists Abdelsami Abu Dayyeh and Adeib Abu 
Shmais, who collaborated with us and helped 
mainly with the dating of pottery (Fig. 18).

Archaeometrical Results by the University 
of Ioannina

Samples from three trenches on the south 
slope and close to the top of the tall (trenches 
I17, I18 and R12) were collected and sent to 

3. Alternatively, Dr Abdelsami of the DoA has suggest-
ed that it is a local imitation of the Assyrian goddess 

Astarte dating to the 6th century BC.
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12. Tall al-Kafrayn; general plan of the architectural remains (2010).
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13a. Selection of Iron Age pottery 
and other finds (photos and 
profiles).

the laboratories of the Archaeometry Centre at 
the University of Ioannina for analysis and dat-
ing. The samples, which included both sherds 
and sediments, were dated using the Riso TL/
OSL DA-15C/D reader. The estimated age of 
the sherd samples varied from 1400 BC ± 800 
years to 2700 BC ± 1700 years, while the ages 
determined for the sediment samples ranged 
from 720 BC ± 630 years to 1100 BC ± 200 
years. Further analyses, using techniques such 
as radioisotope-induced energy-dispersive 
X-ray fluorescence (EDXRF) spectroscopy 
and X-ray diffraction (XRD), will hopefully 
reveal the causes of these variations in ob-
served age. 

The 2011 Season
Work at Tall al-Kafrayn resumed in 2011 

(the eleventh season; 10-17 April 2011) but 
was restricted to the northern and western ex-
ploratory trenches (Figs. 19-21). These yield-
ed additional architectural remains, Iron Age 
I-II ceramic loom weights and stone artifacts. 
Much of the season was devoted to aerial pho-
tography of the tall by our two professional 
photographers, Kostas Xenikakis and Symeon 
Yessafidis, who used a remote-controlled cam-
era and balloon at a height of 250-300m above 
the ground with excellent results (Figs. 22-24). 

Conclusions
The continuation of excavation at Tall al-

Kafrayn in 2010 and 2011 produced new evi-
dence concerning the stratigraphy of the tall, 
its earlier levels and the ways of life of its 
inhabitants. In particular, work in the two ex-
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13b. Selection of Iron Age pottery and other finds (photos and profiles).
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14. Selection of Iron Age pottery and other finds (photos and profiles).
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15-17. Study and preparation of finds for publication (2010).

18. Visit of DoA archaeologists. 19. Northern exploratory trench (2011).
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20a-d. Flint and pottery finds (2011).

21. Western exploratory trench (2011).

22. Aerial photography of Tall al-Kafrayn using balloon 
(2011).
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 23-24. Aerial photos of Tall al-Kafrayn (2011).
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ploratory trenches on the northern and western 
slopes of the tall, as well work on its southern 
and eastern slopes, revealed important new ar-
chitectural remains, viz. parts of the retaining 
and fortification walls, domestic installations 
and a reasonably well-preserved ṭābūn-type 
oven; a similar oven was found near the top 
of the tall in trench R12. Most of the pottery 
finds date to the Iron Age. Of particular impor-
tance and interest was the discovery of the two 
Egyptian objects (the scarab and, possibly, the 
exquisite ‘alabaster’ vase) and the fragmen-
tary Attic (4th century BC) skyphos, which 
are indicative of links with Egypt and classical 
Greece.

Future seasons should see more extensive 
excavation of the structures exposed to date, 
as well as completion of the two exploratory 
trenches, with the aim of documenting the en-
tire history of occupation at Tall al-Kafrayn.
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EXCAVATIONS AT EARLY BRONZE IV DHAHRAT UMM AL-MARRĀR 
IN THE JORDAN VALLEY

Jennifer E. Jones, Steven E. Falconer, Patricia L. Fall and Mary Metzger

Introduction
Following the regional abandonment of the 

largest settlements in the southern Levant in the 
late 3rd millennium BC, populations shifted to 
smaller sedentary settlements or pursued pasto-
ral life-ways. As part of the Jordan valley village 
Project’s effort to investigate Bronze Age rural 
agrarian life, we conducted five weeks of exca-
vation in 1996/97 at Dhahrat Umm al-Marrār 
in the northern Jordan valley, Jordan. Perched 
on a hilltop overlooking the broad agricultural 
lands of the Jordan valley, our excavations re-
vealed an Early Bronze IV village with domestic 
architecture and artifacts indicative of sedentary 
agrarian subsistence. Two particularly notewor-
thy finds from Umm al-Marrār are a stone wall 
at least 2m wide that encloses an area of 0.34 
ha and an in situ collection of over two dozen 
ceramic vessels. The in situ pottery contains a 
variety of forms and provides a rare glimpse of a 
generalized domestic ceramic assemblage rath-
er than the more specialized mortuary groups 
known from a variety of Early Bronze IV tombs 
throughout the region. Thus, Umm al-Marrār 
joins a growing corpus of excavated Early 
Bronze IV sites in the northern Jordan valley and 
provides new insights on the social dynamics of 
this crucial juncture in Levantine population ag-
gregation and disaggregation.

The Early Bronze IV period (EB IV) (ca. 
2350-2000BC) witnessed the regionally perva-
sive abandonment of the largest settlements in 
the southern Levant. Archaeological excava-
tion and survey over the past half century have 
established that the region’s inhabitants aban-
doned the towns of Early Bronze II-III (ca. 3100 
/ 3000-2350BC) by the end of Early Bronze III 
(Adams 2000; Philip 2001). Debate continues 
over whether these towns represented the first 

fluorescence of urbanism in the southern Levant 
(Dever 1995; Falconer 1994; Palumbo 1990, 
2001; Philip 2001; Richard 1987). In either case, 
following the end of the larger Early Bronze Age 
settlements, pastoral sites prevailed in the arid 
parts of the region, while farming villages con-
tinued in areas with promising agricultural po-
tential (e.g. Helms 1983, 1984, 1986, 1989; Prag 
1974, 1986, 1989, 1990, 1991; Rast and Schaub 
1978a, 1978b, 2003; Richard 1982, 1983, 1990; 
Richard and Boraas 1984, 1988; Richard and 
Long 1995; Richard et al. 2010). Sedentary vil-
lages continued to manage domesticated ani-
mals and plants, including orchard crops, espe-
cially grapes and figs (Fall, Falconer and Lines 
2002: 463; Fall, Lines and Falconer 1998: 118). 
Pastoral communities processed plant foods 
with ground stone querns to complement the 
herding of domesticated sheep and goats, and 
the exchange of copper tools and ingots (Adams 
2006; Cohen 1992; Cohen and Dever 1979, 
1981; Haiman 1996). 

Some debates over the nature of EB Iv social 
organization have centered on the degree of po-
litical complexity and economic specialization 
that persisted after the collapse of Early Bronze 
II-III town life (Dever 1980; Palumbo 1987, 
2001; Richard 1987). Changes in large scale spe-
cialized production following the abandonment 
of Early Bronze Age towns may signal the use 
of new modes of kin-based household produc-
tion (Dever 1989, 1995). While regional patterns 
of ceramic production have been elusive (Goren 
1996; Palumbo and Peterman 1993; Prag 1988), 
local pottery exchange (Falconer 1987; Jones 
1999) and long distance trade of Canaanean 
blades clearly characterized the Early Bronze IV 
economy (Rosen 1996). Burial data also allude 
to a reduction in the size of social groups. For 
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surveys corroborated EB Iv habitation and con-
tinued the discussion about Umm al-Marrār’s 
enclosure wall (Palumbo 1990).

A variety of questions inspired us to exca-
vate at Umm al-Marrār: (1) What form(s) of 
settlement and economy are represented by the 
material remains? (2) What are the larger impli-
cations of the enclosure wall? (3) How did this 
community fit within the structure of EB IV so-
ciety? Our research results and interpretations 
provide a profile of Umm al-Marrār that adds to 
the broader comprehension of rural life during 
the dramatic social and economic changes ex-
perienced by the southern Levant in the late 3rd 
millennium BC.

Site Setting and Description
Dhahrat Umm al-Marrār (MEGA 9575; 

Palestine Grid 206.7E 194.8N) lies approxi-
mately 5km east of the Jordan River, between 
Wādī al-Yābis to the north and Wādī Kufranjah 
to the south (Fig. 1) (Falconer, Fall and Jones 
1998). The site sits atop an isolated limestone 
hill with a summit approximately 100 meters 
below sea level, which overlooks the broad ag-
ricultural valley of the Jordan River near the 
transition between the plain of the Jordan valley 
and the foothills of the escarpment to the east. 
A spring emerges from these foothills and flows 
along the south-eastern foot of the hill 40m be-
low its summit. Thus, Umm al-Marrār’s inhabit-
ants had a commanding view of the surrounding 
landscape, as well as access to water and fertile 
agricultural land. 

Pottery and lithic artifacts cover a 3.30 ha 
area on the hilltop and its slopes, while stone 

example, EB IV shaft tombs at Bāb adh-Dhrā‘ 
held fewer than seven people, reflecting a return 
to Early Bronze I burial practices, rather than 
continuing the tradition of large EB II-III char-
nel houses (Chesson 1999). Reduced interments 
per tomb may allude to population decline or a 
contraction in family size or group membership 
during Early Bronze IV. This social reconstruc-
tion holds implications for the organization of 
labor, especially for extra-household tasks.

The excavation of Umm al-Marrār in 
December 1996 and January 1997 was an out-
growth of a multidisciplinary investigation into 
rural economy and ecology during the period of 
Early Bronze IV town abandonment and Middle 
Bronze Age re-urbanization (Falconer and Fall 
2006). The results from Umm al-Marrār may be 
integrated with those from nearby contempora-
neous sites, such as Tall Abū an-Ni‘āj, to illumi-
nate the adjustments made by rural communities 
in societies undergoing population disaggrega-
tion (Falconer and Magness-Gardiner 1989; 
Fall, Lines and Falconer 1998).

Dhahrat Umm al-Marrār was identified as 
an archaeological site in 1946, based on sur-
face architecture and large quantities of pottery, 
chipped stone artifacts, and ground stone mor-
tars and querns (Glueck 1951: 277-78). The East 
Jordan valley Survey (EJvS) revisited the site in 
1975, inferred an EB IV occupation date based 
on its pottery, and concluded that the large num-
ber of ground stone querns indicated an agricul-
tural subsistence economy (Ibrahim, Sauer and 
Yassine 1976: 63). The EJVS also located small 
stone structures and a wider stone wall around 
portions of the site. Subsequent archaeological 

1. Location of Dhahrat Umm al-
Marrār in the northern Jordan 
valley, along with other 
Bronze Age sites mentioned in 
the text (drawn by J. Jones).
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walls are spread over an area of approximately 
3400 m2 or 0.34 ha within and adjacent to the 
stone enclosure wall (Fig. 2). Cultural deposits 
cover natural sediments and exposed sections of 
limestone bedrock. Cemented alluvial chert and 
limestone cobbles fill natural depressions in the 
bedrock and were used as hammer stones and 

2. Topographic map of Dhahrat Umm al-Marrār showing the stone enclosure wall and excavation units. Contour lines 
indicate meters below the main site datum (datum indicated by circled triangle). Dashed line shows the maximum 
extent of EB IV pottery on the surface in 1996 / 97 (drawn by J. Eighmey and C. Davies).

construction material. Erosion, modern military 
earthworks, plowing and contemporary farm 
buildings have impacted the site, particularly 
along its southern side. 

Methods
We investigated the depth and extent of cul-
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3. Location of the excavation 
units at Dhahrat Umm al-
Marrār (dashed line shows 
area disturbed previously by 
ploughing or bulldozer). Main 
site datum indicated by circled 
triangle (drawn by J. Jones).

We excavated nearly 93m2 or about 2.7% of the 
area inside the enclosure wall during the 1996 
/ 97 season. Consistent with our field methods 
at Tall Abū an-Ni‘āj, we sieved all excavated 
sediments through a 1cm mesh to recover stone 
and ceramic artifacts, as well as animal bones. 

tural material, and the location of features and 
architecture using fourteen small excavation 
units, ranging from 1x1m to 2x2m (Table 1; Fig. 
3). Inside the enclosure wall, near the top of the 
hill, four additional 4x4m units allowed broad 
exposures of two structures and a trash midden. 
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Approximately 150 liters of excavated sedi-
ments were processed with a Float Tech 2000 
water flotation machine to recover charred seeds 
and plant material. Faunal data are presented as 
numbers of identified specimens (NISP), permit-
ting comparison with assemblages from other 
sites. Ceramic sherds were counted and weighed; 
all rim, handle, base and decorated sherds under-
went further analysis, primarily to infer ceramic 
chronology and to identify vessel form and func-
tion. vessel forms were coded using a morpho-
logical classification system developed for Tall 
Abū an-Ni‘āj based on Cole’s (1984) study of 
Middle Bronze Age pottery from Shechem. The 
size of ground stone tools and their utilized sur-
faces were measured in the field to the nearest 

millimeter and their functional types and raw 
materials recorded. 

Results
The Enclosure Wall

Dhahrat Umm al-Marrār’s most prominent 
architectural feature, a lengthy rectangular en-
closure wall, was built from unshaped blocks of 
limestone up to 70cm long, laid 2.0-4.5m wide 
on the surface. Preserved one course high, the 
widest section of the wall lies directly west of 
Areas I and III (see Fig. 2). This feature bounds 
the top of the hill with a 100m long segment 
along the western side of the hilltop, and north-
ern and southern sections that extend 30m east 
to the edge of the hill. A separate wall extends 

Excavation 
Squares 

Field 
Designations

Size Area Excavated

Area I Area I 4x4 16m2

Area II Area II 4x4 16m2

Area III Area III 4x4 16m2

Area Iv Area Iv 4x4 16m2

Unit 1 1 S / 12 E 2x2 4m2

Unit 2 12 S / 22 W 2x2 4m2

Unit 3 25 S / 5 E 2x2 4m2

Unit 4 10 S/ 20 W 1.5x1.5 2.25m2

Unit 5 13.5 S / 20 W 1.5x1.5 2.25m2

Unit 6 1 S / 15 W 1x2 2m2

Unit 7 1 S / 9.5 W 1x2 2m2

Unit 8 9 S / 17.5 E 1x2 2m2

Unit 9 20 N / 0 E 1x1 1m2

Unit 10 1 S / 0 E 1x1 1m2

Unit 11 11 S / 17 E 1x1 1m2

Unit 12 14 S / 3 E 1x1 1m2

Unit 13 20 S / 0 E 1x1 1m2

Unit 14 50 S / 0 E 1x1 1m2

Total m2 excavated 92.5m2

Table 1: Excavation Units Showing Size and Area Excavated1.

1. Field designations for each excavation unit refer to the 
distance (in meters) from the south-west corner of each 

unit to the main site datum. 
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25m north from the northern segment. These 
walls are presumably those identified by Glueck 
(1951) during his regional survey over 50 years 
ago. No gates, openings or towers are visible 
from the surface remains examined by the JvvP 
team, although the southern side of the wall 
was damaged prior to our 1996 / 97 excavation 
season. In the years immediately following our 
season, the western wall segment was damaged 
further when much of it was pushed to the east-
ern side of the hill with a bulldozer. Less than 
25 meters of the western wall was visible on a 
subsequent visit to the site in 2000.

The enclosure wall marks a depositional 
transition at the site with more organic material 
and ash in soils deposited inside than outside. 
Two excavation units bisecting the western wall 
(Units 6 and 7) contain 50cm of soil and decayed 

mudbrick above bedrock, along with EB Iv pot-
tery, chipped stone artifacts and a shell pendant 
(see Fig. 3). These artifact-bearing sediments in-
clude a cobble fill that is found across the site, 
ranging from very thin layers inside structures to 
deposits 40cm deep in areas with no architecture.

The Domestic Occupation
We sampled rectilinear stone structures 

within a number of our excavation units. The 
four large excavation areas (Areas I-Iv) revealed 
rectilinear buildings in the central and southern 
parts of the site, a trash midden and features 
associated with domestic food processing and 
storage. Units west of the enclosure wall, and 
north and east of the central building, contain 
stone wall foundations and domestic assemblag-
es including pottery, chipped stone, perforated 

4. Location of major architectural 
features at Dhahrat Umm 
al-Marrār. Main site datum 
indicated by circled triangle 
(drawn by J. Jones).
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wide and the interior wall was expanded from 
an initial width of 40cm to match the exterior 
segments. An uneven sherd pavement and earth-
en surfaces overlay a basal cobble fill inside 
the building. Considerable amounts of decayed 
mudbrick lay in the interior deposits, along with 
animal bone, pottery, chipped stone tools and 
debitage, and a vesicular basalt bowl base.

Ashy soil and large numbers of sherds and 
chipped stone artifacts on the surface of the site 
mark two trash middens at Umm al-Marrār; one 
along the eastern slope and one south of the cen-
tral building. Three excavation units in the cen-
tral midden delineate archaeological sediments 
20-50cm thick, covering at least 12m laterally. 
This artifact-laden cultural layer rests on top of 
decayed mudbrick and a mudbrick surface.

The southern habitation area contains two 
phases of domestic occupation associated with 
20-60cm of sediment and features (see Fig. 4). 
The Phase 1 features include a boulder mortar, 
clay-lined pit, bedrock mortar, a stone platform 
supporting a pottery vessel, and a compacted 
earthen surface over a layer of cobble fill. These 
features were later covered by approximately 
20cm of sediment with a clearly defined and 
compacted upper use surface. Phase 2 remodel-
ing added two adjacent structures, with single 
row stone walls preserved one to three courses 
high (Fig. 6). A series of sherd pavements, a 
boulder mortar and earthen surfaces with ash 
lenses, charcoal, burned daub and mudbrick 
fragments lay within and between the walls. 

The eastern room revealed a remarkable in 
situ pottery assemblage featuring the bases of 
approximately two dozen flat-bottomed pots 
whose upper sections were sliced off by modern 
bulldozing. The whole and partially reconstruc-
table vessels in this floor assemblage include a 
churn, eight plain cups, an eared cup, a small 
double-handled bowl, a holemouth cook pot, a 
strap handled juglet and numerous everted neck 
storage jars (Table 2; Figs. 7-10). Notably ab-
sent are lamps, wide, shallow, platter style bowls, 
and hole mouth jars, all of which were recovered 
elsewhere at the site. The activities represented 
in the floor assemblage include cooking, serv-
ing individual food portions, churning and long-
term dry food storage. Activities not represented 
include shorter-term storage and preparation, as 
well as serving food from a common vessel.

5. Plan view of the central building at Dhahrat Umm al-
Marrār. The southern and interior walls (I:006 and 
III:007) abut the eastern wall (I:099 / III:099). (drawn 
by J. Jones).

whorls and weights, and a boulder mortar. 
The central building lies at the summit of 

the hill in the middle of the enclosure wall (Fig. 
4). Preserved three courses high, the three ex-
posed walls divide the structure into two interior 
spaces (Fig. 5). The two exterior walls are 80cm 
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6. Plan view showing locations of ceramic vessels found in situ on Phase 2 domestic floor, Area II, Dhahrat Umm al-
Marrār. Pot #28 is a complete churn (FIG. 8d) and #29 and #37 are cups (FIG. 8b and a respectively) (Cole 1984, 
forms Cn and Bd) (drawn by J. Jones).
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Table 2: Munsell Colours for Exterior and Interior Surfaces of Pottery vessels in the Area II Floor Assemblage.

Figure and sherd vessel Type Colour (Ext / Int)
Fig. 7a Necked bottle with strap handle (Jg) 5 YR 7/6 - reddish yellow

5 YR 7/6 - reddish yellow
Fig. 7b Cup (Bd) 10 YR 7/4 - very pale brown

10 YR 6/3 - pale brown
Fig. 7c Cup (Bd) 10 YR 7/4 - very pale brown

10 YR 7/4 - very pale brown
Fig. 7d Cup (Bd) 5 YR 7/6 - reddish yellow

5 YR 7/6 - reddish yellow
Fig. 7e Cup (Bd) 10 YR 6/3 - pale brown

10 YR 6/3 - pale brown
Fig. 7f Cup (Bd) 10 YR 7/4 - very pale brown

5 YR 6/6 - reddish yellow
Fig. 7g Cup (Bd) Int/Ext - 10 YR 6/3 - pale brown

Core - 10 YR 6/3 - pale brown
Fig. 7h Open bowl (Bo) 2.5 YR 6/6 - light red

2.5 YR 6/6 - light red
Fig. 7i Double-handled open bowl (Bo) 7.5 YR 6/1 - grey

10 YR 6/2 - light brownish grey
Fig. 7j Holemouth cooking pot (Ch) 5 YR 5/4 - reddish brown

5 YR 5/2 - reddish grey
Fig. 8a Cup (Bd) 10 YR 6/3 - pale brown

10 YR 7/3 - very pale brown
Fig. 8b Cup with handles (Bd) 10 R 5/1 - reddish grey

10 R 5/1 - reddish grey
Fig. 8c Cup (Bd) 7.5 YR 7/6 - reddish yellow

7.5 YR 7/4 - pink
Fig. 8d Churn (Cn) 2.5 YR 7/4 - light reddish brown

5 YR 7/4 - pink
Fig. 9a Everted rim jar (J) 2.5 YR 7/3 - pale yellow

2.5 YR 7/3 - pale yellow
Fig. 9b Everted rim jar (J) 2.5 YR 7/4 - pale yellow

2.5 YR 7/4 - pale yellow
Fig. 9c Everted rim jar (J) 2.5 YR 8/3 - pale yellow

2.5 YR 8/3 - pale yellow
Fig. 9d Everted rim jar (J) 10 YR 7/3 - very pale brown

10 YR 7/3 - very pale brown
Fig. 9e Everted rim jar (J) 2.5 YR 7/4 - pale yellow

7.5 YR 7/6 - reddish yellow
Fig. 10a Everted rim jar with ledge handle (J) 10 YR 6/2 - light brownish grey

10 YR 6/2 - light brownish grey
Fig. 10b Everted rim jar with ledge handle (J) 5 YR 6/3 - light reddish brown

5 YR 6/6 - reddish yellow
Fig. 10c Everted rim jar with ledge handle (J) 5 YR 7/4 - pink

5 YR 7/4 - pink
Fig. 10d Everted rim jar (J) 10 YR 7/3 - very pale brown

10 YR 7/3 - very pale brown
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7. Pottery vessels from the Area 
II floor assemblage, Dhahrat 
Umm al-Marrār (vessel form 
designations adapted from Cole 
[1984]): (a) necked jug, (b)-(g) 
cups (Bd), (h) open bowl (Bo), 
(i) double-handled open bowl 
(Bo) and (j) holemouth cooking 
pot (Ch) (drawn by J. Jones).
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 8. Cups and churn from Dhahrat 
Umm al-Marrār (vessel form 
designations adapted from 
Cole [1984]): (a)-(c) cups (Bd) 
and (d) churn (Cn) (drawn by 
M. al-Nahar). 

9. Storage jars (comparable to vessel form J, adapted 
from Cole 1984) from the Area II floor assemblage, 
Dhahrat Umm al-Marrār (drawn by J. Jones).

10. Storage jars (comparable to vessel form J, adapted 
from Cole 1984) with: (a) - (c) associated ledge 
handles and (d) associated body sherd with decorative 
motif from the Area II floor assemblage, Dhahrat Umm 
al-Marrār (drawn by J. Jones).
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In contrast, for example, different subsets 

of the EB Iv ceramic repertoire are found in 
tomb assemblages and the storeroom at Khirbat 
Iskander. Small spouted vessels, shallow bowls 
and jars are found in these two contexts, while 
multiple lamps are common in tombs (Richard 
and Boraas 1988). Functional and chronological 
differences likely account for the differences in 
form composition from these various contexts. 
Taken as a whole, the floor assemblage in the 
eastern room at Umm al-Marrār reflects domes-
tic food-handling activities, with an emphasis 
on long-term storage, dairy processing, and the 
cooking and consumption of individual servings 
of foods or liquids.
Material Culture and Subsistence Economy

The vessel forms from Umm al-Marar in-
clude cups, open bowls with ledge handles at 
and below the rim, holemouth and everted cook-
ing pots, holemouth and everted rim storage jars, 
jugs and pitchers (Table 3; Figs. 11-12). The ves-
sel morphology and decorative styles, including 
trickle-painted cups and folded ‘envelope’ ledge 
handles, are exclusively EB Iv. We did not en-
counter any Byzantine or Islamic sherds, which 
had been noted in very low numbers during a 
previous survey (Palumbo 1990: 88). Based on 
diagnostic rim sherds, 40% of the site assem-
blage consists of everted and holemouth rim 
storage jars, 27% are straight sided cups, 15.5% 

open bowls, 13.5% cookware and 3.5% jugs and 
pitchers (Table 4). 

The stylistic characteristics of the vessels in 
the eastern room within Area II offer a unique 
opportunity to estimate when during the EB Iv 
period Umm al-Marrār was occupied. In particu-
lar, the assemblage includes features considered 
indicative of the later part of EB Iv, such as ledge 
handles with three or four large ‘envelope’ folds, 
as well as everted rim jars with incised, stacked 
coin and punctuate designs (Palumbo 1990: fig. 
27, 2001: 239). An occupational date later in the 
period is supported further by the relatively high 
proportion of cups in the assemblage at Umm al-
Marrār, which mirrors the frequency of this ves-
sel type in the latest three phases at Tall Abu an-
Ni‘āj (Czarzasty 2005: fig. 7.4). Trickle painted 
cups also appear, although in low numbers (5 of 
181 cup sherds).

The identifiable faunal specimens include 25 
sheep or goat bones, seven pig bone fragments, 
nine cattle bone fragments, and four canid bones 
and a possible gazelle bone. The percentage of 
identifiable bones (32 percent) among the fau-
nal fragments excavated from Umm al-Marrār 
is consistent with results from other nearby, con-
temporary villages (Table 5). In spite of the rel-
atively large amount of sediment processed for 
flotation (150 liters) and approximately 48.5 m3 
of cultural material sieved, no carbonized plant 

Table 3: Munsell Colours for Exterior and Interior Surfaces of Pottery vessels in the Umm al-Marar General Assemblage.
Figure and sherd vessel Type Colour (Ext / Int)

Fig. 11a Cup (Bd) 5 YR 6/8 - reddish yellow
5 YR 7/8 - reddish yellow

Fig. 11b Cup (Bd) 5 YR 6/6 - reddish yellow
Int - obscured

Fig. 11c Cup (Bd) 5 YR 7/6 - reddish yellow
5 YR 8/4 - pink

Fig. 11d Cup (Bd) 7.5 YR 6/4 - light brown
5 YR 6/4 - light reddish brown

Fig. 11e Cup – ad hoc form (Bd) 5 YR 7/8 - reddish yellow
5 YR 7/8 - reddish yellow

Fig. 11f Jug (Ja) 7.5 YR 6/4 - light brown
5 YR 7/6 - reddish yellow

Fig. 11g Open bowl with impressed handle at rim 
(Bo)

5 YR 7/6 - reddish yellow
5 YR 7/6 - reddish yellow
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Fig. 11h Open bowl with impressed band 
decoration and lug handles (Bo)

10 YR 8/3 - very pale brown
10 YR 7/4 - very pale brown

Fig. 11i Open bowl with incised lines (Bo) 10 YR 8/3 - very pale brown
10 YR 8/4 - very pale brown

Fig. 11j Open bowl (Bo) 7.5 YR 7/6 - reddish yellow
7.5 YR 8/6 - reddish yellow

Fig. 11k Open bowl (Bo) 10 YR 8/4 - very pale brown
10 YR 8/3 - very pale brown

Fig. 11l Open bowl (Bo) 5 YR 7/6 - reddish yellow
7.5 YR 7/6 - reddish yellow

Fig. 11m Open bowl (Bo) 2.5 YR 6/6 - light red
2.5 YR 6/6 - light red

Fig. 12a Everted rim cooking pot (Cs) 5 YR 6/8 - reddish yellow
5 YR 7/2 - pinkish grey

Fig. 12b Everted rim cooking pot (Cs) 5 YR 6/6 - reddish yellow
7.5 YR 5/4 - brown

Fig. 12c Holemouth cooking pot (Ch) 5 YR 6/6 - reddish yellow
5 YR 5/4 - reddish brown

Fig. 12d Everted rim cooking pot (Cs) 5 YR 7/8 - reddish yellow
5 YR 6/6 - reddish yellow

Fig. 12e Holemouth jar (Jh) 10 YR 7/4 - very pale brown
10 YR 7/4 - very pale brown

Fig. 12f Holemouth jar with punctuate pattern (Jh) 5 YR 6/8 - reddish yellow
5 YR 7/6 - reddish yellow

Fig. 12g Holemouth jar (Jh) 10 YR 8/4 - very pale brown
7.5 YR 8/4 - pink

Fig. 12h Holemouth jar with incised decoration 
(Jh)

7.5 YR 8/3 - pink
5 YR 7/6 - reddish yellow

Fig. 12i Everted rim jar (J) 7.5 YR 5/1 - grey
10 YR 5/1 - grey

Fig. 12j Everted rim jar (J) 7.5 YR 6/6 - reddish yellow
5 YR 6/6 - reddish yellow

Fig. 12k Everted rim jar with incised decoration (J) 2.5 YR 6/6 - light red
2.5 YR 6/6 - light red

Fig. 12l Everted rim jar (J) 10 YR 8/3 - very pale brown
10 YR 8/2 - very pale brown

Fig. 12m Everted rim jar (J) 7.5 YR 8/4 - pink
7.5 YR 8/6 - reddish yellow

Fig. 12n Everted rim jar with impressed band 
decoration (J)

2.5 YR 6/3 - light yellowish brown
10 YR 7/2 - light grey
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11. Cups, bowls and jugs from 
Dhahrat Umm al-Marrār 
(vessel form designations 
adapted from Cole [1984]): 
(a)-(e) cups (Bd), (f) jug 
(Ja) and (g)-(m) open bowls 
(Bo) (drawn by J. Jones, A. 
Caywood and J. Anders).

material was recovered, presumably because of 
the shallow sediments which inhibited organic 
preservation. 

The chipped and ground stone tools and 
ceramic forms at Umm al-Marrār provide in-
direct evidence for the harvesting, processing 
and food storage activities characteristic of an 
agricultural subsistence regime. The presence 
of chipped stone sickle blades made on both lo-
cally available raw material and non-local high 
quality chert attests to the harvesting of grains. 

The ground stone assemblage at Umm al-Marrār 
consists predominantly of slab and boulder mor-
tars made from fossiliferous chert, silicified 
limestone, vesicular basalt, fine-grained basalt 
and sandstone, mirroring the assemblage from 
Tall Abū an-Ni‘āj (Table 6). 

Discussion
The Enclosure Wall

The founding of the Umm al-Marrār enclo-
sure wall on deposits containing exclusively EB 
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12. Cooking pots and storage 
jars from Dhahrat Umm 
al-Marrār (vessel form 
designations adapted from 
Cole [1984]): (a)-(b) and (d) 
everted rim cooking pots (Cs), 
(c) holemouth cooking pot 
(Ch), (e)-(h) holemouth jars 
(Jh) and (i)-(n) everted rim 
jars (J) (drawn by J. Jones 
and J. Anders).

Iv material culture supports a late 3rd millen-
nium date for this feature. Its width far exceeds 
the dimensions of the domestic structures at the 
site or pastoral enclosures from other sites, and 
its location augments a naturally defensible hill-
top position. The large stones in the founding 
course at Umm al-Marrār suggest that it could 
have supported a superstructure of substantial 
height. At Khirbat Iskander, a layer of small 
rocks in a shallow foundation trench still sup-
ported an eleven course stone wall to a height of 
at least three meters (Richard and Boraas 1988: 
110). Thus, the Umm al-Marrār wall defines one 
of the few EB Iv walled enclosures in the south-
ern Levant, in contrast to numerous examples of 
Early Bronze II - III defensive systems. Other 

enclosure walls have been identified via survey 
at predominantly EB IV Jabal Rāḥīl, Khirbat 
Umm Rujum and ar-Raṣayfah, but Umm al-
Marrār provides a rare example of an excavated 
EB Iv settlement enclosure. Using a common 
Near Eastern estimate of 250 people per hect-
are, nearly 100 people may have lived within the 
enclosure wall at Umm al-Marrār, while a maxi-
mum of about 800 could be inferred from the 
3.30 ha extent of the sherd scatter.

The walled village of Umm al-Marrār was 
contemporary with the longer occupied and 
unfortified village of Tall abū An-Ni‘āj, which 
contains seven EB Iv architectural phases within 
3.5 meters of cultural deposits. As Palumbo notes 
(2001: 242), the EB IV landscape incorporated a 
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Table 4: Diagnostic Rim Sherd Counts and Frequencies from Dhahrat Umm al-Marrār (vessel Form Typology Based on 

Cole [1984]).

Ceramic Type Count Percent1

Cups
Bd – Straight Sided Cups

181 27%

Bowls
Bo – Open Bowls
B - Indeterminate

98
3

15%
0.5%

Cooking Pots2

Cs – Everted Rim
Ch – Holemouth Rim
C – Indeterminate

53
36
3

8%
5%

0.5%

Storage Jars
J – Everted Rim
Jh – Holemouth Rim

238
28

36%
4%

Jugs
Ja – Loop handled jugs, short necks
Jb – “Bottle necked” Jugs
Jg - Pitchers

11
2
7

2%
0.5%
1%

Total 660 99%
1. Percentages may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

2. Cooking pots are characterized by dispersed, large, angular inclusions, including calcite and basalt, and a red-

dish-brown-orange paste color.

Table 5: Animal Bone Frequencies from Dhahrat Umm al-Marrār Compared to Assemblages from Early Bronze IV Tall 
Abū an-Ni‘āj and Middle Bronze II Tall al-Ḥayyat1.

Bone Frequencies (%)

Umm al-Marrār Tall Abū an-Ni‘āj(1) Tall al-Ḥayyat(1)

Animal

Sheep / goat 55.6 55.5 54.5

Pig 15.6 30.9 20.8

Cattle 20.0 13.0 10.4

Wild taxa 8.9 0.6 14.3

1. Data from M. Metzger published in Falconer et al. 2004. NISP: Umm al-Marrār = 43, Tall Abū an-Ni‘āj = ap-

proximately 15,000, Tall al-Ḥayyat = 12,798 for domestic contexts only.
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Table 6: Comparison of Ground Stone Tool Assemblages from Dhahrat Umm al-Marrār and Tall Abū an-Ni‘āj1

Tool Types Umm al-Marrār Tall Abū an-Ni‘āj

Slab Mortar 44 (76%) 38 (45%)

Boulder Mortar 6 (10%) 12 (14%)

Bedrock Mortar 2 (3%) 0 (0%)

Trough Mortar 2 (3%) 0 (0%)

Composite Mortar 0 (0%) 3 (4%)

Hand stone 1 (1%) 8 (9%)

Pestle 0 (0%) 1 (1%)

Indeterminate2 3 (5%) 23 (27%)

Total3 58 (98%) 85 (100%)
1. Data provided by Jane D. Peterson. Most of the ground stone tools from Umm al-Marrār come from surface 

contexts, while those from Tall Abū an-Ni‘āj are from excavation units. Hammer stones enumerated separately.
2. The larger number of indeterminate implements at Umm al-Marrār is because of the number of broken tools in 

this assemblage.
3. Percentages may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

variety of fortified and unfortified settlements, 
including some in naturally defensible positions, 
often in close proximity. Other unfortified sites 
around Umm al-Marrār include Tall Umm 
Ḥammād and possibly Khirbat al-Ḥammih. 
Nearby Tall Rās Ḥāmid is unfortified, but is 
located on a steeply sloped hilltop overlooking 
the Jordan valley. 

Building on the proximity of fortified and 
unfortified settlements, Palumbo proposes that 
Umm al-Marrār and the potentially fortified 
sites of Jabal Rāḥīl, Khirbat Umm ar-Rujum and 
ar-Raṣayfah formed a defensive border between 
people living in fertile agricultural areas of the 
Jordan valley and (presumably) more pastoral 
people living in arid lands to the east. An evalua-
tion of this border hypothesis would benefit from 
more details on the extent to which these walls 
were in use at the same time. For example, while 
the wall at Umm al-Marrār appears to date to 
late EB Iv, the Khirbat Iskander enclosure went 
out of use prior to the latest period of occupa-
tion at the site (Richard 1990: 37). Nonetheless, 
the contemporaneity of occupation at Umm al-
Marrār and lowland sites like Tall Abū an-Ni‘āj 

indicates that fortified sites served localized de-
fensive needs in the northern Jordan valley at 
the end of EB Iv, perhaps as part of a broader 
regional matrix of walled and unwalled villages 
and hamlets. 

Domestic Architecture and Pottery
A combination of rectilinear structures, the 

robust construction of the central building and 
the presence of pig bones suggests a sedentary 
occupation at Umm al-Marrār. This site thus 
joins a growing corpus of excavated sedentary 
EB IV sites from Jordan (Falconer, Fall, Metzger 
and Lines 2004). The distribution of architecture 
and differing investments of effort in its con-
struction add greater detail to the domestic his-
tory of Umm al-Marrār. For example, architec-
ture in Units 2, 4, 5 and the southern habitation 
area show domestic occupation both inside and 
outside the enclosure wall. Similarly, the more 
substantial construction of the walls in the cen-
tral building illustrates a degree of architectural 
variability within the domestic structures.

The shallow deposits at Umm al-Marrār 
support the inference of a relatively short-term 
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occupation of this hilltop settlement. The in-
tensity of occupation ‒ judging from the depth 
of archaeological sediments ‒ varied across the 
site, with shallow 10cm deposits to the north 
contrasting with deeper sediments and multiple 
phases of occupation preserved in 60cm of cul-
tural deposits along the southern side. Close ex-
amination of intrasite deposition reveals an ar-
ray of formation details within this time span, 
viz. differing intensities of occupation across 
the site, secondary deposition within abandoned 
structures and the remodeling of domestic spac-
es. In keeping with ethnographic studies, similar 
densities of rim sherds within the central build-
ing (20.53 per m3) and in the midden (17.61 per 
m3) suggest that people dumped garbage into this 
structure after it went out of use (Kamp 2000: 
91). In contrast, the sherd density in loci imme-
diately adjacent to the central building is 9.74 
per m3, suggesting unintentional deposition. 
The two phases of architectural construction in 
Area II allow us to see the dynamic creation, use 
and extensive remodeling of domestic spaces. 
For example, the occupation of Umm al-Marrār 
lasted long enough for people to install and then 
build over potentially long-lived features, such 
as the boulder and bedrock mortars of Phase 1 in 
the southern habitation area.

The relative frequencies of serving, stor-
age and food preparation vessels in the pottery 
assemblages from two phases at nearby Early 
Bronze III Tall al-Ḥandaqūq South (Ḥandaqūq) 
and from three Middle Bronze Age phases at Tall 
al-Ḥayyāt provide a comparative framework for 
understanding changing Bronze Age village be-
haviors in the northern Jordan valley (Table 7). 
At al-Ḥandaqūq, a slight decline in the percent-
age of serving vessels is offset by modest in-
creases in storage and food preparation vessels 
(Chesson 2000). At Tall al-Ḥayyāt, storage ves-
sels predominate in the later three phases over 
generally consistent percentages of food prepa-
ration vessels and an increasing percentage of 
serving vessels (Falconer and Fall 2006). 

An increase in storage vessels with tall necks 
and constricted openings is seen in the ceramic 
assemblages from all three sites. This form is 
appropriate for the long-term preservation of 
dry grains, fruits, legumes and liquids (Falconer 
1995: 413; Joffe 1993). The increase in stor-
age vessels as a percentage of the assemblage 

implies a greater investment of labor devoted 
to harvesting, processing and storage of these 
foods. The impact on household labor allocation 
and seasonal scheduling extends beyond the ag-
ricultural realm to ceramic production as well. 
As the tallest vessels in the assemblage, these 
jars would require more clay to construct than 
other forms, material that would need to be gath-
ered, cleaned and tempered. Ethnographically, 
seasonal variation in temperature and humidity 
may delay some stages of pottery production. 
The steady ambient temperature needed to dry 
pots slowly before firing can limit vessel con-
struction to warmer times of the year, rather than 
wet or dry ones (Arnold 1985: 71-77). To meet 
the increased demand for storage vessels, potters 
at Umm al-Marrār could have allocated more of 
their time to production, more people may have 
made vessels, or non-potters could have assisted 
with stages of production, such as gathering or 
preparing clay.

At Tall al-Ḥayyāt, the ratio of long-term to 
short-term storage vessels declined through the 
Middle Bronze Age (Falconer 1995: 413). Short-
term food storage vessels have wide openings, in 
contrast to the constricted neck forms. At Umm 
al-Marrār, only 28 of 266 jar sherds represent 
ceramic forms with wide openings (Table 4). 
The low number of open storage forms rela-
tive to closed forms suggests that much of the 
agricultural output of Umm al-Marrār may 
have been stored, traded or consumed off-site. 
Several compositional studies provide data that 
support the local exchange of ceramics produced 
at Umm al-Marrār. For example, five jars pro-
duced at Umm al-Marrār were transported to 
Rās Ḥāmid, a 2 ha settlement in the mountains 4 
km to the north-east (Jones 1999: table 9.4, 176) 
(Fig. 1). Another study identified two traded 
vessels, a cup and a jar, produced at Umm al-
Marrār that were found at Tall Abū an-Ni‘āj and 
Umm Ḥammād al-Gharbī respectively (Falconer 
1987: 256).

The higher relative frequencies of serving 
vessels at al-Ḥandaqūq and Umm al-Marrār (64 
to 76% of the analyzed ceramic assemblage) 
point to an emphasis on communal food prepa-
ration and consumption as an aspect of domes-
tic life during the Early Bronze Age (Table 7). 
Most notably at Umm al-Marrār, sherds from 
straight-sided cups dominate the serving vessel 
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Table 7: Comparison of Serving, Storage and Food Preparation Vessel Frequencies from Dhahrat Umm al-Marrār, Tall 

al-Ḥandaqūq South and Tall al-Ḥayyat1 (counts and % data shown where possible).

Serving2 

(bowls, cups, jugs)
Storage 

(constricted neck)
Food Preparation 

(cooking pots, open 
mouthed jars)

Tall al-Ḥayyat 
(Middle Bronze II - Phase 3)

39% 35% 26%

Tall al-Ḥayyat 
(Middle Bronze II - Phase 4)

23% 50% 27%

Tall al-Ḥayyat 
(Middle Bronze II - Phase 5)

21% 58% 22%

Umm al-Marrār 
(Early Bronze IV)

46%
302

36%
238

18%
120

Tall al-Ḥandaqūq South 
(Early Bronze III - Phase IV)

37%
201

26%
142

36%
197

Tall al-Ḥandaqūq South 
(Early Bronze III - Phase III)

42%
173

24%
97

34%
140

1. Two special use vessels from Tall al-Ḥandaqūq are excluded from this comparison because they have no EB IV 
parallels. The designation of serving, storage and food preparation vessels follows Chesson’s schema (2000: 
375) to facilitate comparison.

2. We adapted Cole’s pottery typology to designate serving vessel forms B, Bd, Bo and all jugs. Storage vessels 
include constricted neck form J. Food preparation vessels include forms C, Cs, Ch and Jh. Holemouth jars (Jh) 
from Tall al-Ḥayyat are included in the storage category.

category (181 of 302 sherds). Based on their rel-
atively small size and open form, we may imag-
ine that people consumed individual servings of 
food or liquid from these vessels. The presence 
of so many cups at Umm al-Marrār points to the 
possibility that the consumption of small, indi-
vidual servings had an enhanced role within the 
broader social milieu of Early Bronze IV. Eat-
ing together, whether from larger bowls or small 
cups, would have allowed people to establish or 
maintain social ties strained by the social dislo-
cations arising from the Early Bronze III and IV 
population disaggregation.

The Subsistence Economy
Umm al-Marrār’s geographic position close 

to the Jordanian foothills raises the possibility 
that subsistence exploitation at this settlement 
differed from the economies of villages lo-
cated closer to the Jordan River. However, the 
relatively modest animal assemblage has a taxo-
nomic profile very similar to that of Tall Abū an-

Ni‘āj, with a majority comprised of sheep / goat, 
plus some cattle and pig. Although pig bones are 
less frequent than at Tall Abū an-Ni‘āj, this fau-
nal profile clearly indicates that the households 
at Umm al-Marrār practiced sedentary farming 
in the fields around their hilltop village, pos-
sibly supplemented by local gazelle hunting. 
Abundant ground stone and debitage from local-
ly available basalt, chert and limestone suggest 
that Umm al-Marrār’s households produced ex-
pedient plant-harvesting and processing imple-
ments as components of their subsistence tech-
nology.

Umm al-Marrār and the Early Bronze IV 
Period

The pastoral nomadism attested to by the 
architecture and artifacts from hundreds of sites 
in the Negev and Sinai exemplifies the mobile 
component of Levantine society in the late 3rd 
millennium BC (see e.g. Cohen 1992; Cohen 
and Dever 1979, 1981; Palumbo 1990). The deep 
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stratigraphy at sites such as Tall Abū an-Ni‘āj 
and Khirbat Iskander highlights contrasting 
examples of long-term occupation. Settlement 
continuity and the repeated division of domestic 
space over time is also seen by walls that persist 
through several architectural phases at Tall Abū 
an-Ni‘āj (Czarzasty 2005). Any simple dichot-
omy of short-term occupation at pastoral sites 
and long-term habitation at agricultural sites 
is, however, belied by the presence of sites like 
Umm al-Marrār. Here, a combination of shallow 
deposits, domestic architecture, ceramic forms 
and fauna associated with agricultural subsis-
tence attests to the movement of farmers over 
the landscape as they established new villages 
or moved into pre-existing ones. This evidence 
accords with the larger regional pattern of settle-
ment establishment and abandonment in which 
50% of EB IV settlements, both pastoral and 
farming ones, have no prior Early Bronze Age 
occupation (Palumbo 1990: fig. 11). 

The rural community at Umm al-Marrār, 
though modest in size, participated in a diverse 
set of productive and subsistence activities that 
reinforced local and regional connections. For 
example, Umm al-Marrār’s chipped stone as-
semblage includes tools made from both local 
and non-local materials. Based on the percent-
ages of serving, storage and food preparation 
vessels, residents also devoted a substantial por-
tion of their ceramic technology to long-term 
food storage and possibly to trade with nearby 
lowland villages. The balance of the pottery as-
semblage primarily includes serving vessels, 
suggesting the importance of food consumption 
in communal settings. A diverse set of contacts 
across a variety of environmental settings is re-
flected by the exchange of pottery with sites in 
the mountains to the east, as well as along the 
Jordan River to the west.

Dhahrat Umm al-Marrār provides invalu-
able comparative evidence for reconstructing 
Bronze Age rural society after the abandon-
ment of larger Levantine towns in the late 3rd 
millennium BC. The architecture, features and 
artifacts from this settlement reflect a sedentary 
agrarian community engaged in food produc-
tion and storage. The enclosure wall at Umm 
al-Marrār highlights the existence of easily 
defensible settlements within a larger suite of 
unfortified EB IV communities in the Jordan 

valley. These features thus mark points of con-
tinuity with the Early and Middle Bronze Ages, 
and emphasize the household and community 
adjustments used to cope with sociopolitical 
changes during a time of regional population 
disaggregation.
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THE ‘AYN GHARANDAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL PROJECT: A 
PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE 2010 AND 2011 SEASONS

Robert Darby, Erin Darby, with a ceramic report by Tiffany Key and Pamela Koulianos

Introduction
The site of ‘Ayn Gharandal lies ca. 100km 

north of the Gulf of ‘Aqaba, ca. 40km south-
west of Petra and ca. 200m west of the mouth of 
Wādī Gharandal, on the eastern edge of the Wādī 
‘Arabah (GPS N 30°05.187’, E 35°12.209’). 
Although the site has been visited by modern ex-
plorers (Frank 1934: 231-32; Glueck 1935: 39-
40; Musil 1907: 193-97; Woolley and Lawrence 
1915: 14-15) and archaeologists (Raikes 1985: 
101; King et al. 1989: 207; Smith et al. 1997: 
59-60; Henry et al. 2001: 1-19; Gibson 2007), 
the ‘Ayn Gharandal Archaeological Project 
(AGAP) has collected the first stratified materi-
als to date. At present, the AGAP has recorded 
the ruins of a Late Roman castellum, bathhouse 
and aqueduct system, as well as other unidenti-
fied structures to the west of the fort, to the south 
of the bathhouse and on the rocky cliff overlook-
ing the wadi system on the east side of the site.

It has long been believed that the name 
Gharandal is derived from Arieldela listed in the 
Notitia Dignitatum (Or. 34.44) as the location of 
the Cohors II Galatarum (Musil 1907: 195, n. 
20). It also appears in the Beer Sheva Edicts as 
Ariddela (frag. V, line 5). Alternately, it has been 
argued that Gharandal in the southern Ghawr is 
a more likely candidate for Ariddela (Walmsley 
1998: 433-41). A total lack of any evidence from 
‘Ayn Gharandal confirming its identification 
leaves the ancient name of the place and the unit 
garrisoned there a matter of scholarly specula-
tion.

Following the completion of the 2009 sur-
vey (Darby, Darby and Shelton 2010: 189-201), 
the AGAP carried out two seasons of excava-
tions in 2010 and 2011.1 The 2010 season fo-
cused on three squares (A:6/4; A:3/7; C:1/7) in 
the presumed Late Roman castellum and two 
squares (D:6/12; D:6/13) in the nearby auxiliary 
bathhouse situated ca. 60m east of the fort (Fig. 
1). Owing to the substantial amount of collapsed 
mudbrick and stone debris, we were unable to 
reach occupation layers in the fort during the 
2010 season. However, excavations in the bath-
house in 2010 yielded a wealth of data and nu-
merous unexpected finds. In 2011, we resumed 
excavation in the castellum and two sondages 
were completed in portions of two squares 
(B:1/1; B:2/1) along the east curtain wall in an 
effort to identify the main gate.  In addition, we 
collected ceramic materials from the surface of 
Area D1, which overlooks the wadi system. The 
following report offers a brief synopsis of the 
findings from these areas and our initial inter-
pretations of the data collected in 2010 and 2011 
at ‘Ayn Gharandal.

Research Agenda
The ‘Ayn Gharandal Archaeological Project 

(AGAP) seeks to contribute to our understand-
ing of Jordan’s rich and diverse cultural heritage 
through documentation and publication of the ar-
chaeological materials and site of  ‘Ayn Gharandal 
in Wādī ‘Arabah. Our long term project goals are 
as follows: (1) investigate the occupational history 

1. The AGAP would like to thank the following institu-
tions and persons for their continued support: the 
Department of Antiquities of Jordan, the American 
Center of Oriental Research, the ACOR Conservation 
Cooperative, the American Schools of Oriental 
Research, Dr Barbara Porter (Director of ACOR), Dr 

Christopher Tuttle (Associate Director of ACOR), Dr 
S. Thomas Parker (North Carolina State University), Dr 
John Oleson (University of victoria) and Jihad Haroun, 
Rula Qussous, Dr Sawsan Alfakhry and Khalil Hamdan 
of the Jordanian Department of Antiquities.
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1. 2010 site plan with squares.

of the site from the Nabataean to Early Islamic pe-
riods by means of systematic archaeological exca-
vations and study seasons, (2) map and record its 
architectural remains using state-of-the-art tech-
nology, including both GPS and GIS, for inclusion 
in the MEGA-Jordan Database, (3) collect, ana-
lyze and publish the material culture recovered at 
the site and (4) preserve and protect the site and its 
ruins for future generations.

Excavation Strategy for the 2010 and 2011 
Seasons

From the data collected in the 2009 survey, 

seven specific squares from three areas were 
selected for the initial season of excavations in 
2010.2 Two squares within Quadrant A (A:6/4; 
A:3/7) and a third in Quadrant C (C:1/7) are as-
sociated with the remains of the castellum, two 
lie in the ruins of the bath complex in Quadrant 
D (D:6/12; D:6/13) and the final two are located 
near what was thought to be a possible domestic 
structure, also in Quadrant D (D:11/7; D:12/7). 
The squares associated with the Domestic 
Structure area were closed almost immediately 
because the walls identified in 2009 proved to 
be the remains of modern bulldozing. Overall, 

2. The 2010 season began on 7 June and ended on 27 June, 
consisting of one week of survey and topographical map-
ping, and two weeks of excavation. The personnel for 
the 2010 season included Robert Darby (University of 
Tennessee) and Dr Erin Darby (University of Tennessee), 
the project co-directors; Fawwaz Ishakat (Hashemite 
University) was the surveyor. The 2010 DoA represen-
tative was Abdullah Rawashda. The area supervisor for 
the fort was Dr Carrie Duncan (University of Missouri 
- Columbia), who supervised excavation in squares C:1/7 
and A:3/7. Dr Byron McCane (Wofford College) was the 
square supervisor for A:6/4 and A:6/3, which were also 
opened in the fort. Robert Darby was the area supervi-
sor for the bathhouse and oversaw excavation in squares 
D:6/13 and D:6/12. Finally, Dr Jennifer Ramsay (SUNY 

Brockport) had intended to oversee excavation in the pos-
sible domestic structure in squares D:11/7 and D:12/7 but 
was not able to work in the field due to injury. Dr Ramsay 
is also the team’s archaeobotanist. Other field work-
ers included nine bedouin as well as 26 students from 
Duke University, North Carolina State University, Elon 
University, Wofford College, State University of New 
York at Brockport and the University of British Columbia. 
Erin Darby directed the archaeological lab in ‘Aqaba. 
Andi Shelton (independent scholar) performed the ce-
ramic field readings at the close of the season, Dr Alysia 
Fischer (University of Miami - Ohio) performed the ini-
tial analysis of the glass, and Naif al-Zabin (American 
Center of Oriental Research) and Fatma Marii (Jordan 
Museum) conserved the site’s coins and plaster graffiti.
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squares were chosen based upon their potential 
for revealing important information about the 
construction, use and function of the structures 
contained within each area, as well as the nature 
and depths of the stratigraphic deposits at the 
site. In addition to excavation, we generated a 
3D topographical map of the site (Fig. 2).

In 2011, three squares from the fort were the 
focus of the field season.3 The three squares are 
within Quadrants A and C (A:6/4; A:3/7; C:1/7) 
and are associated with the remains of the cas-
tellum. These squares were started in 2010 and 
reached bedrock in 2011. In addition, two small 
probes were excavated (in B:1/1 and B:2/1) to 
ascertain whether the fort‘s gate was located in 
the east curtain wall. Finally, structures on the 
rocky outcrop overlooking the wadi system 

(Area D1) were surveyed in preparation for fu-
ture excavation (Fig. 3).

Results from the 2010 and 2011 Seasons
The Late Roman Military Bathhouse

Excavation of square D:6/13 revealed two 
heated rooms of the bathhouse that had been 
partially exposed by looters. Recorded in the 
2009 survey as the South and North Rooms, 
we can now securely identify the former as the 
caldarium, or hot room, and the latter as the tepi-
darium, or warm room. In addition, a third room 
was discovered adjacent to the North Room and 
probably served as the frigidarium. 

Investigation of the South Room (caldari-
um) revealed that the recessed heating pipes (tu-
buli) were still intact in its east and north walls 

3. The 2011 season began on 30 June and ended on 28 July, 
consisting of four weeks of excavation and an addition-
al surface survey. The personnel for the 2011 season 
included Robert Darby (University of Tennessee) and 
Dr Erin Darby (University of Tennessee), the project 
co-directors; Fawwaz Ishakat (Hashemite University) 
was the surveyor. The area supervisor for the fort was 
Dr Carrie Duncan (University of Missouri - Columbia), 
who directed excavation in square C:1/7. Craig Harvey 
(University of victoria) was the square supervisor for 
A:6/4 in the fort. Abigail Turner (University of Texas-
Austin) oversaw excavation in A:3/7 in the fort. Finally, 
Robert Darby directed excavation in the two test probes 
along the east curtain wall (B:1/1; B:2/1). Other field 
workers included 10 bedouin as well as two students 
from the University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 
and Carleton College. Erin Darby directed the archae-

ological lab in Aqaba, and Tiffany Key and Pamela 
Koulianos (North Carolina State University) performed 
ceramic analysis. Following the field season, conser-
vation of the coins, metal artifacts, pottery and plaster 
was completed by Naif al-Zabin (ACOR Conservation 
Cooperative, American Center of Oriental Research), 
preliminary analysis of epigraphic finds was begun by Dr 
Christopher Rollston (Emmanuel Christian Seminary) 
and analysis of the metal artifacts was completed by 
Dr Stephanie Hoss (Small Finds Archaeology). The 
site’s archaeobotanical material is currently under in-
vestigation by Dr Jennifer Ramsay (SUNY Brockport) 
and the zooarchaeological materials are being analyzed 
by Dr Austin Hill (University of Connecticut). Finally, 
Dr Alysia Fischer (University of Miami - Ohio) is ex-
amining the glass finds and Dr Nathan Elkins (Baylor 
University) is analyzing the numismatic materials.

2. 3D topographic map of ‘Ayn 
Gharandal.
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(Fig. 4). We also uncovered a large plastered 
concrete fragment from the east wall contain-
ing at least two partial lines of Greek text and a 
graffito of a seated camel. Two additional in situ 
Greek graffiti were found adorning the east and 
west walls of the South Room. The delicate na-
ture of these finds indicated that the South Room 
had not been exposed by looting as was previ-
ously thought (Darby, Darby and Shelton 2010: 
189-201). Thus, excavations were halted before 
reaching floor level in an effort to preserve the 
inscriptions.

Clearing the North Room (tepidarium) of 
the bath complex confirmed that it had been 
looted to the level of its finely paved floor, a 
fact made apparent by the discovery of a large 
hole ripped through to the sub-floor hypocaust 
system, as well as several modern objects at 

floor level, including a juice box, a rusted road 
sign and a large metal pipe. Despite the loot-
ing, the majority of the North Room remains 
remarkably intact. All four of its walls are still 
partially retain their original plaster and contain 
numerous in situ heating pipes (tubuli). The 
walls (ca. 1m wide) are constructed of roughly 
hewn blocks bonded with concrete and survive 
to ca. 3m in height. In addition, the east and 
west walls are topped with two courses of fine-
ly cut ashlars from which once sprang a barrel 
vault (Fig. 5).

Moreover, excavation also brought to light 
the full extent of two doorways that had been re-
corded previously at the level of their lintel stones 
(Darby, Darby and Shelton 2010: 189-201). One 
connects the North Room to a room lying to its 
west and the other connects the North and South 
Rooms. The presence of a door jamb in each of 

3. Site grid with 2011 excavation 
squares.

4. South Room / caldarium of the bathhouse with in situ 
tubuli, facing east. 5. North Room / tepidarium of the bathhouse, facing south.
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the doorways indicates the North Room could 
be closed off from the other two rooms, presum-
ably to control the temperature of each (FIG. 6). 
Thus, the South Room, with only one doorway, 
was in all probability the caldarium, while the 
North Room functioned as the tepidarium, a fact 
further illustrated by its connection with the un-
heated West Room.

a rectangular shaped room that stands imme-
diately south-west of the heated rooms of the 
bathhouse. The room featured an exceptionally 
well-preserved paved stone floor surrounded on 
the north and west by a channel, 0.75m in depth 
and 0.50m in width, with a drain on either end. 
The form follows the typical plan of a Roman 
latrina. Moreover, the in situ plaster lining the 
north and west walls appears to have extended 
to a uniform level, ca. 0.5m above the drainage 
channel, suggesting that a wooden installation, 
perhaps a multi-seat toilet bench, once adorned 
the room (Fig. 8). The location of the latrine ad-
jacent to the balneum probably allowed the la-
trine to make secondary use of water exiting the 
bath. Additional walls of the bath complex were 
also revealed immediately north of the latrine; 
these walls comprise at least two more rooms 
whose functions are, as yet, unknown.
Special Finds from the Bathhouse: Graffiti and 
Tubuli 
Graffiti

While the architecture of the bath and its 
hypocaust system was exciting, one of the most 
important discoveries of the 2010 season was a 
corpus of well-preserved charcoal graffiti found 
in situ adorning the walls of the bathhouse; ad-
ditional fragments were recovered from the sur-
rounding debris. The discovery of the graffiti 
came first from the South Room or caldarium. 
The large fragment of plaster and concrete bear-
ing the graffito, which apparently broke off 
from the east wall of the South Room, measures 
slightly less than a meter long and a half meter 
at its widest. It contains at least two partial lines 
of Greek text, which are currently under analy-
sis, and a partially preserved zoomorphic figure. 

Only a small part of the West Room was un-
covered in the 2010 season (Fig. 7). The room 
was not visible in the 2009 survey, although we 
had observed that the wall separating the North 
and South Rooms continued to the west of the 
bathhouse. Excavation confirmed the presence 
of this West Room, which was ‒ thankfully ‒ 
spared from the looters. The identification of 
this room as the frigidarium is confirmed by the 
absence of tubuli in the walls and the presence 
of heavy paving stones that differentiate its floor 
from the suspended floor of the tepidarium.

Excavation of square D:6/12 uncovered a se-
ries of contiguous plastered mudbrick and stone 
walls forming the north, east and west walls of 

6. Door jamb and post with copper hinge in doorway 
between tepidarium and frigidarium.

7: West Room / frigidarium of the bathhouse, facing south. 8. The latrina facing north.
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Based upon the distinctive rendering of the hind 
leg and foot, the image is clearly intended to rep-
resent a dromedary, possibly indicating the func-
tion of the site as a caravan stop (Fig. 9).

Between the North and South Rooms, the 
west interior face of the doorway also contained 
a faded but discernible depiction of an ancient 
boat. The vessel is shown with its bow fac-
ing left and at a slightly upturned angle. It has 
a large triangular sail and what seems to be a 
small flag or sail extending right from the top of 
its mast (Fig. 10). The hull of the ship is that of 
a traditional Roman sailing vessel with a curved 
prow and stern. In addition, two long rudders 
extend outward. Like the camel image, the boat 

may also be associated with the important role 
that the site played in the Late Antique regional 
trade network that transported imported goods 
between the ports at Ayla and Gaza by means 
of camel caravans running along Wādī ‘Arabah.

The largest group of graffiti was found in 
the West Room / frigidarium. Excavation of this 
room uncovered two complete lines of an in situ 
Greek inscription flanking the doorway, several 
other faint or partial Greek texts and at least five 
additional figural graffiti, depicting both humans 
and animals. The graffiti decorate the small plas-
tered wall to the south of the doorway leading 
to the Northern Room and are found at varying 
heights. Two naked human figures, one possibly 

9. Graffito of seated camel from 
the South Room / caldarium.

10. Graffito of Roman sailing 
vessel from doorway between 
tepidarium and caldarium.
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holding a strigil, appear on the lower portion 
of the wall. Next to them a possible Chi Rho is 
flanked by an additional as yet unidentified ob-
ject / figure, while a schematized camel, a de-
tailed fish and a possible ostrich are also present 
on the wall. To the north of the doorway, addi-
tional text can be seen emerging from the baulk. 
The south wall of the West Room also depicts 
two anchors and a circular emblem, along with 
an additional line of Greek text. At present all 
textual and figural graffiti are in the process of 
analysis for future publication.

Tubuli 
Large numbers of tubuli, both fragmentary 

and complete, were recovered from the bath-
house in 2010. These consisted of two broad 
types: rounded rectangular / oval tubuli with 
thumb-hole perforations and round pipes more 
commonly associated with hydraulic installa-
tions (Figs. 11 - 12). In addition to the excavated 
materials, both types of tubuli were found in situ 
lining the walls of the two heated rooms. The 
tepidarium appears to have been fitted primar-
ily with the round ‘water pipe’ variety, while the 
caldarium featured the more traditional oval ver-
sion. The reason for this choice remains unclear. 
Further study of the tubuli from ‘Ayn Gharandal 
may shed light on this and other questions.
The Late Roman Castellum 

In 2010, three squares (A:6/4; A:3/7; C:1/7) 
were opened in the castellum, which were com-
pleted during the 2011 season. Owing to the large 
deposits of wind-blown sand, squares were ini-
tially laid out at 5x5m; 0.5m balks were retained 
after clearing the first 0.5m of sand. Owing to the 

extensive mudbrick collapse and sand deposits, 
as well as the shorter season in 2010, we did not 
reach substantial occupation levels until 2011. 

That having been said, at the very end of the 
2010 season we identified the remains of a later 
cist burial. In 2011, this burial proved to be one of 
several burials located along the west wall of the 
fort (Fig. 13). In fact, one such burial cut through 
the north baulk of square A:3/7, which required 
us to open the adjacent square (A:4/7) in order 
to excavate the body properly. In the process of 
excavating the burial visible in the balk, we un-
covered yet two more burials in A:4/7, giving a 
total of five burials from the 2010 and 2011 sea-
sons combined. The burials vary in size and di-
mensions, but all were poor in grave goods, with 
the exception of one burial shroud. Most of the 
bodies lie on their right sides facing south - south-
east and seem to reflect various times and ages of 
death. The lack of consistency in burial technique 
and spatial organization indicates the bodies were 
probably not interred as part of a planned cem-
etery but were the results of separate ad hoc buri-
als associated with this general area.

11. Rounded rectangular / oval heating pipe with thumb-
hole perforation recovered from the bathhouse in 2010.

12. Round heating pipe of the ‘water pipe’ variety recovered 
from the bathhouse in 2010.

13. Later cist burial from square A: 3/7 excavated in 2010.
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Aside from the later burials, the majority of 

data from the excavation relate directly to the 
Roman and Byzantine periods. We were able to 
ascertain the entire depth of the deposits inside 
three of the four curtain walls (north, west and 
south). Moreover, we were able to record the 
full measurements for the north, west and south 
curtain walls, which were preserved to ca. 3m 
in height and ca. 2m in width. They are made of 
a rubble and mud core with alternating boulder 
and chink facing courses that rest on stone so-
cles ca. 0.1-0.2m wider than the walls. The stone 
walls appear to have been topped with mud-
brick, which may have stood at a much higher 
elevation to judge from the amount of collapse 
excavated in the 2010 and 2011 seasons. 

Additionally, we identified interior parti-
tion walls in two of the three squares (A:6/4; 
A:3/7), confirming that rows of rooms lined the 
fort walls and faced onto an open courtyard, as is 
common in other Late Roman castella. The par-
tition in A:6/4 consists of mudbrick resting on a 
short stone socle only a few courses in height, 
while that in A:3/7 is a more substantial stone 
wall topped by mudbrick (Figs. 14-15). In both 
squares, the partition walls survive to approxi-
mately the same height as the curtain wall of the 
fort (ca. 3m). The third square (C:1/7) contained 
an additional stone wall as well, however, the 
discovery of a staircase on its west face and its 
proximity to the south-west corner tower sug-
gest it may have provided access to the tower 
(Fig. 16).

We also uncovered several unexpected archi-
tectural features in the 2011 season. Excavation 
exposed a line of stone arches parallel with the 
north curtain wall in square A:6/4 (Fig. 17). The 

arches span ca. 2.81m from pier to pier and were 
built of roughly hewn voussoirs that were finely 
finished on only one face. Gaps between the vous-
soirs were filled with packing stones. The arches 
appear to have supported ceiling beams in at least 
two rooms in A:6/4, one of which also yielded an 
assemblage of three complete vessels and an oil 
lamp (Fig. 18). The arches may provide evidence 
for a second storey along the north wall of the fort.

Excavation in all three squares revealed 
numerous fragments of painted plaster. More 
particularly, square A:3/7 yielded extensive re-
mains of finely painted Greek dipinti that had 
fallen from the west curtain wall in antiquity 
(Fig. 19). The plaster fragments varied in size, 
but many contained several partial lines of leg-
ible text formed in clearly organized registers. 
Thus far, conservation efforts have preserved 
enough of the text to suggest the dipinti may be 
the remains of an official inscription set within 
a tabula ansata. Given the delicate nature of the 
remains and their importance, epigraphic analy-
sis is ongoing. 

14. Square A: 6/4, east wall of the fort with mudbrick par-
tition wall in foreground.

15. Square A: 3/7, west wall of the fort with stone and 
mudbrick partition wall visible to left.

16. Square C: 1/7, south wall of the fort with stone wall 
and staircase.
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Finally, although we previously hypoth-
esized that the fort’s gate lay in the north cur-
tain wall (Darby Darby, and Shelton 2010: 
189-201), excavation in A:6/4 revealed that we 
had observed not the gate, but damage to the 
exterior face of the wall. In 2011, two sond-
ages excavated in Area B produced conclusive 
evidence for an arched gate in the center of the 
east curtain wall (Fig. 20). The debris within 
the soundings contained at least one finely cut 
voussoir with a mason’s mark, suggesting that 
many materials may be recoverable in future 
excavation, including a possible building in-
scription. 
Survey of D1

During the 2010 season, additional areas 
of the site were surveyed with GPS / GIS tech-
nology and, where appropriate, incorporated 
into the site grid. To the east of the main site 
and sitting on the ridge of the wadi is a large 
conglomeration of mud brick atop the sand-
stone. We had observed this area only on the 

17. Remains of a stone arch in square A: 6/4 with an in 
situ jug visible directly below.

18. Ceramic assemblage recovered from square A: 6/4 in 
2011.

19. Remains of the Greek dipinti from square A: 3/7 with 
Abigail Turner.

20. Sondage in square B: 2/1 with remains of a gateway in 
the east wall of the fort.
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last day of the 2009 season. The area included 
an extensive scatter of pottery, with numerous 
Nabataean sherds. In addition, possible tombs 
are visible near the top of the mound, as well 
as built ashlar construction and mudbrick con-
struction. In 2011 we noted that additional loot-
ing had taken place since the 2010 season, as 
indicated by looters trenches adjacent to the 
exposed architectural features. In response, we 
collected surface pottery from this area, now 
designated Area D1, in order to prepare for pos-
sible excavation with the aim of preventing fur-
ther damage to the remaining materials.  

Preliminary Ceramic Report (Tiffany Key 
and Pamela Koulianos)
Ceramic Report from the 2010 Season

In the 2010 field season of the AGAP, a to-
tal of 1,117 sherds were collected from three 
areas of excavation: the fort, the bathhouse and 
an area originally identified as a domestic struc-
ture. The majority of sherds collected at the site 
were coarse wares (n = 1,011), which constitute 
ca. 90% of the site’s pottery, while only a small 
percentage were fine wares (n = 69), or ca. 6%. 
The 2010 season was examined in the field by 
Andi Shelton and was later brought to the ce-
ramics lab at North Carolina State University 
in Raleigh, North Carolina, USA. Subsequent 
to the 2011 season, the pottery from both 2010 
and 2011 was analyzed together, a representa-
tive sample of which is depicted at Figs. 21-23.

The 2010 season yielded the site’s first ex-
cavated pottery (Table 1). After reviewing the 

21. Pottery recovered from the 
2010 and 2011 seasons.
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ceramic assemblage it was not surprising that 
most of the sherds were of Ayla coarse ware. 
‘Ayn Gharandal’s proximity to Ayla would help 
explain the prominence of Ayla ware pottery, al-
though ‘Ayn Gharandal has yielded some Ayla 
ware fabrics that are relatively uncommon at 
Ayla itself. These and further provenience stud-
ies may shed light on the trade relations between 
the two sites along the ‘Arabah trade route. In 
contrast to the numerous coarse ware sherds, 
only a small number of imported fine wares were 
found, including one African Red Slip (ARS) 
and two Eastern Sigilatta A (ESA) sherds. 

The majority of the 2010 material was limit-
ed to surface finds and wind-blown sand depos-
its. Of the squares open in 2010, those in the fort 

reached approximately 1m below the modern 
ground surface. As a result, dating these upper 
levels was difficult owing to the limited amount 
of material produced in the excavation. Although 
excavation in the bathhouse progressed deeper 
than that in the fort, these loci presented a mix-
ture of materials that dated from the 2nd to the 
6th-7th centuries AD, with a small amount of 
residual sherds that could be dated from the 1st 
century BC to the 1st century AD. These finds 
are not surprising given the fact that most earth 
loci in the bathhouse were comprised of sterile 
soil or wind-blown sand. 

A relatively small collection of amphorae 
was recovered from the 2010 excavation (Table 
2). The majority of the 28 sherds found were 

22. Pottery recovered from the 
2010 and 2011 seasons.
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Table 1: Indicators from the 2010 Season (imported ware includes any coarse ware not labeled as  Ayla, Nabataean or 
Central Jordan ware).

Area Square Ayla 
Ware

Nab. 
Semi-fine 
Ware

Nab. Fine 
Ware

Nab.
Painted 
Fine Ware

Nab. 
Course 
Ware

Imported 
Ware

Central 
Jordan 
Ware

TOTAL

Fort C:1/7 9 4 16 2 5 6 1 43

A:3/7 13 7 6 0 10 3 2 41

A:6/4 20 2 6 0 12 5 1 46

Bath D:6/12 5 1 4 0 4 2 1 17

D:6/13 13 0 0 0 7 5 7 32

Dom. St. 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 2

TOTAL 61 15 32 2 38 21 12 181

23. Pottery recovered from the 
2010 and 2011 seasons.
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from the bathhouse complex and, of these, Gaza 
amphorae dominated, while unidentified imports 
formed the second largest group (see Fig. 21: 16 
for an example of the latter). Two Gaza ampho-
rae indicators were identified as Peacock and 
Williams Class 48 (see Fig. 21: 14-15), dating 
to between the 3rd and 6th centuries AD. While 
the paucity of amphorae is unusual, this pattern 
resulted from the fact that excavation in the fort 
did not reach occupation levels in 2010. 

Ceramic Report from the 2011 Season
In the 2011 field season, 4,095 ceramic 

sherds were collected, processed and analyzed. 
This assemblage represented finds from four 
squares located in the fort complex as well as 
material found from the surface survey collec-
tion of Area D1, a mound with architectural fea-
tures near the site. At the start of the excavation, 
three goals were established for the ceramic 
investigation: (1) to determine the date of the 
collected material, (2) to identify the main pro-

duction centers supplying the fort ‒ as evidence 
for local pottery production has yet to be discov-
ered ‒ and (3) to begin to examine the usage of 
the fort complex from a ceramic perspective. In 
order to accomplish these goals a compilation 
of diagnostic and non-diagnostic sherds was re-
tained from the excavation. Sherds were char-
acterized in the field as belonging to one of four 
broad categories: Ayla ware, Nabataean ware, 
unidentifiable (or imported) ware and amphorae. 
Table 3 displays the prominence of these forms 
by excavated area (excluding the survey area). 

Chronological Range of the 2011 Pottery
Material from the 2011 excavations ranged 

broadly in date from the early 2nd to the 7th cen-
turies AD. Three squares (C:1/7; A:3/7; A:6/4) 
reached bedrock,  representing the lowest lev-
els of the fort complex. In each of these areas, 
the lowest occupation levels were examined 
and a preliminary date range was determined. 
The lowest loci in squares A:3/7 and C:1/7 both 

Table 2: Imported amphorae discovered during the 2010 excavations.

Area Square Gaza Egypt Palestinian Unidentified 
Ribbed

Ayla Unidentified  
Amphorae

TOTAL

Fort C:1/7 1 0 0 0 0 1 2

A:3/7 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

A:6/4 2 1 0 0 1 0 4

Bath D:6/12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

D:6/13 15 0 1 1 0 2 19

Dom. St. 2 0 0 0 0 0 2

TOTAL 20 1 1 1 1 4 28

Table 3: Indicators from the 2011 season and the percentage of each category in the overall 2011 pottery assemblage.

Area Square Ayla Ware 
Sherd Count 
and %

Nabataean 
Ware Sherd  
Count and % 

Unidentified 
Ware Sherd 
Count and %

Amphorae 
Sherd Count 
and %

Total 
Sherds

Fort C:1/7 285 37.9% 99 13.2% 180 23.9% 111 14.8% 752

A:3/7 258 18% 98 6.8% 952 66.3% 17 1.2% 1435

A:6/4 499 36.7% 175 12.9% 378 27.8% 28 2.1% 1360

A:4/7 35 40.2% 18 20.7% 16 18.4% 1 1.1% 87

AVG% 1077 33.2% 390 13.4% 1526 34.1% 157 4.8% 3634
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produced assemblages that were primarily Late 
Roman (106-324 AD). Typical Late Roman 
cooking pots with a deep groove on the rim, 
Gaza amphorae and pottery from the Kerak pla-
teau are common in the lowest loci in both A:3/7 
and C:1/7. In square A:6/4, the pottery from 
the lowest loci ranged from the Late Roman to 
Early Byzantine periods (324-491 AD.). This 
conclusion is based on the presence of Gaza and 
Egyptian amphorae, as well as a painted bowl 
resembling the Early Byzantine painted ware 
found at Roman Ayla; these forms occurred in 
the same loci as Late Roman cooking pot forms. 
Early Roman / Nabataean (63 BC-106 AD) pot-
tery was also found in all areas of excavation, 
but the relative scarcity of such pottery and the 
fact that it occurs with pottery of a later date sug-
gests it is largely residual.

Ceramic Analysis
Coarse ware bowls, jars / jugs and cooking 

wares were predominant, but a significant num-
ber of lamp fragments and amphorae survived 
in the corpus as well. Noteworthy is the absence 
of cooking bowls. This form, which first seems 
to make an appearance towards the end of the 
1st century AD and exists throughout the Late 
Roman period (mid 4th century AD), is wholly 
absent from the corpus. Its absence, especially 
in the lower strata, may suggest that the dating 
of the fort tends towards the early part of the 4th 
century, as the cooking bowl tradition is in de-
cline. 

Pottery from three major production centers, 
viz. Ayla, Petra and the Karak plateau, has been 
identified. As can be seen in Table 3, approxi-
mately one-third of the material consists of typi-
cal Ayla ware (e.g. Fig. 21: 13). Material that 
displays the characteristics of Nabataean pottery 
from Petra comprised the second most com-
mon ceramic ware at the site. Comparatively, 
pottery from the Karak plateau was minimal, 
yet its presence suggests that ‘Ayn Gharandal 
participated in an extensive trade network that 
stretched across modern day Jordan. Finally, the 
unidentifiable wares were present in both diag-
nostic and non-diagnostic sherds. 

Coarse Wares
A large variety of coarse ware bowls were 

discovered in 2011 (Fig. 22: 5-9), with the most 

common being a simple rounded rim bowl with 
a flat base (Fig. 22: 5-6). Cooking pots, however, 
appeared in the greatest abundance. The cooking 
pots at the site undergo a transition from the tri-
angular rim design (Fig. 22: 10) of the early 1st 
and 2nd centuries AD, to the grooved rim (Fig. 
22: 11-12) of the 3rd and 4th centuries AD and, 
finally, to the rounded and hooked rim design of 
the 4th and 5th centuries AD. Jars and jugs were 
almost as abundant as the cooking pots. One-
handled jugs, most spouted, were the most com-
mon form preserved and dated to around the mid 
4th century AD (Fig. 23: 3-4). Large storage jar 
fragments were found in every square; however, 
diagnostic features were not preserved in many 
instances.  

Amphorae
A significant proportion of the ceramic cor-

pus consisted of imported amphorae. Gaza rep-
resented the majority of identifiable amphorae, 
with Peacock and Williams Class 48 dominat-
ing the available diagnostic sherds. However, 
a significant number of Egyptian (Peacock and 
Williams Class 52 / 53) and Ayla amphorae were 
present as well. Many of the preserved ampho-
rae sherds are currently unidentifiable, by either 
form or place of origin, although three types 
previously unattested at the site were added to 
the variety of forms, including a Peacock and 
Williams Class 41 amphora, two Class 44 ‘Late 
Roman 1’ sherds, and several Class 47 ampho-
rae sherds. The data given in Table 4 show the 
distribution of amphorae across the excavated 
squares of the site as well as the prevalence of 
various types of amphorae. 

Fine Wares
Two important groups of fine ware come 

from the fort complex at ‘Ayn Gharandal. The 
first consists of the Nabataean fine wares, which 
were recorded separately from the Nabataean 
coarse wares in order to determine their abun-
dance. Nabataean fine wares were separated into 
three different categories: painted fine wares, 
fine wares and semi-fine wares. 

Unsurprisingly, these fine wares comprised 
a small portion of the overall ceramic material 
and added little information to the dating of each 
locus. Only three painted fine ware sherds were 
recovered in 2011: a body sherd of Dekorphase 
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4 (2nd-3rd centuries AD) found during the sur-
vey of Area D1, a body sherd of Dekorphase 3a  
20-70) AD) and a body sherd of Dekorphase 3c 
(100-150 AD).

A second category includes the imported 
wares, such as Eastern Sigilatta and African 
Red Slip. Three ESA sherds were identified; two 
were non-diagnostic body sherds and one was a 
closed-form ring base. Three ARS sherds were 
found during the 2011 excavations. A body sherd 
and a simple base were not identified, while the 
third was a Hayes Form 59 base (320-380 AD) 
with double circular designs as well as two rows 
of fan-like stamped patterns (Fig. 21: 17). 

Additionally, unguentaria were uncovered 
in the fort but, although they were distributed 
across two squares, they were non-diagnostic 
and residual. Table 5 below shows the number 
of fine ware sherds per square from the 2011 
season.

Ceramic Materials from the Surface Survey of 
Area D1

During the 2011 season, a survey was con-
ducted on a mound in close proximity to the fort 
and bath complex of the main excavation. This 
survey area, Area D1, presented a unique mix of 
ceramic material that varied from the main site. 

The material from this survey ranged in date 
from the Chalcolithic and Early Bronze Age to 
the Early Byzantine period. These sherds were 
not only the earliest found at ‘Ayn Gharandal, but 
were also the only hand-made ceramics (with the 
exception of a single hand-made Axumite sherd 
discovered in the fort). As is noted in Table 5, a 
range of fine wares was discovered in this area 
as well. 

Conclusions
In conclusion, several observations can be 

made based on the 2011 material. First, there is 
a paucity of imported fine wares. While a few 
African Red Slip sherds and Eastern Sigillata 
sherds are present, their presence is minimal. 
Given the probable dating of the fort to the Late 
Roman period, the limited presence of Nabataean 
painted fine ware is understandable. 

Second, the wealth of amphorae present at 
the site, especially Gaza amphorae, suggests that 
one of ‘Ayn Gharandal’s primary functions was 
trade. Unlike the 2010 season, which yielded a 
total of 28 amphorae, the 2011 season produced 
155 amphorae sherds, with an overwhelming 
majority located in square C:1/7. The signifi-
cance of this deposition has yet to be determined, 
but will be further examined as more areas of the 

Table 4: Imported amphorae discovered during the 2011 excavations.

Area Square Gaza Egypt Ayla Unidentified
Ribbed

Other Amph. TOTAL

Fort C:1/7 29 4 4 2 72 111
A:3/7 1 0 1 0 15 17
A:6/4 6 8 10 1 3 28
A:4/7 0 0 0 1 0 1

TOTAL 36 12 15 4 88 157

Table 5: Fine wares from the 2011 excavations.

Area Square Nab. Painted 
Fine Ware

Nab. Fine 
Ware

Nab. Semi-
fine Ware

Unguentaria African Red 
Slip

Eastern 
Sigilatta A

TOTAL

D1 1 8 44 0 0 2 55

Fort C:1/7 2 2 12 0 0 1 17

A:3/7 0 11 8 1 0 0 20

A:6/4 0 21 9 3 2 0 35

A:4/7 0 6 0 0 0 0 6

TOTAL 3 48 73 4 2 3 133
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fort are excavated in the coming seasons. 

Finally, a number of lamps and lamp frag-
ments were excavated in 2011. Most did not yield 
enough surface area to be identifiable. However, 
several south Jordan lamps were discovered 
(for a comparable type from 2010, see Fig. 21: 
18), including one in the assemblage recovered 
from A:6/4 (Figs. 18, 24). Future seasons will 
help shed light on the relationship between these 
lamps and the function of various rooms within 
the fort, particularly when such objects are found 
directly on occupation horizons. 

Summary and Plans for Future Excavation 
and Preservation
Summary

As a result of the 2010 and 2011 excava-
tion seasons, we have not only confirmed the 
architectural layout of both the fort and the 
bathhouse, but have excavated the first strati-
fied material from the site in the ca. 110 years 
since ‘Ayn Gharandal’s ‘rediscovery’ by west-
ern explorers to the region. The fort is a typical 
Late Roman castellum (ca. 40 x 40m) with four 
projecting corner towers. The curtain walls are 
lined with rooms along their interior, separated 
from each other by smaller partition walls. The 
excavated materials from the fort and bathhouse 
suggest a date of occupation from the late 3rd 
and early 4th centuries to the 5th or 6th centuries 
AD. Furthermore, excavated remains from the 
interior rooms of the fort indicate some variation 
in room function, with ash and domestic pottery 
concentrated along the north wall and amphorae 
along the south wall. The purpose of the rooms 
adjacent to the west wall is still in question. 
However, the presence of finely painted Greek 
dipinti suggests an official function, perhaps as 
a principia or headquarters for the garrison sta-
tioned at ‘Ayn Gharandal.

We have also identified three rooms of the 
Late Roman bathhouse, namely the caldarium, 
tepidarium and frigidarium. From within the 
structure we have documented the bath’s excep-
tionally well preserved tubulation system and 
plastered walls, and outside of the bathhouse we 
recorded the remains of the latrina. Additionally, 
excavation revealed a corpus of graffiti, both fig-
ural and textual, from the walls of the bathhouse. 
Given the type of materials used in its construc-
tion, the orientation of the bathhouse with the 
fort and the data collected through excavation, 
we can conclude that the bathhouse was likely 
built contemporaneously with the nearby castel-
lum (Darby forthcoming). 

The analysis of ceramic materials suggests 
that ‘Ayn Gharandal was an active trading sta-
tion along the ‘Arabah valley, as indicated by the 
presence of pottery from Ayla, Petra, Gaza and the 
Karak plateau. This interpretation is further sup-
ported by the large number of amphorae found in 
the castellum. Conversely, the extremely small 
percentage of imported fine wares uncovered in 
2010 and 2011 suggests that ‘Ayn Gharandal inter-

24. South Jordan lamp from the square A: 6/4 assemblage 
recovered in 2011.

Preliminary Phasing of ‘Ayn Gharandal 
based on the 2010 and 2011 Seasons

Excavation within the fort has established a 
preliminary phasing consistent across all three 
squares, though the phases in the south are lower 
in elevation than those in the west and north ow-
ing to the sloping topography of the alluvial de-
posit upon which the site was constructed. Based 
on preliminary ceramic readings, we hypothesize 
that the earliest preserved occupational strata 
date from the end of the 3rd century to the begin-
ning of the 4th century and that all areas were 
continuously occupied through the 4th and 5th 
centuries with no major abandonment or destruc-
tion phases. After the 5th century the fort appears 
to have been abandoned, followed by successive 
layers of gradual collapse. At this time there is 
no evidence for major earthquake damage, con-
flagration or rebuild. There is evidence for subse-
quent small-scale squatters’ fires as well as buri-
als, though these produced little ceramic material 
and will be dated by means of radiocarbon deter-
minations on charcoal and textiles. At present we 
assume these phases are considerably later than 
the fort’s main period of occupation.
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acted most closely with the local and regional net-
work of Late Roman forts / caravan way-stations 
and the nearby towns of Arabia / Palaestina Tertia 
rather than markets outside the province.

In sum, the data collected by the AGAP thus far 
implies that the fort and accompanying bathhouse 
were heavily used by those involved in regional 
trade. Evidence from the site may also suggest that 
the Late Roman army both policed and controlled 
the goods travelling between the ports at Ayla and 
Gaza, as well as the towns of Palaestina Tertia. 
Finally, as is the case with comparable sites in the 
region (Cohen and Israel 1996: 110-16; Davies 
and Magness 2008: 102-12; Smith 2010: 143-52), 
control of the water resources at ‘Ayn Gharandal 
is further testament to the Roman army’s domina-
tion of the regional trade network, which would 
surely have been dependent on access to the series 
of springs that line Wādī ‘Arabah.

Future Plans
In 2013 we will continue excavations in the 

fort and bathhouse in order to further our under-
standing of both structures. Squares in the fort 
will be opened adjacent to those completed in 
the 2011 season; new squares will be excavated 
in one of the corner towers and in the gate. Work 
in the bathhouse will continue to expand on the 
excavations completed in 2010. In forthcoming 
seasons, AGAP also plans to incorporate GPR 
with the goal of identifying possible outlying 
structures to the south and west of the fort. In 
addition, we are planning a large conservation 
program for the bathhouse that may include 3D 
mapping of its architecture and sub-floor mate-
rial, as well as wall consolidation, dependent on 
the needs of the DoA (Darby and Darby 2010). 
Ultimately, we expect that future work at the site 
will contribute to answering a number of larger 
research questions related to the Late Roman 
army’s role in commerce, trade and natural re-
source management in Arabia / Palaestina Tertia 
during the 3rd and 4th centuries as well as the 
complex relationship between ‘Ayn Gharandal’s 
local inhabitants and its garrison. 
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Introduction
The Edom Lowlands Regional Archaeology 

Project (ELRAP) is a deep-time investigation of 
the role of mining and metallurgy on the evolu-
tion of societies in the copper ore rich Faynān 
district in southern Jordan, directed by T.E. Levy 
and M. Najjar. From 2002 to 2009, research fo-
cused primarily on the Iron Age (ca. 1200-500 
BC), one of the most intensive periods of cop-
per production in the ‘Arabah valley that sepa-
rates modern Israel and Jordan. In addition to 
the ELRAP, there have been three other recent, 
large-scale research projects in the Faynān re-
gion: (1) the Deutches Bergbau Museum’s 
(DBM) archaeometallurgy project, directed by 
Andreas Hauptmann (Hauptmann 2007), (2) 
the Council for British Research in the Levant 
(CBRL) Wādī Faynān Landscape Survey, di-
rected by Graeme Barker, David Gilbertson and 
David Mattingly (Barker et al. 2007b) and (3) the 
Early Prehistory of Faynān Project, directed by 
Bill Finlayson, Steven Mithen and Mohammad 
Najjar (Finlayson et al. 2011). What distinguish-
es the ELRAP from other projects is our appli-
cation of new digital technologies for archaeo-
logical research to carry out large scale excava-
tions in order to contextualize the socio-cultural 
context of ancient mining and metallurgy (Levy 
2010; Levy et al. 2008; Levy and Najjar 2008).

The main focus of the ELRAP has been the 
investigation of mining and metallurgy during 
the Iron Age (Ben-Yosef et al. 2009a; Ben-Yosef 
et al. 2010; Ben-Yosef et al. 2009b; Levy et al. 
2012; Levy and Najjar 2007; Levy et al. under 
review). Additionally, over the past eight years 
our team has carried out excavations at a Pre-

Pottery Neolithic B site (Levy in prep.) Early 
Bronze Age sites (Levy et al. 2002; Muniz 2007) 
and sites of other periods. One of the main aims 
of the new 2011 ELRAP expedition in Faynān 
was to investigate Khirbat Faynān (KF, Biblical 
Punon, Roman / Byzantine Phaino; 30o 37.6’ N, 
35o 30’ E) as the possible social and economic 
center of copper production during the 10th and 
9th centuries BC. Large-scale excavations at 
Khirbat an-Nuḥās demonstrated that it was the 
primary center of smelting and processing in the 
region (Ben-Yosef 2010; Levy et al. 2012; Levy 
and Najjar 2008; Smith 2009). However, the lo-
gistical and political center of copper production 
during these key centuries has eluded research-
ers. In addition, we wish to expand our research 
to explore the potential socio-economic role of 
Khirbat Faynān in copper production during 
other periods, such as the Early Bronze Age, 
and Nabatean / Roman periods. Furthermore, 
we wish to clarify how socio-political organiza-
tion changed during when the region fell under 
Byzantine and Islamic control.

To complement the deep-time research goals 
of our new project at Khirbat Faynān (Levy and 
Najjar 2007) (Fig. 1), in 2011 we also carried out 
ten soundings of agricultural terrace walls in the 
immediate vicinity of the site, a pedestrian sur-
vey of the Buwayridah springs in the southern-
most part of our research area and small probes 
at the Early Bronze Age copper manufactory at 
Khirbat Ḥamrat Ifdān and the Middle Islamic 
copper production village of Khirbat Nuqayb al-
Asaymir. Here we present the first preliminary 
report on these research efforts.

In addition to an overview of notable discov-
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eries from our excavations and surveys, an ex-
tensive discussion of how three novel techniques 
complemented the ELRAP is presented. First, a 
geophysical survey elucidated potential excava-
tion obstacles. Second, a digital chemistry unit 
consisting of X-Ray Fluorescence and Fourier 
Transform Infra-red Spectroscopy units yielded 
important data with which to form conclusions 
in the field regarding excavated contexts. Third, 
a Light Detection and Ranging unit provided a 
high-resolution point cloud for scanning the dif-
ferent sites.

Faynān Agricultural Terrace Excavations
As part of our comparative study of differ-

ences in subsistence strategies used in the low-
lands and highlands of Edom, test excavations 
were carried out on ten terraces around Khirbat 
Faynān (Fig. 2). The landscape of Wādī Faynān 
has been extensively modified with agricultural 
field systems and terraces for managing flood-
waters and erosion. Recently, the Council for 
British Research in the Levant (CBRL) com-
pleted a systematic survey of the field systems 
and noted concentrations of ceramics from the 
Early Bronze Age to Islamic periods (Mattingly 
et al. 2007). Agricultural terraces have also been 
recorded in the highlands of Edom. However, 
like the Faynān field systems, it is difficult to de-
termine the date of use and construction of these 
features based on concentrations of ceramics 
alone owing to complications in site formation 
processes. Dating methods generally involve in-
direct dating by systematic surface collection of 
ceramics that may have been deposited during 
episodes of manuring (Given 2004; Wilkinson 
1989). Direct dating is not usually possible be-
cause of the paucity of radiocarbon samples 
associated with terrace walls and the difficulty 
in finding a chronologically constrained sam-
ple. However, recent applications of Optically 
Stimulated Luminescence (OSL) methods (Avni 
et al. 2006; Bishop et al. 2004; Porat et al. 2006, 
2012) to date archaeological features have been 
used as a successful alternative to traditional 

1. Khirbat Faynān (Biblical Punon) seen from the 
helium balloon photographic system designed by UC 
San Diego undergraduate students for this project, 
November 2011.

2. Overview Google Earth 
satellite image of Wādī 
Faynān field systems WF442 
and WF443.
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dating methods. Thus, ten test excavations were 
carried out that complement previous systematic 
surface collection in the area and the trench ex-
cavation at Khirbat Faynān described below.

The ten excavated trenches will contribute 
to our explanation of the history of farming on 
the Faynān agricultural terraces (Fig. 3). The 
primary goal of our excavations was to collect 
samples for Optically Stimulated Luminescence 
(OSL) dating of agricultural terraces and to that 
end we were successful. A total of 28 OSL sam-
ples were collected. In addition, we collected 
sediment samples for analysis of pollen, grain 
size and phytolyths. These future analyses will 
contribute to our understanding of ancient pa-
leoclimate and subsistence practices, especially 
when combined with the existing survey and ex-
cavation record.

Buwayridah Springs Survey
The Buwayridah Springs Survey focused on 

an area in the southernmost portion of the Faynān 
district that has received little attention, despite 
its potential for long term human occupation. Our 
working hypothesis is that the Buwayridah springs 

played an important role in ancient trade routes in 
the area. The springs are part of the Wādī al-Fayḍ 
catchment area that begins in the highlands and 
empties into the ‘Arabah valley. This survey is a 
continuation of the Wādī al-Fayḍ Survey begun in 
2009. Wādī al-Fayḍ flows from the highland pla-
teau in a westward direction for approximately 20 
km, eventually reaching the Buwayridah spring 
zone situated in an area dense with sand dunes on 
the eastern margin of the Wādī ‘Arabah valley. 
The survey of the Buwayridah spring zone will 
yield an important data set for testing the relation-
ship between regional-scale economic processes 
and small-scale economies, because this area is 
also part of ancient Iron Age Edom ‒ and the core 
settlement area of the later Nabataean kingdom ‒ 
as well as an important part of the Roman / Byz-
antine periphery (el-Khouri 2008).

Our survey methodology consisted of sys-
tematic, intensive surveying of 100 % of the area 
within the survey boundaries, as well as system-
atic surface collection and mapping at sites and 
other features. The survey boundaries included 
an area of five square kilometers between Wādī 
Buwayridah and Wādī Tasān (Fig. 4). Surveyors 
recorded site locations using a handheld Garmin 
Oregon 450 GPS. Digital photos were taken of 
all sites and features; attributes were recorded 
on a standardized data form developed in 2009. 
Information was recorded on the size, site type, 
geomorphology and environmental surroundings 
of the site. The survey team used a combination 
of systematic surface collection and targeted col-
lection strategies, depending on the terrain, size, 
density, time constraints and other factors. 

18 sites were recorded during the archaeo-
logical survey of Buwayridah springs (Table 1). 
Because the area is extensively covered by sand 
dunes, the sites consisted mostly of artifact scat-
ters located near the dune margins. Poor visibil-
ity was the most influential variable in our abil-
ity to locate sites. Thus, it is quite possible that 
many more sites are covered by the Buwayridah 
sand dunes, some of which are upwards of 10-15 
meters high (Fig. 5). 

Summary
The Buwayridah Springs Survey was the first 

systematic archaeological survey of the Buwayridah 
springs zone. There is great potential for future dis-
coveries in the Buwayridah springs area. Because 

3. Ancient terrace wall uncovered below the modern 
surface, WF 442 (Trench 7).
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the current survey only covered a small area be-
tween Wādī Buwayridah and Wādī Tasān, a larger 
survey will likely find more sites. The periods most 
represented in the Buwayridah springs area are the 
Late Prehistoric, Early Bronze Age and Roman / 
Byzantine periods. Further analysis of the artifacts 
collected will be required to better understand the 
occupation history in the survey area, as well as to 
interpret site function and how each site relates to 
the regional settlement pattern in Faynān.

Khirbat Nuqayb al-Asaymir - A Middle Is-
lamic Period Copper Production Village
Area X: Major Building Complex
Introduction

The 2011 season marks the beginning of 

ELRAP’s investigation of the final phase of cop-
per production in Faynān at Khirbat Nuqayb al-
Asaymir (KNA; 30o40’31” N, 35o26’48” E), a 
copper-smelting site of the Middle Islamic Pe-
riod (ca. 1000-1400 AD). A probe was made in 
Area X, a building and its associated slag heaps 
that made up the center of copper production at 
the site. Area X consists primarily of a single 
five-room building and adjacent mounds of cop-
per slag to the east, just outside the entrances 
to the building. The excavation area was in the 
north-western portion of the building and was 
bounded by two walls, Wall 105 and Wall 108. 
The walls are built out of local dolomite, with 
chinking stones inserted at semi-regular inter-
vals.  Although visually striking (Figs. 6-7), the 

4. Map of survey area showing 
the sites recorded. Wādī 
Tasān (northern wadi) marks 
the northern boundary of 
the survey area, while Wādī 
Buwayridah (southern wadi) 
represents the southern 
boundary. The survey area = 
ca. 5km2.
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Site 
Number

Northing Easting Site Size 
(m2)

Periods Site Type

WB001 723267 3383372 18000 Early Roman, Islamic Artifact scatter, Campsite

WB002 723226 3383253 11000 Neolithic, Roman, 
Islamic

Lithic scatter (production 
site?)

WB003 723031 3383365 3100 Prehistoric, Roman/
Byzantine

Artifact scatter (pottery 
and flint tools, debitage)

WB004 724051 3383048 175 Early Bronze Artifact scatter, possible 
hearth

WB006 724099 3382509 900 Roman/Byzantine + Pot Drop

WB007 724843 3383140 1300 Neolithic Artifact scatter, small 
settlement

WB008 724629 3382976 1100 unknown artifact scatter

WB009 724528 3382702 1900 Early Prehistoric lithic scatter

WB010 724257 3382217 7500 Early Bronze Artifact scatter, small 
settlement

WB011 724592 3382269 500 Classical Sherd scatter

WB012 724758 3382395 600 Classical Artifact scatter (ceramics 
and ground stone)

WB013 725060 3382450 1700 Classical Artifact scatter (ceramics, 
glass, ground stone)

WB014 724988 3382441 2500 Classical Artifact scatter (ceramics, 
glass, ground stone)

WB015 724927 3382144 3500 unknown Artifact scatter (lithics, 
ceramics, ground stone)

WB016 725113 3382133 2600 Classical Artifact scatter (ceramics, 
lithics, ground stone)

WB017 724839 3381340 2 late Classical + Pot Drop

WB019 725100 3380786 350 Early Prehistoric lithic scatter

WB020 724985 3380387 2400 unknown sherd scatter

Table 1: Sites recorded in the 2011 survey near the junction of the Wādī Tasān and Wādī Buwayridah.

construction of the walls shows the importance 
of practical over aesthetic concerns in the con-
struction of the building.

The probe was conducted to answer several 
questions. Initially, we wished to test a hypoth-
esis put forward by Hauptmann (2007: 126-127) 
that the Area X building may have housed a 
mineshaft. We also wanted to better understand 
both the nature and chronology of metal produc-
tion at KNA. Over the course of nine days work-

ing at KNA, we excavated an area of 7x3m to a 
maximum depth of ca. 1.2m.  All loci, including 
topsoil loci, were completely sieved through a 
¼” mesh to retrieve as much excavated material 
as possible.

In terms of chronology, the excavations re-
vealed ‒ as we had suspected ‒ that copper pro-
duction at KNA occurred during a single phase, 
local Stratum X2, after which the site seems to 
have been abandoned. Although datable artifacts 
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from the Area X probe were scarce and radio-
carbon dating has not yet been performed, we 
suggest, based on earlier analyses of ceramics 
from survey (Jones et al. in press) that Stratum 
X2 should be dated to the Middle Islamic IIa pe-
riod, or the first half of the 13th century AD.

The Shaft Furnace
Rather than a mineshaft, the Area X exca-

vation revealed something much more excit-
ing: the remains of a copper-smelting work-
shop, complete with a well-preserved, stone-
built shaft furnace (L. 120) abutting Wall 108 
(Fig. 6). The dimensions of the furnace itself 
are roughly 1x1.6m, with a slag pit ca. 0.75m 
in diameter to the east. The western, perma-
nent portion of the furnace is constructed of 
local dolomite, the same material as the walls 
of the Area X building, with a replaceable 
facing made primarily of granite, now very 
decayed. Between the permanent structure 
and the replaceable facing is a layer of red, 
iron-rich sediment. FTIR analyses revealed 
this to be iron-rich loess with relatively high 
clay content, which was used as mortar be-
tween the two parts of the furnace. This layer 
is now very decayed and the mortar has run 
off in large quantities into the slag pit. The 
plan of the furnace is similar to Early Islamic 
II (800-1000 AD) shaft furnaces at ‘Arja in 
Oman, specifically from Site 103 (Weisgerber 
1987: 155), which suggests that this type of 
furnace was both widespread in the Islamic 
world and also long-lived. It is also interest-
ing to note the superficial similarities between 
this furnace and the stone-built, mortar lined 
furnaces at Timna 2, dated by Rothenberg 
(Rothenberg 1990: 16-35) to the Late Bronze 
Age, but which yielded Early Islamic period 
radiocarbon dates (Rothenberg 1990: 71; Ben-
Yosef 2010: 671).

Air seems to have been provided to the fur-
nace in two ways. First, from the outside of the 
building a small, built opening is visible at the 
bottom of Wall 108 (Fig. 7), in the section of 
this wall opposite the furnace. This is likely in-
tended to take advantage of the winds blowing 
into the site from Wādī Nuqayb al-Asaymir to 
the west; both this and the proximity of sources 
of copper ore in this wadi (WAG 56 and 57 [see 
Levy et al. 2003]) help to explain the placement 
of the Area X building. Second, a partial bel-
lows tube was found in situ in locus 131, to the 
north-east of the furnace, and this would have 
provided more direct air from the front. Textile 
and rope finds in L. 119 and L. 130 respectively 
may represent the very fragmentary remains 
of cloth bellows attached to these ceramic bel-

5. Overview of WB07, showing the large sand dunes that 
surround the site.

6. KNA Furnace 120, showing the slag pit (front) and 
replaceable granite facing, as well as the red mortar fill.
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7. An aerial view of KNA Area 
X taken from the ELRAP 
balloon aerial photography 
platform, with rooms labelled. 
The slag heaps east of the 
Area X building are visible 
in the photo. The 2011 probe 
was carried out in Room 3.

lows tubes. Although no tuyère fragments were 
found during the excavation in Area X, a single 
example was surface collected from the slag 
heaps outside the building (Fig. 7). It is wheel-
turned and fired to buff, with large, rocky inclu-
sions throughout.

The placement of the furnace and the finds 
nearby clarify how the Area X building was used. 
The fact that the furnace is located on the west 
wall of the building, away from the entrances at 
the east, suggests that the building was at least 
partially open. The eastern portion of the build-
ing ‒ Rooms 1 and 4 ‒ may have been roofed, 
but the western portion could not have been. 
Likewise, the relatively low density of slag in 
the excavated part of Area X, as well as the al-

most complete lack of technological ceramics 
other than the bellows tube in L. 131, suggest 
that waste from the furnace was removed from 
the building and dumped on the slag heaps out-
side. Considering this, it is somewhat surprising 
that a large lump of partially processed copper 
was found discarded in the north-western corner 
of the building. It is not clear if this was awaiting 
reprocessing at the time the site was abandoned, 
or was hastily discarded after a failed smelt close 
to the time the building went out of use.

Summary
Based on the evidence outlined above, it is 

certain that the Area X building was devoted 
primarily to copper smelting, which to our sur-
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prise took place in the building itself. Based on 
the way the shaft furnace appeared before ex-
cavation, it is likely that the other piles of rock 
collapse along the walls of the building are the 
remains of metallurgical installations, and it is 
even possible that another furnace is present in 
Room 2. It cannot be entirely ruled out that some 
mining activities took place in Room 5, but this 
is an unlikely function for that room and we 
would suggest that most, if not all, ore for the 
site came from the mines of Wādī Nuqayb al-
Asaymir. Given the intensity of copper produc-
tion in Room 3, it is unlikely that it was roofed. 
In fact, most of the Area X building was prob-
ably unroofed. Currently, we place the copper 
production in Area X in the first half of the 13th 
century A D, following analyses of our previous 
survey data.

Khirbat Ḥamrat Ifdān
Area Q

Large-scale excavations were carried out 
at Khirbat Ḥamrat Ifdān (KHI; 30o39’41” N, 
35o23’33” E) in 1999 and 2000 (Levy et al. 
2002; Muniz 2006). These excavations revealed 
the best-preserved Early Bronze Age III - IV 
(EB III-Iv; ca. 2500-2000 BC) copper manufac-
tories in the ancient Near East.  Thousands of 
casting moulds (final product and ingot), copper 
objects, ceramic vessels and artifacts related to 
EBA metallurgical process came to light. Some-
time after the EB III occupation at the site, but 
before the EB Iv period (ca. 2300 BC), the site 
suffered a massive earthquake that effectively 
sealed over 70 rooms, courtyards and other ar-
chitectural features at the site. This ‘Pompeii ef-
fect’ has made KHI a unique site in the history 
of Old World metallurgy and the archaeology of 
the southern Levant.

The 2011 excavation at KHI had two primary 
objectives. First, we wanted to further clarify the 
stratigraphy from past seasons at KHI. Second, 
we sought to provide a basis for the regeneration 
and new geo-referencing of the spatial data col-
lected during past seasons. In order to meet our 
first objective we planned a small probe with a 1 
meter wide baulk adjacent to what was identified 
as Area H in the 1999 and 2000 seasons (Fig. 9). 
Based on the results of this season’s excavation, 
we confirmed the division of the site into four 
strata. Stratum I represents occupations from the 

Iron Age to Islamic periods. Stratum II dates to 
the Early Bronze IV occupation. Stratum III rep-
resents the primary occupation of the site dur-
ing the Early Bronze III. Stratum IV represents 
the first use of the site with a mixture of pot-
tery from the Early Bronze I and, possibly, Early 
Bronze II. The second objective was initiated us-
ing our aerial photography system, coupled with 
GPS and Total Station readings at the site. Once 
all of the spatial data has been integrated with 
aerial imagery taken during the 2011 season, the 
complete KHI dataset will be ready for more de-
tailed spatial analysis.

The 2011 excavations at KHI took place over 
nine days of work at the site using the ELRAP 
recording system (Levy and Smith 2007). Unlike 
the earlier large-scale excavation, every locus 
was sieved completely so as to try to retrieve as 
much excavated material as possible, especial-
ly lithics. One artifact of particular note was a 
copper axe found sealed under the upper layer 
of mud-brick collapse (Fig. 8). Below the col-
lapse were layers that contained large amounts 
of ash. The collapse provides further evidence 
for the earthquake identified in previous exca-
vation seasons (Levy 2002: 425) (Fig. 9). The 
copper axe is very similar in form to one of the 
Khirbat al-Batrāwī copper axes described by L. 
Nigro (Nigro 2010) and other axes found in past 
seasons at KHI (Levy et al. 2002). The formal 
similarity between the axes suggests that KHI 
was the production site for these axes before dis-
tribution to other EB III settlements. 

8. Copper axe head with parallels to Khirbat al-Batrāwī.

Khirbat Faynān
Area 16

The 2011 season was designed to give us an 
introduction to the challenges and stratigraphy 
of Khirbat Faynān (Biblical Punon, Roman / 
Byzantine Phaino; 30o37.6’ N, 35o30’ E) as the 
beginning of a planned, long-term excavation 
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project. To begin the project, we decided it best 
to open a 5x40 meter trench on the west side of 
the tall (Figs. 10-11). The trench started at the 
base of the tall, below the first surface architec-
ture on the tall proper and ended before the obvi-
ous, dense later occupation higher up on the tall. 
For three weeks before excavation began, a geo-
physical survey was conducted to provide a pre-
view of what to expect in some of the excavated 
areas and to test the feasibility and practicality 
of continued geophysical survey in the future. 
Depending on the archaeological context, we 
employed four different sieving strategies. For 
the uppermost layers of fill we did not sieve at 
all. In contexts without any clear occupational 
definition we used a one to five sieving strategy. 
As we approached floors we would sieve every 
other quffa (Ar. “rubber bucket”). All excavated 

sediment associated with floors and living sur-
faces was sieved through ¼ mesh. The allocation 
of stratigraphic units is still in a very prelimi-
nary stage as 2011 represents the first excavation 
season at KF. Owing to the steep western slope 
in Area 16, the focus of our excavation, deeper 
and more extensive exposure will be required 
to establish a unified stratigraphic sequence of 
the mound. Here a relative stratigraphic system, 
based on separate 5x5m units is utilized.

Geophysical Survey at Khirbat Faynān
Full characterization of archaeological sites 

by conventional archaeological methods can 
take years. Furthermore, coring and excavations, 
the most common methods for archaeological 
assessment, are intrusive. Therefore, non-intru-
sive geophysical techniques are used to map the 

9. Aerial Photograph of 2011 
probe (Area Q) at Khirbat 
Ḥamrat Ifdān close to 
completion of excavation. All 
the walls seen here date to the 
EBA.
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shallow subsurface of smaller zones of interest 
for subsequent detailed excavations. Among 
these techniques ‒ based on previous results in 
the same area (Witten 2000) ‒ we decided to 
use EMI (Electromagnetic Induction) and ERT 
(Electrical Resistivity Tomography).

Among many applications, electromagnetic 
induction instruments are used for near-surface 
archaeological investigations and the detection 
of buried structures such as building founda-
tions, as well as for the detection of highly con-
ductive metallic objects. The system used in this 

campaign is a Profiler EMP-400 (GSSI, USA), 
which is a digital, portable, multi-frequency 
electromagnetic induction sensor. The system 
bandwidth extends from 1 kHz to 16 kHz. 

ERT is very popular in archaeological inves-
tigations and was also employed. The success of 
the method depends on the difference between 
the resistivity properties of the potential archae-
ological targets (walls, roads, buildings etc.) and 
the surrounding environment (Leucci and Negri 
2008). We used the Syscal Pro resistivity meter 
(Iris Instruments, France) with 48 electrodes 

10. Oblique aerial view of 
excavation Area 16 in relation 
to the rest of Khirbat Faynān 
mound.

11. Grid system employed at the 
new excavations at Khirbat 
Faynān superimposed on 
Bing satellite image.
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spaced at 0.5 meter.

Three different sets of 2D ERT lines (24 
electrodes at 1 meter separation each) were col-
lected over three sides (north, east and west) of 
the Khirbat Faynān mound (Fig. 12). The main 
objective was to obtain vertical sections up to 6 
meters along the mound in order to investigate 
the different layers and hopefully distinguish 
cultural from natural layers. The position of 
every electrode was measured with a total sta-
tion in order to correct the ERT lines for topog-
raphy. On the other hand, a small 3D ERT sur-
vey was collected over a grid to be excavated. 
The 3D ERT survey used a set of parallel 2D 
profiles with a separation of 0.5 meter between 
electrodes. After collection, data were sent to 
Geostudi Astier (Livorno, Italy) for inversion 
and generation of final maps. The main purpose 
of the 3D ERT survey was to direct the excava-
tion and give as much information as possible 
beforehand. Fig. 12 (below) illustrates some of 
the ERT results.

Snap-Shot of Key Excavation Areas and Finds 
from Khirbat Faynān
Early Bronze Age Settlement (Square 16-57)

One of the most exciting discoveries in 
2011 was a large number of well-built founda-
tion walls dating to the Early Bronze III in the 
upper portion of the excavation (Fig. 13). It can 

be divided both vertically into building phases 
based on architecture and horizontally according 
to activity areas based on artifact distributions. 
Three building phases were recorded: a more 
recent ad hoc enclosure visible on the surface 
and two distinct building phases that date to the 
Early Bronze Age. Two distinct construction 
phases are visible in the structure of the walls 
running north to south, allowing for the division 
of the middle section into two sub-strata for the 
Early Bronze occupation. The local stratigraphy 
for the area of Square 57 with the EBA buildings 
contains Strata 16-57-1, 16-57-3a, 16-57-3b and 
16-57-4. Three definite rooms were identified 
with potential rooms existing to the north and 
south of the excavation area. The rooms were 
numbered from north to south: Rooms 4, 5 and 
6. The middle section is best defined as the area 
between Walls 1129 and 1135. In the west, abut-
ting Wall 1049 ‒ that forms the boundary be-
tween Squares 56 and 57 ‒ is another fill, but 
much deeper. The western fill contained a mix-
ture of material with ceramics ranging from the 
Iron Age to Byzantine periods in a mixed con-
text. Interestingly, in this fill, the Early Bronze 
Age is nearly completely absent until just above 
the basal layer. Between the early and later fills 
is a sterile fill. The eastern portion of Square 57 
includes Strata 16-57-1, 16-57-2a, 16-57-2b, 16-
57-2c and 16-57-4. The western portion of the 

12. Geophysical ERT data 
superimposed on aerial 
photograph taken with the 
ELRAP balloon system.  
Ground truth excavations 
revealed a small room, with a 
range of Byzantine artifacts.
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square is best defined as the area between Walls 
1049 and 1129. 

The square was excavated piecemeal in frag-
ments over the course of the excavation, which 
led to confusing descriptions of the archaeologi-
cal record. The fragmentary nature of the exca-
vation in Square 57 was the result of trying to 
excavate around the only superficial architecture 
at the site, consisting of Walls 1127 and 1130.  
Excavation in the square began with a roughly 
1 x 1 meter probe in the north-west corner of 
the square into Stratum 16-57-4. Next, the east-
ern portion of the square was excavated to the 
basal gravel layer. In neither of these probes was 
subsurface architecture detected. Eventually, the 
area over the rectilinear Early Bronze structure 
was excavated as a single unit, leaving space be-
tween the different probes for small baulks. It was 
decided to extend the excavation to include the 
full extent of the 10 x 10 meter square in order to 
clarify fully the extent of the EB settlement area. 
Owing to logistical reasons, we did not finish ex-
cavating the northern half of the square until the 
southern half was finished. Initially, the south-
ern half of the square was divided into sections 
informed by our observations of the horizon-
tal stratigraphy in Square 57. Other than Early 
Bronze III pottery, few finds were identified. The 
discovery of well-preserved buildings dating to 
the EB III is especially important at KF because 
it provides evidence for a large settlement in the 
main Faynān valley during the area’s first peak 
in copper production (Fig. 13). While the site of 
Wādī Faynān 100 was initially thought to be an 
EBA settlement over 11 hectares in size (Wright 
et al. 1998), definitive evidence for the site be-
ing a large habitation site did not come to light. 
According to a British team (Barker et al. 2007a: 
237-238), the main exposure of EBA structures 
at WF 100 was in Operation 4 and even there no 
single structure could be defined. The recently 
discovered well-constructed room complex and 
in situ ceramic assemblage from KF both point 
to the importance of this site as the potential set-
tlement center in the Faynān valley during the 
3rd millennium BC.

Iron Age Finds (Square 16-54)
It is difficult to make generalizations about 

the stratigraphic development of the entire site 
because the slope of the excavation trench is 

considerable. Here we focus on one square to 
characterize the topsoil because of a single out-
standing artifact that came to light. The finds 
from the topsoil of Square 16-54 were a mix of 
material assumed to have washed down the tall 
over time. Notably, in the surface finds / scrape 
from Locus 1001 we found a remarkable ceram-
ic Iron Age head / mask figurine with some par-
allels to a 9th century BC final product casting 
mould found at Khirbat an-Nuḥās (Levy 2008: 
249-251) (Fig. 14). It is also similar to anthro-
pomorphic figurines found at the late Iron Age 
‘Edomite’ site of Horvat Qitmit (Beit-Arieh 
1995). While a good stylistic parallel exists, the 
lack of a good context for the KF find does not 
allow for a definitive temporal assignment.

13. Early Bronze Age (III) room complex found at Khirbat 
Faynān.  This is the first major EB (ca. 3,400 - 2,000 
BC) settlement evidence found at this large settlement.

14. ‘Edomite’ figurine head removed during the topsoil 
scrape in Square 16:54.
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Nabataean to Byzantine Settlement (Square 16-
56, Room 3)

The relatively flat surface behind a terrace 
wall half way up the excavation trench made 
it conducive to the detailed ERT survey briefly 
described above. Indications of a small walled 
enclosure were seen with this geophysical inves-
tigation. At a depth of ca. 50cm, excavations in 
this area revealed a room is in the north-western 
corner of Square 16-56, between Walls 1031 and 
1032, and the well-built terrace wall, Wall 1048. 
Both Wall 1031 and 1032 are two row walls pre-
served to a height of two to four courses, made 
primarily of limestone, basalt and granite in a 
boulder and chink construction. Terrace Wall 
1048 is of similar construction, but is much 
deeper and preserved to a height of seven to 12 
courses.  It is possible that, like Wall 1124, this 
wall belongs to an earlier construction phase and 
was reused as part of the later Room 3.

The primary occupation of Room 3 belongs 
to Stratum 56b-3. After clearing the Stratum 56b-
3a fill, the edges of a ṭābūn, L. 1103, emerged. 
This installation takes up almost half of the ex-
cavated portion of the room and is constructed of 
buff clay. The ṭābūn belongs to Stratum 56b-3b, 
as do the foundations of Walls 1031 and 1032. 
The occupation of Room 3 seems to belong en-
tirely to this stratum, which is tentatively dated 
to the late Roman and early Byzantine periods 
(Fig. 15).

Below the foundations of the walls and the 
Stratum 56b-3b surface is another potential sur-
face belonging to Stratum 56b-3c. This stratum 
contains a single course wall constructed entire-
ly of a line of standing stones, Wall 1126, which 
is likely connected to Wall 1125, although as 

Wall 1032 was not removed this is not certain. 
ṭābūn 1103 is dug into the surface of Stratum 
56b-3c and is built around the pre-existing line 
of Wall 1126. This stratum, tentatively dated to 
the Nabataean and earlier Roman periods, was 
rich in copper finds and contained three copper 
bracelets, as well as a leaf-shaped pin or pendant 
bearing the image of a woman (Fig. 16).

Chemistry Lab Studies in the Field
The ability to carry out micro-archaeological 

analyses of excavated material is rapidly becom-
ing a key element of the 21st century archaeo-
logical tool box (Weiner 2010). During the 2011 
field season, we used a digital chemistry lab to 
conduct in-field analyses of several types of ma-
terial. This method yielded data that could im-
prove the site supervisors’ understanding of the 
sediments and anthropogenic and cultural mate-
rials being excavated. Chemical analysis helped 
guide aspects of the excavations and enhance our 
interpretations of those data. The ELRAP chem-
istry lab made use of two techniques for chemi-
cal characterization of samples. These included: 
(1) a Bruker Tracer III-V Portable Handheld 

 15. Room 3, Area 16-56 with ṭābūn still filled with ash.
16. Copper pendant depicting a standing woman. As it 

was associated with a clasp-pin, it seems to have been 
a broach.
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XRF (X-Ray Florescence) Spectroscope, which 
allows researchers to gather data on the elemen-
tal composition of a sample. The Bruker Tracer 
III-v can be set up using different combinations 
of filters, voltage (KeV) and amperage (micro-
amps) in order to optimize the instrument to read 
elements within different ranges of atomic mass. 
Where applicable, the instrument settings used 
are noted in this report. (2) Chemical analysis 
of samples in the field was augmented with the 
addition of a technique previously untested by 
the ELRAP, viz. infrared spectroscopy. We used 
a Thermo-Nicolet iS5 FTIR (Fourier-Transform 
Infrared) Spectroscope, which allows research-
ers to examine chemical bonds and compounds 
within a sample.  All FTIR samples were tested 
using FTIR-grade Potassium Bromide (KBr) as 
a matrix to form pellets.  The ELRAP team gath-
ered and analyzed samples of sediment, rocks, 
cultural deposits, slag, lithics, ceramic objects 
and metal artifacts during the 2011 season. Here 
we summarize the 2011 applications at several 
metal production sites, the study of toxic metals 
found in sediment samples obtained in the sur-
veys described above and characterization of a 
systematic geological collection from the study 
area.

Khirbat Nuqayb al-Asaymir Chemistry
13 sediment samples from Khirbat Nuqayb 

al-Asaymir were analyzed during the 2011 sea-
son, along with 16 samples of slag. Sediment 
samples were collected specifically from ex-
cavation loci and unusual deposits, while slag 
samples were picked randomly out of all the 
slag collected from the site. All sediment sam-
ples were analyzed by FTIR, while only half of 
them were analyzed using XRF. The majority of 
the sediment samples proved to be typical loess 
soils, with higher relative amounts of quartz and 
calcite and lower relative amounts of clay than 
the loess standard provided by the Weizmann 
Institute. One sediment sample proved to be 
almost entirely composed of quartz sand, and 
one sample could not be identified.  Most of the 
sediment samples analyzed with XRF contained 
relatively high levels of iron, which is consistent 
with (1) the fact that comparatively iron-rich 
copper ores were smelted at KNA (Hauptmann 
2007: 183) and (2) the run-off from the iron-rich 
mortar used in the shaft furnace. Most sediment 

also contained small amounts of copper, manga-
nese and strontium; trace amounts of lead were 
identified in all but one sample.

Slag samples from Khirbat Nuqayb al-
Asaymir were only tested with XRF. The slag 
samples were all tested using the machine’s 
green filter (0.006” Cu, 0.001” Ti, 0.012” Al) at 
40 KeV and 15 micro-amps, without the vacuum 
system. Trials were all either 180 or 300 seconds 
long. The majority of the samples were shown 
to contain high levels of both copper and iron, 
although three of the samples contained signifi-
cantly higher amounts of copper than iron. All 
samples contained significant levels of manga-
nese; small to trace amounts of calcium, lead, 
strontium, nickel and zirconium were also iden-
tified in numerous samples. The archaeological 
context of these slag samples, in addition to their 
chemical composition, suggests that they may be 
the result of an unsuccessful smelting operation. 
Most importantly, such high levels of copper are 
unexpected in slag that had been well-smelted. It 
is unlikely that these slag samples are particular-
ly representative of the composition of slag after 
successful smelting, but this sample may be a 
good reference for the general elemental compo-
sition of the ores that were mined and smelted at 
Khirbat Nuqayb al-Asaymir.

Khirbat Ḥamrat Ifdān Chemistry
During the 2011 season, 32 sediment sam-

ples from Khirbat Ḥamrat Ifdān were analyzed 
in the digital chemistry lab, along with 39 slag 
specimens. As at KNA, sediment samples were 
gathered specifically to test chemical composi-
tions of certain strata and deposits. The sediment 
samples from KHI were all analyzed with FTIR. 
The results showed that a majority of the sam-
ples were fairly typical loess soils, but that they 
contained very high levels of calcite relative to 
the other standard loess components, quartz and 
clay. Six of the sediment samples also contained 
elevated levels of quartz. Four of the samples 
were shown to contain a significant amount of 
a silicon dioxide polymorph, possibly indicating 
the presence of phytoliths in those areas. Two 
samples may contain wood ash or other burned 
organic material, but this was not established de-
finitively. The nine sediment samples that were 
also tested with XRF contained mainly stron-
tium and calcium, with varying amounts of iron. 
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Four samples had moderately high iron levels, 
while the other five contained small amounts of 
iron. Six sediment samples also contained small 
amounts of zirconium, copper, manganese and 
potassium. One sample contained small but sig-
nificant amounts of sulphur and three samples 
contained very small to trace amounts of bro-
mine, a poison.

Of the 39 slag samples from KHI chosen for 
XRF analysis, 27 were chosen at random from 
all the material collected during excavation. The 
other 12 specimens were selected specifically 
to give a representative sample from part of the 
site’s stratigraphic sequence. These slag samples 
were all tested with the XRF using the machine’s 
green filter (0.006” Cu, 0.001” Ti, 0.012” Al) at 
40 KeV and 15 micro-amps, without the vacuum 
system. Trials were all either 180 or 300 seconds 
long. Two specimens were chosen from each 
of six loci and all specimens were tested non-
invasively. Thus, several surface assays were 
collected for each specimen, but none of the 
specimens were crushed or homogenized. The 
slag from KHI was shown to contain very high 
levels of manganese, along with highly varied 
amounts of both copper and iron. Interestingly, 
most specimens contained either extremely high 
or extremely low levels of iron. This may in-
dicate either a change in the efficiency of iron 
smelting over time, differential extraction of this 
material, or simply differential amounts of iron 
in ores that were smelted for copper production. 
Only seven specimens contained high or moder-
ately high levels of copper, although copper was 
present in small to trace amounts in almost every 
specimen. virtually all of the slag samples also 
contained strontium, zirconium and calcium in 
varying amounts. very small to trace amounts 
of nickel, zinc, chlorine, yttrium, molybdenum 
and lead were also present in some samples. No 
samples were shown definitively to contain ar-
senic, as has been reported by other researchers. 
The confusion over this issue is most likely due 
to the fact that the main absorption peaks for ar-
senic (K shell electrons) and lead (L shell elec-
trons) fall at the same place in the wavelength 
graph. 

Wādī Faynān Agricultural Terrace Chemistry
38 sediment samples from the agricultural 

terraces at Wādī Faynān 442 were analyzed dur-

ing the ELRAP 2011 season. Of these sediment 
samples, all 38 were tested with FTIR and six 
were randomly selected for analysis with XRF. 
The samples came from three areas: Trench 7, 
Trench 9 and Trench 10. FTIR analysis showed 
that the soil from all levels except the lowest 
strata of each trench was extremely similar. The 
sediment is very similar to the Rehovot loess 
standard from the Weizmann Institute standard 
library, except that it contains significantly less 
of the clay component and correspondingly 
higher relative amounts of both quartz and cal-
cite. Some of the specimens had slightly higher 
amounts of calcite relative to quartz, or vice ver-
sa, and this appears to be a function of their prox-
imity to lower sandy strata. The lowest strata in 
each trench contained very high levels of quartz, 
most likely due to quartz-rich sand prevalent in 
the sediment matrix. The six sediment samples 
tested with XRF were tested using the machine’s 
green filter (0.006” Cu, 0.001” Ti, 0.012” Al) at 
40 KeV and 15 micro-amps, without the vacuum 
system. All trials were 180 seconds long. These 
six samples contained primarily calcium, stron-
tium, zirconium and iron. Five of the six samples 
contained high or moderately high amounts of 
iron.  Other elements that were present in small 
to trace amounts in some samples were copper, 
nickel, manganese and yttrium.

Poisons Test
12 of the sediment samples from Wādī 

Faynān 442 were also tested using the XRF red 
filter (0.001” Cu, 0.001” Ti, 0.012” Al) at 40 
Kev and 29 micro-amps. These trials were all 
300 seconds long. These settings optimize the 
XRF spectroscope to excite the elements arse-
nic, bromine, lead and mercury, meaning that 
any amount of these elements that is present will 
be clearly visible in the spectra. These elements 
are poisons and their presence in agricultural 
soils would profoundly affect the health of both 
agricultural crops and the population subsisting 
on those products. Of the twelve samples tested 
for the presence of these poisons, only one con-
tained more than a trace amount of any poison. 
This specimen contained a very small amount 
of lead. Including this specimen, five samples 
showed lead present in trace amounts. Eight 
samples contained trace amounts of bromine, six 
samples contained trace amounts of arsenic and 
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one sample contained a trace amount of mercu-
ry. One sample contained no visible amount of 
any poison. These results suggest that the soils 
of Wādī Faynān 442 do not contain poisons in 
any significant amount, certainly not in quanti-
ties sufficient to alter drastically the health of 
populations subsisting on agricultural products 
grown here. While these results are preliminary, 
they contradict assumptions that the Faynān re-
gion was polluted at levels that were detrimental 
to settlement in the region (cf. Pyatt et al. 2000).

Tabular Scrapers Experiment
Analyses of ten tabular scraper fragments 

collected from three sites were conducted. Four 
of the tabular scrapers were recovered from Wādī 
Buwayridah 10, one from Wādī Buwayridah 1 
and five from excavations at Khirbat Ḥamrat 
Ifdān. These chipped stone artifacts are unifa-
cial scrapers made on pieces of tabular flint and 
are especially common at Chalcolithic and Early 
Bronze Age sites (Fujii 2011; Rosen 1997).  The 
scrapers were each tested with eight trials on the 
XRF and two trials with FTIR. Small samples 
were taken from the cortex and chert material of 
each specimen, and were then pressed into KBr 
pellets for FTIR analysis. Two XRF trials were 
made on the cortex and the chert sides of each 
specimen, at two machine settings. The first set-
ting used the machine’s green filter (0.006” Cu, 
0.001” Ti, 0.012” Al) at 40 KeV and 15 micro-
amps, without the vacuum system. This setting 
optimizes the machine to excite higher-mass el-
ements, from iron to niobium. The second set-
ting used the machine’s blue filter (Ti filter) at 
15 KeV and 29 micro-amps, with the vacuum 
system. These settings optimize the XRF to read 
low-mass elements, from magnesium to iron. 
All XRF trials were run for 300 seconds each. 

The purpose of this experiment was to de-
termine the utility of XRF and FTIR for lithic 
studies.  Specifically, the project’s aim was to 
examine whether combining XRF and FTIR 
methods would allow researchers to identify a 
specific chemical fingerprint for different chert 
sources. Unfortunately, the results of these tests 
only confirm that more experimentation is nec-
essary before the usefulness of combining these 
technologies can be thoroughly assessed. The 
data obtained by the experiment show that the 
ten specimens are all extremely similar to one 

another. It may be possible that the specimens 
tested in this experiment came from the same 
tabular flint source and are therefore similar or 
identical in chemical terms.  Furthermore, it may 
also be the case that chemical differences be-
tween the specimens cannot be seen with these 
technologies.

FTIR analysis was only able to show that 
each chert sample was more similar to other 
cherts than to any other chemical compound 
from current project libraries. FTIR analysis of 
the samples’ cortex showed that areas in direct 
contact with the chert portion of each specimen 
were very similar to the chert itself, while areas 
further out contained high levels of calcite and 
lower levels of chert. The various peaks visible 
in the XRF spectra varied in width slightly from 
specimen to specimen, but it is unclear wheth-
er this variation is due to sample-to-KBr ratio, 
variations in the chemical composition of each 
sample or other causes, or indeed whether this 
variation is significant or not. These data do not 
allow any conclusions to be drawn regarding the 
similarity or dissimilarity of the flints used at 
each site to one another, or to other flints from 
the region. 

XRF analysis of these specimens also yield-
ed inconclusive data. virtually all the XRF trials 
run on the chert side of the specimens showed 
high to moderately high levels of silicon, small 
to very small amounts of strontium and very 
small to trace levels of iron, nickel, calcium, 
aluminum and potassium. Some specimens also 
contained trace levels of manganese, copper, 
and / or chlorine. Unfortunately, neither these 
trace elements, nor the more common elements, 
nor the ratios of the various elements correspond 
in any significant way with the different sites 
from which the specimens were recovered. The 
XRF trials run on the cortex side of each scraper 
yielded similar data; all trials run on the cortex 
appear identical to the trials run on the chert side 
of that artifact, except with regard to higher lev-
els of calcium, increasing in direct proportion to 
the thickness of the cortex in the area towards 
which the X-Ray beam was directed.

Although the results obtained from this ex-
periment are inconclusive, they should be com-
pared to spectral data from chert samples from 
elsewhere in the region and further afield. Such 
comparison will provide a greater frame of ref-
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erence within which the significance of these re-
sults ‒ or lack thereof ‒ may be understood.

Geology Sample Reference Collection
The most significant project undertaken in 

2011 by the digital chemistry lab was the cre-
ation of a spectral library from the project’s ge-
ology sample reference collection. In previous 
seasons, 40 different samples of rocks typical 
of the Faynān region were collected and their 
provenience identified by Jordanian geologist 
Ibrahim Rabb’a, who published the 1:50,000 
geology map of the Faynān region (Fig. 17) 
(Rabb’a 1994). During the 2009 season, each 
sample was tested using XRF. This season, the 
samples were re-tested with XRF in their whole 
(unground) and pulverized states. Limestones, 
dolomites and granites were sampled with 
the machine’s green filter (0.006” Cu, 0.001” 
Ti, 0.012” Al) at 40 KeV and 15 micro-amps. 
Sandstones were sampled with the blue filter 
(0.001” Ti) at 15 KeV and 29 micro-amps.  For 
each sample, two readings were taken from the 
unbroken specimen and two more from the spec-
imen ground and homogenized. Each reading 
was run for 300 seconds. A small amount from 
each specimen was also ground and pressed into 
a KBr pellet and sampled using the FTIR spec-
troscope. These spectra now form a searchable 
digital reference library that can be used by re-
searchers to compare the chemical compositions 
of samples collected in the field to those of the 
reference collection, allowing for rapid identifi-
cation and sourcing of geological materials. 

The usefulness of the digital reference li-
brary was tested in the field by comparing 
geological samples collected from the Khirbat 

Faynān tall site to the reference spectra (Fig. 
18). The Khirbat Faynān samples were origi-
nally collected and tested with XRF and FTIR 
in order to establish a baseline for magnetrom-
etry and ground-penetrating radar tests that were 
performed at the site. By establishing a basic un-
derstanding of the elemental and mineral com-
position of the major geological components of 
the site - and therefore their general resistivity, 
conductivity and metal content - the geophys-
ics team were able to more accurately under-
stand and interpret their data. Comparison of the 
five Khirbat Faynān geological samples to the 
Southern Levant Digital Geological Reference 
Library yielded one 89 % match, three matches 
above 95 % confidence and one sample that did 
not match any of the reference samples above 
52 %. This test shows that although the geology 
reference samples provide an excellent baseline 
for the identification of many samples, the digi-
tal reference library could be improved in fu-
ture seasons by the collection, identification and 
spectral sampling of additional geological speci-
mens from the Faynān region and further afield. 
In particular, local rock formations should be 
sampled, along with any known sources of clay, 
flint, materials used for ceramic temper and lo-
cal flora.

Sampling of Copper Objects and Special Finds
14 copper objects and one ceramic special 

find, a figurine head (45/90035; Fig. 14 above), 
were recovered from the site of Khirbat Faynān. 
The single copper axe  (522/60122; Fig. 8 above) 
recovered from Khirbat Ḥamrat Ifdān in 2011 was 
also sampled. These 16 objects were tested with 
XRF in order to study their elemental composi-

17. XRF spectrum of ‘Calcareous Sandstone - High 
Calcite’ geology reference sample.

18. XRF spectrum of ‘Ferruginous Sandstone’ geology 
sample from Khirbat Faynān (surface grab sample).
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tion. The ceramic figurine head was tested with 
the instrument’s green filter (0.006” Cu, 0.001” 
Ti, 0.012” Al) at 40 KeV and 15 micro-amps. Two 
tests were run at 180 seconds each. These settings 
optimize the instrument to read higher-mass ele-
ments from rubidium to niobium, enabling re-
searchers to view and analyze ratios of the ele-
ments rubidium, strontium, yttrium, zirconium and 
niobium, which are often present in trace amounts 
in ceramic artifacts and therefore can be of use in 
sourcing pottery. The tests showed that the figu-
rine head contained a small amount of iron, along 
with trace amounts of copper, strontium and zir-
conium. Future comparison with spectra obtained 
from local clay sources may allow researchers to 
ascertain the original provenience of this artifact. 

The copper items were tested using the XRF’s 
yellow filter (0.001” Ti, 0.012” Al) at 40 KeV and 
4.5 micro-amps. These settings optimize the in-
strument to identify metals. All tests were run for 
either 180 or 300 seconds. The copper axe from 
Khirbat Ḥamrat Ifdān proved to contain extremely 
high amounts of copper, with only a trace amount 
of iron present. No tin or other hardening mate-
rial was present in the spectra, indicating that this 
object was most likely not intended as a utilitarian 
object.

Of the 14 metal objects from Khirbat Faynān, 
four were copper-colored coins (383/90388). 
These four coins contained high levels of copper, 
but also contained significant amounts of lead and 
very small to trace amounts of both tin and iron. 
The lead, tin and iron most likely served to harden 
the metal of the coins, contributing to their preser-
vation. This alloy is also similar to the one used in 
debased Roman brass coinage of the late 1st and 
2nd centuries AD, which replaced zinc with lead 
and tin (see Kallithrakas-Kontos et al. 1993: 267). 
However, without further analysis and in the ab-
sence of a reading from a numismatics expert this 
can only be regarded as an intriguing speculation.

One of the copper objects recovered from 
Khirbat Faynān was a bell (298/90288). This ob-
ject contained extremely high levels of copper, 
with small amounts of iron and lead, and a trace 
amount of calcium, suggesting that is local. Five 
copper objects were in the shape of bracelets. 
These bracelets all contained extremely high lev-
els of copper, small to very small amounts of iron 
and very small to trace amounts of manganese 
and lead. One specimen (127/90117) contained a 

moderately high level of zinc. This piece was the 
only bracelet made of a flattened piece of metal; 
the others were rounded like thick wires. The add-
ed zinc may have allowed the metal to be more 
pliable or stronger in thinner shapes. 

Two of the metal objects recovered from 
Khirbat Faynān were in the shape of pins 
(539/90529; 398/90388); a third appeared to 
be either a very large pin or a nail (128/90118). 
These three objects all contained high levels of 
copper. The large pin or nail also contained very 
small amounts of iron and lead.  In addition to ex-
tremely high copper levels, the two smaller pins 
contained small amounts of silver and very small 
to trace levels of iron, lead and bromine. With re-
gard to these objects, areas with higher amounts 
of silver also contained higher levels of bromine. 
It is likely that the bromine was either present in 
the silver ores used by the metalworkers, or it was 
used somehow in the creation of these metal ob-
jects.

The final metal object from the site of Khirbat 
Faynān was a copper pendant. The pendant con-
tains a female figure in relief (540/90530; see 
Fig. 16 above) and was found in association with 
several small crimped metal clasp-like fragments. 
Like the small metal pins described above, the 
pendant and its associated metal fragments con-
tained high levels of copper and moderately high 
amounts of silver. They also contained very small 
to trace amounts of iron, lead and bromine. Also 
like the pins, the bromine levels in the pendant 
and fragments increased in areas of higher silver 
content. It is possible that the silver could have 
been plated over the copper core of the pendant; 
the silver may have been imported to Faynān.

The testing of these objects with XRF pro-
vided a great deal of useful information for iden-
tifying the metal and chemical composition of 
these artifacts. In the future, it may also be use-
ful to compare the spectra obtained through these 
tests with samples of other ancient metal objects 
or more modern objects in order to gain a more 
detailed understanding of their manufacture. 

Summary and Future Directions for Chemistry 
Research

The 2011 addition of the FTIR spectroscope 
to the ELRAP Digital Chemistry Lab was a ma-
jor improvement to the lab this season. In con-
junction with the XRF spectroscope, the FTIR 
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instrument allowed the research team to collect 
more detailed data regarding the chemical com-
position of many different kinds of artifacts, ar-
chaeological materials and cultural sediments. 
The establishment of a searchable spectral li-
brary of local and regional geological samples 
will allow the ELRAP team to develop a more 
accurate understanding of the local landscape 
and the ways in which ancient populations in-
teracted with this landscape. In particular, one 
important undertaking for future seasons should 
be the expansion of the spectral library; catego-
ries such as ceramics, lithics, clays and other 
materials should be strategically sampled for 
future comparison. Overall, the combination 
of X-Ray Florescence and Fourier-Transform 
Infrared Spectroscopy allowed the ELRAP team 
to gain a more complete understanding of the 
chemical properties of many different objects 
and sediments. These two techniques comple-
ment one another very well, because in many 
areas where one is insufficient, the other is quite 
useful. There are also many areas in which the 
use of both techniques is helpful. Nevertheless, 
there are certain problems - such as the analysis 
of lithic objects - that will require much more 
experimentation before serious progress can be 
made.

Terrestrial Laser Scanning in the Field
The unique ancient landscape of Jordan’s 

Faynān district is a prime candidate for the appli-
cation of a LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) 
survey as a High Definition Documentation 
(HDD) tool. The potential threat of modern min-
ing and development puts some of the sites in 
the region at risk of destruction. However, the 
main goal of using LiDAR in Faynān is to create 

a ‘digital scaffold’ on which many different da-
tasets can be embedded, analyzed and visualized 
(Petrovic et al. 2011). During the 2011 ELRAP 
field season, nine sites and their surrounding 
environs were laser scanned with terrestrial 
LiDAR using a Leica Scanstation 2 (Model HDS 
4050). These nine sites include: Khirbat Faynān, 
Khirbat Nuqayb al-Asaymir, Khirbat Ḥamrat 
Ifdān, Tallit Ifdān, Umm al-‘Amad, Khirbat al-
‘Irāq, survey site JS001 on Jabal Ṣuffāḥah and 
survey site JS002 on Jabal Suffāḥah, as well as a 
digital model of the Calit2 Digital Archaeology 
Lab in Shawbak. Khirbat Faynān, Khirbat 
Nuqayb al-Asaymir, Khirbat Ḥamrat Ifdān and 
Tallit Ifdān are located within the wadi systems 
of the lowlands between Wādī ‘Arabah and the 
Sharāh mountains, while the latter four sites and 
the digital lab are located in the Edom highlands 
of the Sharāh mountains. Here we describe the 
LiDAR work carried out at Khirbat Faynān and 
the unique ancient Roman mining complex at 
Umm al-‘Amad overlooking the Faynān valley.

Khirbat Faynān
Khirbat Faynān was the primary focus of 

the 2011 LiDAR survey and the majority of time 
on the scanning calendar was allotted to this 
ca. 15 hectare site (Fig. 19). The site’s heavy 
concentration of architecture and considerable 
size were significant stumbling blocks in car-
rying out its successful scanning. In particular, 
the geomorphological shape of the tall and its 
several plateaus precluded the use of central tar-
gets that would have been visible from all ar-
eas of the site (hence the pre-season decision 
to utilize free-station scanning without targets). 
Unregistered traverse targets were, however, 
used during daily set-ups to speed up the field 

19. Screenshot of 2011 LiDAR 
scan of the so-called 
monastery complex at Khirbat 
Faynān. The date currently 
rests on a single late 6th 
century AD inscription found 
in the building (Sartre 1993).
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registration of daily point clouds from the data 
collected. A large-scale, stitched point cloud 
of approximately four and a half billion points 
was ultimately created of the 130 scans taken 
from Khirbat Faynān. Such a large point cloud 
can only be manipulated in visicore, the point 
manipulation software developed as part of an 
associated ELRAP project with UC San Diego 
(Petrovic et al. 2011). This point cloud dataset 
will provide the ‘data scaffold’ needed for future 
excavation and survey work at KF.

Umm al-‘Amad Roman Mining Complex
Umm al-‘Amad (Ar. “the mother of pillars”) 

was first recorded by Nelson Glueck in the 1930s 
(Glueck 1935) and, aside from an occasional 
wanderer, has had little documentation since. 
While our team was in the field in 2011, this 
Roman period site fell under threat from on-go-
ing road construction for the possible renewal of 
mining work in the Faynān district. Thus, Umm 
al-‘Amad was added to the scanning itinerary at 
the last moment and preparations were made for 
scanning it with very little consideration of what 
the site would be like on its scanning day (16 
November 2011). The low cavern entrance and 
interior galleries precluded use of the standard 
tripod. Likewise, the complex galleries of col-
umns ruled out the use of targets without sig-
nificant, time-wasting backtracking (Fig. 20). 
Therefore, a specially designed ‘quadropod’ was 
utilized for the day and the free-station method 
of scanning continued to be employed for expe-
diency and efficiency’s sake in the field, lead-
ing to considerable time spent post-processing 
the data in the lab. Power for the interior scans 

of the cave system and one of the exterior scans 
was provided by portable car batteries. The fi-
nal scan was completed using a generator posi-
tioned two terraces above the caves on the face 
of the mountain, connected to the scanner via a 
very long extension cord. Although the mines go 
into the mountain for approximately 150 meters, 
given the time constraints of the single day al-
lowed for scanning, only five interior scans were 
made of the primary galleries and two scans of 
the exterior. This provided both landscape con-
text and was an attempt to fill in parts of the 
front of the mine where the roof was too low 
for the scanner (even on the ‘quadropod’). This 
resulted in approximately 5/8 of the cave being 
scanned. Scans at Umm al-‘Amad were done at 
2 x 2 cm resolution on a 10 to 15 meter range, 
thereby collecting approximately eight million 
points. This LiDAR scan provides an important 
record of this unique ancient mining complex - 
perhaps the largest in the eastern Roman empire 
(Mattingly 2011: 181).

Conclusion
This preliminary report summarizes a new 

archaeological research project that focuses on 
excavations at Khirbat Faynān - the largest set-
tlement site in Jordan’s Faynān copper ore re-
source zone. While our previous (2002 - 2010) 
research focused on studying the network of 
Iron Age copper extraction and processing sites 
(Levy et al. 2012), Khirbat Faynān provides a 
unique opportunity to investigate the social and 
political center of copper exploitation from the 
Early Bronze Age to late historic times. The 
2011 expedition to KF discovered an important 

20. Screenshot of LiDAR scan 
inside Umm al-‘Amad 
Roman mining complex. 
Note the crate on the right 
side of the image for scale.  
The ceiling in this area is c. 
1.8 meters in height.
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Early Bronze Age settlement (ca. 2,500-2,000 
BC), Iron Age remains including a unique an-
thropomorphic statuette head (ca. 1,200-500 
BC) and a Roman / Byzantine mortuary com-
plex. New ‘cyber-archaeology’ methods were 
employed, including digital acquisition tools 
such as LiDAR, GPS, geophysical surveys and 
a special helium balloon automated platform 
for geo-referenced digital photography. On-site 
chemical characterization tools including XRF 
and FTIR were employed for real-time micro-
archaeology studies. A survey was conducted 
in the Buwayridah springs area to the south of 
Wādī Faynān and ten agricultural terrace sys-
tems were sampled for dating and geochemical 
data. As a prelude to the month-long excava-
tion at KF, small soundings were carried out at 
the Early Bronze Age copper production site of 
Khirbat Ḥamrat Ifdān and the mediaeval Islamic 
period settlement at Khirbat Nuqayb al-Asaymir 
in order to obtain stratigraphic and dating sam-
ples. All of these research activities contribute to 
the underlying goal of the ELRAP expedition: 
to study the changing role of ancient mining 
and metallurgy on the evolution of societies in 
southern Jordan from Neolithic to Islamic times.
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Introduction: History of Research
In 1983, several Upper and Epipalaeolithic 

sites were recorded during a Neolithic survey 
in Wādī Ṣabrā (Gebel 1984, 1988; Schyle and 
Uerpmann 1988).

During the establishment of the ‘Our Way to 
Europe’ Collaborative Research Centre (www.
SFB806.de) in 2007, which aims to investi-
gate the possible migration routes of modern 
man from Africa to Europe and the palaeoen-
vironmental conditions of this migration, these 
Palaeolithic sites were suggested for further in-
vestigation. The sites represent ideal locations 
for such research, as the finds occur embedded 
in thick wadi deposits, in close association with 
terrestrial palaeoclimate archives of specific lo-
cal relevance.

Field seasons were spent in Wādī Ṣabrā in 
summer / autumn 2009, autumn 2010 and au-
tumn 2011 by a joint team from the Universities 
of Aachen (geosciences) and Cologne (prehisto-
ry). Preliminary geoscientific results have been 
published by Bertrams et al. (2012).

The Archaeological Sites
The sites recorded so far belong to the 

time span between the Lower Palaeolithic and 
Neolithic. The focus of fieldwork was Wādī 
Ṣabrā, which is divided by a dry ‘waterfall’ into 
a lower part around al-Anṣab and an upper part 
immediately south of the spring of Ṣabrā. An 
additional site was tested near the village of aṭ-
Ṭaybah (Fig. 1).

Lower Wādī Ṣabrā
adh-Dhāhir

The oldest finds discovered so far in Wādī 
Ṣabrā were found in 2010 on an old limestone 

THE PALAEOLITHIC SEQUENCE OF WĀDĪ ṢABRĀ: A 
PRELIMINARY REPORT

Daniel Schyle and Juergen Richter

surface close to the edge of the lower Wādī 
Ṣabrā, about 500m south of al-Anṣab. 

The site is located along a track leading 
out of the wadi to the east, finally ending at the 
road from Rājil to Wādī ‘Arabah. On the north 
side of the track, large chunks of flint are scat-
tered over an area of roughly 200x500m (Fig. 
2). Several handaxe preforms were discovered 
amongst these chunks. Subsequent survey of 
the site yielded a mixed assemblage of handaxe 
preforms and Levallois points and cores, as well 
as some substantial blades with large, plain plat-
forms. Characteristic artefacts were collected 
and their co-ordinates recorded by GPS. Clearly, 
this natural flint occurrence was exploited from 
the Lower Palaeolithic onwards, perhaps even 
until Chalcolithic times.

Site of al-Anṣab
al-Anṣab 2

Discovered in 1983 (Schyle and Uerpmann 
1988), the site is located close to tilted limestone 
formations which include numerous flint seams 
and block the outlet of Wādī al-Anṣab, an east-
ern tributary of Wādī Ṣabrā, some 1,000m up-
stream from adh-Dhāhir (Fig. 3). Thick deposits 
in the tributary wadi are held back by the lime-
stone ridge and have thus been protected from 
erosion.

The fieldwork in 2009 was dedicated to the 
previously known Early Ahmarian occurrence 
at al-Anṣab 1. Although we spent almost three 
weeks at the site, carrying out 3D mapping (Fig. 
4), local surveys, the excavation of several geo-
scientific and two archaeological sections, this 
work did not result in the discovery of any finds 
other than the previously known Early Upper 
Palaeolithic material. 
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1. Distribution of sites in Wādī Ṣabrā; star indicates location of ‘waterfall’.
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3. View of al-Anṣab to the north-
west before excavation.

At first sight, the artefacts reveal a very 
similar technology to that of the Initial Upper 
Palaeolithic assemblage excavated from layer 
B of Ṭawr Ṣadaf in Wādī al-Ḥasā (Fox 2003), 
viz. laminar, convergent blanks with large plain 
platforms occurring together with predominant-
ly flat single or opposed platform cores. Despite 
being relatively large, the recovered assemblage 
includes only a single tool: a burin (Fig. 5).

The positioning of this secondary deposit 
of apparently Initial Upper Palaeolithic arte-
facts slightly above the Early Upper Palaeolithic 
Ahmarian layer is for the moment far from be-
ing understood. It might indicate a general slop-
ing and increased erosion of the deposits down-
wards to the wadi bottom, or perhaps two phases 
of sediment accumulation, separated by a major 
erosional event. 

Upper Palaeolithic
al-Anṣab 1

The true in situ record at al-Anṣab starts with 
the Early Upper Palaeolithic Ahmarian layer on 
the surface of the remnant.

In spring 2009, we noticed two natural sec-
tions with outcropping Upper Palaeo lithic arte-
facts. In summer / autumn 2009, the site was grid-
ded, surface collected and the two natural sections 
with adhering eroded artefacts ‒ potential outcrops 
of in situ layers ‒ were cleaned and excavated.

After excavation it turned out that only the 

As a result, in 2010 we decided to limit our 
work at al-Anṣab to small-scale geoscientific 
sampling. However, in spring 2010, unusually 
heavy rains exposed additional find spots close 
to our 2009 excavation area. Unfortunately, 
these were only discovered towards the very end 
of the 2010 field season and only one day was 
available in which to assess the surface scat-
ters. Two of them turned out to be superficial. 
However, at the third, densely packed artefacts 
were found outcropping from a steep slope of 
wadi deposits. A sounding revealed a small sec-
ondary deposit of well-preserved artefacts with-
out organic remains. This occurrence was desig-
nated al-Anṣab 2.

 2. adh-Dhāhir from the west; note large chunks of flint in 
foreground to right.
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4. General map of the al-Anṣab 
site.

5. al-Anṣab 2: (1, 3) blades with 
large plain platforms; (2) burin 
on blade; (4 - 5) cores.
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upper natural section represented a true in situ 
layer, which was marked by a band of black 
sediments and high artefact densities. The pre-
liminary results of the lithic analysis indicate 
Early Ahmarian technology and typology: a sin-
gle soft hammer reduction strategy for straight, 
elongated, thin, curved blades and bladelets 
from single platform cores with an acute plat-
form angle. Blades are much more numerous 
than flakes. The tool types include numerous El 
Wad points (Fig. 6), some of them with steep 
lateral retouch or backing (and in very variable 
sizes), and simple endscrapers on blades. Core 
trimming elements have frequently been used 
as blanks for the production of endscrapers and 
burins. Carinated pieces are present but rare.

The high proportion of cores and core trim-
ming elements, and the low proportion of tools 
indicate that a main activity at this site was the 

knapping of flint from nearby outcrops. However, 
the dark grey cultural layer, complete range of 
tools and presence of (a very few small) bone 
fragments1 represent other activities as well. 

One OSL sample from above and six sam-
ples from below the cultural layer were dated to 
~33 ± 6 ka (Klasen forthcoming). Specific meth-
odological problems related to the low radio-
nuclide contents of the sediments surrounding 
the samples resulting in rather imprecise dates. 
Being statistically of the same age, regardless 
of their stratigraphic position, the dates seem to 
indicate a rapid accumulation of the remnant’s 
sediments. The overall date is broadly compat-
ible with the archaeological assessment of the 
occupation layer. 

Upper Wādī Ṣabrā
A larger number of sites are known from 

6. al-Anṣab 1: (1 - 2) fragments 
of El Wad points; (3 - 4) 
endscrapers; (5) burin.

1. The only taxon identified so far is gazelle (H. Berke 
[Institute of Prehistoric Archaeology, University of 

Cologne] pers. comm.).
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the upper part of Wādī Ṣabrā, about two hours’ 
walk south of the Nabataean settlement of Ṣabrā. 
During the 2009 field season, we identified sev-
eral new Upper and Epipalaeolithic occurrences. 
Surface collections and small-scale excavations 
were carried out at Ṣabrā 4 - Palm View 1 and 3 
(Upper Palaeolithic) and at Ṣabrā 3 (Late Upper 
and Early Epipalaeolithic). In 2010 we made the 
first Middle Palaeolithic finds at Ṣabra 2010 / 4, 
completed the excavation at Ṣabrā 4 - Palm View 
3 and surveyed the Pleistocene remnants of the 
upper Wādī Ṣabrā from its source in the north to 
its constriction in front of the ‘waterfall’ (Fig. 1).

Middle Palaeolithic
In 2009, a few Middle Palaeolithic artefacts 

were found as more or less isolated single finds 
on the surface or within secondary deposits, e.g. 
wadi terraces. As a result, a main objective of 
the 2010 field season was to search for Middle 
Palaeolithic (MP) artefacts associated with sedi-
ments of the same time period. We succeeded 
in identifying a few locations within the upper 
Wādī Ṣabrā where MP artefacts were collected 
from the surface of wadi deposits, suggesting a 
MP or earlier date for at least some of the lowest 
parts of those deposits. At two locations, there is 
the potential for preservation of MP finds within 
in situ deposits.

Ṣabrā 2010 / 4
This was the first discovery of fresh Middle 

Palaeolithic artefacts in 2010. Some were found 
in an erosional channel, but one artefact ‒ a well-
preserved typical Levallois point ‒ was picked 
up from the top of the wadi sediment remnants, 

being the first evidence for the presence of 
Middle Palaeolithic deposits at the base of the se-
quence of Pleistocene sediments in Wādī Ṣabrā. 
In most parts of the adjacent erosional chan-
nel, the Middle Palaeolithic pieces were mixed 
with arte facts of apparently Upper Palaeolithic 
technology. Apart from the Levallois point (Fig. 
7.1), they include a large Levallois blade with 
facetted butt in ‘chapeau de gendarme’ shape 
and a small Levallois core. There are some other 
blades with large, plain platforms, struck using 
a hard hammer technique, which may also be-
long to the Middle Palaeolithic component of 
the finds (Fig. 7.2). However, the presence of 
several blades with punctiform butts indicates an 
Upper Palaeolithic com ponent amongst the finds 
from the erosional channel. 

Subsequently, we cleaned the section of de-
posits above the location of the Levallois point. 
This revealed two concreted calcareous hori-
zons, of which the upper (Fig. 8.I) contained 
two (undiagnostic) artefacts and might thus rep-
resent the layer from which the Levallois point 
originated. An additional geoscientific section 
(Fig. 8) was dug a few meters away from the 
location of the archaeological finds. The dating 
of two OSL samples taken from below the lower 
calcareous layer (III) is in progress.

Ṣabrā 2010 / 15
Another assemblage of about 20 artefacts 

of laminar Middle Palaeolithic technology was 
collected in 2010 in several erosional channels 
on a remnant a few hundred metres downstream 
from 2010 / 4. In contrast to the artefacts from 
al-Anṣab 2, most of the blanks (including two 

7. 2010 / 4: Middle Palaeolithic 
artefacts collected from the 
surface of the Pleistocene 
sediments.
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Levallois points and a burin) have facetted butts. 
In spite of an intensive search, we were not able 
to locate an in situ layer from which these arte-
facts might have been eroded.

Upper Palaeolithic
Ṣabrā 4

A large, dense surface scatter of Upper 

Palaeolithic artefacts in a fresh state of preser-
vation on a terrace in an intermediate position 
within the wadi deposits had already been noted 
in 1983 and was then designated Ṣabrā 4 (Schyle 
and Uerpmann 1988).

Having relocated the site in spring 2009, we 
searched for in situ deposits. During this activ-
ity we located two other separate occurrences 

8. Stratigraphic section at Ṣabrā 
2010 / 4; layer VI rests on 
bedrock.
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of Upper Palaeolithic artefacts eroding out of 
the wadi deposits nearby. The sites were named 
Ṣabrā 4 – Palm View 1-3; Palm View 1 desig-
nated the extensive surface scatter. In summer 
/ autumn 2009 we carried out a detailed 3D re-
cording of the site complex topography, collect-
ed about half the large surface scatter of Palm 
View 1 and started an excavation at Palm View 
3, located on a very small remnant spur within 
the wadi deposits. This yielded a lithic assem-
blage from an in situ cultural layer, which also 
contained bone fragments2. Additionally, several 
geoscientific sections were dug nearby. 

In 2010, the remaining parts of Palm View 
3 were finally excavated, as was the location at 
Palm View 1 where artefacts were found eroding 
from the base of the stratigraphic section dug in 
2009. Furthermore, the vicinity of Ṣabrā 4 was 
intensively resurveyed, which led to the discov-
ery of several additional occurrences of Upper 
Palaeolithic artefacts.

Ṣabrā 4 - Palm View 1
This is the large surface scatter that led to the 

discovery of the site complex in 1983. Artefacts 
are spread on a terrace within the wadi deposits 
over an area of approximately 30x10m. The ter-
race is overlooked by a remnant with an almost 
vertical west-facing natural section (Fig.9).

In summer 2009, about half of the surface 
scatter was completely collected and a strati-
graphic section dug into the natural section of 

the remnant, from its top to the top of the terrace 
(Fig. 10). During this activity, no artefact-bear-
ing layer could be identified within the section. 
In 2010, the section was extended further down 
into the extremely cemented material of the ter-
race. A few artefacts and a piece of charcoal 
were recovered from this cemented layer, so it 
might be assumed that the origin of the artefact 
spread on the surface is within the upper part of 
the terrace. However, owing to the lack of bone 
and low density of artefacts from the section, the 
artefacts remaining within the sediment might 
not be preserved in situ.

The Palm View (PV) 1 assemblage (Fig. 
11) is significantly different from the finds re-
covered at al-Anṣab. Amongst the debitage and 
tools, flakes are almost twice as numerous as 
blade/lets. Carinated pieces, including nosed, 
shouldered and carinated scrapers, as well as 
carinated burins (18% of tools), are much more 
numerous than at al-Anṣab. A particular char-
acteristic is the occurrence of numerous ‘com-
bined’ tools, which in most cases are ‘recycled’ 
pieces, e.g. a scraper transformed into a burin 
after exhaustion.

2. The list of taxa from Palm View 3 identified so far by H. 
Berke is somewhat longer than at al-Anṣab and includes 

an unidentified equid, gazelle, wild sheep, fallow deer 
and wild cattle.

9. Ṣabrā 4 - PV1 as relocated in spring 2009, seen from 
the east. The large surface scatter of artefacts is to the 
left of the person.  The stratigraphic section was dug 
later (summer 2009) towards the centre of the remnant.

10. Contour plan of Ṣabrā 4 - PV 1 and 3, showing areas 
of excavation (PV 3) and surface collection (PV1), as 
well as stratigraphic sections.
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The technology and typology of this assem-
blage clearly warrant further discussion within 
the context of the Levantine Aurignacian, even 
after the recent redefinition of the latter (Belfer-
Cohen and Goring-Morris 2003; Goring-Morris 
and Belfer-Cohen 2006; Williams 2006).

Ṣabrā 4 - Palm view 3
The occurrence of Pv 3 was first noticed in 

spring 2009 as a thin band of dark sediment con-
taining lithics, bones and charcoal, lying within 
a small spur of wadi sediments less than 5 m in 
length and 1m in width, which protruded out to-

11. Selected tools from PV 1: (1 
- 4) El Wad point fragments; 
(5) burin de vachons; (6) 
carinated scraper.
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wards the east. The stratigraphic position of Pv 
3 is above the level containing artefacts at PV 1 
(Figs. 10, 12). The spur was completely exca-
vated during the summer 2009 and autumn 2010 
field seasons.

The lithic assemblage recovered is rather 
small (ca. 450 artefacts only, excluding chips) 
and shows similarities, as well as differences, 
with the assemblage from Pv 1 (Fig. 13).

The flake/blade ratio amongst the debit-
age is almost identical to PV 1 but, amongst the 
tools, blade/lets slightly predominate at Pv 3. 
Carinated pieces are present, but are less com-
mon at Pv 3 compared to PV 1. Whereas small 
El Wad points are numerous at PV 1, they are 
completely absent at Pv 3. In contrast, small 
comma-shaped, inversely retouched bladelets 
(‘Dufour bladelets’) are numerous at Pv 3, but 

do not occur at Pv 1. Their absence at PV 1 
might simply be the result of their very small 
size, i.e. they’ve been washed away from the Pv 
1 surface; indeed, the carinated pieces suggest 

13. Selected tools from PV 3: 
(1 - 2) carinated scrapers; 
(3) blade fragment with 
Aurignacian retouch; (4 - 6) 
inversely retouched bladelets.

12. The sites of PV 1 and PV 3 as seen from the north.
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that they should have been present before ero-
sion. However, the absence of El Wad points at 
Pv 3 cannot be explained by preservation issues. 
Finally, the high percentage of ‘combined’ tools 
at PV 1 is not repeated at Pv 3. 

The high flake/blade ratio and the moder-
ate to high frequencies of carinated pieces and 
inversely retouched bladelets respectively as-
sociate the Pv 3 assemblage with the Levantine 
Aurignacian. However, its ‘aurignacoid’ traits 
are not as pronounced as at PV 1. OSL and radio-
carbon samples from the site are under analysis.

‘Dufour bladelets’ constitute an important 
part of the tool assemblage from the lower levels 
of Mdamagh rockshelter near Petra, which was 
excavated in 1983 (Schyle and Uerpmann 1988).

Other Upper Palaeolithic Occurrences
Upper Palaeolithic artefacts can be found 

on the surface at many locations, most of them 
around the site complex of Ṣabrā 4 (Fig. 1). 
The 2010 survey of the upper Wādī Ṣabrā lo-
cated several additional Upper Palaeolithic oc-
currences, but without the discovery of another 
in situ site. In most cases, artefacts were found 
spread over the surface of Pleistocene deposits. 
At some locations, they were embedded within 
the deposits but without associated organic ma-
terial and with artefacts frequently being in an 
upright and therefore secondary position.

The larger collections (Fig. 1.7, 1.9, 1.14-
16) all have more or less ‘aurignacoid’ char-
acteristics. They include typical carinated and 
nosed scrapers, carinated burins and small El 
Wad points, and are thus similar to the assem-
blage from PV 1. 

The largest assemblage was collected at 
2010 / 6 (Fig. 1.14), a site which was noted in 
1983 and designated Ṣabrā 8 or 9. Many artefacts 
are spread within an active minor ‒ but rather 
steep‒  erosional channel on the eastern slope of 
the wadi deposits towards the recent wadi bot-
tom. The channel has isolated a huge sandstone 
outcrop, which originally may have provided 
some shelter almost in the centre of the wadi 
basin. Unfortunately, any in situ sediments that 
may originally have been adjacent to the eastern 
face of this rock outcrop have been removed by 
this channel. However, towards the recent wadi 
bottom, a narrow spur of wadi sediments, sepa-
rated by the channel from the sandstone outcrop, 

is still preserved. Within this spur, two horizons 
of embedded artefacts could be identified. These 
are not associated with any organic material 
and the low density of finds suggests that they 
are not in situ. However, they might represent 
the periphery of destroyed in situ layers origi-
nally deposited close to the now denuded sand-
stone outcrop. The upper horizon seems to have 
been almost completely destroyed, with only a 
few artefacts still remaining embedded. A sin-
gle Qalkhan point picked up on the surface of 
the sediments at this location hints at an Early 
Epipalaeolithic affiliation for the upper horizon. 

The lower horizon displayed a higher den-
sity of artefacts, most of them spread on the 
surface of the remaining body of sediment, as 
well as some which were still in place within it. 
However, some of the latter were found upright, 
indicating secondary deposition. We systemati-
cally collected all the artefacts from the surface 
of the sediments around the outcrops of this 
lower horizon and cleaned a small section of the 
remnant; the finds within the erosional channel 
were not collected.

Analysis of the artefacts is still in progress, 
but the collection shows unmistakable ‘aurigna-
coid’ characteristics very similar to the assem-
blage from PV 1. The few single pieces picked 
up here in 1983 were tentatively classified as 
Ahmarian; this must now be rejected in light of 
the much more numerous recent finds.

It is worth noting that we have so far not 
found any unequivocal evidence for the pres-
ence of an (Early) Ahmarian site within the 
upper Wādī Ṣabrā. Whether this is the result 
of a sedimentation hiatus, or is caused by the 
present state of erosion ‒ leaving Earlier Upper 
Palaeolithic sediments inaccessible in this area 
‒ will be clarified through investigation of the 
geoscientific sections cut at different locations in 
the upper Wādī Ṣabrā.

Late Upper and Epipalaeolithic Sites
Ṣabrā 3

Further downstream, about 500m south of 
Ṣabrā 4, another site complex was recorded at 
a locality designated Ṣabrā 3 in 1983 (Fig. 14). 

On top of the wadi deposits in this location, 
a small Epipalaeolithic assemblage was surface 
collected in 1983 and designated Ṣabrā 3 (Schyle 
and Uerpmann 1988; now designated Ṣabrā 3 
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Centre). Further artefacts had been brought to 
the surface by erosion since that time, which 
were noticed in 2008 and systematically col-
lected in summer / autumn 2009. Additionally, a 

small trench was opened across the surface scat-
ter to look for any remains left in situ. 

In spring 2008 we also noticed lithic ar-
tefacts apparently eroding from a black layer 

14. General map of the Ṣabrā 3 
site complex.
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about 0.5m below the surface of the wadi de-
posits (Fig. 15). This occurrence was designated 
Ṣabrā 3 North. From a cursory inspection of the 
finds scattered over the steep slope below the 
natural section (we did not collect any artefacts 
in 2008), it was clear that these artefacts were of 
Upper or Epi palaeo lithic technology, although 
no diagnostic types could be found. 

An Early Epipalaeolithic assemblage was 
excavated from a small remnant of wadi depos-
its located 50m further downstream of the south-

ern end of the main body of contiguous wadi de-
posits. This occurrence was also discovered in 
spring 2008 and designated Ṣabrā 3 South. 

Ṣabrā 3 North
The black layer noticed in 2008 (Fig. 15) 

is covered by a heavily cemented deposit (the 
calcareous crust from which the Ṣabrā 3 finds 
are eroding), which in 2009 we found ourselves 
unable to excavate without mechanical assist-
ance. In 2010 we tried again, but had to give up 

15. Geoscientific section at Ṣabrā 
3 North.
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again after the excavation of ½ m², the cemented 
layer being too hard and too thick to remove on 
a larger scale. Instead, we collected a sample of 
artefacts from the adjacent western slope of the 
wadi deposits. Extensive geoscientific sections 
were excavated at this location in 2009, cover-
ing the whole sequence of sedimentation down 
to bedrock.

Artefact density within the excavated portion 
of the site is quite high (ca. 350/ m²); there are 
many burnt flint fragments, a few pieces of char-
coal and occasional bone fragments, suggesting 
good in situ preservation. However, diagnostic 
tools are still lacking; so far, tools consist exclu-
sively of simple endscrapers, whether from the 
excavation or surface collection. The proportion 
of blades and flakes amongst the debitage is al-
most even. Two carinated cores were recovered; 
the remainder are relatively small, single plat-
form bladelet cores. As a result, the exact cultur-
al affiliation of the assemblage remains unclear, 
but a general final Upper Palaeolithic classifica-
tion is likely.

Ṣabrā 3 South
In spring 2008, numerous small flints and 

bones3 eroding out of the top of this small rem-
nant were noticed. In summer / autumn 2009 we 
collected the surface around the remnant and ex-
cavated what remained of what must originally 
have been an in situ cultural layer. This deposit 
was preserved only at the very top of the rem-
nant, along a narrow ‘spur’ of approximately 
5x0.5m². It was completely excavated by siev-
ing the sediment recovered from ¼ m² (Fig. 14). 
Additionally, a geoscientific section was cut into 
the mound to link its sequence of deposits with 
the main body of contiguous deposits further 
north. The small remnant of Ṣabrā 3 South lacks 
the heavily cemented calcareous crust present on 
top of the wadi deposits at Ṣabrā 3 and above the 
black layer discovered at Ṣabrā 3 North. It may 
be that the cultural layer at Ṣabrā 3 South was 
originally below ‒ in stratigraphic terms ‒ the 
assemblage found on top of the calcareous crust 
at Ṣabrā 3. However, this still needs to be con-
firmed by sedimentological analyses which are 

still in progress.
The small assemblage recovered (just 

55 objects) can be attributed to the Early 
Epipalaeolithic Kebaran / Nebekian industry 
(Fig. 16). It is dominated by backed bladelets, 
with narrow, obliquely truncated variants being 
the most numerous type. A few of them display 
microburin scars below the truncation, but there 
are also a few true La Mouillah points. Finely 
(‘Ouchtata’) retouched bladelets also occur. 
The remainder consists of truncated as well as 
broken backed bladelets. The non-microlithic 
tools include a few massive denticulated scrap-
ers, which might also be classified as small flake 
cores, and a few burins.

Ṣabrā 3 Centre
A thin scatter of artefacts was found scat-

tered across the surface of the calcareous crust 
over an area of approximately 500 square me-
tres, with an area of slightly higher artefact den-
sities within a square of only 10x10m (Fig. 18).

Even initially, it was clear that the arte-
facts on the surface were distributed according 
to relief, with the highest artefact densities be-
ing found in shallow depressions or along shal-
low erosional channels. We established a grid 
of 10x10m within the area of highest artefact 
density, which we collected in 1x1m squares. 
Additionally, the surrounding area was collected 
using larger, arbitrarily sized collection areas of 
between 7 and 20 square metres. Overall surface 
artefact density was very low: the most produc-
tive 1x1m square yielded just 35 artefacts, and 
the richest collection area not more than an av-
erage of three artefacts per square metre. These 
richest areas corresponded to shallow basins, 
where artefacts had gathered as a result of ero-
sion.

Seven square metres were excavated to a 
depth of up to 20cm to investigate whether or not 
in situ deposits might be preserved. Excavation 
of the hard calcareous crust proved to be very 
arduous and time-consuming, and was therefore 
called off on logistical grounds. Subsurface arte-
fact densities within the excavated 1x1m squares 
were considerably higher than on the surface (up 

3. Ṣabrā 3 South has a small but seemingly varied bone 
assemblage, which includes a medial fragment of a 
bone point. The taxa identified by H. Berke include 

an unspecified equid, wild cattle, gazelle, wild sheep, 
fallow deer, wild boar and bear. 
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to 170 artefacts per square metre), but the arte-
facts were distributed within the upper 10cm of 
sediment, without preservation of organic mate-
rial or any evidence of anthropogenic features. 
As a result, it has so far not been possible to lo-
cate any in situ remains, although the possibility 
cannot be discounted that they may be preserved 
in some parts of the site. 

The assemblage recovered so far is very ho-
mogenous and corresponds with the finds made 
in 1983 (Fig. 17). Amongst the tools, largish ‘mi-
croliths’ predominate by far. Backed and truncat-
ed pieces, among them several Qalkhan points 
and asymmetric trapezes, are the most frequent 
types. The use of the microburin technique is at-
tested by a single La Mouillah point, as well as 
several retouched ‘piquant trièdres’ still visible 
on the truncated ends of the microliths. Similar 
Qalkhan assemblages (Henry 1981) are known 
from Jordan (Garrard et al. 1986; Henry 1982) 
and Syria (Cauvin 1981). Individual Qalkhan 
points were also found on the surface during our 
survey of Wādī Ṣabrā at 2010 / 6 (Fig. 1.14) and 
2010 / 9 (Fig. 1.17). 

The dating of the Qalkhan is still far from 
satisfactory, but its stratigraphic position be-
tween a lower Early Kebaran / Nebekian and 

an upper Nizzanan assemblage (only the latter 
is adequately radiocarbon dated, to between 19 
and 18 ka at Wādī Jīlāt 6 [Garrard et al. 1986; 
Byrd 1994a]) suggests an early Epipalaeolithic 
date immediately after the LGM. The remainder 
of the Stone Age archaeology in Wādī Ṣabrā is 
represented at the small but rich site of Ṣabrā 1, 
which was test excavated in 1983 (Schyle and 
Uerpmann 1988; Gebel 1988) and contained 
finds from the Middle and Late Epipalaeolithic 
(Geometric Kebaran; Natufian) to Early 
Neolithic (PPNA / EPPNB).

Additional Late Epipalaeolithic sites were 
found during the 2010 survey, namely an (Early?) 
Natufian surface lithic scatter on exposed bed-
rock about 1 km north of Ṣabrā 1 (Fig. 1.17) and 
(Late?) Natufian finds, including bones, still em-
bedded in sediments forming a very steep slope 
adjacent to the sandstone cliffs of the eastern 
bank of Wādī Ṣabrā at 2010 / 25 (Fig. 1.32).

Additional Neolithic finds from 2010 are 
represented only by single isolated arrowheads. 
Two Early PPNB notched specimens were col-
lected at 2010 / 26 (Fig. 1.33) and a single final 
PPNB or Late Neolithic type was found at 2010 
/ 5 (Fig. 1.13).
Sites Beyond Wādī Ṣabrā

16. Selected tools from Ṣabrā 3 
South: (1 - 2, 6, 8) obliquely 
truncated backed bladelets; 
(3 - 4) trapezes; (5) arched 
backed and obliquely truncated 
bladelet; (7) burin.
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Additional sites in the surroundings of Wādī 
Ṣabrā were also visited in summer / autumn 
2009. These include the site of Abū Shāhir, near 
the spring of ‘Ayn adh-Dhawī, which also was 
discovered in 1983 and at that time looked set to 
yield an in situ Initial Upper Palaeolithic occur-
rence. Unfortunately we were not able to relocate 
the site until the very end of the summer / autumn 
2009 season. The few artefacts recently collect-
ed indicate a likely Final Neolithic / Chalcolithic 
(rather than Initial Upper Palaeolithic) date for 
the site. 

Finally, a rock shelter near aṭ-Ṭaybah (dis-
covered and recommended to us by H-G. Gebel) 
was visited on the last day of our stay at Wādī 
Mūsā in 2009. In a similar topographic situa-
tion to Ṣabrā 1, viz. sediments leaning up against 
a steep sandstone cliff and protected by fallen 
blocks, we collected a few artefacts eroding 
out of the deposits, including backed bladelet 
fragments, a backed point and several outils 
communs. These indicated another Upper to 
Epipalaeolithic occurrence, which was tested 
during the 2010 season.

We carried out a detailed topographic sur-
vey, including 3D measurement of the surround-

ing ground surface, and established a grid prior 
to excavation of the westernmost of the three 
artefact concentrations observed, which was 
designated Ṭaybah 3. It consists of a remnant 
of sediments accumulated against the north-
western ‘wall’ of a deep valley cut into the Ram 
sandstone. The sedimentary remnant is seriously 
endangered by erosion, mainly in the form of 
seasonal flash floods. Several archaeological 
layers have been widely exposed and abundant 
artefacts are scattered on the ground surface be-
tween the huge sandstone blocks covering and 
protecting the site.

The excavation area measured 4x1m, with 
a maximum depth of 2m. The trench was ori-
ented to north-west.  The excavation started at 
the steep, south-western slope of the sediment 
mound. ‘Steps’, each with an area of 0.5m2, were 
excavated in order to expose a section through 
the stratigraphy. This consisted of 12 lithologi-
cal horizons, designated layers A to M, which 
were represented by different grades of fine and 
intermediate sands of aeolian and fluvial origin. 
Enrichment of calcium carbonate eventually ce-
mented four out of 12 sandy layers (L, J, F and 
C), indicating the existence of buried or eroded 

17. Selected tools from Ṣabrā 3 
Centre: (1 - 3) Qalkhan points; 
(4) trapeze; (5) obliquely 
truncated backed bladelet; (6) 
burin.
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surfaces. Layer L represents redeposition of re-
worked calcareous fragments, thereby suggest-
ing a sedimentary hiatus of unknown duration.

Five archaeological horizons were identified 
(layers B, C, E, G and M), at least two of them (C 
and G) with a fair degree of bone preservation. 
On the basis of a preliminary assessment of the 
finds currently under analysis, the finds from the 
upper four layers are similar; the few artefacts 
from the lowest archaeological horizon (M) re-
main undiagnostic. Remnants of a fireplace were 
unearthed from the lower part of layer C (Square 
5/23 b). Charcoal and burnt artefacts should per-
mit radiometric dating of the structure.

In technological terms, the lithic industry is 
characterised by rather simple bladelet produc-
tion adapted to the low quality of the utilised raw 
material, which is presumably of local origin. 
The bladelets were struck from single platform 
cores on small nodules or pebbles, or from clum-
sy burins on thick truncated flakes with a mini-
mum of preparation. This is reflected in the var-
ied shapes of the resulting bladelets. The tools 
consist mainly of small, short endcrapers, as well 
as a few endscrapers on larger flakes. The above-
mentioned large burins were most probably used 
as cores for bladelet production. Marginally ob-
verse retouched bladelets are the most numer-
ous type present. In this regard, the assemblage 
resembles the Late Ahmarian or Masraqan as-
semblages from Wādī al-Ḥasā (Coinman 2003) 
or Ohalo (Nadel 2003). However, the chaîne 
opératoire of the bladelet production seems to 
be somewhat more sophisticated and standard-
ised at the latter sites.

Conclusions and Prospects
Archaeologically, the first two field seasons 

focused on the excavation of previously known 
sites. The second season continued work at 
some of these (Ṣabrā 3 and 4) and started new 
excavations at aṭ-Ṭaybah and Ṣabrā 3 North. 
Additionally, a systematic survey was carried 
out along the upper part of Wādī Ṣabrā.

These two seasons in Wādī Ṣabrā have pro-
vided us with a rich body of data which are cur-
rently under analysis. The preliminary archaeo-
logical results suggest that within Wādī Ṣabrā, 
archaeological finds associated with wadi depos-
its span the time from the Middle Palaeolithic to 
Early Neolithic. The area is thus ideal for dia-

chronic analysis of human occupation and land 
use, in close association with terrestrial palaeo-
climate archives, from MIS 3 until the beginning 
of the Holocene. 

This does not mean that the whole period 
between ca. 50,000 and 10,000 years ago is con-
tinuously represented in the Wādī Ṣabrā area 
by sediments and finds. We have assemblages 
representing each archaeological stage of the se-
quence as a pars pro toto, but it is clear that the 
earlier part of the sequence in particular is much 
less well-represented by finds than the later part. 
This becomes particularly apparent when the 
assemblages are related to the temporal axes 
involved. There are only two assemblages rep-
resenting the earliest (IUP and Ahmarian) part 
of the Upper Palaeolithic, which have to be 
‘stretched’ over a time span of almost 20,000 
years. A rather unexpected result, however, is 
the comparatively high density of sites dating 
to the period between 30,000 and 24,000 years 
ago, represented by the numerous ‘aurignacoid’ 
occurrences clustering in the upper Wādī Ṣabrā 
basin. Hitherto, the Levantine Aurignacian has 
been almost unknown in Jordan and is not well 
represented in other parts of the southern Levant. 
The similarly high frequency of sites dating to 
the LGM and its aftermath is comparable with 
other areas of the southern Levant, although the 
temporal peaks of site frequency within this time 
range seem to be distributed slightly differently 
from what we know west of the Jordan valley. 
In particular, the start of the post-LGM climatic 
amelioration, which is represented west of the 
Jordan valley by a marked increase in site num-
bers attributed to the Geometric Kebaran and 
Mushabian, seems to be represented in Jordan 
only by a few Middle Hamran sites in the Rās 
an-Naqab basin (Jones 1983) and isolated, single 
occurrences in Wādī Rum (Copeland and Hours 
1970), the Azraq basin (Garrard 1998), Wādī al-
Ḥammih (Edwards et al. 1988) and Wādī Ziqlāb 
(Maher 2011).

At present, it is difficult to interpret these 
shifting foci of site distribution. They might 
simply be caused by differences in site preserva-
tion or the state of research on either side of the 
Jordan valley. However, we do know of at least 
one other manifest shift of settlement from west 
to east at the end of the MPPNB, which was re-
lated to the emergence of LPPNB ‘megasites’ in 
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Jordan, so it might also be that similar phenom-
ena occurred earlier as well.
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TALL ABŪ AL-KHARAZ
THE SWEDISH JORDAN EXPEDITION 2011: FOURTEENTH SEASON 

PRELIMINARY EXCAVATION REPORT

Peter M. Fischer and Teresa Bürge, with contributions by D. Blattner, M. Alrousan, S. Ahmed, C. 
Böhm and A. Abu Dalo 

Introduction
The fourteenth season of excavation at Tall 

Abū al-Kharaz was carried out with the kind 
support of the Department of Antiquities and 
its acting Director General Fares al-Hmoud 
between 18 September and 13 October 2011. 
The 2011 project was devoted to the well-
preserved Iron Age I compound from Area 9 
which was partly exposed in 2009 and 2010 
(see Fischer and Feldbacher 2009, 2010, 
2011). It was anticipated that the continued 
excavation north of the compound would pro-
duce additional Early Iron Age material for the 
fourth volume on Tall Abū al-Kharaz (Fischer 
forthcoming). The collection of first-class ra-
diocarbon samples from closed floor contexts 
had as usual, high priority.

Expansive consolidation work was car-
ried out after the 2010 season of excavation 
under the supervision of the Department of 
Antiquities and architect M. Al-Bataineh. 
Fourteen rooms with walls which are still 
standing upright to a height of more than 2m 
were cleaned and consolidated. Restoration 
work will be initiated as soon as the entire 
compound is exposed.

In 2011 two sub-areas were opened in 
Area 9: one as Trench LvIA-D to the north of 
Trenches LIIB and LIVA from 2010, and the 
other west of Trench LI from 2010 as Trenches 
LvIIA-D and LvIIIA (see Fig. 1).

The 2011 team consisted of 28 persons 
including P. M. Fischer (director), T. Bürge 
(assistant field director), H. Ta’ani (foreman, 
trench master), M. Al-Bataineh (surveyor, 
draughtsperson). Trench masters were S. 
Ahmed, D. Blattner, C. Böhm, R. Feldbacher, 

F. Luckscheiter and S. Scherzer. A. Pihl was 
assistant trench master during the second half 
of the campaign. The representative of the 
Department of Antiquities was Z. Ghnaimat. 
The expedition was further backed up by the 
inspector of Pella, N. Khasawneh. Additional 
support was provided by S. Esbeihat (cook). 
The brothers Y. (pottery washing) and S. 
Suleiman Musa (transportation) assisted. 
Twelve local workers from Pella, al-Mashāri‘ 
and al-Yābis were engaged in the excavations.

The Royal Court, represented by T.R.H. 
Prince Raad Ibn Zaid and Princess Majda 
Raad, and the Swedish Embassy headed by 
H.E. C. Sparre again showed interest in our 
work and provided support. With the kind 
permission of the Department of Antiquities 
Mohammad Alrousan, anthropologist from the 
Department of Archaeology and Anthropology 
of the Yarmouk University in Irbid, gave sup-
port in the investigation of four skeletons, 
most likely earthquake victims, from the Late 
Bronze Age. Amongst visitors were those 
from Zarqa University and the Department of 
Antiquities. The staff of the Swedish Embassy 
in Amman were given a guided tour of Tall 
Abū al-Kharaz.

Results from the 2011 Excavations in Area 9
1. The North-Eastern Part: Trenches LVIA-D 
(Fig. 1)

Background
The compound which was exposed in 2009 

and 2010 dates to Iron Age I according to six 
radiocarbon dates from the floor of Stratum 
1C1 which are all between roughly 1200-1000 
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1. Overview Google Earth satellite image of Wādī Faynān field systems WF442 and WF443.

BC. The results from 2009 encouraged us to 
extend the 2010 excavations eastwards and a 
total of 28m represented by Trenches LI-Lv 
were opened during these two seasons. In 2011 
the area was extended to the north by Trenches 
LXvIA-D and to the west by Trenches LvIIA-D 
and LVIIIA. The opened up area slopes 2.78m 
in 38m from east to west, and 2.9m in 15m from 

north to south.
Unfortunately three deep looters’ pits, ap-

prox. 3m wide, were dug in the area after the 
2009 excavations, thus destroying three com-
plete rooms: numerous broken vessels were 
found around the pits. Other areas also suffered 
from extensive looting due to the fact that the 
tall is privately owned and not the property of 

1. Stratum 1 C is built directly on the Late Bronze Age 
city wall. The term “Stratum” should only be consid-
ered as a term of convenience for use during the field 
work and in the preliminary reports (see Fischer 2006: 
26). It is used to designate a level of occupation regard-
less of the area and numbered as it is excavated. From 
1989 to 1994 consecutive numbering of the strata was 
used in the preliminary reports submitted to ADAJ. 
Nevertheless, it was later decided that Stratum 1 A, B 
… designate the phases from Iron Age. Since we dis-
covered pre-Iron Age phases during the 2011 season of 
excavation Stratum 0 A, B... was introduced for post-
Iron Age layers of occupation, viz. mainly Late Roman, 

Byzantine and Islamic structures. Stratum 2 with sub-
divisions is reserved for the Late and Middle Bronze 
Ages, and Stratum 3 with sub-divisions for the Early 
Bronze Age. All these divisions and sub-divisions are 
only valid in the preliminary reports. The final phas-
ing for the Early, Middle and Late Bronze Ages is in 
Fischer 2006a,b; 2008. There are six sub-phases for the 
Early Bronze Age (IA,B; IIA,B; IIIA,B), two sub-phas-
es for the Middle Bronze Age (IV/1 and 2) and four 
sub-phases for the Late Bronze Age (V-VIII). The final 
phasing of the Iron Age will consequently start with 
Phase IX, which corresponds to Stratum 1 C, i.e. the 
earliest Iron Age occupation. 
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the Department of Antiquities: thus no guard 
was installed on the site before 2010. Thanks 
to the kind intervention by the former Director 
General of the Department of Antiquities, Z. Al-
Saad, a guard was installed after the excavation 
in 2011: since then no new looters’ pits have 
been discovered.

Stratum 0A-C
The architectural remains of two occupation-

al phases, most of them just below a thin layer of 
colluvial soil, were relatively well-preserved de-
spite their superficial positions. There is a struc-
ture consisting of two rooms to the north (W657, 
652, 651, 656). Two windows, each 1m wide, 
open up the rooms to the south, viz. towards 
where the Wādī al-Yābis flows. This structure 
was clearly built in two phases (Stratum 0A and 
B): the lower part is well-constructed of relative-
ly small rounded stones whereas the upper part 
is built of large blocks of stone, obviously deriv-
ing from the collapsed “White Building” to the 
north which represents an Iron Age tower that 
was reused during later periods (Fischer 1991; 
Ingemarsdotter 1997; Fischer 1998).

South of this structure is a courtyard where 
numerous vessels were found. A staircase leads 
towards the east and a bench is built along a 1m 
wide wall, W653. There are two spaces and a 
bench against this wall to the south (W654, 655, 
658).

To judge from the pottery the building was 
used in Byzantine (Stratum 0A) and Abbasid 
(Stratum 0B) times.

Two walls (W663, 664; Stratum 0C) appear 
below the Byzantine layer (Stratum 0B). The 
date of these walls is difficult to assess because 
the excavations did not continue below the foun-
dation of the 0A-B structure to the north: it was 
decided to preserve this structure for the time 
being.

Stratum 1A
This occupation layer is related to the corre-

sponding stratum from the excavations in 2010. 
There is one stone-paved room which represents 
the continuation of the stone-paved space from 
2010 (L212, 214). There are additional spaces 
to the north and west of the latter (W617, 662, 
659), the function of which is not totally clear: 
they most likely represent a courtyard and an-

other domestic area.
The majority of the sherds are from the 

second part of the Iron Age but a few intrusive 
sherds dating from the late Roman/Byzantine 
and Abbasid periods were also found. There are 
no other finds of chronological significance.

Stratum 1B
Only a few loci and some walls were ex-

posed before the excavations came to a halt 
(W666, 636). According to the pottery and ra-
diocarbon this stratum belongs to the end of Iron 
Age I or possibly the beginning of Iron Age II.

Stratum 2
 A test trench was dug north of W649 (see 

the excavation report from 2010). Finds of inter-
est were four skeletons: the uppermost was only 
partially preserved whereas the lower three were 
almost complete. Two of them seem to embrace 
each other. One young female had an earring of 
bronze close to her left processus mastoideus. 
There was also a collared bead of bone amongst 
the bones. Our interpretation of the find circum-
stances rules out a tomb but suggests instead 
that we are dealing with earthquake victims (see 
Appendix 3, the osteological report). The date of 
this event is placed in the Late Bronze Age on 
the evidence of a few associated pottery sherds.

Stratum 3
Below the skeletons we reached a mudbrick 

wall (W674), below which had been built di-
rectly upon bedrock. The level of the bedrock is 
-3.13m which demonstrates that there is a nat-
ural terrace just above the Iron Age I (Stratum 
1C) compound to the south (the floor level of 
Stratum 1C just 2m to the south is 4.60m). The 
pottery is exclusively Early Bronze Age.

2. The Western Part: Trenches LI, LVIIA-D 
and LVIIIA (Fig. 1)
Stratum 1A

A partly exposed wall and two ṭawābīn, 
which were built close together, belong to 
this phase of occupation. The northern one, 
approximately 0.7 m in diameter, is well-con-
structed and stands on a stone bench. Larger 
stones in front of the ṭawābīn were used as 
working surfaces. Pottery points to a date in 
Iron Age II.
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Stratum 1B

A long wall (W613), running east-west, and 
other poorly preserved walls, together with a 
tabun, belong to this phase. Dating from the pot-
tery is not unambiguous, but a date around Iron 
I/IIA is suggested.

Stratum 1C (Figs. 2 and 3)
Room 1 belongs to the Iron I compound, 

which was partly excavated in 2009-2010 and 
consolidated in 2011 (Fig. 2). This room is one 
of the three rooms that were looted after the 2009 
season. The southern part was totally emptied by 
the looters whereas the northern part was partly 
intact.2 A depot of fine clay in the eastern part 
of the room and several broken unfired vessels 
point to the production of pottery or at least the 
storage of unfired vessels and raw material. This 
room contained a considerable amount of char-
coaled wood possibly indicating wooden shelves 
where the unfired vessels were stored. Samples 
from wooden posts were sent to the Cornell Tree 
Ring Laboratory, Cornell University, USA.

Room 1 is the only one of the 14 rooms 
hitherto excavated that has two entrances: the 
“standard” opening between Rooms 1 and 2, 
but here in the western part, which contrasts 

with the other 12 excavated rooms, where the 
openings are always to the east. The second en-
trance, which is the only one so far from the 
outside of the building, is 1 m wide. The irregu-
larity of the corner stones may possibly imply 
that this “entrance” was opened after the de-
struction of the compound. The following finds 
derive from Room 1: a stone pestle, a basalt 
weight (?) with a cylindrical depression at the 
bottom, a spearhead and a vessel of alabaster/
calcite from which the neck and rim are missing 
(N1423).

West of the compound is another complex 
with a different layout but with an identical di-
rection of the walls. This complex comprises at 
least six rooms with several hearths. An unusual 
find was made just to the north of W668, namely 
a fired clay figurine of a lion (N1424; Fig. 4).

Stratum 2
There are no architectural remains which 

could be ascribed with any certainty to the Late 
Bronze Age. There are, nevertheless, impressive 
vessels of Chocolate-on-White Ware and other 
wares that clearly belong to the Late Bronze Age 
destruction layer of Phase v which is dated to 
after 1450 BC (see Appendix 1).3

2. A sizable heap of sherds from the looting was found around 
Room 1 when the excavations were resumed in 2010.

3. See also Appendix 2 on the Middle and Late Bronze Age 
ovens.

 2. Photograph of the consolidated Iron Age I compound. 
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Stratum 3 
A few walls (W676 and 6774) with associ-

ated Early Bronze Age pottery were exposed 
at the end of the 2011 season of excavation in 
the most south-westerly part of the opened area. 
Related to these walls were Hole-mouth jars 

and Metallic Ware (burnished) juglets of a type 
which has been traced petrographically to the 
Mt. Hermon area in southern Lebanon (Fischer 
2008: 284-288). One of the juglets is a new type 
at Tall Abū al-Kharaz (Fig. 5:25). This layer of 
occupation belongs either to Phase II or III ac-

3. Stratum 1C (Phase IX), Iron Age I compound.

 4. Early Iron Age figurine of a lion.

4. W677 is most likely not a separate wall. It may represent the collapsed superstructure of W676.
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cording to the internal phasing at Tall Abū al-
Kharaz.

Future Objectives
Guarding of the site has been granted by the 

Department of Antiquities, which will facilitate 
the continuation of the project. Consolidation 
of the well-preserved architectural remains has 
high priority and has been carried out on the 
majority of the exposed walls. Further investiga-
tions of Area 9 will take place in the future.

Appendix 1: Late Bronze Age Pottery from 
the 2011 Season of Excavation (T. Bürge)
Introduction and Context

An impressive collection of Late Bronze 
Age pottery including some more less com-
plete vessels was found in Area 9 in the northern 
parts of Trenches LvIIA and B and LvIIIA dur-
ing the 2011 season of excavation at Tall Abū 
al-Kharaz:5 24 complete or almost complete 
vessels and diagnostic parts of vessels. These 
include Chocolate-on-White Ware (CW; most 
of them with figurative and/or ornamental deco-
ration), other monochrome and bichrome deco-
rated wares, one of them with figurative decora-
tion, and plain wares. No architectural structures 
could be associated with this material (see also 
main article); therefore it may be assumed that 
only this “Late Bronze Age insula” was left in-
tact after destruction due to Iron Age building 
activities.

Description of the Pottery, Parallels and 
Discussion (Fig. 5)
1. Chocolate-on-White Ware

The largest group of Late Bronze Age pot-
tery from this area is represented by vessels of 
what is known as Chocolate-on-White-Ware 
(Figs. 5:1–15). This ware is in general defined by 
its thick white (or pink through yellowish white 
to light grey) wheel-burnished slip and reddish-
brown (“chocolate-brown”) decoration6. This 
late Middle and Late Bronze Age ware has been 
classified by Fischer in six groups according to 
shape, decoration and manufacturing technique 

(see Fischer 2006a: 260–262, Table 52). The 
vessel types range from rounded (Fig. 5:3) and 
carinated bowls (Figs. 5:1, 2, 4), chalices (Fig. 
5:5) and kraters (Figs. 5:6, 7) to jugs or jars 
(ovoid and biconical; see Figs. 5:8–15). Most 
of the decorative patterns on the vessels belong 
to the standard repertoire and include straight 
horizontal and crossed lines, framed wavy lines, 
downward-pointing triangles, rhombi linked 
end-to-end, chequerboards, ladder-motifs and 
dots. All these vessel types and patterns are well 
attested within the Chocolate-on-White Ware 
repertoire from Tall Abū al-Kharaz (Fischer 
2006a: 255–280) and also at some other sites, 
such as Beth-Shean (Mullins 2007: 396–398, 
417), Pella (Hennessy 1985, Bourke et al. 2006: 
50–51) and Tall Dayr ‘Allā (van der Kooij and 
Ibrahim 1989: 91, fig.4). The patterns appear – 
generally independently from the vessel shape 
– in a wide variety of combinations thus making 
most of the vessels unique. However, L314-5 
(Fig. 5:8), L327-2 (Fig. 5:9) and L318-1 (Fig. 
5:12) have close parallels concerning vessel 
shapes and decorations at Tall Abū al-Kharaz 
(for L314-5 see Fischer 2006a: 137, fig. 146:5; 
for L327-2, see 119, fig. 124:1; 168, fig. 195:3 
and for L318-1, see 118, fig. 123:1) and Pella 
(for L314-5 see Smith and Potts 1992: 75; pl. 
57:4; for L327-2 see McNicoll 1982: pl. 112:7; 
Bourke et al. 2006: 50, fig. 43:1). There are also 
two vessels with figurative decorations amongst 
the material from 2011: one motif is depicted 
on the exterior of a biconical jug (L327-3, Fig. 
5:10) with a unique pattern of crossed lines on 
the rim and exterior. It shows stylized palm trees 
(see parallels in Ben Tor et al. 1997: 216, fig. 
III.17:10; Fischer 2006a: 68, fig. 55:6). The oth-
er decoration (L318-3, Fig. 5:14) presumably 
was painted on a jug or jar and might also show 
a part of a palm tree or – according to a closer 
parallel from Tall Dayr ‘Allā (Franken 1964: 
pl. Ia; also van der Kooij and Ibrahim 1989: 91, 
fig. 4) – of an acacia.

The vessel types, decorative patterns and the 
carefully executed decoration allow an attribu-
tion of the material from 2011 to the Chocolate-

5. Two more diagnostic fragments of Late Bronze Age ves-
sels were discovered in Trenches LvIC and D, which are 
well distant from the aforementioned Trenches and are 
residual remains from later occupation phases. These two 
fragments will not be considered.

6. For further characteristics, criteria of classification, ori-
gins and general discussion see Fischer 1999, 2003 and 
2006a: 257–260; Maeir 2007: 286–289; Mullins 2007: 
396–399.
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5. Late Bronze Age pottery from Phase V (1–24); Early Bronze Age Metallic Ware juglet (25). 
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on-White II sub-group. A bowl (L318-2, Fig. 
5:2) belongs to the Eggshell Ware group.7

2. Other Decorated Wares
This group includes monochrome and bi-

chrome decorated vessels, which cannot be at-
tributed to Chocolate-on-White Ware (Figs. 
5:16–20). The decorative patterns of this group 
of vessels include horizontal, vertical and cross 
lines, wavy lines, rhombi, framed zigzag lines, 
running semicircles, chequerboards, herring-
bones and double triangles surrounded by black 
dots. One of them, a biconical jug (L322-1; Fig. 
5:17), has a sophisticated bichrome decoration 
combining chequerboards, double triangles, 
dots, wavy lines and cross lines/rhombi and at-
tests to the high standard of craftsmanship. Both 
typical Chocolate-on-White vessel shapes and 
decoration also occur on other wares (or vice 
versa). This becomes especially obvious in the 
case of jug L313-6 (Fig. 5:16): Its shape is char-
acteristic of CW (see e.g. Fischer 2006a: 117, 
fig. 221:1; Schilk in Fischer and Feldbacher 
2010: fig. 8:1; Smith and Potts 1992: 75, pl. 
57:5), and the pattern resembles examples from 
the CW in this group of pottery, but it has an 
orangish-red slip, quite different from that of 
CW, and reddish-brown decoration. One frag-
ment of a closed vessel (L327-4, Fig. 5:19) – 
presumably a jug or a jar – shows two ibexes or 
gazelles leaning against framed zigzag lines and 
semicircles. These animals are frequently de-
picted on pottery of the Late Bronze Age (e.g. in 
Beth-Shean: Maeir 2007: pl. 11:1 or on a chalice 
from Tall Dayr ‘Allā van der Kooij 2006: 216, 
fig. 13b).8 Since these animals are most often 
shown directed towards a tree, it may be asked 
whether the zigzag lines and semicircles next to 
them (on our example) might be highly stylized 
depictions of trees.

3. Plain Wares
These vessels are undecorated and belong to 

the usual pottery repertoire of the Late Bronze 
Age; such as carinated and S-shaped bowls 
N1410 (Fig. 5:21), L315-1 (Fig. 5:22) and 
L318-5 (Fig. 5:23).9 While small dipper-juglets 
occur from the Middle Bronze Age10 to the Iron 
Age with only small variations,11 the light yel-
low, coarse fabric of juglet N1418 (Fig. 5:24) 
clearly belongs to the Late Bronze Age.

Dating and conclusion
The great majority of the Late Bronze Age 

vessels found 2011 have parallels in Tall Abū 
al-Kharaz, Phase V, corresponding roughly to 
LB IA – B (Fischer 2006a: 371). This is also the 
period during which CW II and Eggshell Ware 
flourished. Its destruction can be dated to the 
mid-15th century (Fischer 2006a: 372–373; 374, 
table 70; Fischer 2006b: 241, table 1). As re-
gards Beth-Shean, vessels of the Chocolate-on-
White ware type mainly occur in Stratum R-2 
(Mullins 2007: 398), which is also dated to LB 
IA – B (see Mazar 2006 (ed.): 13, table 1.2). The 
material from the tombs from Pella does not pro-
vide any exact dates as it was dated in relation to 
material from Tall Abū al-Kharaz (Fischer 2003: 
57), but their approximate dating is not contra-
dictory to the dates from Tall Abū al-Kharaz and 
Beth-Shean (see Potts 1992: 69). In summary: 
there are no objections in attributing our mate-
rial to Tall Abū al-Kharaz Phase V.

Appendix 2: Middle and Late Bronze Age 
Clay Ovens from Tall Abū al-Kharaz (D. 
Blattner)
Introduction

The aim of this study is to associate the clay 
ovens from the Middle and Late Bronze Ages 
found at Tall Abū al-Kharaz with the fairly mod-

7. This type is mainly represented by thin-walled bowls, 
which show the same characteristics as Chocolate on 
White Ware and can despite their lack of decoration be 
attributed to the Chocolate on White Ware group (Fischer 
1999: 11; id. 2003: 51–52; id. 2006: 266).

8. They often occur in combination with palm trees; cf. the 
sub-chapter by Amiran 1970: 161–165 with examples.

9. See typology of  Tall Abū al-Kharaz in Fischer 2006a: 218–
222; 220, fig. 256; 221, fig. 257; typology of Beth-Shean 
in Mullins 2007: 401, fig. 5.2.; 410–413. Dating of these 
bowls is difficult if the base is missing – furthermore, con-
cave disk bases occur in all Late Bronze Age Phases of 

Tall Abū al-Kharaz and are therefore not indicative.
10. See typology of Tall Abū al-Kharaz in Fischer 2006a: 238 

fig. 271: according to him (ibid: 239) earlier shapes are 
characterized by shorter necks and less marked shoulders, 
which makes an attribution of our juglet to Phase IV or 
V most likely; also typology of Middle Bronze Age ju-
glets from Beth-Shean in Maeir 2007: 275–276 and Late 
Bronze Age in Mullins 2007: 433–434. In fact, the vessels 
from the Late Bronze Age seem to be the closest to our 
example.

11. See typology of the juglets from Beth-Shean in Mazar 
2006: 367–368.
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ern ethnological evidence from the Near East in 
order to find out if there are any traits that could 
be included in the interpretation of archaeologi-
cal contexts.

Ethnological Evidence
There are two types of oven from our ar-

chaeological contexts, the ṭābūn and the tannūr. 
The main differences are in their general shape 
and the way they were heated.

The standard ṭābūn (pl. ṭawābīn; Fig. 6:1) 
may be described as a hemispherical structure 
which is formed out of a mixture of clay and 
chaff (Dalman 1935: 75). It can be embedded 
a few centimetres into the floor (ibid, see also 
Mulder-Heymans 2002), and has a diameter be-
tween 0.7 and 1.1m and an average height of 0.3 
m (Dalman 1935: 75, 78; McQuitty 1984: 261). 
Commonly, ṭawābīn are constructed with an 
opening on the top (bāb), for putting the bread 
in and taking it out of the oven (Dalman 1935: 
83). Some ṭawābīn have an opening on the side 
(tannūr) for reasons of fire control (Dalman 
1935: 78, Mulder-Heymans 2002). Fuel, most 
likely small branches of wood, is inserted into 
the ṭābūn in order to heat it up, prior to the bak-
ing process (McQuitty 1984: 261, Dalman 1935: 
79). When a sufficient temperature is reached 
the ash is raked out, the tannūr is closed and the 
bread is put onto the floor (Qā‘) of the ṭābūn. 
The floor of the ṭābūn is usually covered with 
pebbles or sherds, or just made of smoothed clay 
(Dalman 1935: 76, 78; McQuitty 1984: 261). 
After the opening on the top is closed with a lid 
(ghaṭā) the entire oven is covered with a slowly 
burning mixture of dung and chaff to assure a 

constant temperature on the inside (Dalman 
1935: 83; McQuitty 1984: 261).

Depending on the size of the ṭābūn up to 15 
pieces of bread (diameters from approximately 
15 to 25cm and thicknesses of 1.0 to 1.5cm) can 
be made in one baking process. Dalman (1935: 
83) writes about “very big ṭawābīn” in Golan, 
in which about 40 pieces could be produced at 
once, which would imply an oven diameter of 
approximately 1.35m. Dalman (1935: 74–79) 
also differentiates between ṭawābīn which are 
made with or without a floor. Another important 
observation by Dalman (1935: 77) is that these 
ovens are never placed in the living areas of the 
household, but always in “oven houses”. Since 
heating up a ṭābūn is a very time-consuming 
process, which is usually started in the eve-
ning before baking, they are commonly shared 
by several families (Dalman 1935: 79; Mulder-
Heymans 2002).

The other type of oven is the tannūr (pl. 
tanānīr), which is made of the same clay and 
chaff mixture as the ṭābūn. It has a cylindrical 
form, which narrows at the top and ends in an 
opening similar to that of the ṭābūn. It was ei-
ther placed above-ground or partly underground 
(Dalman 1935: 88).

Both types are heated from the inside and 
produce bread of 0.4 to 0.5m in diameter and 
about 3mm thick (Dalman 1935: 105). Through 
the top opening the formed dough is smacked 
against the inside of the heated tannūr, using a 
special tool, similar to a cushion, and is finally 
removed using the same tool.

The underground tannūr (Fig. 6:2) is first 
manufactured and then put into a hole in the 

6. Schematic drawings of various ovens. 1. Ṭābūn.  2. Tannūr. 3. “Above-ground” tannūr.
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ground which is dimensioned to fit it (Dalman 
1935: 88). Since a certain air draught is required, 
there is often a tunnel at the bottom of the tannūr, 
connected to a pit next to it (Dalman 1935: 89). 
It has an average diameter of 0.49 to 0.6m and is 
between 0.7 and 1m high.

The “above-ground” tannūr (Fig. 6:3) is 
predominantly set a few centimetres into the 
floor and has an opening at the bottom (menfas) 
the function of which is to control the fire on 
the inside and also to provide air (Dalman 1935: 
92). The heights range from 0.6 to 1.25m; the 
diameters vary between 0.3 to 0.4m at the top 
and between 0.5 to 0.9m at the bottom (Dalman 
1935: 91, 92, Mulder-Heymans 2002). Big 
tanānīr, used in commercial bakeries, can reach 
heights of up to 1.9m with diameters of around 
0.7m (Mulder-Heymans 2002). A special form 
of the above-ground tannūr is the “egg-shaped” 
tannūr, whose opening points at an angle to the 
front of the top of the oven, to facilitate the bak-
ing process (Dalman 1935: 93, 94).

Today tanānīr are no longer used in the 
north of Jordan (McQuitty 1984: 261), but they 
are quite common in Syria, where even tanānīr 
manufacturers exist (Mulder-Heymans 2002). 
The ovens there are commonly placed in oven 
houses or against walls in order to protect the 
oven from wind and rain: exceptions are, how-
ever, reported from the Chabur area, where the 
ovens are placed some 100m away from other 
buildings, and built into a clay and stone struc-
ture (Mulder-Heymans 2002).

Archaeological Evidence – Material and 
Discussion

This study focuses on the most interesting 
features of the Middle and Late Bronze Age 
ovens from the site and the ethnological and ar-
chaeological evidence will be compared.

Table 1 demonstrates that the first ap-
pearances of ṭawābīn and tanānīr at Tall Abū 
al-Kharaz are in contexts belonging to Phase 
IV/2 (end of the Middle Bronze Age), which 

Table 1: The clay ovens from Tall Abū al-Kharaz (data from Fischer 2006a).

No Phase Area Trench Locus Diameter (m) Location Reinforced Type Preserved 
height (m) Additional information

1 Iv/2 1 XXvII 
A/B

160› 0.9 SE of courtyard x tannūr 0.6 free standing but next to 
wall, next to (grain?) silo, 
surrounding area covered 
with ash

2 Iv/2 1 XXIX A 306 1,8 open space, (yard?)    large oven, dark ash

3 Iv/2 2 Iv 3 0.9 shelter next to courtyard x tannūr 0.3 surrounded by pebbles

4 Iv & v 7 XXII B 105› 0.8 NE of courtyard ? ṭābūn  constructed against city wall

5 Iv/2 9 XLII 143 0.7 open area (disturbed) x tannūr 0.32  

6 v 1 XXvI A 142 0.9 NW of courtyard  tannūr? 0.39 free standing

7 v 1 XXvII A 154› 0.7 SE of courtyard (roof supported) 
in niche

 ṭābūn 0.42 part of “bakery“

8 v 1 XXvII A 157 0.7 “baking house” x tannūr 0.27 part of “bakery“, ash inside

9 v 1 XXvII A 158 0.9 “baking house” x tannūr 0.3 part of “bakery“

10 v 2 IX 365 1,03 SW corner of courtyard  tannūr 0.55 two openings at the base, 
one slightly higher

11 v 9 XXIv 100 0.74 baking/ cooking chamber x tannūr 0.25 protected by at least three 
walls, next to fire place 
(kitchen ?)

12 v 9 XLII 139 0.7 NW corner of courtyard x tannūr 0.25 next to rectangular structure, 
opening at the base

13 vI 1 XXvI A 122 0.5 courtyard/ open space  ṭābūn 0.15  

14 vI 10 XLIv A 83 0.6 open space, (disturbed) x tannūr 0.19  

15 vII 2 III 45› 0.9 open area x tannūr 0.2  

16 vII 3 XI A 56 ~ 0.7 S corner (?) of courtyard x tannūr 0.4 constructed of EB sherds, 
next to circular stone 
structure

17 vII 3 XI A 97 0.3 in between two walls x tannūr 0.2  
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dates from the first half of the 16th century BC 
(Fischer 2008: 374). The first tanānīr from Tall 
Irbid belongs to the same time period (McQuitty 
1984: 261). It seems as if this type of oven has 
been introduced to Tall Abū al-Kharaz or the re-
gion as a whole during this period, since the only 
evidence of Early Bronze Age baking facilities 
is hearths (Fischer 2008: 31-244).

None of the published ovens was found un-
damaged or even complete – the best preserved 
one, from Area 1 (Locus 160; Fischer 2006a: 46-
47), was preserved up to a height of 0.6m with a 
diameter of 0.9m. Another fairly well-preserved 
oven is from Area 2 (Locus 365; Fischer 2006a: 
100-101): it has an outer diameter of 1m and an 
inner diameter of 0.86m, and a reconstructed 
height of 0.8m.

The diameter of the ovens ranges from 0.3m 
to about 1m, with the exception of a large oven 
found in Area 1 (Locus 306; Fischer 2006a: 45-
46, 51) which has a diameter of 1.8m. What 
purpose it fulfilled cannot be answered with cer-
tainty, since no similar features have been found 
so far.

Table 1 also shows that the oven form most 
frequently found at Tall Abū al-Kharaz seems to 
have been the tannūr. From 16 definable ovens 
only three were ṭawābīn, all of them from differ-
ent periods, indicating that the two oven forms 
existed simultaneously. It is noticeable that the 
so called bakery in Area 1 was equipped with 
two tanānīr and one ṭābūn. Since the bread pro-
duced by the two types of ovens is different, it 
seems that the owners of this bakery wanted to 
provide both types of bread for their customers.

Moreover we may state that all of the ex-
cavated ovens were either placed in open areas, 
like courtyards, or in separate oven houses, but 
in almost every case (exceptions: ovens 5, 13, 
14, 15) against or near a wall, which is very 
similar to the ethnological evidence described 
above.

Interesting features can be studied in the 
above-mentioned tannūr from Area 2 (Locus 
365). It has a big diameter and two openings on 
the bottom, one of them slightly higher than the 
other one and of rectangular shape, whereas the 
bottom opening seems to be typical of a tannūr. 
There are several possible explanations for this 
feature. One of the holes could have been used 
as an air vent and the other could have been 

used to provide the oven with “fuel” or to put 
in the bread. Since the oven is not completely 
preserved, there might have been an opening at 
the top.

Another feature of the excavated ovens is 
the reinforcements with pottery sherds on the 
outside, which certainly also functioned as a 
heat-preserving method. Surprisingly, only the 
tanānīr were equipped with pottery reinforce-
ments, which is demonstrated by the finds from 
Area 1: whilst tanānīr were reinforced, the ṭābūn 
(from the same context) is not. Consequently the 
reinforcement with pottery sherds can be consid-
ered as a feature, only seen in tanānīr.

Conclusions
Regarding the considerable similarities be-

tween the ethnological and the archaeological 
data about clay ovens, some conclusions may be 
drawn.
1.There is continuity in material culture and tra-

dition from the Middle and Late Bronze Ages 
until today.

2.Ovens were and still are in most cases posi-
tioned on the outside of buildings and living 
areas. Exceptions are the oven houses, which 
provide parallels to our installations.

The evidence from the Iron Age at the site 
will be studied in a future project. It will be in-
teresting if the above suggestion, i.e. that only 
the tanānīr from this period were reinforced 
with pottery, stands up to further examination.

Appendix 3: Human Skeletal Remains from 
2011 (M. Alrousan, S. Ahmed, C. Böhm and A. 
Abu Dalo)
Introduction and Context

In the eastern part of Trench LvIIC in Area 
9 four partially preserved human skeletons were 
discovered during the excavations in 2011. 
These individuals are the first human remains 
from a settlement context at Tall Abū al-Kharaz.

 Skeletal remains provide valuable in-
formation on the biological data of the indi-
vidual concerned and help to reconstruct the 
living conditions at any site. These include diet 
(Smith 1984: 39-56; Eshed et al. 2006: 145-159; 
Alrousan and Perez-Perez 2008: 45-59), activity 
pattern (Larsen 1997; Weiss 2007: 931-940), de-
mography (Eshed et al. 2006: 145-159), climatic 
changes (Al-Shorman 2002: 7-26) and burial rit-
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uals (Al-Shorman 2007).

 On the basis of accompanying archae-
ological finds, for instance pottery sherds, a 
bronze earring and the associated structures, 
the finds were assigned to the Late Bronze Age. 
Moreover, the discovery of ash and fragmentary 
pottery indicated that we were dealing with a de-
struction layer.

This bioarchaeological study aims to ana-
lyze the skeletal remains, in order to expand our 
knowledge of the people who lived at Tall Abū 
al-Kharaz during the Late Bronze Age.

Materials and Methods
Four human skeletons are the basis of this 

study. The remains were in part poorly preserved 
due to the specific conditions of this context.

The uppermost individual was the most 
poorly preserved, possibly due to a later distur-
bance. The lower three individuals were almost 
fully preserved. They were found in such a way 
that two of the individuals lay close together in 
an apparent embrace (Fig. 7). These two indi-
viduals lay with their faces turned towards each 
other. The more southerly lay prone with the head 
turned towards the north, the more northern one 
supine and with the head turned south. However, 

the lower limbs of these two individuals could 
not be completely excavated due to lack of time 
because they continued into the eastern section. 
The fourth skeleton, which also continued into 
the (northern) section, lay a little to the north: 
a cranium with the teeth preserved and parts of 
the spinal column, the ribs and a shoulder joint 
could be secured.

A collared bead of bone was found amongst 
the bones on the level of the uppermost, poorly 
preserved, skeleton. The lower three individu-
als were lying upon an ash layer. Spots of ash 
and scattered sherds were found amongst them, 
which seem to indicate that some kind of de-
struction had taken place. A bronze earring was 
found beneath the left mastoid process of the 
southerly skeleton of the “embracing” pair.

Sex and age had to be determined in situ 
due to the poor state of preservation, while 
further analysis took place in the laboratory. 
Determination of gender was performed based 
on pelvic morphology and morphology of the 
skull according to Brothwell (1986). The age of 
each individual was determined and calculated 
using techniques based on morphology of the 
pubic symphysis and dental eruption as present-
ed by Bass (1987), Ubelaker (1987) and White 

7. Two of the skeletons embracing 
each other. 
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(1991) and Fischer (1980).

Diagnosis of pathological lesions or chang-
es was based on previous studies by Steinbock 
(1976), Aufderheide and Rodrigues-Martin 
(2005). Paleopathology is an important source 
of information on the life of past people which 
allows us to draw conclusions about their state 
of health, the diseases that affected them and 
their culture (Steinbock 1976; Larsen 1997). 
The diagnosis of paleopathological conditions is 
difficult, since the process of pathogenesis takes 
a long period of time to have a noticeable effect 
on the skeletal system. The dental remains were 
examined for pathological traits (Molnar 1971: 
175-190; Eshed et al. 2006: 145-159; Fischer 
1980).

Results and Discussion
The first and uppermost skeleton was in such 

a poor state of preservation that neither age nor 
sex could be determined using anthropological 
techniques. Examination of the two embracing 
individuals points to a male and a female. The 
estimated age of the male, lying further to the 
north, is about 30-35 years. The individual lying 
further to the south with the head facing north 
appeared to have been an adult woman. Neither 
age nor gender of the fourth individual could be 
determined due to the poor state of preservation 
and the absence of important skeletal parts.

The only pathological feature found in the 
four individuals of the study is the occurrence 
of osteophytes, while lipping appears on the ver-
tebrae of the male adult. Some of the cervical 
vertebrae of the adult male display a particular 
degree of osteophyte formation on the upper 
margin of the articular surface. This kind of mar-
ginal lipping may be the result of carrying heavy 
loads on the upper back (Bridges 1994: 83-93).

Heavy activities leave marks on skeletal re-
mains, especially in the area of muscle attach-
ments. Extra bone growth or enthesopathy of the 
muscle attachment of the ribs of the adult male 
could be demonstrated. It is known that the extra 
bone growth develops due to heavy demand on 
the muscle or to musculoskeletal stress (Hawkey 
and Merbs 1995: 324-338). From this, one can 
infer that the heavy demand on the intercostals 
muscles may have been due to regular and stren-
uous physical stress.

The next important aspect is the dental 
state. Dental remains are the best preserved re-
mains in the archaeological context, since they 
possess the material properties to withstand en-
vironmental conditions. The study of the dental 
status allows the reconstruction of many impor-
tant aspects of living conditions, such as diet 
(Alrousan 2011), age (Hillson 2001; Fischer 
1980), culture (Molnar 1971: 175-190; Smith 
1984: 39-56; Eshed et al. 2006: 145-159) and 
evolution (Christensen 1998: 333-360). Dental 
wear indicates what type of food was con-
sumed by ancient people and helps us to learn 
about their food processing techniques. The 
shape and degree of wear are strongly associ-
ated with a subsistence economy (Eshed et al. 
2006: 145-159; Alrousan 2009). The teeth of 
the two adult individuals displayed heavy wear 
of oblique form. This type of wear indicates a 
society based on agriculture, although the flat 
form is also commonly found amongst people 
whose economy was based mainly on hunting 
and gathering (Smith 1984: 39-56; Eshed et al. 
2006: 145-159). The presence of specific tools 
which were used to process food, for instance, 
grinding stones and pestles, indicates that agri-
culture was the backbone of the economy in the 
Late Bronze Age (see Fischer 2006a: 306-320, 
357, 358).

The two embracing adults exhibit caries as 
a result of carbohydrate consumption (Larsen 
1984: 367-392; Lubell et al. 1994: 201-216) and 
fractures of the mesial or distal parts due to ex-
tensive wear (Fischer 1980). The archaeologi-
cal findings of the Late Bronze Age at the site 
suggest that the people consumed significant 
amounts of plant remains and various types of 
grain like emmer wheat, einkorn wheat, barley, 
as well as beans, lentils, flax and olives (Fischer 
2006b: 173).

The presence of traumatic lesions in the 
ancient human populations is well documented 
(Lovell 1997: 139-170; Hart 2005: 1-6; Fischer 
1980). A radial fracture in the skull of the adult 
male may have been the cause of death of this 
individual, since this fracture occurred ante mor-
tem without any signs of healing. According to 
Byers (2002) and Hart (2005), this type of frac-
ture resulted from blunt trauma, possibly due to 
a falling rock that struck the cranial vault.
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Conclusion

Four human Late Bronze Age skeletons 
were discovered at Tall Abū al-Kharaz. Two 
of them, an adult man and a woman, were well 
preserved and in an apparent embrace. Because 
of the poor state of preservation the age and 
gender of the other two skeletons could not be 
determined. The position of the skeletons may 
indicate that they belonged to one family. DNA 
analysis could be made to prove or disprove this 
assumption. The presence of an ash layer, ash 
spots and broken jars associated with the skel-
etal remains and also the possibly lethal cranial 
fracture of the adult male suggest that they died 
under falling structures, possibly caused by an 
earthquake.
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“Are we not the people of a black, dark 
land and the folk of a stony desert with rock 
barriers and expanses of sand?” (Carmina 
Hudsailitarum, ed. Kosegarten 1854: 160, l. 7, 
quoted by Littmann, Thamud und Safa 1940: 
98).

Ḥarrat ash-Shām, the Basalt Desert of 
north-eastern Jordan, is strewn with thousands 
of stone structures; cairns are the most common 
but few have ever been systematically investigat-
ed. The Cairn of Hānī, identified some 60 years 
ago, is a rare example of a ‘Safaitic’ cairn with 
an intact burial which was then systematically 
excavated and published. Very few other cairns 
have been excavated since then and the Cairn 
of Hānī remains by far the most important and 
informative. Sadly it is now being damaged and 
may soon be destroyed. The aims of this article 
are to review the significance of this important 
cairn, to report on its parlous present condition 
and to place it in the context of both the handful 
of other excavated cairns in the region and of the 
numerous other ancient stone-built structures 
visible from the air within its immediate orbit.

Introduction
The Jordanian ‘panhandle’ is thickly strewn 

with ancient stone-built structures, especially in 
the great lava field known as Ḥarrat ash-Shām 
which sprawls across the region from southern 
Syria to northern Saudi Arabia. Ever since RAF 
pilots began overflying this so-called Basalt or 
Black Desert in the 1920s, scholars have been 
aware of the extent and considerable number 
of the most striking of these structures: the so-
called kites (Maitland 1927; Rees 1929; cf. 
Kennedy 2011). There are, of course, many more 
site types (below): wheels, pendants, ‘camps’, 

THE CAIRN OF HĀNĪ: SIGNIFICANCE, PRESENT CONDITION AND 
CONTEXT

David L. Kennedy (with the assistance of Karen Henderson)

long meandering walls of unknown purpose and 
thousands of cairns. These last are often over-
looked (cf. Betts 1982: 32-3); alongside the 
kites and wheels they seem modest in size and 
character ‒ often being no more than a heap of 
collapsed stones. Some RAF pilots thought they 
were watchtowers on the Roman roads of the re-
gion (Rees 1929: 391-92), but it is unlikely that 
was the case except in a very few instances. For 
many years it was debated whether or not they 
were burial cairns; it now seems clear that some 
were and some were not. 

At their best these cairns can be impres-
sive, i.e. substantial structures, constructed of 
stone slabs raised in a circular tower-like form. 
(In some parts of ‘Arabia’ they are called tower 
tombs or turret tombs [De Maigret 2009: ch. 18], 
hence the supposition they may in some instanc-
es have been watchtowers [above]). The result 
is a carefully built chamber in which human re-
mains were deposited. Most are conical mounds 
of field stones several metres in diameter. Other 
cairns are components of the pendants that are 
now being recorded in large numbers across 
Ḥarrat ash-Shām and more widely throughout 
interior ‘Arabia’. In this case, the large burial 
cairn has a ‘tail’ of small cairns attached. The tail 
comprises anything from a handful to several 
dozen cairns and their construction ranges from 
a simple heap of stones to more carefully built 
rectangular ‘pillars’ of stones, viz. box cairns. 

Cairns and pendants with intact burials are 
seldom found. It is usual to find that the chamber 
has been breached, though in a few cases there 
may still be some bones scattered nearby if the 
robbing is recent. A relatively common feature 
is the presence of ancient graffiti scratched on to 
one or more of the stones of a cairn or on stones 
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or outcrops nearby. The latter are commonly dat-
ed to the period ca. 1st century BC to 4th cen-
tury AD (Macdonald 2005a: 70), but there are 
numerous clear examples of burial cairns around 
Bronze Age settlements in the wider Ḥarrat ash-
Shām (e.g. Braemer et al. 2004), a reminder that 
these structures belong to many periods.

The profoundly inhospitable nature of the 
Basalt Desert has proven no protection to these 
sites. Alongside damage caused by the bulldoz-
ing of tracks, those sites thought to be possible 
sources of antiquities are being attacked and 
their archaeological importance damaged or 
lost. This is also true of the Cairn of Hānī.

The Cairn of Hānī
The Cairn of Hānī is located ca. 12.5km 

from aṣ-Ṣafāwī town centre, east along Route 10 
(aṣ-Ṣafāwī to ar-Ruwayshid) and approximately 
340 metres north of the highway (Fig. 1) (see 
Appendix). Excavated in 1951, it is a rare ex-

ample of a cairn excavation and, in this case, 
one that had not been robbed. A notable feature 
is that the internal structure is rectilinear rather 
than circular. As we shall see, it had a number 
of other unexpected and exciting features, and 
remains a rich source of information. As the ex-
cavator observed (Harding 1953a: 9): “This is 
the first Safaitic cairn to be excavated, and the 
results make it desirable that more should be 
done.” 

Stones in, on or very close to the cairn in-
cluded 174 inscriptions: 172 in Safaitic text, one 
Latin and one modern Polish. Further inscrip-
tions, apparently practice texts, were found just 
to the north-west and eight of those were pub-
lished (#174 - #181). Several more texts were 
published by Harding in this article which do not 
belong to the Cairn of Hānī: #182 - #191 and 
#194 come from a cairn ca. 1.5km south-west 
of that of Hānī, #192 - #193 were included in er-
ror and are actually from the Baghdad Museum, 

1. Map locating the ‘panhandle’, Ḥarrat ash-Shām, Pumping Stations H4 and H5, Baghdad highway and the cairn sites 
discussed (drawing Rebecca Banks).
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#195 - #197 are from a third cairn south of H5 / 
aṣ-Ṣafāwī and #198 - #200 are from yet another 
cairn, this time located south of the old highway 
(republished as Winnett 1957: #995, #1002 and 
#998). (For clarification I am grateful to Michael 
Macdonald [pers. comm. 20110416]). A handful 
of stones (16+) have drawings, including those 
from the practice group and two omitted by 
Harding but published later (Macdonald 1980: 
192, pls CXX-CXXI). Popular are simple motifs 
found widely on Safaitic rock art, such as the se-
ries of seven parallel lines or seven dots and the 
circular sun or sunburst. The seven lines or dots 
in a row often occur next to Safaitic inscriptions, 
especially when enclosed by a cartouche where 
the seven lines are drawn across the border. The 
dots are often arranged in patterns with an ac-
companying little stick figure. Because there is 
no known meaning, they are generally labelled 
as ‘apotropaic’ (cf. Winnett and Harding 1978: 
25-27). A few drawings depict various animals, 
most notably on the much-discussed engraving 
apparently showing a kite in use during a hunt 
(below), which is now housed at the museum in 
al-Mafraq. 

Most of the inscriptions describe a familial 
relationship and then say that the person either 
helped to build the cairn or that they “grieved 
for Hānī”. The excavators therefore anticipated 
a male burial but were surprised to find a female 
too.

Two texts name the dedicant and the cairn 
(“For Hānī son of ‘Aqrab son of Hānī son of 
Hayār, and the cairn” [Harding 1953a: 15, #1-
#2]); Hānī is also named in no less than 95 fur-
ther inscriptions. 18 were set up by close rela-
tives (brother, cousin, nephew ‒ but no son) and 
77 (or 79) by friends (This seems the correct 
count to be derived from Harding’s confusing 
reports of numbers). The texts were inscribed by 
members of 21 different lineages (translating the 
Safaitic word ‘l more accurately as lineage rath-
er than tribe [Michael Macdonald, pers. comm. 
20110416]) ‒ an unparalleled ‘gathering of the 
clans’. 

Excavation revealed the likely sequence 
of construction. First a rectilinear structure ‒ 
roughly aligned with the points of the compass 
‒ was built from field stones, creating a court-
yard. A second circuit was then constructed out-
side the north, east and south faces, seemingly 

as a buttress but less high (Fig. 2). Finally, the 
courtyard and the space between the two walls 
were filled with stones to create a low conical 
cairn covering the entire structure. It is thought 
the raising of the cairn was carried out over a 
lengthy period. In honour of Hānī, filler stones 
would have been placed by visitors; many had 
been incised with a message or picture and one 
of these was built into the south-east corner of 
the rectilinear structure itself. 

Two graves were found: the male (Hānī) un-
der the courtyard of the inner rectilinear struc-
ture and the female to the south, outside the sup-
porting wall (Fig. 2).

The woman, presumed to be an intimate re-
lation of Hānī, was found in a small, shallow, 
stone-lined grave cut into the desert soil. It was 
oriented roughly east-west. The body was laid 
supine with the head to the west (280°) and the 
face looking south. The left arm was crossed over 
to the opposite shoulder, the right arm stretched 
out down the side of the body. It was apparently 
not clothed or wrapped. Finds included a few 
poor blue beads and one mother-of-pearl bead 
around the neck, a bundle of cloth containing 
what appeared to be eye paint, a wooden comb 
and, on the front of the skull, the remains of a 
leather band. The grave was covered with stones, 
19 of which were inscribed (Harding 1953a: 11). 
There is no clear pattern in what these say: eight 
refer to Hānī but the remainder have varied mes-
sages and, collectively, these stones may repre-
sent no more than a random group of rocks in the 
vicinity which visitors placed over the woman’s 
grave.

The grave of Hānī was cut deep into the 
courtyard of the cairn, through the soil and into 
the underlying bedrock. It was covered in stone 
slabs, then a layer of mud and larger stones with a 
fill of loose soil, small stones and rock chippings 
lying approximately 55cm deep above that. The 
body was well preserved, with black hair on the 
skull and the remains of a beard. Like the fe-
male, it was supine, with the head to the west 
(280°), face turned south, the left hand across to 
the opposite shoulder and the right arm extended 
by the side. A deliberately broken wooden bowl, 
a staff (which looked as if it had been deliberate-
ly sawn into five pieces before burial), a water 
skin and a seemingly incomplete iron ladle were 
buried with him. Unlike the female grave, there 
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were no inscriptions on any of the rocks in or 
immediately over the burial.

The pathologists’ report estimated the wom-
an as standing 1.52m (just under 5 feet) tall. Hānī 
they measured as 1.67m (5 feet 6 inches). They 
estimated both at 35-50 years of age (Shanklin 
and Dark 1953: 59). Ages are notoriously diffi-
cult to estimate, though the survival of complete 
sets of teeth supports the supposition that both 
were younger adults at the time of death.

No cause of death is offered for the female. 

On the other hand, Harding twice gives the 
cause of death for the male as an arrow wound 
(1953a: 8: “…Hānī was apparently killed by an 
arrow…”; cf. 32). He offers no reference but is 
presumably basing this on the pathologists’ re-
port, which was published independently in the 
same periodical. What that says, however, is: 
“There is a conspicuous sagittal scar 30mm long 
above the right eye. It is seen as a linear depres-
sion of the outer table of the frontal bone. The 
wound was likely caused by a sharp instrument 

2. Cairn of Hānī; Harding’s 
excavation plan (Harding 
1953a: 10, fig. 1).
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and sustained in life, for it is healed and there are 
no ragged edges” (Shanklin and Dark 1953: 59).

Although Hānī had apparently received a 
wound caused by a ‘sharp instrument’, it was ex-
plicitly said not to have been the cause of death. 
He may have been killed in battle ‒ there are 
several references in the texts from the cairn to 
killing and violent death (#71, #72, #76, #103, 
#154; cf. #194) and #77 seems to be a battle 
scene in which two of the warriors have bows 
(Fig. 3), but that is speculation. Harding’s belief 
in a fatal arrow wound appears to be based on 
a misunderstanding of the medical term ‘sagit-
tal scar’ (sagitta [Latin] = “arrow”): “‘Sagittal’ 
in the context of the pathologists’ report means 
in the sagittal plane, i.e. the anatomical position 
of the wound” (Dr Paul Bannan, pers. comm. 
20110408) and has nothing to do with the shape 
or cause of the wound.

The pathologists concluded: “A study of 
these bones and the dentition suggests that this is 
the skeleton of a large, relatively tall, very mus-
cular male between the ages of thirty-five and 
fifty years” (Shanklin and Dark 1953: 59).

Significance of the Cairn of Hānī
The Cairn of Hānī was and is of consider-

able historical interest. It was the first Safaitic 
cairn to be excavated and is still one of only 
six to have been excavated in Jordan’s Basalt 
Desert. Even at the time, the excavation, its rich 

findings and Hānī’s identification as some sort of 
“holy man or darwīsh” (Harding 1953a: 9) were 
unexpected and caught the attention of a wider 
audience than usual (Harding 1953b).

Notable were the structure at the core of the 
cairn, the cutting of graves, their parallel orien-
tation, the carefully laid out bodies, the grave-
goods and the survival of some organic material. 

The inscriptions were not just numerous but 
highly informative. Harding was able to con-
struct a family tree for Hānī with 32 family mem-
bers (1953a: 21). Hānī received tributes not just 
from a wide range of named relatives, but also 
from many others; the stones collectively name 
no less 21 different tribes (or clans). A particu-
larly interesting feature is the suggestion, based 
on 19th and 20th century practice, for continued 
visits and commemoration for perhaps years af-
ter initial interment, viz. a nomadic people re-
turning to the same area on a seasonal basis.

Although the broad dating of Safaitic texts 
has been arrived at from research over a wide 
area and large numbers of inscriptions, the pres-
ence of a Latin inscription is a useful reminder 
that Hānī and the many people named in the 
texts, and thousands more like them, were the 
nomads who lived on or beyond the limits of the 
Roman provinces, in this case the provinces of 
Arabia and Syria. Here we not only confront the 
usually faceless and nameless nomads, but also 
find them to have a complex societal structure 

3. Rock drawing showing what 
seems to be a battle scene 
(Harding 1953a: #77).
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(cf. Macdonald 1993).

Another item that adds to the importance of 
the Cairn of Hānī is a depiction of what appears 
to be a kite, one of the hunting traps that abound 
in the Basalt Desert. The drawing shows an en-
closure, animals and hunters with an associated 
inscription in Safaitic (Harding 1953a: 30-31, 
#73 and pl. VI). The drawing and text have been 
discussed and cited extensively in the context of 
the lengthy debate about the purpose and date of 
kites. The drawing is one of a handful ‒ and by far 
the most detailed ‒ apparently depicting kites and 
their use for hunting, though the matter remains 
controversial (Harding 1956; Betts and Helms 
1986; Betts and Helms 1987: 55-6, 61-2; Echallier 
and Braemer 1995: 57-58; Fowden 1999: 127-
129; Betts and Yagodin 2000: 33; Macdonald 
2005: 333-339). This is not the place to survey 
the extensive literature and varying interpreta-
tions, other than to bring out that the date implied 
by the drawing and Safaitic text (ca. 1st century 
BC to 4th century AD) is much later ‒ perhaps 
by several thousand years ‒ than when kites are 
thought to have been first constructed. As such, it 
represents crucial evidence for their continued if 
not continuous use over a long period.

Present Condition
As Harding noted (1953a: 8), it was surpris-

ing (even in 1951) that the cairn had not been 
robbed, as it was so close to the highway and had 
a track leading to it. In the 1950s the walls were 
in a fairly good state of preservation and the in-
scriptions most likely largely in situ. The remov-
al during the excavation of the covering rocks 
undoubtedly made it more vulnerable, but as 

late as the 1970s it was seemingly little changed 
(Michael Macdonald, pers. comm. 20090905). 

Today the cairn is very much changed. In 
comparison to the photographs taken by Harding, 
its current state is disappointing (Fig. 4). Indeed, 
Harding explicitly notes that the natural desert 
covering of boulders came right up to the edge 
of the cairn. Now bulldozer tracks come up to 
the structure and some of the surrounding land-
scape boulders are heaped against it, so that it 
is not immediately recognizable. This is particu-
larly evident in the aerial photographs in which 
swathes of boulders have been pushed right up 
to the edge, and some of them are piled onto the 
south side of the cairn with complete disregard 
for the original structure (Fig. 5). Despite its 
significance, the Cairn of Hānī seems never to 
have been included in the database of archaeo-
logical sites for Jordan, JADIS, and the submis-
sion offered for inclusion in the new database, 
MEGA-J, has not been used.

Many of the inscriptions were removed by 
Harding and by a more recent Director-General, 
Dr Fawwaz al-Khraysheh, for display in muse-
ums. At least 28 are still present in a group just 
to the south-east of the structure, on the edge of a 
bulldozed track (Figs. 5 and 6). In short, barely a 
sixth of the 181 inscriptions recovered from the 
cairn itself are still to be seen on site.

The cairn’s location so close to a busy high-
way and the clear evidence both there and all 
along this road for road-working and seemingly 
casual bulldozing pose a serious threat. 

Other Excavated Cairns
Many cairns are marked by inscriptions 

4. Cairn of Hānī in (a) 1951 (from Harding 1953b: fig. 4) and (b) 2009 (photo Karen Henderson).
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found in them, on them or nearby; these often 
include the words bana (“build”) and wajama 
(“grieved for”). Neither term specifically im-
plies a tomb or burial; one might just be an ex-
pression of grief, while the other does not mean 
that a tomb has been built ‒ possibly just a mon-
ument to the deceased. However, as it yielded 
two burials, the excavation of the Cairn of Hānī 
gave powerful support to the belief that the larg-
er cairns at least were burial sites. Nevertheless, 
even now only a few more cairns have been fully 
excavated in Jordan, with varied results. 

The Cairn of Sa‘īd 
The Winnett and Harding expedition to 

Ḥarrat ash-Shām in 1958 - 1959 recorded 50 

large cairns in the area north-west and south-
west of Pumping Station H4 (modern ar-Ru-
wayshid) on the Baghdad highway from Mafraq 
to Iraq (Fig. 1). 4,567 Safaitic inscriptions were 
recorded in and around these cairns (Winnett 
and Harding 1978: 6), of which 480 were subse-
quently published by Oxtoby (1968), for whom 
this was #9.

Two adjacent cairns just north-west of Qaṣr 
Burqu‘ were excavated by Harding in 1959 (Fig. 
1). These were selected as it was thought one 
might be the grave of a named individual whose 
name, Sa‘īd son of Saḥāb, was found in inscrip-
tions on a stone nearby (Harding 1978: 243) (see 
Appendix).

Cairn A was closest to the inscriptions men-

5. Aerial view of the Cairn of Hānī 
looking west-north-west; the 
inscriptions remaining on the 
site are largely at left foreground 
(APAAME_20090928_DLK-
0537C).

6. Inscribed rocks lying south-east 
of the cairn (#135, #136 and 
#161) (APAAMEG_20091014_
DLK-21).
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tioning Sa‘īd. It had a few further inscriptions on 
its surface but there were none in its make-up. 
Contrary to expectations, no burial was revealed 
in the excavation. 

Cairn B, which may be thought of as the 
Cairn of Sa‘īd, did include a burial and further 
inscriptions. However, Harding’s hopes that the 
site would produce a wealth of information like 
that of Hānī were disappointed. Writing in 1978 
(243), many years after his excavations of the 
Cairns of Hānī (1951) and Sa‘īd (1959), he ex-
plained this difference by noting that the Cairn 
of Sa‘īd was built on a rocky ridge of basalt so 
that the body had to be laid on a constructed plat-
form, while Hānī had been buried on an open flat 
plain which had relatively soft soil. However, 
this is incorrect; as noted above, the female 
grave beside Hānī was certainly cut into the soft 
soil, but that of Hānī was cut through the soil 
and he was buried in a rock-cut grave covered by 
stone slabs. Moreover, Harding goes on (1978: 
243) to explain that beneath Sa‘īd Cairn A there 
was “native soil … undisturbed and filled with 
very large basalt boulders” and that his team ex-
cavated between the latter to a depth of a me-
tre. In short, there seems no reason to suppose 
that those who buried Sa‘īd could not have dug 
a grave into the soil had they so wished, or cut 
into rock if they preferred a rocky location. They 
evidently chose not to do so.

Nevertheless, Cairn B / Cairn of Sa‘īd did 
have parallels with the Cairn of Hānī. Two more 
texts dedicated to Sa‘īd were found almost im-
mediately the excavation began, bolstering the 
belief that the body of a young man interred 
there was that of Sa‘īd. The burial chamber con-
sisted of a circular platform surrounded by a 
wall of field boulders. A second concentric wall 
surrounded this and it seems the inner chamber 
and the space between the two concentric walls 
was gradually filled with stones over a period of 
time to create the low cone-shaped cairn. The 
body was laid on the platform within an outline 
of stones to create something akin to a cist grave. 
The head was to the west (250°).

Of the positioning of the body, Harding 
(1978: 246) notes that “the only thing it has in 
common with that of Hānī is that the body was 
laid on its right side, head west.” This is a puz-
zle: his description of the remains at the Cairn 
of Hānī clearly state they were both laid on their 

backs, i.e. supine. The head of Sa‘īd was sepa-
rated from the body and moved and the face was 
missing. The back of the skull seemed to have 
been struck by a sharp instrument. No textiles or 
any grave goods were reported, with the excep-
tion of an iron ferule found in the debris above 
the remains. No pathology report seems to have 
been commissioned.

Whereas 97 of the 198 Safaitic texts at the 
Cairn of Hānī referred to him by name, only 11 
of 500 recorded texts at and around both Cairns 
A and B referred to Sa‘īd. The familial and tribal 
connections between those who left the inscrip-
tions were also less evident (Harding 1978: 246).

Cairn of KhRJ bnt GhTh (Khārij bint Ghawth). 
Two cairns were excavated in 1980 at a loca-

tion 40 kilometres south-south-west of Pumping 
Station H4 / ar-Ruwayshid, on the eastern edge 
of the Ḥarrat ash-Shām lava field (Clark 1981). 
The location can be identified as being at the 
northern edge of Qā‘ Abū al-Ḥuṣayn (cf. Clark 
1976: 113 and 116, figs 1 and 3; cf. Clark 1979). 
The cairns were identified during a 1976 sur-
vey for Safaitic inscriptions which recorded 176 
texts at this location. These particular cairns, 
situated ca. 50m apart, were chosen for excava-
tion because a nearby inscription referring to a 
woman implied she might be buried in one of 
them; the prospect of a female burial and epi-
graphic evidence was enticing. 

Cairn 1 seems to have been built from stones 
collected right beside it ‒ unlike the Cairn of 
Hānī (above). 56 inscriptions were discovered 
around it but none seem to refer to the cairn or 
its occupants.

Excavation yielded two male burials. Unlike 
Hānī and Sa‘īd, both were disarticulated and dis-
turbed; it appears that the bodies had simply been 
laid on the desert surface and were then covered 
with rocks to protect them from animals. Later 
still, the long bones of both had been gathered 
and stacked between the two burials. Burial 1 
was supine and seemingly oriented north-south. 
Burial 2 was also supine but no orientation was 
recorded. Although the cairn is on a ridge, exca-
vation continued in the soil beneath to a depth 
(calculated from figures on pp. 237, 239) of 
about 25cm, but no pit or further burial was lo-
cated. Finds were few and undated.

Cairn 2 was apparently formed by creating a 
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crude circle of boulders on the ground and heap-
ing stones up outside it. After the burials were 
placed inside, more stones were heaped on top 
inside this ring, gradually raising it to form a 
cairn which still stood 1.6m high at the time of 
excavation.

Cairn 2 contained the bones of seven indi-
viduals, mostly in a state of disarticulation and in 
highly disturbed stratigraphy. Three were found 
amongst the heaped stones and are explained as 
later intrusions. At the heart of the cairn, inside 
the ring (above), a rough irregular platform of 
stones was found set on the ground, upon which 
were found the remains of a young female, an 
infant and a male aged 40-55 (Burials 1-3). Next 
to the platform, however, was what seemed to be 
the principle burial (Burial 4) in a shallow pit, ca. 
25cm deep, of a female of ‘middle age’ whom 
the excavators tentatively identified as the wom-
an of the inscription: KhRJ bnt GhTh. Michael 
Macdonald (pers. comm. 20110331) notes: 
“Given that vocalizations of names in Ancient 
North Arabian inscriptions are entirely specula-
tive and are usually based on using the vowels in 
Arab names with the same consonants, one could 
vocalize (the name) as Khārij bint Ghawth”.

Burial 1 (the young female on the platform) 
was disarticulated, but lay supine with an appar-
ent north-south orientation. The male (Burial 
2) and infant (Burial 3) remains were jumbled. 
Burial 4, the ‘middle aged’ woman in the shal-
low pit, was also disarticulated but the excava-
tors thought it was oriented north-west-south-
east. 

Numerous objects including bronze, iron, 
beads, glass and shell were discovered, includ-
ing an ‘eye make-up applicator’, a bracelet and 
spatulas. Dating largely pointed to the Roman-
Byzantine period.

101 inscriptions were found, six on or in 
Cairn 2 and a dozen that may refer to the cairn 
or its occupant(s). Three explicitly refer to KhRJ 
bnt GhTh, e.g. CNSIJ 620: “For Khārij daughter 
of Ghawth she of the tribe of TM, and this is the 
(her) cairn.”

Clark (1981: 254) suggests the burial of 
KhRJ probably post-dates that of the two adults 
on the platform.

Cairn of the Mermaids
The most recently explored cairn is this one 

situated on Jabal al-Muqalla (Majalla), over-
looking the broad expanse of the mudflat known 
as Qā‘ al-Muqalla / Majalla on Wādī Rājil (Fig. 
1). The area had previously been surveyed by 
Betts (1982), but this specific cairn was only ex-
plored and published recently (Bikai 2009). The 
latter recorded 77 stones with 125 inscriptions, 
but no burials were found. Bikai concluded that 
the cairn was used as a meeting place and pos-
sibly a ‘notice-board’ or gathering place for re-
ligious ceremonies. He identified “206 different 
persons, 85 of them belonging to one family 
consisting of 13 generations” (Bikai 2009: 226). 
The largest group of named people are those as-
sociated with Basa. Once again tribes (or per-
haps just clans or families) are named. 

Distinctive is the frequency with which the 
37 drawings include nude women with long hair 
and arms raised at shoulder height and forearms 
bend upwards ‒ dancers or worshippers rather 
than the misleading ‘mermaids’ as none of these 
figures has a fish tail (Table 1).

Discussion
Although only six individual cairns have 

been excavated ‒ and two of these had no burials 
‒ it is apparent that there is no particular pattern 
to the burials. The shape and size of the cairns 
vary. For example, that of Hānī has a rectangular 
chamber; bodies can be oriented differently, but 
the two at the Cairn of Hānī are closely aligned 
with each other and lie very nearly east-west. 
Bodies can be laid out on soil, on benches or 
pavements, or are buried in small cists. Although 
it is somewhat reliant on the ability of the envi-
ronment to preserve artefacts, there is no partic-
ular pattern to the number or type of grave goods 
that are found with the bodies. 

Amongst the inscriptions there is a consis-
tency of repeated words rujum (“cairn”), bana 
(“built for”) and wajam (“grieve / mourn for”). 
The total number of texts in each case is very 
considerable, though they may be the outcome of 
repeated visits over a number of years. Certainly 
the presence of inscribed stones amongst the 
boulders of the cairn suggests that we should be 
cautious. The three intrusive burials encountered 
by Clark in his Cairn 2 (above) is a reminder that 
nomads / bedouin frequently buried their dead in 
existing cairns, as well as in the towers of aban-
doned Roman forts and other such convenient 
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structures (Parker 2006: ch. 23).
The Cairn of Hānī is still hugely significant, 

not least because of the state of preservation 
of the two burials and the information on the 
cairn that allowed for the identification of one 
of the bodies as Hānī. Added to this is that from 
many hours flying over this region, the impres-
sion gained is that cairns seldom exist that have 
not been looted, damaged or destroyed. Thus, 
the chance to excavate one is rare indeed. The 
architecture of the cairn is also significant: it 
clearly shows forethought in the shape, position 
of the burials and orientation of the cairn itself. 
Furthermore, it is the only one that is rectangular 
rather than round. This is the only burial where 
the grave was neither laid on the surface nor dug 
into the desert soil, but was cut through the soil 
and the underlying basalt. The rock-cut cham-
ber was then shaped and a flanged rim provided 
around part to accommodate the covering slabs. 
This is surely an indicator of the very high status 
of the deceased. It may also be worth noting that 
where other cairns had later inclusions and buri-
als, the Cairn of Hānī remained undisturbed.

We may add that the female burial outside 
the enclosure of the Cairn of Hānī suggests this 
burial is later, after Hānī had been interred and 
his cairn had begun to grow from added stones 
and inscriptions. 

The treatment of the bodies is interesting. 
Despite differences in the way they were en-
countered by the excavators, it is clear that some 
formality was present for the original burial, viz. 
platforms, ring of stones and cist-form, cut into 
the soil or even rock. Outstanding, of course, is 
the treatment of the two bodies at the Cairn of 
Hānī: head almost due west, supine, face turned 
to the south and left arm across body to rest on 
right arm. Even if the two bodies were interred 
simultaneously, it suggests that a deliberate pose 
was selected, which presumably had some sig-
nificance. 

Although a small textile wrap and some 
leather survive in the female grave at the Cairn 
of Hānī, there is no trace of clothing as such 
there or at any of the other cairns discussed here. 
This may well be simply a matter of unsuitable 
preservation conditions. 

Hānī’s hair survived, black and extending 
‘well down below the neck’. Harding suggests 
this is unusual, but in the associated rock art 
at the Cairn of Hānī there are two examples of 
male figures with long hair (Harding 1953a: #78, 
#80). There was no hair surviving on Hānī’s fe-
male companion, nor on any other skeleton ex-
cavated. We may note, however, that female fig-
ures in the contemporary rock art generally have 
very obvious long and thick hair, often standing 

Table 1: Details of graves and burials excavated in the Jordanian Ḥarrat ash-Shām.
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out thickly to the sides (Harding 1953a: #79; 
Bikai 2009: figs 5, 7, 10, 11, 15, 21). 

Harding observes (1953a: 12) that: “It is sur-
prising to find a naked woman depicted in (Cairn 
of Hānī) no. 79”. However, the rock art around 
the Cairn of the Mermaids now includes many 
examples and it is common elsewhere (Nayeem 
2000: 337, figs 339, 344-7, 349-56, 386, 388-90; 
Macdonald 2012: passim). The standing style 
with raised arms is familiar. There are many 
parallels in Arabian rock art for both male and 
female figures with arms upraised in this same 
position (Macdonald 2012: passim; cf. Nayeem 
2000: 335-7, figs 339, 344-7, 349-56, 386, 388-
90). It is highly unlikely these are goddesses, 
but whether we are dealing with dancers, ‘cheer-
leaders’ or even mourners is unclear (Macdonald 
2012). 

Features of everyday life are present in the 
inscriptions, most of which have been noted 
and discussed before. Whether or not Hānī was 
killed violently, other skulls show traces of vio-
lent blows and the inscriptions and rock art attest 
to regular fighting. 

Harding reports that he took particular note of 
the fact that the surrounding basalt boulders still 
came right up to the cairn itself; his Palestinian 
colleague, Hasan Awad, told him that stones are 
customarily bought from some distance away to 
be placed on the cairn (Harding 1953a: 8). This 
is not borne out at the other cairns. 

Harding (1953a: 8) mentions that Winnett 
pointed out that most inscriptions are found on 
the eastern side of cairns. We may add, too, that 
at the Cairn of Hānī there was no outer wall 
on the west side, where the form of the walls 
suggests an entrance at the south-west corner. 
Clark’s excavation of his Cairn 1 found an ap-
parent entrance on the south-west side. At the 
Cairn of Hānī, both bodies had their heads to the 
west (280°) and the head of Sa‘īd was also to 
the west (250°). The apparent precision in the 
orientation of the bodies (280°, 280° and 250°) 
should not be pressed; ‘west’ is probably the in-
tention, facing the setting sun.

Finally, we should reiterate the points made 
by Clark (1981: 254): 

“In the case of many of the Safaitic inscrip-
tions sites, despite the presence of the texts near 
a cairn, the absence of any references in these 
which might relate to a burial at the site would 

suggest that not all of the cairns do cover buri-
als, or that not all of the cairns are to be attribut-
ed to the Safaitic peoples. Of course it should be 
remembered that the practice of erecting cairns 
over the dead was not unique to these people 
nor to any one period of time. Thus some of the 
cairns may be earlier and some later than the 
Safaites, or they may have reused earlier cairns 
or had their own reused in turn.”

In short, many cairns may never have been 
for burials and many may belong to periods be-
fore or after the relatively brief centuries when 
inscriptions were being cut. Multiple burial and 
commemorative practices are probably included 
in the thousands of cairns in Ḥarrat ash-Shām. 

The Context of the Cairn of Hānī
Within a 5km radius of the Cairn of Hānī, 

three-quarters is generally of too poor quality 
on Google Earth (GE) to complete a compre-
hensive survey. Although intensive recent aerial 
reconnaissance in the immediate vicinity of the 
cairn is still in progress, it has already revealed 
a considerable number of structures. 72 ‘sites’ 
have been identified, mainly on the west side 
where there is a thick north-south belt of dense 
lava (Fig. 7). They can be divided into seven cat-
egories: kites, pendants, ring chain walls, cairn 
fields, wheels, camps and meandering walls.

First ‒ and entirely in this western half ‒ are 
36 (perhaps 38) kites. Indeed, the Cairn of Hānī 
falls near the centre of four adjacent map sheets 
(aṣ-Ṣafāwī, al-‘Awsajī, Shubayka and ‘Abid) 
which collectively have one of the highest con-
centration of kites in the Jordanian part of Ḥarrat 
ash-Shām, viz. 187, 67, 128, 55 respectively ‒ a 
total of 437 to date (Fig. 8). 

All of the kites within the 5km radius are sit-
uated in the belt of dense basalt rather than in the 
thinner cover found more widely. Moreover, the 
kites in this area are large and highly complex 
(Fig. 9). Many have been built over or rebuilt, 
with the ghosts of previous walls visible beneath 
or nearby (Fig. 10). Many have massive enclo-
sures (‘heads’) and a relatively unusual feature 
in this area is to have three or more ‘hides’ side-
by-side along one wall. Seen from above one 
is also struck by the immense tangle of guide 
walls (‘tails’); each kite seems to have multiple 
tails and these often intersect both with others 
of the same kite and its neighbours. As is well 
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known, the dating of kites is highly problematic. 
However, a recent survey of evidence seems to 
confirm a Pre-Pottery Neolithic date for the be-
ginnings of kite use, with ethnographic evidence 
suggesting that some may have been in use right 
up until the early 20th century (Helms and Betts 

1987: 54-5; Betts 1998: 195-200; Betts and 
Yagodin 2000: 32-3; cf. Betts 1982: 32; Helms 
and Betts 1986; Echallier and Braemer 1995: 54; 
Nadel et al. 2010). 

Second are the pendants, al-‘Awsajī Pendant 
3, located 150m north of the cairn (Fig. 11a), 

7. Ancient stone structures within a 5 km radius of the Cairn of Hānī (drawing Matthew Dalton).
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is relatively small, with eight clearly separate 
small cairns in a tail leading to the larger ‘head’. 
Although the Cairn of Hānī does not have a tail, 
the proximity of a pendant with a tail of small 
cairns, each presumably commemorating subse-

quent visits to the area, is notable. Only three 
other pendants have been noted within this 5 
km radius. Shubayka Pendant 5, ca. 5km to the 
north (Fig. 11b), has a very long tail of small, 
well-defined cairns and is placed along a promi-

8. Distribution of kites within the 2,600 km2 of four adjoining map sheets (aṣ-Ṣafāwī, al-‘Awsajī, Shubayka and ‘Abid). 
The circle represents a 5 km radius of the Cairn of Hānī (cf. Fig. 7) (drawing Matthew Dalton).
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9. Aṣ-Ṣafāwī Kite 118, a highly complex kite 3km south-west of the Cairn of Hānī (APAAME_20100601_DLK-0043).

10. Aṣ-Ṣafāwī Kite 35, showing traces of earlier kite beneath (APAAME_20090928_RHB-0492).
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nent ridge. Aṣ-Ṣafāwī Pendant 30, 35km to the 
south-west (Fig. 11c), is most interesting as a 
wall encloses the ‘head’ of this shorter pendant, 
thereby creating a bull’s eye cairn; it also sits 
on a ridge above a ring chain site (below). Aṣ-
Ṣafāwī Pendant 21 lies next to a wheel discussed 
below (Fig. 17).

Ring chain walls are rare, but most of the 
31 now recorded by the Aerial Archaeology in 
Jordan project are found in this same area: 13 of 
them in the aṣ-Ṣafāwī map area alone and three 
within 5km radius of the Cairn of Hānī. They 
consist of small adjoining and often overlapping 
semi-circular or ring walls. Two sub-types are 
found within the 5 km radius, which are related 
in character but hugely different in scale. Aṣ-
Ṣafāwī Ring Chain 12 (Fig. 11c) has been noted 
already (above); aṣ-Ṣafāwī Ring Chain 13 (Fig. 
12) is 1.6km east of the Cairn of Hānī. There is 
a large (obviously looted) circular cairn at one 
end and it sits on a high ridge above the rest of 
the landscape. 

Starting just 500m east of the Cairn of Hānī, 
however, is a site very different in scale though 
similar in concept. Al-‘Awsajī Ring Chain Wall 
1 is unique in scale and complexity (Fig. 13). 
Despite its twists and turns, and the loss of part 
to the modern highway on the south, it is pos-
sible to calculate that the ‘chain’ runs for over 
4km (Fig. 14). The enclosed area is highly ir-
regular but covers some 490 ha. There is even 
less evidence with which to date this or any 
other ring chain wall. As noted above, Ṣafāwī 
Ring Chain 13 is overlain by a large cairn which 
might suggest a pre-Roman date. Overlying the 
present example is what is identified as a no-
mad camp (Fig. 13). A brief visit on the ground 
noted pottery identified as 4th-6th century AD 
from photographs (Kehrberg, pers. comm. 
20100525). More usefully in terms of possible 
dating evidence, al-‘Awsajī Ring Chain Wall 1 
overlies what appears to be a kite tail. This last 
point can be supported: ca. 21km south-south-
east of the Cairn of Hānī, another example ‒ al-
‘Awsajī Ring Chain Wall 2 ‒ overlies the head 
of al-‘Awsajī Kite 21. In short, al-‘Awsajī Ring 
Chain Wall 1 may date somewhere between the 
Pre-Pottery Neolithic and the Roman period. 

Fourth, there is the huge cairn field ‒ aṣ-
Ṣafāwī Cairns 12 ‒ situated 3km west-south-
west of the Cairn of Hānī (Fig. 15). This cairn 
field is now in three separate parts, interrupted 
by the old highway, modern bulldozing and 
now the new highway. The original undamaged 
field would have extended over an area of ca. 
3.75km2. Some cairns have certainly been de-
stroyed by the two parallel highways and bull-
dozing on both sides. Still visible are ca. 1,300 

11. Pendants near the Cairn of Hānī: (a) al-‘Awsajī 
Pendant 3 (APAAME_20090928_DLK-0531C), (b) 
Shubayka Pendant 5 (APAAME_20090928_RHB-
0579C), (c) aṣ-Ṣafāwī Pendant 30 and aṣ-Ṣafāwī Ring 
Chain 12 (APAAME_20100601_DLK-0041C).
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small cairns; the original total may have run to 
nearly two thousand. These cannot be burial 
cairns; they are very simple, cone-shaped piles 
of stones (Fig. 16). Although an intensive survey 
has not been undertaken, there do not seem to be 
any inscriptions associated with them, nor can 
they be attributed to any particular period. Their 
large numbers in close proximity is surely sig-
nificant. There is a possibility that they are com-
memorative ‒ lapidation ‒ but the huge number 
is daunting. 

Next are a handful of wheels. Only seven 
have been noted so far but there are almost cer-
tainly more in the unexplored part of the 5km 
radius around Hānī’s Cairn. The most common 
form in this instance is that of a crude circle with 
spokes, around the outside of which is a circle of 
small cairns, viz. a wheel with cairn ring. While 
the distribution of kites is exclusively on the belt 

of thick basalt to the west of the Cairn of Hānī, 
almost all the wheels lie in the east, within the 
thinner basalt-covered area. The most likely ex-
planation for wheels is that they served a funer-
ary purpose. In the wider area wheels abound, 
with almost 100 in the aṣ-Ṣafāwī area alone.

Nine sites defined as ‘camps’ lie within the 
5km radius. These have been provisionally iden-
tified as the seasonal camp sites of nomads and 
were probably little different in the 20th cen-
tury compared to 1,000 or 5,000 years ago. al-
‘Awsajī Camp 1 appears in Fig. 13. The distri-
bution pattern of camps is interesting: none lies 
on the dense basalt belt occupied by the kites, 
but they are found close by on the thinner basalt 
surface. As noted above, al-‘Awsajī Camp 1 has 
pottery of the 4th-6th centuries AD. Seasonal 
camps are implied by some of the inscriptions 
found around the Cairn of Hānī (Harding 1953a: 

12. Aṣ-Ṣafāwī Ring Chain 13 (APAAME_20100601_DDB-0074C).
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13. Al-‘Awsajī Chain Wall 1 looking south; al-‘Awsajī Camp 1 is left of centre (X) and overlying the tail of a possible kite 
(APAAME_20100601_SES-0051).

14. Al-‘Awsajī Chain Wall 1 (drawing Rebecca Banks).

#102 - “And he kept watch for his brother [who 
was] following his camels … And he encamped 
here the year in which Rabib’el escaped” [cf. 
Macdonald 1992]).

Finally, there are long sections of meander-
ing wall which, though intersecting with kites, do 

not seem to be part of them. Indeed, by cutting 
across their tails the walls block entry to the trap. 
There is no obvious explanation for these walls 
here or anywhere else in Ḥarrat ash-Shām where 
they are common. Perhaps they can be thought 
of as landscape art ‒ except that the form is only 
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 15. Aṣ-Ṣafāwī Cairns 12 (APAAME_20100601_SES-0043).

visible from above (Fig. 18).
Although the Cairn of Hānī can be dated 

reasonably closely, many of the other structures 
are much harder to date and most seem older. In 
short, the Cairn of Hānī was built in a landscape 
already extensively littered with stone struc-
tures, some of which may still have been in use.

Although this section is primarily concerned 
with the context of the Cairn of Hānī, it is worth 
noting that aerial photography and Google Earth 
(Fig. 19) show similarly rich contexts for the 
other sites, especially the Cairn of the Mermaids. 

The latter lies on the left bank of the broad 
Wādī Rājil, marked at that point by lava out-
crops, viz. Jabal al-Muqalla / Majalla, upon one 
of which the cairn lies. Within a 5 km radius 
lie 13 kites, 10 wheels, five pendants and eight 
walls. In addition to the inscriptions and rock art 
published by Bikai, a recent visit noted scores 
of further inscriptions and rock art drawings of 
people and animals (including two of aurochs). 

Conclusion
Despite the richness of the archaeological 

landscape in the Jordanian Ḥarrat ash-Shām and 
the immense numbers of Safaitic inscriptions 
and items of rock art, relatively little excavation 
has been undertaken both to investigate the na-
ture of the numerous cairns, to record and in-
terpret the burials, and to attempt to relate them 
to the inscriptions and art. That is surely a de-
sideratum. The nomads of the region were the 
people within, on and beyond the porous borders 
of the Roman Empire. They appear infrequently 
in literature and in occasional Greek and Latin 
inscriptions. Later still, they emerge as power-
ful military allies to be courted and employed. 
Archaeology offers the opportunity to balance 
the one-sided and often misleading image of 
these people, both by investigating what they 
have to say of themselves in word and art and 
through the physical remains of the people and 
their structures. 

We may now go further thanks to aerial im-
agery. The cairns, often unimpressive at ground 
level, can be put in the context of a larger archae-
ological landscape. Although much of this is un-
dated, it is often clearly older than the cairns be-
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ing discussed here. To the nomads of the Roman 
period, the traces would have been clear enough, 
being part of the “altered earth” (Bradley 1993), 
a feature of their world and the ‘works’ of their 
distant predecessors. Just how much was already 
old is unknown. Certainly the kites are likely to 
be much older, but the drawing alongside in-
scription #73 (above; Harding 1953a: 30-31 and 
pl. vI) implies that some kites at least were still 
being used as animal traps. It is notable, too, 
that there is a growing corpus of Safaitic rock 
art from this period that depicts what seem to be 
kites in use (Betts and Helms 1986; Macdonald 
2005b; Van Berg 2004; LeMaitre et al. 2008; cf. 
Bar-Oz 2011). Both pendants and wheels can 
regularly be seen in this area overlying kites; 
pendants seem to overlie wheels implying they 
are younger still. As for the ring chain walls, lit-
tle can be said beyond noting that they seem to 
be contemporary with or earlier than the Roman 
period. They have no obvious practical purpose 
and may ‒ like the walls that abound in the ba-
salt desert ‒ be thought of as some kind of land-
scape art. Further mapping and detailed analysis 

of both site types across the entire Ḥarrat ash-
Shām may help clarify the situation. 
 
Appendix: Locating the Cairns
Cairn of Hānī

Inevitably, given the availability and reliabil-
ity of maps in 1950, Harding’s location is diffi-
cult to pinpoint. Moreover the landmarks of that 
period, especially the highway, have changed 
and confused the issue. Thanks to Michael 
Macdonald (pers. comm. 20090905) it was pos-
sible to refine the search area and, as a result of 
a flight over the area and a ground visit, locate 
the cairn at 32°14’17.932” N 37°14’57.535” E; 
lat. = 32.2383143675 lon. = 37.2493152899; 
37S 335056.47m E 3568196.04m N; CR684351 
(Maḥaṭṭat al-Ḥafīf [aṣ-Ṣafāwī]).

Cairn of Sa‘īd
The cairns lie at approximately 32°42’50.00” 

N 37°49’40.00” E; lat. = 32.7138888889 
lon. = 37.8277777778; 37 S 390140.61m E 
3620176.78m N; CS202901 (Qaṣr Burqu‘). 
Inferred from Harding’s (1959 n. 2) location: 

16. Aṣ-Ṣafāwī Cairns 12 (APAAMEG_20090922_DLK-78).
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17. Aṣ-Ṣafāwī Wheel 70 and aṣ-Ṣafāwī Pendant 21 (APAAME_20090928_RHB-0425).

18. Al-‘Awsajī Walls 6; this tangle lies 8km south-south-west of the Cairn of Hānī (APAAME_20090928_DLK-0294).
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19. Map showing distribution of the principal site types discussed within 5km of the Cairn of Hānī; the area delineated in 
the south-west quadrant is that of highest resolution on Google Earth (drawing Matthew Dalton).
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“Map reference approx. CS 9020 on Damascus 
Sheet of 1: 500,000 World Map.”

Cairn of KhRJ bint GhTh
Approximate position 32°5’47.74” N 38°5’27.84” 
E; lat. = 32.0965954093 lon. = 38.0910675911; 
37 S 414235.03m E 3551504.03m N; DR515142 
(Qā‘ Abū al-Ḥuṣayn).

Cairn of Mermaids
Approximate position 31°54’16.07” N 
37°12’33.14” E; lat. = 31.9044628456 lon. 
= 37.2092046278; 37 R 330662.39m E 
3531245.09m N; CR312316 (Wādī Rājil).
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rKF*« aOA"« tK"« rŠ—
©Â ≤∞±¥ ≠ ±π≤≥® W³¹«dG"« .dJ"«b³Ž —u²@b"« 

w(UH% Ê«b¹“ ÆœÆ√

 UN½_ t???Ð oOKð ô —u???²%b&« WOL???.ð Ê√ È√— Íc???&« ¨r???KF*« aO???A&« b???&Ë
  U???D×LK&  Á—UC×²???Ý«Ë  ¨W???OÐdF&«  t???²(UIŁË o???H²¹  ô  w???Ðdž  `???KDB#
 dOG*« …bKÐ w( Â±π≤≥ ÂU???Ž s# Ê«d¹eŠ w???( ¨W³Šd&« WOÐdF&« W???OB¹—U²&«
 bÐ—≈ W???M¹b# s# w)d???A&« ‰UL???A&« v&≈ Î «d???²#uKO% ±≥ w???&«uŠ b???F³ð w???²&«
 œuL×#” t???³¹«dG&« …dO???AŽ aO???A& dJ³&« sÐù« u¼Ë ÆÊœ—_« w&UL???ý w???(
 WMÐ≈Ë rŽ WMÐ≈ “W???³¹«dG&« WMO#√” …bO???.&« wN( tðb&«Ë U???#√Ë Æ“b???&U)« U???ýUÐ
 s#Ë ©qBO(Ë q???z«ËË n¹dÞ® r???¼ WŁöŁ …ušù« s# t???&Ë ÆUNłËe& W???&Uš
 nzUþu&« s# œbŽ w( Áb&«Ë qLŽÆ©WMO¦ÐË œUFÝË œUN½® s¼ ÀöŁ  «uš_«
 q% w( ÂUI# rzU)Ë ¨ÊuK−Ž WOŠU½ d¹b# ∫UNM# ¨ …—U#_« bNŽ w( WO#uJ(«
 w( qHÞ u¼Ë rKF²&« W¹«bÐ X½U%Ë ÆbÐ—≈ W¹bK³& Î U.Oz—Ë ¨UÐœQ#Ë ‘dł s#

Æ“qOKš wKŽ aOA&«” u¼ »UÒ²J&« bŠ√ b¹ vKŽ W¹dI&«
 ‰UŠd²&«Ë qIM²&« v&≈ WKzUF&«  dD{√ b???&«u&« qLŽ WMJ#√ œbF²& W???−O²½
 s# œbŽ 5???Ð .dJ&« b³Ž sÐù« q???IMð –≈ ÆUNðUOŠ W???FO³Þ w( Î «d???Ł√ „d???ð U???2
 Î «bOŠË ÎU½UOŠ√ ‘U???ŽË ¨ jK???.&«Ë ÊuK−ŽË UÐœU#Ë bÐ—≈ Êb???# w( ”—«b???*«
 5×( ÆÎ U???F(U¹ `³-√ U???LMOŠ v???²ŠË ¨W&uHD&« d???LŽ w???( u¼Ë U???NCFÐ w???(
 dD{√ .dJ&« b³Ž s???J& „UM¼ t²KzUŽ XMJ???Ý ÊuK−Ž w( qLF¹ Áb???&«Ë ÊU%
 WM¹b# w( WÝ—b*« v&≈ Â±π≥≥ ÂUŽ w( Í√ …dýUF&« sÝ w( u¼Ë »U¼cK&
 dOÐbð w( Î «bL²F# Î̈ «bOŠË UNO( sJ.O& W(dž „UM¼ Áb&«Ë t& dłQ²ÝU( ¨bÐ—≈
 ÂUŽ t)U×²&« bMŽ tF# qBŠ d#_« p&c% Æt.H½ vKŽ WO#uO&« tðUOŠ ÊËRý
 vKŽ œUL²Žô« w( Î «dO¦% ÁœU(√ d#_« «c¼ ÆW¹u½U¦&« jK.&« WÝ—b0 Â±π≥π

Æ…UO(«  UÐuF- WNÐU−# vKŽ …—bI&« w(Ë ¨t.H½

 W¹u½U¦&« jK???.&« W???Ý—b# s# Â±π¥± ÂUŽ nO- w( ÃdBð Ê√ bFÐË
 WOJ¹d#_« WF#U'« w( VD&« WÝ«—b& Â±π¥≤ ÂUŽ w( Áb&«Ë tKÝ—√ ¨ÕU−MÐ
 Ê√ bFÐË Â±π¥µØ±π¥¥ wÝ«—b&« ÂUF&« lKD# w( t& `LÝË ¨ ËdOÐ w(
 sJ& ÆtO( qO−???.²&UÐ hBB²&« «c¼ ‰u???šb& WK¼R*«  U???³KD²*« q% “U???²ł«
 √bÐ Ê√ bFÐ tBBBð dOOG²& dD{√ –≈ ¨sH.&« wN²Að U0 Íd& ô ÕU¹d&«
 tÐUBŽ√ Ê√ Ëb³¹Ë ÆÊU.½ô« r.ł `¹d???Að W???Ý«—œ vKŽ wKLF&« V¹—b²&UÐ
 ¨…d# s# d¦%√ tOKŽ Î UO???AG# l)u( ¨ÊU???.½≈ r???.ł `¹d???Að W¹ƒ— qL×²ð r&
 w×- d−Š tOKŽ ÷dH( “w$b&« vLŠ” ÷d0 VO-√ t½√ v???&≈ W???(U{≈
 ¨t½«d)√ l???# tð«d{U×# WFÐU²# s???Ž ÁdšQð w( V³???.ð U2 X)u&« i???F³&
 w(Ë Æa¹—U²&« W???Ý«—œ v&≈ ‰u???×²&«Ë VD&« W???Ý«—œ s# »U×???.½ô« —d???I(
 ¨a¹—U²&« w( ”u¹—u&UJ³&« W???Ý«—œ vN½√ Â±π¥∑ ÂU???Ž s# Ê«d¹eŠ dN???ý
 «c¼ w( U???OKF&«  U???Ý«—b&« W???FÐU²# t???OMOŽ VB½ Î U???F{«Ë Áb???KÐ v???&≈ œU???ŽË

ÆÁb&«Ë s# Î «dO³% Î UFO−Að tłu²&« «c¼ wI&Ë ¨hBB²&«
 ¨Êb???M& v???&≈ Â±π¥∑ ÂU???Ž s???# ‰u???K¹√ dN???ý w???( .d???J&« b???³Ž d(U???Ý
 School of Oriental® W???OI¹d(_« WO)d???A&«  U???Ý«—b&« WOKJÐ o???×²&«Ë
  «uM???Ý ÀöŁ UNO( vC) ¨ÊbM& W???F#Uł w???( ©and African Studies

 vKŽ cLK²ð t²Ý«—œ ¡UMŁ√Ë ÆWO½œ—_« W#uJ(« »U???.Š vKŽ Î U¦F²³# nB½Ë
 W³¹œ_« ÃË“® Ê«u&U# f%U# ‰U¦#√ s# s¹—uNA*« —UŁü« ¡ULKŽ s# W³B½ b¹
 a¹—U²&«Ë ªbK¹UAð ÊËœ—ułË ¨dK¹Ë dLOð—u#Ë ¨©w²???.¹d% UŁUž√ W(ËdF*«
 Ê√ U½dEMÐË Æ5O½UL¦F&«Ë »d???F&« W???Ý«—bÐ hBB²*« f¹u& œ—U½dOÐ q¦#
 —UŁü« WÝ«—œ jÐ— ¡«—Ë U½U% ¨tOKŽ cLK²ð Íc&« ZNM*«Ë ¨Ác¼ WOLKF&« t²OHKš
 ÆWO½œ—_« WF#U'« w???( Â±π∂≤ ÂUŽ w( r???.I&« «c¼ ¡U???A½« 5Š a???¹—U²&UÐ

ÆWF#U'« w( —UŁx& n×²# ¡UA½≈ ¡«—Ë ÊU% bI( ¨jI( «c¼ fO&
 WF#Uł s# Â±πµ± ÂUŽ w( …«—u²%b&« Wł—œ v???KŽ .dJ&« b³Ž q???BŠ
 –≈ ¨W&Ëb&« „ö???# w( W???#bBK& W???.H½ ÂbIO& Êœ—_« v???&≈ U¼bFÐ œU???Ž ¨Êb???M&
 a¹—U²Ð —«d???) —b- tOKŽ ¡U???MÐË Æt???ŁUF²Ð« qÐUI# U???NO( q???LFK& Î U???#e²K# ÊU%
 ¨WO½œ—_« W???#UF&« —UŁü« …dz«œ w???( —UŁx& Î U???.²H# t???MOOF²Ð Â±πµ±Ø∑Ø±
 Æ“!œ—U???¼ d²???.J½ô” Íe???OK$ô« X???)u&« p???&– w???( U???¼d¹b# ÊU% w???²&«Ë
 tðö¼R#Ë rz«u²ð …d???z«b&« Ác¼ w( qLF&« W???FO³Þ Ê√ b−¹ r& UM³ŠU- s???J&
 ¨X)u&« p&– w???( WOMH&«Ë WO&U*« …dz«b&«  U???O½UJ#≈ WK) l# W???-Uš ¨W???OLKF&«
 ÂUŽ s# ÊU???.O½ w( vIKð t½√ tF&UÞ s???.Š s#Ë ÆUN%dð v???KŽ d#_« Âe???F(
 oKF²ð  U???Ý«—bÐ ÂUOIK&  ËdOÐ w( WOJ¹d#_« WF#U'« s# Î U???{dŽ ±πµ≥
 —UŁü« …d???z«œ s???# …—U???Ž≈ v???KŽ q???B×( ¨ÂU???A&« œö???Ð W???O(«dGłË a???¹—U²Ð
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 tÐ qB²ð Ê√ —«b???)_« ¡U???Að sJ& Æ„U???M¼ b¹b'« t???KLFÐ o???×²&«Ë W???O½œ—_«
 ¨UNO( Y¹b(« »d???F&« a¹—Uð …œU???# f¹—bð t???OKŽ W{—UŽ o???A#œ W???F#Uł
 …¡UHŽù Êœ—_« w( WB²B*«  UN−K& V???KDÐ ÂbI²( ¨÷dF&UÐ Î «dO¦% Õd???H(
 œö³&« —œUG( ¨i(— t³KÞ sJ& ¨W#UF&« —UŁü« …dz«œ w( W#b)UÐ t#«e²&« s#
 Î «b)U( Á—U???³²ŽUÐ Î «—«d???) W#uJ(«  —b???-√ tOKŽ ¡U???MÐ Æd???#ú& W¹u???.ð ÊËœ
 U¼b¹b???.²Ð ÂUI( ¨tOKŽ WOI³²*« WO&U*« tðU#«e²&≈ b¹b???.²Ð t²³&UÞË ¨W???HOþuK&

Æ‰u-_« V.Š
 ¨oA#œ WF#Uł w( ©Â±πµµ≠±πµ≥® 5²K#U% 5²M???Ý UM³ŠU- qLŽ
 l¹dA²&« r???.I& Î U???.Oz— 5Ž YOŠ œö³&« v&≈ œUF( ¨t³Kž sÞuK& tMOMŠ sJ&
 WHOþu&« ÁcN( ¨q???FH¹ «–U# Î «dzUŠ Èd???š√ …d# n)u( Æ5Hþu*« Ê«u???¹œ w???(
 v²Š ¨U???NO( i???C# v???KŽ ÂË«b???( ÆW???OKLF&« t???ðd³šË t²???Ý«—œ V???ÝUMð ô
 Î UOL???Ý— o???A#œ WF#Uł t²³KÞ –≈ qLF&« tzbÐ s# s¹dN???ý bFÐ ÃdH&« Á¡Uł
 XK³) Ê√ bFÐ W???#uJ(« XI(«u( ¨UNO( Î «—U???F# qLFK& WO½œ—_« W#uJ(« s???#

Æ5Hþu*« Ê«u¹œ w( tKLŽ s# t²&UI²Ý«
 qLF&«Ë f???¹—b²&« W???MN# ¨Èu???N¹ U???# v&≈ b???¹bł s???# .d???J&«b³Ž œU???Ž
 sJ???.ð s# błË ¨o???A#œ WF#Uł w( ÂUI*« tÐ dI²???Ý« bFÐË sJ& ÆwF#U'«
 —«–¬ w( UNłËeðË WOIA#œ …dÝ√ s# w¼Ë “Íd³MF&« ·—UŽ ÊULNOÐ” t³K)
 b&Ë Íc&« bz«— —u²%b&« V???O³D&« u¼ Î «bOŠË Î «b&Ë U³$√Ë ÆÂ±πµ∂ ÂU???Ž s???#
 ¨‰U(« «c¼ vKŽ dI²???.¹ r& d#_« sJ& Æo???A#œ w( Â±πµ∑Ø±≤Ø±≥ w(
 w( V???½Uł_« 5???Hþu*« s???Ž ¡UMG²???Ýô«Ë w???½œ—_« g???O'« V???¹dFð b???F³(
 —UŁü« …dz«b& Î U#UŽ Î «d¹b# t³¹«dG&« .dJ&« b³Ž 5Ž ¨Â±πµ∂ ÂUŽ w( Êœ—_«
 W#uJ(« b???¹ l{Ë t???ðU¹u&Ë√ v???&Ë√ s???# ÊU%Ë ÆÂ±πµ∂Ø±∞Ø± a???¹—U²Ð
 ¨U¼dOžË Ê«dL) w???( XH???A²%√ w²&« XO*« d×³&«  UÞuDB# vKŽ W???O½œ—_«
 —U& s# WO³Mł_«  U???OFL'«Ë  U¦F³&« iFÐ tðd²???ý« U# lLł vKŽ ÂU???I(
 wM³*« “w½œ—_« —U???Łü« n×²#” w( kH×²& ÊU??? ÒLŽ v&≈ U???¼dCŠ√Ë ¨—U???Łü«
 Æ”bI&« w( “d???KH%Ë—” n×²# w( U¼œułË s???Ž Î U{uŽ WFKI&« q???³ł v???KŽ
 qLFK& —UŁx& Î «d¹b# tKLŽ s# qIM( ”U???M&« iF³& ‚d¹ r& d#_« «c¼ Î U???F³ÞË
 WHOþuK& Î «b)U( d³²ŽU( ¨q???LF&« sŽ nJM²???ÝU( ÆrOKF²&«Ë WOÐd²&« …—«“Ë w???(
 wIÐË ÆoA#œ WF#Uł w( f¹—b²K& Î «bzUŽ Êœ—_« U¼bFÐ —œUž ÆWO½U¦&« …dLK&
 …œU# f¹—b²& ÷U¹d&« WF#U−Ð o×²&« U#bMŽ ±π∂± ÂUŽ v²Š o???A#œ w(

ÆUNO( a¹—U²&«
 ÂUŽ w( WO½œ—_« W???F#U'« fO???ÝQ²Ð WO#U???.&« WOJK*« …œ«—ù«  —b-
 b???FÐ ¨U???NO( 5???OMOF*« ‰Ë√ W???³¹«dG&« .d???J&« b???³Ž —u???²%b&« ÊU%Ë ¨Â±π∂≤
 v²Š UNO( w???IÐË ¨WF#U'« fOz—Øb???Ý_« s¹b&«d-U½ —u???²%b&« –U²???Ý_«
 ÂUŽ w( tðU(Ë v???²Š WF#U'« w( ·d???ý –U²???Ý√ U¼bFÐ 5Ž ÆÂ±ππ∑ ÂUŽ

 W(U{ùU³( ¨UNðQ???A½ cM# WF#U'« ¡U???A½≈ V%«Ë t½√ Èd½ UM¼ s# ÆÂ≤∞±¥
 UNO( W¹—«œ≈ WHOþË s# d¦%√ w???( qLŽ ¨ÀU×Ð_«Ë V²J&« nO&QðË f???¹—b²K&
 ÆfOzd&« ‰ULŽQÐ r???zU)Ë ¨fOz— VzU½Ë ¨bOLŽË ¨r???.) fOz— s# X???ł—bð

Æw½œ—_« ÊUOŽ_« fK−# w( Î «uCŽ Â≤∞∞∂ ÂUŽ w( 5Ž t½√ UL%
 w( t²LBÐ lC¹ Ê√ t???³¹«dG&« .dJ&« b³Ž —u²%b&« Âu???Šd*« ŸUD²???Ý«
 dBF&« w( »dF&« 5š—R*« “dÐ√ s# ÒbF¹ u¼Ë ¨wÐdF&« r&UF&« a¹—Uð WÐU²%
 bI( ¨Êœ—_« v???KŽ wLKF&« t³¹«dG&« —u???²%b&« ÂUL²¼« dB²I¹ r???&Ë ÆY???¹b(«
 UMMJ& ¨dO¦J&«  UÝ«—b&«Ë ÀU×Ð_« s# t&Ë ÆwÐdF&« sÞu&« qJ& Îö#Uý ÊU%

∫UNM# Î UCFÐ ÁU½œ√ Ã—b½
ÆÂ±πµπ oA#œ WF#Uł WF³D# ¨Y¹b(« wÐdF&« ‰UCM&« ÂuNH# —uDð Æ±
 WF³D# ¨©‚«d???F&«Ë W???OÐdF&« …d¹e'«® Y???¹b(« »d???F&« a???¹—Uð W???#bI# Æ≤

ÆÂ±π∂∞ ÂUŽ oA#œ WF#Uł
 ÂU???Ž o???A#œ W???F#Uł W???F³D# ¨s¹d???AF&« Êd???I&« w???( W???OÐdF&« U???OI¹d(≈ Æ≥

ÆÂ±π∂∞
ÆÂ±π∂± ÂUŽ oA#œ WF#Uł WF³D# ¨„«dð_«Ë »dF&« Æ¥

ÆÂ±π∂≤ ÂUŽ WOÐdF&«  UÝ«—b&« bNF# ¨dAŽ lÝU²&« ÊdI&« w( U¹—uÝ Æµ
ÆÂ±π∑¥ ÂUŽ WOÐdF&«  UÝ«—b&« bNF# ¨W¹œuF.&« W&Ëb&« ÂUO) Æ∂

 r.) w( Î U³&UÞ Â±π∂∑ ÂUŽ w)U×²&« cM# W³¹«dG&« —u²%b&« X(dŽ bI&
 n×²* ÎUMO#√ t???ðd#≈ X% XKLŽË ¨W???O½œ—_« WF#U'« w( —U???Łü«Ë a???¹—U²&«
 ÊU%Ë ÆÎUO1œU%√ U½√Ë tF# XK#UFðË ¨©Â±π∑∑≠±π∑≤® WF#U'« w( —UŁü«
 UMŁb×¹ U# Î «dO¦% ÊU%Ë ¨wÐdF&« a¹—U²&« f¹—bð v&≈ Î «“U×M# …b*« Ác¼ WKOÞ
 UðUž√ t²łË“Ë Ê«u???&U# Á–U²???Ý√ l# t²)öŽË ÊbM& WF#Uł w( t²???Ý«—œ sŽ
 t½√ nO%Ë ¨U×¹—√  U¹dHŠ w( ÊuOM% 5KŁU% l# t²%—UA# sŽË ¨w².¹d%
 t²&u) d%–√ X&“ ôË ÆÊU ÒLŽ w( XO*« d×³&«  UÞuDB# ÊuJð Ê√ vKŽ d-√
 q% X½U% Æ¢W¹ËuM&« WK³MI&« s# Èu)√Ë …d−H²# …œU# a¹—U²&«¢ Á—uN???A*«
 Æd-UF*«Ë Y¹b(«Ë .bI&« a¹—U²&« w( Î UÝ—œ W³¹«dG&« —u²%b&« l# W.Kł
 v²Š …b)u²# XOIÐ tðd%«c( ¨VK) dNþ sŽ À«bŠ_«Ë ”UM&« ·d???F¹ ÊU%Ë
 W½Ë—bMJ???Ýô« ZOKBÐ Î UIKF²# U¦×Ð t???& XK???Ý—√ wM½√ d%–√ X&“ ôË Æt???ðU(Ë
 WK???.KÝ Ø„u#dO&« ÀU×Ð√ WK−# d¹d% W¾ON& Î U???.Oz— XM% 5Š® r???OOI²K&
 w&≈ V²%Ë ¨Y???×³&« rOJ% sŽ —c???²ŽU( ¨©W???OŽUL²łù«Ë WO½U???.½ù« Âu???KF&«
 ZOKB( ¨Y×³&« «c¼ rOJ×²Ð wMłd% ô√ uł—√¢ UNO( ‰uI¹ …d???OB) WKLł

 Æ¢ «uš√ w&≈ W³.M&UÐ 5D.K(Ë W½Ë—bMJÝô«
 aO???A&«Ë ¨wÐËdF&« YŠU³&«Ë ¨w???F#U'« –U²???Ý_« bz«d&« u???Ð√ u¼ «c???¼

ÆtðUMł `O.( tMJÝ√Ë tK&« tLŠ— ÆrKF*«
w(UH% Ê«b¹“ ÆœÆ√
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 ∫tÐuD"« dB0
 WO!√ wMÐ W"Ëœ ◊uIÝ vKŽ wŠ b¼Uý

‘ô bLŠ√

W!bI!
 U¼d¹b0 WK¦2 W#UF&« —UŁü« …dz«b& dJ???A&« q¹e−Ð ÂbIð√ Ê√ œË√ W¹«bÐ
 W-d( w& ÕUð√ Íc&« WA¹d)« “«u( ÂuŠd*« —u²%b&« X)u&« p&– w( ÂUF&«
 …ušû& p&c%Ë ¨Íd???Ł_« WÐuÞ dB) w???( VOIM²&«Ë `???.*« ‰ULŽQÐ ÂU???OI&«
 UMLOB# UN&öš U???ML)√ YOŠ ¨qLF&« …b???# WKOÞ wF# «u½ËUFð s???¹c&« ‰U??? ÓLF&«
 t#UOI& w)u???Ýb&« W³O²) qO#e&« dJ???ý√ UL% ÆÎ U#u¹ ∏≥ …b???* dBI&« V???½U−Ð
 dJ???ý v???.½√ ôË ÆŸËd???A*UÐ W???-U)«  U#u???Ýd&«Ë  U???DDB*« œ«b???ŽUÐ
 —u²%b&« p&c%Ë …—u???A#Ë rŽœ s# w& t#b) U* W???AŠ«d(« l(«— —u²%b&«
 …d²( ‰öš …bŽU.#Ë√ …—uA# ÍQÐ ÒwKŽ qB³¹ r& Íc&« fOL???ý« uÐ√ V¹œ√
 q¹eł Î UFOLł wM# rN& ¨l)u*« w( n???A²J*« —UBH&« a¹—Q²Ð t#UO)Ë qLF&«
 w( »UN???Ýô« vKŽ .dJ&« ¡Í—U???I&« w???½—cF¹ Ê√ œË√Ë ÆÊU???M²#ù«Ë dJ???A&«
  U???Ý«—b&«Ë  UÐU²J&« …—bM& p&–Ë Í—U???LF*« n-u&«Ë qO-UH²&« i???FÐ
 qN???.¹ b) U2 ¨œUFÐ_«Ë  U???ÝUOI&« YOŠ s# W???ÐuD&« dB) X???&ËUMð w???²&«

ÆUNM# …œUH²Ýô« q³I².*« w( YŠUÐ Í√ vKŽ
 w½bŽUÝ w²&«Ë WMOL¦&« ’dH&« s# tÐuD&« dB) l)u# w( qLF&« d³²F¹
 «c¼ w( qLF&« tKJA¹ U* ¨W-dH&« Ác¼ rN& X×Oð√ s2 Êu%_ wEŠ s.Š
 ¡UM³&« “dÞ s# dBI&« «c???¼ tÐ eOL²¹ U* ¨W¹dŁ√Ë WOB¹—Uð WOL¼√ s???# l???)u*«
 wMÐ bI( ¨WHB&« Ác¼ w( vÒ²A*« dB) t%—UA¹Ë ¨Êœ—_« w( WFzUA&« dOž

 d−(« s#  U???ÝUÝ√ vKŽ Íu???A*« »uD&« s# WO½œ—_« ¡«d×B&« VK) w(
 w( W¹u#_« …—ULF&« “«dD& WO(U{≈ …e???O# qJ???AO& ¨WOKO#dÐ œuIFÐ ÍdO'«
 ¨rNzUHKšË r???Nz«d#_ Îö???zu# WO½œ—_« W???¹œU³&« XKJ???ý YOŠ ¨U???N#U¹√ d???š¬
 W³OÞË ¨UN&UL−Ð «uM²(Ë U¼uIAF( ¨…b???A&«Ë ¡Ušd&«  U)Ë√ w( rN²MC²Š«
 v²Š r¼b¼UŽ s# «Ë—bG¹Ë «u½uB¹ rK( ¨rN{—√ ‰e???½ s* rN#«d%≈Ë U???NK¼√
 ÁcNÐ rNLÝ« j³ð—« s¹c&« 5¹u#_« ¡UHK)« “dÐ√ s#Ë Ær¼bNŽ  UE( dš¬
 b³Ž sÐ b¹e¹ sÐ bO&u&« W???HOK)« Î̈ «b¹b% ‚—“_«Ë ·bG&« Íœ«uÐË W???¹œU³&«
 s# fO& WÐ—UC²#  U¹«Ë— s# tðu²Š« U* Î «eG& tðdOÝ XKJý Íc&«Ë ¨pK*«

øt²OBBý WIOIŠ U#Ë ¨QD)«Ë√ UNO( »«uB&« tłË eO9 qN.&«

 eGK"« WHOK)« ¨pK*« b³Ž sÐ b¹e¹ sÐ bO"u"«
 sŽ Y¹b(« ÊËœ Êœ—_« w( Íu#_« a¹—U²&« sŽ Y¹b(« lOD²???.½ ô
 d(«Ë VOB½ U???N& ÊU% w²&«Ë ¨W¹Ë«d×B&« —u???BI&«Ë W???O½œ—_« ¡«d???×B&«
 pK*« b³Ž sÐ b¹e¹ WHOK)« ÎU-uBšË rNz«d#√Ë WO#√ wMÐ ¡UHKš …U???OŠ s#
 rNL???Ý« Êd²)« s¹c&« 5¹u#_« ¡UHK)« d¦%√ s# d³²F¹ Íc&«Ë ¨bO&u&« tMÐ≈Ë
 Æ·bG&« Íœ«ËË ‚—“_« W???IDM# h???š_UÐË W???O½œ—_« ¡«d???×B&« o???ÞUM0
 ¨b¹e¹ sÐ b???O&u&« WOBB???A& »c−Mð p???.H½ b& —uF???ýË√ „«—œ≈ ÊËb???ÐË
 w(Ë Î̈U(d²#Ë Îö???&b# Î «dO#√ ÁdG- w( tðUOŠ √b???Ð Íc&« Íu#_« d???O#_« «c???¼

The excavations and survey works in this project have revealed the location of some quarries which were used for the 

limestones production, to construct the lower courses of Tuba Palace as well as the places of mud bricks and mortar prepa-

ration, in addition to identify the location of some late Umayyad isolated houses. Most of the archaeological evidences in 

Tuba Palace )pottery dating and architectural studies( were leading us to date the monument to the late Umayyad period. 

In addition to few pottery scattered in the area dated to the late Byzantine and early Umayyad period.

According to the deep study of the social and political Umayyad history )especially in Transjordan( in addition to 

comparison study between Qasr Tuba and the incomplete late Umayyad structure in the Jordanian desert like Qasr Al-

Mushatta and ‘Ayn Al-Sawda reservoir )in southern Azraq( and by focusing on the Caliph Walid II history  743-744 A.D

I believe that Qasr Tuba related to Caliph Waleed II era 743-744 A.D. and he decided to built it because of nostalgia 

feeling to this desert, which he lived in when he was still stalker prince in the Caliph Hisham era. But as a result of his 

death in 744 A.D. and the Umayyad dynasty collapsing five years later that, this huge monument was not completed.
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©≤∞±≤® µ∂ W#UF&« —UŁü« …dz«œ WO&uŠ
 t²(öš w(Ë ¨p???K*« b³Ž sÐ ÂU???A¼ WHOK)« tLŽ sŽ Î «bF³# Î U???Ð—U×# tÐU³???ý
 t???Ý√dÐ ·UD¹Ë Îôu²I#Ë Î «d-U×# —uN???ý ÀöŁË WM???.&« “ËU−²ð r& w²&«
 tÐ —bžË ¨5O½«Ëd*« s# tLŽ ¡UMÐ√ Íb¹QÐ q²) Ê√ bFÐ ¨o???A#œ Ÿ—«u???ý w(

Æ5O½UOH.&« s# ÁƒUÐd)√
 ¡UHK)« a¹—Uð Ê√ U???0Ë ¨tŁËbŠ s# …d²( bFÐ V???²J¹ a¹—U²&« Ê√ U???0Ë
 YOŠË ¨d???B²M*« t???³²J¹ …œU???F&UÐ Íc???&«Ë ¨w???ÝUO.&« a???¹—U²&« w???( q???šb¹
 „ö# U#≈ ª5???MŁ≈ ÈbŠ≈ Èb???F²ð ô ÂUJ???(«Ë ¡UHK)« v???&≈ ”U???M&« …d???E½ Ê√
 dO#ú& W???OIOI(« WOBB???A&« W???(dF# w???( W³žd&« X???½U% b???I( ¨ÊUDO???ýË√
 a¹—U²&« »UÒ²J( ÆW³FB&« —u#_« s# pK*« b³Ž s???Ð b¹e¹ sÐ bO&u&« W???HOK)«Ë
 sÐ bO&u&« kŠ ¡uÝ s#Ë ¨Á«u¼Ë t&uO# t& Ïq%Ë ¨d???A³&« s# r¼ W¹UNM&« w(
 s¹b¹U×# «u½uJ¹ r???& tO&≈ «Ë—U???ý√ s¹c&« a¹—U²&« »U²% s???# Î «dO¦% Ê√ b???¹e¹
 d%c¹ Ê√ l# ÷—U???F²ð ¡«u¼√ s# r???N& U* ¨tMŽ Y¹b(« b???MŽ 5???OŽu{u#Ë
 XF½ bI( ÆW???ŠËd−# tO( rNðœUN???ý ÊuJð p&cÐË ¨WM???.Š  UHBÐ b???O&u&«
 dL)« ÊU#œ≈Ë œU???(ù«Ë —u−H&«Ë o???.H&UÐ rNðUÐU²% w( b???¹e¹ sÐ b???O&u&«
 ‰U¦# ÆWM.Š Í√ s# Ì‰Uš t½√ vKŽ Ád¹uBð -Ë ¨tK&« d#«ËQÐ ·UHB²Ýù«Ë
 È—Uł w²&«Ë W¹u#_« t²&U???Ý— w( kŠU'U% ÊuO???ÝU³F&« »UÓ²J&« p&– vKŽ
 5OB¹—U²&« …«Ëd&« s#Ë ¨WO#√ wM³& rNCGÐË rNDBÝ w( 5OÝU³F&« UNO(
 qzU³I&« s# r???¼Ë ¨bO&uK& Î «d???O³% Î U¼d% ÊuÒMJ¹ s???¹c&«Ë WOMLO&« s???# ÊU% s???#
 b&Uš® rNLOŽ“ t???K²I& tM# Î U???#UI²½≈ ¨tK²) w???( X%—U???ýË tOKŽ Xłdš w???²&«
 Ê«bL¼Ë wÞ s# r???¼ƒULKŽË WOMLO&« …«Ë— r???EFL( ¨©Íd???.I&« tK&« b³Ž s???Ð
 WOBB???ý w( v&≈ …—U???ýù« vKŽ WO³K???.&«  UHB&« v???KŽ «Ëe???%— ¨œ—“_«Ë
 ÍœuF???.*« q¦# WFO???A&« …«Ë— q???F( p&c% ÆU???NK¹uNð v???KŽ «u???KLŽË b???O&u&«
 sÐ«Ë ÆW???O¼ö&« b???O&u&« —U³š√ v???KŽ «Ëe???%— s???¹c&« ¨d%U???ý s???Ð«Ë w???³¼c&«Ë
 s# oI×²¹ r&Ë w¼ UL% —U³š_« «Ëcš√ s¹c&« s¹dšQ²*« …«Ëd&« s# d%U.Ž
 UNM²0 Ìr²N# dOž w???¼ UL% W¹«Ëd&« qIMÐ Íd³D&« r²¼«Ë ¨bM???.&« ôË …«Ëd???&«
 WHOKš q¦# 5&b²F# …«Ë— œułË s# lM1 ô «c¼ sJ& ÆbM.&« …uIÐ Î UOH²J#Ë
 W¹dJ???.F&«Ë WO???ÝUO.&« À«bŠ_« vKŽ «Ëe%— s¹c&« Í—–ö³&«Ë ◊U???Oš sÐ
 p&c%Ë ¨ÁbNŽ w( 5Hþu*«Ë ‰U???LF&«Ë t&ULŽ√Ë tð«ËežË ¨b???O&u&« …UOŠ w???)
 WOLÝd&«Ë WOð«c&« …dO.&« «Ëœd???ÝË ¨t²(öš ‰öš UNÐ ÂU) w²&« l¹—U???A*«
  U¹«Ëd&« s# ◊U???O)« W¹«Ë— X½UJ( ¨dšü« ÊËœ V???½Uł v&≈ eO% ÊËœ t???&

Æ©±∏π±Ê«uDŽ®ÆV¹dBðË√ eO% ÊËœ W&b²F*«
 ¨b¹e¹ s???Ð bO&u&« …U???O×Ð «u???L²¼« s???¹c&« 5???¦¹b(« »U???²J&« r???¼√ s???#Ë
 s#u¼Ë ”bI½Ë ÷dŽ b¹e¹ s???Ð bO&u&«” tÐU²% w( Ê«uDŽ 5???.Š —u²%b&«
 «c¼ w( U???NM#  b(√ w²&«Ë ¨b???O&u&« …dO???Ý w( X¦×Ð w???²&« W???LN*« ‰U???LŽ_«

ÆWÒLł Ó…bzU( Y×³&«
 W(ö)UÐ ÁuÐ√ t& v-Ë√Ë ¨W???¹d−¼ π∞ WM???Ý b¹e¹ sÐ bO&u&« b&Ë b???I(
 ÁuÐ√  U#Ë ¨WM???Ý …d???AŽ ÈbŠ≈ sÐ«u¼Ë pK*« b³Ž sÐ ÂU???A¼ tLŽ bFÐ s#
 sÐ ÂU???A¼ tLŽ tHKBO& ¨©≤∞π ∫∑ Íd???³D&«® WM???Ý …d???AŽ fLš s???Ð«u¼Ë
 e¹eF&« b³Ž sÐ dLŽ s# W???(ö)UÐ oŠ√ t???.H½ d³²F¹ ÊU% Íc&«Ë ¨pK*« b???³Ž
 ¨pK*« b³Ž sÐ b¹e¹ tOš√ s???#Ë ¨©≥∏± ∫±π∏± Ê«uDŽ ¨µµ± ∫∂ Íd???³D&«®
 ÂU???A¼ sÐ WLK???.# tMÐ« w&uO& bNF&« W¹ôË s# bO&u&« ‰eŽ w( Vžd¹ ÊUJ(
 s# bO&uK& U* qN.&« d#_UÐ sJ¹ r& «c¼ sJ&Ë ¨©≤∞π ∫∑Íd³D&«® ÁbFÐ s#
 …—u- ¡u???.ð Ê√ t²×KB# s# ÊUJ???( ¨”UM&« ‚U???MŽ√ w(Ë tIMŽ w???( W???FOÐ
 v²Š ¨”UM&« 5???Ð t½u−#Ë tI???.( —U³š√ lO???AðË ¨W#UF&« 5Ž√ w???( b???O&u&«

 sŽ bF³&«Ë Êu−*UÐ t???HBð w²&« —U³š_«  d???A²½U( ÆtFKš W&Q???.# «uK³I²¹
 ±±π WM???Ý Z(« ÁÒôË b) ÂU???A¼ Ê√ Íd³D&« d%c¹ v²Š ¨”UM&« 5Ð s???¹b&«
 tF# qLŠË ¨o¹œUM- w???( »öJ&« tF# qL×( ¨©≤∞π ∫∑Íd???³D&«® t???¹d−¼
 tF# qLŠË ¨UNO( fK−¹Ë W³FJ&« vKŽ UNFCO& W³FJ&« —b???) vKŽ UNKLŽ W???³)
 WLK???.# tMÐ« ÒôË b???) ÂU???A¼ Ê√ Íd³D&« d%c¹ —b???B*« f???H½ w???(Ë ÆÎ «d???Lš
 s# Æ©≤±∞  ∫∑Íd???³D&«® W¹d−¼ ±±π WM???Ý Z(« vKŽ d%U???ý UÐ√ v???MJ*«Ë
 s# —bB¹ Ê√ wIDM*« dOž s# ·dBðË WG&U³# W¹«Ëd&« Ác¼ w( Ê√ kŠö*«
 wMz«b*« dOA¹ 5Š w( ÆWOÝUO.&« W(dF*«Ë W(UI¦&«Ë rKF&« s# —b) t& dO#√
 Í—–ö³&« tMŽ d%c¹Ë ¨W???¹d−¼ ±±∂ WM???Ý Z(« vKŽ bO&u&« ÒôË ÂU???A¼ Ê√
 ◊UOš sÐ« wHM¹ ULO( “”UM&UÐ wKBO& r.I# sÐ v???.OŽ »b²½« bO&u&« Ê√”
 …«Ë— bŠ√u¼Ë ÊU???EI¹ sÐ« Ê√Ë ¨Z(« ÂU)√ Íc???&«u¼ bO&u&« Ê√ b%R¹Ë p???&–
 sÐ v???.OŽ »b²½« b) bO&u&« Ê√ d???%– Íc???&«u¼ WFO???A&« …öž s???#Ë W???OMLO&«
 vKŽ jO???.Ð ‰U¦# «c¼Ë Æ©≤πµ ∫±π∏± Ê«u???DŽ® ”U???M&UÐ wKBO& r???.I#

Æ…bŠ«Ë WŁœUŠ w( bO&u&« WOBBý ‰uŠ WOB¹—U²&«  U¹«Ëd&« »—UCð
 s# tO( ÊU???.½S% t???K#UF½ Ê√ b???O&u&« s???Ž Àb???×²½ U???#bMŽ ·U???B½ù« s???#Ë
 ·ËdE&«Ë UNO( QA½ w²&« …Q???AM&« 5Ž«d#  U¾O.&« s# tO( UL%  UM???.(«
 Z²½ U#Ë t²OBB???ý s¹uJð w( dO³J&« dŁ_« UN& ÊU% w²&«Ë tOKŽ  d# w²&«

Æ‰UF(√ s# tMŽ
 b³Ž sÐ b¹e¹ WHOK)« Áu???ÐQ( ¨WO#√ wMÐ ¡«d#√ s# Î «dO#√ bO&u&« b???&Ë b???I(
 ¨wHI¦&« n???Ýu¹ sÐ ÃU−(«uš√ ¨n???Ýu¹ sÐ bL×# XMÐ VM¹“ t#√Ë ¨pK*«
 tÐU³ŠË t# Òö???.Ð tHG???ý d???%–Ë ¨¡U???MG&«ËuNK& t???³Š Áu???Ð√ sŽ ·d???Ž b???)Ë
 ÊU%Ë ¨tOÐ√  UłË“ Y???&UŁ X½U% bI( t#√ U#√ ¨©≤¥∏ ∫¥ w???½Už_«® t???O²¹—Uł
 …—uB&« s???.Š s# tÐ eOL²¹ ÊU% U???* tÐ XHG???ý b)Ë ¨d???J³&« U???NMÐ≈ b???O&u&«
 Íu) ¨ÊuK&« iOÐ√ ¨bI&« WFÐ— ÊU% t½QÐ bO&u&« n-Ë bI( ¨dNE*« ‰U???LłË
 bFÐ w½U¦&« t³zU½ t???KF−¹ Ê√ tOÐ√ XFM)√ v???²Š ¨t²#U???ÝË w( Î «œdHM# ¨W???OM³&«
 w½Už_«® v&Ë_« t²łË“ s???# ¨tK&«b³Ž d³%_« tOš√ vKŽ ÁU¹≈ Î U???#bI# ¨ÂU???A¼

Æ ©≥≥ ∫±π∏± Ê«uDŽ ¨±≤¥ ∫µ
 Ê«Ëd# wMÐ ¡«d#√ s# t½«d)Q% ·d²&«Ë ‰ôb&« …UOŠ bO&u&« Q???A½ «cNÐË
 t(dF½ U#u¼Ë ¨WM???Ý …d???AŽ fLš sÐ«u¼Ë ÁuÐ√  U# b)Ë ¨X)u&« p&– w(
 ‰UL−Ð “U???²#« ÍdŁ dO#_ W³???.M&UÐ s???.&« «c¼ tKJ???A¹ U#Ë ¨WI¼«d*« s???.Ð
 dF???A&« ŸUL???.& t³ŠËuNK&UÐ tF&ËË W???O½b³&« …u???I&«Ë WO???ÝËdH&«Ë d???NE*«
 i(— b)Ë ¨b&Uš sÐ bOFÝ XMÐ vLK.& Í—cF&« t³×Ð dN²???ý« b)Ë Æt&u)Ë
 Ê«uDŽ® “ÂUA¼ s# d#QÐ U0—” bNFK& Î UO&Ë ÊU% U#bMŽ t& UNłËe¹ Ê√ U¼uÐ√
 w( d%c¹ t½√ v²Š ¨UNÐ Á—UFý√ ”UM&« XK)UMðË ÎU³Š UNÐ ÂUN( ©∑≥ ∫±π∏±
 w½Už_«® UNðb¼UA# s# sJL²¹ v²Š X¹“ lzUÐ ÍeÐ vHBð t½√ Á—UFý√ bŠ√
 …eOłË …d²( ô≈ ÁbMŽ qDð r&Ë ¨WHOKš `³-√ v²Š UNłËe²¹ r???&Ë ¨©∑∫≤π
 s# dO¦% w???( U¼UŁ—Ë Î «b¹b???ý Î U???½eŠ U???NOKŽ Êe×( X???ðU#Ë X???{d# v???²Š

Æ©∏∂ ∫±π∏± Ê«uDŽ ¨≥± ∫∑ w½Už_«® ÁbzUB)
 s# WLK???.# tMÐ≈ WO&uð w( Î U³ž«— ÊU% ÂU???A¼ ÊS( UIÐU???Ý U½d???ý√ UL%Ë
 słU*« …—uBÐ bO&u&« d???NE¹ Ê√ t²×KB# s# ÊUJ( ¨b???O&u&« s# ÎôbÐ Áb???FÐ
 …—uB&« Ác¼ aOÝdð vKŽ qLŽË ¨©≤π¥ ∫±π∏± Ê«uDŽ® s¹b&« sŽ bOF³&«
 Âb²Š«Ë ¨ÂU???A¼ t???LŽË b???O&u&« 5Ð ·ö???)« œ«œ“U???( ¨”U???M&« ÊU???¼–√ w???(
 q³I¹ rK( ¨t???.HMÐ Î «b²F# ¨ÂU???A¼ tLF& Î UH%UM# bO&u&« ÊU%Ë ¨ULNMOÐ Â«bB&«
 ¨©≤∞π ∫∑ Íd³D&«® ÁbFÐ s# ÂUA¼ sÐ WLK???.* bIF¹ Ê√Ë√ t???.H½ ‰eF¹ Ê√
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WO#√ wMÐ W&Ëœ ◊uIÝ vKŽ wŠ b¼Uý tÐuD&« dB) ∫‘ô bLŠ√ 
 s# rŽœ s# t& U#Ë ”U???M&« ‚UMŽ√ w( tFOÐ s# t???& U* t²OŽd???ý vKŽ Î «b???L²F#
 WLK???.# tLŽ …U(Ë v²Š ‰U???(« «c¼ vKŽ qþË ¨p???K*« b³Ž s???Ð WLK???.# tLŽ
 W¹d−¼ ±≤∞ WM???Ý X½U% UN½√ 5š—R*« iFÐ d???%c¹ Íc&«Ë ¨pK*« b???³Ž s???Ð
 ±≤±WM???Ý X½U% UN½√ d%c¹ d???šü« iF³&«Ë ©µ±π ∫≤ ◊U???Oš s???Ð W???HOKš®
 Î̈ ULN# Î «bMÝ bI( b) t½QÐ bO&u&« fŠQ( ¨©≥≤π ∫π W¹UNM&«Ë W¹«b³&«® W¹d−¼
 ¨∂¥ ∫∑ w½Už_«® t???K²) vKŽ d#P²¹ Ê√Ë ¨t???Ð ÂU???A¼ tLŽ gDÐ s# w???AšË
 Êuš—R*« lL−¹ YOŠ ¨W¹œU³&« v&≈ ÃËd)« —dI( ¨©≥±≥ ∫±π∏± Ê«u???DŽ
 ”U½ tF# ÃdšË Ãdš bO&u&« Ê√” Íd³D&« œ—uO( ¨‚—“_« w( ‰e½ t½√ vKŽ
 ‰UI¹ ¡U# vKŽ …—«e(Ë 5IKÐ ÷—√ 5Ð ‚—“_UÐ ‰eM( tO&«u#Ë t²-Uš s#
 ∫±π∏± Ê«uDŽ ¨≤±± ∫∑ Íd³D&« ¨≥±≤∫≤·«dý_« »U.½√®Æ“·bž_« t&

Æ©≥±¥
 ÊU% t½√” Íd???³D&« d%c¹ Y???OŠ ¨¡U¹e¹“ W???IDM# w( ‰e½ t???½√ œ—Ë U???L%
 nKF¹Ë ÂU???¹√ Àö???Ł ¡U???¹e¹“ t& ‰U???I¹ ‰e???M0 Z???(« s# —b???- s???# r???FD¹

 Æ©≤±∑ ∫∑ Íd³D&«® “rNÐ«Ëœ
 tMOÐ ·ö)« b²???ý« WO½œ—_« W???¹œU³&« w( bO&u&« œu???łË …d²( ‰ö???šË
  UODŽ√ s# r???N& U# t½«uŽ√ sŽË t???MŽ ÂU???A¼ lD) v²Š ¨ÂU???A¼ tLŽ 5ÐË
 sÐ bLB&« b???³Ž® t???ÐœR# t???O&≈ q???Ýd¹ Ê√ t???M# V???KÞË ¨©≤±± ∫∑Íd???³D&«®
 ¨ ≥±≤ ∫≤ ·«d???ý_« »U???.½√®  U# v²Š tÐcŽ t& tK???Ý—√ U#bMŽË ©vKŽ_«
 ¨tðUOŠ W³F-Ë W???O&U# WIzU{ w( bO&u&« `???³-Q( ¨©≥±∂ ∫±π∏±Ê«u???DŽ
 v&uðË W¹d−¼ ±≤µ WM???Ý ÂU???A¼  U# Ê√ v&≈ t???.H½ lKB¹ Ê√ q???³I¹ r???&Ë

ÆÁbFÐ s# W(ö)«u¼
 «uF−???ýË ÁuÐ—UŠ s# q% s???# ÂUI²½ùUÐ ÂU???) W(ö)« v???&uð U???#bMŽË

ÆtFKš vKŽ ÂUA¼
 w( VBð ÎôU???LŽ√ t???MŽ d%– b???I( ¨…d???OB) t???²(öš …d???²( X???½U% Ê≈Ë
 ¨r¼U???.%Ë rN½UOLŽË ÂU???A&« q¼√ wM#“ vKŽ Èdł√” t½√ d???%cO( ¨t???(U-
 ¨…u???.J&«Ë VOD&« ”UM&«  ôUOF& Ãd???š√Ë ¨ÂœUBÐ rNM# Ìb???Š«Ë qJ& d???#√Ë
  «d???AF&« …œU¹“ bFÐ ÂU???A&« q¼√ œ«“Ë ¨±∞ ¡UDF&« w( Î UFOLł ”UM&« œ«“Ë
 r&Ë ¨nFC&« r¼ez«uł w( t²OÐ q¼√ s# tO&≈ b(Ë s# œ«“Ë ¨…dAŽ …dAŽ

Æ©≤±∑ ∫∑ Íd³D&«® “ô t&Q.¹ ¡wý w( qI¹
 rN)uIŠË rN)«“—« rN& œUŽ√Ë ¨r¼U{—√Ë WM¹b*«Ë WJ# q¼√ n&Qð UL%

ÆÂUA¼ r¼U¹≈ UN³KÝ w²&« WO½b*«
 …œU¹“Ë WŽ«—e&UÐ ÷uNMK& ¨ÂU???A&UÐ WOzU*«  P???AM*« iFÐ ¡UM³Ð ÂU)Ë
 wzU*« fOÝ√ ŸËdA# bÒOýË bO&u&« d.ł ÂU)√Ë ¨WOŽ«—e&« w{«—_« WF)—

Æ©≥∂≥ ∫±π∏± Ê«uDŽ ¨≤∑≤ ∫± ÍuL(«®
 ’d³) …d¹eł Èež UL% ¨W¹—bI&« v&≈ ÊuŽb¹ s¹c&« WÐ—U×0 ÂU) UL%
 —«uł —U²š« s???#Ë ¨rNO&≈ q???ŠdO( 5LK???.*« —«uł —U²š« s# U???NK¼√ d???ÒOšË
  —U²š« Èd???š√Ë ¨5LK???.*« —«uł WHzUÞ  —U²šU( ¨r???NO&≈ qŠdO( ÂËd???&«

Æ©≤≤∑ ∫∑ Íd³D&«® ÂËd&« —«uł
 tÐUOŁË ÁdNE#Ë t.H½ w( t#UL²¼«Ë t(dð w( t²G&U³# tMŽ dN²ý« b)Ë
 ULŽ t???.H½ ÷ÒuF¹ Ê√ œ«—√ t½Q%Ë ¨©≤≥± ∫∑ Íd³D&«® t²(öš …d²( ‰ö???š
  UÞuGC&« W−O²½ UN???ýUŽ w²&« Íb³²&« …UOŠ ¡UMŁ√ gOF&« —b% s# tÐ o(

ÆÂUA¼ tLŽ tOKŽ UNÝ—U# w²&«
 w( a???Ý— U# tO#√ wMÐ ¡«d???#√ s# rJ(« w???( Êu???F#UD&« qG²???Ý« b???)Ë
 Æs¹b&« sŽ bOF³&« o???ÝUH&« ¨w¼ö&« słU*« bO&u&« …—u- s# ”UM&« ÊU???¼–√

 ¨bO&u&« l???Kš w( «u³ž— —U???G- ¡«d#√ 5Ð Íu???#_« XO³&« r???.I½« Ê√ ÊUJ???(
 ¡«d#√Ë√ ¨ÂU???A¼ tLŽ ¡UMÐQ% ¨rNÐ qJ???½ U* Î U#UI²½« U???#≈ ¨rJ(« sŽ t???²Š«“«Ë
 sÐ b¹e¹ ¡«d???#_« ¡ôR¼ s#Ë ¨bO&u&« s???# rJ(UÐ r???N²OIŠ√ «Ë√— s???¹d#UG#
 ¨rO¼«dÐ«Ë ÕË—Ë d???LŽË —Ëd???.#Ë d???.Ð t???½«uš«Ë p???K*« b³Ž s???Ð b???O&u&«
 e¹eF&« b³Ž v&≈ W(U{ùUÐ ¨e¹eF&« b³Ž sÐ dLŽ UMÐ« tK&«b³ŽË r-UŽ p&c%Ë

ÆÊËdš¬ ¡«d#√Ë pK*« b³Ž sÐ ÃU−(« sÐ
 «Ë√— s¹c&« ¨—U³J&« ¡«d#_« r¼ w½«Ëd*« XO³&« ¡«d#√ s# dšü« r???.I&«Ë
 ŸUO{Ë rJ(« vKŽ rNŽ“UMðË WO#√ wMÐ rJŠ W¹UNM& W¹«bÐ bO&u&« l???Kš w(
 b³Ž sÐ bO&u&« sÐ d???A³#Ë pK*« b³Ž sÐ bO&u&« sÐ ”U³F&« rNM#Ë ¨r???N²&Ëœ
 b¹e¹Ë Ê«Ëd# sÐ pK*« b???³Ž sÐ bOF???ÝË rJ(« sÐ bL×# sÐ Ê«Ëd#Ë p???K*«
 ∫±π∏± Ê«uDŽ® pK*« b³Ž sÐ tK&«b³Ž sÐ Ê«Ëd#Ë pK*« b³Ž sÐ ÊULOKÝ sÐ

Æ©¥∞≥≠¥∞±
 bO&u&« s???Ð b¹e¹ tLŽ s???Ð« ¨bO&u&« v???KŽ Î «dDš ¡«d???#_« b???ý√ s???# ÊU%Ë
 w²&« …œU¹e&« ”U???M&« hI½√ t½_” h???)UM&« b¹eOÐ ·ËdF*«Ë p???K*« b³Ž s???Ð
 WžË«d*«Ë ¡U¼b&« tMŽ ·dŽ YOŠ ¨©≤∂± ∫∑ Íd³D&«® “bO&u&« U¼U¹≈ r¼œ«“
 Íd³D&«® Î U¹—b) ÊU% t½QÐ iF³&« tHB¹ 5Š w( ¨b¼e&«Ë p???.M²&« —UNþ√Ë

 Æ©≤π∏ ∫∑
 vKŽ ”UM&« VO&Qð vKŽ bO&u&« sÐ b¹e¹ W#UŽeÐ ¡«d#_« ¡ôR¼ vFÝ b)Ë
 b&Uš rNLOŽ“ tK²) bFÐ tOKŽ WOMLO&« qzU³I&« jB???Ý s# «ËœUH²???Ý«Ë ¨bO&u&«
 o???A#œ s# tłËdš «uKG²???Ý«Ë ¨©≤≥∑ ∫∑ Íd³D&«® Íd???.I&« tK&«b³Ž s???Ð
 sŽ 5¦ŠUÐ ÊuŽUD&« ¡UÐË w???AH²& W−O²½ UNM# ¡«d#_« s# dO¦J&« ÃËd???šË
 ¨bO&u&« sÐ b¹e¹ W#UŽeÐ o???A#œ v&≈ «uHŠe( ¨W¹œU³&« oÞUM# w( W#ö???.&«
 ÈœU½Ë ¨©≤¥± ∫∑ Íd³D&«® ‰U*« XOÐ vKŽË U¼b−.# vKŽ v&u²Ý« Íc&«Ë

 Æ”UM&« t&uŠ s# nÒ&√Ë 5LK.LK& WHOKš t.HMÐ
 tOKŽ —U???ýQ( ©≤¥≥ ∫∑ Íd³D&«® ·bž_UÐu¼Ë bO&u&« v&≈ d³)« ¡U−(
 ‰ULŽ√ s# t½√ ‰U???I¹ Íc&«Ë ¨¡«dB³&« sBŠ v???&≈ tłu²&UÐ t&uŠ s???# i???FÐ
 sÐ e¹eF&« b³Ž …œU???OIÐ Î U???AOł b¹eO&« tO&≈ dÒO???.( ¨©≤¥¥ ∫∑ Íd³D&«®d#bð
 n&√ t&Ë o???ÝUH&« v&≈ Ãd???B¹ s# ”U???M&UÐ ÈœU½Ë ¨p???K*« b³Ž s???Ð ÃU???−(«
 v&≈ »b²M¹ s???# ”UM&UÐ ÈœU???½ rŁ ¨qł— n&√ s???# q)√ t&uŠ n???²&U( r???¼—œ
 Íd³D&«® qł— WzUL.LšË n&√ tO&≈ »b²½U( WzUL.LšË n&√ t&Ë o???ÝUH&«
 v&≈ pK*« b³Ž sÐ ÃU−(« s???Ð e¹eF&« b³Ž gOł nŠ“ r???Ł s???#Ë ¨©≤¥≥ ∫∑
 tðœU) W???½UOš ¨bO&u&« n???)u# WÐuF- w???( œ«“ U???2Ë ¨¡«dB³&« w???( b???O&u&«
 b&Uš sÐ bO&u&« t½Uš bI( ¨t& e¹eF&« b³Ž gOł ‰u-Ë bMŽ t& s¹dJ???.F&«
 ‘dÐú& U???NK¦#Ë —UM¹œ ·ô¬ W???.Lš q???ÐUI# e¹eF&« b???³Ž g???O' r???C½«Ë
 sÐ b¹e¹ sÐ ÊUOH???Ý wÐ√ sÐ W¹ËUF# t???OKŽ VKI½« U???L% ¨©≤¥π ∫∑ Íd???³D&«®
 d#_« w( Áu%d???A¹Ë Êœ—_« Áu&u¹ Ê√Ë —U???M¹œ n&√ s¹d???AŽ qÐUI# b???&Uš

Æ©≤µ∞ ∫∑ Íd³D&«®
 tðUOŠ  UE( dš¬ w( —«uŠ s# t#uBš 5ÐË tMOÐ —«œ U# dNý√ s#Ë
 n¹d???ý qł— rJO( U#√” rNO( ÈœU½ t½√ ¨¡«dB³&« sBŠ w( d???-U×#u¼Ë
 ‰UI( ¨wMLK% ¨wJ???.J.&« t???.³MŽ sÐ b¹e¹ t& ‰UI( tLK%√ ¡UOŠË V???.Š t&
 w( œ“√ r&√ p???ÝUJ.&« Uš√ U¹ ∫‰U) Æt???.³MŽ sÐ b¹e¹ U½√ ∫‰U) øX½√ s???# ∫t???&
 ør%UM#“ Âbš√ r???&√ ør%¡«dI( wDŽ√ r&√ ørJMŽ ÊR???*« l(—√ r&√ ør???JðUODŽ√
 ÂdŠ U# „UN²½« s# p???OKŽ rIM½ sJ&Ë ¨UM???.H½√ s# pOKŽ rIM½ r& UM½≈ ∫‰U???I(
 ∫‰U) ÆtK&« d#QÐ p(UHB²Ý«Ë ¨pOÐ√ œôË√  UN#√ ÕUJ½Ë ¨dL)« »dýË ¨tK&«



≠±≤≠

©≤∞±≤® µ∂ W#UF&« —UŁü« …dz«œ WO&uŠ
 w& qŠ√ ULO( Ê≈Ë ¨X)dž√Ë  d¦%√ bI& ÍdLFK( ¨p???ÝUJ.&« Uš√ U¹ p³???.Š
 rEF²Ý«Ë s−N²???Ý« bO&u&« ÊQ%Ë Æ©≤¥∂ ∫∑ Íd³D&«® “ d%– U2 WF???.&

 ÆUNÐ t½u#d¹ w²&« rN²&« Ác¼
 oðd¹ ô tK&«Ë U#√ ¨ d¦%√Ë X)dž√ ÍdLF&” ‰U) t½√ Èdš√ W¹«Ë— w(Ë

Æ©≤¥∑ ∫∑ Íd³D&«® “rJ²LK% lL²& ôË rJKLý rK¹ ôË rJI²(
 Æ√dI¹ cš√Ë ÆÊUL¦Ž ÂuO% Âu¹ ∫‰U)Ë ÎUH×B# cš√Ë —«b&« v&≈ lł— r???Ł
 ¨wJ.J.&« t.³MŽ sÐ b¹e¹ jzU(« öŽ s# ‰Ë√ ÊUJ( ¨—«b&« tOKŽ «uIK.²(
 ‰U)Ë ¨p&– wJ.J.&« s# VKÞ U#bMŽ tHO???Ý dN???A¹ Ê√ bO&u&« v{d¹ r&Ë
 jzU(« s???# ‰eM( Æ “Ác???¼ dOž r???NO( W&UŠ p???&Ë w& X???½UJ&  œ—√u???&” t???&
 tÐdC( ¨wLBK&« Âö.&« b³ŽË tA³% wÐ√ sÐ œU¹“ sÐ ÍÒd.&« rNM# ¨…dAŽ
 t)öŽuÐ√ e???²Š«Ë ¨tNłË v???KŽ ÍÒd???.&« tÐd{Ë ¨t???Ý√— v???KŽ Âö???.&«b³Ž
 ÊU%Ë ¨Èd???.O&« tH% lDIÐ «u#U) UL% ¨©≤¥∂ ∫∑Íd³D&«® t???Ý√— wŽUCI&«
 ∫∑ Íd³D&«® n???&√ W???¾# t???Ý√— w( qFł b) p???K*« b³Ž s???Ð b???O&u&« s???Ð b???¹e¹

ÆtÝ√— XI³Ý tH% Ê√ qO)Ë ¨tO&≈ U¼uKÝ—Q( ¨©≤µ∞
 …ö- bFÐ b−???.*« ÂU#√ t???Ý√— oKF( ¨tK²) bFÐ t²¦−Ð qO¦L²&« - U???L%
 ∫∑ Íd³D&«® oA#œ Ÿ—«uý w( UNÐ nOÞË `#— vKŽ XF{Ë rŁ ¨WFL'«

 Æ©≤µ±
 dN???ý√ ÀöŁË tM???Ý …b# r???JŠ Ê√ b???FÐ b¹e¹ s???Ð b???O&u&« q???²) «c???J¼Ë
 fOL)« Âu¹ p&– ÊU%Ë ¨Âu¹ ≤≤Ë s¹dN???ýË WM???Ý  U¹«Ëd&« iFÐ w(Ë
 ∑¥¥ ÊU.O½ ±∑ o(«u*« …d−NK& ±≤∂ WMÝ …dšü« œULł s# U²OIÐ 5²KOK&
 X9 ôË ¨WFAÐ UN½≈ UNMŽ ‰UI¹ U# q)√ WI¹dDÐ ¨©≤µ≤ ∫∑ Íd³D&«® W¹œöO#
 w( «Ë—UÝ s¹c&« rKF¹ r&Ë ¨qO¦9Ë t¹uAð s# WKBÐ ÂöÝù«  UO)öš_

 Æt½U%—√ Êu{uI¹Ë WO#√ wMÐ rJŠ ÊuFKB¹ rN½√ ¨tFKš
 UL% s¹b&UÐ Î UHB².# øÎ UMłU# Î UIÝU( ÊU% q¼Ë øÎU#uKE# bO&u&« q²) qN(

 øW×O×- w¼ —U³š√ s# tÐ o(√ U# q% q¼Ë øÁƒ«bŽ√ tLNð«
 rEFL( Æ—U³š_« Ác???N& ÊUM¾LÞù« Âb???Ž s# dO¦J&« b???łu¹ w& W³???.M&UÐ
 s¹dO¦JK& ÊU% b???)Ë ¨ÁËd-UF¹ r&Ë b???O&u&« sŽ «u³²% Êu???OB¹—U²&« …«Ëd???&«
 tMÐù W(ö)« œ«—√ ÂU???A¼ tLF( ¨…—uB&« ÁcNÐ bO&u&«Ëb³¹ Ê√ w( W×KB#
 tLŽ ¡UMÐ_ W³???.M&UÐ d#_« p???&c%Ë ¨©≤∞π ∫∑ Íd???³D&«® ÁbFÐ s???# WLK???.#
 b¹e¹Ë ¨t???²(öš ¡UMŁ√ rNÐ q???F( U# vKŽ tM# ÂU???I²½ù« «Ëœ«—√ s???¹c&« ÂU???A¼
 Ÿ—u&« dO#_« d???NE0 dNE¹ Ê√ v???KŽ œ«—Q( ¨t???.HM& rJ(« œ«—√ b???O&u&« s???Ð
 tM# Î U#UI²½≈ tFKš  œ«—√ WOMLO&« qzU³I&«Ë ¨oÝUH&« WHOK)« vKŽ Ãdš Íc&«
 WO#√ wM³& wÝUO.&« a¹—U²&« U#√ ÆÍd???.I&« tK&« b³Ž sÐ b&Uš rNLOŽ“ tK²I&
 ¡UHKšËb³¹ Ê√ rN²×KB# s# ÊU% s¹c&«Ë ¨”U³F&« wMÐ …d²( w( V²% b???I(
 w( «Ëb???łu( ¨rNLJ( WOŽd???A&« «u???DF¹ v²Š ¨…—u???B&« Ác???NÐ W???O#√ w???MÐ
 s# rNH&e²¹ Ê√ œ«—√ s???*Ë ¨t???łu*« r???N#öŽù W³Bš …œU???# b???O&u&« …dO???Ý
 W¹dÒHB&« s# Ã—«u)«Ë WFOA&« s# …«ËdK& W³???.M&UÐ d#_« p&c%Ë ¨»UÒ²J&«

ÆWO{UÐù«Ë
 U¹«e# s# t???& U0 ÎUF²L²#uNK&« W???AOŽ v???KŽ l³Þ b) bO&u&« Êu???J¹ b???)Ë
 ‰UL'«  UH- s# tÐ U#Ë ¨tLŽ bNŽ w&ËË ¨W???HOK)« sÐ«Ë ¨Íu#_« d???O#_«
 Æt&u)Ë dFA&« ŸULÝ t³ŠË ¨bOB&UÐ tF&ËË WOÝËdH&«Ë …uI&«Ë »U³???A&«Ë
 s# t½«d)√ s???Ž ÁuN& w( b¹e¹ b???O&u&« XKFł b???) ·ËdE&« Ác¼ Êu???Jð b???)Ë
 Íc&« Í—uD???Ý_« b(« «c¼ v&≈ Êu−*«ËuNK&« tÐ q???B¹ Ê√ sJ&Ë ¨¡«d???#_«
 w???ÝU³F&« WHOK)« Ê√ v²Š Æp???A&« v&≈uŽb¹ d#√uN( ¨t???MŽ t???#uBš Á«Ë—

 tK&« W(öš Ê≈” ∫‰U) Î UI¹b½“ ÎUI???ÝU( ÊU% bO&u&« Ê√ ÁbMŽ d%– U#bMŽ ¨ÍbN*«
Æ©±∞∫π dO¦% sÐ«® “o¹b½“ w( UNKF−¹ Ê√ s# q̂ł√ ÁbMŽ

 WO#√ wMÐ s???# »U???A&« WHOK)« q²)” tO( X&U) U???N½√ ¡«œ—b???&« Â√ s???Ž ÍË—Ë
 vKŽ „uH.# ÂœË UNÐ nB².# WŽUÞ ‰e¹ r& Î̈ U#uKE# ÂUA&«Ë ‚«dF&« 5Ð

©±∞∫π dO¦% sÐ«® “oŠ dOGÐ ÷—_« tłË
 dOBO???Ý U* tðR³½ ÊQ%Ë 5¹u#_« X???I(«— b) bO&u&« q???²) W???MF& ÊQ%Ë
 d¦%√ bO&u&« q²I# bFÐ WO#√ wMÐ rJŠ Âb¹ r& –≈ X)b- b) tK²I# bFÐ rN&UŠ
 ÆrJ(« vKŽ ¡UHKš Àö???Ł UNO( V)UFð ¨»«dD{ô« s#  «uM???Ý fLš s???#
 dŁ≈ ¨dN???ý√ W???.LBÐ bO&u&« q²I# bFÐ pK*« b³Ž sÐ bO&u&« sÐ b¹e¹  U# bI(
 tÐ qD¹ r& Íc&«Ë rO¼«dÐ« Áuš√ ÁbFÐ s# ¡UłË ¨ÊuŽUD&« ÷d???0 t???²ÐU-≈
 bL×# sÐ Ê«Ëd???# ÃËdš bFÐ r???J(« sŽ ‰“U???MðË t???.H½ lKš v²Š d???#_«
 b¹ vKŽ WO#√ w???MÐ W&ËœË t²&Ëœ XDI???Ý v²Š tLJŠ qD¹ r& Íc???&«Ë ¨t???OKŽ

Æ…d−NK& ±≥∞ WMÝ 5ÝU³F&«
 W(ö)« XOÐ vKŽ WO³K???.&« tðU???ÝUJF½« b¹e¹ sÐ bO&u&« q²I* ÊU% bI&Ë
 ¨rJ(UÐ “uHK& U¼ƒUMÐ√ dŠUMðË W¹u#_« …dÝ_« XB Ò.Hð bI( ¨W&Ëb&« vKŽË
 hLŠ q¼√ Ãd???š bI( ¨U¼—UB#√Ë W???&Ëb&« ”√— 5Ð ÂU???B)« q×H²???Ý«Ë
 ∫∑ Íd³D&«® 5D???.K(Ë Êœ—_« q???¼√ q???F( p&c%Ë ¨b???O&u&« s???Ð b???¹e¹ v???KŽ
 sÐ Ê«Ëd???# W#UŽeÐ …d???¹e'«Ë ÊU???−OÐ—–√Ë U???OMO#—√ X???łdš U???L% ¨©≤∂≤
 ∫∑ Íd³D&«® Áb???FÐ s# r???O¼«dÐ≈ Áuš√Ë b???O&u&« sÐ b???¹e¹ rJŠ v???KŽ b???L×#

Æ©≤∏±
 WOMLO&«Ë fO)Ë rO9 s???# W¹dC*« 5Ð WOK³I&« WO³BF&« XKF²???ý« UL%

ÆÊUÝ«dšË sLO&«Ë “U−(«Ë ‚«dF&«Ë ÂUA&« w( WOFÐd&«Ë
 5¹dOÐe&«Ë 5OÝU³F&«Ë WFOA&« q¦# t{—UF*«  UŽUL'« XKG²Ý« b)Ë
 Ác¼ »d???G*«Ë sLO&«Ë ‚«d???F&« w???( t???O{UÐù«Ë W???¹dÒHB&« s???# Ã—«u???)«Ë
 wMÐ W&Ëœ vKŽ «u???³Łu( ¨5O???ÝU³FK& WOð«u# W-dH&« X???×³-√Ë ¨·Ëd???E&«

Æ©±π∏± Ê«uDŽ® rNz«d#√ WOHB²Ð «u#U)Ë ¨rNM# rJ(« «Ëcš√Ë WO#√
 Íc&« W¹Ë«e&« d???−Š WÐU¦0 pK*« b³Ž s???Ð b¹e¹ sÐ bO&u&« q???²I# ÊU% «c???NÐË

Æt²&«“SÐ WO#√ wMÐ W&Ëœ  —UN½«
 w( b¹e¹ s???Ð bO&u&« v???&≈ V???.Mð w²&« W???¹—ULF*« ‰U???LŽ_« Êu???Jð b???)Ë
 w( «œu.&« 5Ž W%dÐË tÐuD&« dB)Ë vÒ²???A*« dB) q¦# ¨WO½œ—_« W¹œU³&«
 r&Ë ¨t²(öš …d²( w???( UNÐ ÂUOI&« bO&u&« œ«—√ l¹—U???A# vKŽ ‰U???¦# ¨‚—“ô«
 tðUOŠ n)uð l# l¹—UA*« Ác¼ w( qLF&« n)u²( ¨UN&UL%≈ vKŽ —bI&« tKN1
 ¨©WM???Ý 5Łö¦&«Ë W???.#U)« ÁdLŽ “ËU−²¹ r& –≈® »U³???A&« ÊUF¹— w(u¼Ë
 ‰ULŽ_« Ác¼ ÂU???9ù WO#√ wMÐ ¡U???HKš s# ÁbFÐ ¡Uł s???* X)u&« l???.²¹ r???&Ë
 Ê«dLF&« n)uð vKŽ bNAð ÎôöÞ√ `³B²& ¨rNCFÐ ‰U²IÐ rN&UGA½ô Î «dE½

Æb¹e¹ sÐ bO&u&« q²I0 5¹u#_« Á√bÐ Íc&«
 tO&uð …d²( ‰ö???š ‰ULŽ_« Ác???¼ w( Ÿd???ý b) bO&u&« Ê√ s???E&« V???Kž√Ë
 W#U)≈ tłU²% U* ¨¡«d???×B&« w( Î U¹b³²# Î «dO#√ ÊU% U???#bMŽ fO&Ë ¨W???(öBK&
 w( WO&U# WIzU{ s# tO½UF¹ ÊU% U# fJFÐ ¨WKzUÞ ‰«u#√ s# l¹—UA*« Ác¼
 Î̈ «dO#√ ÊU% U#bMŽ tMŽ  UODŽ_« ÂU???A¼ tLŽ lD) bFÐ W-UšË ¨…d²H&« pKð
 WIDM*« w( Î «bł«u²# ÊU% U???#bMŽ ÁƒUMÐ - b) ÁdLŽ dOB) Ê√ `??? Òłd*« s???L(
 bO&u&« sŽ Ád%– œd¹ U* t³???.M&UÐË Î¨«dO#√ UNO( ‰«e¹ U# ÊU% w²&« …d²H&« w(
 t½√ qL²;« sL( ¨·bG&« q¦# …d²H&« pKð w( WIDM# s# d¦%√ w( bł«uð t½QÐ
 `³-√ U#bMŽ U#√ ¨W¹œU³&« q¼√ …œUF% dF???A&«  uOÐË√ ÂUO)« qLF²???.¹ ÊU%
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WO#√ wMÐ W&Ëœ ◊uIÝ vKŽ wŠ b¼Uý tÐuD&« dB) ∫‘ô bLŠ√ 
 l# V???ÝUM²ð w½U³# oÞUM*« Ác¼ w( rOI¹ Ê√ œ«—√ t???½√ qL²;« s???L( W???HOKš
 s# t³K) w( sJ???Ý U* l¹—U???A*« ÁcNÐ ÂuI¹ Ê√ œ«—√ t½Q%Ë …b¹b'« t???²½UJ#
 œ«—√Ë ¨UNO&≈ s×¹ qE( ¨U???NO( Î U¹b³²# ÊU% U#bMŽ ¨oÞUM*« ÁcN& o???AŽË tH&√

ÆW¹œU³&« ÁcN& ‚uA&« Á«œU½ ULK% UNOKŽ œœd²¹ s%U#√ UNO( t& ÊuJ¹ Ê√
 WIDM# w( W¹u#_« …d²H&« v&≈ œu???Fð w²&« W¹dŁ_« l)«u*« v&≈ d???EM&UÐË
 W(U???.# ‚—“_« s???Ž bF³¹ Íc???&«Ë ¨Ád???LŽ d???OB) œu???łË k???Šö½ ‚—“_«
 błu¹ UL% Æb???¹e¹ sÐ bO&u&« v???&≈ V???.M¹Ë ¨rD³&« Íœ«Ë w???( lI¹Ë ¨r???%≥∞
 ¨U³¹dIð r???%≤ bFÐ v???KŽ ‚—“_« W???FK) s# ‰UL???A&« v&≈ ¨q???.&« 5???Ž l???)u#
 bŠ√ w( r²¹ ¨WOŽ«—“ ÷—√ sL{ vM³# v&≈ ÊuJ¹ U# »d)√ t½√Ëb³¹ Íc&«Ë
  U¹«bÐ vM³*« «c???N& ÊuJ¹ b)Ë ¨X???¹e&« Ã«dB²???Ýô Êu²¹e&« dBŽ t???z«eł√
 t#«bB²???Ý« bOŽ√ rŁ s#Ë ¨W???OD½eO³&«Ë …d???šQ²*« W???O½U#Ëd&« …d???²HK& œu???Fð
 W???Ý«—b&«Ë VOIM²&« ‰ULŽ√ s# b¹e# v???&≈ WłU×Ð u¼Ë ¨W¹u#_« …d???²H&« w???(
 U# «–≈ rJ×½ Ê√ w???&U(« X)u&« w( lOD²???.½ ôË ¨tMŽ  U#uKF*« ¡UHO²???Ýô

 Æô Â√ b¹e¹ sÐ bO&u&« q³) s# qLF²Ý« b) ÊU%
 ‰bð W¹—UB( d???.% VOIM²&« ‰ULŽ√ ¡UMŁ√ ‚—“_« W???FK) w(  b???łË U???L%
 ¨W¹u#_« …d²H&« w( ÊUDO²Ýô« ‰UJ???ý√ s# Î UŽu½  bN???ý b) WFKI&« Ê√ vKŽ
 ULO( U#√ Æô Â√ U???NÐ dI²???Ý« b) b???O&u&« ÊU% «–≈ Âe???$ Ê√ lOD²???.½ ô s???J&Ë
 WLB{ W???OzU# W%dÐ U???¹UIÐ tO( b???łuO( ¨wÐuM'« ‚—“_U???Ð Î U???O&UŠ ·d???F¹
 vKŽ w)d???A&« U¼—«bł s# ¡eł w( d¦Ž ¨+Ëœ ¥µ w&«uŠ UN²ŠU???.# —bIð
 ¨ U½«uOŠË  U???ðU³½  U???ðu×½ U???NOKŽ WO???ÝbM¼ ‰UJ???ýQÐ Wðu×M# …—U???−Š
 ∫±π∏≥ W???AOÐ® W¹u#_« …d²H&« v&≈ œuFð UN½√ t???AOÐ Í“Už —u²%b&« ` Òłd¹
 Ác¼ ·dÞ vKŽ błu¹Ë ÆÎU???C¹√ ©d³O( œuK%® tO&≈ V¼c¹ U???# «c???¼Ë ¨©±¥≠∑
 WOzU*«  U×D???.*« ‰u???Š w&uÞ qJ???AÐ b²1 —«b???ł U???¹UI³& œ«b???²#« W???%d³&«
 rB{ wzU# ŸËd???A* U¹UIÐ t½Q%Ë Î̈U???³¹dIð r%µ v&≈ d¼UE&« t???&uÞ q???BO&
 b¹e¹ sÐ bO&u&« Ê√ —œUB*« iFÐ w( œ—Ë b)Ë ¨‰UL²%ù« t& V²J¹ r& U???0—
 fL¼ b) ÊU% ¨t.&U−# ÈbŠ≈ w(Ë t²(öš ÂU¹√ dš¬ w(  «d*« ÈbŠ≈ w(
 sŽ t&Q???.¹ ÊU% t½≈ qO) ¨ÊUŁb×²¹ U½U% ULO( q¾???Ý ULK( ¨t½«uŽ√ bŠ√ Ê–√ w(

Æ©≤¥∏ ∫∑ Íd³D&«® tM# wIÐ r% ¨Êœ—_« w( ÁdHŠ Íc&« dNM&«
ÆW%d³&« ÁcN& WOML{ …—Uý« ÊuJð b) w²&«Ë

ÍdŁ_« tÐuÞ dB0 w6 VOIM²"«Ë `1*« ‰ULŽ√
 vKŽ qL²???A¹ ŸËd???A0 ÂUOIK& ÍdŁ_« tÐuÞ d???B) l???)u# —U???O²š« -
 oÞUM# w???( Íd???Ł_« V???OIM²&«Ë ¨t???DO×#Ë d???BIK& Íd???Ł_« `???.*« ‰U???LŽ√
 vI³ð U* W???¹—ULF*« d¼UE*« o???OŁuð p&c%Ë ¨`???.*« WIDM# s???L{ …—U???²B#
  UDDB*« qLŽË wŠU???.*« l(d&«Ë r???Ýd&« o¹dÞ sŽ ¨dBI&« ¡«e???ł√ s???#
 W¹UG&Ë ∏Ø±∏ a¹—Uð s???# U#u¹ …b# ∏≥ ŸËd???A*« dL²???Ý« b)Ë ÆW¹—u²MJ&«

Æ≤∞∞πØ±±Øπ
 `.*« ‰ULŽ√ U½√bÐ bI( ŸËd???A*« «cN& WŽu{u*« qLF&« WDš vKŽ Î¡UMÐ
 WIDM# XGKÐ b)Ë ∏Ø±∏ s???# «—U³²Ž« tÐ WDO;« W???IDM*«Ë l)uLK& Íd???Ł_«
 W¹—ULF*« d¼UE*« W???(U% oOŁuð ·b???NÐ p&–Ë ¨≤r%≥ ÷dŽË ≤r???%∑ `???.*«
 s#® dBI&« ¡UM³& W#“ö&« WO&Ë_« œ«u*« —bB# W(dF#Ë WIDM*« Ác¼ sL{
 Ác¼ WŽUM- oÞUM#Ë ÁUO*« —œU???B#Ë dO'«Ë d−(«Ë »uD&« qLF& »«d???ð
 b¹b% - b)Ë ¨dBI&« w( W???¹—ULF*« d¼UE*« oOŁuð v&≈ W(U{ùUÐ ©œ«u???*«
 s# œbŽ vKŽ U¼—ËbÐ WIDM# q%  u²Š« ¨`???.*« «c¼ ‰öš oÞUM# W???.Lš

 Æ◊UIM&«

v&Ë_« WIDM*«
 ∫W???O&U²&«   U???OŁ«bŠù«  s???L{ l???Ið  w???²&«Ë  d???BI&«  W???IDM#  qL???AðË
 d×³&« `DÝ Èu².# sŽ lHðdðË ÆôULý ≥¥∂∏≤∂πË U)d???ý ≤∂∏∏∂π

 Æ©≤Ë ± 5KJA"«® Â∑¥≥
 WKL²J# dOž W¹u#_« W¹Ë«d×B&« —uBI&« s# WÐuÞ dB) d³²F¹ YOŠ
 r%±≤∞ ÊU???LŽ sŽ b???F³¹Ë ¨·bG&« Íœ«Ë qO???Ý v???KŽ w???MÐ Íc???&«Ë ¨¡U???M³&«
 W³IF&« v???&≈ ÍœR???*« w???.Ozd&« Ÿ—U???A&« s???ŽË ¨w)d???A&« »u???M'« ÁU???&UÐ
 WIDM# s# »u???M'« v&≈ r%π∂ bF³¹Ë ¨r???%µ∞ WOÐdG&« W)«u???Ý WIDM# s???#
 r%∑∞Ë …dLŽ dOB) sŽ r%µ≤Ë ¨t½« Òd)« dB) sŽ r%¥ w&«uŠË ‚—“_«
q¹“u# wJO???A²&« —UŁü« r&UŽ t(U???A²%« œUŽ√ s# ‰Ë√Ë ¨v²???A*« dB) s???Ž

Æ±∏π∏ WMÝ Alois Musil

 qJ???AÐ vM³O& bF# ÊU% dBI&« «c???¼ Ê√ `C²¹  U???ÝUÝ_« U¹UIÐ s???#Ë
 œbFÐ W#UF&« —UŁü« …d???z«œ X#U) b)Ë ÆÂ∑≤ ÷dŽ Â±¥∞ ‰uDÐ qOD²???.#
 —UŁ¬ V²J# tÐ ÂU) U# U¼dš¬ ÊU% tLO#dðË l)u*« «c¼ W¹UL( l¹—U???A*« s#
 WOKLŽ ŸËd???A*« «c¼ ‰ö???š - Y???OŠ ¨≤∞∞∑ ÂU???Ž W???¹Ë«d×B&« —u???BI&«
 Ád???A²M*« »uD&« d???.% lLł ‰öš s# l)u*« W???¹ULŠË ¨l???)uLK& n???OEMð
 W(UŠ vKŽ w???Ð«dð dðU???Ý qLŽË ¨»«d???²&UÐ W(u???AJ*«  U???ÝUÝ_« W???ODGðË
 Íœ«u&« ÁU???O# o(bð ·U???I¹ù p&–Ë ¨d???BI&« »uMł s# d???1 Íc???&« Íœ«u???&«
 w²&« W¹—ULF*« d???¼UE*« iF³& oOŁu²&« ‰U???LŽ√ v&≈ W(U{ùUÐ ¨dBI&« v???&≈

 ÆtO( WLzU) X&«“ U#
 ¨s???¹dþUM²#  5L???.)  s???#  Êu???J²O&  r???LB#  ÊU%  d???BI&«  Ê√Ëb???³¹Ë
 WN'« w( 5²Ð«uÐ v???&≈ W(U{ùUÐ ¨d2 ULNDÐd¹ ¨rO???.I²&« w( 5NÐU???A²#

ÆWO&ULA&«
 bF# ÊU% dBI&« Ê√ U???M& `C²¹ ¨WOI³²*« W¹—ULF*« d¼UE*« ‰ö???š s#Ë
 nI???Ý_«Ë ¨ÍdO'« d−(« s???#  U???ÝUÝ√Ë ¨Íu???A*« »uD&« s???# v???M³O&
 s# ¡UM³&«  U???ÝUÝ√ pO#«b# œbŽ nK²B¹ ÆWOKO#dÐ nB½ œuIŽ sŽ …—U???³Ž
 WNł«u&« w( WOł—U)« Ê«—b'« wH( ¨dš¬ v&≈ —«bł s# W¹dO'« …—U−(«
 w(Ë ¨„U#b# ±± v???&≈ Ã—U)« s# W¹d−(« pO#«b*« œb???Ž qB¹ WO&UL???A&«
 qB¹ YOŠ ¨©≥ qJ???A"«® w( ©±® r)— —«b???'« w( UL% p???O#«b# ∑ q???š«b&«
 W¹d−Š pO#«b# s???# wMÐ Íc???&« r???Ý±¥∞ v&≈ dBI&« w( Ê«—b???'« pL???Ý
 ¨Íu???A*« »uD&UÐ ¡UM³&« qLJ²???Ý« rŁ ¨qš«b&« s# d¦%√ Ã—U)« s# U???¼œbŽ
 ¨ÍdO'« d−(« s# pO#«b# ¥ ‚u( XOMÐ bI( WOKš«b&« ·dG&« Ê«—bł U???#√
 vKŽ d−(« «c¼ …—b???I& ¨WOKH???.&« pO#«b*« w( ÍdO'« d−(« Â«bB²???Ý«Ë
 W-UšË ¨»uD&« s???# d¦%√ ‰uO???.&«Ë —UD#_U% ¨WOFO³D&« q#«uF&« q???L%
 ¨qš«b&« w( UNM# d¦%√ W¹d−(« pO#«b*« œbŽ YOŠ WOł—U)« Ê«—b'« w(
 WO&UŽ …¡U???H%  «– X???.O& ÂbB²???.*« d−(« W???OŽu½ Ê√ k???Šö¹ «c???¼ l???#Ë
 ¨ÿu×K# qJ???AÐ q%P???²K& X{dFð Y???OŠ ¨W???OFO³D&« q???#«uF&« q???L% v???KŽ
 »uD&« U#√ ÆW???IDM*« Ác¼ w( …d???(u²*« …—U−(« WFO³Þ w???¼ Ác¼ Ê√Ëb???³¹Ë
 ¨r???Ý∏≠∂ s# UNJL???ÝË r???Ý≤µ×≤µ …bŠ«u&« r−Š ‰b???FL( ÂbB²???.*«
 X½U% tðU???ÝUO) ÊS( ¨…d²H&« p???Kð w( »uD&« WŽUM-  U???OMI²& «d???E½ s???J&Ë
 błuð UL% ¨rÝ≤∂×≤µ¨µË√ rÝ ≤∂×≤µË√ r???Ý≤µ×≤¥ 5Ð U# WHK²B#
 Íc&« wKO#d³&« nI???.&« ‚u( W???-UšË ¨»uD&« w???DGð …—UB) U???¹UIÐ —U???Ł¬
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©≤∞±≤® µ∂ W#UF&« —UŁü« …dz«œ WO&uŠ

 fH½ s# wN( ¡U???M³&« w( W#bB²???.*« W½u*« U#√ ¨≤Ë ± r???)— W(dG&« w???DG¹
 v&≈ ¡eł s# n???K²Bð UN²³O%dðË l)u*« w???( …œułu*« W???OFO³D&« d???-UMF&«
 vB(UÐ ◊uKB*« qO???.&« q#— s# UNLEF#  U???ÝUÝ_« w( W½u*U( ¨d???š¬
 UC¹√ W(UE½ W³B% W½u*« Ác¼ X#bB²???Ý« b)Ë ¨dO'«Ë œU#d&«Ë …dOGB&«
 5D&« ÂbB²Ý« UOKF&« pO#«b*« w(Ë ¨WOKH.&« pO#«b*« w(  UÝUÝ_« X%

ÆdO'« l# ◊uKB*«
 w²&«Ë t???M# WOI³²*« ¡«e???ł_«Ë d???BIK& Âu???Ýd*« j???DB*« v???KŽ Î¡U???MÐË
 w)dý ∫5L???.) v&≈ dBI&« rO???.Ið - bI( ¨©≥ qJ???A"«® q¹Ëe¹d% U¼ ÒbŽ√
 ¨jI( wÐdG&« ¡e'« s# ¡«eł√ u¼ dBI&« s# ÁƒUMÐ - U# Ê√Ëb³¹Ë wÐdžË
 ¡«eł_« iFÐË ¨W???Ð«u³&UÐ ÊU²DO;« ÊU²(dG&«Ë ∂ v???&≈ ± s# ·dG&« q???¦#
 Ê√Ëb³¹ ö( w)d???A&« ¡e'« U#√ ¨w&UL???A&« —«b'« v???&≈ W(U{ùUÐ W???OÐdG&«
 ‰ULŽ√ Ê√u???&Ë jI(  U???ÝUÝ_« ¡UMÐ vKŽ dB²)« U???/≈ qL²%« b???) tÐ ¡U???M³&«
 w( ‰U(« u¼ UL% ¨U???¼—UON½« U¹UIÐË√ U¼U¹UIÐ vKŽ U???½d¦F& XKL²%« b) ¡U???M³&«
 ÊuJ# ÊU% wÐdG&« ¡e'« Ê√ jDB*« s# Ëb³¹Ë Æ©¥ qJA"«® wÐdG&« ¡e'«
 bF# ÊU% w)d???A&« ¡e???'«Ë ¨WO???.Oz— WOzUC( WŠU???ÝË W×Mł√ l???Ð—√ s???#
 Íc&« jDB*« s# U#√ ¨WO???.Oz— WOzUC( WŠU???ÝË W×Mł√ ÀöŁ s# ÊuJ²O&

  UŠU???Ý ÀöŁË ÂU???.)√ ÀöŁ s# bF# dBI&« Ê√ dNEO( Musil t???F{Ë
 ÃdÐ ±¥ tKKB²O& bF# ÊU% dBI&UÐ jO;« —u???.&«Ë Æ©µ qJA"«® WO???.Oz—

 Æ—«b'« «cN&  U#UŽœ ÊuJ²& Ídz«œ nB½
 WOzUC( WŠU???ÝË W(dž ≤∏ s???# dBI&« s???# wÐdG&« ¡e???'« Êu???J²¹Ë
 b)Ë ¨ÕUMł q% w( Î UL−Š dG-√ WOzUC(  UŠUÝ ¥Ë tDÝË w( WO???.Oz—
 Í—ULF# dNE# qJ&Ë ¨L·d×Ð wÐdG&« ¡e'« w( Í—ULF# dNE# qJ& e#—
 - U# Ê√Ëb³¹ wÐdG&« ¡e'« w(Ë Æ©≥ qJA"«® R·d×Ð w)dA&« ¡e'« w(
 WŠUÝË ·dž l³Ý s# ÊuJ# ÊU% b)Ë ¨‰Ë_« ÕUM'«u¼ ¡UM³&« s# Á“U$«
 ULNKBHðË WŠU.*«Ë qJ???A&« w( …dþUM²# ·dG&« Ác¼ s# lÐ—√ ¨WOD???ÝË
 µ ·dG&« v&≈ ÍœR¹ qšb# błu¹ ≥ r)— W(dG&« s#Ë ¨WOD???Ýu&« WŠU???.&«
 ÍœR¹ d2 błu¹ WODÝu&« WŠU.&« s#Ë UNM#Ë ¨WO&UL???A&« W¹Ë«e&« w( ∂Ë

ÆÕUM'« «c¼ w( WO.Ozd&« W(dG&« w¼Ë ∑ r)— W(dG&« v&≈
 Ê√Ëb³¹Ë ¨ÕU???M'« «c¼ w???( WLzU) X???&«“ U???# ¥Ë ≥Ë ≤Ë ± ·d???G&« U???#√
 nI???Ý qLŽ - ÊU²K&«Ë ≤Ë± 5²(dG&« U???L¼ ·dG&« Ác¼ s# Á“U???$« - U???#
 nI???Ý qLŽ r²¹ Ê√ q³) ¡UM³&« «c¼ w( n)uð b) qLF&« Ê√ Ëb³¹ YOŠ ¨ULN&
 UNM# ‰b²???.O& ·dG&« qš«œ »uD&« —UON½« U¹UIÐ b???łuð ö( ¨¥Ë ≥ ·d???GK&

Æ WÐuÞ dB) l)u# UNOKŽ `{u# Êœ—_« WÞ—Uš Æ±
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WO#√ wMÐ W&Ëœ ◊uIÝ vKŽ wŠ b¼Uý tÐuD&« dB) ∫‘ô bLŠ√ 

ÆDavid Kennedy q³) s# XDI²&« ¨WÐuÞ dBI& W¹uł …—u- Æ≤
 ≤Ë± ·dG&« w???( nI???.&« Ê√ Î ULKŽ® W(uI???.# X½U% ·d???G&« Ác???¼ Ê√ v???KŽ
 5Ð wD???Ýu&« —«b'« l???(— r²¹ nI???.&« ¡UMÐ b???MŽ p???&c%Ë ©ÎU???LzU) ‰«“ U???#
 ‰UŠ w( nI???.&« ULNOKŽ eJðdO& w&UL???A&« —«b'« v&≈ W(U{ùUÐ 5²(dG&«
 X½U% uK( ¨5²(dG&« 5Ð jÐ— dBMŽ wDÝu&« —«b'« qJAO& p&c%Ë tzUMÐ
 w&ULA&«Ë wDÝu&« Ê«—«b'« ÊUJ& ULN& nI???Ý qLŽ - b) ¥Ë≥ 5²(dG&«
 ¨Êü« tOKŽu¼ U2 vKŽ√ ULNŽUHð—« ÊUJ& Ë√ nI???.&« Èu²???.* ULNF(— - b)
 WLzU) X&«“ U# w²&« Ê«—b'« Ác¼ s# »uD&« jI.¹ Ê√ W&uN.&« s# fOK(

Æ¥Ë ≥ ·dG&« w( Ê«—b'« WÒOIÐ ŸUHð—« fH½ vKŽ ULNŽUHð—«Ë
 ‰uD&U( W¹ËU???.²# t³???ý ULN²ŠU???.# ÊS( ≤Ë ± ·dGK& W³???.M&UÐ U???#√
 v&≈ nI???.&« w( W???DI½ v???KŽ√ s???# ŸU???Hð—ù« U???#√ ¨Â¥¨∂ ÷d???F&«Ë Â∏¨≤∞
 wKO#d³&« nI???.&« W???¹«bÐ v²Š Ê«—b???'« ŸU???Hð—«Ë Âπ¨±∞u???N( W???O{—_«

 ÆÂ∂¨∂
 UN{dŽË Â±∑¨∏ UN&uD( ·dG&« 5Ð WK-UH&« WOzUCH&« WŠU???.&« U#√
 ŸUHð—« Ê√ 5???Š w???( ¨Â¥≠≥ w???N( W???OI³²*« U???N½«—bł ŸU???Hð—« U???#√ Â∑¨πµ

ÆÂ≤¨∑µ v&≈ Â≤¨∑∞s# w&ULA&« U¼—«bł
 ‰bF# Ê√ ô≈ ≤Ë ± ·dG&« WŠU.# fHMÐ ULN( µË ¥ ·dGK& W³.M&UÐË

ÆÂ¥u¼ UN½«—bł ŸUHð—«
 U¼öŽ√ w(  U???OMŠ UNÐ d???NE²( ¥Ë ≥Ë ≤Ë ± ·d???GK& W???¹œR*« q???š«b*« U???#√
 Ëb³¹Ë ¨w{dŽ d−Š »U³&« s???# wKH???.&« ¡e'« sŽ UNKBH¹ ÊU% t½√ Ëb³¹
 U#bMF( ¨WIÐU???Ý  «d²( w( l)u*« s# U¼cš√ - b) …—U−(« Ác¼ lOLł Ê√
 ¡UM¦²???ÝUÐ …œułu# …—U−(« Ác¼ sJð r& ±∏π∏ WM???Ý l)u*« Musil —«“
 ÁcN& wKJ&« ŸU???Hð—ù« U#√ Æ©∂ qJ???A"«® WO&UL???A&« WÐ«u³&« w???²(dž Íd???−Š

 5Š w( ¨r???Ý≥µ∞uN( q???š«b&« s# W???¹uKF&« WOM(« W???¹UN½ v???²Š q???š«b*«
≠≤≤∞ s#uN( w???{dŽ d−Š błu¹ ÊU% t½√ b???I²F¹ U# W???¹UG& ŸU???Hð—ô« Ê√

 rLD&« s???# bŠ«Ë Èu²???.# vKŽ  U???O{—√ œułË Âb???F& p???&–Ë® r???Ý≤≥∑
 Ác¼ ÷dŽ U#√ ¨…d???O³% w{dF&« d−(« W???&«“≈ bMŽ dO#b²&« W³???.½ p???&c%Ë
 WO.Ozd&« WÐ«u³&« U#√ ¨r???Ý±≥µ≠±≥∞s# UNJLÝË r???Ý±≤∞uN( »«uÐ_«
 w( rO#dð W???OKLŽ U???NOKŽ - b) t???½√Ëb³O( W???OzUCH&« WŠU???.&« v???&≈ W???¹œR*«
 r???Ý±¥∞ UNJL???ÝË r???Ý≤±∏ UN{dŽ mK³¹Ë ¨w{U*« ÊdI&«  UOMOF³???Ý

ÆrÝ≤≥∞ tLO#dð - Íc&« d−(« ŸUHð—«Ë
 5²(dG&« 5Ð wD???Ýu&« —«b'« vKŽ√ w( W¹dz«œ W×²( U¹UIÐ błu¹ UL%

ÆÎ U³¹dIð rÝ¥∞ mK³¹ ÊU% U¼dD) Ê√Ëb³¹Ë ≤Ë ±
 ÊU% t½√ Ëb³O( dBI&« s# wÐdG&« r???.I&« v&≈ W¹œR*« WÐ«u³K& W³???.M&UÐ
 G1R r)d&«  cš√ WOÐuMłË G1L r)d&«  cš√ WO&ULý ¨5²(dž UNÐ jO×¹
 W¹—ULF# W???K²% Èu???Ý UNM# vI³²¹ rK( WO&UL???A&« W(dG&« U???#√ ¨©≥ qJ???A"«®
 wÐdG&« ¡e???'« U¹UIÐË q???šb*« s# w)d???A&« ¡e'« w( …—U???−(« W???ŽËeM#
 ¨WLzU) UN½«—bł X???&«“U# G1R WOÐuM'« W???(dG&« Ê√ 5Š w( ¨q???šb*« s???#
 UNðU???ÝUÝ√ w( W¹d−(« pO#«b*« p&c%Ë ¨…—U−(« ŸËeM# U???NKšb# Ê√ ô≈
 l)uLK& Musil …—U¹“ bMŽË ¨r???Ý∑∞ w&«uŠ 5%U#b# ŸUHð—« vKŽ WK%P²#
 ·—Uše&« tOKŽ dNEð ¨w{dŽ d−Š 5Kšb*« dNþ wDG¹ ÊU% ±∏π∏ WMÝ
 Ác¼ s# »uM'« v???&≈Ë ¨Êœ—_« n×²# w( Êü« œu???łu#u¼Ë ¨WO#ö???Ýù«
 WK%P²# WOKH???.&« tðU???ÝUÝ√ ¨Â≤≥¨µ ‰uDÐ µ r)— —«b'« U¹UIÐ b²9 W(dG&«
 U# UN½«—bł ŸUHð—«Ë Â∂¨π∞ U???N{dŽË Â∑ W(dG&« Ác¼ ‰u???Þ mK³¹ ÆÎ U???C¹√

 ÆÂ≤¨∂∞≠Â≤¨∏µ 5Ð



≠±∂≠

©≤∞±≤® µ∂ W#UF&« —UŁü« …dz«œ WO&uŠ

Æ©n&R*« q³) s# ·dG&« ÂU)—« XHO{«® q¹Ëe¹d% tF{Ë UL% tÐuÞ dBI& jDB# Æ≥



≠±∑≠

WO#√ wMÐ W&Ëœ ◊uIÝ vKŽ wŠ b¼Uý tÐuD&« dB) ∫‘ô bLŠ√ 

 dBI&« ¡«eł√ w)UÐ U#√ ¨dBI&« s# WOI³²*« WO.Ozd&« ¡«eł_« w¼ Ác¼
 qLFÐ ¡UH²%ù« - U/≈ ¨w)dA&« ¡e'« rEF# w( UL% Î̈ö-√ U¼ƒUMÐ r²¹ rK(
 l)u*« s# w???ÐdG&« ¡e'« w( UNM# ¡e???ł ¡UMÐ - ¡«eł√Ë√ ¨U???N&  U???ÝUÝ_«
 ¨≤≤Ë ≤±Ë ≤∞ Ê«—b'« q¦# WOFO³D&« q#«uF&« V³.Ð —UON½û& X{dFðË
 WOzUCH&« WŠU.K& wÐdG&« —«b'«Ë ∏Ë ∑ 5²(dG&« 5Ð wD???Ýu&« —«b'«Ë

Æ±¥Ë ±≥Ë ±≤Ë ±± ·dG&« Ê«—błË ¨w&ULA&« ¡e'« w( WO.Ozd&«
 Ê«Òb???Ý U¹UIÐ błu¹ ¨dBI&« s???# W³¹dI&« W???¹—ULF*« d-UMFK& W³???.M&UÐ U???#√

 Æ·bG&« Íœ«Ë qOÝ ·dÞ vKŽ dBI&« »d) ¡U*« e−( ÊUÒOzU#
 ¨dBIK& WOÐdG&« WOÐuM'« W¹Ë«e&« sŽ Î U³¹dIð Â±∞∞ bF³¹ ∫‰Ë_« b.&«
≠≤¨∏∞ s???# t{dŽ ‰b???F#Ë Â∂≥ ‰u???DÐ »u???Mł ‰UL???ý ÁU???&UÐ b???²1Ë

 ¨pO#«b# Àö???Ł v&≈ „U#b# s# Êu???J²¹ ¨Â± t& ŸU???Hð—« v???B)√ q???B¹Ë Â≥
 UNCFÐ dD) qB¹ W¹dz«b&« t³???ý ¨WLBC&« qO???.&« …—U−Š s# wM³#u¼Ë

Æ©√ ∑ qJA"«® rÝ±≤∞ s# d¦%« v&≈
 W???OÐdG&« WO&UL???A&« W???¹Ë«e&« s???Ž Î U???³¹dIð Â≤µ∞ b???F³¹ ∫w???½U¦&« b???.&«
 ‰bF#Ë Â≥∂¨µ ‰u???DÐ ¨»dž ‚d???ý ÁU&UÐ b²1Ë ¨©»∑ qJ???A"«®dBIK&
 s# tŽUHð—« qBO& p???O#«b# ÀöŁ v&≈ „U#b# s# Êu???J²¹ ¨Â±¨∏∞ t???{dŽ
 ÆWLBC&« qO.&« …—U−Š s# wM³# ‰Ë_« b.&« w( UL%u¼Ë ¨rÝ±±∞≠¥∞
 ULN½Q%Ë wŠu¹ qJA&« «c¼ vKŽË ULNCFÐ s# WÐdI# vKŽ s¹b.&« ¡UMÐ Ê≈

 bO.&« bI²F¹ UL%® ¡UM³&« WOKLŽ w( UN#«bB²Ýô ULNMOÐ ULO( ¡U*« e−( UOMÐ
Æ©fOLýuÐ√ V¹œ√

 s# dBI&« «c???¼ w( UN²EŠö# - w²&« W???¹—ULF*«  UEŠö*« r???¼√ s???#
∫w¼ tM# WOI³²*« ¡«eł_«Ë  UÝUÝú& W#uÝd*«  UDDB*« ‰öš

 s# dO¦% w???( UL% dBI&« Âd???Š qš«œ b−???.#  U???ÝUÝ√ vKŽ d???¦F¹ r???&  ≠
ÆWO#öÝù« —uBI&«

 s# fOK( ¨»d???A&«  U#«bB²???Ýô l)u*« q???š«œ ¡U# d???¾³& —U???Ł¬ b???łu¹ «   ≠
 bF³ð w²&«Ë WO&UL???A&« WN'« w( —UÐü« s# »d???A&« ÁUO# VKł W&uN???.&«
 qLŽ ÊuJ¹ b) sJ&Ë ¨qO.&« ÁUO# Â«bB²Ý«Ë√ ¨dBI&« sŽ r%≥≠≤¨µ s#
 r²¹ r& Íc&« dBI&« ¡U???MÐ s# ¡UN²½ù« 5( dšQð b) l)u*« q???š«œ d???¾³&«

ÆÎö-√
 ¡«u???Ý ÂU ÒLŠ —UŁ¬ œułË d???BI&«  U???ÝUÝ√ s# wI³²# u¼ U???2 Ëb???³¹ ô  ≠
 v&≈ WłU×Ð l)u*« ÊS( «c???¼ s# b%Q²K&Ë ¨ÂUL×²???Ýö&Ë√ WłU(« ¡UCI&
 b¹b9 v&≈ WłU×Ð ÊuJð …œUF&UÐ  U#b)« Ác¼Ë ¨WIOLŽ W¹—ULF# WÝ«—œ
 ¨ UO{—_« q???LŽ s# ¡UN²½ù« q???³) …œUF&UÐ ÊuJð w???²&« W???OzU*«  «u???MI&«
 «c¼ ÊuJ¹ bI( ¡U???M³&« s# ¡UN²½ù« q³) n???)uð b) ¡UM³&UÐ q???LF&« Ê√ U???0Ë

Æ U#UL(« ¡UM³Ð ¡b³&« ÂbŽ V³Ý
 s# wM³# dBI&« Ê√ Y???OŠ ¨v²???A# u¼ dBI&« ¡UMÐ s# W¹UG&« ÊuJð b???)  ≠

ÆdBI&« s# WOI³²*« ¡«ełú& œUFÐ_« wŁöŁ jDB# Æ¥

ÆMusil Á—uBð UL% tÐuÞ dBI& jDB# Æµ



≠±∏≠

©≤∞±≤® µ∂ W#UF&« —UŁü« …dz«œ WO&uŠ

 fJFÐ ¨w)dý »uMł v&≈ wÐdž ‰UL???ý ÁU&UÐ b²1Ë Íu???A*« »uD&«
 w(Ë ¨WOÐdž Êu???Jð …œUF&« w( w???²&« WIDM*« w( …bzU???.&« ÕU???¹d&« ÁU???&«
 5²O&uÞ 5ðc(U½ ÈuÝ c(«u½ błu¹ ô ≤Ë ± ·dG&« q¦# WOM³*« ¡«eł_«
 ± r)— W???(dG&« s# W???OÐuM'« W???N'« w( nI???.&« vKŽ√ w???( 5???ðdOG-
 Á«d½ U# fJFÐ ¨≤ r)— W(dG&« w( WN'« fH½ s# UN& 5²KÐUI# 5ðc(U½Ë
 Ê«—b'« qH???Ý√ W¹dz«b&« W¹uN²&«  U???×²( œułË s# v²???A*« dB) w???(
 wMÐ Íc&« ‚d???A&« v&≈ l???)«u&« q³'« qJ???A¹ UL% ¨œ—U???³&« ¡«u???N&« V???K'

 qB( w( …œ—U³&« WO)dA&« ÕU¹d&« s# l)uLK& Î «dðUÝ t×HÝ vKŽ dBI&«
Æ©≤¥ qJA"« dE½√® ¡U²A&«

 ô≈ ¡UM³&« œ«u#Ë “«dÞ YOŠ s# v²???A*« dBI& dO³% b( tÐU???A# l)u*«  ≠
ÆnOBL% ÂbB².O& bF# ÊuJ¹ b) v²A*« dB) Ê√

 w( ¨s¹dþUM²# 5???zeł s???# wMÐ b) t½√ U???C¹√ dBI&« j???DB# s???#Ëb³¹  ≠
 w)dA&« ¡e'« w(Ë ¨W¹ËU???.²# t³???ý WKBHM# W×Mł√ ¥ wÐdG&« ¡e'«
 d³%√ w.Oz— bŠ«ËË WŠU???.*« w( ÊU¹ËU.²# t³???ý ÊUMŁ« ¨W×Mł√ ÀöŁ
 dšü«Ë œu???(u&«Ë —«Ëe???&« ‰U³I²???Ýô 5ze'« b???Š√ Êu???J¹ b???I( Î̈ U???L−Š

ÆW-U)«  U#«bB²Ýö&
 ≤Ë ± ·dG&« w???( UL% WOKO#dÐ n???B½ nI???Ý_«  «Ë– WO&uD&« ·d???G&«  ≠
 WFÐ—√ v???KŽ —dJ²# t³???ý dþUM²# qJ???AÐ WO&UL???A&« W???N'« w???( Ÿ“u???²ð

ÆW×Mł√
 œuF²( UNO( dBI&« ¡U???M³& ·bG&« Íœ«Ë WIDM# —U???O²š« ¡«—Ë V³???.&« U#√  ≠
 ‚dÞ sŽË ¨WO½UJ???.&«  UFL−²&« sŽ U# Î UŽu½ …bOFÐ WIDM*« Ác¼ Ê√ v???&≈
 Â√ v&≈ ‚—“_« v???&≈ ÊUŠd???.&« Íœ«Ë s???# d???9 X½U% w???²&«  ö???-«u*«
 W½«d)U( b???M¹uŽ v&≈ ‚—“_« s???#Ë√ ¨o???A#œ v&≈ r???Ł Èd???BÐË 5???DI&«
 «c¼ —UO²š« U#√ Æw#U???A&« Z(« o¹dÞ d³ŽË√ ¨¡UIK³&U( ÊULF( qD???.I&U(
 ¨W¹u²???.# t³???ý WIDM# ‚u( wMÐ b)Ëb³¹ U???L% t½√ œu???F¹  «c???&UÐ l???)u*«
 vKŽ Íu???²% w???²&« ‰U???³'« U???N&uŠ d???(u²ð ¨w???zU# —b???B# s???# W???³¹d)
 ¨»uD&« qLF& W???(UB&« WÐd²&« p???&c% ¨¡UM³&« WOKLF& W???#“ö&« …—U???−(«

 ÆdO'« qLF& W#“ö&« W¹dOýU³D&« …—U−(«Ë
 w( WFzU???A&« dOž ‚dD&« s???# wN( Íu???A*« »uD&UÐ ¡UM³&« W???OKLŽ U???#√
 …—U−(« s???# WŽuM²# —œUB# U???NO( d(u²ð Íc???&«Ë ¨Êœ—_« ‚d???ý W???IDM#
 »uD&« lOMBð WOKLŽ sŽ wMG¹ U2 ¨¡UM³&« WOKLŽ w( Â«bB²Ýö& W³???ÝUM*«
 ULMOÐ ¨nŽUC# b???Nł s# WOKLF&« Ác¼ t³KD²ð b???) U#Ë ¨tÐ ¡U???M³&«Ë t¹u???ýË
 s¹b(«d&« œö???Ð oÞUM# w( …d???A²M# Íu???A*« »uD&UÐ ¡UM³&« WI¹dÞ X???½U%
 —uBF&« Âb)√ cM# …d???(Ë q)√ …—U−(« —œUB# YOŠ ¨W???Oð«dH&« …d???¹e'«Ë
 w( WI¹dD&« Ác???¼ dOŁQð b???²#« nO%u¼ ‰«R???.&«Ë ÆY¹b(« d???BF&« v???²ŠË
 V³???.&« ÊuJ¹ b)Ë ¨W¹u#_« …d²H&« W¹UN½ w( WO½œ—_« W¹œU³&« oÞUM* ¡UM³&«

ÆMusil U¼—u- UL% ·dG&« qšb* W¹uKF&« W³²F&« Æ∂

Æ± r)— b.&« Æ√ ∑



≠±π≠

WO#√ wMÐ W&Ëœ ◊uIÝ vKŽ wŠ b¼Uý tÐuD&« dB) ∫‘ô bLŠ√ 

 ‚«dF&« w( …e%dL²# X½U% w²&« WO½ULO&« qzU³I&« s# ¡eł …œuŽu¼ p&– w(
 s# UNM# qOK) fO& ¡eł œUŽ w²&«Ë ¨wHI¦&« n???Ýu¹ sÐ ÃU−(« W¹ôË cM#
 …d²( ‰öš p&–Ë ¨¡UIK³&« WIDM# v&≈ W-UšË ¨Êœ—_«Ë U¹—uÝ v&≈ ‚«dF&«
 WIDM#® U¹—uÝ »uMł ÊUJÝ rEF# ÊU% YOŠ ¨pK*« b³Ž sÐ ÊULOKÝ W(öš
 b)Ë Æ©∑≠µ ∫±π∏≥ W???AOÐ® WO½ULO&« qzU³I&« s# ©Êœ—_«Ë Ê«—u???Š qN???Ý
 w( Êœ—_«Ë U¹—uÝ v&≈ qzU³I&« pKð l# ¡Uł b) w½«dLF&« dOŁQ²&« «c¼ ÊuJ¹
 pO#«b*« w( W¹dO'« …—U−(« Â«bB²???Ý« W(U{≈ l# ¨Íu#_« dBF&« W¹UN½
 w( wÐdG&« dO(« dB)Ë w)d???A&« dO(« dB) w( UL% ¡UM³&« s# WOKH???.&«
 w( Ë  ¨pK*« b³Ž sÐ ÂU???A¼ W(öš …d²H& œuF¹ Íc&«Ë ©∏ qJ???A"«® U¹—u???Ý
 qJ???A"«® ©Â∑≤µ v&≈ ∑∞∞ s#® …d???²HK& œuF¹ Íc&« f¹U???Ý q³ł b−???.#
 r−Š w( Î UC¹√ tÐUA²&« kŠö½Ë ¨WÐuD&«Ë v²???A*« ÍdB) w( p&c%Ë ©π
 ‚«dF&UÐ ÂbB²???.*« »uD&« r−Š l# W???ÐuD&« dB) w( ÂbB²???.*« »u???D&«
 X½U% ŒdJ&« WIDM# wH( ¨WOÝU³F&« …d²H&« ‰öšË W¹u#_« …d²H&« W¹UN½ w(
 ¡«d#UÝ WIDM# w( U#√ ¨r???Ý∂[≥×≤∑[≤×≤∑[± ©‚uÐUD&«® »uD&« œUFÐ√
 UL% ©≥∞µ≠≥∞≤∫ ±ππ∏ ·Ëƒ—® r???Ý∑×≤µ×≤µ »uD&« œUFÐ√ X???½UJ(
 œuFð ‚«dF&« s???# l)«u0 WÐuÞ dBI& Í—U???LF*« “«dD&« w( d???OŁQ²&« “d???³¹
 Èd.% ÃUð l)u# w( qš«b*« qJ???ý w( UL% ÍœöO*« ”œU???.&« ÊdI&« v&≈

Æ©±±Ë ±∞ 5KJA"«® WÐuÞ dB) w( qš«b*« qJý Î U#U9 tÐUý Íc&«Ë
 `???.# qLFÐ UML) ¨dBI&« ¡UM³& W#“ö&« WO&Ë_« œ«u*« VKł oÞUM# W(dF*Ë
 Í√ r%≥ ÷dŽË r%∑ ‰uDÐ qOD²???.# qJ???AÐ ¨dBI&« WIDM# ‰uŠ ÍdŁ√
 W.Lš v&≈ WIDM*« Ác¼ rO???.Ið - YOŠ Æ©±≤ qJ???A"«® ≤r%≤± WŠU???.0
 ÎUIÐU???Ý U½d???ý√ UL%Ë Æ©±® r)— WIDM*« dBI&« l)u# ÊU% ¨WO???.Oz— oÞUM#
 ¨w¼Ë WO???.Ozd&« ¡UM³&« d???-UMŽ d???(uð VKD²¹ d???BI&« «c¼ q???¦# ¡UMÐ ÊS???(
 dO³% ¡ełË Æ¡U*«Ë dO'«Ë »uD&« qLF& `???&UB&« »«d²&«Ë ÍdO'« d???−(«
 ‰uŠ WF)«u&« ¨©≤® r)— `.*« WIDM# w( UNOKŽ —u¦F&« - b) œ«u*« Ác¼ s#

Ær%≥≠≤ bFÐ vKŽ dBI&« s# ‰ULA&« v&≈ …œułu*« —UÐü« WIDM#

Æw½U¦&« b.&« Æ» ∑

ÆU¹—uÝ w( w)dA&« dO(« dB) Æ∏



≠≤∞≠

©≤∞±≤® µ∂ W#UF&« —UŁü« …dz«œ WO&uŠ

 d#_« ∆œUÐ w( t#UL²¼« e%— b) dBI&« ¡UM³Ð ÂU) Íc&« ¡UÒM³&« Ê√Ëb³¹Ë
 v&Ë_« Wł—b&UÐ »u???D&« qLF& `&UB&« »«d???²&« bł«uð WIDM# b¹b% v???KŽ
 Íœ«u&« ·dł W(UŠ vKŽ bOł qJ???AÐ bł«u²ð w²&«Ë ¨W¹dO'« …—U−(« r???Ł
 ·d'« «c¼ w( ¡U*« ÊU???¹dłË ¨w½U¦&«Ë ‰Ë_« d¾³&« s# »d???G&« v&≈ l???)«u&«
 WOŽu½ qŁU9 w???²&«Ë ·d'« «c???¼ w( d−(« …œU???# d(uð ¡UÒM³K& n???A% b???)

  UI³Þ ‚u(Ë ¨dBI&« w( W???¹d−(«  U???ÝUÝ_« UNM# XOMÐ w²&« …—U−(«
 Íc&« Vz«u???A&« qOKI&« »«d²&« s???#  UOL% dNEð ·d???'« «c¼ w???( d???BB&«

Æ‚«dF&« w( Èd.% ÃUð l)u# qšb# Æ±∞

ÆWÐuÞ dB) s# qšb# Æ±±

ÆU¹—uÝ w( f¹UÝ q³ł b−.# Æπ



≠≤±≠

WO#√ wMÐ W&Ëœ ◊uIÝ vKŽ wŠ b¼Uý tÐuD&« dB) ∫‘ô bLŠ√ 

ÆÍdŁ_« `.*« WIDM# jDB# Æ±≤



≠≤≤≠

©≤∞±≤® µ∂ W#UF&« —UŁü« …dz«œ WO&uŠ
 ©±¥Ë ±≥ 5KJA"«® »uD&« qLF& `KB¹

 ©≤ WIDM*« w???( ©≤® WDIM&«® ·d???'« «c???N& `???.*« ‰ULŽ√ ‰öš s???#Ë
 qB¹ WIDM*« Ác???¼ w( —UÐ¬ ÀöŁ d???HŠ -Ë ¨tO( dO−% —U???Ł¬ œułË 5???³ð
 ÂeKð w²&« ¡U???*« s# WO(U%  UOL% d???O(u²& p&–Ë Â≥∞ s???# d¦%√ v???&≈ U???NILŽ
 w( Î «dL²???.# sJ¹ r& ·bG&« Íœ«Ë Ê√ vKŽ UM&b¹ «c¼Ë ¨5D&« W???MO−Ž q???LF&
 ‰uI&« U#√ ¨—UÐü« Ác¼ dH( WłUŠ „UM¼ X½U% U* ô≈Ë ¨ÂUF&« ‰«uÞ t???½U¹dł
 U¼bF³& p&–Ë ¨wKLŽ dOž dO.Hð uN( »dA&«  U#«bB²Ýô —UÐü« Ác¼ ÊQÐ

Æ»dA&« ÁUO# dO(u²& bŠ«Ë d¾Ð dHŠ wHJ¹ p&c% ¨dBI&« l)u# sŽ
 b¹Ëeð W???IDM# »d) »u???D&« s−Ž r²¹ Ê√ q???CH¹ »uD&« q???LŽ b???MŽË
 s# —UÐü« ÂU???#√ W???IDM*« Ê√Ëb???³¹ w²&«Ë ¨W¹u²???.# t³???ý WIDM# w???( ÁU???O*«
 Ê√ s# bÐ ô »uD&« «c¼ Íu???ý WOKLŽ Ê√ UL% ¨p&c& `KBð WO)d???A&« WN'«

 w( t¹u???A& »uD&« WMO−Ž qI½ ‰uIF*« s# f???OK( WIDM*« fH½ w( Êu???Jð
 fH½ w( Íu???A&« Ê«d(√ qLŽ r²¹ Ê√ qC(_U( ¨t½“Ë qI¦& Î «dE½ dš¬ ÊUJ#
 U#Ë ¨s#e&« q#«uŽ qFHÐ dŁb½« b) Ê«d(_« Ác¼ —UŁ¬ Ê√Ëb³¹ w²&«Ë ¨W???IDM*«
 ÍœR¹ U2 ¡U²???A&« qB( w( ÁUOLK& ¡włUH# o(bð s# WIDM*« tO&≈ ÷dF²ð
 …d???.% vKŽ —u¦F&« - bI( p???&– l#Ë ¨qO???.&« d−# sŽ ÁU???O*« ÃËd???š v???&≈
 p&UM¼ ÊuJ¹ b) w²&«Ë ¨WIDM*« Ác¼ w( Íu???AK& Êd( s# ¡eł s# …dOG-
 ÊUCO( t³³???.¹ U#Ë WOFO³D&« q???#«uF&« qFHÐ  d???LÞ UN½√ ô≈ U???NM# d???O¦J&«

ÆWÐdðú& VKł s# qO.&« Èd−#
 qLŽË ¡U???*UÐ »«d²&« s???−Ž WOKLŽ l)u*« «c???¼ w( r???²ð X½U% t???½√ Ëb???³¹

ÆÎ U½“Ë q)√ `³Bð YOŠ ¡UM³&« l)u# v&≈ tKI½ rŁ t¹uý rŁ »uD&« V&«u)
 w( dO−% W???OKLŽ œułË WEŠö# - Y???&U¦&« d¾³&« s???# ‚d???A&« v&≈Ë

Æ¡UM³&« …—U−Š VKł WIDM# Æ±≥

Æ»d) sŽ dO−×²&«  UOKLŽ —UŁ¬ Æ±¥



≠≤≥≠

WO#√ wMÐ W&Ëœ ◊uIÝ vKŽ wŠ b¼Uý tÐuD&« dB) ∫‘ô bLŠ√ 
 s#  UI³Þ ULNKKB²ð W¹dO???ýU³Þ —uB- s# ÊöJ???A²¹ s¹—ËU−²# 5K³ł
 Íc&« bOA&« qLF& …bO'« œ«u*« s# W¹dO???ýU³D&« —uBB&« Ác¼Ë ¨Ê«uB&«
 r???Ý« WIDM*« Ác¼  cš√ b)Ë® …—U???BI&«Ë ¡UM³&« W½u# q???LŽ w( ÂbB²???.¹

Æ©±µ qJA"«® ©≤® WIDM*« w( ©≥® WDIM&«
 —UŁ¬ s# dO¦J&« œułË WIDM*« Ác¼ w( `???.*« WOKLŽ ‰öš kŠu& b)Ë
 UN½√Ëb³¹ W¹—ULF# d???¼UE# dO#bð v&≈ Èœ√ U2 szU(b&« sŽ Î U???¦×Ð V???¹dB²&«
 w(  U(«d'« Â«bB²???Ý« dNE¹ YOŠ ©±® r)— WDIM&« q¦# …œu???łu# X???½U%
 Â«u%√ bMŽ …d???¦F³# ¡UM³&« w( ÂbB²???.ð …—U−Š —UŁ¬ d???NE¹Ë dH(« W???OKLŽ

 Æ©±® r)— d¾³&« s# »dG&« v&≈ tH¹d& - Íc&« »«d²&«
 …—uH×# wN( ©≤® r)— WIDM*« w( …œułu*« WŁö¦&« —UÐx& W³.M&UÐ U#√
 ¨÷—_« `DÝ sŽ UN²¼u( lHðd²&  «“dš UN& wMÐ b)Ë wFO³D&« dBB&UÐ
 d¾Ð q% o-ö¹Ë ¨WHK²B# ‚ULŽ√ vKŽ …—U???−(UÐ qš«b&« s# W¹uD# w???¼Ë

 s# ÁUO*« l(d&  U???½«uO(« X#bB²???Ý« ÊuJð b)Ë ¨tM# ¡U*« q???AM& ÷u???Š
ÆUNILF& Î «dE½ —UÐü« Ác¼

 ≤∂πµ∏± WOŁ«bŠù« s???L{ lI¹Ë d???BI&« v&≈ »d???)_«u¼Ë ∫‰Ë_« d???¾³"«
 WOM³# Â¥¨≥∞ UNM# Â≥∞ s# d¦%√ tILŽ mK³¹Ë ÎôULý ≥¥∑∞≤∑≥Ë ÎU)d???ý
 Á—«bł ÷dŽË Â≤¨∏µ ÁdD) mK³¹Ë ¨dBB&UÐ —uH×# w)U³&«Ë d−(« s#
 WN'« s# tI-ö¹Ë ¨rÝ∑∞ ÷—_« `D???Ý sŽ wI³²*« tŽUHð—«Ë Â±¨≤µ
 Â¥¨µ t²ŠU.# ¨qš«b&« s# —uBI# qJA&« lÐd# ¡U# ÷uŠ U¹UIÐ WOÐdG&«

ÆÍdA³&« V¹dB²&« —UŁ¬ tOKŽ dNEðË ÆrÝ∑µ WOI³²*« tz«eł√ oLŽË Âµ×

  «d−ý lÐ—√ Á—ËU&Ë® ‰Ë_« d¾³&« ‰UL???ý lI¹ Íc&«Ë ∫w½U¦"« d¾³"« U#√
 s# WOM³# Â≥¨∂∞ U???NM# Î U???C¹√ Â≥∞s# d???¦%√ tILŽ mK³O( ©r???−(« …d???O³%
 ÷dŽË Â≤¨≥∞ Ád???D) m³¹Ë ¨wFO³D&« dBB&UÐ —u???H×# w)U³&«Ë d???−(«
 U¹UIÐ WOÐuM'« W???N'« s# t???I-ö¹Ë ¨r???Ý±≤∞ v&≈ r???Ý±±∞s# Á—«b???ł

 ÆÍdOýU³D&« dBB&« oÞUM# Æ±µ



≠≤¥≠

©≤∞±≤® µ∂ W#UF&« —UŁü« …dz«œ WO&uŠ

Æ≤ r)— d¾³&«  Æ±∂

 ÷d???F#  ‰Ë_« d???¾³&«  U???L%u¼Ë ¨Â∂¨±∑  Ád???D)  qJ???A&«  Íd???z«œ ÷u???Š
 …“dš sŽ rÝπ∂ lHðdð WO)U???Ý n²% U¹UIÐ t& błu¹Ë ¨Íd???A³&« V¹dB²K&
 r???Ý∏≤s# ÷—ô« `D???Ý sŽ d¾³&« …“dš lHðdðË ¨r???Ý≥∂ ÷dFÐ d¾³&«
 YOŠ ¡UDž t& ÊU% t½√Ëb³¹Ë Ã—U)« s# —uBI# ÊU% d¾³&«Ë rÝ±±∞ v&≈

Æ©±∂ qJA"«® rÝ∂ UN{dŽ WHŠ U¹UIÐ …“d)« vKŽ√ w( dNE¹
 wKJ&« tILŽË ¨Â∏∞∞ w???&«u×Ð w½U¦&« d???¾³&« ‰UL???ý lI¹ ∫≥ r0— d¾³"« U???#√
 mK³¹Ë dBB&UÐ —uH×# w???)U³&«Ë …—U−(« s# WOM³# ≥¨∑µ U???NM# ¨Â≤∞¨∑
 WN'« s# t???I-ö¹Ë ¨r???Ý±¥∞≠±≤∞s# Á—«b???ł ÷d???ŽË Â≤¨≥ Ád???D)
 WOI³²*« ÁœUFÐ√ qš«b&« s# —uBI# qJ???A&« lÐd# ¡U# ÷uŠ U¹UIÐ WOÐdG&«
 ¨Èdš_« —UÐü« w( UL% Íd???A³&« V¹dB²K& ÷dF#u¼Ë ¨Â¥¨¥µ×Â¥¨¥∞

ÆrÝ∂∞÷—_« `DÝ sŽ tð“dš lHðdðË
 …—U−(« V???K' X#bB²???Ý« Êu???Jð b) Èd???š√ o???ÞUM# b???-— - U???L%
 ≤Ë ± ◊UIM&« w¼Ë ©±® r)— WIDM*« sL{ dBI&« s# W³¹d) w¼Ë d???O'«Ë
 ÷«uŠ_« t³???A¹ U# UNO( d???A²Mð oÞUM# p&c%Ë ¨©±≤ qJ???A"«® w( 2AË
 ¨Íœ«u&« Èd???−# »d) dBI&« s# w???ÐdG&« »uM'« v&≈ d???−(« s# W???OM³*«
 tM×Þ bFÐ dO'« …œU???# s−F& X#bB²???Ý« ÊuJð b) w²&«Ë ©¥Ë ≥ ◊U???IM&«®
 W-UšË ÊUOŠ_« iFÐ w( œU#d&«Ë »«d²&« l# ¡UM³&« W½u# w( t#«bB²Ýô
 WI-ö# ÷«u???Š√ U¹UIÐ błuð U???L% ¨WOKH???.&« W¹d−(«  U???ÝUÝ_« X???%
 fHM& X#bB²???Ý« UN½√Ëb³¹ w²&«Ë W???OÐdG&« WOÐuM'« W???¹Ë«e&« w( d???BIK&

ÆW¹UG&«
 WOÐdG&« WN'« w???( WF)«u&«Ë ©≥® WIDMLK& Íd???Ł_« `???.*« ‰öš s#Ë
 5²IDM# œu???łË kŠu& ¨dBI&« s???# wÐdG&« »u???M'« v&≈ qO???.&« Èd???−*
 ¡UMÐ w( ÂbB²???.*« »uD&« f???H½ s# ¨Íu???A*« »uD&« U¹UIÐ U???LNÐ d???A²Mð
  UOŁ«bŠô« s???L{ lIðË ©± W???DIM&«® r???Ý« v&Ë_« X???ODŽ« b???)Ë ¨d???BI&«
 —«bł ”UÝ√ U¹UIÐ UNO( błË w²&«Ë Î U)dý ≤∂∏¥µ≥Ë ÎôULý ≥¥∂∏≥µ∏
 5¦ŠU³&« q³) s???# V¹dB²K& X{dFð b???) WIDM*« Ê√ ô≈ ¨»u???D&« s# w???M³#
 ”U???Ý_« ÷dŽË ¨Â±≤¨µ×Â∂ WDIM&« Ác???¼ WŠU???.# mK³ðË ¨szU(b&« s???Ž
 sL{ ©≤® r)— WDIM&« lIð WDIM&« Ác¼ s# »uM'« v&≈Ë Ær???Ý¥∂ d¼UE&«
 Î̈ U)d???ý ≤∂∏≤∂¥ Ë ÎôUL???ý ≥¥∂∏∞∑∑  UOŁ«bŠô« sL{ ¨WIDM*« fH½

 ¨WIÐU???.&« WDIM&« w???( U???L% Íu???A*« »uD&« d???.% U???¹UIÐ U???N&uŠ d???A²MðË
 s# dO#b²K& ÷d???Fð Í—ULF# dNE# vKŽ Íu???²% X½U% UN½√ dNE¹ w???²&«Ë
 Â∏× Â∑¨µ WDIM&« Ác???¼ WŠU???.# mK³ðË ÆÎUC¹√ szU(b&« s???Ž 5¦ŠU³&« q???³)
 WO#öÝ« —u³) U¹UIÐ UN&uŠ dA²Mð UL% Æ—UBH&« d.% iFÐ UN&uŠ dA²MðË
 b) Ë√Æ¨oÞUM*« Ác¼ w???( qIM²ð w²&« W¹Ëb³&« qzU³IK& œuFð b???) ¨W¦¹bŠ Ëb???³ð
 w( «uKLŽ s???¹cK&« ’UB???ý_« q³) s# X#bB²???Ý« W¹—ULF# d¼UE# Êu???Jð

 Æ5MH&«Ë 5ÝbMN*U% dBI&« ¡UMÐ ŸËdA#
 s???L{ l???I²( `???.*« ‰U???LŽ√ UN²KL???ý w???²&«Ë ©¥® r???)— W???IDM*« U???#√
 vKŽ UNO( d???¦Ž b???I( ÆÎ U)d???ý ≥¥∂∑∞≥∏Ë ÎôUL???ý ≤∂∏∏∞∏  U???OŁ«bŠô«
 U¹UIÐ sŽ …—U³Žu¼Ë ¨ U#UNH²???Ýô« s# dO¦J&« d???O¦¹ Í—ULF# dNE# U???¹UIÐ
 ¨szU(b&« sŽ 5???¦ŠU³&« q³) s# V¹dB²K& ÷d???Fð b) dBB&« w( n???¹u&
 —UŁ¬Ë ¨l???Ðd# t³???ý qJ???AÐ dBB&« w( …—uH×# WOMŠ U¹UIÐ v???KŽ Íu???²×¹
 WO&UL???A&« WN'« s# r¼—«u−Ð Èdš√  UOMŠ ÀöŁË ¨UN³½U−Ð Èdš√ WOMŠ
 s(b# t½Q%Ë Ëb³¹ n¹u−²&« «c???¼ …b¼U???A# bMŽË Î̈UC¹√ q#UJ&UÐ  d#œ b)
 ¡UMÐ Ê√ ·Ëd???F*« s???L( ¨»«dG²???Ýû& …dO¦*« —u???#_« s# Ác???¼Ë ¨w???D½eOÐ
 “«dÞË WOB¹—U²&« —œU???B*« s???# p&–Ë ¨W???¹u#_« …d²H&« v???&≈ œuF¹ d???BI&«
 ÊuJ¹ b) tÐdIÐ w???D½eOÐ s(b# œułu( ¨—UBH&« d???.% iFÐ U¹UIÐË ¡U???M³&«

 ÆÈ—UBM&« s# «u½U% dBI&« «c¼ ¡UA½≈ w( 5K#UF&« iFÐ Ê√ vKŽ W&ôœ
 vKŽ dBI&« s# »uM'« v???&≈ r%≥ w&«uŠ bF³ð wN( ©µ® r???)— WIDM*« U???#√
 dA²Mð 5²DI½ œułË UNÐ kŠu& b)Ë ¨qO???.&« Èd−# s# w)d???A&« ·dD&«
 ¨dBI&« ¡UMÐ w( ÂbB²???Ý« Íc&U% Íu???A*« »uD&« s# WKOK) U¹UIÐ U???LN&uŠ
  U#«bB²???Ýô WIŠô  «d²( w( dBI&« l)u# s# t³Kł - ÊuJ¹ b) Íc&«Ë

 ÆW¹œd(
 «c¼ ‰öš  œb???Š w²&« WIDMLK& `???.*« ‰U???LŽ√ ‰öš s# k???Šu& U???L%
  «d²( v???KŽ œuFð b???) W&uG???A# WO½«u- d???.% U¹UI³& —U???A²½« ¨ŸËd???A*«
 ¨WMOF# W???IDM# w( …e???%d²# X???.O& UNMJ&Ë ¨W???1bI&« W???¹d−(« —u???BF&«
 qFHÐ UNKI½ - b) W1bI&« W¹d−(« —uBF&« s# l)«u# v&≈ œuFð b) w²&«Ë

ÆqO.&« ÁUO#
 i???F³Ð ÂU???OI&« s???# b???Ð ô ÊU%  UŠu???.*« Ác???¼ Z???zU²½ s???# b???%Q²K&Ë



≠≤µ≠

WO#√ wMÐ W&Ëœ ◊uIÝ vKŽ wŠ b¼Uý tÐuD&« dB) ∫‘ô bLŠ√ 

ÆW½u*« WMO−Ž dOC% WIDM# Æ±∑

 œËbŠ Ã—Uš `???.*« oÞUM# w(Ë l)u*« qš«œ …œb×# ¡«eł√ w(  U³OIM²&«
 WŠU???.0 l)u*« Âd???Š qš«œ  U???FÐd# WJ³???ý qLFÐ U???ML) p???&c&Ë ¨l???)u*«

ÆlÐd# qJ& Â±∞×±∞
 wÐdG&« wÐuM'« ¡e???'« w( E∂Ë F∂ 5???FÐd*« w( q???LF&« U½√bÐ b???)Ë
 U¹UIÐ UN½Q%Ë Ëb???³ð —UŁ¬ œu???łË `D???.&« ‰öš s# Ëb³¹ YOŠ ¨l???)u*« s???#

 Æ÷«uŠ√
 U¼œbŽ ÷«uŠ√ U¹UIÐ sŽ nAJ&« qFH&UÐ - VOIM²&« ‰ULŽ√ ‰öš s#Ë
 X&«“ U#Ë ¨©±∑ qJ???A"«® ‚d???A&« v&≈ »dG&« s# w&uÞ qJ???AÐ b²9 ÊUMŁ≈
 U¹UIÐ X&«“ U???#Ë ¨r−(« fHMÐ ULN½√ Ëb???³¹ U# vKŽË ¨W???×{«Ë UNðU???ÝUÝ√
 b)Ë ¨r???Ý±≥∞ ULNCFÐ s???Ž U???LNKBH¹Ë ¨U???LNO( W???O)UÐ V???KB²*« 5???D&«
 bŠ«Ë „U#b#Ë b???Š«Ë n- s# ÍdO'« d???−(« s# ÷«uŠ_« Ác¼ X???OMÐ
 Ác¼ s# d???O³% ¡ełË ¨r???Ý¥µ≠¥∞ s# U???NŽUHð—« ÕË«d???²¹ ¨…—U???−(« s???#
 w²&«  U???ÝUÝ_« Èu???Ý vI³¹ r&Ë ¨t???½UJ# w( œu???łu# bF¹ r???& …—U???−(«
 …dO³J&« vB(«Ë œU???#d&UÐ ◊uKB*« d???O'« s# W(UE½ W???Ò³- qJ???AÐ XKLŽ
 r−Š U#√ ¨rÝ∂∞ v&≈  U???ÝUÝ_« Ác¼ ÷dŽ qB¹Ë ¨r−(« WD???Ýu²*«Ë

 tM# wI³²*« ‰u???Þ ÕË«d²O( WOÐuM'« W???N'« w( lI¹ Íc???&« ‰Ë_« ÷u???(«
 s# t&uÞ ÕË«d²O( t???M# ‰UL???A&« v&≈ w½U¦&« ÷u(«Ë Â∑¨≤∞≠∂¨µµ s#
 mK³¹ YO×Ð ÍËU???.²# uN( ÷«u???Š_« Ác???¼ ÷d???Ž U???#√ ¨Â∑¨µ∞≠Â∂¨∂∞

ÆÂ≤¨±∞
 Â“ö&« 5D&« eON& WOKLF& UN&ULF²???Ý« - b) ÷«uŠ_« Ác¼ Ê√Ëb³¹Ë

ÆdBI&« ¡UMÐ WOKLŽ w( »uD&« 5Ð W#bB².*« W½u*« qLF& Ë√ …—UBIK&
 bF³¹ Íc&«Ë ¨≥ r)— WIDM*« w( ± WDIM&« ¨VOIM²K& dš¬ l)u# —UO²š« - UL%
 dŁUM²# »uÞ U¹UIÐ —UŁ¬ kŠu& YOŠ ¨dBI&« s# »dG&« v&≈ Â¥∞∞ w???&«uŠ
 5¦ŠU³&« q³) s# Y³FK& ÷dFð b) l)u*« «c¼ s# ¡«eł√ Ê√ dNE¹Ë ¨t???&uŠ

Æ©±∏ qJA"«® szU(b&« sŽ
 W¹dŁ√  UI³Þ fLš U¹UIÐ sŽ nAJ&« - tÐ VOIM²&« ‰ULŽ√ ‰öš s#Ë
 W¹Ë«e&« s# tKšb#Ë ¨Ê«—bł WF³Ý s# ÊuJ²¹ vM³#  U???ÝUÝ√  dNþ UL%
 mK³¹ ¨”d???H&« …ËcŠ t³???A¹ qJ???AÐ ¡UM³&« dNE¹ YO×Ð ¨W???OÐdG&« W???OÐuM'«
 ÍdO'« d−(« s???# tðU???ÝUÝ√ ¨Âµ¨πµ t???{dŽË Â∑¨∂∞ q???#UJ&UÐ t???&uÞ
 s¹√eł s# ÊuJ²¹ ÊU% ¡UM³&« Ê√ Ëb³¹Ë ¨ÍuA*« »uD&« UN)u( wM³#Ë gN&«

ÆVOIM²&« q³) ± r)— ‰eM# Æ±∏



≠≤∂≠

©≤∞±≤® µ∂ W#UF&« —UŁü« …dz«œ WO&uŠ
 ¨Â¥¨¥∞ t{dŽË Âµ¨πµ t&uÞ WÝuJF# L ·dŠ qJAÐ ‰Ë_« 5Kš«b²#
 Ê√Ëb³¹Ë ¨Â±¨∏µ t{dŽË Â±¨π∞ t&uÞ lÐd# t³ý qJAÐ w½U¦&« ¡e'«Ë
 ‚u( UNH-— - d²???Ýö³&« s# WI³DÐ …UDG# X½U% q???#UJ&UÐ ¡UM³&« W???O{—√
 U#√ ¨qO???.&« WÐdð s# UN³Kł - ÊuJ¹ b) w²&« ¨…dOGB&« vB(« s# W???I³Þ
 ‰b¹ U2 ‚dŠ —UŁ¬ UNOKŽ dNEO( vM³*« s# w½U¦&« ¡e'« w( d²Ýö³&« WI³Þ
 ¨a³D&« q¦# WO&eM*« ÷«džú& Î UBBB# ÊU% vM³*« s# ¡e'« «c¼ Ê√ vKŽ
 s#Ë ¨l)u*« w( …dA²M*« Íu???A*« »uD&« lD) s# dO³% œbŽ W&«“≈ - b)Ë
 bO&« l³-QÐ dHŠ V???OK- —UŁ¬ UNOKŽ »uD&« s# WM³& U???¹UIÐ lDI&« Ác¼ r???¼√
 ‰uÞ U#√ ¨r???Ý≤± UN{dŽË r???Ý≤∂ WÐuD&« Ác¼ ‰uÞ m³¹Ë ¨Íu???A&« q³)
 s# W¹UG&« ÊuJð b)Ë ¨©±π qJA"«® rÝ±∏ t{dŽË rÝ≤±uN( VOKB&«
 s# Ëb³¹Ë ¨©≤∞ qJ???A"«® ¡UM³&« ‰U???LŽ q³) s# t#«bB²???Ý« u¼ v???M³*« «c???¼
 b) dBI&« ¡UMÐ w( 5K#UF&« Ê√ ¨VOK- —UŁ¬ UNOKŽ błË w²&« WÐuD&« ¡«e???ł√
 W¹u#_« …d²H&« v&≈ œuF¹ ¡UM³&« ÊQÐ rKF&« l# ¨È—UBM&« s# rNCFÐ ÊuJ¹

 WO½«dBM&« W½U¹b&« v???KŽ X½U% WOÐdF&« qzU³I&« s???# dO¦% Ê√ ·ËdF*« s???#Ë
Æ…d²H&« pKð w(

 UNÐ VOIM²K& Èdš√ W???IDM# —UO²š« - bI( VOIM²&« ‰ULŽ_ ÎôULJ²???Ý«Ë
 »uM'« v???&≈ r%±¨¥∞∞ b???F³ð w²&«Ë ¥ r???)— WIDM*« w???( ± W???DIM&« w???¼Ë
 n¹u& qJ???Að WIDM*« Ác¼ ÊQÐ `C²¹ v???&Ë_« …dEM&« s#Ë ¨d???BI&« s???#
 dH(« o???¹dÞ sŽ V¹dB²K& X???{dFð U???N½√ Ëb³¹Ë ¨Íd???O'« d???BB&« w???(
 t³???A¹ Íc&« ¨l)u*« «c¼ ÂU#√ rLD&« s# WKzU¼  UOL% „dð -Ë ¨ U(«d'UÐ

Æ©≤± qJA"«® WOD½eO³&« s(«b*«
 ¨n¹u−²&« «c???¼ qš«œË ÂU#√ s# rLD&« W???&«“SÐ U½√bÐ p&– s???# b???%Q²K&Ë
 U¹UIÐ …d−Š q% w(  «d−Š ÀöŁ s# ÊuJ²¹ n¹u& ÂU#√ UM½√ UM& `C²O&
 s# ¨Â±∞¨≥∞ WFL²−#  «d−(« Ác¼ ‰uÞ mK³¹Ë ¨©≤≤ qJA"«®  UH¹u&
 vI³ð U# oOŁu²Ð UML) b???)Ë ÆÎ «bł dO³% l)u*« «c¼ w( V???¹dB²&« Ê√ n???ÝR*«
 s# UNŽUHð—«Ë Â≥¨∂∂ UN²×²( ‰uÞ mK³¹ v&Ë_« …d−(U( ¨l)u*« «c¼ s???#

ÆVOKB&« …—Uý« UNOKŽ dHŠ w²&« WÐuD&« Æ±π

ÆVOIM²&« bFÐ ± r)— ‰eM*« Æ≤∞



≠≤∑≠

WO#√ wMÐ W&Ëœ ◊uIÝ vKŽ wŠ b¼Uý tÐuD&« dB) ∫‘ô bLŠ√ 
 UN{dŽË Â≥¨∑µ m???K³O( q???š«b&« s# …d???−(« ‰u???Þ U???#√ ¨Â±¨≤∞≠±¨±∞
 …UDG# U???N²O{—√Ë ¨qJ???A&« W???¹ËUCOÐ w???¼Ë ¨Â≤¨≤≤ U???NŽUHð—«Ë Â≤¨∏∞
 ¨WLOK???Ý t³???ý W&U×Ð ‰Ë_« 5H¹u& vKŽ Íu²%Ë ¨d²???Ýö³&« s# W???I³DÐ
 w½U¦&« n¹u−²&« U#√ ¨rÝ∂∞ tILŽË rÝµ∏ tŽUHð—«Ë rÝ∏∞ t{dŽ mK³¹
 ¨r???Ýµ∞ tILŽË r???Ý∂∞ tŽUHð—«Ë r???Ý∏∞ t{dŽ mK³¹ ¨ÂbN# t³???ý uN(
 W¦¹b(«  «d???²H&« v???KŽ dB²I¹ r???& …d−(« Ác???¼ w???( V???¹dB²&« Ê√Ëb???³¹Ë
 w( ‚d(« s???#  UI³Þ U¹UIÐ v???KŽ d¦Ž YOŠ Î̈ UC¹√ WIÐU???Ý  «d²( w???( q???Ð
  «d²( w(Ëb³&« q³) s# X#bB²???Ý« w²&«Ë ¨…d−(« s# vKH???.&«  UI³D&«

ÆUOKF&«  UI³D&« w( ÂUMž√  UHKB# vKŽ d¦Ž UL% ¨WIÐUÝ
 Â≥¨∞µ UN²×²( ‰uÞ mK³O( ¨j???Ýu&« w( WF)«u&«Ë ¨WO½U¦&« …d−(« U#√
 UN{dŽË Â≥¨¥µu???N( qš«b&« s# …d???−(« ‰uÞ U???#√ ¨Â±¨≥≥ U???NŽUHð—«Ë
 …—ËU???−²#  U???H¹u& Àö???Ł v???KŽ Íu???²%Ë ¨Â±¨≥∞ U???NŽUHð—«Ë Â≤¨¥≥

Æ ÂbN# UNLEF#
 rÝ¥∑ tILŽË rÝπ∞ tŽUHð—«Ë rÝ∑∑ t{dŽ mK³¹ ‰Ë_« n¹u−²&«
 s#® tILŽË rÝ∏∞ tŽUHð—«Ë r???Ý∏∞ t{dŽ mK³¹ w½U¦&« n¹u−²&«Ë
 tŽUHð—«Ë ¨rÝ∑∞ t{dŽ mK³O( Y&U¦&« n¹u−²&« U#√ ¨rÝ¥∑ ©…bŠ«Ë WNł

ÆdO#b²&« V³.Ð `{«Ë dOž tILŽË
 Â≤¨∏≤ UN²×²( ‰uÞ mK³O( ©WO&UL???A&« WN'« w(® W¦&U¦&« …d−(« U#√

 rÝ∏∞ UNŽUHð—«Ë
 UNŽUHð—«Ë Â≤¨∏∞ U???N{dŽËË Â≥¨µ∞ m???K³O( qš«b&« s???# UN&uÞ U???#√
 Â±¨≥≥  t???{dŽ  m???K³¹  ‰Ë_«  ¨5???H¹u&  U???¹UIÐ  v???KŽ  Íu???²%Ë  ¨Â±¨∞∑

 ÆrÝµ∞ tILŽË rÝ∑µ tŽUHð—«Ë
 rÝ≥∞ tILŽË rÝ∏∞ tŽUHð—«Ë Â±¨≥µ t{dŽ mK³O( w½U¦&« U#√

 dBB&« WFO³Þ fH½ s# wN( W¦&U¦&«Ë W???O½U¦&«  «d−(«  UO{—√ U???#√
 vKŽ W¦&U¦&« …d???−(« ÂU#√ d¦Ž b???)Ë ÆiOÐ_« ÊU¦(« u???¼Ë tÐ X²×½ w???²&«
 tJL???ÝË r???Ýµ¥ t{dŽË Â±¨∞¥ t???&uÞ ¨»c???A# i???OÐ√ Íd???Oł d???−Š

Æ‚öž≈ d−×% ÂbB²Ý« ÊuJ¹ b) ¨rÝ±µ

 qN( ¨ U#UNH²Ýù« s# dO¦J&« ÕdDð l)u*« «c¼ sŽ n???AJ&« WOKLŽ Ê≈
 ŸU³D½« wDFð ô v&Ë_« …d???−(« sJ&Ë øs(bL% l)u*« «c¼ Â«bB²???Ý« ÊU%
 `D???Ý sŽ UNO( 5H¹u−²&« ŸUHð—«Ë ¨ Â≤¨≤≤ v&≈ q???B¹ UNŽUHð—U( ¨p???&cÐ
 UL% ¨r???Ý ∂∞ “ËU−²¹ ô ULNILŽË r???Ý±≤∞ s# d¦%« v&≈ qB¹ W???O{—_«
 UNKJ???AÐ …d−(« ÁcN( ¨W???O{—_« ‚u( WDO???.Ð ‚dŠ —U???Ł¬ U???¹UIÐ b???łuðË
 ≥Ë ≤ 5ðd−×K& t³???.M&UÐ U#√ ¨s(œ …d−Š UN½QÐ ŸU???³D½≈ wDFð ô w???&U(«
 ÊU% q¼ sJ&Ë ¨…œ—«Ë W???O&UL²Š« w???¼Ë s(bL% U²#bB²???Ý« b) ÊU½uJð b???I(
 œbŽ V???ÝUM²ð q¼Ë øÈ—U???BM&« s# r???NLEF# dBI&« ¡U???MÐ w???( Êu???K#UF&«
 ¡UMÐ UN)dG²Ý« w²&« WOM#e&« …d²H&« l# ©∑ U¼œbŽ m&U³&«Ë® s(b&«  UH¹u&
 vðu*« s# œbF&« «c¼ ÊU% q¼ Â√ ø WM???.Ð —bIð w²&«Ë dBI&« s# ¡e'« «c¼
 s# t½√ ô≈ ø©…d²H&« pKð w( Î «dA²M# ÊU% Íc&«Ë® ÊuŽUD&« q¦# ¡UÐË W−O²½
 Ê√ q³) q²) b) dBI&« ¡UMÐ tO&≈ V???.M¹ Íc&«Ë b¹e¹ sÐ bO&u&« Ê√ ·Ëd???F*«

 °œö³&« Ác¼ v&≈ ÊuŽUD&« ¡UÐË qB¹
 b) l)u*« «c¼ Ê√ ©QD)« qL²×¹ b) Íc&«Ë® wBBA&« w¹√d& t³.M&UÐ
 ÊUDO²???Ý« vKŽ W&œ√ d(u²ð YOŠWOD½eO³&« …d???²H&« ‰öš s(bL% ÂbB²???Ý«
 iFÐ ‰öš s???# p&–Ë ¨…d²H&« p???Kð v&≈ œuF¹ t???ÐuD&« WIDM# w???( Íd???AÐ
 jO×# w( UNOKŽ d¦Ž w²&«Ë ¨WOD½eO³&« …d²H&« v&≈ œuFð w²&« —UBH&« d???.%
 ¨WIŠô …d²( w( dO#b²K& ÷dFð b) ÊU% s(b*« «c¼ Ê√Ëb³¹ sJ&Ë ¨d???BI&«
 w( «Ëb???łË b) d???BI&« ¡UMÐ w???( «u???KLŽ s¹cÒ&« ‰U???LF&« i???FÐ Êu???J¹ b???)Ë
 …œ—U³&« W¹u'« ·ËdE&« s# rN& ÈËQL%  UH¹u−²&« Ác¼ ÈbŠ≈ Â«bB²???Ý«
 Èu???Ý rNOKŽ UL( œułu# Íd???BB&« n¹u−²&« Ê√ ÓW???-UšË Î̈U???MJ2 Î «d???#√
 dH(« W&uN???.& Î «dE½ VFB&« d#_UÐ fO& «c???¼Ë Î̈öOK) tIOLFðË t²F???Ýuð
 dH(« s# 5²I¹dÞ œułË `???C²¹ YOŠ ¨—uBB&« s# ŸuM&« «c¼ q¦# w???(
 s¹œułu*« 5H¹u−²&« Èu²???.# vKŽ d???H(« WI¹dD( ¨…d−(« Ác???¼ qš«œ
 s#Ë ¨ UH¹u−²&« Ác¼ s# wKH.&« Èu²???.*« vKŽ dH(« WI¹dÞ sŽ nK²Bð
 qL²×¹ Í√— œd−# «c???¼Ë Æd²???Ýö³&« s# WI³DÐ WO{—_« WODG²Ð «u#U) r???Ł

Æ»«uB&«Ë QD)«

 UFÐd*« WJ³ý  Æ≤≥



≠≤∏≠

©≤∞±≤® µ∂ W#UF&« —UŁü« …dz«œ WO&uŠ

 VOIM²&« - bI( ¨dBI&« »d) ÍdŁ_« l)u*« qš«œ VOIM²&« ‰ULŽ√ s#Ë
 WIDM*« s# B±±Ë A±≤  U???FÐd*« w???(Ë C WIDM*« w???( A±≥ lÐd*« w???(
 sŽ n???AJ&« - YOŠ ¨©≤≥ qJ???A"«® ÷«uŠ_« WIDM# s# ‚d???A&« v&≈ D
 v&≈ »dG&« s# w???&uÞ qJ???AÐ …—ËU−²# W¹—ULF# d¼UE# WŁö¦&  U???ÝUÝ√
 Ác¼  UÝUÝ√ rEF# Ê√ kŠö*«Ë ¨·dG&« UL% qJA&« WFÐd# UNK%Ë ‚dA&«
 ÍuA# »uÞ Â«bB²???Ý« U¹UIÐ błu¹ ôË ¨ÍdO'« d−(« s# WOM³# ·dG&«
 Ác¼ ÊuJð Ê√ W???O&UL²Š« v???&≈ dO???A¹ b) U2 ¨dBI&« ¡«e???ł√ w)UÐ w???( U???L%
 dBI&« ¡«eł√ w)UÐ w( ‰U(« u¼ UL% ¡UM³&« W???KL²J# dOž W¹—ULF*« d???¼UE*«

ÆÂ≤π¨±∞ WFL²−# ·dG&« Ác¼ ‰uÞ mK³¹Ë ¨©≤µ qJA"«®
 W(dG&UÐ U???½√bÐ YOŠ ¨UNðU???ÝUO) cš√Ë ·dG&« Ác???¼ oOŁu²Ð U???ML) b???)Ë
 b)Ë C WIDM*« A±≥ l???Ðd*« sL{ WF)«u&«Ë ¨WO)d???A&« WN'« s# v???&Ë_«
 ¨r???Ý∏∞ w)d???A&« U¼—«bł pL???ÝË Âµ¨µ∞ UN&uÞË Â∂¨¥∞ UN{dŽ m???KÐ
 WO&ULA&« WN'« s# UNKšb#Ë ¨rÝ∑∞ wÐdG&«Ë wÐuM'« U¼—«bł pL???ÝË
 wÐdG&« —«b'« ¡UM¦²ÝUÐ W(dG&« Ác¼ Ê«—bł Ê√ YOŠ W×{«Ë dOž ÁœUFÐ√Ë
 WOM³# ·dG&« w???)UÐ Ê«—bł Ê√ 5Š w( ¨gN&« Íd???O'« d−(« s# W???OM³#
 w( …d???A²M*« …—U−(« q¦# r−(« j???Ýu²*« VKB&« ÍdO'« d???−(« s#

ÆqO.&« Èd−#
 WIDM*« w( A±≤  lÐd*« sL{ WF)«u&«Ë jÝu&« w( WO½U¦&« W(dG&« U#√
 w( Ær???Ý∑∞ U???N½«—bł pL???ÝË Â∑ U???N{dŽË Â±≤¨∑∞ U???N&uÞ m???K³O( D

 Â±∞¨π∞ UN&uÞ m???K³¹ WOÐdG&« WN'« w( WF)«u&«Ë W???¦&U¦&« W(dG&« Ê√ 5???Š
 r???Ýπ∞s# wÐdG&«Ë w)d???A&« UN½«—bł pL???Ý ‰bF#Ë ¨Âπ¨¥∞ UN{dŽË
 s#Ë ¨r???Ý∏∞ wÐuM'«Ë w&UL???A&« UN½«—bł pL???Ý Ê√ 5Š w???( ¨Â± v???&≈
 WKL²J# d???Ož UN½√ U???#≈ ¨W???FDIM# tðU???ÝUÝ√ w&UL???A&« U???¼—«bł Ê√ k???Šö*«
 WKB²# tðU???ÝUÝ√ Íc&«Ë wÐuM'« —«b'« s# fJF&« vKŽ ¨…d#b# U???N½√Ë√

 ÆrÝ∂∞ v&≈≤∞ s# tŽUHð—« ÕË«d²¹Ë
 …œułu# dOž UN½√ qL²;« s???#Ë ¨ UO{—√ U¹UIÐ sŽ n???AJ&« r²¹ r&Ë
 œułË ÂbF& ¨U???NzUMÐ ‰ULJ²???Ý« r²¹ r& ·dG&« Ác¼ Ê√ `łd*« s???L( ¨ Îö???-√
 ‰uŠ X½U% UNOKŽ —u¦F&« - w²&« —UBH&« d???.% rEF#Ë ¨p&– vKŽ ‰b¹ Âœ—
 fOL???ý« uÐ√ V¹œ√ bO???.&« ÂU???) b)Ë ¨Ã—U???)« s# ·d???G&« Ác???¼  U???ÝUÝ√
 —UBH&« d???.% rEF# Ê√ 5Š w( Æ…dšQ²*« WOD½eO³&« …d²H&« v&≈ U???NB¹—Q²Ð
 …dJ³*« W???¹u#_« …d???²H&« v???&≈ œu???Fð d???BI&« W???IDM# w???( U???NOKŽ d???¦Ž w???²&«
 WIDM*« w( ± r)— WDIM&« w???( UNOKŽ d¦Ž w²&« —UBH&« d???.% U#√ ¨…d???šQ²*«Ë
 ¡UM³&« v???KŽ 5(d???A*« bŠ_ ‰eM# Êu???Jð U0— U???N½√ b???I²F¹ w???²&«Ë ¨≥ r???)—

 Æ…dšQ²*« W¹u#_« …d²H&« v&≈ œuFð UNLEFL(
 VOIM²&« - w²&« oÞUM*« WODG²Ð UML) VOIM²&« ‰ULŽ√ s# ¡UN²½ù« b???FÐË
 dOŁQð s# UN²¹UL( p&–Ë ¨»«d???²&« s# WI³DÐ rŁ p²???Ýö³&« s# WI³DÐ UNO(

ÆWOFO³D&« q#«uF&«
 lł«d*«

Æl)uLK& Í—u²M% jDB# Æ≤¥



≠≤π≠

WO#√ wMÐ W&Ëœ ◊uIÝ vKŽ wŠ b¼Uý tÐuD&« dB) ∫‘ô bLŠ√ 

 Í“Už ¨tAOÐ
 —UŁü« …dz«œ WO"uŠ Æt²OL¼√Ë v²???A*« dB) s# wÐdŽ gI½  ±π∏≥

ÆW#UF&« —UŁü« …dz«œ  UŽu³D# Æ≤∑ W!UF"«
 WO"uŠÆW¦¹bŠ W???¹u#√  U(U???A²%« ‰u???Š W???)dH²#  U???EŠö#  ±π∏∂

Æ∑≠±¥ ∫≥∞ W!UF"« —UŁü« …dz«œ
 ÆÁdLŽ d???OB) w( b???OB&«Ë œdD&« d???þUM# ‰u???Š  U???EŠö#  ≤∞∞π

ÆW#UF&« —UŁü« …dz«œ  UŽu³D# ÆdýUF&« œbF&« ¨—UŁ¬ WK−!
 s¹bÐUF&« s¹“Æ¨·Ëƒ—

 …—ULF&« w???( ÂbB²???.*« h'«Ë ‚uÐUD&« ’«u???š  ±ππ∏≠±ππ∑
Æ≥±≤≠≥∞µ ∫¥π d!uÝ WK−! Æœ«bG³Ð WOÝU³F&«

 5.Š ¨Ê«uDŽ
Æ ËdOÐ ÆqOK'« —«œ Æ©bI½Ë ÷dŽ® b¹e¹ sÐ bO"u"«  ±π∏±

 Í“Už ¨WAOÐË œuK% ¨ZOł  d³O(
 v½œ_« ‚dAK& w.½dH&« bNF*« Æ…dLŽ dOB0 s!  U!u???Ý—  ≤∞∞∑
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ÆdBI&« ÂdŠ w( ‰“UM#  UÝUÝ√ Æ≤µ

—œUB*«
Íd³D&« d¹dł sÐ bL×#

 bL×# oOI% ¨©„uK*«Ë qÝd&« a¹—Uð® ∑ØÃ Íd³D"« a¹—Uð  ±π∂±
 ÆdB# Æ·—UF*« —«œ ÆrO¼«dÐ« qCH&« uÐ√

 u)U¹ ¨ÍuL(«
Ê«bK³"« r−F!

V¼Ë sÐ dHFł sÐ »uIF¹ wÐ√ sÐ bLŠ√
Æ ËdOÐ Æ —œU- —«œ Æ ≤ØÃ wÐuIFO"« a¹—Uð  ±∏∂∞

w³¼c&« s¹b&« fLý
 ÆµØÃ ¡ö³M"« ÂöŽ√Ë dOÝ  ±π∏µ

dOŁ_« sÐ«
Æ ËdOÐÆdJH&« —«œ Æ¥ØÃ a¹—U²"« w6 q!UJ"«   ±π∑∏

 w½UNH-_« ÃdH&« uÐ√
Æ ËdOÐ ÆqOKš nÝu¹ Õö-Ë lOL−K& dJH&« —«œ Æw½Už_«   ±π∑∞

◊UOš sÐ WHOKš
 ÆoA#œ Æ W¹—u.&« W(UI¦&« …—«“Ë Æ◊UOš sÐ WHOKš a¹—Uð   ±π∂∏

dO¦% sÐ«
 W???.ÝR# ≠ w???ÐdF&« À«d???²&« ¡U???OŠ≈ —«œ W???¹UNM"«Ë W???¹«b³"«   ±ππ≥

 ÊUM³&Ø  ËdOÐ ÆwÐdF&« a¹—U²&«
kŠU'« d×Ð sÐ ËdLŽ ÊUL¦Ž uÐ√

ÆdB# Æw$U)« W³²J# ÆkŠU'« qzUÝ—  ±π∂µ





≠≥±≠

bÐ—≈ WE6U×! w6 W¹dŁ_« l0«u*« W"U( wLOOI²"« ÍdŁ_« `1*« ŸËdA!
©Â≤∞±± w½UŁ s¹dAð ±∏ v"≈ ‰uK¹«±∏®  …d²H"«

r×K# qOŽULÝ≈

l0u*«
 WO½œ—_« W???JKL*« s# wÐdG&« w&UL???A&« ¡e???'« w( bÐ—≈ W???E(U×# l???Ið
 5Ð U# UN???.¹—UCð Ÿu???M²ðË Æ©r???% ±∂≤±® UN²ŠU???.# m???K³ðË ¨WOL???ýUN&«
 dNM% W¹œË_«Ë d???N½_« s# œbŽ U???NÐ bł«u²¹ UL% ¨—u???G&«Ë qN???.&«Ë q³'«
 Íœ«ËË »ö???)“ Íœ«ËË »d???F&« Íœ«u???% W???¹œË√Ë ¨„u???#dO&« d???N½Ë Êœ—_«
 qJ???Að UNFOLłË ¨œU¹“ uÐ« Íœ«ËË fÐUO&« Íœ«ËË Âd???'« Íœ«ËË W???³OD&«

ÆWŽ«—e&«Ë ÁUO*UÐ œËe²K& ULN# «—bB#
 ¨U¦#d&« ¨W½UM% wMÐ ¨bÐ—« W³B) ∫w¼ W¹u&√ WF???.ð s# WE(U;« ÊuJ²ð

ÆWO&ULA&« —«už_«Ë WODÝu&« ¨W³OD&« ¨…—uJ&« ¨w&ULA&« —«e*« ¨bO³Ž wMÐ

ŸËdA*« WO¼U!
 U#U−.½« Â≤∞±± rÝu# w( bÐ—« WE(U; ÍdŁ_« `.*« ŸËdA# ¡Uł
 W¹dŁ_« l)«u*« W&UŠ r???OOIð …œUŽ≈ w( W#UF&« —UŁü« …d???z«œ tO−Oð«d²???Ý« l#
 U¼œbŽ —bI¹ w²&«Ë ¨bÐ—« W???E(U×# w( …d???A²M*« l)«u*« UNM#Ë ¨WJKL*« w(
 X×???.# w²&«Ë ¨WOB¹—U²&« —uBF&« lOLł s# ÍdŁ« l???)u# ≥∞∞ w???&«u×Ð
  U¦FÐ q³) s# U#UŽ 5???ŁöŁ s# d¦%√ q³) ¨WO{U*« œu???IF&« ‰öš U???N²O³&Už
 l???ÝuðË w½«dLF&«Ë w½UJ???.&« b*« rþUFð Ê√ dOž ¨W???OMÞËË W???O³Mł√ W???¹dŁ√
  UJ³???ýË w×- ·d-Ë ÁU???O# WLE½√Ë ‚d???Þ s???# WOzU???A½ù« l¹—U???A*«
 d¼UE# s???# dO¦% d???OOGð v???&≈ U???NFOLł  œ√ U???¼dOžË ¡U???ÐdN%Ë  ôU???Bð«
 w²&«  U¹bF²&« v&≈ n{√ ¨W¹dŁ_« l)«u*« iFÐ —dC&UÐ X.#Ë ¨`D???.&«
 w²&«Ë ¨l)«u*« s???# b¹bF&« w( —UŁü« ’uB& q???³) s# —UŁü« UN& ÷d???F²ð

Æw*UF&« À«d²&« vKŽË l)«u*« Ác¼ vKŽ WLł dÞUB# qJAð
 Í—Ëœ qJ???AÐ W¹dŁ_« l???)«u*« r???OOIð ÊU(  U???¹b×²&« Ác???¼ ¡u{ w???(
 …dz«œ t???Ý—U9 Íc&« ÍdŁ_« qLF&« ·«b???¼√ w( W¹u&Ë√Ë W???OL¼√ Ë– `???³-√
 ¨l)«u*« W???¹ULŠ w( V???ÝUM*« —«d???I&« –UBð« w???( …bŽU???.LK& W???#UF&« —U???Łü«

ÆWO½«dLF&« WOLM²&« jDš œ«bŽ≈ w( W%—UA*«Ë

ŸËdA*« ·«b¼√
ÆW¹dŁ_« l)«u*« l{Ë rOOIð …œUŽ≈ ?±

ÆW¹dŁ_« l)«u*« tł«uð w²&« q%UA*« Ë√ dÞUB*« b¹b% ?≤
ÆWIÐU.&«  UŠu.*« s# …œU(ù« l# W¹dŁ_« l)«u*« œdł ?≥

ÆW¹dŁ_« l)«u*« sŽ WŁb×#  U#uKF# …bŽU) ¡UMÐ ?¥
ÆW¹dŁ_« l)«u*« W&UŠ sŽ Èb*« …bOFÐ Ë√ WKłUŽ ‰uKŠ ÕdÞ ?µ

qLF"« WO−NM!
 ŸËd???A# bÐ—« —U???Ł¬ W¹d¹b# ‰ö???š s???# W???#UF&« —U???Łü« …d???z«œ  d???ł√
 πØ±∏ s???# …d???²H&« ‰ö???š b???Ð—« W???E(U×# w???( w???LOOI²&« Íd???Ł_« `???.*«
 ¨—«e*« ¨b???Ð—« W³B) ∫w???¼ W¹u&√ W???.Lš qL???ýË ¨Â≤∞±±Ø±±Ø±∏ v???&≈
 bÐ—« —UŁ¬ d¹b# r×K# qOŽULÝ≈ Æœ ·«d???ýSÐ ¨bO³Ž wMÐË WOD???Ýu&« ¨W³OD&«
 rO¼«dÐ≈ ¨© U½UOÐ qšb#® Íb&U)« bL×# ∫s# q% s# wM( o¹d( W¹uCŽË
 œU¹“ Æœ ∫r¼Ë —UŁü« hBBð w−¹dš s# œbŽË ¨©—uB#® w³Že&« 5.Š
 bL×# ¨—uF???A*« œ«d# ¨WF&ôœ b&Uš ¨Â«eŽ bL×# ¨WłU³¹œ bL×# ¨W???×(öÞ
 bL×#Ë w½UFÞ Íb−#Ë Õd???( bz«— ∫ÊuIzU???.&«Ë ¨qOŠd&« bLŠ« ¨Íd¹Ëb&«

ÆœULŠ
 `???.LK& UNŽUCš≈Ë ¨l)«uLK& wzUI²½ô« `???.*« »uK???Ý√ Â«bB²???Ý« -
 W(U{≈ UNŽ«u½QÐ W¹dŁ_« r???&UF*« b-—Ë UNO( ‰«u−²&« ‰ö???š s# Íb???OKI²&«
 UN²M¹UF* W&uG???A*« W???O½«uB&«Ë W???¹—UBH&« d???.J&« s#  U???MOŽ ¡U???I²½« v???&≈

Æl)u*« vKŽ  d# w²&«  «d²H&« v&≈ ·dF²&«Ë
 ¨ UOŁ«bŠù« cš«Ë w%ËdJ&« r???Ýd&«Ë d¹uB²&UÐ r&UF*« r¼√ oOŁuð -
 UL% Æ© U#uKF# W)UDÐ® «bŠu# Uł–u/  U#uKF*« s¹Ëbð W¹UG& ÂbB²Ý«Ë
 nŠe&« ∫q¦# W¹dŁ_« l)«u*« tł«uð w²&« dÞUB*« Ë√ q%U???A*« r¼√ b-— -
 ‚dD&« `²( ¨d???łU;«Ë  «—U???.J&« œb9 ¨n¹d−²&« ¨ U???¹bF²&« ¨w???½«dLF&«

ÆU¼dOžË  «—UON½ô«Ë

ÍdŁ_« `1*« ZzU²½
w"ULA"« —«e*« ¡«u" ∫ÎôË√

 vKŽ U#≈ w???¼Ë ¨w&UL???A&« —«e*« ¡«u& w( U???F)u# ±¥ w???&«uŠ `???.# -
 ¨Y¹b(« Ê«dLF&« UN×???.²%« WO½«dLŽ r&UF# U???¹UIÐ Ë√ »dš Ë√ ‰ö???ð qJ???ý

∫l)«u*« Ác¼ iFÐ W&U( hBK# wK¹ ULO(

©W!«d!® U!«d!— qð ?±
 `D???Ý sŽ Â∏±∂ ŸUHð—« vKŽ w&UL???A&« —«e*« …bKÐ w( q²&« «c???¼ l???I¹

∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽ d×³&«
N 32.47805

E 035.79578

 W%uK2 tO{«—√Ë ¨U/Ëœ ¥∞ w&«u×Ð t²ŠU???.# —bIð l???Ý«Ë qð u¼Ë
 t×DÝ vKŽ d???A²M¹ Æ…dL¦*« —U−???ý_UÐ tM# ¡«eł√ XŽ—“ b)Ë ¨5MÞ«uLK&



≠≥≤≠

©≤∞±≤® µ∂ W#UF&« —UŁü« …dz«œ WO&uŠ
 ¨w½U#Ëd&« ¨Íb¹b(« ¨Íe???½Ëd³&« ∫UNM# WHK²B# —uBŽ s# W¹—UB( d???.%
 Ê«—bł  U???ÝUÝ√ błuð U???L% ¨w???½UL¦F&«Ë w???%uKL*« ¨Íu???#_« ¨w???D½eO³&«
 vKŽ vIK# Â≤ ‰u???DÐ w???.K% œuLŽË ¨…bLŽú& tO???.K% W¹d−Š  U???#UŽœË

ÆWO²&“U³&« g¹—«u'« s# œbF& ¡«eł√ œułË v&≈ W(U{≈ ¨÷—_«
 w½«dLF&« n???Še&« UO&UŠ q???²&« «c¼ tł«uð w???²&«  UO&UJ???ýù« “dÐ« s???#

Æ©± qJA"«® —UŁü« ’uB& q³) s#  U¹bF²&«Ë tŠuHÝ vKŽ Y¹b(«

©WOŁ«d²"« bLI W¹d0® bLI WÐdš ?≤
 WOMJ???Ý w½U³# WŽuL−# w???¼Ë WOŁ«d²&« W???¹dI&« w???( bL- W???Ðdš l???Ið
 ÊdI&«  UMO²???Ý w???(  d???−¼ ¨‰U???L¼ù« W???−O²½ Âb???N# U???NLEF# …—u???−N#
 Ác¼ l)u# w???( bł«u²¹Ë ¨…dOš_« W???O½UL¦F&« W³I(« q???¦9 w¼Ë ¨w???{U*«
 œUF*« W&uG???A*« W¹d−(« lDI&«Ë ÁUO*« —U???Ð¬Ë ·uNJ&« s# b???¹bF&« W???¹dI&«
 …—U−ŠË »U³&« …b???ŽU) ezU%— ∫q¦# WOŁ«d²&« w???½U³*« w( U???NCFÐ Â«bB²???Ý«

Æ©WHJÝô«® XM(« …—U−ŠË ¡UM³&«
 W¹—UB( d.%Ë ÊuK&« ¡UCOÐ ¡U.HO.( WF)— U¹UIÐ WÐd)« w( b¼u???ý

Æw½UL¦F&«Ë w%uKL*« ¨Íu#_« ¨wD½eO³&« ¨w½U#Ëd&« ∫—uBF&« s#
∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽ lI¹Ë ¨Âπ±∞ w&«uŠ d×³&« `DÝ sŽ l)u*« lHðd¹

N 32.45970

E 035.83095

 uŽbLK& œuF¹ ‰e???M# WÐd)« Ác¼ w( …eOL*« WOŁ«d²&« w???½U³*« “dÐ« s???#
 nIÝ qLŽË ¨w½UL¦F&« ÊU*d³&« w( «uCŽ ÊU% ©ÍdLM&« Ëb³F&« ÊULOK???Ý®
Æ©g¹d&«® …dOGB&« …—U−(« tO( ÂbB²Ý«Ë ¨wKO#dÐ nB½ qJAÐ vM³*«

 ÀËbŠË W???OŁ«d²&« w½U³LK& ‰U???L¼ù« w???¼ l)u*« t???ł«uð w???²&«  UO&UJ???ýù«
 À«d²&« s# W???LN# Ã–U/ ŸUO{ wMF¹ U???2 ¨UNO( W¹uM???Ý WOzeł  «—U???ON½«
 …—U−ŠË ·uN%Ë —UÐ¬ s???# W¹dŁ_« o(«d*« Â«bB²???Ý« œUŽ√ Íc&« w???½«dLF&«

ÆUNM# Ã–U/ rO#dðË UNIOŁuð wŽb².¹ U2 ¨¡UMÐ
 s# gI½ tOKŽ ¡UMÐ d−Š vKŽ —u¦F&« w¼ `???.*« ¡UMŁ√  UH???A²J*« r¼√
 dD???.&« «dI¹Ë ¨WOŁ«d²&« w½U³*« bŠ« W¹Ë«“ w( V%— ¨WO½U½u¹ ·ËdŠ WFÐ—√

Æ©≤ qJA"«® ©”uOŁ® hBý rÝ« gIM&« s# ‰Ë_«
∫gIM&« «c¼ l)u#  UOŁ«bŠ≈

N 32.45938

E O35.83120

Æ5MÞ«uLK& WOŁ«d²&« W¹dI&« w( w{«—_« WOJK#

bLI ØWO½U!Ëd"« W@d³"« ?≥
 Â∂∏∞ ŸUHð—« vKŽ WOŁ«d²&« bL- W???¹d) »uMł WO½U#Ëd&« W%d³&« l???Ið

∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽ d×³&« `DÝ sŽ
N 32.45739

E 035Æ 83027

 d²# ≥∞∞ w&«uŠ UN²ŠU.# qJ???A&« WFKC# W%dÐ sŽ …—U³Ž Êü« w¼Ë
 wI???.&Ë dD*« ÁUO# lOL−²& WOM)« UN& qLŽË ¨XML???ÝôUÐ U¼ƒUMÐ bOŽ√ ¨lÐd#
 ÊUJÝ œU(√ U# V.Š ?? »cA*« d−(« s# WOM³# UIÐUÝ X½U% b)Ë ¨wý«u*«

ÆW¹dI&«
 …dz«œ ØWJKL*« WM¹e) œu???Fð W%d³&« UNO( W#UI*« ÷—_« WFD) W???OJK#

Æ U/Ëœ µ w&«u×Ð UN²ŠU.# —bIðË ¨W#UF&« —UŁü«
 W1bI&« W???¹dŁ_« r???&UF*« f???LÞ w???¼ l???)u*« t???ł«uð w???²&«  UO&UJ???ýù«
 W1bI&« UN²¾O¼ …œUŽ≈ WO½UJ#≈ W???Ý«—œ wŽb².¹ U2 ¨XMLÝôUÐ UN&«b³²???Ý«Ë

Æ©≥ qJA"«® UNLO#dðË

©◊u³½“ qð® b³F"« qð ?¥
 vKŽ …d???²Že&« …b???KÐ ‚d???ý »uMłË bL- …b???KÐ ‚d???ý q²&« «c???¼ l???I¹
 d×³&« `D???Ý sŽ lHðd¹Ë ¨Êu???K−ŽË b???Ð—« 5???Ð b???³F*« w???.Ozd&« o???¹dD&«

∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽ lI¹Ë ¨Âπµ∑
N 32.44077

ÆU#«d#— qð ¨W¹uł …—u-  Æ±

ÆbL- ØUN#«bB²Ý« œUF*« WO½U#Ëd&« W%d³&« Æ≥

ÆWOŁ«d²&« bL- W¹d) ¨w½U½u¹ gI½  Æ≤



≠≥≥≠

bÐ—≈ WE(U×# w( W¹dŁ_« l)«u*« W&U( wLOOI²&« ÍdŁ_« `.*« ŸËdA# ∫r×K# qOŽULÝ≈
E 035.84764

 Í—ULF# r%«dð tOKŽ błu¹Ë ¨ U/Ëœ ∑ w&«u×Ð q²&« «c¼ WŠU???.# —bIð
 WHK²B# —u???BŽ s# W¹—UB( d???.% —U???A²½« v&≈ W???(U{≈ ¨Ê«—b???ł  U???ÝUÝ_
 Íe½Ëd³&« dBF&« ¨dJ³*« Íe½Ëd³&« dBF&« ¨wÝU×M&« Íd−(« dBF&« ∫UNM#
 dBF&« ¨w½U#Ëd&« d???BF&« ¨w²???.MOKN&« dBF&« ¨Íb¹b(« dBF&« ¨j???Ýu²*«

ÆW&uGA# tO½«u- d.% v&≈ W(U{≈ ¨wD½eO³&«
  «—U???.J&« qLŽ œb???9 ¨UNM# d???ÞUB#Ë  UO&UJ???ý≈ q???²&« «c???¼ t???ł«u¹
 —UŁü« ’u???BK&  U¹bFð œu???łËË l???Ý«Ë qJ???AÐ t& …—ËU−*« WIDM*« w???(

Æ©¥ qJA"«®

U¹—«œ WÐdš ?µ
 w.Ozd&« Ÿ—UA&« w)dýË …d²Že&« …bKÐ ‚dý »uMł WÐd)« Ác¼ lIð
 s# b¹bF&« W???Ðd)« Ác¼ w???( d???A²M¹Ë ¨ÊuK−ŽË bÐ—« 5Ð q???-«u&« b???³F*«
 W???.OM% v&≈ W(U{≈ ¨w???FO³D&« d???BB&« w???( W???ðu×M*« s???(«b*«Ë ·u???NJ&«
 W.OMJ&« Ác¼ kH²%Ë ¨W#UF&« —UŁü« …dz«œ q³) s# Â±ππµ WMÝ WHA²J#
 W½uK*« WOzU.HO.H&« UN²O{—√ vKŽ —u¦F&« v&≈ W(U{≈ UN½«—bł s# ¡«ełQÐ
 ”œU???.&« ÊdI&« w&«u( Œ—R???ðË ¨WOðU³½Ë WO???ÝbM¼ ‰UJ???ý≈ XKL???ý w²&«

ÆÍœöO*«
 w¼ W???.OMJ&« l)u#Ë WÐd)« Ác???¼ tł«uð w²&«  UO&UJ???ýù« “dÐ« s???#
 l)u*« ÷dFðË ¨U???N½«—bł s# ¡«eł√ —UON½«Ë WH???A²J*« W???.OMJK& ‰UL¼ù«
 …œułu*«  «—U???.J&« ‰ULŽ√ l???Ýuð v&≈ W(U{≈ ¨—UŁü« ’uB&  U???¹bF²&

Æ©µ qJA"«® WIDM*« w(

∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽ lI¹Ë ¨Âπ∞¥ w&«uŠ d×³&« `DÝ sŽ l)u*« lHðd¹
N 32.44255

E035.85732

”«dÝ WÐdš ?∂
 `DÝ sŽ lHðdðË ¨r%∑ w&«u×Ð —«e*« …bKÐ ‚dý ”«d???Ý WÐdš lIð

∫ UOŁ«bŠô« vKŽ lIðË ¨Âπµ≥ w&«uŠ d×³&«
N 32.44116

E 35.81301

 ¡«eł√ w( W%uK2 w¼Ë ¨+Ëœ ¥∞ ?≥∞ w&«u×Ð WÐd)« WŠU???.# —bIð
 UNÐ bł«u²¹ YOŠ ¨Ã«dŠ√ ØW???&Ëb&« WM¹e) Èdš√ ¡«eł√Ë 5MÞ«uLK& U???NM#
 WÐd)« Ác¼ w( b¼uýË Æ…dL¦# —U−ý√ v&≈ W(U{≈ ¨…dLF# ◊uKÐ —U−???ý√
 ÁUO# —U???Ð¬Ë ·uN%Ë ÷—_« `D???Ý s???Ž …“—UÐ Ê«—b???ł  U???ÝUÝ√ œu???łË
 5ðR³K& …d???(U½ Âu???ÝdÐ tKšb# s¹“ U¼bŠ« dBB&« w???( Wðu×M# s???(«b#Ë
 r???Ý« qL% WO½U½u¹ ·dŠ√ tOKŽ Íd???−Š gI½ b¼u???ý UL% ¨qOK%≈ U???LNMOÐ
 VKž_« vKŽ q¦1Ë Æ©∑ ¨∂ ÊöJA"«® ©”u9 sÐ« ”u&U½«® vŽb¹ hBý

Æw.KJ&« d−(« s# d³) b¼Uý
 ¨w½U#Ëd&« ∫—uBF&« s# W¹—UB( d.% WÐd)« Ác¼ WÐdð `DÝ vKŽ dA²Mð
 ¨W(U¦% U¼d¦%√ WO%uKL*« W¹—UBH&« d.J&« q¦9Ë Æw%uKL*«Ë Íu#_« ¨wD½eO³&«

Æ…d¼œe*« WO%uKL*« ÈdI&« ÈbŠ≈ X½U% UN½√ ‰UL²Š« v&≈ dOA¹ U2
 o???ýË w½«dLF&« nŠe&« w¼ WÐd)« Ác¼ tł«uð w²&«  UO&UJ???ýù« r¼√ Ê≈

Æ—UŁü« ’uB&  U¹bFðË …b¹b'« ‚dD&«

ÆbL- Øb³F&« qð Æ¥

ÆW.OMJ&« ØU¹—«œ WÐdš Æµ

Æ”«dÝ WÐdš ¨Íd−Š gI½ Æ∂

Æ”«dÝ s(b# qšb# vKŽ d(U½ X×½ Æ∑



≠≥¥≠

U¹UJ1! WÐdš ?∑
 ÊËd'« Íœ«Ë »uMł r%¥ w&«u×Ð —«e*« …bKÐ ‚dý WÐd)« Ác¼ lIð
 W¹œË√Ë ‰U???³ł …bŽ v???KŽ ·d???Að W³C¼ sŽ …—U???³Ž w¼Ë ¨r???%≤ w???&«u×Ð

ÆUN&uŠ
 vKŽ œu???Fð Ê«—b???ł  U???ÝUÝ√ WÐd)« Ác???¼ w( W???¹dŁ_« d???¼UE*« s???#
 `D???.&« vKŽ d???A²M¹Ë ¨w½UL¦F&« dBF&« W¹«bÐË w%uKL*« dBFK& V???Kž_«

Æ≤ œbŽ ÁUO# —UÐ¬ œułË kŠu& UL% ¨s¹dBF&« s¹c¼ s# W¹—UB( d.%
 dOž UN³Kž« WOÝU) W?ÒO.K% …—U−Š Ê«—b'«  UÝUÝ√ ¡UMÐ w( ÂbB²Ý«
 —UŁü« ’uB& UNÐ ÂU) V¹dBð —UŁ¬ błuð UL% ¨WDO.Ð WOMIð Ë–Ë »c???A#

Æ…dL¦*« —U−ý_UÐ WŽË—e# w{«—√ ÍdŁ_« l)u*UÐ jO×¹Ë ¨WÐd)« w(
∫l)u*« «c¼  UOŁ«bŠ≈

N 32.47235

E 035.82051

ÆÂ∑≥∞ w&«uŠ d×³&« `DÝ sŽ tŽUHð—« mK³¹Ë

lOIM"« WÐdš ?∏
 `D???Ý sŽ lHðdðË ¨r%µ w&«u×Ð W³MŽ …b???KÐ ‰UL???ý WÐd)« Ác¼ l???Ið

∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽ lIðË ¨Â∑∞≥ w&«uŠ d×³&«
N 32.49466

E 035.76596

 œułË v&≈ dOA¹ U2 ¨W&uG???A# …—U−(  UL%«dð WÐd)« w( bł«u²¹
 —UÐ« …bŽ  b¼u???ý UL% ¨Ê«—bł  U???ÝUÝ√ œułË kŠu&Ë ¨W#bN# Ê«—bł

ÆdBB&« w( Wðu×M# VMŽ …dBF#Ë ¨ÁUO#
 dBF&«Ë w???½U#Ëd&« d???BF&« s# W¹—UB( d???.% `D???.&« vKŽ d???A²M¹

Æl)u*« w( WO.Ozd&« ÊUDO²Ýô« …d²( …dOš_« W³I(« q¦9Ë ¨w%uKL*«
 w( l???Ýu²&«Ë w½«dLF&« œb???L²&« W???−O²½ W???&«“ù« d???Dš l???)u*« t???ł«u¹
 …œU???Žù W???Ðd)« …—U???−Š q???IMÐ 5???MÞ«u# ÂU???O)Ë w???Ž«—e&« ÕöB²???Ýô«

ÆW¦¹b(« W¹œUM²Ýô« Ê«—b'« w( UN#«bB²Ý«

Êu²³ł WÐdš ?π
 sŽ lHðdðË ¨r???%± w&«u×Ð W???³MŽ …bKÐ »dž ‰UL???ý WÐd)« Ác???¼ l???Ið

∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽ lIðË ¨Âµπ≤ w&«uŠ d×³&« `DÝ
N 32.48712

E 035.74321

  u×M# w{—« Ê«ešË ¡U# d¾ÐË Ê«—bł  U???ÝUÝ√ WÐd)« w( błu¹
 s# V¹dBð  ôËU???×#Ë ¨·u???N% …bŽ b¼u???ý UL% ¨wFO³D&« d???BB&« w???(
 s¹dBF&« s???# W¹—UB( d???.% `D???.&« vKŽ d???A²M¹Ë Æ—UŁü« ’uB& q³)
 d???J³*«  Íe???½Ëd³&«  s???¹dBF&«  v???&≈  W???(U{ùUÐ  ¨w???D½eO³&«Ë  w???½U#Ëd&«

ÆjÝu²*« Íe½Ëd³&«Ë

nÝu¹ d¹œØUðUOŽ WÐdš ?±∞
 5ÐË WO&ULA&« WOÐdG&« WN'« w( nÝu¹ d¹œ …bKÐ w( WÐd)« Ác¼ lIð
 bŠ« tÐ ÂU) n¹d& dŁ« vKŽ WÐd)« Ác¼ w( —u¦F&« - b)Ë ¨5MÞ«u*«  uOÐ
 U¼bŠ« ‰uÞ `C²¹ ¨Ê«—b???'«  U???ÝUÝ√  d#œ t&eM# WŠU???Ý w( 5MÞ«u*«

 Íd−(« dBF&« s???# —UB( d???.% wÐ«d²&« lDI*« w( `???C²¹Ë ¨Âπ w???&«uŠ
 ÆW&uG???A# tO½«u- d???.% v&≈ W(U{≈ ¨dJ³*« Íe½Ëd³&« dBF&«Ë w???ÝU×M&«
 UNO( W¹u²???.# W???OFO³Þ W???¹dB- W???O{—√ ·d???−*« ¡e'« w???( k???Šu& U???L%
 dO???A¹ U2 ÁUO# n¹dBð …UM)Ë ¨…d¹b²???.*« …dOGB&« d???H(« s# W???ŽuL−#

Æw&eM# a³D* VKž_« vKŽ X½U% WO{—_« Ác¼ Êu% v&≈
Æ—UÐü«Ë ·uNJ&« s# œbŽ 5MÞ«u*«  uOÐ 5ÐË WÐd)« Ác¼ w( bł«u²¹ UL%

∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽ WÐd)« Ác¼ lIð
N 32.49140

E 035.79065

Æ©∏ qJA"«® Â∑≤π w&«uŠ d×³&« `DÝ sŽ l)u*« lHðd¹Ë

WOH×ł qð ?±±
 ¨+Ëœ ¥ w&«uŠ t²ŠU???.# mK³ðË ¨WOH×ł …bKÐ ‰UL???ý WOH×ł qð lI¹
 lHðdO( l)u*« U#√ ÆÂ∏ w&«uŠ t³½U−Ð b³F*« Ÿ—U???A&« Èu²???.# sŽ lHðd¹Ë

∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽ lI¹Ë ¨Â∑π≤ w&«uŠ d×³&« `DÝ sŽ
N 32.49319

E 035.82084

 Â≤∞∞∑ ? Â≤∞∞≤  «uM???.&« ‰öš W¹dŁ√  U³OIMð l)u*« w???( X¹dł√
 q²&« w( WO???.Ozd&« r&UF*« X???š—√ ÆW???O½U*√ WO½œ—√ W%d²???A# W¦FÐ q???³) s???#
 q¦L²ðË ¨w???½U¦&«Ë ‰Ë_« Íb???¹b(« d???BF&«Ë d???šQ²*« Íe???½Ëd³&« d???BFK&
 VÞUB#Ë Ê«—bł  UÝUÝ√Ë …œbF²#  «d−×Ð WHA²J*« W¹—ULF*« d¼UE*«
 s# Æw.Oz— qJ???AÐ WO½«uB&« …—U−(« UNO( X#bB²???Ý« q²&« ‰uŠ WOIKŠ

ÆÍu#_« dBFK& Œ—Rð  UÝUÝ√  UHA²J*« sL{
 Ê«—b'« s# b???¹bF&« —UON½« u¼ l???)u*« tł«uð w²&«  UO&UJ???ýù« “d???Ð«
 ¨WJKL*« W???M¹e) œuF²( l)u*« W???OJK# U#√ ÆW½UOB&« Âb???ŽË ‰U???L¼ù« W???−O²½

ÆW#UF&« —UŁü« …dz«œ
 w&«uŠ dDIÐ Ê«u???B&« …—U−Š s# d¹b²???.# rł— błu¹ Èdš« WOŠU½ s???#

Æ©π qJA"«® d²# uKO% nB½ w&«uŠ bFÐ vKŽ rłd&« «c¼ lI¹Ë ¨Â±≥

WKÐU0 WÐdš ?±≤
 WÐdš w¼Ë ¨r???%± w&«u×Ð UOÐË“ …b???KÐ »dž »uMł WKÐU) W???Ðdš l???Ið
∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽË ¨d×³&« `DÝ sŽ Â∏≤µ ŸUHð—« vKŽ lIðË WFÝ«Ë W¹dŁ√

N 32.426080

ÆnÝu¹ d¹œ ØUðUOŽ qð w( lDI# Æ∏

©≤∞±≤® µ∂ W#UF&« —UŁü« …dz«œ WO&uŠ



≠≥µ≠

E 035.76436

 UNŽuL−0 q¦9 w???²&«Ë W¹dŁ_« d???¼UE*« s# b¹bF&« W???Ðd)« w( b???ł«u²¹
 wMJÝ lL& bł«u²¹ YOŠ ¨wD½eO³&«Ë w½U#Ëd&« s¹dBF&« s# WK#UJ²# W¹d)
 w²&« Ê«—b'«  UÝUÝ√ s# b¹bF&« s# n&R# WÐd)« s# WO&UL???A&« WN'« w(
 sLC²ð WFÝ«Ë …d³I# UNO( błuð UL% ¨»cA*« w.KJ&« d−(« UNO( ÂbB²Ý«
 Y³Ž ¨W¹œdH&« —u³I&« s# œbŽ rC¹ s(b# q% ¨wŽULł s(b# 5ŁöŁ s# d???¦%√
 qJ& 5²LB{ ¡U# w²%dÐ p&UM¼Ë ¨WO{U*«  «uM???.&« d³Ž —UŁü« ’uB& UNÐ
 Â≤≤ Èdš_«Ë Â¥ oLFÐ ¨Â±π × Â±∑ ”UOIÐ U???L¼«bŠ√ ¨w³½Uł Ã—œ U???LNM#

ÆWÐcA*« …—U−×K& UFKI# U²#bB²Ý« ö-√ ULN½√ Ëb³¹Ë ¨Â¥ oLFÐ ¨Â±µ ×

 WFÐ—√  b¼u???ýË ¨ÁUO# —UÐ¬ …b???ŽË ·uN% …bŽ W???Ðd)« sLC²ð U???L%
 —u³) b¼«uý X½U% U0— ¨WÐd)« jÝu²¹ Íc&« Íœ«u&« w( WÐcA# …—U−Š

ÆWO½U½u¹ ·dŠ_ ‘uI½ UNOKŽË
 qJ???AÐ  U¹bF²K& UN{dFð WÐd)« Ác¼ tł«uð w???²&«  UO&UJ???ýù« “dÐ« s#
 W-UšË —U#b&UÐ U???N*UF# œbN¹ U???2 ¨—UŁü« ’uB& q???³) s# w#u¹ t³???ý

ÆwMJ.&« lL−²&«
 —U−???ý√ s# b¹bF&« WÐd)« Ác???¼ ¡U×½≈ w???( Ÿ“u²ð Èd???š√ WOŠU½ s???#
 W%uK2 U???NM# ¡«e???ł√ Ê√ U???L% ÆUOFO³Þ ôU???Lł l???)u*« V???.J¹ U???2 ◊u???K³&«

Æ©±∞ qJA"«® 5MÞ«uLK&

UÐUŠ— W@dÐ ?±≥
 mK³ðË ¨UÐUŠ— …bKÐ s???# WO)d???A&« WOÐuM'« WN'« w( W%d³&« Ác¼ l???Ið
 …—U−×K& lKIL% U???ÝUÝ√ X½U% U0—Ë ¨Â±± o???LFÐ ¨Â±µ × Â±¥ U???N&«uÞ√

 bŠ« q³) s# ¡«b²Ž« p&UM¼Ë ¨dD*« ÁUO# lOL−²& W%d³% UIŠô X#bB²???Ý«Ë
ÆWM¹e)« w{«—√ s# w¼Ë ¨W%d³&« W(UŠ vKŽ t&eM# ¡UM³Ð 5MÞ«u*«

∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽË ¨d×³&« `DÝ sŽ Âπ≤≥ ŸUHð—« vKŽ W%d³&« lIð
N 32.42046

E 035.79251

—«e*« U6uŠ WÐdš ?±¥
 W³C¼ s???Ž …—U³Ž w???¼Ë ¨—«e???*« U(uŠ …b???KÐ »d???ž W???Ðd)« Ác???¼ l???Ið
 œUF# WD)U???Ý …—U???−Š r???%«dðË Ê«—b???ł  U???ÝUÝ√ U???NO( b???ł«u²¹ ¨W???OÐ«dð
 W¹—UBH&« d???.J&« l???)u*« w( d???A²M¹Ë ¨dBŽ s???# d???¦%√ d???³Ž UN#«bB²???Ý«
 s¹dBF&« s# q???)« W³???.½ v&≈ W(U{≈ ¨w½UL¦F&«Ë w%uKL*« ∫—u???BF&« s???#

ÆwD½eO³&«Ë w½U#Ëd&«
 v???KŽË ¨d???×³&« `D???Ý s???Ž Â∑≥π ŸU???Hð—« v???KŽ W???Ðd)« Ác???¼ l???Ið

∫ UOŁ«bŠù«
N 32.49100

E 035.835070

W³OD"« ¡«u" ∫UO½UŁ
 s# W¹d) s# d???¦%√ vKŽ WŽ“u²# W³OD&« ¡«u???& w( U???F)u# ±± `???.# -

∫UNÐ `.*« ZzU²½ r¼_ hBK# wK¹ULO( ¨¡«uK&« Èd)

d1Ð√ WÐdš ?±
 w&«uŠ UN²ŠU.# »—UIðË ¨wKŽ uÐ√ d.Ð√ …bKÐ —«u−Ð WÐd)« Ác¼ lIð
 sŽ Â≥∑∞ ŸUHð—« vKŽ lIðË Æ5MÞ«uLK& UFOLł W%uK2 w???¼Ë ¨U/Ëœ ≤∞

∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽË d×³&« `DÝ
N 32.56140

E 035.72203

 ÁUO*« —U???Ð¬Ë ·uNJ&U% W???¹dŁ_« r???&UF*UÐ WOMG&« W???Ðd)« Ác???¼ d???³²FðË
 W¹—UBH&« d.J&« UN×D???Ý vKŽ d???A²Mð UL% ¨dÐUI*«Ë Ê«—b'«  U???ÝUÝ√Ë
 ¨Íu#_« ¨wD½eO³&« ¨w½U#Ëd&« ¨dJ³*« Íe½Ëd³&« ∫q???¦# WHK²B# —uBŽ s#

ÆW&uGA# tO½«u- U¹UEý  b¼uý UL% ¨w½UL¦F&«Ë wÐu¹_«
 t&uÞ qB¹ nN% qš«œ Êu²¹“ …dBF# WÐd)« w( …eOL*« r&UF*« s#
 œuFð UN½√ VKG¹ ¨—uBI# ¡U# Z¹dN-Ë  «d???−Š …bŽ tO(Ë ¨Â±≤ w???&«uŠ
 q³) s# dO???.J²K& Êu²¹e&« ”—œ ÷uŠ ÷d???Fð b)Ë ¨wD½eO³&« d???BFK&

Æ—UŁü« ’uB&
 œuF¹ t½« V???KG¹ ¨b−???.# »«d×# s???LC²¹ —«bł ”U???Ý√ b¼u???ý U???L%

Æw½UL¦F&«Ë w%uKL*« s¹dBFK&
 UNOKŽ —UŁô« ’uB&  U¹bFð WÐd)« Ác¼ tł«uð w²&«  UO&UJýù« s#

ÆÈdš√Ë …d²( 5Ð

WMF1"« d¹œ WÐdš ?≤
 ©WMF???.&« d¹œ …bKÐ® …bK³K& WO#ö???Ýù« …d³I*« ‚d???ý WÐd)« Ác¼ lIð

Æ5MÞ«uLK& W%uK2 UNFOLł U/Ëœ ≥∞ w&«uŠ UN²ŠU.# mK³ðË
∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽË d×³&« `DÝ sŽ Â¥∏∑ ŸUHð—« vKŽ WÐd)« lIð

ÆWOH×ł qð Æπ

ÆWKÐU) WÐdš w( s(b# Æ±∞

bÐ—≈ WE(U×# w( W¹dŁ_« l)«u*« W&U( wLOOI²&« ÍdŁ_« `.*« ŸËdA# ∫r×K# qOŽULÝ≈



≠≥∂≠

N 32.53375

E 035.75286

 ¨Êô√ W¹UG& U???NÐ VIM¹ r???& WOD½eOÐ W???.OM% U¹UIÐ W???Ðd)« w???( b???ł«u²¹
 WOzU???.HO.H&«  UO{—_« s# ¡eł lKBÐ W#UF&« —U???Łü« …dz«œ X#U) U???/≈Ë
 ¨ÁUO# —UÐ¬Ë ·uN%Ë Ê«—bł  U???ÝUÝ√ WÐd)« w( b¼u???ý Æn×²LK& tKI½Ë
 wD½eO³&« s¹dBF&« s# UN²O³&Už W¹—UB( d???.% `D???.&« vKŽ d???A²M¹ UL%
 WOJK# s# ¡eł œuFðË Æ…dŁUM²*« ¡U???.HO.H&«  U³FJ# v&≈ n{√ ¨Íu#_«Ë

ÆW#UF&« —UŁü« …dz«œ v&≈ WÐd)« w{«—√
 W#U)≈ ¡«dł UN*UF# X???.LÞ ÁUO# W%dÐ błuð WÐd)« Ác¼ s# »uM'« v???&≈

ÆWO#uJ(«  U.ÝR*« bŠ_ Y¹bŠ ¡UMÐ

WMF1"« d¹œ ØUOMOÝdÐ WÐdš ?≥
 mK³ðË ¨WMF.&« d¹œ …bKÐ ‚d???ý r%≥ w&«uŠ bFÐ vKŽ WÐd)« Ác¼ lIð
  U³OIMð „u???#dO&« WF#Uł  d???ł√ b???)Ë ¨+Ëœ ±µ ? ±∞ w???&«uŠ UN²ŠU???.#
 WÐd)UÐ j???O×¹ ÆWDK³#  U???O{—√Ë Ê«—b???ł  dNþ√ l???)u*« w( …œËb???×#
 błu¹Ë ÆÎôUL???ý W×Lł Íœ«ËË ÎUÐdž ÊUŽdH% Íœ«Ë ∫q¦# W¹œË_« s# œb???Ž
 ÆdBB&« w( W???ðu×M*« ÁUO*« —UÐ¬Ë s???(«b*«Ë ·uNJ&« s???# œbŽ WÐd)« w???(
 dA²Mð UL% ÆwD½eO³&«Ë w½U#Ëd&« s¹dBFK& …d¼UE&« r&UF*« rEF# Œ—RðË
 wD½eO³&« ¨w???½U#Ëd&« ¨Íe???½Ëd³&« ∫—u???BF&« s???# —UB( d???.% l)u*« w???(

Æw%uKL*«Ë
 vKŽË ¨©±± qJA"«® d×³&« `DÝ sŽ Âµ∞¥ ŸUHð—« vKŽ WÐd)« lIð

∫ UOŁ«bŠù«
N 32.53878

E 035Æ 76707

©WKŠb"« WÐdš® w!Ëd"« qð ?¥
 »dž WKŠb&« WÐdš ÊUJ???.&« UNOKŽ oKD¹ UL% Ë√ w#Ëd&« qð WÐdš lIð
 WŁöŁ UNM# “d???³¹ W¹d−(« Âu???łd&« s???# œbŽ UNÐ b???ł«u²¹Ë ¨W???³OD&« …b???KÐ
 ¨Â±∞ ∫w&«u²&« v???KŽ U¼dD) qB¹Ë ¨WO½«uB&« …—U???−(« UNO( X#bB²???Ý«

ÆW#bN# UNFOLł s*Ëœ d³) s¹dAŽ s# d¦%√ p&c%Ë ¨Â±¥ ¨Â±≥
 ¨Íb¹b(« ∫q???¦# W???HK²B# —u???BŽ s???# —UB( d???.% `D???.&« v???KŽ d???A²M¹

Æ5MÞ«uLK& WÐd)« w{«—√ WOJK# œuFð ÆwD½eO³&«Ë w½U#Ëd&«
 vKŽË ¨©±≤ qJ???A"«® d×³&« `D???Ý sŽ Â≥∂µ ŸU???Hð—« v???KŽ WÐd)« l???Ið

∫ UOŁ«bŠù«
N 32.55060

E 035.70345

©…d³I*«® ULI WÐdš ?µ
 w( WŽË—e# w¼Ë ¨UL- …bKÐ s# WOÐuM'« WN'« w( WÐd)« Ác¼ lIð
Æ◊uK³&« s# WOłdŠ —U−ý√ œułË v&≈ W(U{≈ ¨Êu²¹e&« —U−ýQÐ UN²O³&Už

 w( Wðu×M# VMŽ d-UF#Ë ·u???N%Ë d−Š l&UI# WÐd)« w( b???ł«u²¹
 vKŽ dBB&« w( Wðu×M# WOŽULł —u³) …bŽ błuð p&c% ¨wFO³D&« dBB&«
 —uBŽ s# W¹—UB( d???.% `D???.&« vKŽ d???A²M¹Ë ¨WO½U#Ëd&« —u³I&« —«d???ž
 b)Ë Æw%uKL*«Ë wD½eO³&« ¨w???½U#Ëd&« ¨Íb¹b(« ¨Íe½Ëd³&« ∫q¦# W???HK²B#
 W¹d¼e# qJý vKŽ …dOG- WOłUł“ tIOKFð WÐd)« w( `.*« ¡UMŁ√  błË
 v&≈ dOA¹ U2 ¨wKzUŽ s(b# »d) WO×D.&« WÐd²&« vKŽ …UIK# r???Ý≤ ‰uDÐ
 q³) —UŁü« ’uB& tÐ Y³Ž Íc&« s(b*« «c¼  «—u¦F# ÈbŠ« UN½√ ‰U???L²Š«

ÆWK¹uÞ  «uMÝ
∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽ s(b*« «c¼ lI¹

N 32.56083

E 035.68576

 —UŁü« ’uB& Y???³Ž u¼ l)u*« «c¼ t???ł«uð w²&«  UO&UJ???ýù« r???¼√ Ê≈
Æl)u*UÐ

 ¨©±¥ ¨±≥ ÊöJA"«® d×³&« `DÝ sŽ Â≥±≤ ŸUHð—« vKŽ WÐd)« lIð

ÆUOMOÝdÐ WÐdš Æ±±

ÆW³OD&« Ø©WKŠb&« WÐdš® w#Ëd&« qð WÐdš Æ±≤

ÆUL- Ø…d³I*« WÐdš w( s(b# Æ±≥

©≤∞±≤® µ∂ W#UF&« —UŁü« …dz«œ WO&uŠ



≠≥∑≠

∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽË
N 32.56083

E 035.68576

ÕbM! Ø5B(« uÐ√ qð ?∂
 d×³&« `D???Ý sŽ lHðd¹Ë ¨r%¥ w&«u×Ð ÕbM# …bKÐ »dž q²&« «c¼ lI¹

∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽ lI¹Ë ¨Â≤∑µ w&«uŠ
N 32.56188

E 035.66478

 bł«u²¹ ÆW???¹œË_« s# œbFÐ t???²ÞUŠSÐ Î UO−Oð«d²???Ý« Î UF)u# q???²&« q???²×¹
 l&UI#Ë d???BB&« w( Wðu×M# ÁU???O# —UÐ¬Ë Ê«—b???ł  U???ÝUÝ√ q²&« «c¼ w???(
 dBF&« ∫q¦# WHK²B# —uBŽ s# W¹—UB( d.% `D.&« vKŽ d???A²M¹ Æd−Š
 ¨jÝu²*« Íe½Ëd³&« dBF&« ¨dJ³*« Íe½Ëd³&« dBF&« ¨wÝU×M&« Íd−(«
 WO²&“UÐ g¹—«uł ¡«eł√  b¼uý UL% ¨w%uKL*« dBF&«Ë Íb¹b(« dBF&«

Æ©±µ qJA"«® ·uNJ&« s# œbŽË

◊uK³"« uÐ√ WÐdš ?∏
 vKŽ ÂuIðË ¨r%±[µ w&«u×Ð W³OD&« …bKÐ »uMł ◊uK³&« uÐ√ WÐdš lIð
 lIðË ¨—ËdŽe&« u???Ð√ Íœ«Ë »dG&«Ë ‰UL???A&« s# U¼b×¹ ¨W???¹dB- W???³C¼

Ær×Ý Íœ«Ë ULNKBH¹Ë r%≤ w&«uŠ bFÐ vKŽ UHB&« 5Mł …bKÐ UNÐuMł
∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽË ¨Â≥∂∏ ŸUHð—« vKŽ WÐd)« Ác¼ lIð

N 32.53341

E 035.71843

  U½«ešË d−Š l&UI#Ë ÁUO# —UÐ¬Ë ·uN% …bŽ WÐd)« Ác¼ w( bł«u²¹
 w²&«Ë `D.&« vKŽ W¹—UBH&« d???.J&« d???A²Mð UL% ÆdBB&« w( Wðu×M# ¡U#
 —b???−¹ Æw???D½eO³&«Ë w???½U#Ëd&« ¨Íb???¹b(« ∫q???¦# W???HK²B# —u???BF& œu???Fð
  UO&UJ???ýù« s# Æ5MÞ«uLK& UN²OJK# œuFð WÐd)« Ác¼ w{«—√ Ê√ t???¹uM²&«
 —UŁü« ’uB& q³) s???#  U¹bF²& l)u*« ÷dFð W???Ðd)« Ác¼ tł«uð w???²&«

Æ…œËb×# UNMJ&

WODÝu"« ¡«u" ∫U¦"UŁ
 s# d¦%« w???( Ÿ“u²ð WOD???Ýu&« ¡«u???& w( Î U???F)u# d???AŽ bŠ« `???.# -

∫`.*« ZzU²M& hBK# wK¹ULO( ¨¡«uK&« w( WIDM#

»dF"« Íœ«Ë ØtŽ—“ qð ?±
 w( WO???.Ozd&« W???¹œË_« b???Š« u???¼Ë »d???F&« Íœ«Ë w???( t???Ž—“ q???ð l???I¹
 ¡U²A&« ÁUO# tO( ÊeBð Íc&« »dF&« Íœ«Ë bÝ q²&« —ËU−¹Ë ¨bÐ—« WE(U×#
 Î̈ U)d???ý r%µ w&«uŠ WO&UL???A&« W½u???A&« …bKÐ sŽ q²&« bF³¹ UL% ¨l???OÐUMO&«Ë

∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽË ¨Â±π w&«uŠ d×³&« `DÝ sŽ iHBM¹Ë
N 32.61993

E 035.65606

 WM¹e) tLEF# w( „uK2 u¼Ë U/Ëœ ¥± w&«uŠ q²&« WŠU???.# —bIð
 W¦F³&« q³) s#  «uM???Ý …bŽ cM# VOIMð ‰ULŽ√ tO( Íd???&Ë ¨—UŁ¬ ØW???JKL*«
 ¨ uOÐ Ê«—b???ł  U???ÝUÝ_ —U???Ł¬ s???Ž t???O( n???AJ&« -Ë ¨W???O½U*_« W???¹dŁ_«
 - U???L% ¨Íb???¹b(«Ë Íe???½Ëd³&« s???¹dBF&« s???#  U???MOB%Ë ¨U???NI(«d#Ë
 w½U#Ëd&«Ë w².MOKN&« ∫—uBF&« s# Ê«—bł  U???ÝUÝ√ sŽ UC¹√ n???AJ&«

ÆWOD½eOÐ Êu²¹“ …dBF# o(«d# v&≈ W(U{≈ ¨w%uKL*«Ë wD½eO³&«Ë
 ¨—uBF&« d³Ž q²&« ÊUJÝ ÍcG¹ o(b²# ¡U# l³½ t²L) vKŽ ÊU% q²&« Ê√ d%c¹

Æ «uMÝ q³) nł tMJ& ¨w½UL¦F&« dBF&« s# »u³Š W½uŠUÞ WOM)« ÍcG¹Ë
 s# tK¦9 U* k???HŠË W½UO- v&≈ q²&« «c???¼ w( WH???A²J*« r&UF*« ÃU???²%
 v&≈ ÃU²×¹Ë ¨W¹dŁ_« WŠUO.K& Ã–uLM% l)u*« `KB¹Ë ¨—uBF&« w( ŸuMð

Æ©±∂ qJA"«® tÐ jO×¹ ÃUOÝ

bÝ√ dH@ ØWOÐdG"« dŠ“ WÐdš ?≤
 ‰UL???ý lIðË ¨r% ≤[µ w&«u×Ð b???Ý√ dH% …bKÐ »dž WÐd)« Ác???¼ l???Ið
 ¨.bI&« o???¹dD&« —U???.# w( w&UL???A&« —u???G&« u×½ t???−²*« b???³F*« Ÿ—U???A&«
 d.% W(U¦JÐ UN×D???Ý vKŽ d???A²M¹ W¹dB- WOÐ«dð W³C¼ sŽ …—U³Ž w¼Ë
 œuFð ÆwD½eO³&«Ë w½U#Ëd&« ¨©«bł nO¦%® w%uKL*« ∫—uBF&« s# W???¹—UB(

Æ5MÞ«uLK& UNO{«—√ WOJK#
 ÊuK*«Ë Z???łe*« W-UšË w???%uKL*« —UBH&« d???.% Õu{uÐ k???Šö¹Ë
 W¹dB- l???ÞUI# WÐd)« w???( bł«u²ð U???L% ¨W???C¹dF&« “Ëe???(UÐ “e???;«Ë
 …dŁUM²# ¡U.HO.(  U³FJ#  b¼uý UL% ¨¡UMÐ  UÝUÝ√Ë ·uN%Ë —u³)Ë

ÆWHK²B# Âu−×Ð
 w( Wðu×M# VMŽ d-UF# …bŽË ÁUO# —UÐ« …bŽ WÐd)« w( kŠö¹ U???L%
 ”dN&« ÷u×% lOL&Ë ”d???¼ ÷«uŠ√ s# ÊuJ²ðË ¨w???FO³D&« d???BB&«
 dDIÐ lOL& ÷u×Ð j³ðd¹Ë ©r???Ý≥≥∞ × r???Ý≥µ∞® ÁœUFÐ√ mK³ð Íc&«

∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽ lI²( VMF&« …dBF# U#√ ÆrÝ±≥∞

ÆÕbM# Ø5B(« uÐ√ qð Æ±µ ÆUL- Ø…dOG- WOłUł“ WIOKFð Æ±¥

bÐ—≈ WE(U×# w( W¹dŁ_« l)«u*« W&U( wLOOI²&« ÍdŁ_« `.*« ŸËdA# ∫r×K# qOŽULÝ≈



≠≥∏≠

N 32.59541

E O35.69680

 ¨d×³&« `D???Ý sŽ r???Ý≥≥π ŸUHð—« v???KŽ WOÐdG&« d???Š“ WÐdš l???IðË
∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽË

N 32.59373

E 035.69515

 ’uB&  U¹bF²& UN{dFð W???Ðd)« Ác¼ tł«uð w²&«  UO&UJ???ýù« s#
Æ©±∑ qJA"«® Y¹b(« w½«dLF&« nŠe&«Ë —dJ²*« —UŁü«

WO0dA"« —ËbOI WÐdš ?≥
 …—U³Ž w¼Ë ¨—Ëb???O- …bKÐ s# WO)d???A&« WN'« w( WÐd)« Ác???¼ l???Ið
 vKŽË ¨Â≥¥≥ d???×³&« `D???Ý s???Ž l???HðdðË ¨W???OÐ«dð W???¹dB- W???³C¼ s???Ž

∫ UOŁ«bŠù«
N 32.61271

E 035.69942

 Íd−(« ∫q¦# WHK²B# —uBŽ s# W¹—UB( d???.% `D.&« vKŽ d???A²M¹
Æw%uKL*«Ë Íu#_« ¨wD½eO³&« ¨w½U#Ëd&« ¨Íb¹b(« ¨Íe½Ëd³&« ¨wÝU×M&«

 Y³F¹ r&Ë «dJÐ X&«“ U# …eO2 WOÐ«dð W³C¼ UND???Ýu²¹ WÐd)« Ê« kŠö¹
 dBB&« w???(  u×M# ÍdB- qOJ???Að WÐd)« Ác???¼ r&UF# “d???Ð« s# ÆU???NÐ
 ÀöŁ w( X²×½ ¨Â≥ w&«uŠ oLFÐ ¨rÝ≥∞∞ × r???Ý≤∏∞ t&«uÞ√ wFO³D&«
∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽ lI¹Ë ÂUL(«  uOÐ j/ vKŽ W¹—«bł  «u% tM#  UNł«Ë

N 32.61245

E 035.69868

 wFO³D&« d???BB&« w( W???ðu×M*« ·uNJ&« s???# œbŽ W???Ðd)« w( b???łu¹ U???L%
Æ©±∏ qJA"«®

‚UI"« qð ?¥
 l³²¹Ë ¨UÐuMł r% ≥[µ bFÐ vKŽ ÍdŁ_« WŽ—“ qð »uMł ‚UI&« qð l???I¹
 vKŽ lI¹Ë ¨Â∏∏ w???&«uŠ d×³&« `D???Ý sŽ lHðd¹Ë —ËbO- …bKÐ w???{«—«

∫ UOŁ«bŠù«
N 32.60315

E 035.66466

 Íd−(« ∫UNM# …nK²B# —uBŽ s# W¹—UB( d.% t×DÝ vKŽ dA²M¹
 q²&« w( błu¹ Æw???½U#Ëd&«Ë w²???.MOKN&« ¨Íb¹b(« ¨Íe½Ëd³&« ¨w???ÝU×M&«
 Æ—UŁü« ’uB& q³) s# nAJð —«bł ”UÝ√Ë …dOGB&« ·uNJ&« s# œbŽ
 ±µ w&«u×Ð q²&« WŠU.# —bIð ÆtÐ Y³F¹ r&Ë «dJÐ ‰«“U# q²&« «c¼ Ê« bI²F¹

Æ©±π qJA"«® 5MÞ«uLK& W%uK2 tO{«—√Ë ¨U/Ëœ

V¼«d"« ‚«dŽ WÐdš ?µ
 ‚UI&« q???ð »d???ž »u???Mł d???Š“ Íœ«Ë Èd???−# w???( W???Ðd)« Ác???¼ l???Ið
 wFO³D&« d???BB&« w( Wðu×M# U???¹UMŠ W???Ðd)« w( błu¹Ë ¨r???%± w???&«u×Ð
 dOž W¦&UŁ W???OMŠ błuð U???L% ¨Íœ«uK& w&UL???A&« `H???.&« w( W???F)«Ë ¨≤ œb???Ž

ÆWŽ—“ qð ¨Ê«—bł  UÝUÝ_ dEM# Æ±∂

ÆWOÐdG&« dŠ“ WÐdš ¨VMF&« d-UF# ÈbŠù dEM# Æ±∑

Æ—ËbO- ØWK)« WÐdš Æ±∏

©≤∞±≤® µ∂ W#UF&« —UŁü« …dz«œ WO&uŠ



≠≥π≠

 r???Ý≥µ∞ w&«uŠ vD???Ýu&« WOM×K& WO³¹dI²&« œUFÐ_« mK³ð ÆX×M&« W???KL²J#
 Íu×¹ nN% UNKš«œ błu¹Ë ¨r???Ý≤∞∞ ŸUHð—≈Ë oLŽ r???Ý≤≥µ × ÷dŽ
 Ác¼ Ê«—bł  dB) ¨ U???Nł«Ë ÀöŁ vKŽ qš«b&« w( W???Ž“u²# —u³) W²???Ý
 ¨ÊU³¼d&« bŠ_ WF#u- W???ÐU¦0 U¹UM(« Ác¼ X½U% U0—Ë Æh'UÐ W???OM(«
 Ác¼ lIð Æ©≤∞ qJA"«® UN¹œRð X½U% w²&« WHOþu&« s# UNL???Ý« X³???.²%«Ë

∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽË ¨d×³&« `DÝ sŽ Â≤µ ŸUHð—« vKŽ WÐd)«
N 32.60097

E 035Æ 66412

ÊUŽ dH@ Øs¹d1Ž qð ?∂
 vKŽË ¨ÊU???ŽdH% …bKÐ s# W???OÐdG&« WOÐuM'« W???N'« w( q²&« «c???¼ l???I¹

∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽË ¨d×³&« `DÝ sŽ Â¥∏∞ ŸUHð—«
N 32.55083

E O35.74814

 Íd−(« ∫q¦# —uBŽ …bŽ s# W¹—UB( d.% q²&« `DÝ vKŽ dA²M¹Ë
 Y¹b(« Íe???½Ëd³&« ¨j???Ýu²*« Íe???½Ëd³&«Ë d???J³*« Íe???½Ëd³&« ¨w???ÝU×M&«
 —UÐ¬Ë ·uN% …bŽ WÐd)« r???Cð ÆÊ«—bł  U???ÝUÝ√ błuð UL% ÆÍb¹b(«Ë
 w( 5¹uCOÐ 5{uŠ b¼u???ý UL% ÆdBB&« w( W???ðu×M# ÷«uŠ√Ë ÁU???O#
 ULN½√ q???L²×¹ ¨w???FO³D&« dBB&« w???( 5ðu×M# q???²&« s???# W???OÐdG&« W???N'«
 lD) WOJK# œuFð ÆÍb???¹b(« dBF&« w( VMF&« dBŽ W???HOþË ÊU¹œR¹ U???½U%
 «c¼ UN& ÷dF²¹ w???²&«  UO&UJ???ýù« r¼√ Æ5MÞ«uLK& WÐd)« w???( w???{«—_«

Æ©≤± qJA"«® —UŁü« ’uB& q³) s#  U¹bF²&« u¼ q²&«

»dF"« Íœ«Ë Øo¹—“ Â√ qð WÐdš ?∑
 »dF&« Íœ«Ë Èd−# w( lI¹ rB{ w???Ð«dð qð sŽ …—U³Ž WÐd)« Ác???¼
 sŽ l)u*« l???Hðd¹Ë ¨r%≤[µ bFÐ v???KŽ tŽ—“ qð s# w)d???A&« ‰UL???A&« v&≈

∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽ lI¹Ë ¨Â≤≤ w&«uŠ d×³&« `DÝ
N 32.62534

E 035.67141

 ¨w½U#Ëd&« ∫q¦# WHK²B# —uBŽ s# W¹—UB( d.% q²&« `DÝ vKŽ dA²M¹
 b¼uý UL% ¨·uNJ&« s# œbŽ q²&« w( bł«u²¹Ë ¨w%uKL*«Ë Íu#_« ¨wD½eO³&«
 × r???Ý≥∞∞ w&«uŠ ”UOIÐ WKOD²???.# …d???−( Ê«—bł  U???ÝUÝ√ t²L) v???KŽ
 ·uN% WŁöŁ o¹—“ Â√ qð s# WOÐdG&« WO&ULA&« WN'« w( bł«u²¹Ë ¨rÝ∂µ∞
 s# dBB&« W³O%dð Ê√ Y???OŠ W¹—uHŠô« —uBB&« w???( X²×½ Tłö# qJ???AÐ

∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽ Tłö*« Ác¼ lIðË ¨©≤≤ qJA"«®  U¦×².*«
N 32Æ 62796

E 035.66782

U6uŠ W1OM@ ?∏
 w&«uŠ bÐ—« sŽ bF³ð w²&«Ë ¨WODÝu&« U(uŠ …bKÐ w( W.OMJ&« Ác¼ lIð
 ÊdIK& Œ—Rð WOD½eOÐ W.OM% sŽ Â±ππ≤ WMÝ w( UNO( nA% b)Ë ¨r%±∏
 ‰UJý_UÐ W½uK*« ¡U.HO.H&UÐ UNðUO{—√ XH-— b)Ë ¨ÍœöO*« ”œU???.&«
 błu¹ ÆWO½U½uO&« W???GK&UÐ 5???AI½ vKŽ UNO( d???¦Ž UL% ¨W???OðU³M&«Ë WO???ÝbMN&«
 wN( W.OMJ&« ‰«uÞ√ U#√ Æs(b#Ë VMŽ …dBF# r&UF# W.OMJ&« s# »dI&UÐ

Æ©Â≤∑¨µ × Â±µ®
 w¼Ë ¨—UŁ¬ ØW&Ëb&« WM¹e) W%uK2 W.OMJ&« UNO( WF)«u&« ÷—_« WFD) Ê≈
 l)u*« ”«d???Š q³) s# UN²FÐU²#Ë U???NOKŽ ·«d???ýô« r²¹Ë ÃUO???.Ð W???OL×#

Æ©≤≥ qJA"«®

bO³Ž wMÐ ¡«u" ∫UFÐ«—
 W)dH²# ¡U×½√ w( Ÿ“u²ð bO³Ž wMÐ ¡«u& w( UF)u# dAŽ bŠ« `.# -

Æ`.*« «c¼ ZzU²M& ÷dŽ wK¹ ULO( ¨¡«uK&« s#

sB(« qð ?±
 »uMłË …d???ýU³# sB(« …bKÐ ‰UL???ý lI¹ rB{ ÍdŁ« qð sŽ …—U³Ž
 w&«uŠ UNM# U/Ëœ ±∞∞ w&«uŠ t²ŠU.# mK³ðË ¨r%µ w&«u×Ð bÐ—« WM¹b# Æ—ËbO- Ø‚U) qð Æ±π

ÆV¼«d&« ‚«dŽ WÐdš w( d¹b&« l)u# Æ≤∞ÆÊUŽ dH% Øs¹d.Ž qð Æ≤±

bÐ—≈ WE(U×# w( W¹dŁ_« l)«u*« W&U( wLOOI²&« ÍdŁ_« `.*« ŸËdA# ∫r×K# qOŽULÝ≈



≠¥∞≠

ÆW#UF&« —UŁü« …dz«b& W%uK2 +Ëœ ∏≤
∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽË ¨d×³&« `DÝ sŽ Â∂∑± ŸUHð—« vKŽ q²&« «c¼ lI¹Ë

N 32.49100

E 035.87999

 dBF&« s# ¡«b²Ð« WHK²B# —uBŽ s# W???¹dŁ√  UHKB# q²&« w( b???ł«u²¹
 t×DÝ vKŽ d???A²MðË ¨w½UL¦F&« dBF&« v²ŠË q)_« vKŽ dJ³*« Íe½Ëd³&«
  dł√ b)Ë ÆÊ«—bł  UÝUÝ√ v&≈ W(U{≈ ¨WHK²B# —uBŽ s# W¹—UB( d.%
 Â≤∞∞πË Â≤∞∞∏ 5???#UF&« w( q²&« w( W¹dŁ√  U???¹dHŠ „u#dO&« W???F#Uł

ÆWOD½eOÐ  UÝUÝ√Ë UNLEF# w( W¹u#√ Ê«—bł  UÝUÝ√ sŽ XHA%
 UN¹uAð qJ???ý U2 ÊUJ# s# d¦%√ vKŽ WF#U'«  U¹dHŠ XŽ“uð b)Ë
  UFÐd*« w(  «—UON½«Ë Ê«—b???−K& —U#œ b¼u???ý Èdš√ WOŠU½ s# Æl???)uLK&

ÆW½UOB&« ÂbŽË l)u*« ‰UL¼≈ W−O²½ WŠu²H*«
 ¨—UŁx& ’u???B&  U¹bFð w???( WK¦L²#  UO&UJ???ý≈ l???)u*« t???ł«u¹ U???L%
 …dz«b& W%uKL*« w{«—_« ÁU???&UÐ W¦¹b(« WO#ö???Ýù« …d³I*« œb9 p&c%Ë
 —UŁx& «b¹bNð qJA¹ U2  U/Ëœ …bŽ qBð …dO³% WŠU.0Ë W#UF&« —UŁü«
 5OMF*« q³) s???# WF¹d???Ý W'UF# v&≈ d#_« «c¼ ÃU²×¹ –≈ ¨t???*UF* f???LÞË

Æ©≤¥ qJA"«®

W?????????????????????????LOFM"« ØÊuLF¹ qð ?≤
 qð u¼Ë ¨r???%≥ w&«u×Ð WLOFM&« …b???KÐ »u???Mł ÍdŁ_« ÊuLF¹ q???ð l???I¹
 ¨Íb¹b(«¨Íe½Ëd³&« ∫q¦# WHK²B# —uBŽ s#  UHKB# tO( ¨dO³%Ë l???Ý«Ë

ÆÍu#_«Ë wD½eO³&« ¨w½U#Ëd&«

  U¹dHŠ WOJ¹d#_« Êu.M%—« WF#UłË „u#dO&« WF#Uł tO(  dł√ b)Ë
 U# ¨WOzU.HO.(  UO{—√  «– WOD½eOÐ W.OM% sŽ UN&öš s# nA% W¹dŁ√
 ·uN%Ë Ê«—b???ł  U???ÝUÝ√ q²&« w( bł«u²¹Ë ¨l)u*« w( W???þuH×# X???&«“
 Æ5MÞ«uLK& X&«“ U# wN( l)u*« WOJK# U#√ Æ—u???BŽ …bŽ s# s(«b#Ë —U???Ð¬Ë

∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽË ¨d×³&« `DÝ sŽ Â∏±± ŸUHð—« vKŽ q²&« lI¹
N 32.39627

E 035.91216

 qš«œ W???ðu×M# W???OŽULł …d???³I# Êu???LF¹ q???ð w( …e???OL*« r???&UF*« s???#
 w( qšb*« b???MŽ —u³) WŁöŁË U???¹—«bł «d³) ¥¥ ö???-√ Íu% X???½U% n???N%
 vKŽ …d³I*« Ác¼ l???IðË Æ©≤µ qJ???A"«® ÂbN&«Ë dO???.J²K& X{dFð Ã—U)«

∫ UOŁ«bŠù«
N 32.39646

E 035.91006

ÊôeG"« Â√ Õ«d! WÐdš ?¥
 W¹œR*« o¹dD&« vKŽ sB(« …bKÐ »uMł Êôe???G&« Â√ Õ«d# WÐdš l???Ið
 vKŽ ·d???AðË WOFO³Þ W¹dB- W???³C¼ sŽ …—U???³Ž w¼Ë ¨ «—U???.J&« v???&≈
 Âuł—Ë VMŽ d-UF#Ë d−Š l&UI#Ë ·uN% UNO( `C²¹Ë ¨WFÝ«Ë w{«—√
 ?? w½U#Ëd&« d???BF&« v&≈ d−(« l???&UI#Ë VMF&« d???-UF# Œ—RðË ¨W???¹d−Š
 bI( WÐd)« s# WOÐuM'« WO)dA&« WN'« w( eOL*« rłd&« U#√ ¨VKž_« vKŽ
 –≈ Â±¥ w&«uŠ ÁdD) mK³¹ Ídz«œ qJAÐ u¼Ë Ê«uB&« d−Š tO( ÂbB²???Ý«
 lHðd¹ ÆÍb¹b(« dBF&« W¹«bÐË Íe½Ëd³&« dBF&« W¹UNM& œuF¹ t½« qL²×¹

∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽ lI¹Ë ¨Â∏±π w&«uŠ d×³&« `DÝ sŽ l)u*«
N 32.45678

E 035.89177

sB(« ØW−¹bŠ WÐdš ?µ
 bł«u²¹Ë ¨r%≤ w???&«u×Ð sB(« …bKÐ ‚d???ý »uMł WÐd)« Ác¼ l???Ið
 ¨gO'« q³) s???# UIÐU???Ý UNCFÐ XKG²???Ý« w²&« ·uNJ&« s# WŽuL−# U???NÐ
 t& ‰eM¹Ë wFO³D&« dBB&« w???(  u×M# rB{ ¡U# Ê«eš UNÐ bł«u²¹ U???L%
 Â±≥ w&«uŠ Ê«e)« WŠU.# ¨ÁUO*« ‰Ušœù W¼u( tHIÝ w( błu¹Ë ¨Ã—bÐ
 WOÐdG&«Ë WO&UL???A&« WN'« w???( ·uNJ&« s# b???¹bF&« b???ł«u²ð U???L% ¨Â±≥ ×

 Ác¼ lIð ÆÁUO*« Ê«eš ‰ULý WOMJ???Ý  uOÐ  UÝUÝ√ b¼u???ýË ¨WÐd)« s#

Æ»dF&« Íœ«Ë Øo¹—“ Â√ qð Æ≤≤

ÆWODÝu&« U(uŠ W.OM% ¡U.HO.( s# ¡eł Æ≤≥ÆsB(« ØsB(« qð Æ≤¥

©≤∞±≤® µ∂ W#UF&« —UŁü« …dz«œ WO&uŠ



≠¥±≠

∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽË ¨d×³&« `DÝ sŽ Â∑∂∏ ŸUHð—« vKŽ WÐd)«
N 32.45679

E 035.87510

 q³) s# …œËb???×#  U¹bFð W???Ðd)« Ác¼ tł«uð w???²&«  UO&UJ???ýù« s#
Æ©≤∂ qJA"«® —UŁü« ’uB&

sB(« Ø…b'« WÐdš ?∑
 s???B(« W???OKJ& …—ËU???−# W???¹dB- W???³C¼ v???KŽ W???Ðd)« Ác???¼ l???Ið
 ¨Â∂∑∑ w&«uŠ d???×³&« `D???Ý sŽ lHðdðË ¨WO&UL???A&« WN'« s# W???OF#U'«

∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽË
N 32.48558

E 035.90014

 XHA% Â±ππ≤ WMÝ l)u*« w( W¹dŁ√ W¹dHŠ W#UF&« —UŁü« …dz«œ  dł√
 XKL²???ý« ¨wD½eO³&« dBFK& œu???Fð WOzU???.HO.( WO{—√  «– W???.OM% s???Ž
 ¡«eł√ —dCð rž—Ë ¨WO???ÝbM¼Ë WO#œ¬Ë WO½«uOŠ ‰UJ???ý√ vKŽ UNðU#u???Ý—
 X#U) b)Ë ¨w???JO&“U³&« UNDDB# sŽ W???×{«Ë …—u- wDFð U???N½√ ô≈ U???NM#
 ØU¹«d.&« —«œ n×²# v&≈ WOzU???.HO.H&«  UŠuK&« qIMÐ W#UF&« —UŁü« …dz«œ
 w( Êü« ÂuIðË ¨nA²J*« l)u*« ÁU&UÐ Y¹b(« Ê«dLF&« œbL²& «dE½ ¨bÐ—«
  UŠuK&« sŽ U#√ ÆW¹dŁ_« r&UF*« U???NF# XH²š« w²&« W¦¹b(« s%U???.*« w(«

Æq−M*UÐ VMF&« nD) dEM# UNL¼√ sL( …eOL*« WOzU.HO.H&«

bÐ—« W³B0 ¡«u" ∫U1!Uš
 W¹u&√ v???Mž√ u¼Ë ¨bÐ—« W???³B) ¡«u& w???( U???F)u# ¥≥ w???&«uŠ `???.# -
 ULO( ¨¡«uK&« Èd) rEF# w( l)«u*« Ác¼ Ÿ“u²ðË ¨W¹dŁ_« l)«u*UÐ WE(U;«

Æl)«u*« Ác¼ W&U( hBK# wK¹

b?Ð—« qð ?±
 d×³&« `D???Ý sŽ lHðd¹Ë ¨W1bI&« bÐ—« WM¹b# j???ÝË w( bÐ—« qð lI¹

∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽ lI¹Ë ¨Â∂∞± w&«uŠ
N 32.55768

E 035.84799

 —«œ n×²# U???NM#Ë ¨W¦¹b(« w½U³*« s???# b¹bF&« UO&UŠ q???²&« vKŽ Âu???I¹
 —UŁü« …dz«œ  dł√ b)Ë Æ+Ëœ ≤∞∞ w&«u×Ð q²&« WŠU.# —bIðË ¨U¹«d???.&«

 s# Ê«—bł  UÝUÝ√ sŽ XH???A% n×²*« WŠU???Ý j???ÝË w( W¹dHŠ W#UF&«
ÆÍe½Ëd³&« dBFK& œuFð X&“U³&« d−Š

 q²&« s# WO&UL???A&« W???N'« w(  U¹dHŠ „u???#dO&« W???F#Uł  dł√ U???L%
 Íe½Ëd³&« dBFK& œuFð WOMJÝ w½U³#  U???ÝUÝ√ sŽ XH???A% Â±π∏∂ ÂUŽ
ÆwD½eO³&« dBF&«Ë Íb¹b(« dBF&« ¨Y¹b(« Íe½Ëd³&« dBF&« ¨jÝu²*«

 Íc&« W1bI&« W???M¹b*« —u???Ý U¹UIÐ q²&« s# WOÐdG&« W???N'« w( b???ł«u²¹ U???L%
 …—U−Š s# ÊuJ# u???¼Ë ¨q)_« vKŽ Y¹b(« Íe???½Ëd³&« dBF&« v&≈ œu???F¹
 ¨UL−Š dG-« WO???.K%Ë WO²&“UÐ …—U???−Š UNMOÐË ¨w???.Oz— qJ???AÐ tO½«u-
 t−²*« b³F*« Ÿ—UA&« V½Uł vKŽ lI¹Ë ¨pO#«b# WF.ð s# —u???.&« ÊuJ²¹Ë
 Â±∑ b²L*« —u.&« «c¼ s# w&UL???A&« ¡e'« Ê√ kŠö¹Ë ¨WM¹b*« j???ÝË v&≈
 ÷dF²& «dE½Ë ¨WÐd²K& W¹uM???.&«  U(«d$ô« W−O²½  «—UON½ö& ÷d???F²#
 ¨WO(d(«Ë W¹—U−²&«  ö;« W???#U)« ‰öš n¹d−²&«  UOKLF& q²&« ·«d???Þ√
 ÆW½UOB&« v&≈ WłU(«Ë ¨ö³I²???.# dD)« …dz«œ w( —u???.&« «c¼ qF−¹ U2

∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽ —u.&« «c¼ lI¹
N 32.55862

E 035.84850

Æ©≤∑ qJA"«® d×³&« `DÝ sŽ Â µ¥± w&«uŠ ŸUHð—« vKŽ lI¹ UL%

bÐ—«Øf¹dÝ WÐdš ?≤
 WM¹b# s# t−²*« b³F*« Ÿ—U???AK& WO)d???A&« WN'« vKŽ WÐd)« Ác¼ lIð
 vKŽ lIðË ¨W???Š—U³&« wŠ w{«—√ s???# w¼Ë ¨ôUL???ý «dŽu( …bKÐ v???&≈ b???Ð—«

∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽË ¨Â¥∏≤ ŸUHð—«
N 32.5814

E 035.83275

 vKŽ d¦Ž UL% w½U³#  UÝUÝ√Ë ·uN%Ë s(«b# WÐd)« Ác¼ w( błu¹
 ¨W¹u#ô«Ë WOD½eO³&« ¨WO½U#Ëd&« ¨WO².MOKN&« —uBFK& œuFð W¹—UB( d???.%

ÆdO³J&« r−(« s# …dŁUM²# WOzU.HO.(  U³FJ# p&c%Ë
 Wðu×M# UNFOLł w¼Ë UM(b# ≤µ w???&«uŠ l)u*« w( s(«b*« œbŽ —b???I¹
 v&≈ ŸdH²*« Íœu???LF&« qšb*« Ë– s???(b*« Ÿu???½ s#Ë wFO³D&« d???BB&« w???(
 «dE½ wD½eO³&« d???BF&« v&≈ s???(«b*« Ác¼ œu???Fð U0—Ë ¨5???łËœe# s???¹d³)
 t{dFð l)u*« tł«uð w²&«  UO&UJýù« s# ÆW½uK# ¡U.HO.( WI³Þ œułu&
Æ©≤∏ qJA"«® —UŁü« ’uB& q³) s# V¹dB²&«Ë WOŽdA&« dOž  U¹dH×K&

ÆU−¹bŠ WÐdš w( ÂUŽ dEM# Æ≤∂ ÆÊuLF¹ WÐdš ØW.OMJ&« Ê«—bł s# ¡eł Æ≤µ

bÐ—≈ WE(U×# w( W¹dŁ_« l)«u*« W&U( wLOOI²&« ÍdŁ_« `.*« ŸËdA# ∫r×K# qOŽULÝ≈



≠¥≤≠

©“ËdDŽ WÐdš® rD³"« qð ?≥
 lHðdðË ¨r%± w???&«u×Ð ”√— XOÐ …bKÐ »d???ž ‰UL???ý WÐd)« Ác¼ lIð

∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽ lIðË ¨Âµ±µ w&«uŠ d×³&« `DÝ sŽ
N 32.60366

E 033.83902

 UN&öš s# XH???A% l)u*« w( W¹dŁ√ W¹dHŠ W#UF&« —UŁü« …dz«œ  dł√
 UNDDB#Ë ¨wD½eO³&« dBFK& œuFð WOzU.HO.(  UO{—√  «– W???.OM% sŽ
 ÂbB²Ý« UL% ¨»cA*« w.KJ&« d−(« ¡UM³&« w( ÂbB²Ý«Ë ¨wJO&“UÐ ÂUF&«

Æ»cA*« w²&“U³&« d−(« qš«b*« w(
 ”«dŠ œułË rž—Ë ¨5MÞ«uLK& X&«“ U# l)u*« «cN& ÷—_« WOJK# Ê≈

Æ©≤π qJA"«® W½UO- v&≈ WłU×Ð t½« ô≈ l)u*« vKŽ

q¹«b'« Â√ ØW0uLÝ WÐdš ?¥
 ¨oOLŽ Íœ«Ë U???ÐuMł U¼—ËU−¹ q???¹«b'« Â« …bKÐ w( W???Ðd)« Ác¼ l???Ið

∫ UOŁ«bŠô« vKŽ lIðË ¨Â¥≥µ w&«uŠ d×³&« `DÝ sŽ lHðdðË
N 32.59244

E 035.81453

 ÷«uŠ_«Ë d−(« l???&UI#Ë ·uNJ&« s# WŽuL−# W???Ðd)« w( b???łu¹
 w( …eOL*« r???&UF*« s#Ë ¨wFO³D&« d???BB&« w( W???ðu×M# VMFK& d???-UF#Ë
 Â±± × Â±∏ t²ŠU.# eOŠ vKŽ UNKš«b# `²Hð ·uN% …bF& lL& WÐd)«

Æ «—UON½ô« ŸbB²K& W{dF²# w¼Ë
 WFÐ—√Ë ”d???¼ ÷uŠ s???# W½uJ# U???N½QÐ VMF&« …d???BF# e???OL²ð U???L%
 s# ÆlOL& ÷u×Ð j³ðdðË ·—UB0 U???NFOLł WKB²# WOHBð ÷«u???Š√

 œuFð w²&« W¹—UBH&« d???.J&« s# WŽuL−# l)u*« w???( d???A²M¹ Èdš√ WOŠU½
 sŽ W1bI&« …b???K³&« j???ÝË lHðd¹Ë ÆwD½eO³&«Ë w???½U#Ëd&« s¹dBF&« v???&≈

∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽ lI¹Ë ¨Â¥¥≥ w&«uŠ d×³&« `DÝ
N 32.60260

E 032.81820

—uŠ Ø5B(« uÐ« qð ?µ
 sŽ bF³¹Ë ¨—u???Š …bKÐ s# WOÐdG&« W???OÐuM'« WN'« w( q???²&« «c¼ l???I¹
 Èd−# v???KŽ qD¹ l???Ý«Ë qð sŽ …—U???³Ž u¼Ë ¨r???%≥ w&«uŠ …b???K³&« e???%d#
 vKŽ lI¹Ë ¨Â≥≥≤ w&«uŠ d×³&« `DÝ sŽ lHðd¹Ë ¨5−łË …d)Ëœ Íœ«Ë

∫ UOŁ«bŠù«
N 32Æ 60360

E 035.75893

 d−(« UNO( ÂbB²???Ý« Ê«—błË ¡UMÐ  U???ÝUÝ√ vKŽ q²&« Íu???²×¹
 ∫q¦# —uBŽ …bŽ s# W¹—UB( d???.% `D???.&« vKŽ b¼UA¹Ë Æw???.KJ&«
 …bŽ q²&« w( błuð UL% ÆwD½eO³&«Ë w½U#Ëd&« ¨Íb¹b(« ¨w²???.MOKN&«
  U¹dH(«Ë  U???¹bF²&« q²&« tł«uð w???²&«  UO&UJ???ýù« s# ÆÁUOLK& —U???Ð«

Æ©≥∞ qJA"«® WOŽdA&« dOž

«dŽu6 Ø…d×ł« qð ?∂
 l???Ý«Ë ÍdŁ« qð u¼Ë r%≤ w&«u×Ð «dŽu( …bKÐ »d???ž …d×ł« qð l???I¹

∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽË ¨d×³&« `DÝ sŽ Â≥∂π ŸUHð—« vKŽ lI¹ ¨WŠU.*«
N 32.61602

E 035.74600

 d-UF#Ë W???¹dBB&« l???ÞUI*«Ë ·u???NJ&« s# œb???Ž q²&« v???KŽ b???łu¹Ë
 —uBŽ …b???F& œuFð W¹—UB( d???.% `D???.&« vKŽ b¼U???A¹ Æs???(«b#Ë V???MFK&
Æ©≥± qJA"«® Íu#_«Ë wD½eO³&« ¨w½U#Ëd&« ¨w².MOKN&« ¨Íb¹b(« ∫UNM#

ÂuÝ ØÂuÝ qð ?∑
 —bIð Íc&« Âu???Ý …bKÐ s# WO&UL???A&« WN'« w( ÍdŁ_« Âu???Ý qð l???I¹
 ¨W¦¹bŠ WO#ö???Ý≈ …d³I# q²&« WL) v???KŽ błu¹Ë ¨+Ëœ ¥ w???&«u×Ð WŠU???.#
 q²&« `D???Ý vKŽ d???A²M¹ Æ¡«œ—b&« uÐ√ qOK'« wÐU×BK& `¹d{ v&≈ W(U{≈

ÆÍe½Ëd³&« dBF&« w( W1bI&« bÐ—« WM¹b# —uÝ s# wI³²*« ¡e'« Æ≤∑

Æf¹dÝ WÐdš w( W¹œdH&« s(«b*« bŠ« Æ≤∏Æ©“ËdDŽ® rD³&« qð W.OM% WOMŠ Æ≤π

©≤∞±≤® µ∂ W#UF&« —UŁü« …dz«œ WO&uŠ



≠¥≥≠

 .bI&« Íe???½Ëd³&« d???BF&« s# ¡«b???²Ð« WHK²B# —u???BŽ s# W???¹—UB( d???.%
 q²&« vKŽ  b¼u???ý ÆW???¹u#_«Ë W???OD½eO³&« ¨W???O½U#Ëd&« ∫—u???BF&UÐ «—Ëd???#
  U³FJ#Ë w¦½—u% œuLŽ ÃUð s# ¡ełË ¨W&uGA# tO½«u- U¹UE???ýË d.%
 WÐdš WO)dA&«Ë WO&ULA&« 5²N'« w( q²&« «c¼ —ËU−¹ Æ…dŁUM²# ¡U.HO.(

Æ©WK)«® WÐdš vL.ð W¹dŁ√
∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽ lI¹Ë ¨Â¥≥∞ w&«uŠ d×³&« `DÝ sŽ q²&« lHðd¹

N 32Æ 59013

E 035.79370

©ÂuÝ WÐdš® WK)« WÐdš ?∏
 qJA"«® ÂuÝ …bKÐ s# WO&ULA&« WO)d???A&« WN'« w( WÐd)« Ác¼ lIð
 b)Ë ¨wFO³D&« d???BB&« w( Wðu×M*« ·u???NJ&« s# œb???Ž UNÐ b???łu¹Ë ¨©≥≤
 l&UI# …bŽ WÐd)« w( błuð UL% ¨gO'« q³) s# UIÐUÝ UNCFÐ ÂbB²???Ý«
 w³½Uł vKŽ ÊUŽ“u²ð s(œ wðd−Š rC¹ wŽULł s(b#Ë ÁUO# —UÐ¬Ë d−Š
 Ê«eš b¼uý UL% ¨qJA&« tOÝu) W¹—«bł …u% U¼—b- w( WDÝu²# WŠUÐ
 t&Ë Â ¥ ŸUHð—« × Â ±∞ × Â π w???&«uŠ tðU???ÝUO) dBB&« w(  u×M# ¡U???#
 dzUE×% W#bB²???.*« ·u???NJ&« s# b¹bF&« b???łuð U???L% ÆnI???.&« w( W???¼u(

ÆÂUMžú&
 w½U#Ëd&« s¹dBFK& w???.Oz— qJ???AÐ l)u*« w( W¹dŁ_« r&UF*« Œ—R???ð
 WÐdš lHðdð ÆÍu???#_« d???BF&« s# sJ???.K& qzôœ œu???łË l???# w???D½eO³&«Ë

∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽ lIðË ¨Â≥π∂ w&«uŠ d×³&« `DÝ sŽ WK)«
N 32.59072

E 035.79627

ÂuÝ w6 uJ1¹dH"UÐ ÊuK*« s6b*« ?π
 w( ÍdO'« wFO³D&« dBB&« w(  u×M# nN% qš«œ s(b*« «c¼ l???I¹
 r???ÝUÐ 5OK;« ÊUJ???.&« Èb& tOKŽ ·—UF²# u¼ U# Ë√ ©—«e*« ÂËd%® WIDM#

Æ©…d¼UE&«®
 × rÝµ≥∞ ”UOIÐ WŠUÐ tDÝu²¹ U¹—«bł «d³) ©±¥® s(b*« «c¼ rC¹

ÆwKzUŽ d³) t½« Ëb³¹Ë ¨rÝ≤µ∞ ŸUHð—« × rÝ∂¥∞
 Ê«u???&√  U#u???ÝdÐ W???OKš«b&« t???²ŠUÐ w???( s???(b*« «c???¼ Ê«—b???ł X???M¹“
 ¨b???Ý√ ∫q¦# WO½«uOŠË W???OðU³½ ‰UJ???ý√ q???¦9Ë ©W???OzU# Ê«u???&√® uJ???.¹dH&«
 ¨U³¹dIð w¦½—u% ÃU???ð Ë– œuLŽ qJ???ý p&c%Ë ¨U¼dOžË VK% ¨d/ ¨ÊU???BŠ
 Ær???Ý≥∏ ÁdD)Ë r???Ýπ∂ lHðd¹ …dB³# d???−Š s(b*« W???ŠUÐ j???Ýu²¹ U???L%

ÆwÝu) n¹u& s(b*« s# WOÐuM'« WN'« jÝu²¹
 w½U½u¹ g???I½ s(b*« v&≈ ÍœR???*« w???.Ozd&« qšb*« v???KŽ√ vKŽ b???łu¹

ÆrÝ≤∂ × rÝ≤∞∞ ‰uDÐ
 ÂUŽ w( Æ5???¹œöO*« Y&U¦&« Ë√ w???½U¦&« 5???½dI&« w???&«u( s???(b*« Œ—R???¹
 «c¼ w( nOEM²&«Ë V???OIM²&UÐ W%d²???A# WO½U*√ WO½œ—√ WKLŠ X???#U) Â±π∑¥

Æa¹—U²&« «c¼ bFÐ tÐ 7F¹ r&Ë s(b*«
∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽË ¨rÝ¥∞± ŸUHð—« vKŽ s(b*« «c¼ lI¹

N 32.59118

E 035.79014

 Ê«u&√ w???ýöðË q%Pð w¼ s(b*« «c¼ tł«uð w²&«  UO&UJ???ýù« r¼√ s#
 UNO( œułu*« ÷—_« WFD) U???#√ ÆW½UOB&« ÂbŽË WÐuÞd&« qFHÐ uJ???.¹dH&«

Æ—uŠ ¨5B(« uÐ√ q²& ÂUŽ dEM# Æ≥∞

Æ«dŽu( w( «d×ł« q²& ÂUŽ dEM# Æ≥±ÆÂuÝ WÐdš Øs(«b*« bŠ« qšb# Æ≥≤

bÐ—≈ WE(U×# w( W¹dŁ_« l)«u*« W&U( wLOOI²&« ÍdŁ_« `.*« ŸËdA# ∫r×K# qOŽULÝ≈



≠¥¥≠

 U#√ ¨lÐd# d²# ±∞∞ UN²ŠU.#Ë ¨—UŁ¬ ØWJKL*« WM¹e) W%uK2 wN( s(b*«
Æ©≥¥ ¨≥≥ ÊöJA"«® —«e*« ÂËd% s# ≥ ÷uŠ ±≥∏ WFDI&« r)—

dOG*« ØdOG*« qð ?±∞
 Íœ«Ë vKŽ ·dA¹Ë ¨dOG*« …bKÐ s# wÐdG&« »uM'« w( dOG*« qð lI¹
 ÁœUFÐ≈ mK³ðË UO³???.½ r−(« d???OG- ÍdŁ_« q²&«Ë Æt???Ðdž l???)«u&« »u???Š«—

ÆÂ±µ∞ × Â±µ∞ w&«uŠ
∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽË ¨d×³&« `DÝ sŽ Âµ±π w&«uŠ ŸUHð—« vKŽ q²&« lI¹

N  32.60793

E 035.93364

 Íd−(« ¨Y???¹b(« Íd???−(« ∫—u???BF&« v&≈ q???²&« «c???¼  «d²( œu???Fð
 q²&« w( b???łË Æw²???.MOKN&«Ë Íb???¹b(« ¨W???¹e½Ëd³&« —u???BF&« ¨w???ÝU×M&«

Æs¹eš o(«d#Ë Ê«—bł  UÝUÝ√
 t²OJK# Ê« YOŠ ¨ÃUO???Ý v&≈ ÃU²×¹Ë 5MÞ«u*« s%U???.# 5Ð q²&« l???I¹
 W%d²???A# W¹dŁ√  U¹dHŠ l)u*« w( X???¹dł√ Æ—UŁ¬ ØWJKL*« W???M¹e) …b???zUŽ
 ¨Â±π∏µ ÂUŽ w( l)u*« w( WO½U*_« s−MÐuð WF#UłË „u#dO&« WF#Uł 5Ð
 w#UŽ w( q???²&« w(  U???¹dH×Ð W#UF&« —U???Łü« …d???z«œ X#U) Ê«Ë o³???Ý b???)Ë

Æ©≥µ qJA"«® UN−zU²½ dA½ r²¹ r& Â±π∑µË Â±π∑¥

»uŠ«— ØwÐdG"« ÷UO³"« WÐdš ?±±

 ŸUHð—« vKŽË ¨«d²# ±µ∞ w???&«uŠ »uŠ«— l³½ »dž WÐd)« Ác???¼ l???Ið
∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽË ¨Â¥¥µ

N 32.60867

E 035.93005

 ¨—«b???ł U???NM# d???O³% ¡e???−Ð j???O×¹ ¨+Ëœ ±∞∞ w???&«uŠ W???Ðd)« b???²9
 dO³% œbŽ `D.&« vKŽ dA²M¹ ÆœuÝ_« X&“U³&« d−Š Á¡UMÐ w( ÂbB²???Ý«Ë
 j???Ýu²*« Íe½Ëd³&« dBF&« ∫U???NM# WHK²B# —u???BŽ s# —UBH&« d???.% s???#
 ’UB???ý√ q³) s???# n???¹d−²K& l???)u*« ÷d???Fð b???)Ë ÆÍb???¹b(« d???BF&«Ë
 WN'« s# l???)u*UÐ jO;« —u???.&« s# ¡e???ł Âb¼ v???&≈ Èœ√ U???2 5???&uN−#

ÆWO)dA&«
 5Ð WOŽdý dOž  U¹dH( t{dFð l)u*« tł«uð w²&«  UO&UJýù« s#
  U³OIM²&« iFÐ ¡«d???ł≈Ë ·U???AJ²Ý« v&≈ WłU×Ð l)u*« Ê« ÆÈdš√Ë W???MO(

ÆtÐ W¹dŁ_«

dOG*« ØWIKF*« Íœ«Ë ?±≤
 ¨d²#uKO% n???B½ w&«u×Ð »u???Š«— W???Ðdš »u???Mł W???IKF*« Íœ«Ë l???I¹
 dšü« iF³&«Ë o???(b²¹ UNCFÐ ‰«“ U???# w²&« lOÐUMO&« s???# œbŽ t???Ð b???łu¹Ë

ÆWIDM*UÐ WDO;« W¹“«uð—ô« —UÐü« qOGAð W−O²½ nł
 vKŽ lI¹Ë ¨Â¥∂π w???&«uŠ d???×³&« `D???Ý sŽ Íœ«u???&« Èd−# l???Hðd¹

∫ UOŁ«bŠù«
N 32.60404

E 35.92785

 Í— w( UN¼UO# s# œUH².¹Ë ©WIKF*« 5Ž® Íœ«u&« «c¼ Â‰UF# “dÐ« s#
 b²1Ë l³M&« «c¼ Èd−# ‚u( dBB&« w(  u×M# oH½ qLŽ b)Ë 5ðU???.³&«
 ¨Â≥ w&«uŠ oHM&« ŸUHð—« mK³¹ ¨W???(ËdF# dOž t²¹UN½Ë r%± s# d¦%« o???HM&«
 oHM&« «c¼ a¹—Uð œuF¹ ÆÁUO*« n¹dB²& WLE²M# dOž ¡U# …UM) tKš«œ błu¹Ë

Æ—uBF&« d³Ž UIŠô t#«bB²Ý« bOŽ√Ë w½U#Ëd&« dBFK&
 n¹d−²&« ‰U???LŽ√ W???IKF*« Íœ«Ë U???N& ÷d???F²¹ w???²&«  UO&UJ???ýù« s???#
 …—UG# błuð ‰U¦*« qO³???Ý vKF( ¨5MÞ«u*«Ë 5Ž—«e*« q³) s# WOz«u???AF&«
 …dOG-   «u% UNÐË ¨WOKš«b&« UN½«—bł XOIÐË ¨UNHI???Ý q¹“√ oHM&« V½U−Ð
 5ðU???.³&« w( ¡U???.HO.H&«  U³FJ# d???ŁUM²ð UL% ¨ÂU???L(«  uOÐ j???/ v???KŽ
 q³) s# l)u*« vKŽ …dL².# WÐU)— œułË VKD²¹ U2 ¨oHM&« qšb* WKÐUI*« ÆuJ.¹dH&« U¹UIÐ t½«—bł vKŽË ÂuÝ s(b# Æ≥≥

ÆÂuÝ s(b# qšb# vKŽ wÐU²J&« gIM&« Æ≥¥ÆdOG*« q²& ÂUŽ dEM# Æ≥µ

©≤∞±≤® µ∂ W#UF&« —UŁü« …dz«œ WO&uŠ



≠¥µ≠

Æ©≥∂ qJA"«®  t²¹UL( ”«d(«
 lIð W.OMJ&« …uÐ— vŽbð …dOG- …uÐ— Íœ«u&« w( …eOL*« r&UF*« s#Ë

∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽ
N 32Æ 60454

E 035.92405

…d0Ëœ Øw0«uD"« Â« WÐdš ?±≥
 w&«uŠ d×³&« `DÝ sŽ lHðdðË ¨…d)Ëœ …bKÐ ‰UL???ý WÐd)« Ác¼ lIð

∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽ lIðË ¨Â≥∏¥
N 32.59738

E 035.75967

 w( X²×½ œu???IH# tHI???Ý qJ???A&« lÐd# eO2 nN% WÐd)« w( b???łu¹
 ¨ÂUL(«  uOÐ j/ vKŽ WFÐd# …dOG-  «u% WFÐ—_«  UN'« s# t???³½«uł
 W???.Lš s# ÊuJ# Ã—œ n???NJ&« «c???¼ s# W???OÐuM'« W???N'« w( b???łu¹ U???L%
 w( Wðu×M# V???MŽ …dBF#Ë s???(«b# …bŽ W???Ðd)« w( błu¹ U???L% Æ U???ł—œ
 Ídz«œ lOL& ÷uŠË qOD².# ”d¼ ÷uŠ s# W½uJ# wFO³D&« dBB&«

Æ©≥∑ qJA"«® w½U#Ëd&« dBFK& VKž_« vKŽ r&UF*« Ác¼ Œ—Rð ÆqJA&«
5−ł Ø5−ł qð ?±¥

 ≤ w&«uŠ t²ŠU.# mK³ðË ¨5−ł …bKÐ jÝË w( ÍdŁ_« 5−ł qð lI¹
∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽË ¨d×³&« `DÝ sŽ Â≥π∑ ŸUHð—« vKŽ lI¹ Æ+Ëœ

N 32.58575

E 035.77017

 ¨Íe½Ëd³&« ∫q¦# WHK²B# —uBŽ s# W¹—UB( d.% `D.&« vKŽ dA²M¹
 q²&« «c¼ s# ¡eł ÷dFð b)Ë Æw².MOKN&«Ë w%uKL*« ¨w½U#Ëd&« ¨Íb¹b(«

Æn¹d−²K&

dOG*« ØÊu0d¹e"« WÐdš ?±µ
 ŸUHð—« vKŽË ¨dOG*« …bKÐ s# WO)dA&« WN'« v&≈ Êu)d¹e&« WÐdš lIð

∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽË ¨d×³&« `DÝ sŽ Â¥π∑
N 32.58557

E 033.94870

 ¨W???OÐdG&« t???²Nł w???( W&ö???A&« Íœ«Ë v???KŽ Êu???)d¹e&« W???Ðdš ·d???Að

 v???KŽ U???NKš«bÐ Íu???²%Ë Â≥∞∞ × Â¥∞∞ m???K³ð WŠU???.# l???)u*« w???DG¹Ë
Æ.bI&« Íe½Ëd³&« dBF&« s# WM¹b#  UHKB#

  U¹dHŠ WO½U*_« s−MÐuð WF#Uł l# ÊËUF²&UÐ „u#dO&« WF#Uł  dł√
  UHKB# s???Ž XH???A% Â±π∏∑ ¨±π∏µ ¨±π∏¥  «uM???.&« w( l???)u*« w???(
 ¨Ã«dÐ√ t???LŽb¹ Â∑ t{dŽ m???K³¹ Íc???&« WM¹b*« —u???Ý U¼“dÐ« s???# W???¹—ULF#

ÆWIOLŽ ÁUO# —UÐ¬Ë WOMJÝ  uOÐË b³F#  UÝUÝ√ ·UA²%« v&≈ W(U{≈
 V¹dBð v&≈ Èœ√ U2 —UŁü« ’uB& q³) s???#  «¡«b²Ž« v&≈ l)u*« ÷d???Fð

Æ©≥∏ qJA"«® —UŁ¬ ØWJKL*« WM¹e) wN( ÷—_« WOJK# U#√ Ær&UF*« iFÐ

‰UÝ Ø‰UÝ qð ? ±∂
 d×³&« `DÝ sŽ lHðd¹Ë ¨‰U???Ý …bKÐ j???ÝË w( ÍdŁ_« ‰U???Ý qð lI¹

∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽË ¨Â µ∏∂ w&«uŠ
N 32.56767

E 035.91130

 ÊUJ???Ý ÂbB¹ rB{ ¡U# Ê«ešË W¦¹bŠ —u³) q???²&« dNþ vKŽ b???ł«u²¹
 ∫—uBF&« s# W¹—UB( d.% œułË W¹dŁ_« `D???.&« d¼UE# “dÐ« s# ¨…bK³&«
 WO²&“UÐ …—U???−Š bł«u²ð UL% ÆÍu???#_«Ë w½U#Ëd&« ¨Íb???¹b(« ¨Íe???½Ëd³&«

ÆÊ«—b'«  UÝUÝ√ w( W#bB².# WDÝu²#Ë …dO³%

…—«uŠ ØW×¹d¹ WÐdš ?±∑
 œ«b²#« s???L{ r???%≥ w&«u×Ð …—«u???Š …b???KÐ ‚d???ý W???Ðd)« Ác???¼ l???Ið
 w( tðu×M# ÁUO# —UÐ¬Ë ·uN% …bŽ Èu???Ý U¼eO1 ôË ¨WOŽ«—e&« ‰uN???.&«
 ¨Íe½Ëd³&« ∫UNM# —uBŽ …bŽ s# W¹—UB( d.% —UA²½«Ë wFO³D&« dBB&«
Æw½UL¦F&«Ë w%uKL*« ¨wÐu¹_« ¨wD½eO³&« ¨w½U#Ëd&« ¨w².MOKN&«¨Íb¹b(«

 U¦×Ð —UŁü« ’uB& q³) s# …—dJ²#  «¡«b²Žô WÐd)« Ác¼ ÷d???F²ð
 qJ???A"«® Âµ¥≥ d×³&« `D???Ý sŽ l)u*« ŸUHð—« mK³¹ ÆWO½UL¦Ž szU(œ s???Ž

∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽË ¨©≥π
N 32.52671

E 035.94767

UÐu¹dH@ qð ?±∏
∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽ UÐu¹dH% …bKÐ »uMł UÐu¹dH% qð lI¹

Æ—uG&« ØWIKF*« Íœ«Ë w( ÁUO*« oH½ qšb# Æ≥∂Æ…d)Ëœ Øw)«uD&« Â« WÐdš Æ≥∑

bÐ—≈ WE(U×# w( W¹dŁ_« l)«u*« W&U( wLOOI²&« ÍdŁ_« `.*« ŸËdA# ∫r×K# qOŽULÝ≈



≠¥∂≠

N 32.50708

E 035.80595

 q²&« UNO( œu???łu*« WIDM*« vŽbðË ¨Â∂≥∑ d???×³&« `D???Ý sŽ l???Hðd¹Ë
 v&≈ W(U{≈ ¨Ê«u???B&« …—U???−Š s???# rł— q???²&« v???KŽ b???ł«u²¹Ë ©W???³O¼c&«®
 w???.Ozd&« Ÿ—U???AK& W¹–U;« WÐd²&« l???ÞUI# w( `C²ð Ê«—b???ł  U???ÝUÝ√
 ‰ULŽ√ W???−O²½ XH???AJð Èd???š√ l???ÞUI#Ë ¨U???Ðu¹dH% v???&≈ b???Ð—« s???# t???−²*«
 W¹—UB( d.% `D.&« vKŽ dA²M¹Ë Æq²&« s# WO&ULA&« WN'« w( n¹d−²&«

ÆÍb¹b(« dBF&« s#
 ¨W-Uš  U???OJK# w???( Áœu???łË l???)u*« t???ł«uð w???²&«  UO&UJ???ýù« s???#
  UI³D&« «œbN# q???²&« »U???.Š vKŽ l???Ýu²¹ Y¹b(« w½«dLF&« nŠe&« Ê«Ë

ÆW¹dŁô«

Ëd! Ø…dL0 WÐdš ?±π
 œbŽ UNÐ b???łu¹Ë ¨r???%≤ w&«u×Ð Ëd???# …bKÐ »u???Mł WÐd)« Ác???¼ l???Ið
 ¨5MÞ«u*«  u???OÐ 5Ð ¡U???.HO.( WF)—Ë ¨Ê«—bł  U???ÝUÝ√Ë ·uNJ&« s???#
 wD½eO³&« ¨w½U#Ëd&« ∫—u???BF&« s# W¹—UB( d???.% WÐd)« w( d???A²Mð UL%
 ¨©¥∞ qJA"«® Âµ≤π w&«uŠ d×³&« `DÝ sŽ l)u*« lHðd¹ UL% ¨Íu#_«Ë

∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽ lIðË
N 32.61529

E 035.87732

©WK)« WIDM!® Ëd! ØbK³"« qð ?≤∞
 n¹d−²K& UNM# ¡«e???ł√ X{dFðË ¨…b???K³&« j???ÝË w( WIDM*« Ác¼ l???Ið
 Ëd# 5Ð q???-«u&« ÂUF&« o???¹dD&« s???# WO)d???A&« WN'« w( ‰U(« u???¼ U???L%
 ¨…œbF²#  «d−Š Ë– s(b#Ë Ê«—bł  UÝUÝ√ U¹UIÐ `C²ð YOŠ ¨U1dŠË
 WOD½eOÐË WO½U#Ë— —U???B( d???.% bł«u²¹ UL% ¨WOzU???.HO.( WO{—« U???¹UIÐË
∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽË ¨Âµ∞µ w&«uŠ d×³&« `DÝ sŽ WIDM*« lHðdð ÆW¹u#√Ë

N 32.608920

E 035.88881

‰UFKŽ ØÂUMB"« qð ?≤±
 vKŽ lI¹Ë ÆÂ≥≥∑ w???&«uŠ d×³&« `D???Ý sŽ ÍdŁ_« q???²&« «c¼ l???Hðd¹

∫ UOŁ«bŠù«
N 32.66021

E 035.91576

 »uMłË r???%∂ w&«u×Ð ‰U???FKŽ …b???KÐ s???# ‰UL???A&« v&≈ q???²&« «c???¼ l???I¹Ë
  U???ÝUÝ√ tO( bł«u²¹Ë ¨W¹œË_« s# œbFÐ l???)u*« ◊U×¹Ë ¨W³O½– …b???KÐ »d???ž
 l)u*«Ë ¨W&uGA# WO.K% …—U−Š q²&« WL) vKŽË ¨W¹œUM²Ý« Ê«—błË Ê«—bł
 ÆÍdJ.Ž sBŠ q¦1 t½« bI²F¹Ë Æ—UŁü« ’uB& q³) s# V¹dB²K& ÷dF²#
 ¨W¹b¹b(« ¨W???¹e½Ëd³&« ∫—uBF&« s# W¹—UB( d???.% q²&« `D???Ý vKŽ d???A²M¹

Æ©¥± qJA"«® W&ËbK& œuF²( q²&« WOJK# U#√ ÆWO½U#Ëd&«Ë WO².MOKN&«

U6U¹ XOÐ qð ?≤≤
 d²#uKO% nB½ w???&«uŠ bFÐ vKŽ U(U¹ X???OÐ …bKÐ »uMł q²&« «c???¼ l???I¹
 mK³ð dOG- q???ð u¼Ë ¨‰Ëd???²³&« o¹dÞ vL???.*« w???.Ozd&« Ÿ—U???A&« v???KŽË
 WO½«uB&« …—U−(« s???# Âu% s# ÊuJ#Ë ¨nB½Ë +Ëœ w&«uŠ t²ŠU???.#
 UNÐ ÂU) w???²&« V¹dB²&« ‰U???LŽ√ XH???A% bI( Èd???š« WOŠU½ s???# ÆWO???.KJ&«Ë
 ¨Ê«—bł  U???ÝUÝ√ sŽ q²&« «c???¼ s# WOÐuM'« W???N'« w( —U???Łü« ’u???B&
 t½«Ë ULO???Ýô ‰UBð«Ë W³)«d# WDI½ u???¼ q²&« «cN& l???)u²*« ·bN&« Ê« d???Ož
 vKŽ bł«u²¹Ë ¨dFO???ýô« qðË WOH×ł qð q¦# ‰ö²&« s# œbŽ —U???.# sL{
 l)u*« lHðd¹ ÆÍu#_« Ë Íb¹b(« ∫s¹dBFK& œuFð W¹—UB( d???.% `D.&«

∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽ lI¹Ë ¨©¥≤ qJA"«® Â∂∏π w&«uŠ d×³&« `DÝ sŽ
N 32.50645

E 035.79192

ÆÊu)d¹e&« ¨Ídz«œ ÃdÐ U¹UIÐ Æ≥∏

ÆW×¹d¹ WÐdš w( WOŽdA&« dOž  U¹dH×K& ÂUŽ dEM# Æ≥πÆ…dL) WÐdš w( s(«b*« bŠ« Æ¥∞

©≤∞±≤® µ∂ W#UF&« —UŁü« …dz«œ WO&uŠ



≠¥∑≠

U6U¹ XOÐ WKð ?≤≥
 bF³ðË ¨5???MÞ«u*« s%U???.# 5ÐË U(U¹ XOÐ …b???KÐ qš«œ W???K²&« Ác¼ l???Ið
 lHðdð Æ©¥≥ qJA"«® WO#ö???Ýù« …d³I*« ‚d???ý ‰UL???ý v&≈ Â±∞∞ w&«uŠ

 ∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽË ¨Â∂≤¥ w&«uŠ d×³&« `DÝ sŽ
N 32.51985

E 035.79040

 w&UL???A&« nBM&« wIÐË 5MÞ«u*« q³) s# q²&« «c¼ nB½ n¹d& -
 WO.K% …—U−ŠË Ê«uB&« …—U−Š s# W¹d−Š VÞUB# vKŽ qL²???A¹ Íc&«

ÆWÐcA#

dŠ“ ØdFOýô« qð ?≤¥
 —«už_UÐ bÐ—« W???M¹b# qB¹ Íc&« w???.Ozd&« Ÿ—U???A&« q²&« «c¼ Í–U×¹
  UÝUÝ√ tO( bł«u²¹Ë ¨U³¹dIð U/Ëœ ±∂ w&«uŠ t²ŠU.# mK³ð ÆWO&UL???A&«
 UNM# `???C²¹ ¨W???OÐdG&«Ë WO&UL???A&« W???-UšË W???Nł s???# d¦%« w???( Ê«—b???ł
 ¨Íb¹b(« ∫—uBF&« s# W¹—UB( d.% `D.&« vKŽ d???A²M¹Ë ¨vM³* qšb#
 vKŽË WO&ULA&«Ë WOÐuM'« 5²N'« w( bł«u²¹ UL% ¨wD½eO³&«Ë w½U#Ëd&«
 ÆW#UF&« —UŁü« …dz«œ v&≈ t²OJK# œuFð Æs*Ëb&« —u³) U¹UIÐ Âµ∞ w&«uŠ bFÐ
 lI¹Ë Æ©¥¥ qJ???A"«® Âµ¥≤ w???&«u×Ð d???×³&« `D???Ý sŽ q²&« «c???¼ l???Hðd¹

∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽ dŠ“ …bKÐ »uMł
N 32Æ 3331

E 035.484

UÐu¹dH@ ØUÐu¹dH@ qð ?≤µ
 »d) «b¹b%Ë ¨U???Ðu¹dH% …bKÐ s???# WOÐuM'« WN'« w???( q²&« «c???¼ l???I¹
 t×DÝË U/Ëœ ±≤ w&«u×Ð t²ŠU???.#—bIð ¨VKD*« b³Ž sÐ …eLŠ b−???.#
 …—U−Š s# r???ł— tM# WO)d???A&« WN'« w( błu¹ U???L% ¨—b???×M#Ë Íu²???.#
 n¹d−²&« lÞUI# w???( `C²ð Ê«—bł  U???ÝUÝ√ q²&« w( bł«u²¹ ÆÊ«u???B&«
 `D.&« vKŽ dA²M¹ UL% ¨q²&« s# WOÐdG&«Ë WO&UL???A&« 5²N'« w( W¦¹b(«
 w&«uŠ d×³&« `D???Ý sŽ lHðd¹ ÆÍb¹b(« dBF&« v&≈ œuFð W¹—UB( d???.%

∫ UOŁ«bŠô« vKŽ lI¹Ë ¨Â∂≥∑
N 32.50708

E 035.80575

”√— XOÐ ?≤∂
 .bI&« …b???K³&« j???ÝË bF¹Ë ¨bÐ—« W???M¹b# ‰UL???ý ”«— X???OÐ …b???KÐ l???Ið
 ”«— XOÐ WM¹b# —U???Ł¬ W¦¹b(« UNO½U³# qH???Ý« lI¹Ë ¨W¦¹b(« …bK³&« e???%d#
 XD³ð—« w²&« ©d???AF&« Êb*«® fO&uÐUJ¹b&« Êb???# ÈbŠ≈ w???¼Ë ÆW???OB¹—U²&«
 ”«— XOÐ r???Ý« ÊU%Ë ¨w???½U#Ëd&« d???BF&« w( ÍœU???B²)« w???ŽU(œ n???K×Ð
 s# œbŽ Èu???Ý ”UO&u²OÐU% WM¹b# —UŁ« s# o³¹ r& Æ©”UO&u²OÐU%® .b???I&«
 s# ¡eł ¨Ã—b*« Õd.*« ¨w½U#Ëd&« Í—U−²&« ‚u???.&« ¨W%d³&« ∫UNM# r&UF*«
 s# WŽuL−# vKŽ d¦Ž UL% ¨s(«b*« s???# …bŽË ÁUO*« dł oH½Ë WM¹b*« —u???Ý
 `D???Ý sŽ lHðdð Æ5MÞ«u*« w½U³# w( …dŁUM²*« W&uG???A*« W¹d−(« lDI&«

Æ‰UFKŽ ØÂUMB&« qð Æ¥±Æn¹d−²K& UF{dFð lÐ U(U¹ XOÐ WKð Æ¥≥

ÆU(U¹ XOÐ q²& ÂUŽ dEM# Æ¥≤ÆdŠ“ …bKÐ ØdFOýô« q²& ÂUŽ dEM# Æ¥¥

bÐ—≈ WE(U×# w( W¹dŁ_« l)«u*« W&U( wLOOI²&« ÍdŁ_« `.*« ŸËdA# ∫r×K# qOŽULÝ≈



≠¥∏≠

∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽ lIðË ¨Âµπ∏ w&«uŠ d×³&«
N 32.59792

E 035.85873

”√— XOÐ ØÃ—b*« Õd1*« ?≤∑
 ÀbŠ« u¼Ë ¨”«— XOÐ …bKÐ s# WO&ULA&« WN'« w( Ã—b*« Õd.*« lI¹
 …dz«œ t???Ð  dł√ Y???OŠ ¨WIDM*« p???Kð w( w???½U#Ë— Õd???.* Íd???Ł« ·U???A²%«
 XH???A% Â≤∞±∞ ÂUŽ v&≈ Â±πππ ÂU???Ž cM# W¹dŁ√  U???¹dHŠ W???#UF&« —U???Łü«
 »dž ? ‚d???ý Â∑∞ w&«uŠ WO½«dLF&« t*UF# œ«b???²#« mK³¹ Æt*UF# r???EF# s???Ž
 d²# ≥∑∏∞ w&«u×Ð —bIð WO&ULł« WŠU???.0 »uMł ? ‰UL???ý Âµ¥ w&«uŠË
 ÊuJ²¹ u¼Ë ¨hB???ý ≥∞∞∞ w&«uŠ s¹b¼U???A*« s# t²F???Ý mK³ðË ¨l???Ðd#
 W³K(« ¨W#bI*« w( WBM*« ∫w¼Ë w???½U#Ëd&« Õd???.LK& W¹bOKI²&« ¡«eł_« s#
 ¨W³K(« ‰u???Š Ÿ“u²ð w²&« W???ł—b*« bŽUI*« ¨n???B²M*« w???( ©«d²???.%—Ëô«®
 ÆWO³)_« s# œbŽË bŽUI*« 5Ð  «d2 ¨W³)«dLK& Ã«dÐ√ ¨fÐö*« dOOGð WIDM#
 t#«bB²???Ý« bOŽ« b)Ë ÆÍœöO*« w½U¦&« ÊdIK& œu???F¹ t½U( Õd???.*« a¹—Uð U#√
 ‚öž≈ qO&bÐ wŠd???.*« ·bN&« dOž Èdš√ ÷«dž_ w???D½eO³&« dBF&« w???(
 ÃU²×¹Ë Æw&ULA&« Õd.*« —«bł V½U−Ð WM¹b*« —uÝ ¡UMÐË Õd???.*« qš«b#
 w²&«  UO&UJ???ýù« “dÐ« Ê√ dOž ¨rO#dðË W???½UO- v&≈ t*UF# q???#UJÐ Õd???.*«
 Ê«Ë ¨W???¦¹b(« 5MÞ«u*« s%U???.# 5???Ð WF)«Ë t²ŠU???.# r???EF# Ê« t???Nł«uð
 Æ©¥µ qJA"«® W#UF&« —UŁü« …dz«b& W%uK2 Õd.*« WŠU.# s# WKOK) ¡«eł√

∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽ lI¹Ë ¨Âµ∑≥ w&«uŠ d×³&« `DÝ sŽ lHðd¹
N  32.59856
E 035.85841

”√— XOÐ Øw½U!Ëd"« Í—U−²"« ‚u1"« ?≤∏
 lIð …—ËU???−²# XO½«uŠ …b???Ž sŽ …—U³Ž w???½U#Ëd&« ‚u???.&« «c¼ U???¹UIÐ
 s# ‚u???.&« ÊuJ²¹ ¨W1bI&« …b???K³&« b−???.# V½U−Ð ”«— XOÐ …bKÐ j???ÝË
 vKŽ UNHI???Ý√ XOMÐ ¨…w&UL???A&« WN'« vKŽ `²Hð …—ËU−²# XO½«uŠ WF???.ð
 ¨WÐcA*« WO.KJ&« …—U−(« UNO( X#bB²Ý«Ë WOKO#d³&« nB½ œuIF&« ÂUE½
 ÂUŽ w( W#UF&« —UŁü« …dz«œ  d???ł√ ÆÍœöO*« w½U¦&« ÊdIK& tB¹—Uð œu???F¹Ë
 W???.OM% U¹UIÐ sŽ n???AJ&« - UL% ¨l)uLK& rO#dðË W½UO- ‰ULŽ√ Â≤∞∞≥
 WOJK# œuFð Æ‚u???.&« «c¼ WŠU???Ý w( WOzU???.HO.(  UO{—√  «– W???OD½eOÐ
 Æ©¥∂ qJA"«® W#UF&« —UŁü« …dz«œ v&≈ ‚u.&« «c¼ UNÐ l)«u&« ÷—_« WFD)

∫ UOŁ«bŠù« vKŽ lI¹Ë ¨Âµ∑≥ w&«uŠ d×³&« `DÝ Èu².# sŽ lHðd¹Ë

N 32.59856
E 035.85841

”√— XOÐ ØWOÐuM'« W@d³"« ?≤π
 öJ???ý cB²ð ¨W1bI&« …bK³&« s# WOÐuM'« W???N'« w( W%d³&« Ác¼ l???Ið
 UN½«—bł XOMÐ ¨Âπ w&«uŠ UNILŽ qB¹Ë Â¥¥ × Â∂¥ U¼œUFÐ≈ öOD²???.#
 XLŽœË ¨r???Ý≤∏≤ w&«uŠ Ê«—b???'« ÷dŽ qB¹Ë ¨w???.KJ&« d−(« s???#
 WKB²# UN½« qL²;« s# w²&«Ë ¨U???NO( œuIF&« ¡UMÐ o¹dÞ sŽ Ê«—b'« Ác???¼
 UNB¹ —Uð œu???F¹ ÆWłU(« b???MŽ ÁUO*« UN& V???K−¹ ÊU% Íc&« ”«— X???OÐ o???HMÐ
 UþUHŠ ZOO.ðË nOEMðË rO#dð ‰ULŽ√ v&≈ ÃU²%Ë ¨w½U#Ëd&« dBF&« v&≈
 vKŽ lIðË ¨Âµ∑∑ w???&«uŠ d×³&« `D???Ý sŽ lHðdð Æ©¥∑ qJ???A"«® U???NOKŽ

 ∫ UOŁ«bŠù«
N 32.59725

E 035.85318

oHM"« ?≥∞
 ¨Âµ≥∞ ŸUHð—« vKŽË ”√— XOÐ s# WOÐdG&« WN'« w( o???HM&« «c¼ l???I¹
  U¾# oHM&« b²1 Æ…dO¦% «—«d{√ W¦¹b(« WO½«dLF&«  «œbL²&« tÐ XI(« b)Ë
 ¨Â≥∞∞ sŽ t&uÞ q???I¹ ô YOŠ W¹dŁô« WM¹b*« q???š«œË ·«dÞ≈ w( —U???²#_«
 ¨…bK³K& WOÐuM'« W%d³&« UNM#Ë ¨»dA&« ÁUO0 WM¹bLK& UO.Oz— «œËe# ÊU%Ë
 XKLŽ b)Ë ¨Â∏ v???&≈ qB¹Ë  ËU???H²# tŽUHð—«Ë Âµ?¥ o???HM&« ÷d???Ž m???K³¹
 tK#UJÐ oHM&«Ë Æ¡U²???A&« r???Ýu# w( ÁUO*« ‰Ušœù oHM&« nI???Ý w(  U¼u(
 tð«œ«b²#« W???(dF* ·U???AJ²Ý« v&≈ ÃU²×¹Ë w???FO³D&« dBB&« w???( —u???H×#
 lI¹ Æ©¥∏ qJ???A"«® fO&uÐUJ¹b&« Êb???# ‚UH½« WJ³???AÐ t???²)öŽË W???OIOI(«

 ∫ UOŁ«bŠ≈ vKŽ
 N32.59692

 E035.85010

d¹bIðË dJý
 t#UO) vKŽ w???³Že&« 5???.Š rO¼«dÐ≈ qO#eK& d¹bI²&«Ë dJ???A&UÐ tłuð√
 vKŽ Íb&U)« bL×# qO#e&«Ë ¨`???.*« UNKL???ý w²&« W¹dŁ_« r&UF*« d¹uB²Ð
 s# —u- Ã«dB²???Ý«Ë `???.*« UNKL???ý w²&« l)«u*«  UOŁ«bŠ≈ cšQÐ t???#UO)
 bL×#Ë w½UFÞ Íb−# ¨Õd( bz«— ÊwIzU.&« dJý« UL% ¨À—« qłuł l)u#

ÆbNł s# UFOLł Áu&cÐ U# vKŽ œULŠ

Æ”√— XOÐ Ã—b* ÂUŽ dEM# Æ¥µÆ”√— XOÐ w( w½U#Ëd&« Í—U−²&« ‚u.K& ÂUŽ dEM# Æ¥∂

©≤∞±≤® µ∂ W#UF&« —UŁü« …dz«œ WO&uŠ



≠¥π≠

Æ”√— XOÐ w( W%d³K& ÂUŽ dEM# Æ¥∑Æ»dF&« Íœ«Ë w( WŽ—“ q²& tð—U¹“ ¡UMŁ√ ÍdŁ_« `.*« o¹d( Æ¥π

Æ”√— XOÐ oH½ Æ¥∏

bÐ—≈ WE(U×# w( W¹dŁ_« l)«u*« W&U( wLOOI²&« ÍdŁ_« `.*« ŸËdA# ∫r×K# qOŽULÝ≈




